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THE GOSPEL WORKMAN.

^ Pennon
Delivered on Tuesday JIorning, Decebibeu 30, 1856,

M THE REV. DANIEL MOORE, M.A.,

AT ST. Margaret's church, lothbury.

" Slutly to shew thyself approved unto God, a v orkman that needeth not to be ashamed,

rightly dividing the word of truth."—2 Timothy ii. 15.

The position of Timothy as chief pastor over the church at Ephesus was one of

no common difficulty, and to his own soul of no little peril. His difficulties

lay in the peculiar mental and moral elements he had to deal with—in the

mixed and dissimilar forms of opposition which he well knew his message

would have to encounter, from the subtle cavils of the philosophers, from the

sordid opposition of the shrine-makers, from the bigotry and something worse

than bigotry of the resident Jews,—an assemblage of antagonist influences,

agreeing in nothing but their antagonism to Christ and the spread of his

gospel. And there was peril also in this position of Timothy— peril to the

humility of his character, in being placed above many his equals both in years

and natural acquirements—peril to the spirituality of his mind, in having to

undertake the entire secular as well as religious ordering of the churches-

peril to the very salvation of his soul, lest through his negligence or unfaith-

fulness not the prosperity of the church at Ephesus only, but the interests of

a yet struggling Christianity should be hindered and thrown back. Well was

it for him, therefore, that there was one to speak to him of these things—one

with wisdom to instruct, with experience to guide, with affection to sympa-

thise, with authority to exhort and warn—one who, knowing that there were

responsibilities in the ministerial office, solemn enough to make an angel

tremble, would lay down for the newly-appointed pastor that safest of all rules

to be observed by a watchman and steward of souls—" Study to show thyself

approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly

dividing the word of truth."

The choice of such a subject, brethren, as you will suppose, is suggested by

the circumstance under which I appear before you—my first entrance upon

the duties of this Morning Lecture. Such an office, believe me, I have not

accepted without a careful weighing of the attendant cost—without expecting

it to make large demands upon my time, strength, labour, thought— all tlie

powers which God hath given me ; without feeling the opportunity a great
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THE GOSPEL WORKMAN.

one, and the task a momentous one, and the call of God a solemn one, to

stand up in the midst of this world within a world, in the thick of all its din,

and strife, and stir and murmur, of multitudinous voices, in the hope that here
and there one may be willing to turn aside from the roar of this deafening mill-

stream, to listen to the tranquillities of the gospel message, and to hearken to

the voice of God. And it seemed fitting, that he who in the ordering of pro-

vidence has been entrusted with such a function, should indicate at the outset

after what type and caste of theology his future ministry would be fashioned

—

what principles he should uphold, what tendencies he should denounce—in a
word, by what use of gospel appliances he was hoping to bring the power of

a living Christianity close home to the heart, to the conscience, to the life.

And my desired model will be found in the words of the text—" Study to

show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,
rightly dividing the word of truth."

The passage may be considered as setting two things before us. First, what
ought to be the great end of the Christian ministry ? Secondly, the means by
which that end may be best attained.

I. First, the end or object which the gospel teacher is here taught that he
should propose to himself is, that from the mode of his discharging the duties of

his oflBice he may not miss of the Divine approval, " Study to show thyself

approved unto God." " Approved :" so approved as to abide the test, the

image being taken from a process for trying the purity of metals, and thus

intimating how completely in the fire of judgment, God will disengage and
separate the base alloy of all negligence and deceit from his service, leaving

nothing to stand but the fine gold of an unashamed work—truthful, hearty,

honest towards God and man.
And first, it should be a great care with the gospel workman to approve

himself unto God for his faithfulness. " It is required in stewards that a man
be found faithful," we are told. And again: "Who, then, is that faithful

and wise steward, whom his Lord shall make ruler over his household, to give

them their portion of meat in due season?" Now, this faithfulness in rela-

tion to the stewardship of souls consists in doing a whole work—in believing

the gospel to be " the power of God unto salvation," and using it to that

end, as against all mutilations, all reserves, all forms of eclectic teaching,

determining that no part of the spiritual household should be unprovided for

and untaught. The apostle himself was a great master in this way ; he over-

looked none. If he had " strong meat for them that are of full age," he could

dispense *' milk" also for the unskilful and the babe. He had intellectual

people, and he gave them argument ; he had imaginative people, and he gave

them poetry ; he had learned people, and he reasoned with them out of the law

and the prophets ; he had weak and prejudiced people, and he tried to

lead them by easy steps up to " the first principles of the oracles of God."

He poured forth out of his profound and varied stores whatever he knew
would be useful " for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in

righteousness ;" and whether to warn the unruly or to convince the gainsay-

ing, to comfort the feeble-minded or to support the weak, seemed to be only

concerned to be all things to all men, that he might by all means save

some. And for this faithfulness must the gospel minister of this day be

approved unto God also. We hear a good deal just now of the shortcomings

of the pulpit, of its not vising to its ordained place and function among the
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THE GOSPEL WORKMAN.

great social and moral instrumentalities of the age, of its being content to

appeal to certain feelings and experiences, assumed to be familiar enough

vithin the sanctuary, but not sympathising enough with the thoughts and

emotions of the great heart outside. So far as the charge is true, no doubt

we fail in faithfulness ; we curtail of its fair power and proportions one of

our mightiest efforts for good. Our preaching is to be not for the church only,

but for the world. It is not enough that we speak comfortably to penitents, and

devoutly to believers, and experimentally to the advanced and ripened saint,

though this will we do, if God permit ; "we must strike further out ; we must
aim to reach the hearts, and intellects, and consciences of those who live be-

yond this eclectic circle. The gospel workman must put himself in harmony
with the national mind ; and the direction of this we cannot fail to see is on-

ward, steadily, resolutely, in every department, onward. The skilled artizan

now will have the best reading from our parish libraries; the strong intellects

in our factories are found to take pleasure in the profound subtleties of Butler,

whilst the young men who are at this moment pursuing their laborious vocation

at the counting-house or the desk, will in a few hours be found in the reading

room or the lecture hall, digging for themselves into the newly-opened mines of

scientific discovery, or traversing the most recent fields of literary research

and thought. We cannot, therefore, as ministers overlook these things ; they

are becoming, and will become more and more, a large element in the forma-

tion of our national character ; and to keep a wise and observant outlook

upon such indications is a part of our office. " Son of man, I have set thee

as a watchman over the house of Israel." 'Be an observer of the times ; note

carefully the strongest influences which are playing upon them, and be abreast

of these influences, or in advance of them, or seek to give them a sanctified

direction. Anything, rather than ignore or forget their existence.' " Study

to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be

ashamed."

But again : a minister should be careful to approve himself unto God for his

fearlessness—for his bold and unswerving testimony to the truth of the

gospel, utterly regardless whether in so doing he irritate the prejudices of this

man, or pronounce a censure on the known practices of that—whether he

enunciate a principle which would convict more than half of his hearers of a

moral dishonesty, or set up a test of spiritual Christianity which would seem

to shut out three-fourths of its professors from the very hope of heaven.

" Approved unto God" is the emphatic rule of obligation laid down for the

gospel workman ; to be approved unto man might be matter of small diffi-

culty. There will always be plenty of those who in their hearts, at all events,

will say unto us, " Prophecy not unto us right things ; speak unto us smooth

things ;" and if we do not give them these smooth things, we must not look

to have a smooth course to our ministry. " The carnal mind" is still " enmity

against God," and therefore against God's truth. Men have still the same

indisposition to call things by their right names ; to subject to the arbitra-

tions of Christian ethics, conventions which have been of world-wide and im-

memorial practice ; to suppose that there could be anything so very wrong

in habits which not only the most reputable of men give in to, but which

have so grown to us and grown with us, that rather than renounce them we
could cheerfully part with the best member that we have. And thus only let

us^each the gospel of the grace of God, in all its power, and breadth, and
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simplicity, casting down imaginations, denouncing worldlinoss, demanding
sacrifices, setting up close spiritual tests ; not only taking a man's false trusts

from under him, but making inroads at the same time on what he loves most

—

his gains, his pleasures, his ease, his comforts—and we awake in the uncon-

verted heart the identical spirit which nailed the Saviour to the cross, which
bound martyrs to the stake, which drove the Waldenses from their homes,
and which has again and again cast out godly ministers from the church and
pulpit of their fathers. And hence it will be a characteristic of this fearless-

ness in the gospel workman, that he will study great definiteness in the

personal application of his message, instead of contenting himself with the

announcement of those smooth and unchallenged generalities which would have

produced neither uproar in the streets of Ephesus, nor mocking gibes on Mars'

Hill. Before the word is brought home, before its doctrines are laid close

to the conscience, nobody does more ready homage to the gospel of Christ

than does the worldly man—to the sublimity of its precepts, to the glory of

its promises, to the transparent clearness of its disclosures, to the elevated

graces of its style. But show to him what it is which he thus deservedly

extols ; take the 8th chapter to the Romans, for instance, and choose out

this test, that of a man in Christ and a man out of Christ ; set forth in all

their individuality, and point, and power ; those marks of true conversion to

God—the repentance of a broken heart, the faith which excludes self-righte-

ousness, the enlightening and renewing influences of the Holy Spirit, the life

and walk of faith and love, the completeness of our subjugation to the law of

Christ in all outward and inward holiness ; and the antipathies of the natural

man are stirred up, and many will regard the unashamed workman as an
enemy, because he tells them the truth.

"Approved unto God" for his fearlessness. But withal for his judg-
ment, for his discretion, for a large and tolerant and discerning charity,

in relation to all diversities, whether of faith or practice in the Chris-

tian world, not plainly and demonstrably vital to the truth of God. " For
God hath not given us the spirit of fear," says the apostle, " but of

power, and of love, and of a sound mind." It is no proof of ministerial

courage to make rude and rough onslaught on people's prejudices, and weak-

nesses, and educational mistakes ; to rejoice in making the differences among
members of the Christian body appear greater than they are—to delight in

symbols, and Shibboleths, and the very narrowest grooves of theological thought

and feeling, leaving nothing but a lost immortality for all that are one hair's

breadth without the line. Brethren, there is neither policy nor philosophy

in this course : not policy, for if the mistakes were mistakes, and nothing

more, what so likely to induce obstinacy in retaining them as the angry mag-

nifying of. them into deadly heresies? Not philosophy, for it is setting our-

selves against a result which it is the very tendency of an age of religious ac-

tivity to produce. Divisions and sect-makings are the invariable concomitants

of revivals. We have an increase in the number of our religious thinkers,

and as a natural consequence nicer shades and more diversities of religious

thought. As, therefore, we cannot help these things, our great care should be

not to exaggerate them, not to overrate them, not to be ever throwing adder's

fork and blind worm's sting into the cauldron of religious bitterness, by charg-

ing consequences upon a doctrine which its advocates neither see nor hope,

but while preaching ourselves a full gospel, careful only to comply with the
260
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injunction—" Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that

needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth."

11. But I proceed to the other important question raised by our text ; or

the means by which the gospel workman may thus approve himself unto

God—namely, by " rightly dividing the word of truth." " Rightly dividing ;"

literally, rightly cutting up—in allusion, as is supposed, to the action of the

priest who had to cut up and appropriate the several parts of the Levitical

sacrifice. Thus understood, the injunction goes to reprove all that mutilated

or partial teaching in which, through an overfondness for particular aspects

of theological truth, a man is betrayed into negligence, if not into culpable

silence about all the rest. Something in his education, something in the con-

stitution of his mental character and habits, something, it may be, of marked
emphasis in the circumstances of his own religious history, has caused certain

views of doctrine to take firmer hold of his mind than any other ; he draws
all his studies that way, makes every subject to have some bearing upon it,

dislocating and wrenching texts out of their most obvious connection, to make
them say something in support of his favourite theme. Perhaps he belongs

to a school which loves to exalt the grace of sacraments, and then so constantly

are these dragged in, and so awful are the myth and mystery with which they

are made to be invested, that it is no marvel if the vulgar mind, and some
minds that are not vulgar too, come to regard these institutions not as what
Hooker calls them, the moral instruments of our salvation, but rather as some
material talismen for making that salvation sure. Or perhaps the teacher is

one who loves to soar into the high regions of the Divine predestinations
;

and then the Alpha and Omega of all gospel teaching is the believer's per-

sonal election in Christ—not put forth as a great fact of our religious philo-

sophy, which it is, nor yet proposed as a comfort to those who feel in them-
selves the workings of the Spirit of Christ, which our article tells us it ought
to be, but an announcement of God's secret purposes to individuals, so bold,

bald and bare as at least to tempt men to argue from the fact of an eternal

choice, to their sure participation of its promised blessings, rather than from

the discovery of the inward witness to their own Christianity, first to deduce
the fact of an eternal choice. Or again : the temper of the teacher's mind
may lead him to the fascinating study of unfulfilled prophecy, and then he is

for ever taking his hearers up into the clouds, into the third heavens of a

nebulous and phrenzied rhapsody ; not seeing how much safer their footing

would be in the plain way of faith and holiness—a way that has been made
so plain by God that wayfaring men, though fools, should not err therein.

Now, preferences of this kind, it is obvious, unless kept under very chastened

and severe restraints, must lead to much of unequal and unfair dividing of the

Word, to a good deal of garbling and ouesidedness in the presentment of truth,

causing the gospel to be shorn of its exact and finely balanced proportions,

and leaving those hearers who have no part in the teacher's idiosyncracies to

to be sent home unfed.

And yet, brethren, you will not suppose us from this to mean, that the

gospel of Christ has no prominent and fundamental truths, or that a right

dividing of the word consists in pressing with a routine and uniform frequency

each separate doctrine of our Christianity. Recurring to the apostle's assumed
Levitical illustration, we know that while portions of the sacrificial victim

were commanded to be laid upon the altar, there were other portions which
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were to be burned without the camp. And in like manner, in dividing rightly

the several parts of our revealed system, we cannot fail to see that there are

some verities which must be kept before our congregations always—held lip

not merely in the light of capital and distinguishing doctrines, but as great

axioms of faith, lying at the very foundation of the gospel, and giving to all

its parts their coherency, and strength, and life. Of these one is that central

fact and mystery of our redemption, the offering of Christ upon the cross as

the true, real, proper, alone propitiation for the sins of the whole world. " I

determined not to know anything among you," says the apostle, " save Jesus

Christ and him crucified." And apart from this, or inconsistently with this,

or of which this does not form an implicit and integral part, we must know

nothing. The doctrine of the atonement is the sinner's refuge, the church's

hope, the believer's rock, the glorified saint's new and never-ending song.

See how God has guarded it through all time, through all dispensations,

through all the successions and fluctuations of man's moral history. The

blindness of Israel may have obscured it, the traditions of Christianity may

have overlaid it, the very heathen to this day may distort and darken it by

the admission of names borrowed from their own wild and fanciful theologies

;

but its normal type of the just suffering for the unjust has continued ever,

outliving the attempts of enemies to obscure, defying the power of oblivion to

destroy. Now, my brethren, will you expect " a workman that needeth not

to be ashamed'' to be any other than very outspoken on this great truth, and

careful that the trumpet give forth no uncertain sound ? We cannot forget

that persons are to be found in our day, not professedly Socinians either, who

demur to the doctrine of a substituted condemnation, who tell us plainly that

we shall never understand the doctrine of Christ aright, until we get rid of

this word " satisfaction" from our theology altogether, judging it more con-

sonant with reason and more congruous to the perfections of an infinite na-

ture that man's pardon should be unconditional, without its equivalent and

without its price. What human reason can have to do with canvassing the

fitness of any revealed arrangement—how a finite intelligence is to obtain

cognizance of all the contingencies, conditions, and issues involved in an infi-

nite scheme of moral uniformity, we are not told ; we are simply left to infer,

that it were no dishonour to the Great Ruler of the universe to have the first

principles of his moral administration set at nought—that it need not disparage

the omniscient wisdom of a lawgiver to have annexed penalties to disobedi-

ence which he knew the mercifulness of his nature would never permit him to

carry out; in a word, that the perfections of an infinite God would be better

vindicated and better sustained by a scheme which permits attribute to jar

with attribute, and will to set its foot on right, than an arrangement in which,

as we are taught at this holy season, " mercy and truth are met together,

ri<^hteousness and peace have kissed each other."

And as to the work of Christ for us, so to the work of the Holy Spirit in

us, do we assign a standing pre-eminence. In all our divisions of the Avord of

truth, the work of the Third Person of the ever -blessed Trinity on the human
soul, whereby it is recovered from the dominion of sin, and renewed unto

holiness, must be maintained by every one who would study to be approved

unto God, as a reality, as a necessity, as a great fact of our religious philsophy,

as a required and universal experience, before we can enter heaven. It is not

to be explained away by the admitted tendency in the sacred writers to ex-
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press themselves in strong figurative language ; it is not to be robbed of all its

precision and definiteness by the hazy speculations of an evangelical platonism.

But against all the things which men make for it, or which for the purposes of

salvation they suppose will do as well, such as the amiabilities of a blameless

life, the strict decorum of an outward godliness, the sustaining and saving

grace of sacraments, and the charmed life supposed to belong to the continu-

ance of an apostolic church—against all these the truth is to be announced

again and again—«' If any man have not the Spirit of Christ he is none
of his."

In a brief notice of one other expression of the apostle our portraiture of

the gospel workman may be concluded. *' Rightly dividing the word of

truth." Many take up the question, with little concern, it is to be feared,

to know the answer—What is truth ? and where is it to be found ? Shall we
with the Romanist say, " All truth is a development, shifting, altering, grow-

ing, only to be had with certainty on the authority of the church ?" Or shall

we say with the Neologian, " All truth is but a probability, the best sup-

ported guess, and therefore not to be gathered with certainty even from the

pages of the word of God?" And yet, brethren, to one or other of these ex-

tremes will you find most of our moral heresies tend ; and their meeting

point, the common ground on which the Herods and Pilates are willing to

be made friends, is a denial of the absolute, paramount, over-riding autho-

rity of the Word of God. Hence the secret attempts to invalidate that other

statement of the apostle to Timothy—a statement which, as if in view of the

heresies of these latter days, the Holy Spirit has expressed in terms of sun-

beam and confounding clearness—that " all Scripture is given by inspiration

of God ;" and we are asked to believe that inspiration, in the sense in which

we have commonly received it, as an exerted influence of the Divine Spirit on

the thinking and expressing faculties of the Sacred writers, is a myth, a fic-

tion, an old wives' fable—that the only inspiration modern philosophy can

admit of is the inspiration of goodness, of intellect, of large and noble minds,

the same whether it enabled Plato with uncouth and ambiguous tracing to

foreshadow certain facts of gospel history, or filled Isaiah with those rapt and

glorious conceptions by which he foretold of the day of Christ—the same

whether it set Paul on penning those magnificent compositions which from age

to age have been the solace and the food of all the saints of God, or whether

it sent Howard from prison to prison, to alleviate the wretchedness of the out-

cast or to loosen the captive's chain. But shall we thus lightly part with the

most precious gift of God to our race ? An uninspired Bible, brethren !—a book

in which God's words are not, God's breathings are not, God's mind may or

may not be '.—a book to be canvassed and questioned, and subjected to the hired

arbitrations of human science !—oh ! this were Heaven's mockery of man's

blindness ; it could neither be a light to his feet nor a lamp to his path, but a

cruel mirage, to turn his steps out of the way, to make him stumble and fall.
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Therefore, brethren, in conclusion, pray for us, that in all our ministrations

from this place we may preach the Word—the "Word, the whole Word, and in

things vital to salvation nothing but the Word. Pray that we may drink deep

of its spirit, and be filled with its light, and be mighty in its arguments,

digging for you into its deepest mines of wealth, spreading a table for you,

laden with its choicest stores. Pray for us, that having in this Divine trea-

sury enough for all and something for each—of precepts to guide, arguments

to persuade, promises to comfort, hopes of glory to bless—we may so wisely

distribute the bread of life, that whilst the hands of the righteous are

strengthened, the careless and the sinner may not be sent empty away. Pray

for us, that in view of that solemn account we must one day render, as en-

trusted with tlie watchmanship of souls, we may keep back nothing that is

profitable for us, neither for confirmation of doctrine, nor for refutation of

error, nor for advancement in godliness, nor for the discouragement and

reproof of sin, but may in all things aim to come up to the standard—' a

minister approved of God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly

dividing the word of truth."
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" I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the

root and the offspring of David, and the bright and morning star."—Revelation xxii. IG.

As against that liability of public teachers to which I adverted ia my last

discourse,* of givin" a disproportionate promineuce to particular aspects of

theological truth, often to the detriment of other doctrines, but not to their

intended disparagement, no arrangement could be wiser than that prescribed

by our Church, of associating with its special days and seasons, the leading

moral facts of Christianity. For our whole theology is constructed upon those

facts ; by means of them as by the steps of a visible ladder, we ascend to

the highest mysteries of our holy faith, so that it would be hardly possible

for a teacher who should duly shape his ministrations according to this

ecclesiastical framework, either to keep back anything that is profitable or

to fail in his purpose of declaring " the whole counsel of God." As a rule, I

should not be sorry for these restraints upon individual choice, at least, so

far as I should not deem it well to let any one of our marked festivals pass

by without adverting to some aspect of its cognate and appropriate doc-

trines. One such festival, as you are aware, is set apart for commemoration

on this day, and the special topic to which our minds are led is the Epiphany,

or the manifestation of Christ to the Gentiles, the babe of Bethlehem de-

spised and rejected of his own, yet receiving tokens of homage from distant na-

tions, in gold, frankincense and myrrh. Ever since the middle of the fourth

century it has been a custom of the church to observe this festival on the

» See Penny Pulpit, No. 3,692.
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twelfth day after that on which we celebrate our Lord's nativity; although

for reasons, which I may not stay to consider, there seems considerable doubt
whether the event really took place at that time or even until after the pre-

sentation in the temple. I have chosen this passage in Revelation, not only

because it contains a striking and significant reference to the Epiphany of our

Lord, but because it brings before us certain great truths connected with the

mystery of the incarnation, and coming as it does at the close of the Sacred

Volume, and bringing us words from Christ, now seated on the throne of

his glory, it gives to our revealed scheme a beautiful and consistent harmony.

For whether Matthew open for us the beginning of his gospel, or John
shut up the inspired canon, whether it be the " Word made flesh" which speaks

to us, or the word appearing again as the Ancient of Days, we are taught

that on Christ in his twofold nature, and Christ, in his glorious perfections

hang all the world's light and hope. " I Jesus have sent mine angel to

testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root and the offspring

of David, and the bright and morning star."

Let us take first the historical view of this designation, or Christ considered

as " the root and offspring of David ;" and afterwards we will consider the

words as they illustrate the mild glory of his Epiphany, in that he is " the

bright and morning star."

I. Our illustrations of the first part of the message to the churches will

have respect to certain testimonies contained in it to the ineffable mystery

of our Lord's twofold nature—testimonies more valuable on account of their

being presented only in an indirect and implicit form. We must all feel

that incidental confirmations of great truths cannot be estimated too highly.

We would not disparage the formal, stately, majestic, enunciation of a doc-

trine, as when the God of truth frowning objectors into silence and sophistry

into shame, delivers himself oracularly of such declarations, as " without

controversy great is the mystery of godliness. God was manifest in the flesh."

But still there is a convincing power in unlooked for coincidences of state-

ment, which like the concealed strength of some material fabric, yields when
discovered a higher feeling of security and confidence than could be con-

veyed by more palpable and direct supports. Our faith is led captive, as it

were, by a pleased surprise, and the conviction of a truth takes further hold

on the mind, because some effort of thought was required on our part to appre-

hend the strength of its evidence. A thoughtful person, for ex.-imple, reading

such a passage as, " Neither let us tempt Christ, as some of them also tempted,

and were destroyed of serpents ;" and then finding, on consulting the Old

Testament reference, that it is God himself who is spoken of as tempted, has

an evidence of our Lord's true Divinity, which is much more likely to fasten

upon his mind than even that which would be derived to him from such texts

as " I and my Father are one." A like observation may, I tliink, be applied

to the part of our text w(> are now considering. " I am the root aud the
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offspring of David," is a phrase which, if the metaphor contained iu it have

any fitness at all, involves an apparent contradiction ; for the terra " root,"

as interpreted of pedigree, has a manifest relation to an ancestor, whilst the

term "offspring" as manifestly relates to posterity. So that here we have

Christ declaring himself in the same sentence to be both the progenitor of

David and the descendant of David. He is the Father and the Son to the

same person. An effect is made antecedent to its own cause ; a shadow

creates the substance. Yet no sooner do we embrace the doctrine of the

twofold nature of our Lord, the divinity and the humanity co-existing in one

person, than all that there is of paradox in our metaphor disappears, and

our text is simply made to affirm, that in his Divine nature our Lord had an

eternal existence before David, whilst the date of his assumed humanity

was some hundred years afterwards. The phrase, then, " I am the root of

David," we place among the incidental corroborations of our Lord's proper

Divinity ; like the phrase, " Before Abraham was, I am," it is not true if

undei-stood naturally of the visible form which was born of the Virgin Mary ;

it plainly affirms a pre-existent condition of being. And if any, like the

Arians of old, pretend to fix a limit or date to this condition of pre-existence,

saying with them that Christ might have had a being before David

and before Abraham, and yet not have been eternal, we press them yet more
closely with the passage in the prayer of Passion Week : " Glorify me, O
Father, with the glory which I had with thee before the world was." True,

some in our day will not be satisfied with this, and will endorse a proposition

put forth with much boldness by modern philosophy, denying that there ever

was such a period, and affirm the eternity of the material universe as in-

volved in some of the best established conclusions of physical science.

Brethren, we always regret to hear of this tampering with revealed facts
;

true science can stand in no need of it ; and no end seems to be answered
but a general loosening of men's confidence in the infallibility of the "Word of

God. In the present case, it is not the point of dogmatic theology only upon
which our faith is thus rudely shaken j the hypothesis of the eternity of mat-
ter goes, if I mistake not, to the very foundations of the principle of theism,

pure, rational, unencumbered theism. For, since there can be nothing older

than the Eternal, it would follow on this showing that creation must be co-

eval with the Creator ; and, therefore, self-existent as he is self-existent, and
therefore, a part of the Creator himself ; until we become like the wor-
shippers of nature in the French Revolution, and by an unperceived leap get
plunged into the abysmal folly of saying there is no God ! Holding firmly

therefore, by revelation, we believe that before the worlds were made, in

some form of profound, unbroken solitude, the infinite God lived, and that

as one with him in the mystery of his triune existence Christ lived also.

The reason why Bethlehem Ephrata could not be little among the thousands

of Judah was declared plainly enough : From him was to come out a ruler
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whose goings fortli had been from everlasting, even the root of David, the

everlasting I am.

Of Christ as the offspring of David, it is not needful that I should speak.

That Messiah was to be so related, it is sufficient to quote the answer of the

Pharisees when Jesus asked them, saying : " What think ye of Christ ? Whose

son is he ? They say unto him, The son of David." The universal persua-

sion among the Jews, and the admitted duty of refusing to receive any as the

Ciirist who could not produce satisfactory proofs of his descent from David's

line, led to the careful retaining of those genealogical tables which we have

in the opening chapters of St. Matthew and St. Luke. And though there is

a difference in the manner in which the two evangelists deduced the pedi-

gree of our Lord, yet is this difference one which only entitles these inspired

genealogies to yet greater confidence ; for Mary and Joseph being both

descended of the royal line of David, it was thought well that the ancestries

should be traced separately until they met in the espousal of Mary to Joseph,

and Jesus could be said in a double sense to be the offspring of David. Still

the point of the allusion here, I think, is not so much to vindicate the family

claims of our Lord, thus terminating the long successions of Jewish pro-

phecy, as it is to affirm his actual participation of a proper human nature, to

show how David's Lord could also be David's Son, how the Mighty Sire of

eternity could hide himself under the form of an infant of days, how the

root and source of all existence could become a dependent upon the life

himself had given. "I am the root and the offspring of David ; the bright

and morning star."

II. We come, therefore, to consider what is implied in this second title of

the Saviour, regarding it in its connection with our present festival : " I am
the bright and morning star." Thus we may consider the designation first as

an emblem of the Saviour's low estate when he came to dwell among men. It

suited not with the design of our Lord, with the moral ends to be ans%vered

by his humiliation, to come among us clothed in majesty, to compel the

world's notice by an appearance which should be like the sun shining in his

strength, or the moon as she walks in her brightness; he chose rather to

appear as a star, a shining point in the darkness, a beacon of hope and good-

will, lighting up the spiritual firmament, the eye of heaven smiling

again upon erring and alienated man. Accordingly he came as a servant of

servants, without an inheritance and without a home, in infancy cast out

in early life unknown, in manhood subsisting by a trade, or failing that,

on the kindness of those who ministered to him of their substance ; he

brought nothing into the world and acquired nothing during his stay. He
ate at others tables, he lived under others roofs, he was embalmed with a

stranger's spices, and he sojourned in a borrowed grave ; therefore, the world

knew him not. They looked for majesty, but beheld weakness ; they were
waiting for the conqueror, and they saw only one accused and mocked in
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Herod's judgment hall. They had thought to see the heavens glittering with

the signs of Messiah's glory, yet nothing can be discerned but the calm pale-

ness of a feeble star. And the reason is one, as an old divine argues, which

makes the star to be little thought of, and the Son of God to be lightly

esteemed, namely the remoteness of the object, the weak sight of the be-

holders, and all the vast region of mist and cloud between it and them. The

star would appear a sun if we could get nearer to it ; and so with Christ.

Brethren, if he appear small, and of no account, and unlovely, without any

beauty that we should desire him, or any love that we should trust him,

or any power that we should flee to him ; it must be that we have only

regarded him afar oflF. Near views of the Saviour must commend him to the

believer's admiration and love. When ,we feel to have been brought

nigh to God by his blood, and permitted to pray to God through his merits,

and to have fellowship with God through his Spirit ; when we feel that it is

the applied power of the incarnation, Christ dwelling in us, a life within a

life, that bridges over the otherwise infinite void between sin and holiness,

frailty and omnipotence, the sacrifice of dust and ashes at the altar of the

invisible and incorporeal God, iu so much that in view of our moral position

before God we can say—" He is near that justifieth me," aud there is a Days-

man to lay his hand upon us both—when, I say, we can see all this, and

feel, that to Christ we owe all this ; then that pale point in the heavens

magnifies ; we believe with the magi that the whole firmament hath no glory

to compare with it ; we discover a world, a sun, a heaven of blessedness

in " the bright and morning star."

Consider the image, next, as it sets forth Christ as the harbinger of light

and religion to a dark world. The term "morning star" we give, as you

are aware, to one of the planets in our system, when it appears just before

the sun, outshining and outliving all other stars, and seeming to have the

entire vault of heaven to itself. It becomes, therefore, to one waiting for

the morning, a pledge, or earnest, or first-fruits, of the light that is to fol-

low ; an interregnum between the long dominion of darkness, and a diffu-

sion, over all visible objects, of the beneficent rule of day. We can at once

see with what fitness a descriptive title of this kind would be applied to the

star of Bethlehem, Look at the darkness by which its appearance was pre-

ceded—the darkness of heathenism—under cover of which every trace of

the true God was lost. Nature, eloquent in her testimonies to the eternal

power and Godhead, could not be heard
; providence, in its outspread pic-

tures of an intelligent and all-ruling mind, was not understood. The foolish

heart was darkened ; the light of reason was gone ; the conscience laid by
its enfeebled functions ; and the grieved Spirit would strive no more. The
whole Pagan world was given over to a reprobate mind. Look again at the

darkness among God's ancient people, with a veil resting upon their Scrip-

tures, with distorted interpretations of their prophecies, with the moral scope
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and purpose of their beautiful ritual lost ; pretended Messiahs rising up to

humour the national prejudices ; their entire worship a thing of ceremony

and display. Such was the dominion of Judali in the time of her vexation,

when God did, first lightly, and afterwards more grievously, afflict her by

the way of the sea, beyond Jordan, in Galilee of the nations. But in the

midst of this darkness, the star came out of Jacob : it was " the bright and

morning star," and at its appearance the darkness fled
;
yea, and the false

lights also ; the star of the god Reraphan, and the worshipped hosts of

heaven. "Tlie people that walked in darkness hath seen a great light;

they that dwell in the land of the shadow of death, upon them hath the

light shined ;" and, whether to the heathen or to the Jew, it was, wherever

the mind would receive it, a refreshing, gladdening, soul-reviving light. The

whole religion of the Jew had been a laborious going about to establish

a righteousness for himself. In the light of the star, he found all this work

was done for him ; so that he had nothing to do but to submit himself to

the righteousness of God ; to submit his reason to its simplicity ; to sub-

mit his faith to its promises ; to submit every thought and faculty of his

moral nature to the rule of him by whom this righteousness was procured.

Yet more will the dawn of this holy light comfort the oppressed spirit of

the heathen. His darkness is not a dreary, undistinguishable void, merely
;

it is peopled with spectral forms, strange spirits, untrusted and unloved divini-

ties : and how refreshing to him to see the thick obscurity broken, and

beginning to pass away ; to have yet an object of worship revealed to him,

rich in mercy, beamiug in grace, glorious in holiness ; to have the way of

salvation made plain to him, through the merits of the crucified ; to behold

Christ, the light of the world, under the peaceful happy image of " the bright

and morning star."

A third aspect under which the image ofour text would suggest that we should

contemplate the Saviour, would be, as the source of all guiding and directing

influences. The thouglit connects itself naturally with our present festival.

The wise men seeking Jesus were in the right road only so long as they

submitted themselves to the guiding conduct of the star. Their journeying

first to Jerusalem was all lost time ; they were but following their own

carnal reasonings then, and as a consequence the bright point in the heavens

would be seen of them no longer. Directed, however, by the sure word of

prophecy, they turned their faces towards Bethlehem, and instantly their lu-

minous guide appeared again ; not now stationary, as at first, but making

for itself a silvery track through heaven's highway; beckoning the stranger

silently with its finger of light ; never tu2"ning, never resting, till it stood

over the lowly dwelling where the young child was. And, in like manner,

if we are ever permitted, brethren, to lay our ofi^erings at the feet of Jesus

in heaven, it will be that our way thither has been made plain by tlie lead-

ing of a star. Christ is the way to his own truth ; Christ is the light to his
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own way. The Apostle Paul, you will remember, after exhibiting to us his

glorious array of God's justified ones, forming a great cloud of witnesses to

the tried and tempted saints, and showing how we must run in patience the

race that is set before us—j'et is careful to remind us it is not to these we

must look—not for example entirely, nor for help at all ; one there is who

will suffice for both. " Looking unto Jesus, the Leader"—as the word is

—

" and Finisher of your faith" And the like promise have we in Isaiah, con-

ditionally upon a holy and obedient walk. It is said to the believer—" Then

shall thy light rise in obscurity, and thy darkness be as the noonday ; and

the Lord shall guide thee continually." Yes, he will go before ; he will be

to you the pillar of fire, and cloud ; he will tell you when to journey, and

when to rest ; in weakness, he will be your strength ; in temptation, he will

be a sun and shield ; in the dubious and perplexing passages of life's journey,

the voice of his Spirit shall be heard, saying to you, "This is the way ;" and

in the dark night of distress, and fear, and accusing thoughts, and the hid-

den face of God—a cloud upon the spirit, and a thicker cloud before the

throne,—the Lord Jesus shall guide thee continually ; thy way shall be

made plain before thee by " the bright and morning star."

Ouce more ; the image of the text would seem to point to those secret and

silent influences for good, which the shining of Christ's light operates upou

the human soul. More than once, in Scripture, have we allusions to the

metaphor of our text, in connection with the perfecting of the Christian

character. To the victorious believers of Thyatira, in the second chapter of

this book, we have Christ pi-omisiug—" He that overcometh, and keepeth

my works unto the end, to him will I give power over the nations : and he

shall rule them with a rod iron ; as the vessels of a potter shall they be

broken to shivers : even as I received of my Father. And I will give him

the morning star." And again, in St. Peter, we read, speaking of the light

of Christ—" Whereunto ye do well that ye take heed, as unto a light that

shineth in a dark place, until the day dawn, and the daystar arise in your

hearts." In this latter passage, you observe, are two succeeding effects set

forth, as belonging to the great mystery of our conversion—the taking

heed to an external light, by which the blindness of the mind may be taken

away, and the experience of an internal illumination, which should attract

and fill the heart. In this view, the expression in our text suggests the con-

straining, alluring, drawing influence of the love of Christ. We follow him,

not only because we are blind, and need his guidance, but because we love

him and desire his friendship. Our language is, " Draw us, and we will run

after thee; go before us, and we will follow; command, and we will obey."

Our thought is brought under the constraint of a sweet captivity. We are

not our own ; we have yielded ourselves wholly to the will of the Divinity

that dwells within us ; we are under the power of the morning star. The

day has dawned upou the heart, which now rejoices in its holy and beneficent
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and calm light—in the light of the word to teach, in the light of out-

ward providences to guide, in the light of the eternal Spirit to sanctify, and

in the light of the Saviour's presence to sustain and bless continually.

Yet, my brethren, let us not forget, in conclusion, that, with all the light

which the risen sun of revelation has thus shed upon us,—all we have yet

experienced is but the first dawn of things. The daystar is just rising, and,

compared with that light in which we shall see liglit, all our looking at

spiritual objects is but seeing through a glass darkly. And it should be our

rejoicing that it is so. We are content, and more than content, that we see

in part ; that heaven has much—very much—for us to learn. If the dis-

closures already made to us have shed hope, joy, and peace, over our daily path,

the obscurity that remains should both endear and heighten the prospects

of immortality. It is no subject of regret to us that within threescore and ten

years we can comprehend but feebly the mysteries of redeeming love, the

triumphs of a ransomed nature, and the pei'fections of an infinite God. We
know and are sure that these will form our theme and song in those purer

worlds where, like the morning mist upon the mountains, the shadows of

time shall be chased away ; Avhere doubts, obscurities, mistakes, and blindness

shall be no more—all dissipated and dispersed in the brightness of that final

and yet more glorious Epiphany, in which the Lord " shall be unto thee an

everlasting light, aud thy God thy glory."
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"And as Jesus passedforth from thence, he saw a man, named Matthew, sitting' at the receipt

of custom : and he salth unto him, Follow me. And he arose, and followed him."—Matt. ix. 9.

We must distinguish between the ordering of the twelve apostles to go

forth and preach the gospel, and the calling of them to be partakers of its

blessings themselves. The one was a formal commission given to the twelve

altogether ; the other was a private invitation made to them one by one.

In the former case we observe all the marks of stately and solemn prepa-

ration. The Saviour withdraws from the scene of his benevolent activities,

the mountain receives him in its noiseless solitude, and prayers of a whole

night long tells of weighty matters for the morrow, which lie very near to his

heart. " And when it was day he called unto him his disciples, and of them

he chose twelve, whom also he named apostles." The private or personal

call of the apostles, however, was far otherwise. It was, on any historical

showing, purely accidental, growing out of the casualties of the day, and con-

tingent on meetings, and conversations, and circumstances which only au

Omniscient mind could have made subservient to its own purposes. Such

was the calling of Andrew, and Peter, and James, and Bartholomew. They

are mending nets, or sitting still in the house, or meditating thoughtfully

under the fig-tree, when the Lord intimates that he hath need of them.

For what purpose he sought them as yet they knew not : they were just so

many stones brought together, ready, when the time should corae, to be laid

as a foundation for the Church of God. Seven of these living stones, hewn

out of the rough quarry of our degraded humanity, had been gathered in,

before it came to the turn of him, perhaps the rudest and most unpromising

of them all, whose call is repeated in the verses I have just read. lie who
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had selected his first disciples from the fishing-boat will now have one from

the toll-booth. When the Great Potter would make a vessel unto honour,

any soil may be made to yield the clay. " And as Jesus passed from thence,

he saw a man, named Matthew, sitting at the receipt of custom : and he saith

unto him, Follow me. And he arose, and followed him."

Let us proceed to consider this Scripture, bretliren, under three aspects :

as a fact of gospel history, as illustrative of some important doctrines, as sug-

gestive of lessons for our individual profit and improvement.

I. Our inquiries will be first directed to the facts of the incident.

In fulfilment of the emphatic prophecies which had gone before with

respect to Galilee, our Lord gave to that land of darkness and spiritual death

no inconsiderable part of his public ministrations ; he especially favoured

the country which lay about the lake of Genesaveth, and hence, as was very

natural, came in the course of one of his missionary journies very near to

the toll-booth of ]Matthew—these toll-booths being like our own custom-

houses, planted at the mouths of rivers, or on the sea coast, with a view to

get in impost on foreign commodities imported into the country. Of course,

if these taxes had been collected with anything of fairness, whatever the

political wisdom of such restrictions, there could have been no reason or

justice in visiting reproach upon the collecting officer. But the dues were

not collected fairly ; for knowing the odiousness of the office of gathering

tribute for a foreign and hated power, the real and authorised publicans of

the Roman government, who were often men of high standing and character,

were rarely to be seen at the seats of custom themselves. They sent their

slaves, or their freed men, or any class of men they could get, who would

either be ready to do a work of oppression for their employers, or who,

having farmed the produce of any particular station, would practice ex-

tortion for their own advantage. We hardly wonder at the hatred in

which these men were held by the Jews. An odious tax, imposed by

a conquering nation, collected with systematic unfairness, and then to

be paid over into the hands of heathen men and idolaters, would hardly

fail to make the xmhappy official employed in it an object of univer-

sal dislike. The very hatred with which he was regarded would almost

tempt him to do something to deserve it ; and he would liardly care to be

honest in a calling which was a received synonym for oppression and fraud.

" Publican and sinner" were but two names for the same thing in Jewish

estimation ; and being called the one, it would cost him notliing in the way

of reputation to act the part of the other. Like all charges against collective

bodies, however, the imputation of dishonesty in regard to the publicans was

often unjust. Zaccheus was a man of unquestioned probity before his con-

version, and there is nothing to forbid a like charitable supposition with re-

gard to Matthew. It is not because grace may abound towards the chief

of sinners that we must try to make a man the chief of sinners, in order to
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magnify grace. Besides, grace does not need such magnifying ; its real

triumphs consist in overcoming man's inborn antipathies to God and good-

ness, changing and even forcing contrariwise the fixed bias of his affections,

in causing Christ to have the throne of his heart, and heaven the first place

in his hopes ; and the difference between effecting such a change in the case

of one who has been an open and notorious sinner, and in one who, like

JMatthew, has been merely covetous and worldly, is in the great spiritual

calculation a barely appreciable difference. The power of Divine influence

—

that, in fact, which proves it to be Divine—is to be seen not in what it con-

verts us from, so much as in that which it converts us to. The worship of

mammon may be more refined than the worship of Moloch, and it may ap-

pear a hard saying to affirm, that between these two divinities there may be

not much to choose. But so it is. To unmake an idolater is not necessarily

to make a Christian. By might or by power, by argument or by reason,

men maybe made to "turn from dumb idols;" only by the Spirit of the

Lord of hosts can they be brought " to serve the living God."

Be it, however, that Matthew was publican and open sinner too : we see,

he waited no second bidding from the Saviour. On hearing the words " Fol-

low me," his resolution was prompt, decisive, without a single annexed con-

dition. Unlike some others whom the Saviour had called, Matthew had no

father to bury, no relatives to embrace, no flesh and blood to confer with,

before his mind was made up. He was seated at the table of his gains ; his

coffers were filling with the extorted tribute-money; when, beyond the group

waiting to give him their grudged coin and hating looks, is one who invites

him to forsake table, gains, and all. What is to be his equivalent he asks

not ; where he is to go he knows not ; yet he obeys : an impulse he knows not

whence has taken possession of him, taking all his prudence away, and lulling

into a deep sleep all his activities and ambitious desires, and instantly on hear-

ing the words of Jesus "he arose and followed him." Such are his own simple

words. We can hardly think it was accidental that he left it to another

Evangelist to add, that in thus following Christ, " he left all ;" rather is this

one of those graceful touches of christian humility which make the gospel

grateful as transparently genuine. Matthew will tell us nothing about his

own sacrifices ; whilst, if you would see the shame of Peter depicted in its

exceeding shamefulness, you must consult the gospel dictated by himself.

Into the further conduct of Matthew it is not necessary that we should

carry our inquiries. The verse following the text informs us, in that studiedly

unostentatious phrase which a Christian would use when speaking of

himself, that " as Jesus sat at meat in the house, behold, many publicans and

sinners came and sat down with him ;" no mention being made as to whose

house it was, or at whose bidding the multitudes came. This information,

so creditable to Matthew, is left to be supplied by another Evangelist. Ac-

cordingly, Luke tells us, that all this gathering was in the house and at the
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bidding of this newly converted publican. Grateful for the mercy which

had called him out of darkness, anxious to witness boldly and before the

world a good confession, inflamed with a holy and loving zeal for the souls

he had left behind in blindness still, in misery still, at the receipt of custom

or in bondage to the world, he would try, as every spiritually converted man

will try, to bring thera to Christ, to draw them on gently within the reach

of gospel influences, leading them to the field where he had found the pearl

of great price, and secretly ofiFering up a prayer that they might find it too.

" And Levi made him a great feast in his own house, and there was a great

company of publicans and others that sat down with them."

II. But I must observe, secondly, on the light this incident throws on some

important doctrines—the truths it discovers in connection with the Divine

methods of a sinner's conversion.

Thus we cannot fail to discern in the narrative before us the absolute free-

dom of God's electing grace. When will the world have done with system-

making—trying to simplify what God has designedly left in mystery, sacri-

ficing everything to a false theological symmetry, and bending into agree-

ment with some schoolmen's syllabus every part of the whole counsel of

God ? That God's truth never can conflict with itself, that all the disclosures

of his will under any dispensation constitute an ever-developing and expand-

ing unity—that where successive revelations deal with exactly coinciding

truths, there is an identity of moral plan to be traced the further our inqui-

ries are carried, is -an axiom of our Christian philosophy which I hope to

sustain every time any of the higher mysteries of our faith have to be brought

before you. But I see not how this is to be done, if we allow ourselves to

be hampered by the technicalities either of Arminian or Calviuistic theology.

The characteristic of most of these scholastic systems is, that arising,

as for the most part they do, out of some one controverted point of doctrine,

the chief design of the system is to secure a prominent place for that one>

hurtful often to others, and destructive of those finely-adjusted harmonies

which, whether in nature or in revelation, mark the work of God. Leaving

men, therefore, to their theories, let us keep close to God's facts. His elec-

tion of some men to be the subjects of a gospel call, Avhilst others are passed

by, is one of those facts. " He sent forth his servants to call them that

were bidden," it is said in the parable of the marriage supper ; therefore

some were not bidden ; whilst in the case before us it was from a frnwd of

men, many of wliom the world would have pronounced more worthy of such

a distinction, that he singled out Matthew for a disciple, for an apostle, ay,

for one of heaven's secretaries, to take down the words of life from his lips.

Now, had this publican been, like the Ethiopian eunuch, reading " through

a glass darkly" the writings of Isaiah, or like Lydia waitiug at the river

side, where prayer was wont to bo made, or like Cornelius, humbling his

soul with fasting, in the hope that heaveu would give him some better food,

we had not wondered at the purpose of the Divine election fastening on one

wliose mental eye seemed turned that way already. But IMatthew was at

his gains : we are not told that he even looked up from his counter, to see

what multitude it was that passed by ; yet no sooner did the voice of Jesus

enter into his ears than his heart caught the sound, and he obeyed.

Brethren, how are we interested in this fact I Why, by knowing tliat God
may awaken us in many ways besides a sermon, and in many places besides
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a church. I speak not disparagingly of the use of prepat^atory means ; the

purpose of God's election quite consists with a regard to spiritual proba-

bilities, and these justify a rational expectation that as a rule a Cornelius, a

Lydia, or an inquiring student of God's Word will be called before a

Slatthcw. But still it is well for us to bear in mind, that though ordinarily

God does call us in the use of his stated ordinances, he may call us when we
are at the receipt of custom. We all know how metaphysicians have per-

plexed themselves about the laws of thought—as to what suggests a given

train to the mind, what connects it, and how far voluntary efforts may avail

either to help it on or to scatter it away ; but of the birth of many of our

thoughts they can tell us nothing. Job's question could be answered by
them quite as soon—"Out of whose womb came the ice, or who hath begot-

ten the drops of dew ?" No ; even to unconverted men God sometimes sends

thoughts, as of old he sent angels, in the field, or while on a journey, or at

the cool of the day, or on their beds, when they are waking. No connec-

tion can be traced with any of their immediately preceding reflections.

These were light, and frivolous, and worldly, like those of Matthew, all

about the things the heart loved most ; but this thought that has come into

the mind so suddenly is quite serious, and unusual, and stands by itself;

nothing led to it, nothing called for it ; it is a thing dropped down from
some other world, demanding pre ent audience, and requiring that any, the

most urgent business we have on hand should be put aside. Brethren, if

ever you feel this unaccountable inrush of strange thoughts, be sure you give

to them all prayerful heed ; entertain them acceptably, and you will find

them to be angels come to you unawares. And their speech bewrayeth them.
They will speak to you of God, and heaven, and eternity, and the worth of

the soul, and the love of Christ, the death that is near, and the judgment
that is to follow— subjects that you do not often dwell upon, least of all,

when you are at the receipt of custom. Wherefore doubt not the source

of these suggested thoughts, nor their mission ; they are from above, and are
sent to draw you thither, being the spiritual and invisible servants of him
who said to the world-loving and covetous Matthew, " Follow me."
Observe next, however, the overcoming power of Christ's Word, when he

wills that it shall become eiFectual. The classification of the Divine offers to

the sinner into ordinary and effectual calls, as found in some religious

systems, is one full of difficulty. It is liard, bald, impracticable, and under
cover of it men theorise away all their accountableness. Nothing which
respects a Divine intention, or what is the same thing, God's unknown and
final issues, can ever be a rule of action for us. Eecurring to our illustra-

tion from the marriage feast, God knew that they which were bidden to the
Gospel Supper would make light of it, would prefer their farm and their

merchandize ; but who would therefore say, that when he sent his servants

to bid these guests to the wedding he intended that they should not come ?

No distinctions, therefore, based upon a Divine purpose, are needed in this

matter. Christ said to the young ruler, the same as he did to Matthew,
"Follow me ;" and in such accommodated sense as we can speak of a Divine
intention at all he meant him to follow him. The calls were not different

only in the one case the call was yielded to, and therefore God gave more grace
in the other it was resisted, and therefore that which the man had already
was taken away. And thus we arrive at this general conclusion : no call
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can become eflfectual without the coueurring grace of God, and every call

would be effectual, were it not for some voluntary sin in ourselves, " Come
unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden" was the invitation

we had just now ; and every revelation of the Divine character is in har-

mony with this spirit of loving earnestness. Every doctrine of the gospel

says " come ;" every gracious promise, " come ;" every threatening of God's

anger, "come;" every picture of an undying death, "come;"—and there-

fore we can come. God never calls without giving moral ability to em-

brace the call ; and without that help we never could embrace it. Left to

himself, Matthew could not have stirred a step from his toll-booth, or even

have lifted his eyes from the glittering coins upon the table : at the words

of Christ, " Follow me," he would have drawn his chair closer, and clutched

his gold more firmly, and cast on his soul's idol an intenser and more loving

look. But the God of all grace must be obeyed. Matthew felt drawn with

" the cords of a man and with bands of love," and a voice potent as that

which sliaketh the wilderness drew him away from his tables, from his gold,

from his soul's enemy and snare. And that voice is as potent now, though

it may encounter hindrances, cherished, indulged, consciously encouraged

liindrances, some no doubt based on its own omnipotence and the dishonest

pretext of human powerlessness to take even the first step. But,

brethren, " be not deceived ; God is not mocked." The question of how
much you are able to do in the matter of your own salvation will be better en-

tertained when you are in a position honestly and before God to say that you

liave done all that you can—that you have praj'ed as much as you can,

studied the Word as much as you can, struggled with besetting sins as much

as you can, separated yourselves from all known hindrances as much as you

can. Till then your metaphysics are an awful impertinence, and you ap-

pear before God with a lie in your right hand.

But this voice may meet with opposition from a cause on which God will

look more kindly. It may be that on our first awakening we feel hemmed

in by many dark thoughts ; the leprosy of sin cleaves, and the claims of the

world abound ; the law in the members crosses, conflicts with, all but wars

against the law of our minds. "Who shall deliver us from the body of this

death ?" we exclaim. But oh ! brethren, what unbelief is all this ! what

trusting to self, and looking to self, instead of leaning simply, entirelyand trust-

fully on the Lord Jehovah our everlasting strength ! As the darkness flees,

when the Lord God says, " Let there be light," must not the oppressor yield,

when the Lord says, " Let my people go ?" How, then, can resistance avail,

when the Saviour says, "Young man, I say unto thee, arise;" or, "I will,

be thou clean ;" or, " Come, take up thy cross and follow me ?" All we have

to do is to cast away our doubts and presumed impossibilities. If the mes-

sage is to stretch forth our hand, we must stretch it forth, though at the

moment we feel it to be withered. If he bid us go, show ourselves unto the

priests, as cleansed persons, we must go, though we feel there is not a spot

of our leprosy gone. When Christ calls, there are none so lame as not to be

able to run after him, and there is not a covetous man who could not re-

nounce his gold, if by the voice of the all-powerful Spirit, Christ would only

say to him, " Follow me,"j

III. And now let me conclude with some hints for oiu' individual improve-

ment which the incident before us furnishes.
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Matthew was a case of true spiritual conversion ; there is no doubt of that.

What were the signs of it in his case ? and can you and I find the like in our-

selves ? Well, combining his own account of the call with that of Luke, we
seem to discover several marks of the workings of true grace ; namely,

prompt obedience to a command, a cheerful taking up of the cross, a public

and grateful witnessing for Christ, combined with a solicitude for the souls

of those around us.

Thus, mark the promptness of this publican's obedience. " Follow me,"
said the Saviour. Now on first hearing the invitation, what room was there

for the exercise of Matthew's human prudences, for calling expediency to

his counsels, for asking time to count cost and consult friends, and cast about

in his mind for life's future ways and means ; but the word and the act came
together. Ciirist said, " Follow," and Matthew arose. Brethren, I believe

the soul's life of that publican hung upon that act. In estimating the exact

concurrence of our moral powers with God's grace, nothing is more difficult

than to define the precise point at which something involving our own account-

ableness comes in to turn the scale either one way or the other ; but we
know there must be such a point, and in such cases as that before us, where
could we fix it more naturally than just at that instant of time when the soul

feels itself called, as it were, by name, and has an accompanying conscious-

ness that the voice is the voice of God? This was Matthew's persuasion,

when these few short words broke in upon the din and debate of the tax-

house ; and it left him no option. He flung his cold cautions to the wind.
' Be amazed, ye tax-payers ! Say I am beside myself, ye Pharisees ! Who
will wrestle with a burning Divinity within him ? Who sit still, when called

audibly by a message from heaven 2' Oh 1 brethren, has it never happened to

you—no matter where—to have received one of these heaven-sent calls, to

have been impressed by it, to have risen up to obey it, and yet to have sat

still, after all? The difficulty was in the first step— the wrench and sever-

ance needed for getting away from that seat of custom ; and though the

destinies of two worlds hung upon it you could not move—at least not yet.

To-morrow ! To-morrow the call will be more easy to obey, and you will

follow then. The resolution is fatal
;

you have made your feet fast in

the stocks. Satan has no firmer hold upon a soul, than despised convictions,

resisted calls. Divine impulses reasoned and resolved away ; for the calls wax
feebler every time, and the lethargy of the soul becomes more confirmed.

Observe one simple rule, therefore, whenever a holy impulse is upon your

spirit, whenever something has touched you which you cannot doubt to be a

message from God. Do something : renounce a habit, make a sacrifice, make
some efifort for your soul's good, which before you had not done. Only take

one first step heavenwards. Arise !

Then how have we here a sign of the publican's true conversion—a cheer-

ful taking up of the cross, a laying his account with hardness, and cost, and
difficulty, and sacrifice ? " He left all," says St. Luke. Why left ? Why not

take his gains and his comforts with him ? Ay, this is what Satan would have

said, if Matthew had only allowed himself a few moment's considering time

at the money-table. And, it may be, he has said the same thing to you often.

He sees you disposed to arise, disposed to follow Christ, disposed to be no

longer joined to the world ; and it is Satan's policy to let you give an appa-

rent hearkening to such impulse, only suggesting that whilst you follow
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Christ you should take as much as you can of the world with you. The
thought mi({ht have occurred to Matthew—* Why may I not obey the strong

impulse to embrace a new religion, and yet continue to practice all the under-

stood irregularities of my calling—extort and oppress as before, connive at

delinquencies as before, defraud the revenue as before ? But no ; he found

that to follow Christ he must follow after righteousness, integrity, goodness,

truth. And in like manner now a true Christian profession will endure no

compromises. To follow Christ is to allow Christ, in all the sanctity of his

perfect law, to follow you—to be beside you at the place of custom, to declare

the rule of right to you in all your acquisitions and gains, to be witness to

your readiness to eschew everything and to forswear everything which the

eye of heaven could not endure to look upon, and the door of heaven could

not open to receive. Matthew " left all."

Then see his pity for perishing souls, prompting to active efforts for their

deliverance. Matthew " left all," his friends as well as his gains; but to the

former he returned, and made a feast for them. He hoped he might do

them good ; he might speak to them of Christ, he might turn his hospitalities

into a means of blessing, and, whilst inviting them to eat meat at his table, set

before them the bread of life. Brethren, do you know anything of this feeling ?

Have you ever felt a deep anxiety about another person's soul, causing his name
to linger on your prayers, making you to step out of the way, and deliberate,

and ask counsel of God, that then and there you might be an honoured in-

strument for that friend's spiritual good ? The sign was hopeful ; there was

something of the IVIatthew spirit in this. We may well hope that the light

must be the true light, which would not be satisfied without shining, and

that the fire must be of God's kindling which would have others partakers in

its warmth. Wherefore, brethren, partakers of Matthew's calling, see to it

that you are partakers of jNIatthew's choice, IMatthew's decision, Matthew's

prompt and obedient compliance with the leadings of the Spirit and the dis-

cerned voice of God. In nothing more truly than in the surrender of the

heart to him does that proverb hold—"He gives twice who gives soon"

—

who has no expediences to debate with, no interests to consider, but who, in

the full persuasion that in having God for his portion he can want nothing,

obeys the bidding of the Saviour, and obeys at once ; whilst, on the other

hand, we double the insult to God, when we make the promise of our obedi-

ence date from some coming future, when we ask time to consider whether

the service of our IMaker be worth our embracing or no, when, although

almost persuaded to be a Christian, we ask to spend a few more years at the

receipt of custom, before we become Christians quite. Such delays can

be viewed by heaven only as an act of the highest offending. It is as if we
wished to give God the worst of our days, and to spend on self and the

world the best—to reserve a lamb of the first year for our business, and to

bring to the Lord only of the maimed and tiie blind—to offer at the shrine

of mammon our manhood, our vigour, our freshness, our strength, leaving

us nothing to lay on the altar of our God and Saviour but an offering of de-

caved worthlessness, and old age, and mental feebleness. God grant that

we may bring no such vain oblations, but that having, like Matthew, been

called upon to forsake ail worldly liindrances, we may learn on earth to

follow the Saviour, even as in heaven we shall " follow the Lamb," without

delay, without wavering, with a zeal that shall know no weariness, and with

a cheerfulness wliicli siiall be its own reward !
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" Be careful for nothing ; but in everything- by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving

let your requests be made known unto God."—Philippians iv. 6.

A belief in the duty of prayer is almost co-extensive with a belief in the being of

a God ; indeed the one seems to spring naturally and necessarily out of the very

reasons -which lead to a knowledge of the other ; for what, among other things,

makes us acknowledge the existence of a God, but that we feel our dependance,

that we are conscious of not being our own ; not our own to live, not our

own to die, not our own to choose what our state shall be after death ? All

this suggests a persuasion that our whole destinies, present, future, eternal,

if such there be, must be under the control of some superior power ; and

hence it becomes a very instinct of our nature to try to propitiate this power,

to believe that he will either grant or withhold the things that we desire of

him, according as we do propitiate him ; and further, to have a persuasion

that he will become propitious on our sueing in humble and earnest prayer.

Reason itself, I think, has always taught us thus much. The nature of the

connection existing between prayer and blessing, or the diflBculty of conceiv-

ing any such connection, while all the Divine plans must be foreseen or fixed,

are considerations which belong to a more advanced condition of human
thought—not that we ever get such questions satisfactorily solved, or ever

feel that the obligation to pray is lessened because the speculative difhculty is

admitted to remain. For the life and comfort of true devotion it seems un-

necessary that we should know more than this—that it is quite possible for us

to obtain by praying that which it is equally possible for us to lose through

not praying. He whose moral government is professedly carried on by cer-

tain foreseen agencies may, it is obvious, make our prayers a part of those

agencies. If the falling of a rock, which is a physical accident, may be in-

wrought into the texture of Divine providences, the offering of prayer, which

is a moral accident, may be nuidc to concur with those providences also. To
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arrive at the true solution of the difficulty, such as it is, we must ascend yet

higher, and inquire not with regard to prayers only, but with regard to any
secondary agencies whatever, how the general, and the fixed, and the irre-

versible in moral government, are made to combine with the particular and
the uncertain, and the contingent ; how the web of destiny preserves its per-

fect evenness, not dragged at all, or ravelled at all by so many crossing, con-

flicting, independent threads—in a word, how God keeps up a uniform ad-

ministration of the affairs of this world, without being entangled in the multi-

tude of liberties and choices which he has left in the hands of moral agents.

And yet we both believe these things and act upon them, without even finding

therein any compromise of the claims of a rational faith, or any practical ob-

struction to our own happiness. At all events, as far as prayer is concerned,

there is one thing we must all feel, namely, that if we had not a firm persua-

sion that some connection exists between our prayers and God's after dealings

with us, every incentive to devotion would be taken away. I think we could

not go on to pray upon a mere command to pray ; we must believe that there

is a chain of unseen influences to connect the prayer and the desired result.

The intervening links may be many, and unsuspected, and much twisted, and
far apart ; but faith must see the two extremes of the chain, and believe that

the one will infallibly lead to the other. A saint pleading with holy impor-

tunity must feel that he shakes not the earth only but the heavens—that he
both moves God to compassion and moves himself to patient waiting until the

compassion comes. He cannot lift up his hands with perpetual doubting ; he
cannot continue in his heart to say, "The Lord will not hear me," and at the

same time follow the counsel here given by the apostle— " Be careful for

nothing ; but in everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let

your requests be made known unto God."
Two things call for notice here: the first a prohibition—"Be careful for

nothing;" and the second an injunction—Be prayerful for everything; and
the last is the very reason for the first. A God to go to always should take

from you all your anxieties, and prayer should be the death of care.

I. Consider, first, the prohibition—" Be careful for nothing." We have a

like expression in the Corinthians—"But I would have you without careful-

ness;" and again in that reproof of our Lord to Martha—"Martha, thou art

careful and troubled about many things." I suppose we all know something

of the infirmity here pointed out,—that restless, anxious, wearing, self-

troubling, self-tormenting spirit, which sees everything going wrong, and yet

perversely neglects the best means for making them go right—which takes

always the darkest view of things, and is half angry with anybody who should

suggest that the picture may have a brighter side—which makes us delight to

turn all our hopes into a pile of ruins, and invite every friend we meet to

come and look at the desolation. Brethren, have you never experienced

something of this ; a strange gloominess of feeling, which for days together

made every road rough, and every sight sad, and every taste bitter, and every-

thing that happened a presage of coming evil—something which soured you,

grated upon you, spoiled you for all real usefulness, robbed you of all peace

in prayer ? Well, this was carefulness ; and it is not only a sin in itself, but

what is worse, it is very likely to lead to much greater sin, namely, to discon-

tent, and murmuring, and fretting against God, a sullen rebellion, a cast off

comfort, and all those forms of disaffection and infidclitv which commonlv issue
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in thorough atheism of the heart. " Fret not thyself," says the Psalmist, in

our Psalter version, " else shall thou be moved to do evil." The first ques-

tion, therefore, for a man to put to himself in such a case should be—Is there

not a cause f Is there some secret thing in me ? Can my affections be set on

right objects, that they meet with this continual thwarting? God, we are

sure, has no delight in seeing his children unhappy, carrying loads, oppressed

with cares, mourning all the day long. Indeed, if the burden be any of his

own imposing, he has told us of a way by which its pressure may be always

lightened. " Cast thy burden upon the Lord, and he shall sustain thee."

But, then, suppose the burden be one which God never laid upon you at all,

but one which you made for yourself and took up for yourself, and have ever

since persisted in carrying for yourself: why, then it is clear you can neither

cast it upon God nor carry it any longer yourselves, but must even throw it

away altogether. The apostle gives like advice, when he says—" Wherefore,

let us lay aside every weight, that we may run with patience the race that is

set before us." Weights are bad things for running with; and therefore,

Avhenever they are of such a nature that we cannot ask God to carry them for

us, we must let them fall, and leave them behind. Por see what will happen

if we do not, as we have it plainly exemplified in Scripture, in the case of

some careful men, makers of their own burdens. One, though given in pa-

rable, is very striking. There is a man whose grounds bring forth plentifully,

and whose barns are full to overfloAving ; but he is in great trouble. He has

some sore debatings within himself, and he cries out, " What shall I do, be-

cause I have no room where to bestow my fruits i" Well, this was a care of

his own making ; he could not cast it upon God, he could not throw it away,

he must therefore bear it as he best could ; and he soon lighted upon a way

—

a way not to ease the burden or to remove it from him, but to bind it on his

own neck with the weight of an everlasting mill-stone. Scripture tells us also

of some other careful men. Look at Ahab in the matter of Naboth. His king-

dom flourishes, his enemies are smitten down : why lies so uneasily the head that

wears a crown ? Oh ! he has a sore care gnawing at his heart ; it sleeps with
him, it wakes with him, it goes about with him ; he cannot rest, or speak, or eat

bread. And what is ailing him all this timer Why, vexation that he cannot take

in a neighbour's vineyard, to add to his palace garden. Nay, this carefulness

may have, if possible, a yet more worthless origin. A man may be, as Haman
was, rich and honourable, and have the rule of an empire, and eat at the king's

tables, and go in and out as one of the princes, and yet his bed be hard, and
his meat wormwood, and his life a burden, because there is one who knows
him too well to do homage to his usurped pre-eminence. " Yet all this

availeth me nothing, so long as I see Mordecai the Jew sitting at the king's

gate." These, it is true, are somewhat extreme cases ; but I am aiming to show
the wisdom and practicability of the Apostle's counsel, to "be careful for

nothing." And this I do by showing, that all things about which we ever are

or can be careful may be proved to belong to one of two classes— that is, either

lawful anxieties which God has permitted to come upon us, or unlawful ones

which we have brought upon ourselves ; and I say we have no business to

keep either of them, because God will take the burden of the one, and the

other we have but to throw away as soon as we can. Now, ami quite sure

that the Scripture illustrations just referred to are not so very wide of the mark
of many of our common carefulnessscs. I believe we often fret and disquiet
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and make ourselves miserable about matters quite as frivolous and as weak
as the not getting a piece added to our garden, or the not meeting -with a pro-

per salutation from a supposed inferior at our gate. For indeed it is a very

fiettting and troublous thing, this dignity of ours, and to keep it up, and to

let no hurt come to it, and to prevent people thinking of us worse than we
wish them to think, as that we are not so rich, or not so gifted, or not so in-

fluential as report has made us out to be, there is nothing we will not do for

this ; and so it is that more sleepless nights are spent by the rich, and power-

ful, and vain, and self-important, in contriving to get food for their pride, than

are spent by the poor, in considering how they shall get food to live.

And this advice of the apostle is of further value, in that, taken in con-

nection with the reason why we are not to be careful, it affords us an easy

means of proving whether the things which do trouble us are matters which

we ought to be careful about. You are to " be careful for nothing," because

you may take everything to God ; leaving the inference to be drawn, that the

care which you cannot or daie not take to God you ought never to have had at

all. Apply this rule to the last thing which fretted and vexed your spirit.

Some Mordecai omitted to pay you proper respect : could you go to God with

that care? Some neighbour that you have long been running a race with in

•wealth, or honour, or social position, has clearly got the advance of you : could

you go to God with that care ? Brethren, there is nothing like this ordeal of

prayer for trying the righteousness of human solicitudes. Imagine a reckless

speculator going to God, complaining of the fluctuations of the share-market,

or a disappointed politician asking Heaven to sympathize with his vexation,

because some deep laid party scheme had failed ; or the Indian opium grower

complaining of the blight of heaven upon his poppies, when he knew the male-

diction of heaven was already resting upon his trade ! Imagine an envious

person casting on God the burden of his uneasiness, because he had been

obliged to hear another's praises, or a vain person complaining of sickness at

heart because in the company he had left his right of precedence had been dis-

allowed, and the place of honour given to another instead I Such things, as mat-

ters of prayer, shock us in the very thought. Disquieting, and vexatious, and

destructive of all present happiness as the persons giving way to such thoughts

feel their distresses to be, they feel also that they are of such a kind that they

must bear them unhelped, and silently, and alone. Take them to God,

except as infirmities to be bewailed and as sins to be striven against, they

dare not ; their crosses come not within the limits of the promise. " Cast thy

care upon the Lord" does not mean cast thy sin upon him, but cast thy lawful

solicitudes, cast thy timid fears, cast thy heaven-sent and permitted burdens,

whereby God would try the faith and patience of his children—would see who

anion" them would trust to the sufficiency of an unseen grace for support,

and the power of an unseen hand to save. " Be careful for nothing."

II. The expression thus guarded, and the course referred to thus limited to

such unavoidable anxieties as our heavenly Father may see fit to send us, we

pass on to consider the reason why we should be no more sad, namely, the

gracious permission vouchsafed to us. " Be careful for nothing ; but in every

thing by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made

known unto God."

Now, observe, first, the Apostle says, " in every thing." "\Ve cannot fail to

be struck, brethren, with Paul's love of a comprehensive phrase, when he has
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any great principle to enunciate. He seems to wage inspired war against all

exceptional cases. Unbelief says, ' Surely it is permitted me to be cast down
sometimes.' 'Ono,' says the Apostle, 'you must rejoice in the Lord always.'

' But is it not enough that under some visitations I attain to an uncomplaining

submission?' 'No,' says the infallible Word, "In everything give thanks."
' May I not believe that the course of my spiritual life fluctuates, one event

adverse and another prosperous, one helping me forward and another throw-

ing me back ?' ' No,' it is added again, ' There are no retarding influences in

the economy of grace at all ; the great wheel and the little wheel, the quick

movement and the slow, they both incline one way.' "All things work
together for good to them that love God." And so it is in the text. ' I ask

not,' says the Apostle, ' what your care is, a sickness, or a sorrow, or a per-

plexity, or a doubt—a disappointed hope, a feared adversity, a wrong course

taken by one of your family, or a cloud upon your good name ; I inquire not

whether that which is wearing your spirit day by day be some long pending

litigation, making you month after month to go on venting your abortive

wrath against the law's delay, or whether you find yourself drawn into some
business entanglement, where the skein seems to get more ravelled every day,

and it seems as if you would never be able to extricate yourself, or whether

you are awaiting in torturing suspense the arrival of a vessel which, charged

with tidings for your establishment or your utter ruin, you know must ere

this have left some distant shore, or whether you are nearing some crisis in

3'our afi'airs at which you must do something, and night after night are pon-

dering upon your beds to know which will be for the best. My remedy will

be the same, be your case what it may. It is the universal heart's ease. " In
everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be

made known unto God."

Well, it is hard to conceive with what delighted gratitude we should receive

this intimation from above, if we now heard it for the first time. It plainly

meets a beautiful peculiarity in our social nature ; I mean, our love of getting

an interested listener, when we have a full and overcharged heart. We know
he cannot help us, perhaps from the nature of the case cannot even advise us,

and yet he has relieved us by hearing us out ; and if he is kind and gentle,

and seems to love us, and shows he would help us if he could, why, then he
does help us ; he has taken away a part of our burden, and sympathy lightens

care. Still, we put our practical limits to these human confidences. Kind as

our friend is, we do not tell him everything ; we cannot, must not ; and no
man, not even the deluded votary of the Romish confessional, ever did tell

another man aW his heart. 'But here is a friend,' says the apostle, 'to whom
you may and should tell everything. To attempt to hide anything would be

folly, because he " searcheth the heart and trietli the reins."' But there is

nothing you wish to hide ; it is the perfect unbosoming of the heart, the lay-

ing the soul naked under the eye of God, just as Hezekiah did the in-

sulting letter of Sennacherib. God would have us speak out ; he abhors all

reserve, and covering over, and keeping back. " If I be a Father, where is

mine honour? If I be a Master, where is my fear?" Now, the honour of a

father is in the affection, the trust, the open-hearted and generous confidence

of his children. Disobedience robs him not so much as concealment; and to

break his laws hurts him less than to doubt his love. Here, then, is the first

part of the apostle's remedy for cares—perfect openness with God, a habit of
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magnifying his pity as much as his power—a cherished persuasion that there is

no sin too great for his compassions, and no want too minute for his regards.

We veil no infirmities when talking to God, as we do when speaking with an

earthly friend ; because we know that he can see what the earthly friend can-

not see ; that trifles, however insignificant in themselves, may yet have a

direct bearing on our spiritual happiness. With God's people especially, I

believe, Satan's strength lies in little things. For great occasions they are

ready ; at the sight of mustering forces they gird on their armour ; but the

little vexations, annoyances, and perversenesses, and things that will not be

remembered even next week, these, without great watchfulness, will for a time

cntirelj' throw the soul ofi" its balance. Use j'our privilege, then, brethren

;

make God the depository of these little cares. Were you to go and make a

set call on some friend to disclose them, he would hardly restrain from a smile,

to see you discontented with such little things ; but with God nothing is little

which concerns the happiness and peace of your soul.

With regard to the expressions " prayer and supplication," if we take them

to describe a less and more fervid form of petition, we suppose the prayer to

have respect to our temporal, and the supplication to our spiritual wants.

They must evidently be the less importunate prayers which we put up for any

form of good for the present life. There are two consecutive petitions in our

Lord's Divine form, which seem to set forth the necessary condition, as well

as the proper measure of such prayers : the condition, " Thy will be done ;"

the measure, " Give us this day our daily bread." " Bread," if not obtained

in ways agreeable to God's will, would in the eating prove worse than a stone

;

and bread, if anxiously and needlessly laid up beyond our prudent daily ne-

cessities, will, like the hoarded manna of the wilderness, prove nothing but a

curse to its possessor. In the matter of temporal supplies, therefore, whether

as regards kind or measure, we must leave a large latitude with our heavenly

Father. The dangers of adversity may be great, " lest we become poor and

steal ;" but those of prosperity are far greater, " lest we become full, and for-

get God."

But the apostle speaks of supplication also. And this I have supposed to

refer to those more fervent outpourings of the spirit, where we may form a re-

solution to take no denial, where we have come for a definite purpose, and

have resolved not to lose our errand, where we are allowed to wrestle, weep,

and wear out flesh and blood, crying out even till break of day, saying, " I

will not let thee go except thou bless me." Thus we ask God generally for a

more enlarged measure of spiritual gifts and feelings—for a more softened

heart, a more heavenly mind, a more obedient will. We ask that for our mer-

cies we may have a more unafi'ected thankfulness, and in the service of God
may feel a purer and more abiding joy. We may ask as if we expected to

receive, not, I think, as having any warrant to insist upon, an assured and

lively sense of our adoption ; but praying our Divine Lord, if so it consist with

our sanctification, to show us that cancelled bond which, once against us, he

has now nailed to his cross—to let us see the blood of sprinkling with whicli

he has cleansed our guilty consciences—to show us, as it were, the very page

where strong faith may read its own name in the book of life.

But these are general topics. Connected as the advice is with carefulness,

I think the apostle rather means, that among our subjects of supplication

there should not be any of those blemishes and deficiencies, whether in heart
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or service, which so much injure the consistency, and when discovered bo

much disquiet the spirits of good men. Now, these are only discerned, even

to ourselves, by a holy and searching particularity. We might go through

general confessions as often as the Romanist utters prayers by his rosary, and

not find out our besetting failure. Be minute, then, in your supplications.

Mention everything. In more lengthened devotions you might find it conve-

nient to take one by one St. Paul's nine fruits of the Spirit, or St. Peter's

eight elements of Christian fruitfulness, or the Ephesians' six pieces of gospel

armour, or those nine evidences of spiritual conversion of which the Great

Preacher on the Mount said, all that have them shall be called blessed, and

wherein ye find yourselves most lacking, "make your requests known unto

God." Tell him, in sorrow and in deep shame, that you are prone to be

fretful under crosses, impatient under rebukes, angered at injuries, selfish in

your comforts, ambitious in your desires, inconstant in your devotions, and in

all the duties you owe to him disposed to become weary and faint in your

minds. True, God knows all this ; but he would rather hear it from you.

The father might have known that the prodigal was wearied and worn out,

and wished to come back again ; but he must not comfort him till the son has

uttered the words, "Father, I have sinned against heaven and before thee."

Be very open with your heavenly Father ; and very full. "In everything by
prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known
unto God."

"With thanksgiving." What an unfulfilled errand to a throne of grace

would ours be, if this last were left out! I know the apostle is supposing our

chief mission there to be the obtaining relief from some pressing griefs ; yet these

can never be such as not still to leave us with much to be thankful for. God
always allows us to retain a great deal more than he takes away ; and in our

sad hours, and in seasons of much carefulness, is the best time for counting

our remaining mercies up ; and then, as we kneel down to ask for more, we
shall think gratefully of those we have—of the blessings bestowed upon us in

Providence, of the dealings of God with us in grace, of the refreshments ex-

perienced in holy ordinances, when sorrow, or the world, or.sin, threaten to

take away all comfort from our hearts. We shall call to mind our last vic-

tory gained, our last temptation spared, our last token of God's favour given,

our last danger turned away ; and some very obvious comparisons with some
of our fellow Christians around us may help us in this grateful feeling. We
are in health perhaps ; to how many of them is life a burden, through sick-

ness and protracted pain ! We are in comfort ; how many of them, once as

affluent as ourselves, are struggling on in meek and unrepining silence

!

Mercy, greater mercy still, is always to be lifted up as a standard, whenever
these threatening and wearying cares would rob us of our peace. We are

awake ; we once slept. We are light ; we were once darkness. We that

were dead are alive again ; we that were lost are found. "In everything by
prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known
unto God."
The great lesson of our subject, brethren, is, that prayer is not only the

highest privilege of our being, but the true peace of the heart, the only rest

of the soul, the first solace we should turn to under all life's changes, whether

•we want a trusted friend to counsel, or a strong hand to deliver ; and it

is observable that the relief to be expected is by the apostle emphatically con-
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nected with our making known tho request, and not with any pledge or pro-

mise that the request itself shall be granted. " Make your requests known

unto God ; and the peace of God, which passeth all understanding, shall

keep your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus." As if he had said, " I

do not promise that in answer to your prayers your child shall be raised up

from a bed of sickness ; only that while it lies there you shall have peace. I

do not promise that that black cloud which is now gathering over you and

around you with such thick and disastrous gloom, shall dissipate, but that in

it and through it, and even while there seems no way out of it, you shall have

peace." You have " made your requests known unto God." They may be wise,

or they may be unwise ; they may be soon, or too late ; whether of the twain

you know not, and must not be careful to know. The matter is out of your

hands now. Grief, trouble, disappointment, it is in the ordering of him who

upholds the world. The cares which you take to God you must be willing to

leave with God. Let the wise and paternal rule he has taught you be a

shelter both for them and you, and he will take care of both. " Thou wilt

keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on thee."
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"And Jesus ansM'ered and said unto her, Martha, Martha, thou art careful and troubled

about many things ; but one thing is needful : and Mary hath chosen that g'ood part, wliich

shall not be taken away from her."—Luke x. 41, 42.

Some reflections which will be suggestei\ by this incident, will lend to illus-

trate yet further the subject of our last lecture.* True, tlie carefulness there

spoken of was of a more urgent and, perhaps, more directly selfish kind than

that here attributed to Martha, but the feeling itself is the same in both cases,

the danger to the person's religious happiness is the same. From what was

before advanced, it should seem that there are but two kinds of carefulnesses

which can give us any trouble, namely, those which being lawful we may take

to God, and leave with him; and those which being unlawful we have but to

shake off and discard. Martha's was plainly of the latter kind, and, there-

fore, she is reproved for it. It was no excuse that her carefulness was not

ostensibly about herself, that it arose from a wish to do honour to Christ; to

show love to him, to do homage to him, to lay at his feet her costliest and

her best. It was still a self made care, and therefore out of the pale of

the Divine sympathies. The burdens which God sends he will always help

us to carry, but those of our taking up, we are left to fret under, and that to

our soul's hurt. " Martha, Martha, thou art careful and troubled about many
things : but one thing is needful : and Mary hath chosen that good part, which

shall not be taken away from her."

Let us consider the incident here related, first, as it exhibits the dangers of

immoderate worldly anxiety, as seen in the contrasted characters of Mary and

Martha ; and secondly, as it enforces the paramount claims of personal reli-

gion.

I. Our attention is to be directed first to the history.

Our Lord travelling from Mount Olivet to Jericho, entered into a certain

village, Bethany, where abode a united Christian family, consisting of Martha

the elder, and probably a widow, Mary her sister, and their brother Lazarus.

Martha, as hostess, is spoken of as receiving Jesus into her house, and it is

* See I'cnny Tuliiit, No. 2.702.
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in the discharge of the duties belonging to this relation that we get an insight

into her character. She is a bustling, over anxious, and therefore easily dis-

concerted housewife. Thus we cannot doubt her hospitality, her wish to be

behind in no mark of affection and respect to one who had " not where to lay

his head." Her house, it would seem, was always open to him when his

journey lay that way; and often during Passover weeks, after having been

engaged the whole day in the city or in the temple, he would retire to this

quiet village and spend his evening hours with the family at Bethany. And
on these occasions, at all events on this, the kind hostess was full of fretting,

wearing, distracting anxieties for fear something should go wrong; for fear a

guest, whom she loved and delighted to honour, should have something to find

fault with. She could not conceive it possible that she should sustain the

parts of housewife and a disciple too; and as she was very jealous of her

reputation in the former capacity, she chose rather to serve than to listen.

And if matters had ended here, our censures of Martha must have been

uttered very sparingly ; we should have spoken more in sorrow than in re-

proach—sorrow that she should have been at such pains to make herself

miserable; sorrow that such laborious attention was thrown away; sorrow

that she should have drowned in the noise and bustle of these supper prepara-

tions blessed words that she might never hear again. But, unhappily, in the

case of Martha, this over anxiety led, as it is almost sure to lead, to peevishness

and fretfulness and fault finding with others. "But Martha was cumbered

about much serving, and came to him, and said. Lord, dost thou not care

that my sister hath left me to serve alone? bid her therefore that she help me."

Now, here we see two or three faults which detract from our estimate of

Martha's conduct. Thus her complaint is very selfish. Mary had not blamed

Martha for leaving the doctrine of Christ to serve tables, for being anxious to

get the reputation of a generous and pains-taking hostess. And why should not

the younger sister in her way be allowed to get a reputation of another kind,

that of being an attentive disciple? If Martha chose to attend on the sup-

posed wants of our Lord, and Mary to hear his words, why should not each

have her reward? But the complaint was very unkind also. There is an

evident attempt in it to expose and humiliate Mary in the presence of the very

Being whom far above all others she reverenced and adored. That Blessed

Saviour, whose one displeased look would have crushed her utterly, shall hear

her accused of an indolent and selfish disregard of an elder sister, and, by im-

plication, of deficient courtesy towards the Lord Jesus himself. But even this

was not the worst feature of Martha's ill-timed and petulant complaint: it

veiled, scarcely veiled, an angry and presumptuous charge against the guest

whom she was professing to honour—" Lord, dost thou not care ? Are my
laborious hospitalities of such small amount with thee that it matters not to

thee whether I am helped in them or not, that all my zeal in thy service is not

to have a word of encouragement, whilst a sister who will not raise a hand to

set on bread can engage thine undivided attention and seem to absorb all thy

regards." Thus, brethren, you see—and I entreat you to mark it,—for I be-

lieve it to be among the lessons for which the history has been preserved to us,

as well as a reason for that emphatic prohibition we were considering last
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Tuesday—you see what a tendency there is in a careful, cumbered, over-

anxious state of mind not only to make us unconcerned about the " one thing

needful," but also to sour the spirit, to betray us into a sinful petulance, to lead

us on to an angry fretting against God. From the consequences which might

have followed from such a temper of mind Martha was preserved, because the

Divine Saviour had sethis love upon her, as we read, "Now Jesus loved Martha,

and her sister, and Lazarus." But she is set up as a warning to us, the cum-

bered, and the careful, and the busy, and the distracted of both sexes ;
to

toiling fathers intent on worldly gains, to anxious mothers not knowing whether

to look this way or that; to the young filling up every interval of time with

airy schemes and dreams, to the old wearing life out with vain disquietudes as

"a moth fretteth the garment;" to the rich racking his tired thought to know

where he shall bestow his goods, to the poor troubled far more to know where

he shall get goods to bestow ; and the warning is that we cannot allow our-

selves, in this feverish and restless spirit, this continued tension of the mind

and its powers on any earthly object, without the utmost peril to the immortal

part, and spreading a cloud before the face of God. Brethren, let not the

lesson be lost upon us. Human life, we know, is and was always intended to

be a life of toil and activity. By the sweat of his brow man is to eat

bread ; and in an artificial and advancing state of society, where competition

is keen, and the prize of success inviting, men feel that whatsoever their hands

find to do, they must do it with their might, or they may as well not do it at

all. And this is a truth which there is no gainsaying, and against the perverted

application of which our Christian ethics can furnish us with no law. Every

man must be fully persuaded in his own mind. We know that in this great

city people are sometimes so incessantly coming and going that, like the

disciples on one occasion, they have not leisure so much as to eat; and if the

poor body fares thus hardly, what must we expect will become of the soul ?

Why, we rush through the busy and unending round of gains and losses, mis-

lakes and failures, this man's folly and that man's wickedness ; then, carried

like a dove over the agitated waters of human speculation, finding neither place

of rest, nor yet a way of return to the forsaken ark of God.

See to it, then, brethren, that ye have a limit to those harassing solicitudes

and engagements, to the time they should occupy, to the energy they should

consume, to the wear and tear of spirit which you permit them to take out of

you. And the place for seeing whether you are habitually transgressing this

limit will be the closet. When there is no life in your evening sacrifice, and

no freshness in your morning prayer—when you have no wish, yourselves, to

sit calmly at the feet of Jesus, perhaps, can hardly refrain from complaining at

those who do, it is plain you are careful and troubled about many things,

and the "one thing needful" has but a second place in your hearts. Indeed so

inevitable is this tendency of multiplied and absorbing anxieties to impair

spirituality of mind, that we should infer from the example before us the

danger is the same even when the occupations are not of a mercenary or selfish

kind at all, but may be connected with objects and purposes designed to honour

Christ and his gospel. In the case of Martha, we should have said, that to

testify love to the Redeemer, to show how she felt her house honoured by so
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sacred a presence, and to prove to a scornful deriding world tViat Bethany would

open a glad asylum to the " despised and rejected of men," was a pure and

laudable ambition. Yes, but even such ambitions may be pursued too eagerly,

and if they be, if the mind is allowed to be harassed, and distracted, and

stretched on the tender hooks of busy hopes and fears, the lamp of the inner life

will go out, and our love for the things of God will languish and fade away. No
mistake can be more dangerous than that of thinking that if we be employed

for Christ, or for the things of Christ, we may be as busy as we will and do

no hurl to our souls. Zeal, activity, holy labours, of any kind carried beyond

permitted bounds, suffered to encroach on the sanctities of the closet, so ab-

sorbing all the faculties of the mind, that God can be served only by its waste

and weariness, will eat the life of a man's religion away, and leave him nothing

for his comfort, nothing for his hope but the dry shell of a worn out piety. The re-

mark, it will be seen, applies to many persons—to those who for example serve

on the committees of religious institutions, to persons who give their time to

visit the poor, to teachers at schools, to all in fact who give themselves much

to works of faith and labours of love; to all so employed we say, your

work is good, holy, honoured and acceptable as was that of Martha when she

received Jesus into her house. But, remember, he does not want you to be

ever on the move for him, to be constantly running hither and thither with

your busy, persevering, officious zeal ; he loves the staid and quiet service.

There is a time to sit and listen, as well as a time to be active and serve

;

and when Christ is speaking patient attention is the best service. The reproof

of our Loid, gentle as it was, was full of meaning—• Martha, Martha, thou

art careful about many things ; things which because done for me you

think important, but except in due place and subordination I value none

of them; I value nothing which stands in the way of the paramount claims

of God and your own soul : one thing is needful, Mary hath chosen that

good part.'

And this leads us to say something of the history, as it bears upon the

character of Mary. We cannot doubt that there were between the two sisters

constitutional differences which would have shown themselves somehow, even

if Martha had been the more advanced Christian of the two. There is an

eager impulsiveness about the elder sister which somewhat reminds us of

Peter, whilst the calm tenderness of Mary suggests a comparison with John.

This distinctiveness of original temperament comes out very strikingly on the

occasion of the death of Lazarus. Thus Martha, after that event, as soon as

she heard Jesus was coming, eagerly ran forth to meet him ; but Mary sat

still in the house. Again, after the brother was raised, we find, while Martha

was busied in serving the supper, Mary was engaged in that kind of calm

solemnity which was to be the type of the master's burying and an enduring

memorial of a disciple's love. Still, whatever nature had done for Mary,

there can be no doubt that grace had done far more. It was evident that the

Saviour, at whose feet she was sitting, whose words were to her " sweeter than

honey and the honeycomb" had given her that ornament of a meek and quiet

spirit which is in the sight of God of great price. It was not an indolent in-

difference about the honours of hospitality, not a dull constitutional insensibility
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to the greatness of the occasion, that made Mary go and take her seat so

calmly by her Saviour; it was the quietude of religious thoughtfuliiess, the

repose of a mind nobly regardless about household anxieties that she might

hear Christ, the peaceful blessedness of being alone with God, of having, as it

were the Divine Saviour to herself. And this is a form of inward tranquillity

which no mere temperament can bestow, it is the gift of God, it is the gracious

bequest of Jesus to his brethren that are in the world ; it is the peace of one who
is careful for nothing, because he knows he may be prayerful for everything, it is

the Spirit of God dove-like and gentle dwelling in the believer's heart, witness-

ing that all is peace now, and giving him a pledge of the eternal calm of

heaven. This was the good part which Mary had chosen, good if for nothing

else, for its beautiful and divine simplicity, for it restricted all her anxieties to

one care, limited all her choices to one object, drew all her thoughts one way

;

it enabled her to distinguish between the desirable and the needful, be-

tween the many things which we might desire to possess, and the one thing

which we must not rest till we do possess—between a possession which, with

all our trouble and carefulness, we shall never be able to retain, and that

good part which, if we be found faithful, shall never be taken away.

II. But I propose to consider our text, in the second place, as it enforces by

some emphatic considerations the paramount claims of personal religion.

" Martha, thou art careful and troubled about many things ; but one thing is

needful :" or rather, for one thing there is a necessity. What this one thing is,

we can be at no loss to determine : it must refer to salvation as the end, and to

a godly life as the means of its attainment. Indeed the words which follow

affirm as much ; for it is Mary's attendance on the concerns of her soul that

our Lord commends as a wise choice; and salvation is the only good which

we know shall not be taken away. Let us investigate the chief arguments by
which the wisdom of this holy choice is vindicated.

Of these, the first is the relative inferiority of all human pursuits, however
honourable or lavvful when put into competition with the salvation of the soul.

"Thou art careful and troubled about many things; but one thing is needful."

The plain inference is, that the many things are not needful, that their worth is

only secondary and relative; that what with the difficulty of their acquisition,

the precariousness of their tenure, and the certainty of their speedy privation

and loss, the things we most trouble ourselves about do but ill requite our
pains, while they may keep a greater and needful good away. Apply this rule

to the things that men are seen lawfully and properly to toil for. Take for

instance the acquisition of knowledge, an acquaintance with the secrets of

nature, with the facts of history, with the statistics of government, with the

laws of science—all useful surely, and under due subordination all desirable;

but are they attainments worth making a trouble about ? Will the pleasure

they aff'ord minister consolation on a bed of sickness ? Will the light they

give keep us in the way to heaven ? Have not many ignorant and unlearned

men enjoyed a more tranquil peace of conscience, and acquired a greater

knowledge of the truth too, by meekly sitting at the feet of Jesus, than they

could ever have obtained from any amount of proficiency in human science?

Then it is plain that the acquisition of knowledge can have only a secondary
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place in human solicitudes. Make it as important as you will, you cannot make

a necessity of it. Assume that ere it must give way all the interests of salva-

tion must give way, and you cannot be at a loss to determine which. The

cultivation of the mind is not the "one thing needful ;" it is a part which may

be taken away.

Take another desirable thing. May I not be troubled about my reputa-

tion, my character for uprightness in dealing, fidelity in trusts, blamelessness,

?nd virtue in all the relations of personal and domestic life? Are we not

taught that a "good name is more precious than ointment," one of our ordained

instrumentalities for moral usefulness, and that with an unremoved cloud or

blot upon it we are deprived of more than half our power of doing good ?

This may be true ; but on the other hand it is to be remembered that the

desire of a good name among men often brings with it temptation and a snare,

to have our good evil spoken of, may be among the intended correctives to

our pride. If we should search the records of saints in light, we should find

that for one who had been brought nearer to God by the praises of the world,

thousands by its censures, and neglects, and unkindness have been led to

seek the honour that proceedeth from God only. As our Lord has taught us in

another place, " Woe unto you when all men shall speak well of you!" Why?
Because there is a danger that it should make you think well of yourselves.

Now the good opinion of men can never take rank among things absolutely

needful. We know that " wisdom shall be justified of her children ;" David

shall rise above Shimei's curse, Joseph's virtue shall pierce the obscurity of his

dungeon, and the tyrant shall bear testimony to the maligned and insulted

Baptist ; and at the very moment when perjury has cast its base accusation

into the martyr's teeth, the judges who are to pronounce sentence against him

shall read heaven's verdict in his countenance, lighted up with a glow of

sanctity, " as it had been the face of an angel." Do not, then, be careful or

troubled about man's judgment. What matters it that the world witnesseth

many things against you, if God witnesseth the one thing for you ! To be

under a cloud may be hard to bear, but surely a good conscience can afford to

wait till the sun comes out. " Commit thy way unto the Lord, and wait

patiently for him ;" " he shall bring forth thy righteousness as the light, and

thy judgment as the noonday."

The same characteristic of relative insignificance or unneedfulness compared

with " the one thing that is needful" will be found to mark many other things,

about which people wear out their peevish and fretful days—such as disap-

pointments in friendship, unkindness from relations, hasty conduct from supe-

riors, unfaithfulness in servants, favourite views thwarted
;

plans to yield

gratification for a year, peihaps, if they succeed, and if they fail to be for-

gotten quite as soon. But leaving these, take the two things, to which, if

anything on this earth may be called needful, we should be first to give the

name ; I mean our daily subsistence and our bodily health. For these we must

allow there is a comparative need ; we have even given them the name " neces-

saries of life," without them, in moderate measure, we see not how we are to fol-

low our calling, or adorn our doctrine, or serve our God, or help to bless and do

good to those around us, in a word, how we are either to fulfil our work on earth
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or to prepare for our work in heaven. Now, this would unquestionably pre-

sent a difficulty, would show good cause why we might not sometimes be careful

and troubled about many things, if God had not framed specific promises to

relieve us of this anxiety, and, as it were, to make it his own. But that

scripture "your heavenly Father knoweth that je have need of these things,"

seals all complaining lips ; it intimates that in all classes of human anxieties

which relate to our daily subsistence, God will have a care to, and has under-

taken to provide for you. And this is never said of other earthly solicitudes;

it is never said of knowledge, of reputation, and outward comforts, or even of

robust bodily health—"your heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need of

these things." God recognizes but two needful things in the whole world

;

the support of life and the soul's salvation ; the one he will give, the other you

must seek for—" Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness, and

all these things shall be added unto you."

But, besides the trivial worth of other things for which our Marthas of both

sexes are constantly troubling themselves, our Lord founds an argument in

favour of the choice of Mary, in that the good it respects is paramount, su-

preme, and indispensable. Of the many things which engage human anxieties,

the most you can say is, they are expedient, or pleasant, or desirable ; but, for

the one thing, says our Lord, there is a necessity ; it is the " one thing need-

ful, absolutely, incomparably, everlastingly needful." The things of this life

we cannot want long; because we are hastening to a world where there will

be no room for them ; but holiness and salvation we shall find needful always,

needful under the calamities of life, needful in the agonies of death, needful

in the world of spirits, needful when time shall be no more. Now, this es-

sential difference between the good part and any other which we could choose,

puts an end to all further comparison, separates them by a distance which is

no longer measurable. Thus I can do without expertness in human sciences,

but how can I do without the science of salvation? Of what avail to me
would be an entrance on the imperishable scroll of earthly fame, if there were

no mention of my name on the record of the book of life ? Who would have

human friendship, solid, indissoluble, to be disowned by the "friend that

sticketh closer than a brother?" Or who would be freed from all further

anxiety about everything else to have doubts of his interest in that good part

which shall not be taken away ? To seek an interest in Christ therefore, to

prove the worth of grace in your souls, to escape from everlasting misery, and

lay up a good foundation for the time to come, for the death which is to come,

for the great assize which is to come, for the long eternity which is to come,

we have no stronger plea with which to urge these things upon you than this

one of our Lord, " that it is the one thing for which there is a necessity."

But this plea of necessity, heartily embraced and realised, is the most com-

manding incentive to human action. A man once persuaded of the necessity

of a thing, feels that nothing can be impossible to him ; it is a divinity that

acknowledges no law, disregards all prudence, bears before it all that comes

in its way, and sets at work all the powers of invention to accomplish and

secure its end. Necessity will make the slothful rouse, the careless think, the

proud stoop, the stubborn give way. Persuade a man that an avalanche is
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loosening about him, or that he is within range of volcanic fires, that a pesti-

lence is carrying off thousands at his side, or that a famine is coming daily

nearer to his door, and what a sudden development will there be of thought

and energy, of dormant and unsuspected power, all created for and rising to

the pressure of so perilous an emergency ! And this form of anxiety it is our

Lord argues which should urge men to seek the salvation of their souls.

There is a perilous woe hanging over them ; without loss of time they are

urged to flee, not from eruptive fires, not from famine's terror, not from the

fever's pestilent and malignant breath, but from a doom which to the impenitent

is nearer and more certain far, even that we should " flee from the wrath to

come," the wrath of God and of the Lamb. Yes, this is an anxiety, pressing,

urgent, inevitable, with only one escape, only one open door, only one name

or plea by which the imperilled soul can be saved ; only one, but that one is

infallible, made over by promise, and within reach of all ; and this should be

very helpful to a right determination, for we thus see that life's business, life's

joys, life's decision is between the one thing which we can make sure of and

the many things which, fret and trouble ourselves as we will, we may not

obtain after all. Take your stand at the confluent point of some of our

crowded thoroughfares, and watch the thousands who pass you by with hurried

step and anxious look, and all the signs of absorbing and concentered pur-

pose. Well, sad enough is it to think that many of these are bartering their

hopes of heaven for some prize or position in this present life, but how many

of them never obtain even the poor prize they run for ! Our Lord, in indig-

nant astonishment, we remember, says, "What shall it profit a man if he gain

the whole world and lose his own soul?" But what if he should not gain the

whole world but lose that too? A like recompence seems to be the fate of all

half-hearted endeavours, of wavering undecided choice in the matter of salva-

tion ; men lose two worlds and all their labour too. Their labour for earth is

lost, for they do not get their reward; their labour for heaven is thrown away

because it was made one of their many things, and not the one thing ; they

have prayed they have read Scripture, they have attended ordinances, they have

imposed some restraint on besetting sins, they have done some kind offices to

their neighbours and to mankind, but they never got beyond being almost

Christians. Religion was a desirable thing if it could be retained with other

things; life's duty, but not life's necessity, not the imperious demand of

God upon every human spirit, not the " one thing needful." Chose ye, then,

brethren, your position this day, only see to it that you understand the things

between which your option lies : it is between the wished for and the indis-

pensable, between the doubtful good, and the certain ; between the prize, which,

at best you must run a hard race for, and a crown which you can only miss of

through your own fault; between joys that are short lived and unsatisfying, and

which must be given up at last, and those which are always full, unabating,

which shall live and abide for ever. " Mary hath chosen that good part, which

shall not be taken away from her."
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" And, behold, there talked with him two men, which were Moses and Elias : who appeared

in glory, and spake of his decease which he should accomplish at Jerusalem."—Luke ix, 30, 31.

It is an attribute of the human intelligence, perhaps an infirmity of it, that it

receives truth most readily through the medium of sensible representations.

Parables not in speech, but in figure, seem to have been the universal lesson-

book of mankind. The trees of Paradise were silent ordinances; the types of

the law were prophetic facts ; the visions which passed before the minds of

patriarclis and holy men were all sermons to the eye ; whilst in every action

of our Lord's life there is set forth, as it were, in shadow some doctrine,

some duty, some consolation, or some hope, for the edification and instruction

of the Church of God. The Great Teacher was teaching always,—in the

humiliations of Bethany, in the obscurity of Nazareth, in the solitudes of the

wilderness, in the mental darkness of the cross; all his sufferings were homi-

lies, and all his miracles a gospel which they that run might read. And
hence it is that in the outsvard history of our Lord we have the best commen-
tary upon, as well as the clearest witness to, the great mystery of his two-fold

nature. As we read on in the narrative we see that two whole and perfect

natures there must have been, acting in and through that one visible im-

personation ; and our minds get possessed of the fact, before seeing how such

a resulting conclusion is to be expressed in theology. " Without controversy

great is the mystery of godliness;" but equally without controversy is it that

" God was manifest in the flesh." He hungered who could feed the multi-

tudes ; he slept who could hush the storm ; he received strength from an

angel at whose feet all angels bow, and he who stood on the holy mount, with

a countenance radiant as the sun, and with raiment white as the light, not

long after appeared on another mount, lifted up between heaven and earih,
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"a spectacle to angels and to men," fulfilling all that Moses and the prophets

had foretold of " the decease which he should accomplish at Jerusalem."

The transfiguration of our Lord was an event to which the sacred writers

evidently attached great importance, no less than three of the four evan-

gelists having preserved an account of it. Let us consider for our profit, first,

some of the more noticeable features of the transaction ; and, secondly, the

lessons it was intended to convey.

I. Our attention is first called to the leading features of the transfiguration

itself. The place of its occurrence is commonly fixed at Mount Tabor; but

this is a tradition only, and the order of the narrative would certainly have

suggested some place nearer to Cacsarea Philippi. The more important point

for our notice, however, is the solemn act of devotion by which the vision was

preceded. "And it came to pass that about eight days after these sayings, he

took Peter and John and James, and went up into a mountain to pray." The

prayers of Christ, brethren, we must always remember, were no mere formal

acts; they were deep realities of his spiritual being, the spontaneous outgoings

of his proper humanity, and instrumental, as our prayers are assumed to be,

to some desired and expected end ; and hence the more frequent mention of

these devotional exercises is in connection with some important passage in his

history. At his baptism he prayed; before ordaining his disciples he prayed
;

at the grave of Lazarus he prayed ; he prayed when he saw the tide of popu-

larity taking a strange turn in his favour, and when men would make him a

king ; with prayer he entered upon the mysterious scenes of his passion, and

breathed out his soul in prayer. Must not this be especially one of those

instances where Christ is a pattern to us ? In needing a help for great emer-

gency, can the disciple be above his Master, or the servant above his Lord ?

Stated prayers, it may be presumed, we have all of us, many, we will hope,

after the example of the Psalmist, at evening, in the morning, and at noon-

day ; but when we have some great work before us, when some momentous

choice is to be made ; when in that mixture of motives which influence human
conduct we are afraid that the bad, and the selfish, and the earthly should get

the upper hand ; when the principles are about to be tried, and the associa-

tions of the place we are going to will be like sparks falling on the very

stubble of our besetting sin ; when we are being led by adversity into the wilder-

ness, and to escape from difficulties we are tempted to turn stones into bread
;

or when we are carried by prosperity to an exceeding high mountain to find

that by one act of treason to God and conscience the world and all its glory

might be ours; at any and all such times, I say, do we, like our Divine Master

on all his great occasions, seek opportunity for special retirement ? Do we,

before any resolution is made, first take God into our counsels? "If thy

presence go up with us, then will we go." The wildernesses of temptation

will not be dangerous, if we go through them only when led of the Spirit ; and

mountains of prosperity will not be dangerous, if we pray before we climb.

But who were the witnesses of the Transfiguration? Three only. A less num-
ber had hardly satisfied the conditions of the law for establishing the credibility

of the fact; a greater would perhaps have attracted more attention than con-
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sisted with our Lord's utter retiredness and studied humiliation. Some things

in his life were public enough ; the ignominy, the cross, the shame, the bowed
head, the smitten side, the fainting, the desolateness, the cup of mysterious

wrath—no matter how many saw these; but the glory, the honour, the witness-

ing voice from heaven, the chiefs of the saintly hierarchies waiting humbly
upon him, the fashion of his humanity all changed and glistering with the

beams of Godhead peering through—these must be seen only of witnesses

chosen beforehand. Who so fitted for this honour as Peter, who held the keys

of his kingdom—James, the first apostle who should be baptized with his

baptism—John, described by a title which, if it were possible, might excite

an archangel's envy, even " the disciple whom Jesus loved?" Moreover, for

them the lesson might be good, and for us too. The visions of God, testi-

monies and tokens from heaven, glimpses of saints and saints' happiness before

the time, are not things for the multitude, are not things to be talked about.

Let the world see our works, our zeal, our unreproached and consistent walk ;

but our soul's secret is with Christ; our communings with him are in

private and on the mount ; no stranger should intermeddle with these joys.

« Our life is hid with Christ in God."

We come next to the manner of the Transfiguration. All the evangelists

describe it differently, and yet all apparently with one end, that of magnifying

the appearance itself. The controlling influence exerted by inspiration on the

minds of the sacred writers left them perfectly free in all their natural habits of

thought, as well as in their acquired characteristics of style; and here each

writer appears to be straining after some illustration worthy of the incident he

had to record. Luke, speaking of the raiment, says it was "white and

glistering ;" Mark, that it was " exceeding white as snow ;" Matthew, describ-

ing the whole in one vigorous sentence, says, " His face did shine as the sun,

and his raiment was white as the light." All agree that the Transfiguration

was sudden, unearthly, glorious; every vestige of humiliation was for the

moment laid aside and lost ; the Star of Bethlehem eclipsed the sun in his

strength ; the " root out of a dry ground" towered above the cedars of

Lebanon ; " the form of a servant" was superseded by the assumed dignity

of the heir of all things ; and the outcast and scorned of man appeared in all

the effulgence and light of God. How this change was efiected we inquire

not, wisely. That there was no change in the bodily substance of our Lord,

no destruction of the proper attributes of humanity, we are sure, because he

lived some time after in the flesh, and in the fiesh had still to die. We can

regard the manifestation, therefore, only as an upper garment of divinity

thrown over the fleshly tabernacle, causing his entire visible form to be so

suffused and charged with glory that Godhead beamed upon his countenance,

and his very raiment had the power of transmitting light. The whole scene

was a faint and broken type of this same Jesus in a glorified state, as he was

seen of one of those chosen witnesses in the glorious visions of Patmos after-

wards—as the eye of faith, and love, and holy fear can behold him now,
" walking in the midst of the seven golden candlesticks," flashing the fire of his

all-consuming eye upon the worship of the dissembler and the false-hearted,
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but laying his right hand upon the penitent, and the loaded, and the trembling',

saying, " Fear not."

"And, behold, there talked with him two men, which were Moses and

Elias, who appeared in glory." Apart from the relation in which these

eminent saints stood, the one to the law and the other to the prophets, we see

a fitness in their selection on other accounts. Their earthly course had in

many respects resembled that of the Saviour. With him they had fasted

forty days and forty nights in the wilderness; with him they had encountered

shame and scorn in delivering their respective messages to the world, and

with him, at least in a way which excepted them from the common lot of all

men, did each pass to the mansions of immortality ; and to be first chosen

for this honour out of the co\inlless populations of the redeemed, was, doubt-

less, an intended reward of their faithfulness. The preference of the reproach

of Christ to all the treasures of Egypt, exhibited by one of these holy men

—

the lofty independence of the otlier, when he stood, a solitary prophet, against

Ahab, against priestcraft, against all the world—be witness, heaven and earth,

to God's approval of this. " Them that honour me I will honour."

But Moses and Elias talked with Jesus about—what? Was the subject

joyous, cheering, hopeful, bright as the bright scene around them? No, "they

spake of his decease," his exodus, " which he should accomplish at Jeru-

salem." Was this meant to suggest to us, brethren, what should be our sub-

jects of meditation in prosperity—to show to us that when all is sunny, and

calm, and without a cloud in our prosperity, then we should think of our latter

end ? There need be no gloom in such thoughts ; but it may assist us to bear

with more humility the brightness of Tabor to think of the dark scenes we
must ere long pass through at Jerusalem. But why of his decease did these

holy saints discourse ? Was it of the method of it they spake—so different

from their own—the one by a gentle falling asleep, the other in beatific

rapture passing to the world unseen, whilst to Jesus the only way thither was

through the furnace of affliction, the baptism of blood, the lonely treading of

the wine-press of the fierceness and wrath of God ? Yes, of this they might

speak; but not of this only. They spake of the deatli of Christ as a thing

that must be—a fore-ordained effect of moral government. It was the fault of

the Jews—a fault from which Peter, and James, and John at this moment

were not exempt—that they understood not their own Scriptures, understood

not that the central fact of the whole prophetic dispensation was Christ cut off

from the land of the living, " making his soul an offering for sin," having " his

grave with the wicked and the rich in his death." Moses and Elias were in

that world of light where they see light, and they discoursed of a theme not

only most precious to them, but one vast enough to task their glorified and

immortal powers. They spake of the decease of Christ, as the world's hope,

the world's salvation, the world's life ; they spake of it as the great fact in view

of which God had from all eternity arranged to restore and pardon man. In

it stood and by it was to be sealed their own immortality, the immortality of

the faithful before the flood, ay, it may be, the immortality of angels, of

myriads of unfallen creatures, of all the intelligent populations that may be
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gathered together in unknown worlds. We tremble to place a limit to the

blood of the cross, to its necessity, to its reach, to its actuating and pervading

iufluence on all the moral arrangements of heaven. " That in the dispensation

of the fulness of time he might gather together in one all things in Christ,

both which are in heaven and which are on earth." For aught we know,
the recovery of our world may be no more than the first fruits of the great

sacrifice; whilst it is certain that the mind's employment for eternity, tiie

depths for angels to look into, the one theme on which glorified intellects will

ponder, and for which glorified tongues shall utter endless praise, will be the

decease which the Lord Jesus accomplished at Jerusalem.

But observe, next, that while this heavenly discourse was going on, " Peter

and they that were with him were heavy with sleep." It is to be presumed
that they had fallen asleep during the preceding prayer, and before the trans-

figuration began ; for " when they were awaked," says the narrative, " they

saw his glory." Humbling picture this, brethren, of our nature's weakness.

In this, the time of the Saviour's highest earthly exaltation, as well as in the

hour of his deepest agony and abasement, were these same disciples overtaken

by the like infirmity ! Blessed thought is it, that though the flock may sleep

the Shepherd of Israel never sleepeth. We, too, are prone to sleep in holy

duties—on the mount with God, in the retirement of the closet, in the reading

or hearing of the word. But if this spiritual lethargy be a weakness of the

flesh only—come not of indulged or unresisted sloth—be not that worst form

of sleep, the sleep of open eyes, of a pre-engaged and worldly heart, we may
rest assured the Spirit will wake us out of this sleep in time. Like Peter, and

James, and John we may lose much which it had been profitable for us to

hear; but we shall not go down from tlie mount without a blessing, without a

token, without some glimpse of an approving Saviour, before the glory has

passed away.

II. Not, however, to dwell on the remaining points of the narrative, let us

proceed to a consideration of some of the uses of the Transfiguration, as well

as of the moral instruction it was intended to convey. The chief design, we
may consider, was to accredit the Divine mission of our Lord, to put the

seal of infallible truth on his message, to proclaim him, as it were, by an act

of solemn investiture, the Lawgiver, the Prophet, the only Saviour of mankind.
The designation of prophets to their sacred office under the old dispensation

was often accompanied by circumstances peculiarly impressive and sublime.

Moses received his commission^ from the midst of the burning but uncon-

sumed bush ; Isaiah was separated to the work by the vision of the Holy One
in his temple encircled by veiled and adoring seraphim ; Ezekiel received his

anointing in the midst of the whirlwind, and the cloud, and the unfolding

brightness, the wheels of the divine chariot turning, and the living creatures

letting down their wings ; but the awful splendour of the Transfiguration rises

above these scenes. Moses, as a servant, only showed the brightness of the

Father's glory ; Christ, as the Son. was that brightness. The sublimities of

Horeb came upon Moses by surprise, and at sight of them he did exceedingly

fear and quake ; Christ goes up prepared for a beatific vision, in calm and
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conscious majesty puts on his robe of light, gives high audience to two glori-

fied spirits, till the voice from heaven, testifying to the greater beauty of the

Son, sends the servants to their rest again. The entire scene must have been

encouraging to the disciples, and to their faith most assuring. To him gave

revered prophets witness; him had God the Father sealed; by him had been

put on for an instant as much as mortal faculties could bear to see of the

image of the infinite and invisible God. And memory treasured up the testi-

mony among its living things ; it made delusion or deceit as to their Master's

mission impossible. "We have not followed cunningly devised fables," said

Peter, many years afterwards, " when we made known unto you the power

and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but were eyewitnesses of his majesty,

when there came such a voice to him from the excellent glory, This is my
beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased. And this voice which came from

heaven we heard, when we were with him in the holy mount."

But a further use, if not design of the Transfiguration, is to connect the

different dispensations of revealed truth together, to give an authorized sanction

to Old Testament announcements, to affix the signet of heaven to all the

ancient types and prophecies, and to show that Christ was the glory, the

substance, the terminating object of them all. God may speak through many
voices, but he never speaks more than one language. His truth is an in-

destructible and unchanging unity throughout all ages. It was no new theme

which was discoursed of by this founder of the law and this head of the

goodly fellowship of the prophets, when they spake of the decease which

Christ should accomplish at Jerusalem. Moses had acted it in parable, and

Elijah had exhibited it in sacrifice, whilst the Psalmist had sung of it, and

prophets had pictured it with all the graphic minuteness of historic fact.

" Search the Scriptures," said our Lord to the Jews—the writings of Moses

and the record of the prophets—" for these are they which testify of me." * I

was the life of that lifted serpent; I was the water from that smitten rock ; I

was the sweetness of that falling manna; I was the substance of that Paschal

Lamb. All the faithful of old time knew me ; I was their pillar of cloud, I was

their delivering angel. I was the enshrined presence of their sanctuary; I was

in the ark, when it gave them victory over their enemies; I was the Shekinah,

whose brightness gave testimony to an approving God.' And thus we see

with what propriety the representatives of the two great sections of the ancient

church appear with Christ upon the mount—ay, still more, with what pro-

priety they depart and leave him alone. As when they were on earth, so now
in their glorified state they would do homage to Jesus. They had spoken of

his decease ; but this done, they will intimate by their departure that their

dispensation has had its day—that in the great concern of salvation we must

look to Jesus only. The rod of Moses is laid up ; the moth hath consumed

the prophetic mantle of Elijah; the Saviour of all the ends of the earth is

come, and Christ must be " all in all." " And when the voice was passed

Jesus was found alone."

Once more : we must all acknowledge a great value of the Transfiguration,

for the practical demonstration it affords of man's immortality, as well as for
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the light it throws on the nature of the eternal state. Thus we are glad to

have the fact of a separate state established on such testimony. Moses had

not spoken of it, neitlier as the object of religious hope is it found in the ex-

hortations of Elijah. Implicitly, of course, the doctrine is contained in the

teachings of both, as we learn from those words addressed to the rich man in

torment: "They have Moses and the prophets; let them hear them." But
here in this vision is the blessed truth brought out—a living, patent, sub-

stantive reality. Evidence which their eyes can see and their ears verify is

given to Peter, and James, and John, that all true believers in Christ, after

being removed from this visible scene, whether borne away by a whirlwind

in a chariot of fire, or laid by angel's hands in some undiscovered sepulchre,

do in very deed live on—live in glory, live in blessedness—live to take an in-

terest in the concerns of that world where they have toiled and fought, live to

discourse with the blessed Jesus, and to see him as he is. " Let us not be igno-

rant, then, brethren, concerning them which are asleep in Christ, neither let us

sorrow as those that have no hope." Moses and Elias were but the Easter

first fruits of their respective dispensations; a great company which no man can

number shall come after, all talking with Jesus on the Tabor that is above, and

waiting to be clothed in their transfigured glory at " the manifestation of the

sons of God."

So also of the resurrection of the body. How much does the scene we
have contemplated aid our conceptions of this! With many people this is a

dead letter of the creed : they have an almost Athenian contempt for the doc-

trine, they have no idea of a risen body, except as a gross thing, as a perish-

able thing, as a thing fettered by the conditions of that animal economy which,

while we are in the flesh, is the source to us of so much disquietude and

so much sin. But here, after an interval of a thousand years, Moses appears,

and with a body; Elias appears, and with a body. In that unknown grave

over and against Baal-peor all that was mortal of the great Lawgiver had de-

veloped and quickened into a new organization—an organization which no

worm could feed on, nor corruption waste; and it must have been in that

brief transition from earth to heaven, at the instant of setting foot into his

gorgeous equipage of fire, that the body of Elijah became fashioned into a

glorious materialism, causing all that was corruptible, and earthly and un-

lovely to drop off, even as his mantle fell from him to the ground. And
" such honour," brethren, "have all his saints." " Who shall change our vile

body," says St, Paul : " change it"—not destroy it, not annihilate it, not

absorb it into a pure spiritualism, but refine it, sublimate it, recast it into

some new mould of being, which, while not above the conditions of a ma-
terial economy, shall leave us with a nature equal unto the angel's, and a form

like that of the glorified Son of God.

Then, lastly, in this vision on the mount we seem to be assured that in the

life of the world to come we shall know each other. Peter, James, and John
did not see two unknown messengers from the spirit land ; they saw Moses as

Moses, and Elias as Elias. And what is this but an assurance, that there

shall be blessed recognitions in heaven? Yes, brethren, when we awake
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from the deep slumbers of the grave, and are caught up with Jesus to the

mount of uncreated glory, not only shall we behold patriarchs on their thrones,

and the prophets by the altar, and the elders as they bow, and the apostles as

they cry aloud ; but we shall see those whom we knew on earth, shall be per-

mitted to embrace our children and our friends again, with all the fervour of

a pure, and spiritual, and sanctified, and everlasting love. The relation we

prayed for will be there : the erring sinner whom we rescued will be there

;

the attached flock shall behold there the face of their faithful minister, whilst

the minister shall there see his joy and crowns of rejoicing, double crowns to

him then, on finding how much he owed to his people's prayers. Without

recognitions in the heavenly state there would be no friendly ties, no love of

saints one to another. But " God is love ;" heaven is love. " Charity never

faileth." Our earthly attachments, like our earthly bodies, will not be de-

stroyed, but purified ; all in them that is unfit for heaven will be taken away
;

the rest will remain. We shall have our friendships there, deep without pas-

sion, fond without infirmity, tranquil because undisturbed by rival regards,

happy because they can be dissolved no more. And then, as we have seen,

we shall have speech in that world. Moses and Elias talked with Jesus. The
tongue is the glory of man. What should we be without it? The thought is

insupportable of a silent world, and the idea of a glorious place where praise

only breaks the silence, where nothing jars with the melody of the eternal chime,

where the roll of the pealing hallelujahs is like the voice of many waters,

where every one hath a song, every one a story of deliverance, every one hath

a tribute of thanksgiving to free, sovereign, unmerited grace, and yet in which

every one refers his blessing to the decease which Christ accomplished at

Jerusalem.
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" And in the morninj^, rising up a great while before day, he went out, and departed into a

solitary place, and there prayed,"—Mark i. 35,

The facts of the Gospel are not only the best exponents of its theology, but
they tend far more than any formal statements could do to prove its doctrinal

conclusions true. Take as an example of this the Christ of history and the

Christ of any of our received church formularies. The latter might have pro-

pounded no article touching our Lord's participation of a twofold nature, and
yet the fact would have met us in every chapter of the gospel narrative, that

in this one Indivisible Person two natures there must have been. And the

proofs of this often appear in the closest possible juxtaposition. Thus in

the chapter before us the characteristics of the God and of the man start

up, as it were, in alternate paragraphs. The voice of prophecy hails him as

the Messenger of the covenant ; the opening heavens witness that he is God's

beloved Son ; unclean spirits, amazed, terrified, yet intelligent, cry out, " I

know thee who thou art, the Holy One of God." And yet. interspersed

with, and threaded into the narrative of a Being thus awfully and incon-

trovertibly Divine, are intimations equally manifest and unquestioned of his

true and unmutilated humanity ; for in the same chapter we read of him
spending forty lonely days in the solitudes of the wilderness, and partaking

of a spare meal in a fisherman's house, recruiting his wasted and over-

tasked humanity by a short night's rest, and preparing himself for the day's

duties, as any of us might prepare, by setting aside its earliest hours and
its best for an exercise of private devotion. "And in the morning, rising

up a great while before day, he went out, and departed into a solitary place,

and there prayed."

A passing allusion to this habit of our Lord's private life was called for by
our subject of last Tuesday ;* but the fact is worthy of more extended
notice. To think of Christ as a Great Pleader in heaven, as ever living to

* See Penny Pulpit, No. 2,708.
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make intercesssion for his church, we find a delightful theme of contem-

platioa always ; but Christ withdrawing himself to sacred retirement, Christ

refreshing his spirit by secret prayer, Clirist shortening the hours of repose

for the sake of his own private devotions—^of this we tliink less frequently,

though as a fact it is full of comfort to our religious faith, and full of sugges-

tions to our religious practice. We may arrange our reflections upon the

subject under two general heads—namely, Clirist as having occasion for

prayer, and Christ as setting us an example of prayer.

I. Our thoughts are to be directed, first, to the remarkable fact that he,

the Infinite, the ever Blessed and the Holy, he who for himself could fear

nothing, and want nothing, he who knew neither sin nor defect, nor what it

was to combat with unholy desires, or to have to struggle with weariness,

and faintings of mind, and infirm purposes, did in very deed spend no in-

considerable part of every day he was here upon earth in secret prayer. The
text, as we know, does not stand alone ; every evangelist has made a note

of the fact. Thus one tells us—" When he had sent the multitudes away he
went up into a mountain apart to pray ; and when evening was come he was
there alone." Another relates, that after closing his beneficent labours " He
withdrew himself into the wilderness, and there prayed." And again : "And
it came to pass in those days, that he went out into a mountain to pray, and
continued all night in prayer to God."

Now, to what purpose were these seasons of habitual and long-protracted

retirement? is the first question forced upon our thoughts. The general

answer, that it was that he might be a pattern to us in all the varieties of

actions of godliness, though most true as far as it goes, and most profitable,

as I shall show you presently, to keep constantly in mind, yet if made the

only reason for these long private devotions, does not, I think, quite satisfy

us. If the prayers offered up by our Lord upon earth were not real prayers^
that is, if they were not, as other prayers are assumed to be, interwoven

with the texture of the eternal designs and purposes, or proceeded not, as

other prayers are assumed to do, from a persuasion in him that offers them
that they shall be instrumental to the end desired—if the secrecy of the

wilderness were sought, and the bleak cold of midnight were encoun-

tered, and rest was abridged, and holy labour suspended, just that Christ

might spend so many hours in endless and effectless utterances, and so the

countenance of his perfect example be given to the duty of prayer,—if this

were all, I say, not only should we be much perplexed hereabout, as a

strange expenditure of time so costly, but we could hardly help demurring

to the perfectness of the example itself. For prayer is not a thing to be

measured by hours or words, but is the going up of strong desires towards

heaven, the wings that bear them being faith in the promises of God that he
will send a kind answer back. Hence such things as earnestness, persever-

ance, fervour, trust, endurance of contradictions, calm waiting for results,

hoping against hope, must in a degree have entered into the devotions of our

Divine Master, or they could have been no example to us. And these feel-

ings, we have reason to know, did enter into them. No prayer used only as

a practical admonition to his Church that such a duty was not to be neglected

would be described in such language as this—" Who in the days of his flesh,

when he had offered up prayer and supplications, with strong crying and
tears, unto him that was able to save him from death, and was licard in that

he feared." This must be the prayer of one who had a real suit to prefer,
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and who felt that the deepest intensity of devotional earnestness was need-

ful to make his petitions speed.

Our Lord's devotions then, were not exemplary only, not official only, not

mere outward acts submitted to, as his circumcision or his baptism may be
said to have been, just that he might complete the pattern of a holy life

and fulfil all righteousness, but, as observed last Tuesday, they were the

deep realities of his spiritual being. His prayers, we are to believe, were
natural and necessary—as much the expression of his heart's desire as any
prayer of yours or mine, ay, and would have been offered up, it is fair to

presume, even if there had been no end of moral example to subserve at all.

Let me proceed with some reasons why this should be so.

As, first, prayer was an original and appropriate tribute to the nature

which Christ had condescended to assume. That man is a religious animal is

admitted by the infidel Hume. The devotional instinct, the tendency to seek

communion with a superior power, is as much a fact of our moral nature as

the instinct to love, or to be angry, or to provide against danger. Now, the

identity of our Lord's human nature with our own, sin only excepted, is taken

by the apostle as the great starting point of his theology. " Wherefore in all

things it behoved him to be made like unto his brethren." This being so, it

follows that Christ has assumed a nature formed with an aptitude for prayer,

disposed to seek its relief in prayer, expecting and deriving daily strength

from the exercise of prayer, and maintaining thereby its converse with the

Heavenly, and the Infinite, and the Invisible. Fallen as we are, there remain
in us yet the rudiments of a praying nature ; and if we have to mourn now
that devotion is too much of a task with us, and that we often enter upon it

grudgingly and of necessity, and with a cold heart, without any faith that

has wings, or any hopes that have breath in them, yet this, we are to remem-
ber, is our infirmity, our sinful infirmity ; and of this our Blessed Lord
was in no degree partaker. The type of his devotions is to be looked for

rather in the pure fresh sanctities of Eden, where prayer was delight, and
meditation was repose, and nearness to God was meat and drink, and the
heart-strings beat responsively to the grateful minstrelsies of heaven. He
needed not any more than Adam a temple enclosed or made with hands ; he
had his temple in the garden, in the wilderness, or the mountain side—sanc-

tuaries where he could lay up strength for his soul before the busy world
was astir, and where he could enjoy what has somewhere been called the
holiness of silence.

The devotional habit of Christ, then, I say, was necessary in order to his

absolute and perfect manhood. Religious emotions were equally as much a
part of the nature he had assumed as were those of love, and pity, and joy,

and pain ; and as he could not help weeping at the grave, or feeling love for

faithful friends, or sighing in spirit at unbelief, or compassionating the multi-

tudes in their hunger, and the bereaved in their distress, so neither could he
help the welling up of those pious affections which seek their gratification in

retirement, and only find their rest in God. That he had no need of that
which is the chief errand in retirement—mercy the Alpha, and mercy the
Omega of our soul's cry—would not supersede the desire of our Lord to pray,

so long as he was in the flesh ; for prayer is the ordained channel of com-
munication between earth and heaven, between the spirit of man and the
Father of spirits. All holy desires are fed and strengthened at the spring ;

the more deeply the soul drinks of it the more spiritualized it is, and pure, and
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happy, and disengaged from earth, and near to God. So that without sup-

posing these long devotions to have been necessary either to sustain or advance

the manhood of Jesus in moral perfectness, we can easily see how gladly his

pure and holy soul would betake itself to an exercise which for a time carried

him back to the bosom of his Father, a shelter from the world's unkindness,

and as " the shadow of a great rock in a weary land."

But to have recourse to prayer, and to find his refreshment in it would be

one of the proper accessories of our Lord's humanity. His practice may be

shown to have a yet closer assimilation to the devotions of mere men, in that

his prayers were instrumentally, and according to the instituted order of the

Divine appointments, effectual to the attainment of the blessing sought. I

say nothing about what this instituted order is, and can tell nothing—how a

fore-ordained purpose can be suspended on a prayer, or on any other con-

tingency, for its fulfilment. I mean only that in the same sense in which we
attribute effectual virtue to Elijah's prayer, when we say that " he prayed

earnestly that it might not rain, and it rained not on the earth by the space

of three years and six months," in the same sense do we attribute effectual

virtue to our Lord's prayers, when we say that because he prayed for his dis-

ciples, " Holy Father, keep through thine own name those whom thou hast

given me," therefore those for whom he prayed were kept from the evil. The
difl&culty, such as it is, of harmonizing our notions of foreknowledge and con-

tingency belongs no more to Christ's prayers than to ours, nor indeed than it

does to the use of any and all voluntary agencies whatever. The agencies

are a foreseen part of the purpose ; and if it appear that the prayers of Christ

were necessary to the successful carrying out of the plan of redemption, then

were those prayers as much a part of the pre-ordination of the eternal mind
as the midnight conspiracies of the priests, or Judas's thirty pieces of silver.

The prayers of our Lord, then, were real supplications—were things

needed. He who in the strength of his Divinity could move the mountains,

and lay the storm, hold nature's laws in obedient suspense, and bind the

rebel spirit of man in a loving chain, yet had to pray that Peter's strength

might not fail him—to pray that the sin of his crucifiers might be blotted

out—to pray at the grave of Lazarus, that God would make his glory known.

The very occasions on which he appears to have given himself most earnestly

to these holy exercises, such as his baptism, his transfiguration, at the ordi-

nation of the apostles, and before his betrayal, would suggest that to the

private devotional life of the Saviour, scarcely less than to his public acts

and ministry, we are indebted for our hopes of salvation. If the shedding

of his blood were necessary, that he might buy us with a price, the praying

of his prayers were necessary to make us willing to be bought. Why in the

text do we find Christ going out at that early hour, beforehand with the sun

in his course, and awaking the dawn from its stillness by the voice of

prayer i Oh ! as we read the^ chapter through we find that Christ had

great works before him. He was going into the next villages to break up

new grounds, to preach, to work miracles, to make disciples. And they

were not dead stones for whom he was to do these things, for then they

would have obeyed him ; but they were living, rational, responsible men,

and therefore those in whom, by all the laws of a moral economy, there must

be the putting forth of a concurrent and obedient faith. And hence his

prayers might be, that those whom he should meet with in the course of that

day might have this faith ; that his grace might be effectual in them, and
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that those dispositions might be wrought in them without which even hia

arm would be shortened, and his Omnipotence become a finite thing ; for it

is emphatically noted in the 6th chapter of this Gospel, that on coming
among his own countrymen he could do no mighty works there, and that
" because of their unbelief."

And thus, brethren, I think it is made to appear to you, that the private

devotions of our Lord were no formal acts, no mere exemplary countenance
given to a holy practice, no accommodation to his state of humiliation, but

were the spontaneous outgoings of his true, proper humanity, and instru-

mental, as other prayers are, to some desired and expected ends. What
those ends were we know. The concerns of a world lay upon his spirit

:

not only had he its sins to bear, its peace to make, its curse to roll away, its

righteousness to work out, but he had more than that, for he had its unbe-

lief to cure, its antipathies to overcome, to change its perverse unwilling-

ness to enter the ark he had provided, or to accept the ransom he had paid,

and thus, as for one part of the great work he died, so for the other part he
prayed. He prayed for his ministers, that they might teach ; for the people,

that they might hear ; for his countrymen, that the veil of blindness might
be removed ; for his persecutors, that grace might turn their hearts. He
began his office of intercessor here, " in the days of his flesh," and the

sloth, and the pride, and the unwatchfulness, and the carnal views, and the

mistaken zeal of those about his person would all, we may suppose, enter

largely into his daily prayers. Oh ! we owe it to them, it may be, that in

this little band of disciples there were not found two traitors, instead of

one.

Neither, brethren, as evidence of the awful and mysterious reality of our

Lord's devotions, are we to keep back the fact that they seem to have been
needful to qualify himself—I mean, to fit his pure human spirit to go through

its mighty part in the redemption of mankind. His language at the be-

ginning of Passion Week, " Father, save me from this hour," and again in

his agony in the garden, ' If it be possible let this cup pass from me," both

suppose an intenseness of mental conflict which he felt it was in the power
of prayer to mitigate, or at least to give him strength to endure. " And
there appeared unto him an angel from heaven, strengthening him." Wo
trench upon high mysteries here, brethren : let us pursue them no further.

The text would be a great sermon, were it only for these two lessons which
hang upon it. First, what a potent weapon must prayer be, which could

make Christ himself stronger than he was ; and secondly, what a momentous
necessity of the spiritual life must that be, which even Christ himself could

not do without f " And in the morning, rising up a great while before day,

he went out, and departed into a solitary place, and there prayed."

II. But let us endeavour to deduce from the text some instructive lessons

on our second topic, or Christ as setting us an example of prayer. The other

reasons assigned for the devotional habits of our Lord should not the less

but the more incline us to give earnest heed to this. He who would in all

things be made like unto his brethren would have his brethren in all things

made like unto him. " Let this mind be in you which was also in Christ

Jesus."

Now, of the imitable characteristics of our Lord's devotions I observe,

first, that his prayers were very early. " And in the morning, rising up a
great while before day, he went out." We are at no loss for one reason for
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this. Tlie early morning was the only time which was his own, and even

this men gave him unwillingly ; and, as we learn from the next words after

the text, before his holy soul could breathe out all its fulness, he was inter-

rupted. The people iu the house followed after him, saying, " All men seek

thee." And, brethren, is there not a great lesson here for us ? Let your

early hour for devotion pass, let sleep or some worldly call thrust itself be-

tween you and it, and how hard you find that hour is to recover ! Indeed,

with the majority of mankind, we know such recovery is simply and abso-

lutely impossible. They have engagements, fixed, imperative, which would

no more wait on passing conveniences than would time or tide ; so that

with them the customary opportunity for devotion, lost for that day, is

lost for ever. But does it fare much better with those who are less slaves

to this hard driving necessity, whose time, as they say, is their own, when

they permit sleep, or some worldly interruption to break in upon the time

they ought to give to God ? No ; for on that first interruption hangs

another, and another, and another. It is Gad ; "a troop cometh." You no

sooner take up your Bible than you have to lay it down again, and the

mind's freshness is all gone, gone utterly ; to try to recover it then were like

trying io give back its bloom to the handled grape, or to restore the dew-

bead which the sun's heat had melted away. Be early, then, brethren, with

your devotions. Let nothing hinder you from giving to God the day's

strength, and prime, and best. Everything favours you at that season. It

is the Sabbath of the day. The first hour of the day is the Lord's hour,

even as the first day of the week is the Lord's day ; and the understanding

is clear at that time, and the heart unruflSed, and the spirit buoyant, whilst

the sweet silence which pervades all outward things is as if heaven and

earth were holding in their breath, just to hear God's children pray.

But, secondly, the devotional example of our Lord points to frequency and

length, and much time to be given to these holy employments. He went

out " a great while before day," and yet continued his sacred exercises, till

the waked up world had begun their inquiries after him at Simon's house.

At other times, we know, his prayers spread over a much longer space even

than this, and the weary eyelids were obliged to forego their slumbers, that

prayer might consecrate the midnight hours. Now, there is an admitted

difficulty—impossibility, if you will—in laying down any rules as to the

amount of time we ought to give to our private devotions, and on account of

this difficulty I believe it is that the question is seldom met by us as boldly

and straightforwardly as its obvious importance demands. Jlany seem afraid

to admit that time could be any element of devotional acccptableness at all,

or could even be a subsidiary means towards acquiring the devotional habit.

We no sooner moot the question of how much out of every day a person

should give to God than we are met by the danger of men resting in the

time as the time. We have the truism announced, that five minutes of

earnest, heartfelt prayer would be more pleasing to God than as many hours
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of measured, cold, taskwork formality, and we are driven from the enter-

tainment of a plain practical question by visions of Pharisees, Bomanists,

anchorites, beads, breviaries, and paternosters. Well, the vision is alarming

enough, to be sure ; but the question, let us come back to that. Prayer may
be considered either as an emotion expressing love, or as a habit requiring

experience and skill. In which of these senses can proficiency be looked

for, whilst we are content with offering God some five or ten minutes at

the beginning or end of the day ? Taking the first sense, that of love, is

there anything else where the time we give to an object is not allowed to be

a fair index of the delight we have in it ? Would a man be thought to be

fond of business, who went to it as seldom as he could ? Would a friend

think much of the love we bore him, if at the end of a quarter of an

hour we grew tired of his company ? Our Lord, while allowing the

fatigues of the previous day to be an excuse for his disciples, yet plainly

implies that their short prayers argued a blameworthy infirmity, " What

!

could ye not watch with me one hour V Oh, brethren, be assured that as love

to Christ grows, love of prayer will grow—grow not in intensity only, but in

length, in frequency, in unweariedness, in approximation to the example of

him who, to commune with the Everlasting Father, "rose up a great while

before day," Yet more unreasonable does this professed indifference about

the quantity of time spent in devotion appear, when prayer is viewed as an

acquired faculty or power of the spiritual life. Here, to shut out time as an

element of proficiency, were to contravene every law of our moral and in-

tellectual being. That God may pour out upon a man the spii'it of gi-ace

and of supplication in an instant, just as he may pour out the spirit of repent-

ance, and spiritual knowledge, and sanctified affections in an instant, is to be

conceded ; but we are not to live on the calculation of miracles, but on the

observed conditions of the gospel economy ; and by these we are taught to

expect that God's grace, in all communications after the first, will only concur

with our moral endeavours, and therefore that the sloth, and the reluctance,

and the mechanicalness, and the wandering thought, and worldly distrac-

tion, which we feel to be such obstacles to our advancement in the science

of devotion, can be overcome just as obstacles to success in any other science

are to be overcome, namely, by patient continuance in the effort, until

practice has given such dexterity in the use of the weapons, that at times,

like our Divine Master, we shall rise up " a great while before day," that we
may get into some solitary place, and there pray.

To conclude, then, brethren. The text to which your attention has been

directed will tend to raise a question in the conscience of every one of us,

which, like a nail in a sure place, we shall feel to hold us fast. Do we
spend as much time in prayer as we might, as we ought—as, if there were in

ITS either the mind of Christ or the love of heaven, we unquestionably should ?

If prayer be the soul's strength, the heart's repose, the world's antidote,

the devil's dread—if the flesh is mortified by it, and the cross is endured
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through it, and sanctification is advanced by it—if the Spirit of God speak

through its voice, and if heaven is to be entered as its last breath dies away,

—

why is it that we pray not only so languidly, but so little ! Brethren, it is

therefore languidly, because little. We bring not practiced hands to the

work ; we do not tarry long enough in the exercise to realize that without

which prayer is no prayer—mental communion with the Infinite, conscious

fellowship with the invisible, something in our heart felt to be reciprocated

and returned by the heart of prayer ; and though this feeling of realised

intercourse with heaven come not at once, the time spent in waiting for it

is not lost time. " "While I was musing, the fire burned," saith the Psalmist.

The vision will come, if we wait for it ; that is, if we expect while we wait

;

but if we are weary, and if we are faithless, and if on the first feeling of

fainting or dulness we begin to say, " What profit is it that we should serve

the Lord ?" the feeling will grow upon us, and the life of prayer will die in a

sickly and lifeless formalism. No, brethren, the praying Christian must be a

striving Christian, a laborious Christian, a persevering Christian. " Praying

always," says the apostle, " with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit,

and watching thereunto with all perseverance." We must not without dis-

cipline and without toil expect to attain to the saint's perfectness ; and if

we are weary of praying with our Master for one hour in the garden, how

can we be fitted for never ending service with those who stand before the

throne ?
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" And when much people were gathered together, and were come to him out of every city, he

spake by a parable; A sower went out to sow his seed."—Lake viii. 4, 5.

To the chosen few who were in constant attendance upon his ministry our

Lord gave an exposition of this parable privately ; not on account of any
peculiar difficulties attending the interpretation of the parable itself, and not

certainly to give any countenance to the principle of reserve in the communi-
cation of religious knowledge, but because the parable set forth certain facts

connected with the progress of the gospel kingdom which it was of the utmost
importance that they, the first preachers of that kingdom, should be plainly

apprised of beforehand. " Unto you it is given to know the mysteries of the

kingdom of God :" to know why its mysteries bewilder, why its truths

ofiFend, why its success is partial, why its victory is delayed. ' I would not

send you forth,' he seems to say, ' on the great work of preaching to sinners,

without forewarning you of all your discouragements. I have prepared you
for a course of poverty and scorn, for the hatred of the oppressor and the

contumely of the proud, for a life without honour, for labour without recom-

pense, for suffering without sympathy, for a death without one earthly

presence to comfort or to sustain. And all this I might believe you willing to

encounter, so that only among those who do receive me, who do cast in their lot

with you, who do to all outward seeming embrace the faith of the gospel, you

might see abundant fruit of your labour, and tokens that it had not been in

vain in the Lord. But herein shall you find your daily cross also. Of many that

are called you will find " few are chojen ;" of four classes who shall seem to bo

willing hearers of the word one shall be taken, and three shall be left ; one

shall receive it to profit, and three only to be a witness against their souls ;

one shall rejoice in that word as "a savour of life unto life"—to three it

shall be as the testifying fragrance of a despised immortality, "a savour of

death unto death." " A sower went out to sow his seed: and as he sowed, some
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ploughshare, might break up the cloaded path, and the seed, having life in

itself, might in the end bring forth fruit unto God. The enemy must pre-

vent this, therefore ; first, on finding that the word of exhortation ha8

pricked you to the heart, and that there has arisen in consequence a feeling

of apprehension for your spiritual safety, his care, in the words of the

parable, is to get this seed trodden down, overlaid—to have its life crushed

out of it. This he can prevail with you to do before you leave church, by

encouraging one train of idle thought after another to pass through the

mind, until the fresh fallen seed of seriousness has been pretty well got

under your feet. This done, of agents to devour it when you get into the

world again there will be no lack. Business, pleasure, duty, ease, can all be

pressed into Satan's service. He knows that what we did not come to seek

we shall be at no pains to preserve. It is way-side ground. It may be his,

our neighbour's—any body's. " Then cometh the devil, and taketh away the

word out of their hearts, lest they should believe and be saved."

I come to the next division of the parable. " And some fell upon a rock ;

and as soon as it was sprung iip, it withered away, because it lacked mois-

ture." The expression " rock" guards us against any misapprehension unto

which the stony places, as given in the other gospel, might have given rise,

as if the seed had penetrated between the interstices of the stones, until they

reached the earth below. Had it been so, there is nothing in the law of

vegetable productions to make it necessary that the plant should wither.

But Luke's version leads us to suppose, that though there was soil, yet,

lying as it did on the outer surface of the rock, it could not yield the quan-

tity of nourishment necessary to the growth and perfect ripening of the seed.

" It withered away, because it lacked moisture." As St. Matthew renders it,

" because they had no deepness of root." Concerning the persons intended

by this description, we are informed—" They on the rock are they, which,

when they hear, receive the word with joy ; and these have no root, which

for a while believe, and in time of temptation fall away." On this account

we easily recognize a class of hearers whom we may call the impulsive, the

superficial, the unstable hearers—people whose religion is not a principle,

but a sentiment—not a life, but a succession of fitful emotions and impres-

sions—easily made Christians, and as easily unmade. Let us see how this

appears in some of their noticed characteristics.

Thus it is said that they "hear the word with joy." This would indicate

a quickness of natural sensibility, a pre- disposition to spiritual emotion,

hardly to be looked for, we should have thought, in a heart likened in the

parable to stony ground. But the things are perfectly compatible : warm
temperaments in relation to Christianity may be found in connection with

very cold hearts towards Christ. The tears shed at the reciting of a reli-

gious narrative may be very different things from religious tears. It is no

proof that you have been pricked to the heart by a preacher's message, be-

cause you were ravished by his words as by the strain of some lovely song,

and many who have never yet received the truth in love have nearly all

their lifetime been receiving the word with joy. Brethren, let the thought

be distinctly realised by us, that it is quite possible for a person to take de-

light in reading religious books, in being employed upon religious objects, in

mixing with religious society, and even in attending punctually upon reli-

gious ordinances, and yet to have as unbroken, iis unchanged, as unrenewed

a heart as ever lay under the wrath of God.
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But what is the cause of this self-practiced imposture, and what cfrcum-

stances may be expected to arise, compelling us to throw off the mask ? Both

these questions are answered in the words, " These have no root, which for

a while believe, and in time of temptation fall away." Observe, they have

no root ; that is, they are destitute of that unseen element of strength on
which the soul is as much dependant for its spiritual life as a tree is de-

pendant for fruitfulness on the vigour and deep striking of its roots. What
this grounding, settling, life-maintaining principle in the believer is we learn

plainly from other Scriptures. It is love to Christ, union to Christ, incor-

poration of our soul's being into his being, so that we are made " members
of his body, of his flesh, and of his bones." " That ye, being rooted and
grounded in love," writes the apostle to the Ephesians ; and again to the

Colossians, "rooted and built up in him." It supposes that we have em-
braced the religion of the gospel, not because we are satisfied of its truth, or

approve of its doctrines, or are attracted by its promises, neither because we
love the simplicity of its worship, or have seen its tendency to elevate and
bless mankind, but because we have felt that it is the only religion which
answers to the deepest needs of the human heart, have experienced in our-

selves and for ourselves that sin is the only burden, the displeasure of God
the only dread, the blood of the atonement the only righteousness, the doing

good the only happiness, the grace of Christ the only strength, that heaven
is the only resting place for an immortal spirit, and its only worthy aspira^

tion to be made like Christ and to " see him as he is ;" and thus Christ be-

comes to us "all and in all." Blind as we are, he is "wisdom j" giiilty as

we are, he is "righteousness;" corrupt as we are, he is "sanctification ;"

enslaved as we are, he brings with him a full and free " redemption ;" and
from this, and from a consciousness of our undone state without this, the

grateful soul cleaves to him, the heart twines its very roots about him, every

fibre transmitting nourishment to the plant above, whilst itself strikes

further and further down into the deep earth of unfathomable love.

But when shall it be seen that this radical principle is wanting—that there

is no deepness of earth— that all the goodness is morning cloud goodness,

and " as the early dew which passeth away ?" " In the time of temptation,"

answers the parable. Temptations are various ; but their design is always
one, namely, to try our moral stedfastness, to prove the genuineness of our
love, to see if we have been truly grafted into Christ ; and just as the

hot winds of the desert are said to have a deadly effect upon all plants that

go not deep into the earth, so will the purging fires of heaven shrivel up a

shallow and superficial Christianity. No root ; no fruit ! How long the out-

ward show of life may last is a mere question of occasion or of time. " And
when the sun was up they were scorched." God will send affliction to you,
and you will repine ; or disappointments will come, and you will murmur.
Tempted by the fear of man, you will compromise your princples ; assaulted

by the struggles of Satan and an evil world, you will fall away ; and to your-

self and to all men it will soon appear that you are no tree of the Lord's
planting, but only a short-lived seedling of the rock, a branch that has no
connection with the vine, a plant that in the morning is green and growing
up, but languishes under the mid-day heat, and long before the night of
death approaches is cut down, dried up, and withered.

But I come to a third class of unproductive hearers, represented in the
parable by seed sown among thorns. And the cause of failure here is de?
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clared to be, that " the cares of this world and the deceitfuliiess of riches

clioke the word, and it becoraeth unfruitful." Here, you observe, the charge
is not made so much upon the quality of the soil as upon the deficient and
imcareful husbandry which did not keep the ground clear of other and per-

uicious growths, but allowed bad seed to grow up side by side with the good,

impoverishing the supply of moisture, and, as WyckliflFe's translation ren-

ders it, "strangling the good seed before it could bring forth its fruit."

Here, you observe, the seed is not wholly ineffectual, as in the case of the

thoughtless hearer ; it does not expend itself in a few starts of religious

emotion, as in the instance of the impulsive hearer ; but there is a continu-

ance to the last of the appearance and form of godliness, whilst certain

rival and destructive influences are permitted to sap the first sources of its

life and power. And the two influences most commonly tending to this dis-

astrous result are specified to be cares aud riclies—the too little of life's

comforts and the too much. Each of these extremes in the social condition

has its dangers ; each can be employed by Satan for taking off the heart

from its watchfulness, for burdening the mind with anxieties, for making us
expend the soul's strength and vigour on earthly things, so that we should
have nothing but the refuse, and feebleness, and waste to give to God.
What is the prosperous man, dividing his brief closet solitudes between
heaven and his gains, between prayer that God would not lead him into

temptation and schemes for being led thither of himself—or what is the

poor man, with a heart full to overflowing of to-morrow's difiiculties, and
fretting about the hardships of the times up to the very church door—but
an instance of the noxious weed drawing up into itself all the best of the

moisture, overtopping the feeble and neglected growth at its side, checking
the good seed of the word, that it becometh unfruitful ?

And yet, my brethren, while the expression " bring no fruit to perfection'*

forbids the classification of this class with the advanced Christian, or even
with the finally saved, yet as these hearers are evidently supposed to be
much in advance of those who receive the seed on the stony ground, and that

seem to have roots in themselves, I caunot help thinking that our Lord
intended the warnings of this last illustration to be applied to true be-

lievers, to admonish them of the danger of overmuch carefulness, to warn
them of the allurements and flatteries of this present world, to show them
how soon a heart cumbered with many things will come to lose its interest

in the one thing needful, and how, far more than from any persecutions of

men, far ftiore than from the heavy chastisements of God, their souls are

in danger from the turbulent restlessness, the ceaseless distraction, the night

and day solicitudes of a busy and active life. Oh ! what stealthy inroads

does the world make on us ! We go on as usual, perhaps, not consciously

giving less time to prayer, not consciously negligent of reading the word ; no

definite worldly habit has been contracted by us, and no customary duty of

the religious life has been intermitted or laid aside ; and yet we feel, it is

not with us as it was in months that are past ; there is less of inward peace,

less of devotional comfort, less mindfulness of the presence of God, less

compunction for little faults and failings, less sense of our infinite debt to

Christ, less care to show love to the brethren,—in a word, less thought about

our souls, or wiiat is to become of them. Now, brethren, let us be assured

that all this comes of the Divine ordinations being overturned ; the* earth

is imperceptibly encroaching upon the domaiu of heaven ; there is some
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root of bitterness springing up to trouble you ; and unless the ground be

cleared of it, unless you set yourself vigorously to extirpate this choking weed,

even though, through the infinite grace of tlie Saviour, you should not finally

be as the ground that beareth thorns and briars, and is rejected, yet neither

shall it be as that which receiveth the blessing of God, and bringeth forth

fruit to perfection.

In brief, and only in conclusion, can I touch upon the fourth description of

hearers. Thus emphatically does the Great Teacher describe them. " But

that on the good ground are they, which in an honest and good heart, having

heard the word, keep it, and bring forth fruit with patience." The expres-

sion " honest and good heart" is to be understood relatively and in some con-

ventional human sense ; for Scripturally speaking hearts can be approximately

good only by the operation of the grace of God, and until that grace comes

cannot be good at all ; but we may take the words in a lower sense, and by

receiving the seed into " a good and honest heart" suppose our Lord to be

describing a man who listens to religious instruction in a spirit of moral

(sincerity, who tries to be honest with himself and with his teacher, who be-

yond the original waywardness of our nature has no sinister prejudices to

warp his judgment, but is diligently, and, as far as he knows himself, sin-

cerely seeking a practical answer to the question, " What shall I do to be

saved ?" And, brethren, I confess, I have always the best hopes of such a

man. He may object, he may urge difficulties, he may find fault with our

statements ; but never mind that ; if God has given him grace to mean

right, he will give him more grace, until he come to think right. Only

let us see that the man is in earnest, that ho is not trifling with God and his

own conscience, that he is not bargaining for permission to continue in any

known sin, that he is simply desirous to be saved by Christ's salvation,

and, if he can find out, to be saved in Christ's way, then, I am persuaded, in

that man there is the root of the matter ; slowly but surely the appliances of

the heavenly husbandry are telling upon him ; there may be a good deal of

hard ground to break up, a good many troublesome weeds to eradicate, and

much of fertilizing influence will have to be sent down ; but means for all

these are provided. Having sown in righteousness, he shall reap in mercy ;

having sought the Lord, the Lord will rain righteousness upon him ; he has

heard the word, he has kept the word—he shall " bring forth fruit with

patience."

I close with the Great Teacher's own application of the whole parable.

•'Take heed how ye hear." Beware of a vagrant, indolent, inattentive habit
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of listcuing to the preached word. Do not say, on hearing the subject an-

nouuced, ' This is not a kind of sermon to suit me,' and so compose yourself

into a posture of listlessness till the discourse is ended ; but realise every

sermon as God's message to your soul for that day, and expect a blessing

therein. If you have a desire to receive the good seed into the heart, en-

deavour to have the ground cleared of all noxious obstructions. Let there be

a shaking off of all worldly anxieties : you cannot hear with any profit with

these about you ; they suffocate all pious resolutions, and would strangle

your good thoughts at birth. Lastly, before hearing, while hearing, and

after you have heard, invoke the aid of the Holy Spirit, beseeching him that

he would make the word of God very precious to you, that he would cause

it to be as " light to your eyes," as " honey to your taste," as " music to your

ears," as " the wine of gladness to your heart ;" beseeching that Spirit that

he would lead you into all truth, that he would show you the things of Christ,

that he would fix " the truth as it is in Jesus" firmly and lastingly in your

mind, that he would cause your hearts to be as the thirsting earth which

waits for the early and the latter rains, that he would enable you to "receive

with meekness the engrafted word, which is able to save your souls."
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" Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him."—Job xiii. 15.

We all feel that the man must have had strong faith who could say this.

The hand of the Lord hath touched him, touched him everywhere—in his

children, in his friendships, in his fortune, in his cattle. God hath broken

him with breach upon breach. What shall come next? No matter; his

mind is made up ; he knows the thoughts God thinks towards him—the only

thoughts he can think ; and therefore says this man of strong heart, * Let

the worst come ; though I see the sword raised, I will trust ; though I feel

it pierce to the joints, I will trust ; though I perceive my spirit going from

me, in this will I be confident, that all is begun and all will end in love.*

*• Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him." Sublime picture this ! But
was it always thus with Job ? Did his faith rise uniformly to a height so

towering, so heavenward, so majestical,—a bold rock on the sea of adversity,

defiant either of wind or wave ? Let us turn a few chapters back, and we
shall see. " Job spake, and said. Let the day perish wherein I was born,

and the night in which it was said. There is a man child conceived." And
again : "O that I had given up the ghost, and no eye had seen me !" And
once more : " Oh ! that I might have my request ; and that God would grant

me the thing that I long for ! Even that it would please God to destroy

me ; that he would let loose his hand, and cut me off." And yet in reading

these latter quotations we are to remember that we are dealing just as much
as in the text with the case of a spiritually converted man. The first verse

in the book is conclusive on that point, declaring that before his afflictions

came upon him, Job " was a perfect man and upright, and one that feared
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God, and eschewed evil." And so we get at this fact before we go any

further, namely, that a man's spiritual feelings are not the same at all times

—

that he may be strong in faith one day, and of a fearful heart another—now

lifting himself above the ruin of house and home, and saying, " Though he

slay me, yet will I trust in him," and now lying on his face, a wreck among
wrecks, and fainting in the day of adversity, because his strength is small.

And if this be true, then another thing is true also,—that a man may be of

weak faith, and of fearful heart, and have his life, and what he values more

than life, his acceptance with God, hanging in doubt before him, and yet for

all this have his soul as safe in Christ's keeping as Paul's was, when he

said, " I know in whom I have believed, and am persuaded that he is able to

keep that which I have committed to him against that day."

I shall be thankful, brethren, if through the power of the Holy Ghost the

Comforter I am able to make a profitable application of these truths. The
text, when taken in connection with what we know of Job's personal and

religious history, will supply us both with arguments for endeavour after the

strongest faith, and with considerations to encourage us even under the

weakest.

I. And, first, let us look at Job as giving an encouragement to strong faith,

by seeing what faith wrought in him, and by what arguments its vigorous

life was maintained and fed. He is answering his so called friends, who had

reproached him among other things for the impassioned and uncontrolled

violence of his grief; and he asks—" Wherefore do I"—or, as some prefer to

render it, " Wherefore should I take my flesh in my teeth, and put my life

in mine hand !" ' What think you has come upon me, that with the maniac's

wildness and the coward's courage I should lay violent hands on myself, and

shorten the days of my appointed time ? No ! Such a thought be far from

me. I may have borne much, but I am ready to bear far more.' " Though

he slay me, yet will I trust in him."

" Though he slay me." Let us note the words iu passing, brethren, as a

testimonial to Job's faith in a blessed immortality. Writers like Gibbon

and Byron will tell you that the Scriptures will be sought in vain for any

allusion to a future state in the patriarchal ages. By men whose minds are

blinded, no doubt, they will be sought iu vain for it, perhaps, but by no

other. Job knew well that if the tree were cut down it would sprout again.

The hope of a joyful resurrection sustained him in weakness, nerved him

for conflict, made him fearless at death, and shed a calm light over the

entrance to the invisible world. " For I know that my Redeemer liveth,

and that he shall stand at the latter day upon the earth : and though after

my skin worms destroy this body, yet in my flesh shall I see God." And so

here. * Matters do indeed look,' he seems to say, * as if God meant to make
an end of me ; my strength is gone, my children are gone, my flocks and

herds are gone. Well, what if it shall soon be said that I am gone too, and
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that the place which kuew me shall know me no more? Yet think you

that there will nothing remain of me after that ? House, fields, substance,

breath ; must Job die because these die ? No ; I have something to commit

to God beyond these, better than these, after these. It is a sacred deposit

which death hath no power over.' "Though he slay me, yet will I trust

in him."

Note another attribute of strong faitli. It dares to look the worst in the

face; it braces itself up for enduring something more than it has to endure

now. It never allows itself to suppose that the wisdom and power of God
have spent themselves on former salvations, but that fresh trials will but be

preparatory to fresh deliverances, and that as its day is so its strength will

be. Thus, although fearfulness and faith both deal with future trials, yet the

one does it tremblingly, as if sure that the calamity must happen ; the other

does it providentially, just to be ready for it if it should. David always likes

to put tlie case against himself as bad as it can be—if his yoke be heavy, to

consider how he could bear it if it were heavier—if he had been chastised

with whips, to consider how he could bear the scorpions ; and he finds that

he has faith for the worst. An invading foe were a dreadful evil for a

monarch (o contemplate ; but "though an host should encamp against me,"

he declares, " yet will I not fear ; though wars should rise against me, in

this will I be confident." All nature in confusion would be a thing to shake

a stout heart, and a man's faith need not be weak to give way at a Strang?

mingling of earth and sea ; but it is better to look at the thing as possible.

" Therefore will we not fear, though the earth be removed, and though the

mountains be carried into the midst of the sea." Brethren, true faith loves to

gird on its armour against these imaginary possibilities ; it gets to itself new
strength from turning round in all ways that little word " tliough." " Though

the Lord hide himself from me, and call me as a woman forsaken and

grieved in spirit." " Though the fig-tree should not blossom, and there

should be no fruit on the vines." " Though the earthly house of this taber-

nacle were dissolved, and the outward man perish day by day," yet " the

inward man shall be renewed," yet " we have a building of God," yet " we
will rejoice in the Lord," yet " with everlasting mercies will I gather thee."

To the believer every " though" has its " yet." " Though I fall, yet I shall

not be cast down ; though I be persecuted, yet am I not destroyed ; though

I sit in darkness, yet will the Lord be a light unto me." " Though he slay

me, yet will I trust in him."

But let us look at this attribute of the Christian character a little more
closely, and see on what it rests. " Though he slay me, yet will I trust in

him." By trust we mean that lofty exercise of faith whereby, seeing him
that is invisible in the strong light of the promise, and through the tempered

glory of the incarnation, we fear no evil, and never doubt the supply of all

needful good. Thus, while it is one of the happiest emotions to him who
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experiences it, it is, in regard of the being who is the object of such a feel-

ing, the highest honour that can be paid. Hope longs for a thing because its

attainment is possible ; expectation waits for it when the event is not un-

lilcely
; but trust knows nothing either of possible or probable ; it is faith

realising certainty ; love, unhampered by any speculations about the human
likelihood, casting its all into the lap of God, assured of a right disposal of

its lot, and of a safe conduct to the end. Hence to trust God supposes that

we cannot see him, and cannot trace out the reason of his ways. Like the

newly converted Paul, we are content to be led by the hand. " I will bring

the blind by a way that they know not"^—a way which, if they did know, per-

haps they would be little inclined to take ; but they do not know, and must not

ask. " My sheep hear my voice, and they follow me." Trust, the true trust,

the child's trust, the disciple's trust, never stipulates for conditions, and

never asks a pledge. With a token, without a token, ay, with that which,

on the most obvious reading of providential signs, might be construed as a

token the other way, it holds on and holds fast. Faith's proper field of exer-

cise is the cross, under it, near to it—it may even be upon it ; for death,

which might kill Job's body, yet could not kill his faith, nay, like some

ruling passion, his faith would be strongest then. " Though he slay me, yet

will I trust in him."

And what is at the foundation of this trust ? What bears it up against

frowns, and dangers, and threatening scowls 2 Doubtless, the chief thing i$

a simple affiance in the Father's love and the unerring wisdom of its object*

Especially I must believe that God loves me. Trust, there can be none

without that. Paul saw before him trials great, dangers many, deaths oft,

persecution, famine, the sword, principalities, angels, powers ; he| might

be hurled from the heights or engulphed in the depths ; and yet one chain

there was which knit his soul to God, which could no more be broken than

the girdle which binds the universe. " Neither height nor depth, nor any

other creature, shall be able to separate me from the love of God, which

is in Christ Jesus our Lord." In like manner, Abraham was put upon a

hard task, when told to slay his son ; and if he had thought that the Lord

did not love him, that the task set him was designed rather to put him upon

a trial whether he would love God afterwards, he could not have done it,

and hard thoughts of God would have made the uplifted knife fall from his

hand. But lie had the persuasion that God did love him already, and had

loved him all along. The command itself might conflict with precepts be-

fore given ; but there was love in it. It might tear up by the roots the very

instincts of the parental nature ; but there was love in it. It might seem to

put a veto on the fulfilment of a Divine promise and the expectations of all

the people of God ; but there was love in it. This thought nerved that

otlierwise faltering arm. 'Thougli he slay niy hopes, my sun, 1 will yet

trust in him.'
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And agaiit, it would be likely to uphold him in Uiis spirit of resolved and

unshaken trust to reflect, that if this conduct did not conciliate the fatherly

regards of God towards him, nothing else would. Suppose he should despair,

instead of trust, what could despair do for him ? Allowing for the sake of

argument that the probabilities were only equal of God slaying him in anger

or slaying him in love, and therefore that the balance of choice was equal,

whether he should go on trusting, or whether he should at once resign him-

self to despair
; yet what a manifest preponderance on the side of continued

trust would arise from the consideration, that thereby he 7nay gain some-

thing, whilst by despair he mmt lose all ! Job saw the sword in the hand of

the Lord ; to all human seeming it was bared for his destruction ; and the

cold relief might be suggested to him of Satan, as it had been suggested

already, * What further use can there be in trusting now I Curse God and die.'

But Job's faith would make answer—"Whether there be a better alterna-

tive than this or not, one thing is certain, a worse there cannot be. Die

I may, and to die I deserve ; bat at least this shall be one of the things I die

for, that I have hoped against hope, that I thought the name of the Lord

was a stronger tower than it is, that I attributed too much virtue to the hem

of the Saviour's garment, that I stayed myself too absolutely upon God. My
accusation at the judgment seat shall be—let God visit me for it there, if

he will—that, sinner as I was, and dying as I was, I had faith in him, held

on to the provided atonement as the wrecked mariner to the jutting rock,

believed his grace omnipotent, believed his power boundless, believed his

wisdom infinite, believed that higher than the heavens were his mercies, and

deeper than the sea his love—in a word, that against doubts, against dark-

ness, against devils, against despair, I continued crying, whilst I had breath

to cry at all, " Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him."

II. But we know one who has said, "All men have not faith," and cer-

tainly not such faith as this. We come, therefore, to consider, in the second

place, what encouragements can be found for those whose faith, though true,

is of less manly and vigorous growth. The trust of Job, as we have seen,

was not so robust a plant always. There were times when it bent and bowed

to the storm, and when, if it had not been rooted and grounded on the rock,

Christ, it would have been torn up, and laid waste, and withered j but the

feeblest sapling will thrive on that rock. It may feel as yet perhaps that it

could not bear the blast. Well, then, as yet God will spare the blast.

"Hestayeth his rough wind in the day of the east wind." He will never

"despise the day of small things." There is a gospel provided for bruised

reeds. " Say to them that are of a fearful heart. Be strong : fear not."

" Why are ye fearful, O ye of little faith I" " Of little faith ;" for it must

not be supposed that we have any encouragements to ofiFer for those who
have no faith at all, who arc neither looking to Christ, nor conscious of

danger, nor careful about their souls, whether they fare well or ill. We
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suppose ourselves to be dealinpf with those who are looking to Jesus, but not

stedfastly enough, who are "fleeing from the wrath to come," but who can-

not be sure that they are fleeing aright, who have faith in God while their

lot is cast in a land of peace, but who cannot, when encompassed with the

swellings of Jordan, say, " Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him."

And our first word of comfort to persons in this state of mind is, that weak

faith is as much the gift of God as strong faith is, and therefore as precious

in the Divine esteem. A star is not less a star, because it diff"ers from another

star in glory ; and so faith is not less faith, because in strength and fulness

it differs from that of Job or Abraham. The sisters of Lazarus had not

strong faith in Christ, but they had some ; the father of the demoniac child

did not believe absolutely, but he believed enough to pray that his unbelief

might be taken away. The disciples in the storm had faith enough to say,

"Save, ]\Iaster, we perish," if they had not faith enough to say, ' Though he

suffer us to be engulphed in the depths of the sea, yet will we trust in him.'

Still, in all such cases we are to remember that we are in the hands of one

who knows what was in man, and who heeds not that he sees in us little

faith, if that little be but true. Let Christ but see in us a renouncing of

all other hopes, an utter disdain of all other confidence, an humble reliance

upon the efficacy of his blood to cleanse, and on the power of his arm to

save, and then, though the faith which prompts to these things be but as the

last spark in the expiring flax, or as the last drop of new wine found in

the cluster, he will say, ' Destroy it not, for a blessing is in it ; the earnest

of the Spirit is in it, the breath of heaven is in it.' That one looking unto

me, and looking unto me only, would save from death, even if there were

nothing else. " He that liveth and believeth in me, shall never die."

Another word of comfort to those who are bewailing the weakness of their

faith, and are unhappy that they cannot stand erect in the day of trial, as Job

or Abraham did, is to be found in the fact, that if their faith were not of the

true, heaven-born, soul-justifying, soul-saving kind, they would never mourn

about it at all. Men do not miss what they never had ; and so you may be

sure that if God had not given you some faith you would not have been so

earnest in your desire to obtain more. The faith of desire is the faith of

victory. He mmt overcome who, while asking the way to Zion, turns his

face thitherward. He may not be able to walk quite so fast as others; but

the Good Shepherd is always careful not to over-drive such. They are the

tender among flocks, the bruised among reeds, the timid among disciples,

the weak, and the tempted, and the buffetted, and the Satan-sifted, on whose

behalf the Lord Jesus delights to show himself strong. His strength is per-

fected in weakness. " Most gladly," declares the Apostle, " will I glory in

iny infirmities, that the power of Christ may rest upon me." See in this very

chapter the weakness of the sinner, and the indwelling strength of the

Saviour, the infirmity of Job and the power of Christ resting upon Job. Job,
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speaking of himself, says, in tlie 24th verse, " Wherefore hidest thou thy

face, and holdest me for thine enemy ?" But Christ, speaking in Job, says,

" Wherefore should I take my flesh in my teeth, and put my life in mine

hand ?" " Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him."

And lastly, to those who should say of this faith of Job, " It is high, I

cannot attain unto it ; I have no personal assurance of my salvation ; I may

liave a part in Christ, but I do not know that I have ; and if I saw his

hand as it were lifted up to slay me, my trust would be gone ;"—to such I

say, it should be a comfort to reply, all this may be, and yet you may be just

as much a child of God as ever Job was. Assurance is no necessary element

of saving faith j for faith does but save instrumentally—that is, as it enables

us to lay hold on Christ's righteousness. How we lay hold of it, for the

practical purposes of salvation, is no matter. It would be to our comfort

doubtless, that the grasp should be firm ; but the safety is in the contact, in

having the hold at all. And this the weakest faith can do as effectually as

the strongest. "A child can hold a staff as well as a man," says some old

writer ; and, in like manner, a weak faith can lay hold ou a strong Christ.

Let all timid believers take the comfort of this. There are no two truths

between which theologically it is more necessary to distinguish, and yet which

practically we are more prone to identify and confound, than faith and the

knowledge of faith, forgiveness and the feeling of forgiveness, a title to the

privileges of the kingdom and a sight of that title for ourselves, with all its

witnessing signatures and seals. But the things are distinguishable enough

as definitions, and ought not to be confounded as facts. Many a man's salva-

tion is certain, without his being certain that it is certain. The cordial

reception of the returning prodigal at home was sure, but the prodigal him-

self did not know that it was sure. Wherefore, brethren, strive after the

faith of assurance ; but do not be cast down if you have but the faith of

desire. They are both trees of the Lord's planting, though the one be as

the tall cedar of Lebanon, and the other but as the drooping hyssop upon the

wall. The lowest degree of faith can please Christ, and that is all you want

:

you may be faithful in weakness, even when weak in faith ; and by keeping

near to Christ, and feeling your constant need of him, and bearing the whole

weight of your souls upon his promised grace, your faith will grow before

you are aware of it. If Christ does not seem to take you up, you may be sure

of one thing—he will never cast you off, will never let your enemies triumph

over you ; and should he see fit to let the adversary come as near to you as

he did to Job, he will give you grace to say, as Job said—" Though he slay

me, yet will I trust in him."

The practical lesson of our subject, brethren, is, that in all our troubles

and adversities, whensoever they oppress us, absolute trust in the Divine

power, and love, and goodness is to God the most acceptable service, and to

ourselves the truest happiness. God is honoured by it. "Though he slay
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me, yet will I tru8t in him." In /»»m, and not in any other ; for we may not

have two trusts. God is not trusted at all, if he be not trusted for himself.

We may get help from man, but to join human trust with the Divine is to

lose to ourselves all benefit from either. If we "rejoice in Christ Jesus," we
should " have no confidence in the flesh.'' But it is the kindest thing to our-

selves also to cherish this feeling. Faith deals with the unseen. We believe

that we have deliverance, and we have it. He that believes is saved already.

Trust takes present possession of that which is to be, causes things that are

not to be as though they were. Trust God in temptations, and you are de-

livered from them ; trust God in weakness, and you are already made strong
;

trust God in darkness, and lo, '*at eventide there is light." God gives to

faith what he denies to sense. "Who is among you that feareth the Lord,

and obeyeth the voice of his servant, and walketh in darkness, and hath no

light I Let him trust in the name of the Lord, and stay himself npon bis

God."
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" Though he were a Son, yet learned he obedience by the things which he sufTered."—

Hebrews v. 8.

We have just entered upon one of those church commemorations which, as

already intimated, I should not deem it well in these lectures to pass by with-

out notice. The custom of observing Lent is one which we can clearly trace

close up to the apostolic times, and accompanied too with such exhortations

and devout and penitential exercises as we should address to Christians now,

even in our own church ; for, as you will bear in mind, it is a mere artifice in

the Romanist to assume that as a church we had no distinctive existence

before the Reformation. We had one before Rome's arrogant pretensions

were ever thought of; and as early as the year 800 directions were issued to the

people of this island, setting forth, under the authority of one of our Saxon

monarchs, how the people were to observe Lent. The subsidiary value of

these observances of course is, that they contribute a standing yearly witness

to some great doctrine of the faith, founded for the most part on some fact in

the personal history of the Saviour. Our commemorations seem always to

bear one of two aspects : either they tend to exalt Christ, as made unto us a

sacrifice for sin, or they hold him up for the imitation of his Church, as a

pattern of godly life. Lent, or the commemoration of the Saviour's forty days

fasting in the wilderness, falls obviously under the latter class ; and the one

broad lesson of Christian practice which we graft on this incident is, that a

life of godliness must be a severe life—that the cross is not only the badge of

disciples, but the ordained means for their spiritual proficiency. And in sup-

port of this we point to what the apostle liere declares of the Divine Master

himself—that suffering was the very school in which he learned obedience

;
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for, as you see, from beginning to end, the path trodden by him was no easy

path. Look along it, and you will see everywhere marks of distress, and toil,

and conflict, and endured hardness, of sharp temptings, and of wounds received

in the house of his friends. All the marked things of that history were sad-

nesses, weary recitals of home poverty and family estrangement, of coldness,

neglect and hate, of wilderness struggles, and garden weepings, and mountain

prayers, of weariness by the way side, and tired slumbers on the sea. It

seemed as if the Saviour's whole life were a discipline, a dying daily, a

rehearsal morning by morning of the sacred mystery of his passion, a bearing

of his cross before his time ; and though we may admit that one end of all

this was, that he might be a pattern to them that hereafter should believe

on him, that he suffered for us, " leaving us an example that we should follow

his steps," yet was this all for which he suffered ? Had a life of varied and

incessant trial nothing to do with himself—with the acquiring of a more per-

fect knowledge of the human spirit, and a deepened moral fitness for his own

work ? Our text implies that some such ends were in contemplation ; for

having recited some of the pains he underwent in the days of his flesh, pains

which caused him to offer up prayer and supplication, with " strong crying

and tears," for deliverance, the apostle proceeds in the remarkable words I

am to discourse upon—"Though he were a Son, yet learned he obedience by

the things which he suffered."

Our text, therefore, will suggest a suitable meditation for the present season,

if we consider, from the words I have read, the connection here aflSrmed to

subsist between suffering and obedience, and that even in relation to our

Divine Lord. How much more the inference will be forced upon us—Must

the two things go together in a system of moral discipline for ourselves ?

I. Consider the words, then, in their application to our Divine Master.

" Though he were a Son, yet learned he obedience by the things which he

suffered."

" Though he were a Son." The form of the expression implies, that his

being a Son would have suggested quite a contrary expectation—would have

led to the supposition, that suffering could have taught him nothing which as

a Son he did not know already. All along had the apostle been holding up

the filial relation of our Lord to the Everlasting Father as evidence of his

pre-eminent dignity ; he had contrasted with it the lower claims of prophets,

of priests under the law, or even of the holy angels. " God, who at sundry

times and in divers manneis spake in time past unto the fathers by the pro-

phets, hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son." " The law maketh

men high priests which have infirmity ; but the word of the oath maketh the

Son." " Of angels he saith. Who maketh his angels spirits, and his ministers

a flame of fire. But unto the Son he saith, Thy throne, O God, is for ever

and ever : a sceptre of righteousness is the sceptre of thy kingdom." He had

thus been working up his whole argument to put Christ at some lofty remove
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from the conditions of our humanity—to show his essential participation of

the infinite, the unchangeable, and the Divine ; when all at once, with the

bold abruptness of one strong in truth, the apostle proceeds to exhibit this ex-

alted Being, clothed with all the attributes and feeblenesses of a mortal nature,

crying as helpless men cry, smitten of God as a rebellious child is smitten,

disciplined by trials, and taught obedience by the voice of the rod. In doin"

this the apostle appears to feel, that what he is saying will be thought a

strange thing. For a servant in a house to suffer, for holy men to oflFer up

prayers, ay, even for angels to fill up their immortal hours in learning to obey,

this would be no hard saying ; but he argues, ' I must illustrate this discipline

of obedience by a yet higher example ; I must show the Incarnate Son of God
in his state of warfare, in his struggle with his tempted human will, open to

the disobedient suggestions of a self-pleasing nature, and by resistance and

long endurance and the hard discipline of a daily cross moulding his pure

human spirit into perfect oneness with the mind of God.' " Though he were

a Son, yet learned he obedience by the things which he suflfered."

*' Learned obedience." Here, again, must a holy discernment be used by us

in trying things that differ. A wise carefulness, lest, in our interpretation of

the acts of one having a twofold nature, we either destroy the perfectness of

the human or disparage the dignity of the Divine. To say that Christ had to

learn the science of obedience—that his will, like our fallen will, was resisting

and uncompliant and hard of persuasion to follow God's will—that it seemed

to be inclined, and bent, and coerced by a succession of fatherly chastise-

ments into a renunciation of its own selfish preferences, were a supposition at

variance as well with all the essential unities of Godhead as with the prophetic

words put into the mouth of Messiah himself—" Then said I, Lo I come ; in

the volume of the book it is written of me, to do thy will, O God." Equally

unsafe were it to say, that Christ had to learn the duties of obedience—that it

was by the teaching of the rod he became instructed in what things he ought to

do, even as David records it of his own experience—"Before I was afflicted I

went astray, but now have I learned thy commandments ;" for affliction could

teach the holy Saviour nothing in relation to the will of God. He knew from

the very first what the righteous demands of heaven were, as well as the un-

utterable pain and cost required for their fulfilment ; nay, a large element of

that cost it "was, that all the darker passages of his life's close, the smitings,

and the mockery, and the rude scorn, the disciple's faithlessness, and the traitor's

kiss, the crushed spirit, and the hidden face of God, were naked and open to

his mental eye continually. We must look, therefore, for some other interpre-

tation of the -words before us, which, while supposing that through or by

means of suffering our Lord did gain some accession to his proper human
knowledge, shall yet leave questionless and entire his title to the possession of

an Omniscient mind. And this we get by understanding the apostle to mean,

that our Lord learned the nature and practical difficulties of obedience by
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the things that he suffered,—learned them so as in no other -way he ever

could, by experience, by actual participation, by going down himself into the

deep springs of the human spirit, seeing how a poor creature in nature would

act, and feel, and desire, when distress lay upon it, when fear overwhelmed it,

when temptation threw in its way hard and bitter choices, when it seemed as

if disobedience would relieve hunger, attract admiration, secure the kingdoms

of this world and the glory of them, whilst righteousness had no earthly

reward for its followers but obscurity, oppression, want, a life of suffering, and

an end of shame.

Christ, then, learned obedience relatively to us—relatively to our powers of

endurance when exposed to trial, in order that by fathoming the depths of our

human consciousness he might be able to apportion to his followers afterwards

strength for their day, grace for their needs—might determine how often

they must repeat their cries for the departure of the grieving thorn, and

how many days they should pass in the wilderness with the tempter, before

ministering angels should be sent to the rescue, "For in that he himself

suffered, being tempted, he is able to succour them that are tempted." "Is

able to succour," you observe, it is said again. It is implied that expo-

sure to temptation gave the Divine Saviour something which before he

had not—a power of experimental sympathy with our fallen state which

it must be in some sense above the reach of an infinite nature to com-

pass. We seem at no liberty to take the words in an accommodated sense,

as if the reference were to some great mystery reduced to the stunted dimen-

sions of human thought. The meaning must be, that Christ did by the

things which he suffered acquire something, learn something, become more per-

fect in something, which in mere virtue of his Godhead he had not and perhaps

could not have. This is a great mystery. We seem to be adding on to the

Infinite, to be making Omniscience extend the boundaries of its own know-

ledge. And yet, looking at the facts, how can it be otherwise ? For example,

must not the tasting of death for every man be an advance upon any, even

the most perfect abstract knowledge of what death is ? And in like manner,

is there no sense in which it could be said that a being, having a boundless

understanding of the great mystery of evil, could yet attain to a deeper prac-

tical acquaintance with its subtlety, by assuming a nature in which the

suggestions of evil would be constantly presented to him, and all the energies

of his holy and undefiled soul be required to repel its malevolence and power ?

Yes, brethren, Christ did acquire a kind of knowledge, while here upon earth,

by suffering, and injustice, and privation, and neglect—by experiencing the

misery of temptation, even when there was no danger of yielding to it—by
familiarity with our nature's feebleness, wishing to be saved from its hour of

trial, and fainting at the sight of the cup and cross. He came to know, know

in such manner as Godhead of itself could not know, what was in man—what
it costs our weak nature to yield compliance with the Divine will. He knew
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this difficulty as God ; but as man he felt it. "Though he weic a Son, yet

learned he obedience by the things which he suffered."

But the words of our text may be viewed in another light. " Christ learned

obedience," we are told, " by the things which he suffered," Now, obedience

has respect not only to the active duties of zeal, and diligence, and self-

sacrifice, and devoted service, but to those passive and too lightly esteemed

graces of character, humility and meekness, self-denial and patience—the

cultivation of devout tempers and cherished fellowship with God ; and for a

course of holy training in those higher exercises there is no school like that of

suffering—a condition of abasement and cruel wrong, the servant's estate, and

the being rejected of men : and in this school Christ learned obedience. His

life began with it, and his life closed with it. Those eight-and-twenty years

at Nazareth, spent, as far as we know, without a miracle, without a sign,

. without a conversion, without a result, seem, on any other supposition than

that of an obediential discipline, destitute of moral object, a great waste of the

mysterious resources of the Incarnation, the hiding in village solitudes of a

light which might have saved the world. But Christ was learning all this

time, learning practically and in the deep inner experiences of our nature, the

holy sense of abasement, and self-annihilation, and contented forbearance

from the stirring activities of his mission till his time should come. Oh,

what a rebuke to those among us who are prone to complain of the world's

dulness, or the world's unkindness, in not finding our merit out, and who
think, ' How much good we should do, if we were but placed in this situation

or in that,' to see the Holy Jesus for all these years buried and lost to the

sight of men ! But he was not buried ; he was disciplining his pure humanity

for its highest exercises ; he was illustrating the beauty of that best obedience,

the obedience they render in heaven, which consists in waiting, in willingness

to be forgotten, watching for the eye of God, never speaking till we have a

message given to us, never rising till he bids us go. Nazareth may be our

best school for Jerusalem. Christ, " though he were a Son, yet learned he

obedience by the things which he suffered."

And in the wilderness, he was learning there also. To the immediate object

of his mission the time thus spent seems not necessary. There were none to

hear his doctrine, none to admire his life ; no addition was made to the proofs

of his Divine authority, none to the power of his sacrifice to take all repented

guilt away, yet there, day after day, and night after night, he hungered,

chastened his soul as a penitent, inflicted holy revenges upon the flesh, as if

even to him the body could oppose a barrier to perfectnese, or overcloud his

spirit in its near communion to God. We may put among the ends to be

answered by this protracted fasting the benefit of his Divine example—the

lesson to all time, that there is to be a religious partaking of food, and that he

affects a humanity purer than that of the Incarnation, who disdains any
restraint upon the appetite as helpful to a holy life. Or we may put further
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among these ends a power of sanctified sympathy with the distressed and suf-

fering members of his body—with the cries of pinching hunger in the day of

famine, or with the scant fare of the poor man's board. Yet hardly, I think,

do such explanations satisfy us as to the moral intendment of our Savioiir's

abstinence ; we look rather to see some aspect it should have towards himself,

towards the elevating and perfecting of his lower nature, towards drawing the

•will into such absolute and entire consent to the designs of the Godhead, that

almost as soon as under the pressure of keenest agony it could be brought to

say, "Father, save me from this liour," the words of self-remonstrance should

be heard to follow—"Yet for this cause came I unto this hour." Yes,

brethren, I believe it was in some sense a discipline, this fasting of our Lord,

a schooling of his spotless soul in the lessons of a high and mysterious sancti-

fication, a learning obedience by the things that he suffered.

And like things we must affirm of his temptation, explain it as we will.
,

This must always be one of the deep things of our faith. We may call it a

necessary part of his humiliation—a result that must follow, if he were to be

subjected completely to the conditions and liabilities of our manhood—an

accident to his human nature, as much as hunger, or pain, or weariness

could be. But it is plain from Scripture, that this experience had to do

directly with his work of mediation—that his very submission to be tempted

was itself an obediential act. He was " led of the Spirit into the wilder-

ness"—led to be tempted, led to a real and palpable encounter with the wicked

spirit of evil. How sin can address itself to the purest mind, calling up

rebellious and impatient thoughts, suggesting base expedients and forbidden

outlets from trial, making shadows of defilement to pass over the face of the

soul, and distressing where it is powerless to destroy. Utterly inconceivable

by us must have been the anguish of this to the Holy Saviour. We do know

perhaps how afflicting temptation has sometimes been to ourselves. Without

consent of the will, nay, with intense loathing, and hate, and deep shame, we

have had objected before the mind strange visions of evil ; we have turned

away and fled, fallen down before God and wept ; but the spirit kept on tear-

ing, and for a long time there came to us neither angel to help, nor the Holy

One of God to expel. Oh! the awful mystery of such haunting thoughts,

pursuing for forty days the unsullied and unspotted soul of J.esus ; and that of

design, of purpose— as much a contrivance of the Eternal Spirit as that by

which he ofl'ered himself without spot to God. For what end could such things

have been intended ? Was it to brace up the energies of that strong will for

another and more tremendous onset— for that great crisis in the annals of

spiritual encounter, of which, when almost like one vanquished in the lists, he

himself said, " This is your hour and the power of darkness ?" We know not,

brethren ; but we see the result. The tempter leaving for a season ; the loyalty

of the Son of God unshaken ; the will gathering itself into the sternest atti-

tude of might and majesty, just as flesh and strength were failing him. And
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the thought carries us back to that long wilderness conflict ; and we say,

" Though he were a Son, yet learned he obedience by the things which he

suflfered."

Our subject might be illustrated, further, by a reference to those prolonged

acts of devotion which, following as they did days of unresting toil, continued

through the live-long night, in the poor shelter of the garden and on the bleak

mountain side, might well be counted as among the things that he suffered.

That these prayers of our Lord were no mere formal acts, no official counte-

nance given to a holy practice, but were deep realities of his human life I

endeavoured to show you a few weeks ago.* We cannot escape the admis-

sion, that Christ prayed for himself, that he had recourse to the exercise as a

means for enabling him to go through the mighty task he had undertaken,

either by a mitigated severity of conflict or by the communication of Divine

energy to endure. "Father,- if thou be willing, remove this cup from me;
nevertheless, not my will, but thine be done. And there appeared an angel

unto him from heaven, strengthening him." Here, again, have we the unre-

luctant will of Jesus disciplined into yet higher forms of compliance. He is

instructing himself in the hidden strength of unfainting and unwearied prayer,

saying again, and again, and again, the same words, and yet, though sweating

" as it were great drops of blood," still " learning obedience by the things

that he suffered."

And now let us gather from our subject one or two practical lessons for

ourselves. One is, that the art of holy obedience is not to be learned without

labour and cost. To obey is the highest attainment of created natures.

Heaven is not too pure a place for learning it, nor will eternity be too long

for becoming perfect in it. Having assumed, therefore, a finite form, Christ

made this one great object of his earthly sojourn—to be in subjection, to be

the servant of all, to fulfil all righteousness. And he counted the cost of this.

Poverty, neglect, shame, faintings, fastings, tears, the sharp sword of ingrati-

tude and the rending pang of death, this was his portion. In degree it must

be ours. We cannot escape the discipline which was necessary to make the

Captain of our salvation perfect. We shall never learn obedience, unless we
are willing to endure hardness, prepared to forego much of our self-sparing and

self-pleasing; for even Chiist pleased not himself—that is, not the self of our

nature, which could not choose suffering for its own sake, any more than could

ours, and like ours, if no adequate object had been set before it, would have

shrunk from the obscurity, and the solitude, and the agony, and the midnight

prayer. But he knew suffering was his school, and to that school we must

go, if we would learn obedience. Many think they can learn it without this

—

without wilderness or garden or midnight watchings, or daily cross ; but it is

that they have not tried. Would they do so, they would find that to obey is

not easy. To subdue pride, to restrain temper, to expel the evil spirit of hate

* See Golden Lectures, Second Series, No. 6, Penny Pulpit, No. 2,708.
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and envy, to keep down the surmisings and suspicions of an uncharitable na-

ture, to have under absolute control the power of the tongue—to discipline the

thoughts of the heart, to stay with us if they are good, and if they are bad to

fly—to have all the demands and claims of our lower nature kept in sanctified

subordination to the great purposes of our spiritual being—to be willing to be

anything or nothing, admired or forgotten, so only that we can please God—to

make a conscience of our friendship, and recreations, and time, and gains—to

be ready to cast off our softnesses, and self-seeking, and purple, and sump-

tuous fare—to train the heart to love prayer, to thirst after holiness, to wish

only to be like Christ, to pant for the society of heaven and a sight of the

living God, to bear the cross and to love it, to see the spoiling of our goods

and to take it joyfully—in one word, to follow Christ ; men may call all this

easy, but the words of Christ, the life of Christ, the sufferings of Christ, are a

great enigma if it be. No, rather let that Scripture frown into shame our

cheap and effortless Christianity— *' Strive to enter in at the strait gate ; for

many, I say unto you, shall seek to enter in, and shall not be able."

Then learn once more from our subject, that afflictions are our great teachers

—the schoolmasters charged by our heavenly Father with'the instruction of his

dear children. " Though he were a son," Christ had to learn by suffering : we

learn by it, because we are sons ; and things we learn in this school which we
should never have learned in any other,—our pride, our impatience, our

irritability, our selfishness, our little love for Christ or his saints, our worldli-

ness of spirit and our low thoughts of heaven. What lessons did Job learn,

as he looked on the ruin of his home ; or Jonah, as he sat down by his dry and

shrivelled gourd ; or David, as he saw the hope and strength of Israel smitten

of God for his sin ! No, my brethren, prosperity, bright, continuous, and un-

broken, would leave you ignorant of the very rudiments of one great science,

the one of all others most important for you to know—your guilt, your curse,

your corrupt nature, your need of a Saviour, your helpless condemnation

without a changed heart and the being renewed in the spirit of your minds.

And if ye know these things now, it is because the Lord has had a favour unto

you. He taught you like the men of Succoth, with thorns and briars ; and

higher and higher as each affliction came did you advance in heaven's school.

A.y, and if you are to be perfect, you will have more trials yet. Nearer,

nearer, nearer to Christ will you be willing to get every day,—to his cross, to

his likeness, to his heart, to his throne ; and tribulation is the way thereto.

He will thus be proved " a friend born for adversity," and you will have

learned obedience by the things which you suffer.
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"Make you a new heart and a new spirit."—Ezekiel xviii. 31,

In direct terms, at least, Ezekiel is the only one of the prophets who en-

forces a doctrine which, as lying at the foundation of our practical theology,

we are commanded to recognize every day throughout Lent, namely, the

doctrine of a new creation in man, the necessity of a reconstruction, a

readjustment of his moral and spiritual faculties— the great fact that in order

to salvation the heart of stone must be taken away, and that God must
give him a heart of flesh. "Create and make in us new and contrite

hearts." But if Ezekiel be the chief Old Testament writer who insists upon
this great topic, he is also the most complete and direct, and, so to speak,

philosophical in his treatment of it. There are three principal passages in

this book, referring to the subject, which ought never to be considered inde-

pendently of each other : namely, in the text, where this inward change is

made the subject of a precept ; in the 11th chapter where it is made the

object of a promise ; and in the 36th chapter where it is enjoined upon us as

matter for prayer. " Make you a new heart and a new spirit" is manifestly

a precept, or command ; how I am to make it, why I should make it,

whether I am to make it of myself, or an influence from without is to make it

for me, are questions with which, so far as relates to my personal obligations,

I have nothing to do. A Divine command must be a possibility—we are sure

of that ; and so, if I had nothing but the precept to guide me, Tshould learn

thus much,—that in the matter of my salvation I must do something. But

as I read on in the pages of this prophet I come to another passage—" A
new heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will I put within you : and

No. 2,724. 3 L
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I will take away the stony heart out of your flesh, and I will give you a

heart of flesh." Here is a promise— a promise that God would do the very

thinjj for us which he had just before commanded us to do for ourselves.

Here, therefore, is suggested the idea of co-operation. But who are we that

we should be in any way helpful to the Infinite iu the accomplishment of

his purposes? How should anything we can do be supplemental to the

work of God ? Aaron's rod did not more entirely swallow up the magician's

rod, than does this promise seem to absolve into itself the cognate precept.

How are the respective promises to be kept apart, or what agency is that

which shall connect yet uot confound the two ? And this problem, such as

it is, Ezekiel solves for us a little further on. " I the Lord will do all that

I have said." " I will put my spirit within you, and cause you to walk in my
statutes." And yet, though the work is to be mine, "for all this I will be en-

quired of by the house of Israel, to do for them." Iu the further discussion

of our subject I shall try to keep each of these passages in view, not only as

they seem to exhibit the proper relation in which the precepts of God and the

promises of God stand to each other, but also as they vindicate in a striking

manner man's proper accountableuess in the use of means, and that in entire

consistency with the sovereignty of moral government. It is manifest that

the precept must be read in the light of the promise, and that tlie promise

is the only ground of encouragement for prayer ; whilst the three in com-

bination make good that gospel paradox by which the conviction of our own
helplessness becomes the strongest motive to exertion ; and we are only

enabled to *' work out our own salvation with fear and trembling" by know-

ing that " it is God that worketh in us to will and to do of his own good

pleasure."

I propose, therefore, to consider, first, how the great ends of conversion

are subserved by such precepts as the text, when taken by themselves ; se-

condly, the added force they have when viewed in connection with some

correlative or corresponding promise ; and thirdly, the combined tendency

of precept and promise to supply us with the most powerful inducements to

prayer.

I. We are first to inquire, what place in the Divine arrangements for our

conversion such precepts as those contained in the text properly occupy

;

what they mean, what they assume, what practical efl^ect they have or can

have upon our moral conduct and conviction. "Make you a new heart and

a new spirit." "Hepent and be converted, that your sins may be blotted

out." "Turn to the Lord, and he will have mercy upon you, and to our

God for he will abundantly pardon."

Now, all tliis would be very intelligible, if we laboured under no moral

inability to do the things commanded ; that is, if we could make ourselves

a new heart, or could repent and turn xmto the Lord, or could effect such a

change in our moral organization as to be able to convert ourselves. But
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how is this to be done ! Who is to bring the clean thing out of an unclean !

" In me, that is in my flesh, dwelleth no good thing," says the apostle ;

• "What power in myself can put any good thing there ?' Who would set a

man blind from his birth on the task of discerning colours i How can the carnal

mind "acquaint itself with God and be at peace," while retaining as its in-

separable adjunct feelings of enmity against his name and law 1 These

difficulties, arising as they do out of the most incontrovertible Scripture de-

clarations, seem to limit the office of the precept when taken by itself to

something preliminary, and preparative, and antecedent. The command
given in the text would not enable me to make myself a new heart ; it could

only excite those dispositions and feelings within me which are essential to

the new heart being made—that is, make me feel how lost I am, how dead,

and hopeless, and beyond the reach of human cure. This was precisely tha

effect which the whole structure of the moral law, when once rightly appre-

hended by him, had on the Apostle Paul. For "I was alive," he says,

" without the law once j but when the commandment came, sin revived, and

I died." While shut up to the conventionalities of the Pharisaic system,

reading the law as those around him read it, he could live, and live at ease
j

but when the commandment came, when it was presented to the eyes of his

understanding, in all its spirituality, and breadth, and strictness—when it

was seen to claim jurisdiction over every thought, and motive, and desire,

and feeling, condemning him everlastingly, if he failed in one jot or tittle

of its lofty requirements,—then was forced upon him the conviction of his

own unutterable sinfulness, inevitable condemnation, hopeless death. " Sin

revived, and I died."

And it is as leading to a result somewhat analagous to this that we get to

see the use of such precepts as are contained in the text. In themselves

they appear to enjoin impossibilities ; but, for all that, they are far from

being without their use ; for they awake us to a conviction of our helpless-

ness ; they reveal to us the extent of our soul's danger ; they show to us

the deep-seatedness of our depravity ; they break in upon the slumbers of

the natural conscience ; they set us upon doing something. The effort may be

very blind and very groping ; but still an effort it is, a feeling after salvation, if

haply we may find it. Thus see what thoughts are called up by some of

these precepts. "Make you a new heart and a new spirit." Then what

must the old heart be ! What a wreck and ruin of God's work must have

taken place, seeing that no remedial measures will avail anything—that no

partial reforms would do any good—that, in the judgment of him who first

formed our moral image, the old and shattered fragments could never be put

together again, but that, casting off utterly the shell of the old man, we
must " put on the new man, which after God is created in righteouiness and

true holiness !" Again : " Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the

dead." Sleep—death—resurrection j what means all this startling imagery ?
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•what vital truth lies under words of such mysterious significance? Does

the call mean that I am in a trance—that a deadly stupor has passed ove»

my whole spiritual being—that it is not in the power of human appeals to

move me to consciousness, and that it is only in a state of half life, half

death, that I am made sensible of the authoritative call of God ? Or take

another: "Turn ye, turn ye; why will ye die?" But you cannot turn;

every disposition in you towards spiritual good is destroyed. As the needle

to tlie pole so turns the heart to the love of evil ; and if you force it to think

of God, and heaven, and eternity for a season, like a bow strained beyond its

curvature, it only returns to its original position with a more violent rebound.

And yet, after all, will you say that these impracticable commands are of

no use to you ? Why, they must be of use, if only to show to you that they

are impracticable—to set you upon thinking how the need they have dis-

covered to you may be supplied, and the disorders of your moral condition

may be corrected, and the ruin, and the death, and the helplessness, and the

condemnation may be turned from you or taken away. Strictly speaking,

that was an impossible precept given to St. Paul—" Thou shalt not covet ;"

but still he did not find it a useless precept, for it was the first thing to open

his eyes to the fact, how often his heart had yielded to the impulses of for-

bidden desires. Thus as "by the law is the knowledge of sin," so by the

precept is the knowledge of deficiencies ; and such knowledge, if it afifect the

heart as it ought, must bring us to him whose grace will provide for the de-

ficiencies, even as his righteousness has atoned for the sin. Neither is the

knowledge of sin, and our own helplessness under it, the only benefit we get

from such injunctions as are contained in the text. If it were, the deceived

heart would in that very helplessness take bold and defiant shelter ; it would

put in its claims to the compassions and sympathies of heaven, instead of

lying under apprehension of its chastisements and wrath. Who would

blame the blind man for not looking up, or the paralytic for not rising to

take up his bed and walk ? I answer, my brethren, God would blame them

both, if he had told the one to look up, or had told the other to rise ; for in

that act of telling, and concurrently with the utterance, there went forth an

impulse upon the soul of the sufferers to attempt the things which were

commanded, but which impulse being resisted, the malady would most righte-

ously have been suffered to continue.

And it is precisely under this aspect that we are to view the command

—

•' Tilake you a new heart and a new spirit." You say you cannot make it : I

say there is a sense in Avhich you can, just as much as at the bidding of Christ

the man was able to stretch forth his withered hand. A command from God,

be it ever understood, must be a plea of human accountableness ; it forecloses

all excuses, it denies the possibility of any ground of exemption, it assumes

that there is in every one of us a certain power of compliance, and there-

fore convicts of obstinacy and disobedience the man who does not put the
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power forth. It was some such view as this which at an early stage of his

religious experience weighed so powerfully on that ornament of a sister

church, the gifted Chalmers. His acute mind, if ray memory serve me
rightly, had been sorely tried by the prominence given to faith in the gospel

system, which, appearing as at the time it did, a thing mainly depending cm

intellectual accidents, seemed hardly a suitable test of man's subjection to

Divine authority ; when all at once, as he records it, his mind recurred to

the passage—" Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved."

What provision for accidents was here ! he would naturally reason. What
provision for the evidence being strong or weak, or the power of perceiving it

great or small ! God has given me the commandment to believe, and there-

fore I can believe, I must believe, and believe I will. The reasoning mani-

festly applies to the precept of the text and all its like. If they suppose a

lapsed and lowered condition of the human faculties, they also suppose in

us a large remaining responsibility—assume the right of the Father of our

spirits to command us, and therewith, either existing or obtainable, a certain

capacity in us to obey. " I said not to the seed of Jacob, Seek ye me in

vain ;" neither is it in vain that I say to one of the fallen seed of Adam,
" Make you a new heart and a new spirit."

II. But we need not rest in these vindications of Bible precepts, as in-

junctions standing alone ; and so we may proceed to consider their added

force and obligation, when viewed in connection with some corresponding

promise. For this same Ezekiel, who is instructed to call to the house of

Israel, " INIake you a new heart and a new spirit," also has it in charge to

deliver, as God's kind assurance to his people—" A new heart also will I give

you, and a new spirit will I put within you." And I think it worth your

while to notice, brethren, that if there be any class of promises which more

than others are conveyed to us in terms all but identical with the kindred

precept, they are just those where our natural helplessness in regard of the

command most comes in, and where, therefore, our disobedience would be

most likely to make excuse. Thus does the gospel commission open every-

where with the command, " Repent ye," and, "Except ye repent ye shall

all likewise perish." How answerable to such announcements is the as-

surance—" Him hath God exalted to be a Prince and a Saviour, for to give

repentance to Israel and forgiveness of sins." Or is it declared to us that

" without faith it is impossible to please God," that " this is his command-

ment, that we should believe on the name of his Son Jesus Christ ?" How are

any sophisms we could urge about the involuutariness of our belief antici-

pated by that word, " By grace are ye saved, through faith, and that not of

yourselves, it is the gift of God." Is it said to us, " Let him that glorieth

glory in this, that he understandeth and knoweth me," and " This is life

eternal, that they might know Thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ

whom thou hast sent ?" How exactly responsive is the promise—" I will
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give them a heart to know me, that I am the Lord ; and they Bhall teach no

more every man his neighbour, and every man his brother, saying. Know
the Lord ; for they shall all know me, from the least of them unto the

greatest of them !" Or once more : are we taught to " continue instant in

prayer," to " pray without ceasing," " that men ought always to pray and not

to faint!" "What a comfort, under the sense of our own negligence and

coldness and reluctance to this work, is it to read—" And I will pour upon the

house of David and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem the spirit of grace

and supplications," and to feel that though " we know not what to pray for

as we ought," yet " the Spirit itself helpeth our infirmities, and maketh

intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered !" Thus precept

and promise, duty and succour, helplessness appealed to and assured help

from God, run side by side, twin belts of light along our path, and to him

that walketh by them " shining more and more unto the perfect day."

Everything God does, whether in the material or moral world, is charac-

terized by harmony, proportion, order, law. As our day, so our strength ; as

the command to run, so the promised grace to draw ; as the exhortation,

•* Make you a new heart and a new spirit," so the mould, the skill, the

fashioning hand by which this new creation is to be made.

Here, then, we must pause for a moment, to see what advance we have

made upon our former position, by adding the precept to the promise—what

deepened obligation to moral effort arises from seeing the two in combination,

and, generally, how it assists or predisposes you to become the subjects of

effectual conversion to find, that when God exhorts you to turn every one

from his iniquities, he accompanies it with a declaration that he will turn

your iniquities away from you.

And, first, the combination alluded to, rids us at once of a whole host of

speculative difiiculties and objections which might have attached to the

precept, if it had stood alone. " Slake you a new heart." ' Change the hue of

the Ethiop's skin ; turn back the whole current of your likes and dislikes,

and bid the tide set with equal vehemence the contrary way.' This is a hard

saying. If such a transforming in the renewing of our mind be necessary,

" who, then, can be saved 2" And the answer is, " With man this is im-

possible, but with God all things are possible j" and from the moment I can

claim a promise for any desired good, I am relieved from the conditions of

human infirmity altogether. Whatever my part may be in the work, it is as-

sumed that in order to success I have infinite resources at my disposal. In the

case of material miracles we know that the recipient of the benefit was com-

monly required to do something; as when the blind man was sent to the pool

of Siloam, or Naaman was commanded to dip seven times in the Jordan ; but

still what they did had nothing to do with the achieved result, further than

as testifying to their own obedience of faith, and connecting the miracle itself

with the mighty power of God. And precisely the same rule obtains iu
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relation to that which is truly a moral miracle, the forming .within us of a

new heart and a new spirit. The precept may enjoin an endeavour, and the

promise may ensure that such endeavour shall be effectual ; but still the

endeavour itself is only a sign. There is no appreciable relation between
our work and God's work. Like Moses, wo do but stretch our hand over the

sea ; it is God that makes the Avaters part.

Secondly, the superadding of the promise confirms our afiiance in the ex-

ceeding great love of God. He was not bound to tell us all his heart—to show
to us how the impossibilities of the precept were to be overcome—to assure

US of his willingness to take a thousand steps to help us, if we, moved by his

grace, would take but one step to help ourselves. The precept had convicted

us of helpless, hopeless impotency ; we were " not suificient of ourselves even

to think anything as of ourselves ;" we were " wretched, and miserable, and
poor, and blind, and naked ;" and yet we could make no effort to get out of

this state, because we did not even know that we were in it. Who shall

wake the sleeper ? Who shall quicken the dead ? Who shall gladden with

tidings of freedom the willing and unconscious slave ? All that the precept

could do was to say, " Awake ! Arise ! Be free !" But the promise is with

power ; it discovers the need and supplies it, proclaims the refuge and con-

ducts to it, enables us to know the truth and causes the truth to make
us free.

And once more ; this union of precept and promise assists us to clearer

views of the Divine sovereignty, in connection with the free moral agency of

man. The precept has established two things—our abstract subjection to law,

and our utter inability to keep law—the inalienable prerogative of God to

command, and the entire powerlessness of man to obey. Thus while the sub-

jection bends to effort, the inability will make us give God the glory, and that

from first to last. There are two great truths, their authority alike over the

human conscience and their claims alike to a rational belief ; and these are,

first, that the origin, as well as the effective agency in the work of our salva-

tion, is to be traced to God only, and the other, that in connection with that

work, and as morally furthering it, much has to be done by the sinner him-
self. " Make you a new heart and a new spirit," will awaken the thought of

responsibility and incite to active endeavour; yet " not unto us, not unto us,

O Lord," will be the soul's grateful language, if ever that new heart be
made.

III. And now for a few words, in conclusion, on the third point we were to

advert to ; or, the tendency of precept and promise to supply us with the
most encouraging motives to prayer. Ezekiel had been commissioned to give

the injunction, '• Make you a new heart," and a little after he is told to add
that word of consolation, "A new heart also will I give you." Yet lest the

promise should inspire presumption, or the precept should lead to despair,

he adds—for the words clearly apply to the whole promise of spiritual influ-

ence contained in the chapter, and therefore to that of a new heart—"I will

for all this be enquired of by the house of Israel to do it for them, saith the

Lord."

Here, then, brethren, we have the method of the Divine dealings perfected
;

for the precept wakes to a sense of need, the promise directs to the only source
of supply, and prayer, like the desired Daysman of the patriarch, seems to lay

its hand upon both. The precept speaks of death ; the promise points to life

;
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the prayer is the permitted signal for resurrection, when, challenging the

power of the Eternal Spirit, the soul exclaims, " Come from the four winds,

O breath, and breathe upon these slain, that they may live." The precept

shows us that we have work to do ; the promise evidences that we have not

the power to do it ; the prayer suggests the use of certain instituted means, in

order that God may do it for us. The precept is the will of God command-
ing ; the promise is the goodness of God deliberating ; and prayer is helpless-

ness pleading at his footstool with eyes fastened on the mercy-seat, because

afraid to look upon the throne. In a word, they form in combination a holy

blessed, and glorious Trinity ; for the precept is the Sovereign Father of the

universe enjoining obedience ; the promise is the Son of God entreating that

the offender may be spared ; and prayer is the indwelling Spirit within us,

waking up the heart to devotion, and showing ua both how to wrestle and
prevail with God.

Wherefore, brethren, that ye may be able to keep the precept, pray that ye
may have part in the promise

; pray that ye may have the spirit of effectual

fervent prayer ; pray, keeping the end of all in view, •' a new heart and a new
spirit," a changed judgment and restored affections, a submitted will and a

heavenly mind. Do not perplex yourselves—still more, I charge you, do not

excuse yourselves by saying, the question has so many difficulties arising out

of our own moral powerlessness to take the first step. If you deal honestly

with yourselves, you must make some such admissions as these— ' Whatever
I may have done for my soul's salvation, I might have done more. If I could

not of myself turn to God, I could at least have placed a stronger guard
against the sins which caused God to turn from me. In a word, if I could

not ' make the new heart and the new spirit," I might by persevering prayer

have cherished those dispositions which would have led to " the new heart

and the new spirit" being made.' Put, then, these three passages in Ezekiel

together, and ask, Have you urged the prayer ? Have you applied the pro-

mise ? If not, can it be less than mockery to complain that the precept is

beyond your inability to keep ? There must be a relation between the precept

and the promise, and there must be something to connect the two ; and that

connecting bond is prayer, calling to its aid such outward means 'as are either

prescribed for us in the Word of God, or fall within the compass of our voluntary
powers to employ. How the means and the end are connected together we know
not. That they are not connected in the sense of cause and effect, so that in the

order of moral sequences because we pray " the new heart" must follow, we
are sure ; that they are not connected in the sense of merit, so that if we pray
the equities of the Divine government would require that " the new heart"

should follow, of this we are sure also, because either of these suppositions

would be robbing grace of its sovereignty, and would touch with unhallowed
hand the sacred prerogative of heaven ; and yet that, if we continue praying,

and seeking, and using means, "the new heart" assuredly will follow, is a

truth transparent as the light of heaven, and immovable as the pillars which
bear up its throne, seeing that " Thus saith the Lord God, I will yet for all

this be enquired of by them, to do it for them."
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"Then came to him the mother of Zebedee's children wiOi her sous, 'worshipping liim, and

desiring a certain thing of him. And he said unto her, What -wilt thou ? She saith unto him.

Grant that these my two sons may sit, the one on thy right hand, and the other on the left, in

thy kingdom."—Matthew xx. 20, 21.

Bemarkable as this i-equest appears in itself, it becomes yet more remark-

able from the conversation by which it was preceded and the circumstances

under which it was preferred. Our Lord was going up to Jerusalem for the

last time ; and although he had often before warned his followers of the

things that should befal him there, his language now in reference to this

subject becomes more than ever plain, and graphic, and circumstantial. For
" taking the twelve disciples apart in the way, he said unto them. Behold,

we go up to Jerusalem : and the Son of man shall be betrayed unto the

chief priests and unto the scribes, and they shall condemn him to death, and

shall deliver him to the Gentiles to mock, and to scourge, and to crucify

him : and the third day he shall rise again. Then came to him the mother

of Zebedee's children," preferring for them this strange request for posts of

honour in the gospel kingdom.

Now, this was the sixth occasion on which our Lord had foretold his ap-

proaching death, the fifth on which he had spoken also of his resurrection ;

and as the whole was now declared to be within a few days of complete fulfil-

ment, we must suppose that in the belief of James and John all these things

must come to pass before there could be any setting up of Messiah's king-

dom in the world. Their mistakes as to the nature of that kingdom, as we
know, remained uncleared up even to the day of their Lord's ascension into
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heaven ; still, a persuasion they plainly had that thrones, crowns, spoils, dig-

nities, would soon be at the disposal of the despised prophet of Galilee, and

they determined to be foremost in suing for the richest and the best. The
answer of the Saviour to this request will be considered as we go on. It

contains reproof, exhortation, admonition, doctrine ; it tells us of the steps

by which heaven's thrones are reached, the foes to be overcome before we
can be made conquerors, the baptismal deeps to be forded, before we gain

the eternal shore. " And he saith unto them, Ye shall drink indeed of my
cup, and be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with : but to sit

on my right hand, ana on my left, is not mine to give, but it shall be given

to them for whom it is prepared of my Father."

Let us consider some things in the request itself, and then look at the man-

ner in which we find it was entertained.

I. Now, in the request here preferred we find some good things and some

evil.

Thus, there was faith in it. Followers of a Master without purse or scrip,

without friends or home—of one hated by many and despised by more

—

with the sky of gospel destiny getting blacker and more threatening every

day, and while the crisis of shame, and separation, and ruin seemed close at

hand, yet had the sons of Zebedee thoughts of a quickly ensuing triumph.

Somehow or other there would a kingdom arise out of that wreck. Let the

things just repeated by their Divine Master come to pass, yet what should

be the end thereof I What could be the meaning of that rising again he had

so often referred to ? Why, that if the things spoken of should literally

happen, the scourge would become a sceptre, the cross a throne, the grave a

vestibule of eternal light, and the shouts of mockery and scorn become

changed into the songs and hosannahs of the redeemed. Now, Christ is ever

honoured by this strong faith ; it is akin to that on account of which he

wrought his greatest spiritual miracle—that, I mean, when he called, justi-

fied, sanctified, made a man a perfect saint in an instant of time. *' Lord,

remember me when thou comest into thy kingdom," said the dying male-

factor. As if he would say—* As yet thou art made like one of us. The

people gaze ; the rulers mock ; the soldiers torture ; the heavens that were

made of thee look on silently ; spent nature cries without ; and for thee, as

for us, death watches with impatient triumph : but not these, nor ten thou-

sand indignities more, could weave a cloud thick enough to hide Divinity.

I see it ; I own it ; I worship it. On the cross or on the throne, it is all

one.' " Lord, remember me when thou comest into thy kingdom,"

Brethren, a large venture on the power of Christ, especially when he is

hiding himself, is always well-pleasing to him. He is twice faithful who

trusts God behind a cloud. When God is hanging back, we ought to suppose

lie is but waiting' for his opportunity ; and what is that ? When things come

to the worst—the last door closed, the last human hope gone, conjecture at

its wit's end, likelihood dying away into despair. This makes the occasion
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worthy for heaven's interference. Faith honours God when it supposes that

he can, and believes that he will, get life out of death, glory out of shame,

throues and kingdoms out of decay and ruin. It is a grace which is always

to be measured by an inverse standard. It increases with the distance of

the succours ; it rises with the depth of the waters ; it brightens with the

darkness of the cloud : " Though he slay me, yet will I trust him." Though

he be betrayed, suffer, die, and lie in the grave, and that not many days hence,

he whom we serve has a kingdom. Lord, " Grant that these my two sons

may sit, the one on thy right hand, and the other on the left."

And as there was faith in this request, so there was some love. Zebedee

was among the more wealthy of our Lord's followers ; for we learn that he

not only was the proprietor of the boat he traded with, but that he had also

hired servants. It is probable that he was now dead, Salome, the wife, being

spoken of independently in another passage as ministering to the necessities of

theSaviour in his journies. The idea that she might have more influence on

our Lord on this account probably dictated to the sons of Zebedee the choice

of their mother as mediator on this occasion ; and with whatever of defect

their joint suit might be mingled, yet there was love in it—a deliberate

choice of a suffering Saviour to have the rule over them, a persuasion that,

though not seen as yet, a treasure there was in the gospel of Christ, and

that for joy thereof they were ready to sell all that they had, in order to buy

that field. And this is an element in the request before us, which he who
could separate the chaff from the wheat, the ambition from the love, would

be sure not to overlook. If Salome asked for high things for her sous, they

were at least the high things of the kingdom. She desired not for them

either the honours that men give or the wealth that men toil for ; neither

the perilous glitter of talent, nor the cushioned softness of luxury and ease.

Are the wishes of all parents for their children cast in this mould. In form-

ing friendships for them, in placing them out in life, in directing them to

right preferences for holy matrimony, has the first prayer of the heart been,

* Lord, only grant that these my children may sit on this thy right hand,

and then let all other honours, other advantages, other gains, come or go as

they may V Brethren, the question is important. We deal with a jealous

God—a God jealous for his priority, "Seek ye first the kingdom of God and

his righteousness." It must needs happen, in the choice of a path for our

children, that of two desirable things we can secure but one. An interest

in Christ must be that one, though the price of securing it be the loss of

some advantageous opening, and, as the world calls it, throwing a great

chance away. We cannot always have the best of both worlds ; and parents

who seek only good things for their children, and are willing to leave the

rest, shall never be sent empty away.

But then, with all this good in the request of Salome and her sons, there

was mingled much that was reprehensible and evil. Thus no view of the

words we can take will acquit these disciples of ambition—ambition which was
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in large measure of the earth earthy. Their views of the gospel kingdom were,

as we have seen, of the most confused and indistinct kind. They appear to

have pictured to themselves a monarchy partly of this world and partly of

another—a series of triumphs neither wholly secular nor wholly spiritual—

a

condition in which, while their natural appetencies should be gratified by the

substantial rewards of material conquests, their higher faculties should be ex-

ercised in new displays of moral glory, and the victories of Messiah over

disobedience and sin. Accordingly, it was compatible with their view of

the new kingdom that there might be in it a large admixture of this-world-ism

—that is, all the keen competitions of human cleverness and tact, all the

contentions and jostlings for the best places, all the making of a pedestal for

oneself on another's infirmity and depression, which characterize the strifes

and ambitions of this lower world. And the instance in the text is not the

only one in which we see among the disciples of the meek and lowly .Jesus

an outbreak of this miserable infirmity. Once, on arriving at Capernaum,

our Lord had to say to them—" What was it that ye disputed among your-

selves by the way ? But they held their peace ;" for by the way they had

disputed among themselves which should be the greatest. And so it was

here. Had the ambition of James and John been purely and only spiritual,

their request would have been not for the rewards of the kingdom, but for a

sanctified meetness for its enjoyment—not for high dignities, but for a holy cha-

racter—not for a local nearness to the throne of their INIaster, but for a moral

nearness to the purity and the perfections of his nature. Their care seems to

have been, not " How may I be best qualified for the seat which God shall

appoint for me ?" but " How many seats lower down shall my brethren be ?"

Brethren, the thought may be useful to us to try our own spirits by. Which
are our desires most upon—heaven, or amoral fitness for heaven—the rewards

of the righteous, or the holiness that leads thereto ? The glorified state, we
must remember, is the carrying on, the expansion, the infinite enlargement of

aspirations begun and cherished here, and therefore we cannot be longing

for the consummation of that of which there has been no beginning. Let

us not deceive ourselves. To be told that in our hearts we had no love for

the rewards of eternal life, we should think argued us to be in a fearful

state; but it is the state of all who are not striving after spiritual likeness to

Christ. "Whoso hath this hope in him," it is declared, "purifieth himself,

even as he is pure." Tlie possession of a hope, you perceive, is here deter-

mined absolutely by some incohate preparations for that which we hope for.

Hope there can be none, if we are not beginning the life of heaven now

—

getting ready for the garments we are to wear, getting ready for the presence

we are to behold, getting ready for the fellowship we shall consort with, and

the worship in which we shall bear our part. He cannot be a saint who
does not desire sanctity, and who does not strive after it. We may be for-

ward enough to say in words, " Lord, grant that I may sit on thy right hand

in thy kingdom ;" but the man who has no longings, no strivings after

greater moral purity, has not even a wish to go to heaven.

But, further, there was in this petition of the sons of Zebedee a good deal

of ofiFending and guilty presumption. They " came desiring a certain thing

of him ;" not saying what it was, but, as it were, wishing to pledge the

Master to a granted suit beforehand. This is put still more strikingly in

the narrative of St. Mark, who writes—" And James and John, the sons of

Zebedee, came unto him, saying, Master, we would that thou shouldest do for us
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whatsoever we shall desire." " Whatsoever we shall desire." ' IIow it shall

affect the welfare of others no matter ; how affect the Diviue plaus and
purposes no matter.' " Whatsoever we shall desire." Brethren, did ever

self-reliance take a more infatuated and suicidal form ? A worm of the earth

seeking to be entrusted with the reins of providential government, to be
allowed to have the choice of his own lot, the ordering of his own destinies,

the determination of that place in the scheme of the everlasting purposes
which he is best adapted to fill. How suitable was that question of Elihu
to Job—" Should it be according to thy mind V ' Should every thing bend
and give way to theories of good sketched out by thee ? Art thou the one
created unit for whose pleasure the universe has been evoked into being—
the ultimate arbiter of all that is wise, the sure counsellor for all that is

beneficent and good ? Why, even the heathen were instructed to pray that

the gods would refuse an ill-chosen or hurtful suit. They felt that they
knew not what was good for themselves, and therefore to the wise revisions

of heaveu they would submit their erring choice. " Whatsoever we shall

desire" was the petition of these sons of Zebedee. Would it ever have been
the desire of one of them that he should fall beneath the sword of Herod ?

or would the other have desired for his habitation an abode in the deep soli-

tudes of Patmos ? Yet who sees not that by means of these they compassed
the real object of their ambition, finding their profit in the losing of their

prayers, and on the wings of crossed desire soaring to the right hand of God ?

And every saint in heaven would bear like witness. Could they tell us their
experience they would all say, ' Not only have we found God's denials his

greatest mercies, but we never went so far wrong, our souls were never in

so great peril, as when, after being over-urgent with God, he punished us by
lettiug us have our own way.' Oh ! learn we, brethren, to watch against these
set, these determined, these unqualified and peremptory askings—this desir-

ing to impose our weak rules upon God, leaving him no latitude in the grant-
ing of our prayer, and practically forbidding him to substitute an equivalent
or perhaps greater good. We kuow that there are successes on which we feel
we could not congratulate their possessors. W^hen a covetous man finds a new
source of gain, or one whom we knew to be vain has risen to a distinction which
can only feed his pride—when we hear that the malicious man has found
out his occasion for revenge, or that the lover of pleasui-e has come un-
expectedly into more ample means for its gratification. We do not call any
of these a happy man ; we say rather, this is the Lord answering him ac-
cording to his idols, hearing him in a certain thing which he asks for, grant-
ing that most pitiable of all human requests, " Master, we would that thou
shouldest do for us whatsoever we shall desire."

II. But let us pass on to consider, in the second place, the manner in
which this petition was entertained. .

It is not a little remarkable, that though this conversation occurred after

that on which the Romanists chiefly rest their dream of Peter's supremacy,
no such construction of the words, " Thou art the rock," ever occurred to

the sons of Zebedee, or indeed, as appears from their subsequent conten-
tions for priority, to any of the rest of the apostolic body. Neither does our
Lord remind them, as on the Papal hypothesis we should have thought he
would, that the precedence they were seeking for was already disposed of but
on the contrary, tells them there is to be no pre-eminence at all, and proceeds
to denounce as an utter offence to him, and as alien to the entire spirit of
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his gospel, all assumption of superiority by one apostle over the rest. 'Such

thinfjs may exist, he says, among secular bodies,' " but it shall not be so

among you ; but whosoever will be great among you, let him be your

minister, and whosoever will be chief among you, let him be your servant."

But to come to our Lord's reply. First, you will observe, he administers

to these ill-advised petitioners a mild rebuke for their ignorance. " Ye
know not what ye ask." You are utterly ignorant of what ray kingdom is,

the laws it shall acknowledge, the subjects it shall embrace, the powers it

shall possess, or the recompences it shall bestow ; and yet you ask for a

chief place in the administration of its affairs.' Well might the Saviour ad-

minister this rebuke ; for one proof of what the sons of Zebedee would do,

if placed at the helm of affairs, had been afforded already. Some poor

Samaritan villagers had denied him the welcome he was entitled to, and

these sons of Zebedee, with all the indiscriminateness of a wild and coarse

retribution, asked if they might command fire to come down from heaven,

to sweep the offenders away. And, brethren, this answer of the Saviour we
may all take to ourselves, when we are getting impatient of our providential

position, whenever we are wishing to be something other than we are, reach-

ing after a prize which God, kinder to us than we should be to ourselves,

has purposely placed beyond our reach. " Ye know not what ye ask." All

hands are not steady enough to carry a full cup, nor are all heads strong

enough to taste the intoxicating draught of power. The infirmity of noble

minds, as it is sometimes called, is generally neither more nor less than a

disguised selfishness. The thought of what we would do, if we were pos-

sessed of such an income, .or were advanced to such an office, or were en-

trusted with such a responsibility—what abuses we would remedy, what

misery we would relieve, what beneficent plans we would originate, would,

on any honest examination of our own hearts, turn out to be a mere dream

of self-love. It is not so much that we want to do good as that we want to

be admired for what we do. And this self worship is Satan worship. " AH
these things will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and worship me."

This is the price of success. For your restless and ambitious spirits cannot

worship God : they have a divinity of their own—one who is in all their

thoughts, and all their purposes, served with matins, vespers, offerings, all the

day long. And hereupon in rapid succession follow many other evils. Self-

reliance, a paying court to human chances, a casting God out of our reckon-

ing, an unscrupulous entrance of any door which either standaopen or Avhich

we can force open ; and all these tendencies growing and gathering strength

the nearer the object of ambition seems to be within the grasp. This has

been the history of all that unprincipled scheming by which our gentleman

robbers have at length tampered with all the sacredness of moral confidence,

have made sport with their neighbour's property and happiness, tossing as a

ball one to another the orphan's pittance and the widow's all. It was Satan's

prize of a high place. They hoped to have stopped before. * One more ven-

ture, and the prize is mine ; one more fraud, and I will be honest ; one more

cast of the die, and I will never throw again.' " All this will I give thee, if

thou wilt fall down and worship me." " Seekest thou high things for thy-

self ? Seek them not." The servant who is impatient to become a principal,

the respectable citizen who aspires to a seat by the side of the merchant

princes, the person in obscure position who is fretting to become more talked

about and known, the man of talent who is angry at having such a bounded
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field for his powers, beating himself for vexation like a bird against the

wires of his cage—each of these may be said to be climbing a wall without

knowing what dangers there may be on the other side. Could they hear

God's merciful reason for a refused petition, they would find it expressed iu

the words, " Ye know not what ye ask."

But observe, the second part of our Lord's answer consists of an admoni-

tion to these disciples not to expect the rewards of the kingdom at too cheap

a rate. "Are ye able to drink of the cup that I shall drink of, and to be

baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with ?" To drink of the same
cup is a common Eastern expression for sharing a common fortune witli

another; and a peculiar fitness belongs to that allusion here, because it was
esteemed one of the highest distinctions a prince could confer, that after

drinking himself he should pass the cup to some great favourite at table.

The phrase, " the baptism tiiat I am baptized with" belongs more peculiarly

to the Jews, who, as we learn repeatedly from the Psalms, were accustomed

to speak of all extraordinary suffering as an immersion in the deep waters,

the waves and billows of Divine indignation going over the afflicted soul,

and God vexing it with all his storms. Assuming, tiierefore, that these dis-

ciples had a real desire for the dignities of his kingdom, our Lord would re-

mind them at how large a cost of suffering, and peril, and toil tliese high

offices were to be secured. Only a few verses before he had promised to

those who for his sake had left houses, and brethren, and laud, and worldly

hopes to follow him, that they should " sit on thrones, judging the twelve

tribes of Israel," and too hastily the disciples had drawn the conclusion, that

the forsaking of all comprehended their whole warfare both of service and
suffering, and that there remained for them nothing now but crowns, and
garlands, and bright recompences. 'But,' reasons the Great Teacher, 'the
thrones are for tliose who follow me—follow me not only in what I give up,

but follow me also in what I have yet to bear. I indeed have left thrones

of light, mansions of bliss, the bosom of the Father, the society of blessed

spirits, and the homage of pure and unfallen worlds ; but beside all this,

*' I have a baptism to be baptized with, and how am I straitened till it be
accomplished ?"—a baptism of tears, and sweat, and blood—of anguish over-

whelming me like a flood, and heaven's wrath covering me, as it were, with a
great deep ; and I ask, will you wade with me through this river also to get
at the thrones you seek ? You have left all for my sake ; but will you^bear
all for my sake also ? You have given up your own cup ; but are you able
to drink of mine V
Thus, brethren, it would seem as if our Lord's remark pointed to that

danger we are all liable to—of fainting in our course, while as yet we have
not followed it more than half way—of thinking, because we have made
some sacrifices for Christ, therefore we shall not be called upon to make
more—boasting that we may put off our harness when we ought to be more
earnestly girding it on, and thinking that the early trials of the religious life

are to release us from all after participation in the baptism and the cup. But our
Lord would here teach us, that if we would sit on thrones, if we would fill

the high places in his kingdom, we must expect our sorrows to multiply,'oui'

foes to increase, our strivings against sin to deepen, tiiat from running with
footmen we may have to contend with horsemen, and that at the time when
we trust we are in the land of peace we may find we may have to breast the
swellings of Jordan. No, brethren, there is to be no rest from our warfare
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here ; we must write after our copy, set our steps in the very footprints of

him who hath gone before. He beckons us to the throne ; but the way
thither must be the way trod by him. We must go to the wilderness to

hunger, to tho mount to pray, to the garden to weep, to the cross to deny
;

we must neither stand trembling at the margin of the flood, nor put the un-

tasted drauglit away. No cup, no kingdom ; no baptism, no throne. Are ye
equal to all this, ye sons of Zebedee ? " They say unto him, We are. If,

therefore, it was said of these disciples, " Ye know not what ye ask," well

might it be said of them now, ' Ye know not what ye answer.' Here were
men wishing to be the prime administrators in Messiah's world ; and yet so

little did they know of their own hearts that they could not answer for their

own stedfastuess for ten days to come. "We are able to drink of this cup,"

they said ; and yet, as we know, at the very eight of that cup they were
among the very first to shrink. " Then all the disciples forsook him and
fled." Oil ! brethren, how great is the strength of a felt and feared weak-

ness ! IIow surely does that man walk, who at every step has a holy dread

lest he fall, who of all securities for stedfastuess feels self-reliance to be the

feeblest, and knows no torture so dangerous to his peace as his own deceived

and deceiving heart ! " Be not high minded, but tear."

Yet in and through this rash self-confidence of his apostles our Lord saw
au element of deep moral sincerity. Love him they did, and therefore in a
way they little thought of, baptism, cup and throne should all be theirs. " To
sit on my right hand, and on my left, is not mine to give, but it shall be given

to them for whom it is prepared of my Father." The words are not meant to

intimate, that to sit on the right hand and on the left is in no sense Christ's to

give, but only that in giving it he is governed in his awards by the provisions

of the everlasting covenant, the mutually agreed stipulations by which as

Mediator he undertook to redeem the Avorld. Yes, pardons, recompenses,

thrones, dignities, a seat at his right hand, or a place at his footstool are

disposed of absolutely by the glorified Man of sori'ows. "To him that over-

cometh will I give to sit down with me on my throne, even as I overcame,

and am set down with my Father on his throne."

Rise ye, then, brethren, to the better spirit and ambition of the sons of

Zebedee ; not as when, with bated and faltering breath, they " came to Christ,

desiring a certain thing of him," but as when, having had their eyes opened,

and the Holy Spirit poured out, and their views of an earthly kingdom purged

away, and their hopes fixed immoveably on the immortal, and the infinite, and

the eternal, and the unseen, they made it their daily prayer, " Lord, Grant

that we thy servants may sit near thee in thy kingdom ! Make us as stars

that excel in glory
;
give us a place in the great cloud of witnesses ; renew our

moral image, that we may be made like unto the Son of God ; and whether

near our Master's throne, or afar off, in the place prepared for us of the Father,

may see him as he is !" For, my brethren, we know this is no privilege re-

stricted to James and John. " Such honour have all his saints." Let them
be baptized into the death of sin ; let them take the cup of communion to

penitent and believing lips ; let them forsake, deny, strive, endure to the end,

and their prayer for a kingdom shall be granted. He who caused them to

drink of the brook by the way shall in the end lift up their head ; and he who
made them partakers of his baptism and his cup shall say, " Come, ye blessed

children of m.y Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the founda-

tion of the world.'.'
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A SUFFERING WORLD.
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BY THE REV. DANIEL MOORE, M.A.

AT ST, Margaret's church, lothburv.

" For we know that the whole creation groaneth and travailetb in pain together until no^v.

And not only they, but ourselves also, which have the firstfruits of the Spirit, even we our-

selves groan within ourselves, waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body."

—

Komaus viii. 22, 23.

That the world we live in has, from some cause or other, become grievously

disordered, that its various moral organizations have sustained some material

shock or injury, is in nothing more apparent than in the efforts which we seem

to be always making to set this ill-going machine to rights. Legislation is

never standing still; the philanthropist never finds his occupation gone ; every-

body talks about the great cause of amelioration, and reform, and social pro-

gress ; as if Bo question could be raised whether the institutions of society did

not require a good deal of mending, or whether some great change were not

called for in the general habits and sentiments of mankind. All this is taken

for granted. The world ought to be, and may be made, a great deal better

than it is : how this amendment is to be accomplished, whether religion is to

do it, or the diffusion of knowledge is to do it, or more intercommunion between

the different nations of the earth is to do it, men may not be agreed. The
noticeable thing that must occur to a man who desires to estimate things reli-

giously, who tries to take a large outlook on God's settled ways, and man's

uncertain enterprizes, is the attitude of universal expectancy which the world

is taking just now—the crisis of fancied perfectibility to which it i» supposed

all human institutions are tending, everybody clinging to the hope of some

on-coming millennium, when all our moral disorders shall be rectified, and the

great wheel of human destinies shall err in its course no more. This feeling,

however, of anticipating some great and beneficent future, although it may
have taken in our day more active and restless forms, is evidently only the
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expression of one of our earnest and most universal instincts. It is not con-

nected with any particular theology, nor even with any theories of social or

political science. It is a natural aspiration of man's soul towards some un-

attained and undefined excellence—the soaring of his spirit to some loftier and

purer region ; the mind essaying to put forth its ancient strength, as if, like

Samson, it wist not that the Lord was departed from it. It is, in fact,

what the apostle describes, two verses before our text, an earnest expectation

of the creature ; the reaching forward of the untaught human intelligence,

after what it knows not, only, that it is sure to be something which will be a

mighty advance upon our present condition ; opening up, it may be, new

and exalted relations to the Great Parent of the universe, and issuing in the

final manifestation of the sons of God. And the whole of that portion of

Scripture from which our text is taken, is an appeal to this universal expecta-

tion of mankind, and shows for what end such a sentiment was planted in

man's bosom. Man is not satisfied either with himself or with his condition;

God never intended that he should be. And all that craving after Utopian

perfectness—the new heavens and the new earth of the social philosopher, has

its spring in something deeper than in any desire for earthly reforms; testifying,

as it does, to the greatness of an awaiting immortality, as well as to the great-

ness of the soul's departure from happiness and from God. " For we know
that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now.

And not only they, but ourselves also, which have the firstfruits of the Spirit,

even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting for the adoption, to wit,

the redemption of our body."

There are three points, brethren, to which our attention seems to be called

in these words. First, that the whole world is suffering from the effects of

Adam's transgression ; Secondly, that there is nothing in the condition of be-

lievers to exempt them from their proper share in these sufferings ; Thirdly,

that though the Christian must participate in the common lot and trials of all

men, he has what others have not, a pledge of final and complete deliverance.

I. The text first reminds us that the whole world is suffering on account of

sin. " For we know that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain

together until now." In the margin, you observe, for " whole creation," there

is suggested the equally lawful rendering, "every creature;" and the insertion

of the word " they" in the clause " and not only they" would indicate the

purpose in our translators to restrict the groaning spoken of to responsible

and intelligent agents only. But it seems better to give the apostle's words

their widest scope ; to suppose that his heaven-taught mind is expatiating over

the vast outspread of living or moving things, and that he sees the entire

creation of God in labour and distress; heaving agitated, restless, proclaiming

throughout all its borders, that some great woe had fallen upon it, and yet

travailing in pain for a deliverance soon to come. We know how common it

is with the sacred writers io assume this sympathy of the material creation,

with all that relates to the actings of God ; how the visible heavens arc chal-

lenged to become umpires in tlie Lord's controversy ; how to shame thankless

man into gratitude, the valleys are made to sing, and the little hills to rejoice
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on every side ; how, at the announcement of the Messiah's day, the mountains

are heard to break fortli into singing, and all the trees of the field to clap their

hands. And we should all feel that there was great propriety in the allusion

if nothing more than a bold personification were here intended ; and that when

the apostle said, "The whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together

until now," he meant no more than that the harsher aspects of material nature,

the tempest and the earthquake, the volcano and the blight, were all so many
risible types of a world in suffering, because of a world in sin. But are we sure

that he did not mean more than this? May not the physical creation be itself a

sufierer in consequence of man's sin ? That is, may not the elements have

become subject to new conditions and liabilities, just that they might be put in

harmony with a suffering and fallen world; and even be themselves the occa-

sion of suffering to its guilty inhabitants ? Such an inference seems deducible

from the terms of the primal curse, which plainly assumed that over the

vegetable kingdom, at all events, a great change was to pass, in consequence

of the fall; and a change, too, exactly answering to the apostle's description of

groaning and travailing in pain. " And unto Adam he said, cursed be the

ground for thy sake ; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy

life. Thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee, and in the

sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread." Here is a plain intimation that,

owing to the sin of Adam, there were to be certain properties in the

soil which it did not possess before; that, instead of bringing forth fruH

abundantly of itself, it would yield no fruit at all, but at the price of toil

and weariness : that, for beauty, man should henceforth look on barrenness, and

that where he once beheld the myrtle-tree he should see only the briar and the

thorn. Now, the principle once admitted, that the curse of the transgression

was really vested on the material parts of creation, no one can say how far the

influence of it extended. It may be, that if there had been no sin, tints of a

more delicate hue would have enriched the landscape, and scents of a more

balmy fragrance would have filled the air; that the light of the moon should

have been as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun should have been

sevenfold. But, even, if this had not been, who can believe that this fair and

beautiful world, pronounced of its Maker as very good, came forth from his

hand with all those rugged and forbidding features that we now behold? The
arid desert, the frowning solitudes, the summits of unapproached and eternal

snow, the meteor dealing death in its flash, the hurricane in its wildness sweep-

ing human habitations away. Do we not see in all this signs of nature in

great affliction, proclaiming to man how she suffers and sympathizes with his

ruin ; testifying that the Lord hath smitten the earth with a curse, and that

" the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now ?"

But there is, of course, in this language of the apostle, an allusion to the

groanings of the moral creation, to that agony, and oppression, and pain which

have come upon the spirits of all flesh; to that unchanging law of our being,

which has decreed that man should be as surely born to trouble as that

sparks go upward from the flame; that original curse of our being, "In the

sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread," what marks of its fulfilment do we
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see now in every department of human society ! In the heated enterprize and

fierce emulation, and keen strife of employers; in the late hours, and wasted

strength, and shortened days of the employed ; in the sempstress, like her own

midnight taper, dying away by little and little in the garret ; and in the miner,

perishing more happily, because more suddenly in the suffocating and sulphure-

ous shaft—all urged on to this wasting and wearying toil, as if, without taking

the bread from one's neighbour's mouth, we could hardly hope to obtain it at all.

And some cannot obtain it, or at least, upon the terms they would like, and to

which they think they are entitled ; and so they hold meetings, and form

monster processions, and besiege workhouses, and demand to be conveyed in

masses far away from their native shores. Or, at another time, they will try to

take the law into their own hands, and they organize and combine, and stop

commerce, and starve their families, and threaten the peace of society, and

have recourse to all that rude and rough legislation, which thinks by strikes

and combinations to set the inequalities of providence aright ; or to alter that,

its eternal law, " The poor shall never cease out of the land." Foolish con-

flicts these, and ruinous both to the employer and the employed ; and it is a

righteous retribution that it should be so, to teach the one the responsibilities

of capital, and the other the right use of labour ; to show the workman the

sin of always complaining, and to remind the master that he should not give

him cause; and so, in these unhappy disputes, whichever sustains a defeat,

the other is little a gainer by his victory. The discontented will always find

that they had much better bear the ills they have. All labour quarrels are

quarrels with the appointments of heaven—bootless fightings against the curse

of paradise—attempts to root up all the thorns and thistles, and to make the

earth once more bring forth fruit of herself. Masters and men should alike

remember that if the Lord reigneth, yet he reigns over a dislocated and dis-

ordered world, over a creation groaning with sin and travailing with the male-

diction of never-ending toil.

And so in other aspects of creation. Look at the effect of sin upon

the human body. " We that are in this tabernacle do groan, groan being

burdened," says the apostle—burdened with pain, with weariness, with

hunger, with the consequences of irregular living, with the inroads of age

and approaching decay. More than half our science, our investigations

of the properties of plants and minerals, our inquiries into man's curious

anatomy, and other accidents of his physical being, are parts of an ever-

gtraining effort to hush or soften the voice of creation's groaning. Look yet

more at sin's work on men's minds, how it has brought them under bondage

to corruption, how it has filled them with undisciplined appetites and

passions, how it has disabled them from those higher and purer aspirations

for which these minds were plainly formed. Why is it any labour to love

the best of beinos ? Why is diligence required to keep the heart? How comes

it that restraints are needed to preserve us from running away from our

happiness? What has made it a toil, an irksome task to pray? Oh! we

cannot do the things that we would. "To will is present with us, but

how to perform that which is good we tind not." There is not tlje man who,
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if he knows his own heart, must not often bewail his deficiencies. " The
whole creation groaneth." Yes, the whole creation ; for the sorrowful sigh-

ings of the prisoner come up from every condition of life, whether in the

church or in the world. Believers in this respect have no separate Goshen to

dwell in. "Lord," it was said just now, "behold he whom thou lovest is

sick ;" and even if sickness and sorrow press unequally, yet mortality is a law
which comes alike to all. Kings fall at their thrones, warriors die at the head
of their armies ; the voice that could command the obedience of millions is

silent, and the skill that had restored health to many a dwelling cannot keep
the stroke of death from its own. The creation is made subject to vanity.

That is the law of its operatiou ; it sports with every interest, every feeling,

every relation, and every hope; like a scythe it cuts down grass and flower,

tares and grain, the good and bad. Now the child is taken—the life, the
joy, the one bright thing in a house ; and now the parent is taken—the stay,

tlie prop, that without which the house itself gives way. The world is like a
great Egypt on the night of the Passover : there is not a home where for long
together there is not one wailing and one sorrowing. The family of Bethany
escapes not : Lazarus is dead. " The whole creation groaneth and travaileth

in pain together until now."

II. But all this groaning has respect to certain providential ends—to ends
which are common to the children of the world and the children of God
alike. The apostle proceeds to notice emphatically, in the second place, that

believers in Christ Jesus, far from having any exemption from the lot of suf-

fering, have some trials peculiarly their own. " And not only they, but our-

selves also, which have the firstfruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan
within ourselves." Here, brethren, we must not overlook the apostle's dis-

tinctive mark of a vital Christianity. Throughout his writings generally, but
nowhere perhaps so much as in this chapter, does he assume that without the

work of the Divine Spirit upon the heart no man can be a Christian at all.

He does not speak of this realised influence as a privilege which we may have,

or as an assistance which we should seek to have, but as a necessity which we
must have. The participation of the Spirit is not an element of conversion it

is conversion. We ourselves which have the firstfruits of the Spirit identifies

with the expression, "We ourselves who have believed in Christ;" whilst

with more of peremptoriness still we have it announced in the 9th verse •

" Now if any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his." A Chris-

tian man is one who has the Spirit, who has had the tendencies of his

corrupt nature brought under control by an antagonist influence, who, with

whatever of mingling infirmity, looks to the Holy Spirit of God as the

strengthening and directing principle of his daily life, the comfort of his heart,

the guide of his actions, the inspiring energy of his prayers.

Then observe, he has only " the firstfruits" of this Spirit—a mere handful

of Eschol grapes, as a sample of the wealth of Canaan. There never was
but one to whom the Spirit was not given by measure; all others must be
content with an earnest, a seal, a pledge of the spiritual glory that awaits

them at "the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body." And hence the
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conflict, and distress, and sore labour of the renewed mind, " groaning and

travailing in pain." Tl>e lower nature is only partially subdued ; there has

been an entrance of the Spirit and a gaining of some victories; but the

Canaanites are still in the land—enough to harass, enough to fatigue, enough

to show to us this is not our rest, and that whilst we are in the body the

extermination will not be complete. Thus " even we that have the firstfruitsof

the Spirit do groan within ourselves." There is not a single form of spiritual

enjoyment that has not its let and drawback. What if through grace we have

attained to a peaceful sense of reconciliation with God ? Yet how soon may

a cloud pass over the spirit, and darken all hope ! There is acute pain per-

haps, and we cannot think—a listless languor, and we cannot pray. " The

spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak ;" and yet it is as imperious as it

is weak ; for this flesh absorbs all our powers of attention ; it is ever clamor-

ous, and whether it ask for good, or ease, or rest, will give us no peace

if it be not satisfied. Again : how manifold are our impediments and dis-

tractions, after we have, as we think, resolutely torn ourselves from the

attractions of the world, that we may live for God and for him only ! For a

time we may hold on our way ; our sensible joys are continued to us; we feel

to be getting higher up the ladder of spiritual light and knowledge; the world

gets less and less, and we wonder how we could ever have been led captive by

its joys. But we come down from these heights ; the business of life has to

be done; God meant it to be done, and in the midst of our raptures we en-

counter " a thorn in the flesh." And now the third heavens are closed again ;

we beseech the Lord thrice, but there comes no answer—at least not the

answer we wished. He who knows us better than we know ourselves thinks it

better that the body should groan and travail in pain, " that the spirit may be

saved in the day of the Lord Jesus."

Brethren, I admit the mystery of spiritual trials; admit that in inexplicable-

ness and depth they surpass all others; that a truly converted man shall

have so much of the old nature left in him as that his nightly reckonings with

God in his closet should often bring bad feelings and passions to his remem-

brance, discover struggles with temper that he fears he shall never be able to

subdue; that thoughts which from his very soul he hates should for days

together sleep and rise with him, till he is obliged to exclaim, almost in an

agony of despair, " O wretched man that I am ! who shall deliver me from

the body of this death ?" And all this at a time when his wish is to be near

God, and to be more like his Saviour, and to bring into captivity every

thought, every interest, every desire, to the obedience of Christ. This, I say,

is one of God's hard things : it is too high for us ; we must be still, and con-

tent to learn lessons—lessons of thankfulness, to bless God if our own
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spirkual course have been ordered more evenly, lessons of humility, to see

who alone has made us to differ from another, lessons of watchfulness lest,

sleeping over our untrimmed lamps, the oil of grace should be spent ; ay,

more than all, lessons of self-searching, lest our inexperience of the Christian's

struggles with sin be owing to the fact that in us sin finds nothing to struggle

with. For, brethren, let .it not be forgotten, when you hear or read of God's

children groaning and travailing in pain even to the last, on account of re-

maining sinfulness, how much of it is referable to an advanced condition of

moral sensitiveness, to the keen eyed and jealous activity of an awakened con-

science. Gur perceptions of objects vary with the condition of the perceiving

organ ; and the Christian and the man of the world do not look at sin-spots

with the same eyes. The Christian sees defects in his obedience, mixed

motives in his soul, unworthiness in his duties, and sin in his prayers. There

is present to his mind constantly the struggle of two natures. The old man

lives, even if the new man reigns. " We ourselves groan within ourselves."

But then observe, brethren, as the last lesson of our text, that in the midst

of all this groaning and travailing in pain—in the Christian's lot, perhaps even

more than in the lot of others—there is to him a calm and assured hope of

complete deliverance. " We ourselves," though groaning within ourselves,

are yet "waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body."

Here note, first, the believer is waiting—looking to receive something which

as yet he has not—bending forward in the attitude of one who knows that

there is a great blessing on its way towards him. He is " waiting." The

word implies an unsettledness and unconcernedness, a sort of let alone feeling

in regard to our present state, because it must change so soon. Gn so short a

voyage, and so near port, why trouble ourselves about the inconveniences of

the vessel now ? Wait a little longer, and in calm and silent trust tarry the

Lord's leisure. He is " wailing." The word implies assurance also. The

watchman waiteth for the morning, with no fears about its coming, however

thick the darkness be. There is a streak upon the clouds already, which tells

assuredly of the dawning of the day. So waits the believer. He knows that

" the night is far spent, the day is at hand ;" and on the face of a dark and

polluted world, shall the sun of glory arise with redemption in his wings.

Yes, redemption; for it is for this the believer waits. In the verse before

our text his condition is described as being " the bondage of corruption.''

"Looking for the glorious liberty of the children of God." Here the

blessing is assumed to follow on our being glorified children, just as in

the text perfect adoption is made to be all one with the redemption of our

body. We wait, then, for the adoption : that is, for full admission to the

privileges of the redeemed—for an open recognition of us as belonging to
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the family of God—for a seat, however low, at the marriage supper of

the Lamb—for a place, be it but as door-keeper, in ** the general assembly

and church of the first-bom, which are written in heaven.'' But this will

only be at the redemption of the body: that is, when this hindering,

clogging, defiling materialism shall have been brought back from the land

of its captivity—when its corruption shall have become changed to incor-

ruption, its dishonour shall be put off for glory, its weakness shall be

raised to power, all that in it is earthly, and impure, and disordered, and vile

shall be cast out, and new powers and endowments given to it, that it may be

furnished and prepared for the services of eternity. " Loose hira and let him

go," it was said of Lazarus. " Loose him :" unbind all that drapery of death

;

divest him of those hampering equipments of the grave ; as a living thing

among living men let him go forth free. Yes, we wait for a redemption, for

emancipation, for complete deliverance; we ask to be freed from the en-

cumbrances of a fleshly nature, freed from the tormenting presence of moral

evil, freed from infirmities, that we may no more sin. " The whole creation

groans and travails ;" and we groan and travail with it. But we wait for a

time when we shall put off all this—when we shall be " clothed with light asr

with a garment"—when we shall put on righteousness as a diadem—when

nothing that disquieteth shall break the eternal calm, and when not a sigh or a

groan shall be heard throughout the redeemed universe of God.
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" Having loved his own which were in the world, he loved them unto the end."—John xiii. 1.

Yes, " unto the end." Through all their faults, and weaknesses, and mis-

carriages, and sins ; through the unwatchfulness of some that slept, througli

the cowardice of one that denied, through the inconstancy of those who for-

sook him at his bitter cross, through the faithlessness of those who treated as

an idle tale the report that he had risen from the grave ;—through all this,

and a great deal more, Jesus loved his disciples—never ceased from loving

them. It might be that at times their unbelief and infirmity opposed an

apparent check to this love ; it seemed not to flow towards them so evenly

and so kindly as usual ; but this was only momentary, like a casual obstruc-

tion opposing the course of some majestic stream. In a moment all is calm,

onward, resistless as before. Nothing shall effectually divert the eternal, un-

changing love of Christ. " Having loved his own which were in the world,

he loved them unto the end."

The connection of these words you will remember, brethren. The occasion

of uttering them was the eve of our Lord's last Passover, and they form the

preface to the five succeeding chapters, which are dedicated, as you will notice,

to the recital of the Master's last words. It was fitting that the apostle of

love should be the historian of these precious sayings ; for they breathe love

throughout. For our comfort and good hope we would desire nothing better

than that Christ's heart in heaven should be just such a heart as that which
speaks out here. His condescending acts, in the 13th chapter, his coml'ortino-

promises, in the I4th, his blessed counsels, in the two succeeding chapters,

and the model of his heavenly intercession, in the last, all conspire to inve.st
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the record of our Lord's last days with peculiar interest. We see what he

was, and how he felt, when the dark scenes of his approaching passion were

bursting full upon his view—when the night was come on whicli he sliould

break bread with his disciples for the last time, and when the traitor, impelled

by passions which had now become his master, should skulk stealthily and

silently away, that he might finish his deadly work, and from God, and hope,

and heaven cut off his apostate soul eternally. But the love of Jesus deepens

as he feels that his hour is come. He loved our sinful race, when he first

undertook for us, when he threw himself upon our gratitude as a voluntary

Deliverer, when he offered pardon to us for one penitent and believing look,

assuring us that as many as would only receive him, and not put his gracious

offers aside, to them he would give power to become the sons of God. But

when, not content with refusing his claims, with putting him to shame, when

we " hid as it were our faces from him," when " he was despised, and we

esteemed him not"—then it seemed as if his love towards us gushed out at

a new spring. With every fresh act of derision, and unkindness, and scorn,

there was a fresh welling up of beneficent compassions towards those who had

offered the indignity. If he loved us for the distress which sin had brought

upon us, he loved us yet more for the pains we had put him to, to take that

distress away. There was never any repenting of his mission ; he clung to

it the more, the more it cost him of shame, and suffering, and toil. "Having

loved his own which were in the world, he loved them unto the end."

The words will fall in with the tone of our thoughts, as we draw nearer to

the commemoration of the Saviour's passion, and will lead us to dwell, first,

on the description of the persons concerning whom this encouraging assurance

is made ; and secondly, on our grounds for confidence that such assurance will

be fulfilled.

I. And, first, as to the characteristics of the persons here spoken of as

having an interest in Christ's love. " Having loved his own which were in

the world." Here the expression " his own" must be understood in some pe-

culiar and restricted sense. They may be his own by original right, by mutual

compact, by lawful acquisition ; but we must keep to the idea of a property,

binding him who possesses us to take an interest in us which he does not take

in others. Thus when Christ is said to have "come to his own, and his own

received him not," the propriety spoken of is that of national designation, the

covenant with a peculiar people ; and when it is said, "Let every man have

his own wife, and let every woman have her own husband," the propriety

spoken of is that of mutual compact. And both these relations, we know,

are often cited in Scripture as types of that which unites the one Head of the

Church with a certain exceptive number of the human family, these being at one

time called " a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a peculiar people,"

and at another time an elect society, " prepared as a bride adorned for her

husband." And a reference to this covenant selection is plainly intended in
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our text, and is expressed in other words in subsequent chapters. Thus in

the 1.5th chapter it is said—"If ye were of the world, the world would love

his own : but because ye are not of the world, but I have chosen you out of

the world, therefore the world hateth you." And again in the 17th chapter :

•' I pray not for the world, but for them which thou hast given me ; for they

are thine. A«d all mine are thine, and thine are mine." And again : " As

thou hast given him power over all flesh, that he should give eternal life to as

many as thou hast given him." These, with many kindred passages, form the

basis of our 17th Article, which rules that before the foundations of the world

were laid God had decreed by his counsel, secret to us, to deliver from

curse and condemnation those whom he had chosen in Christ, and who, as

being so chosen, would, with the full concurrence of their voluntary power,

yield to the various beneficent agencies which God had set on foot for their

sanctification ; that so they would obey the calling of his Spirit, they would be

justified freely by his grace, they would be made the sons of God by adop-

tion, they would be conformed to the image of his dear Son, they would walk

religiously in all good works, and at length by his mercy attain to everlasting

felicity. Here, as you perceive, is the notion of propriety acquired by Christ

over a portion of our race, in virtue of certain moral stipulations entered into

with the everlasting Father. It is not said that God was moved to decree the

salvation of a portion of mankind, in consequence of the mediation of Christ,

but that such mediation was a part of the decree itself, the ordained channel

through which they that were called, and whom his grace inclined to accept

the call, should be taken into covenant with God, and have a direct propriety

in Christ. Of little avail, however, would it be to tell us, that there were

people whom Christ regarded as his own, if no light were thrown upon

the great practical question who "his own" were. The doctrine of Divine

election is a necessity of our theology, is an involved part of our conceptions

of a moral government, whether we stay to draw the inference or not : so that

our personal concern lies rather with the moral characteristics of the elect

state, the state to which Scripture confines the promises. I say to a state,

because it is clear that acceptance before God is not to be traced to a series of

acts in themselves, nor even to certain dispositions in themselves, but only as

such acts or such dispositions argue an antecedent condition of reconciliation

through a Mediator, producing those acts and dispositions as their realising

fruit. We are accepted not because we are devout in spirit, meek in temper,

holy in heart or righteous in life, but because we belong to Christ. " All

things are yours," says the apostle ; the world, with its influence—life, with

its joys—death, with its hopes—all that is worthy in things present, and all

that is glorious in things to come ; all are yours, because ye are Christ's.

And again, speaking of social and national distinctions, he says— ' It is not a

question of Jew or Gentile, barbarian, Scythian, bond or free ; but if ye are

Christ's, then ye are Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the promise.'
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Who, then, are Christ's? "We must let Scripture interpret itself. Thus it

is said—" And they that ore Christ's have crucified the flesh, with its affec-

tions and lusts." Here it is assumed that there is something of analogy be-

tween the work of Christ and the work of them that are Christ's—between the

death for sin, undergone by the Master, and the mortifying of the power of

sin, undergone by the faithful disciple. There is a meaning, however much
in these days of smooth and compliant professorship we may lose sight of it

—

there is a meaning in the words—"If any man Avill be my disciple, let him

take up his cross and follow mc." We cannot be Christ's, if we are not pre-

pared to follow him in his steps of holy warfare— if we cannot submit to have

not our flesh, but the inordinate desires of the flesh, nailed to the cross of

sacrifice—if Ave are not dying daily to the power of that master sin which

retards the forming of Christ's image within us, and threatens to drive his

grieved Spirit away.

And hence it is another mark of Christ's spiritual ownership of his people,

that they have the Spirit. "If any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is

none of his." This, too, belongs "to the covenant of propriety or purchase.

Of this the stipulations were, that Christ should yield in oiir stead a per-

fect obedience to the law of God, should sufTer in our stead all the

penalties attached to the violation of that law ; but, this done, the covenant

on the other side stipulated that he should have the power of sanctifying

whomsoever he saved—that agencies and appliances should be set up for sub-

duing the power of sin, in all cases where his sacrifice had availed to pardon

the sinner. Thus our renewal unto holiness and virtue is a part of " the

travail of his soul"—as much a part of his reward as our deliverance from

wrath. We have the uniformity of the operation set forth sacramentally, and

^s a figure, a few verses afterwards. " If I wash thee not, thou hast no part

with me." For the Saviour must renew and sanctify all those whom he

redeems and saves. Wherever the penalty is taken away from the person,

there is a purifying influence imparted to the character. " Whom he justi-

fied them he also glorified"—that is, fitted for the state of glory, by giving

them both a relish and a preparedness for its employments.

Christ, then, " loved his own ;" and they are those upon whom by his

Spirit he has stamped the impress of resembling character. For the visitation

of his Spirit upon the soul, indispensable as it is to our very hope of heaven, can

be ascertained in no other way. The tree, by its fruits, the wind by its effects,

the Spirit by its manifested influence on the temper and on the life ; we have

no certain law of discernment o ther than this. If, from a deep conviction of

our sin and misery, we have from the heart received the atonement, and while

depending upon Christ's righteousness for salvation we are as " zealous of

good works" as if we were obliged to depend upOn our own ; if, under all the

helplessness wc feel, and under all the deficiencies we mourn over, the honest

aspiration of our souls is that we may be visited by a more copious descent
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of the Spirit's influences, in order that we may follow the example of our

Saviour Christ, and be made like unto him ; then has the Master put upon us

the marks of true ownership. The word has gone forth with regard to us

—

" They shall be mine in the day when I make up my jewels." " I am God, I

change not ;" 'having loved my own, I will love them unto the end.'

But observe, secondly, in this description of those whom Christ regards

as his own, their exposure to worldly influences. " Having loved his own

which were in the world."

That the phrase is designedly chosen to express some form of moral hazard

is apparent from an allusion in the intercessory prayer which comes afterwards.

" And now I am no more in the world ; but these are in the world. Holy

Father, keep them through thine own name." And the passage is one of

many which assumes that all things about us, and that we have to deal with,

are fraught with some measure of evil and danger. No lines can be drawn

round the infected quarters ; no examination can be set up in favour of any

providential lot. Admit that you can say, in choosing your path in life, ' Here

I shall not be in danger of falling into some of the evil and corrupt usages

of commerce ; here I will never be liable to enrich myself by means of oppres-

sion and extortion ; here I shall not have the temptation to impose on igno-

rance or confidence by unrighteous exactions. I will choose a calling where I

shall never be tempted to take advantage of other's inexperience, or misin-

formation, or embarassment, where I shall not be tempted to incur liabilities

which I know I shall not be able to cover, where I could practice no frauds,

connive at no delinquencies, falsify or distort no official returns, carry on no

fraudulent system of exchanges, to bolster up fictitious or fallen credit
:'

admit that you can avoid all this
; yet contact with an evil world will meet

you, place yourselves in what situation you will. Nobody can choose a pro-

fession, and say, ' In this, at least, I shall be in no danger ;' and the solitude

has not been found, of which he who fled to it could say, • The world shall

not follow me here.' No ; to avoid companionship with evil things and evil

men, as the apostle argues, we must needs go out of the world altogether.

There is no other way. The religious recluse thinks to escape the difficulty,

but so far from it, he finds a worse world in his solitude than the one he has

left behind ; whilst the false security so likely to be engendered by his fancied

isolation from evil influences only leaves him the more exposed to their power.

Besides, it is abundantly evident, that these allusions to Christ's people, as

being in the world, are never meant to counsel an impracticable flight from

the evil, but only to make us sensible of its constant and near presence. Our
Lord had hardly uttered the words about the danger in which he should have

to leave his disciples, than he followed on to say—" I pray not that thou

shouldst take them out of the world, but that thou shouldst keep them from

the evil." The reasons for such a choice for us are obvious. The world's

work must be done, and every body has his proper part in it. We have no
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rif;ht to leave our niche in the great edifice empty, or to introduce disorder

into the arrangements of God's providence by leaving others to do God's

work. But besides this, it is clear that separation from the world, even if we

could accomplish it, would be a very bad thing for us. It would make us

think that our safety from moral contamination stood in certain social or

geographical separations, rather than in cultivating the inward graces of

watchfulness and purity of heart. Open intercourse with the world, even with

a sight of its evil, so that it cross our path unsought and in the way of duty,

will give a healthiness and vigour to the character, which by a restrained and

artificial submission it would never attain. Perhaps, indeed, this may ex-

plain in a measure why the cliildren of pious parents sometimes turn out so

badly. They have been brought up with a sickly, morbid, hot-house tender-

ness, allowed to see and hear none of the world's moral uglinesses, nor to

have any of its rough winds to blow upon them ; and the consequence is, a

general feebleness of character—the want of a well-disciplined and practised

will when temptation does come. Evil then confounds them by its strange

and novel boldness, and the weapons of resistance drop powerless from their

hands. The remark will not. I trust, be misunderstood, still less, perverted.

I mean no more than is implied in the text—that they that are Christ's are in

the world, must to a certain extent mix with the world. If they mix

with it needlessly, inordinately, and with the worst parts of it, they are

without excuse. God will keep us from the evil, if we try to keep ourselves.

He has given us a spiritual sense, by which to discern the danger, even when

it is afar off. Societies which we cannot go into without a fear that we

should do no good, and with a certainty that we should get none— occupa-

tions which, after we have quitted them, leave a disquietude upon the spirit,

and throw wild confusedness over the thoughts, and make images of vanity

to flit before us in our prayers, these can never be the Christian's proper

world • and it is a world he is becoming conformed to, if he ever come

to take delight in its joys. But the limit observed carefully of what-

ever becomes a snare to us, and the habit maintained watchfully of expecting

evil wherever we go, the rest may be left to the guardian sympathies of a

once tempted Master. He lived in the world ; his work lay in it, among the

crafty and the false, and the sinful and the vile ; and so far as our work lies

there, he expects us to go among them too. It is not said that he " loved his

own " which were in some high-walled enclosure of artificial sanctity ; but

« having loved his own which were in the world."

II. But we are to consider, in the next place, the encouraging assurance

which our text makes over to them that are Christ's. " Having loved his

own which were in the world, he loved them unto the end."

Here care is to be taken, that we distinguish the love spoken of. Our

Lord was possessor of a proper human nature, and therewith of proper hu-

man affections. Of these love is one ; meaning tliereby, that more creature

fondness, which will often draw our hearts towards another, even though
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the hij^her forms of spiritufxl qualification be entirely wantinjj in Jiini. Hence

of our Lord's affection towards the young ruler it is said—" Then Jesus, be-

holding him, loved him ;" that is, loved him just as we may do one of those

amiable characters in society whom, after death has parted us, we shall

honour and love no more. But the love spoken of in the text was no affec-

tion of our Lord's humanity ; it was the deep, settled, immutable love of his

Divine nature ; it was the distinguishing choice of sovereign and electing

grace ; it was the setting of the heart of his Divinity upon men chosen out

of the world, men whom his blood should purchase, his grace should sanctify,

and his Omnipotence should save. Well, this love towards his own Christ

will have to the end. His higher nature is pledged to it. Change of pur-

pose is not in him ; and if he only put forth grace to prevent any change iu

them, the perfections of infinite being make it impossible there should be

any change in him. And this it is which, as you will see, makes our salva-

tion to stand, as it were, upon two immutable things—the one that the grace

of God shall not be withdrawn from us, the other that we shall not fall from

the grace of God. Thus our text miglit seem to be incapable of any stronger

confirmation than such a passage as this : "The mountains shall depart, and

the hills shall be removed ; but my kindness shall not depart from thee,

neither shall the covenant of my peace be removed, saith the Lord that hath

mercy upon thee," But this only pledges God's fidelity to us: what if we
should be wanting in fidelity to him ? Impossible ! is the other answer of

Scripture. The covenant of grace is of two tables ; and if on the one it is

written, "My kindness shall not depart from thee," on the other it is de-

clared, " 1 will put my fear in their hearts, that they shall not depart from

me." This of a surety is strong consolation ; for instead of saying that God
will not take his loving kindness away, so long as we continue iu the fear of

the Lord, the covenant rules that he will keep us in the fear of the Lord, in

order that he may not take his loving kindness away. To be Christ's is to

have a succession of preserving agencies to keep us Christ's. " Having

loved his own which Mere in the world, he loved them unto the end."

The great comfort of our doctrine, brethren, is, that it takes us more and

more out of ourselves—that it shifts the work, the glory, and, so to speak,

almost the responsibility of our salvation upon Christ; that it refers our final

success to an influence v/hich is at infinite remove from us, which is too far

off to feel the fluctuations and jars of this lower region, but which works out

its silent and eternal results in its own calm world, with a steadiness that

knows no pause, and a love that shall see no end. If Jesus have set his

love upon us, if he have deigned to call us his own, if he have given us de-

sires wliich he only excites in his own, ciosses which he only lays upon his

own, and peace in believing which is never felt but by his own, we have in

our hands a golden thread of destiny, winding in and out through all life's

changes, but held on with immortal strength to the throne of God. Our
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way lies in a sunlit path, and though now and then a cold shadow will come

across it, yet we know the sun is shining on ; what we want is to come up

higher. Jesus loves his own ; but his own for a time must be iu the world.

Let us look to Jesus, then, not as the Author only, but as the Finisher of our

faith. We may have waters of a full cup wrung out to us, so bitter, that we

cannot help praying that if possible the cup may be taken away ; but our

sustaining thought must be—• I know Jesus loves me throu<;h this, perhaps

loves me more because of this. The golden thread may be hidden for a

time, but broken it can never be. He loveth to the end.'

Or again : spiritual trials may be appointed us. Day after day of cold,

blank, dreary deadness, without a sight of God, without a prayer that we

feel to be worthy of the name, and though too distressed not to continue

longer than usual at the exercise, yet letting him go without a blessing, after

all. Oh ! brethren, what can comfort us at such seasons, but the thought

that Christ loves, and loves on all this time—that he continues praying when

we in very faithlessness have left off—thatwe are only walking across a chilly

shadow, to enjoy the brightness more when we reach the otlier end. Nay,

only on this unchanging love can we build, when we have been overtaken

by sin, when we have gone back, when we have inflicted a wound upon the

conscience of which, even though God should forgive the guilt, in life we

shall never lose the scar. He loved David through this ; he loved Peter

through this j he loved Paul through this. I can find no other reason for

the recovery of these chosen ones ; for others have sighed, and cried, and

wept bitterly, and yet t!ie grace of God did not incline them to a godly sor-

row. They were not his own ; they had not the marks of his Spirit ; any

favours he had shown to them were but providential favours, things that

come and go ; he loved them not unto the end.

But more than all, brethren, shall we feel the preciousness of these words,

" He loved them unto the end," when that end comes—an end which is no

end, but only the beginning—when for the first time we shall see what the

love of Christ is, comprehend it in all its length, and breadth, and depth,

and height, see it as it reaches far back to our election in the eternal ages,

and lose ourselves in its infinite contemplation, as we become absorbed into

the life of God. Yes, that which to us, as responsible beings, will be the

end of everything—the end of effort, the end of probation, the end of re-

pentance, the end of prayer—will show us more than ever the enduring love

of Christ, will cause the obscured and hidden parts of the heavenly chain to

re-appear, and will make us see that through sorrow, through temptation,

through the darkness and througli the niglit, the love of Christ has flowed

on in one calm and unbroken stream, and tliat " neither death, nor life, nor

angels, nor principalities, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature,"

ever has been able, or ever shall be able, " to separate us from the love of

God, which is in Christ J csus our Lord."
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" Who is he that coudemiu'th ? It is Clirist that died."— Romans viii. 34.

In the verse before our text the apostle had proposed the question—" Wlio

shall lay anything to the charge of God's elect ?"—answering it in the wurds,

" It is God that justifieth." In both cases it is plain, he is using an illlustra-

tion taken from the proceedings of courts of justice. He supposes the moral

position of man in relation to the Divine Being to be that of an offend( r.

He assumes that in lieu of the penalties due to such a relation a certa-n

satisfaction has been tendered, and that God ia satisfied therewith. Yet

this will not silence the malignant tongue of him who is specially designated

" the accuser of the brethren," and whose never ceasing work it is to plead

on the side of the sinner's condemnation, fur he knows what a strong case he

can make out against us. In the purity of God, in the inflexibility of law, in

the hatefuliiess of sin, in the endangered integrity of the Divine perfection?,

in the number and greatness of our offences, and in our yet remaining bias

towards a'l that is evil, the adversary feels that he has pleadings to put in,

which he knows nothing but a full grasp of the atonement and its infinite

issues will enable the affrighted conscience to answei-. Let the propitiation

offered for man's transgression encounter at any stage of the work detects,

or infirmity, or failing power of application, let there be any limit to its

efficacy whatever, and I should not have wherewith to answer Satan, if he

should allege my sins have carried me just on the other side of that limit. I

must see infinite worth in the oblation made for my sins, and hear the voice

of infinite justice declare that such oblation is sufficient. The passage be-
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fore us meets both my requirements—" Who shall lay anything to the charge

of God's elect ? It is God that justifieth. Who is he that conderaneth ? It

is Christ that died."

Brethren, the week in which we meet is dedicated to the coniniemoratiou

of that great fact in the world's history, which has nothing second to it,

and nothing like. Imagination loses itself in trying to follow out the bound-

less and everlasting issues suspended on the death of Christ. How many

worlds may be influenced by it ! What orders of beings may be saved by

it ! How high up it ascends into the ages of an unchronicled and unknown

l^ast ! How far forward it penetrates within the veil of an ever-receding

futurity ! This no finite intelligence can tell. Enough for us, that upon this

great work hang the world's life and all our hope. " Who is he that con-

demneth !" demands the apostle. Why, in strict truth every thing con-

demneth. The testimony of our own heart condemneth. The Holy Word
of God condemneth. The witnessing voice of the Eternal Spirit condemneth.

And one answer alone have we to make to these charges ; one by one as the

accusers rise up against us, they must find us taking refuge in the same

words—" It is Christ that died ?" We have a somewhat narrowed margin

for public teaching to-day, but we may find time to consider the great sacri-

fice of the cross under a threefold aspect, namely, as a doctrine to be ex-

plained, as a righteous procedure to be vindicated, as a vital truth to be

realized and applied.

I. The sacrificial death of Christ is to be viewed by us, first, as a revealed

doctrine of Holy Scripture. This may be expressed generally in the lan-

guage of our Thirty-first Article, entitled, " Of the one oblation of Christ

finished upon the cross." It declares, that " the ofiFering of Christ once made

is that perfect redemption, propitiation, and satisfaction, for all the sms of

the whole world, both original and actual ; and there is none other satisfac-

tion for sin, but that alone." Here an assumption is made, which all obser-

vation and all testimony, the dictate of revelation and the voice of reason,

conspire together in verifying, namely, that " all have sinned and come short

of the glory of God ;" that Scripture concludes all men under sin, and de-

clares, the whole world to be guilty before God. Now, what we mean by

sin is the transgression of a revealed law, the infringement of some precept

which had been laid down for our guidance by the Moral Ruler of the uni-

verse. But, then, all law supposes the existence of certain attached penalties

which the law-breaker is under an obligation to bear, and which both law

and law-giver would be dishonoured, if he either by himself or by another

did not bear. Guilt is not a thing which can be removed by tears, by

prayers, or by subsequent good conduct. The stain it leaves is not upon us

only, but upon the Divine government, and God, who might remit the punish-

ment, as far as we were concerned, yet could not x-eniit it as far as concerned

himself. Now, the gift of Christ in the gospel is the revealed scheme for
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meetiiifi^ this difficulty, for saving the majesty of law by means of an ade-

quate moral equivalent. Let us see how Scripture sets this forth. The de-

clared satisfaction to infinite justice for human offences was the blood of

sacrifice. An eternal axiom of Divine jurisprudence had ruled, that "with-

out shedding of blood there is no remission." And this blood, it is obvious'

must be the blood of one who had no sins of his own to suffer for, but who,

being "holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from sinners," might take all the

moral engagements upon himself, and so set the sinner free. These condi-

tions are fulfilled in that sacrifice which we are to commemorate this

week, in him who suffered on the cross, and "who made there by his one

oblation of himself once offered, a full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice,

oblation, and satisfaction for the sins of the whole world." For, consider

the things which meet in this offering of Christ. It was free : " he laid down
his life of himself." It was full : " The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth from

all sin." It was perfect :
" Christ also once suffered for sins, the just for the

unjust, that he might bring us to God." It was avowedly substitutional :

" He was wounded for our transgressions ; he was bruised for our iniquities;

the chastisement of our peace was upon him, and by his stripes we are

healed." And, lastly, it was and had been antecedently accepted of God :

" Whom God had set forth to be a propitiation through faith in his blood,

to declare his righteousness for the remission of sins that are past." Such

are the scriptural characteristics of this oblation. Nor is it apparent how

any fair objections can lie against it, as a means for taking away sin. Faith

should embrace the terms with humble gladness. Reason can only be silent

and adore. The doctrine of the atonement, if it create one mystery, has

removed many. It has solved that wonder of the intelligent universe, how a

just God can pardon ; and solved it, too, by one of those ultimate facts in the

Divine arrangements which forbids any inquiry beyond itself. Enough that

we look with amazed gratitude at the results. The law is magnified, while

the offender escapes ; mercy is honoured, though the victim dies ; the anger

of the father is propitiated towards a still rebellious child ; and though the

sinner has nothing to pay, justice remits or forgives the debt. Remits or for-

gives : are the two terms convertible ? Or can the lawgiver, who insists upon

a righteous equivalent, be said with any theological accuracy to forgive ? This

question raises an inquiry, to which the Socinians and their like attach great

importance. They allege, that in many passages of Scripture, the expression

" forgiveness of sins" is used as if it were the free act of God, unencum-

bered with stipulations of any kind. In the Lord's Prayer, for example, they

say the word is used in connection with " debts ;" a use of the word which

it is alleged, proceeds upon an obvious resemblance between the act of the

Supreme Lawgiver in forgiving sin, and the act of a creditor remitting a

just debt, and since in the one case we should not call it remission of a debt,

if payment were made by a friend, so, in the other, we should not call it for-
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giveness of sin, if the penalty were endured by a substitute. Now, apart

from tlic confessed unfairness of pressing to the utmost all the adjuncts and

accidents of a scriptural simile, it is remarkable that the two ideas thus

allep;ed to conflict, and to be incompatible with each other, namely, forgive-

ness and the payment of a price, are often combined by the sacred writers

in the same sentence, as integral parts of one dogmatic statement. " In whom

we have remission through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins." " Being

justified freely by his grace, through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus."

" This is my blood of the New Testament, which is shed for many, for the

remission of sins." In each of these passages, as you perceive, though the

word remission or forgiveness is used, the act is declared, to be not gratuitous,

in the strict sense of the term, as when a creditor just crosses a debt out

of his book, but to be, according to a certain fixed rule of moral government,

which made it necessary that a given price should be paid.

Such, then, is the scriptural doctrine of the great sacrifice we are about to

commemorate. The pervading idea is that of suretyship, vicariousness, sub-

stituted penalty. Christ declares, ' Let tlie acts of the children of men be

put down to my account ; I will pay all, I will satisfy for all ; their griefs

I will bear, their sorrows I will carry, and their claims I will discharge, their

curse I will endure, their death I will die. From the grave I will redeem

their dust, and with glory receive their \indying spirits. On me be all their

debts and all their charges. Make me to be sin for them who knew no sin

that they may be made the righteousness of God in me.' Thus i? Jesus made

the surety of a better testament ; he has " made atonement for sin, and

brought in an everlasting righteousness." " God was in Christ reconciling

the world unto himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them." " Not im-

puting," you observe it is said. The debt, as from us, was still due ; but in

tlie pomp and pageantry of the sublime oblation we are about to celebrate

there was proclaimed an everlasting jubilee. Every charge that " the accuser

of the brethren" could bring against us is nailed to that all-atoning cross.

*' Who is he that condemneth ? It is Christ that died."

II. But I wish to say a word or two on the Christian sacrifice, as it is a

righteous procedure to be vindicated. You are aware, that the doctrine of

an atonement for sin, perhaps even more than tliat of our Lord's essential

Deity, is the great stumbling-block to Unitarians—would that I were not

obliged to add, of some others besides Unitarians. The sect alluded to, how-

ever, commonly reject the doctrine, on grounds quite independent of revela-

tion, thinking they can discover other ends to be answered by the death of
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Christ, as M'ell as other ways by which to secure the salvation of man.

The following are the words of their great authority, Dr. Priestley :
—" The

great object, and mission, and death of Christ was to give the fullest proof

of a state of retribution, in order to supply the strongest motives to virtue
;

for, although there are some texts in which the pardon of sin seems to be

dispensed in consideration of the sufferings, the merits, the resurrection, the

life, or the obedience of Christ, we cannot but conclude, upon a careful

examination, that all these views of it are partial representations, and that,

according to the plain general tenour of Scripture, the pardon of sin is iu

reality always dispensed by the free mercy of God upon account of man's

personal virtue, a penitent, upright heart, and a reformed exemplary life,

without regard to the sufferings or merits of any being whatever."

1 cannot stay to point out what a melancholy distortion there is here of the

plaiuest Bible statements as well as Bible facts. I canuot help thinking

how much more honest it would be for the holders of such sentiments to

repudiate the authority of the Sacred Volume altogether. I wish only to

advert to one assumption in the statement which receives countenance from

a large class having no definite theology at all—I mean the assumption that

a propitiatory sacrifice could hardly be necessary because God must have the

power to absolve the sinner by a declaration of forgiveness. The ground

taken for this is the analogy furnished by the method of administering

justice among mankind. Human rulers, it is alleged, are invested with a

power to mitigate the rigour of established laws, to remit the exactions of

justice at their pleasure, and exercise a prerogative of mercy in behalf of

the guilty and condemned ; and can the mercy of the Almighty, it is asked,

be subject to neither condition or qualification ? Is he so fettered in his

moral omnipotence that he cannot even show mercy, the most glorious attri-

bute of his nature, without an equivalent, without a sacrifice, without an

atonement ! Now the lurking fallacy of all this reasoning is, that the prero-

gative of mercy, the power of dispensing with incurred penalties, here

claimed for human governments as a virtue, is in fact neither more nor less

than an admission of their imperfection and weakness. Human laws, how-

ever accurately or comprehensively framed, cannot provide for multitudinous

circumstances of extenuation, which, nevertheless would completely alter the

complexion of the offence ; and it is to meet these in each case as they arise

that a discretionary power is vested in the executive to abate the rigour of

the penalty. It is untrue, therefore, to say, that human justice, any more

than Divine justice, ever allows a remission of its own penalties. If a Sove-
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reign pardon a Criminal, or remit a portion of his sentence, it is on the

supposition, or the doubtful possibility that the law in its unavoidable indis-

crirainateness may have erred on the side of severity, and that at all events

it is safer to incline to the side of clemency. But surely all this implies

imperfection in the ruling power, and interruption to the course of justice

is only so far approved by us as we, being imperfect also, think there

were real grounds for hesitating in the matter. Take these grounds away ;

let the justice, the equity, the moral desert of the case be clear and beyond

question, and so far from our accounting the clomency shown a virtue in the

executive power, all our moral instincts rise against the act as an offence

against the majesty of the law. The application of this to a Divine law will

be obvious. Here imperfect knowledge, possible error in the application of

the rule, circumstances not known or not allowed for, are out of the question.

The remitted penalty, if remitted it be, is insulted justice ; and the Sociniau

or Unitarian, or broad theologian of any school, is expecting God to forego

the deserved penalties of man's offending on the mere plea of his penitence

or reformed life, and in so doing is requiring that which, if done by an

enlightened human potentate, would lay his judgment open to the charge of

Aveakness, and expose his government to contempt. It is in harmony, then,

with the original principles of our moral nature, with what we feel the Judge

of all the earth should and must do, that we are taught by our great Christian

sacrifice that the law of the Most High God must take its course ; that angels,

worlds, principalities, and powers, must see that law magnified and honoured j

that holy blood must be shed ; that a blessed life must be sacrificed ,• that a

meritorious obedience must be brought ; in a word, that the Son of God

should die. Yes, hard as the alternative might seem, die he or justice must

;

he must stoop from his throne, or man can never rise from his degradation.

]\Ian was dead ; the curse of God, like a great stone, lay at the door of his

sepxilchre ; no angel could roll that stone away
; yet has it disappeared, for

" Who is he that condemneth 1 It is Christ that died."

III. Let me conclude by one or two remarks on our last point, or the

Christian sacrifice, a vital truth to be realized and applied. In the adminis-

tration of human justice, the surety once bound has all to pay and all to bear.

There may be neither concurrence nor gratitude on the part of the man

who is to be benefitted. The claims of law are satisfied ; the debtor is set

free. In the heavenly administration it is far otherwise. There must be

certain concurrent performances on the part of the liberated debtor, re-

quired not indeed as part of the payment, but as a humble acknowlcdg-
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ment of the debt. If Christ give the right to become the sons of God, it is

accompanied with the limitation, " To as many as receive ;" and though

able to save sinnera to the uttermost, it is required that they " come unto

God by him." Christ has found the ransom, but we must plead what he

hath found. He has purchased a great release for us—a release from the

payment of our debts, from the penalties which should have been their re-

compense, but not a release from the shame of confessed unworthiness, not a

release from the labour of an appropriated and pleaded ransom, not a release

from a solemn and undissembled pledge that we will go and sin no more.

No ! Both Jesus on becoming our Surety, and the Eternal Father in accept-

ing such suretyship, prescribed certain moral conditions on which alone, in

the case of any one of us, this propitiatory sacrifice should be made efi^ectual.

These conditions were the laying hold of this sacrifice by the power of a

living faith, the pleading of this sacrifice in exercises of worship and prayer,

the showing gratitude for this sacrifice by a life of holy obedience, and de-

pending upon this sacrifice as our alone justification and the only ground of

hope. The ceasing of the quarrel, the removal of the condemnation, tho

answer to all charges is made to turn upon this : " Therefore being justified

by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ." Take

comfort, then, brethren, from the mysterious transaction of this our com-

memorative week. The more you think of this wondrous method of salva-

tion, through the blood of Christ, the more your faith will increase, and the

higher your gratitude will rise. '* Who is he that condemneth ?" What is

that which condemneth ? Will the Divine perfections themselves condemn a

believer in Christ ? W^hich of these will condemn ? Does the holiness of

God condemn us ? We answer, " It is Christ that died." W^hen or where

did this attribute receive such a sublime illustration as on the cross of Jesus ?

When was hatred of sin seen to be so intense, or purity set forth so divinely

pure ? Does the justice of God condemn us ? " It is Christ that died," we

answer again. Show us the law he has not kept ; the penalty he has not

borne ; the part of his righteousness in which there could be found a flaw.

Does the truth of God condemn us? Again our one answer stands, "It is

Christ that died." There has not been a jot or tittle of the Divine faithful-

ness compromised ; not a word that God hath spoken hath fallen to the

ground. He said that man should die for disobedience ; and one has died.

He said that the empire of Satan should be overthrown, and it is overthrown.

He said that he would magnify the law and make it honourable, and it has

been magnified even to the uttermost. He said the just should live by faith,
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and myriads of worshippers of every kindred, and people, and nation, and

tongue are now prostrating themselves heart and knee before the cross of

Jesus, saying, as they cast their fears and pray their doubts away, " "Who is

he that condemneth ! It is Christ that died."

The great lesson of our subject, as it is that of this holy week, is that to

one who truly repents and turns to Christ, there is no more room for fear.

You may have sinned away your best opportunities ; the sun may seem to be

going down upon your day of visitation
;
you may have been putting off the

concerns of religion for many years, and the space which remains to you

may appear too brief for the greatness of life's work. You may be conscious

of having your heart hardened, become insensible to religious impressions

to a degree beyond the power of repentance to quicken or of restoring grace

to take away; but here comes the question, "Who is he that condemneth !

It is Christ that died ;" Christ the infinite, the priceless, the never-to-be-ex-

hausted ransom for all human guilt ; Christ the enthroned vindicator of the

Divine name and government— Christ ever living to make intercession for

his people, and consecrating to their use and benefit all the powers of an

endless life. Oh yes ; as the closing words of the verse before us intimate,

it is the application of this death of Christ, the pleading it, the exhibiting it,

claiming recompense for it, which is to assure the believer of his ever-

lasting safety. Christ appears before the throne a Lamb as it had been

slain, the marks of his dying uiiremoved from his glorified humanity, and

the voice of his blood crying afresh as fresh pardons are needed for our sins.

And thus, if Christ's ability to save appear not in the propitiation of his

cross, in the victory over the grave, in the dread magnificence of his return

to the right hand of power, the apostle bids you accompany him in thought

to the heaven of heavens, bids you hear what is going on there ; how pleas

are urged and accusers are flung back, and fears are dissipated, and peace is

restored, as faith is able to lay hold on the great atonement and to obtain a

victory over all its foes by the one thought, " It is Christ that died."
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'* But some man will say, How are the dead raised up? and with what body do they come?"

1 Corinthians xv. 35.

The apostle, after supposing this question to be put, tells us that the man is

not to be considered very wise for asking it. Yet not against inquiry, as such,

are we to regard his censures as directed, however mysterious the subject be;

but against inquiry which takes the form of cavilling objection—inquiry which

overlooks the limits of the human intelligence—inquiry which insists upon

having the high, and the secret, and the occult things of God brought within the

contracted range of earthly sciences; just as one would resolve physical forces

by means of a mathematical formula, or subject material substances to a

chemical analysis. ' And,' says the apostle, ' if you expect from me an expla-

nation of the mystery of the resurrection, such as this, I must use very plain

language with you. Distant and imperfect analogies are the most that I could

pretend to offer on such subjects, and it were very folly to expect more.' "Thou

fool, that which thou sowest is not quickened, except it die." Still, the very

fact that analogies are given, and very significant and expressive analogies too,

is evidence that, if conducted in a reverent and humble spirit, God did in-

tend the resurrection of the body to be a subject of serious investigation. And

tliere are two views of it on which, in connection with the present festival of

the Church, our minds may be profitably exercised ; I mean the theoretical

view, as deduced from various scriptural similes of the resurrection, and tlie
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practical view, as illustrated by the risen appearances and acts of our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ.

I. In illustration of the theoretical view, we will consider, first, that image

of the resurrection which is compared to the waking from a condition of sleep,

as in the passage, " Many of them that sleep in the dust of the earlh shall

awake;" and, again, in one of the first passages we recite on Easter-day,

" Christ is risen from the dead, and become the first-fruits of them that slept."

This, perhaps, is little more than an illustrative simile. The comparison of

death to sleep is one found in all languages and in all creeds; and, there-

fore, as the rousing from sleep is called waking, the same word is applied to

the resurrection of the body from the dead. The resurrection of the body,

you observe, because there is no sleep of the soul after death, nor anything

answering to such a state. The simile is restricted to the material part, and

therefore implies, that at the resurrection there will be a resuming by the

body, though doubtless in some glorified and refined form, of all its vital

energies and powers; just as a man waking out of a protracted sleep would

feel all his active faculties return to him in a healthy condition and form, fit

for use and service. There is something joyous and happy in this act of re-

vival, which may be another reason with the sacied writers for choosing this

type of the resurrection act, as if to express the joy of the risen righteous

when their eyes open to meet their Lord in the air, and their ears are

gladdened with the first echo of the trump of God.

Still, we shall, perhaps, learn a litlle more by examining another simile,

chiefly insisted on in the present chapter; I mean the analogy of the seed

and the flower. The apostle's method of introducing this you will not over-

look. He supposes an objector to take exception to the doctrine of the resur-

rection, on account of the utter dissolution and breaking up of the bodily

paits which takes place at death. ' Why,' argues the apostle, * if you will

only look at the ordinary processes of vegetation, you will find that the disso-

lution of organised substances is the very condition and means of their re-

appearance under other and more beautiful forms. You put a seed into the

ground, in itself nothing very attractive or promising ; could you see it in its

state of decay and waste under the earlh, you would consider it less attractive

still. And yet all this unsightliness, and mouldering, and shedding of its

parts, is just the means by which it becomes developeJ, and preparecf for its

higher uses of gladdening the eye with beautiful forms, or satisfying the heart

with bread. Now, in this analogy, we certainly do get an idea of the resur-

rection, which goes beyond mere resuscitation, or the rousing of a dormant

body from a state of trance. For here the resurrection becomes a process of
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development, a transition through death into a higher state of existence.

And in this process, it is assumed that the body drops or casts off some pro-

perties which it had when put into the ground, and, at the same time acquires,

some other attributes or properties fitting it for that new condition of being for

which it is thenceforth designed. It is no longer the same body as when a

person is waked out of sleep, but one wholly different and changed in its

materialism. " But God giveth it a body as it hath pleased him, and to every

seed his own body."

But there is a third analogy used to describe the resurrection in Scripture

of very frequent occurrence ; I mean that which compares it to the pro-

cesses of natural birth. In the Epistle to the Colossians, you will remember,

the risen Saviour is described as liie " first-born from the dead.'' John, in

the book of Revelations, is made to speak of him as " the first-begotten from

the dead." In our first Easter Psalm, and which we have the authority

of the apostle for applying to the resurrection, we read, "Thou art my

Son, this day have I begotten thee;" whilst in the chapter which has sup-

plied our text, we have, " The first Adam was made a living soul ; the last

Adam was made a quickening spirit." Reasoning from this last illustration

let us see what further light is thrown upon our subject. In virtue of our

descent from Adam, we are all possessed of a living soul, a proper animal

organisation, subject to all the liabilities of such a condition, and therefore of

" the earth, earthy ;" but by our participation of the nature of the last Adam,

we become possessed of " a quickening spirit ;" of a spirit that has life in itself,

and communicating to all that partake of it the endowment of immortality.

It is for this reason, as several of the Fathers argue, that the act of raising our

mortal bodies is attributed directly to the Holy Spirit. " The fact imports,"

says one, "that there will be in the resurrection-body the whole energy and

communion of the Spirit :" a sentiment agreeing well with that verse in the

Epistle to the Romans, " If the Spirit of him that raised up Jesus from the

dead dwell in you, he that raised up Christ from the dead shall also quicken

your mortal bodies by his Spirit that dwelleth in you." The attribute of the

resurrection body, which is here suggested over and above those which we

have derived from our various analogies, is that there is superadded to the de-

veloped material perfectness of the risen body, the endowment or gift of

spirituality. Of course, when we use the terms material and spiritual in re-

lation to such a subject, we are not to be tied down to our severe human de-

finitions. " It may be questioned," says a great metaphysical authority—and

some of the ancients held the same opinion—" whether spirit in its strict

sense be not an attribute of the Divine Being alone;" and, therefore, with re-

gard to all finite existences, hovvever reflnod and even humnnly invisible
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llieir forms may be, it is probable that they are allied to some forms of material

organisation. Of the possibility of such a thing we cannot doubt, from the

example of the common atmosphere, which, though not seen, is proved to be

a material substance.

This supposition made, then we advance, on the resurrection condition

suggested by the image of the seed and the flower, and which supposed

only the casting off of certain material adjuncts to the body in the dissolu-

tion process, and the replacing of them by other and more perfect material

forms suited to the resurrection state ; we advance on this, I s,ay, by our

natural birth analogy, to the impregnation of this perfected material organisa-

tion with a new spiritual principle. The former illustration had gone to prove

only that, "sown in dishonour, we should be raised in glory;" the latter is to

prove that, "though sown with the natural body," we should be raised with

" a spiritual body." We are carried back, by the apostle's analogy, to the

case of the first Adam, who, from being mere organized substance at first, was

made a living soul. And the answering condition to this in the case of the

second Adam, and therefore of all who have part in his resurrection, is, that

the risen body has superadded to its pure, glorified materialism, what the

apostle calls a " quickening spirit," thereby making it a spiritual body. All

that may be comprehended in this distinction we may not be able to under-

stand now ; but a distinction we all feel there must be between the vital es-

sence of the present life, or the first Adam's living soul, and the vital essence

of the resurrection-life, or the last Adam's quickening spirit : in other words,

between a vitality which depends upon the keeping up of certain animal

functions for its continuance, and a vitality which is maintained by direct

communication with the source of all quickening power.

Such, brethren, is a theoretical view of the resurrection, as deduced from our

most common Scripture analogies. It is not the re-animation of the old

natural body, as we might have inferred, if there had been no image but the

awaking out of sleep. Neither is it the loss and destruction of the material

element altogether, as we might have concluded if the only immortality we

had read of in the gospel had been that of the " spirits of the just men made

perfect," standing before the throne ; but it is the actual material body we

now have, fashioned and developed by the process of dissolution into some

glorious body, and by means of a quickening together with Christ, and by a

proper and essential inhabitation of the eternal Spirit, fitted for the enjoyment

of the higher or resurrection life.

II. I pass on to consider, in the second place, the practical view afforded

of this doctrinf", as founded in the risen appearances and acts of our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ. I say, in this example, because it is obvious we
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can reason from no other. The raising of Lazarus and others was not a resur-

rection strictly, but only the resuscitation of the animal body, with all the

liabilities and properties which it had before. Now, arguing from the beau-

tiful harmony and consistency which characterize the sacred writings, our first

expectation would be, that the theoretical view of the resurrection, constructed

upon analogies, would coincide exactly with the practical view, as based upon

facts. In other words, the doctrinal answer to the question, " How are the

dead raised up, and with what body do they come ?" we should expect

would agree with the narrative answer to the same question, showing how

Christ was raised up, and with what body he did come. Is this so? and if

not, why not ? These questions seem to require an answer.

First, then, does the risen body in which Christ so often manifested himself

to his disciples during the forty days, appear to have those characteristics

which we have set forth as proper to the resurrection body, namely, beauti-

fully glorious in form, freed from the conditions of animal existence, allied to

a spiritual, though not necessarily immaterial organisation ? To appearance,

certainly not. Let us prove this by some examples. For instance, the risen

body of the Saviour, as we have just heard, was subject to the touch, as well

as presented to the eye of his disciples. "Handle me and see; for a spirit

hath not flesh, and bones as ye see me have." Now, although our previous

argument has not supposed that our risen bodies will be unallied to matter,

yet we have supposed it to be matter in such a subtilised and altered form

as to be apprehended only by faculties in the same glorified condition as

itself. The insect before its chrysalis state cannot see the glowing colours on

the wings of the butterfly; to say nothing that our Lord speaks of the body

he appeared in as being flesh—a subject that must be liable, unless miracu-

lously preserved, to the decays of animal life. Take another example : the

fact of our Lord partaking of food after his resurrection. " Have ye here any

meat?" we had him saying to the disciples just now; "And they gave him a

piece of a broiled fish, and of a honeycomb. And he took it, and did eat

before them." Now this, it must be confessed, seems quite opposed to those

properties which all our analogies, as well as Scripture statements generally,

would lead us to associate with the glorified body. Christ actually ate of this

broiled fish, and therefore in the body into which such food was received

must have been organs for its reception. And yet a release from these

animal necessities is one of the most obvious characteristics we look for under

an economy purely spiritual, insomuch that in one passage, as you remember,

the apostle throws the most utter contempt on this creaturely weakness, as a

thing soon to be put an end to. "Meats for the belly, and the belly for meats;

but God shall destroy both it and them." Other examples might be cited,
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such as the appearance of tlie stigmata, or wourids, on the sacred person of

the Saviour; but these instances appear conclusive to the fact, that the risen

body of our Lord, as it appeared to the corporeal eyes of his disciples, was

not in all respects identical with what our resurrection-body will be, or what

his own resurrection-body was. Let us see whether any satisfactory reason

can be given for this difference.

Now, first, we are to remember, it was of the utmost importance to the

establishment of Christianity that the fact of our Lord's resurrection should

stand on a basis of evidence never to be shaken. It was the keystone of the

whole fabric, and any doubts about it would have made the entire system give

way. Hence the care used in supplying the place of Judas, that his suc-

cessor should be one who with the apostles had been a witness of the resur-

rection ; and hence that language of the apostle, " If Christ be not risen, then

is our preaching vain, and your faith is also vain." But how obvious is the

question—If Christ had appeared in a body, such as Scripture represents the

glorified body will be, a body as unlike the body he had before death, as the

expanded flower is to the dead seed, or as the winged moth is to the torpid

chrysalis, how could he ever have been recognised by the disciples, or how

could evidence have been transmitted to us that he had in very deed risen

from the dead ? Is it not clear that the very things in our Lord's risen acts

which we take exception to, as incompatible with the conditions of a resurrec-

tion-body, I mean, his being touched, his eating food, his showing the sacred

scars, were the very things which placed far beyond all controversy or ques-

tion the precious, the inestimable, to us the life or death truth of his proper

personal identity. And we find Peter himself urging this very argument at

the house of Cornelius, saying, " We are witnesses of these things,'' that is of

Christ being raised from the dead. " We"—not those five hundred who saw

him at once, at the great meeting in Galilee, and which, you might allege, was,

perhaps, only an optical illusion, but—" we are witnesses," who had this most

incontrovertible of all proofs, "who did eat and drink with him after he rose

from the dead."

And now I think we are in a position to explain any discrepancy there may

be between our Lord's risen body, as it appeared, and that which in other

parts of Scripture the resurrection body is declared to be. Only let it be

granted that the very existence of Christianity was involved in the established

fact of our Lord's proper risen identity ; let it be further granted that the pro-

perties of the risen body are of that refined and spiritualized form as not to be

subject to the recognitions of mortal sense or the laws of an animal economy at

all ; and it is manifest that in one of two ways only could the desired end be

accomplished—namely, either the senses of the witnesses must be enlarged
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miraculously, to enable ihem to apprehend the risen body of Christ, or the

risen body must become modified miraculously, to bring itself down to the

apprehending faculties of the witnesses. Which were the more likely or fitting

way is no question for us. The latter seems to have been the way chosen of

the Lord himself—tliat is to say, instead of appearing during the forty days in

his perfect glorified body, which to the disciples would probably have been

no appearance, certainly no evidential appearance, he miraculously assumed

a form that, while evidencing some of the constituents of a spiritual body,

should yet be sufficiently animalised, so to speak, as to make him discern-

ible by the ordinary senses, and so enable them to place upon a basis of

irrefragable evidence that truth which puts a crown on the work of redemp-

tion, and has opened the kingdom of heaven to all believers. For, brethren, I

am afraid we could not have trusted in a crucified Saviour only, could not

have borne to think that all our hopes lay buried in Joseph's grave. Our

whole life would have been to us what that long, dark, dreadful Saturday was

to the disciples, an Easter-eve without an Easter, a mourning one to another

as they who journeyed to Emmaus mourned—" We trusted that it had been he

who should have redeemed Israel" from death, who should have burst the

bands of the grave, and cast away its cords from him. But in the great

fact we commemorate at this season, we see that Christ has cast these

bands away. Our victory over the enemies of our salvation is as triumphant

as the satisfaction to the Divine justice is complete. Great as our privilege

is to have fellowship in his sufferings, the assurance to our faith is even greater

to know the power of his resurrection. It was the language of defiant exulta-

tion we were enabled to use last Tuesday, when we were taugiit to ask, " Who
is he that condemneth ? It is Christ that died."* But to-day we take up a

loftier strain, and say, " Yea, rather, that is risen again, who is even at llie

right hand of God, who also maketh intercession for us."

More should have been said, if lime had permitted, on the moral lessons con-

veyed by the doctrine of a bodily resurrection, as well as on the benefits assured

and sealed to us by the resurrection of our Divine Lord himself. The thought is

surely a very solemn one, that this body of ours hath immortality—that perish

utterly it never can. The tongue that speaketh proud things shall never be silent

;

the hand that graspelh unrighteous things shall have the power of touch again

the eyes that have delighted to look on vanity shall open again upon an ever-

lasting existence; and members which we have dishonoured, debased, pressed

into the service of every unsanctified and lawless passion, shall have to resume

some never-ending task in the employments of the world to come. It was

• See Golden Lectures, Second Series, No. 15, Penny Tulplt, No. 2,737.
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Celsus who declared that the hope of the resurrection of the flesh was the hope

of worms—a filthy, and abominable, and impossible thing, which God neither

can do nor will do. But let infidels say what they will, a body in which Christ

has condescended to dwell must be an imperishable, and should be a sacred

thing. The great lessons of Easter-tide are two—the cultivation of spiritual

affections, and, as helpful thereto, the maintenance of bodily sanctity. " If ye

be then risen with Christ," says the apostle, " Set your affections on things

above." But this you can never do without taking heed to another direc-

tion—" Mortify therefore your members which are upon the earth."

Of the benefits secured to us by our Lord's personal resurrection, it must

suffice to say that they consist generally in the confirmation thus given to

every promise and truth of the gospel ; in the demonstration thus afforded that

God has accepted the glorious work of a sinner's redemption ; and in the evi-

dence thus supplied of the justification and safety of all who in life confide, and

in death shall sleep, in Jesus. Yes, brethren, in the resurrection of Christ we see

the seal set to our brightest hopes of immortality; we behold the first step of

the Saviour's ascent to the throne of spiritual and universal dominion; we have

the earnest and pledge given that the great enemy hath no more dominion over

us ; but that through the grave and gate of death we shall pass with Jesus to our

joyful resurrection—a resurrection of purity, and light, and love. Would you,

then, have one consoling thought on which your soul might anchor in life's rudest

storms; which, under the burden of affliction, the pressure of years, the decays

of nature, the gradual and certain approaches of death, might bear up the

fainting spirit? Think of the resurrection of Jesus Christ. Remember that

this your Redeemer liveth— livelh, that you may never die; liveth, tiiat you

may never be afraid to die; liveth, that all you should know or taste of death

should be as of some dark shadow casting its transient gloom over your passage

to an eternal world ; but through the darkness of which one shall be seen

going before you, to show you the path of life, to lead you to him "in whose

presence is fulness of joy, and at whose right hand there are pleasures for

evermore."
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" For the love of Christ constraineth us because we thus judge, that if one died for all, then

were all dead : and that he died for all, that they which live should not henceforth live unto

themselves, but unto him which died for them, and rose again."—3 Corinthians v. 14—15.

Il is time that vye begun to gather up our Easter thoughts; to see what are

those lessons of life and practice which, like the odour of the funeral spices,

have left a fragrance about the Saviour's grave.

It is plain that after the resurrection the disciples became as new men.

Other hopes animated them ; fresh courage was breathed into them ; and

though, until the day of Pentecost, their dreams of a temporal kingdom did

not entirely pass away, yet they soon began to experience something of the

workings of that new affection, by which it was the purpose of God to elevate

and convert the world. The love of Christ was constraining them. The inci-

dents of the three years during which he had gone in and out among them

were crowding upon their grateful hearts ; and, now, that the sublime scene

had been crowned by victory over death and the grave, putting on every hope

and promise the seal of eternal faithfulness, and on the dark parts of a former

dispensation flinging the bright rays of resurrection light, they felt themselves

pledged to a new existence. There seemed to be lying and resting upon them

all the consecrations and sanctities of redeemed men. The Godhead, the cross,

the grave, the ascending of their Lord to his Father and to their Father, to his

God and to their God, would not leave the disciples as they were before, even in

the motives which should henceforth actuate them, or in the ends they should

henceforth see. They felt with the apostle in our text—"The love of Christ
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constraineth us; because we thus judge, that if one died for all, then were all

dead : and that he died for all, that they which live should not henceforth live

unto themselves, but unto him which died for them, and rose again."

This passage, brethren, may be considered, generally, as setting before us

two important subjects of reflection ; viz., the Christian's motive, and the

Christian's life.

I. Let us begin by considering the Christian's motive, or what is the proper

incentive to moral duty. "The love of Christ constraineth us." The context

will throw some light upon the words. The apostle is vindicating himself from

some censures, either expressed or insinuated, against the manner in which

he was discharging the duties of his office; against the earnest and im-

passioned zeal with which he was urging upon a dying world the claims and

responsibilities of the gospel. His conduct was to many a great practical

mystery. There was nothing in the ordinary compass of human seeking and

human ambition to explain it; for the characteristic of all these is, that what-

ever form they take, self shines through, somehow. But here was a man whose

every act tended to lose sight of self, to abase self, to thrust self far back into

the recesses of its own insignificance. And the inquiry is raised, if this man

be not beside himself, what is this new discovery in the law of motives which

disturbs all our settled ideas of moral inducement, and sets up a new govern-

ing principle of human conduct ? The whole passage upon which the text

turns contains the key to the apostle's act :—" For whether we be beside

ourselves, it is to God ; or whether we be sober, it is for your cause," Our

conduct has no mystery in it, if you only get the right clue. Whatever our

transports, our excesses, our labours, our sacrifices, there is a running thread

of consistency passing through them all. The madness you attribute to us

is full of method ; the sobrieties you observe in us are all planned; the

simple fact being, that we are the slaves of an influence, the conscious, willing,

self-dedicated slaves. We are prepared to follow it everywhere; its most stren-

uous impulses would lead us captives to the ends of the earth:—"The love of

Christ constraineth us." Here, then, is the clue to which he refers us. You

ask, why I exhort, and testify, and labour night and day ? Why I seem to be

borne above all human prudences on the wings of an unchastened and wild

enthusiasm ? Why I can endure hardness, despise reproach, tear myself from

sacred ties, encounter persecution on the land, and peril on the sea? And I

answer, there is one master-affection in my renewed heart, which exercises

lordship over all the rest; every faculty in my nature bows to it, as the sheep

of his brethren bowed to Joseph's sheep ; and this regent passion is love to

Christ—a love which originated in his first loving me, which was confirmed

by a sight of my soul's former danger, which has been deepening ever since

by fresh remembrance of his grace and tenderness, and which now makes me
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burn with an unresting desire to see him in his kingdom and glory. How,

with such a fire in my bones, can I be inactive ? How can I see his name

dishonoured, and not speak; his gospel unknown, and not labour; his people

afflicted, and not suffer; his triumphs retarded, and not pray? Surely, a

dull inaction would be sin in such a case. "The love of Christ con-

straineth us."

But let us try to educe a thought or two from this word, "constrain." It

is one of marked and expressive significance. Thus, collating other scriptural

uses of the word with our text—as for instance, the multitude are said to

throng and press round Christ—we get, first, the idea of an influence which

hedges the mind in on all sides, ties it up to one definite and exclusive course

of action ; not depriving it of its power of moral choice, yet enclosing

and surrounding it with such gentle inducements, that it feels it could but

choose one way. This is a significant description of the grand incentive to

Christian action. The heart of man is prone to a thousand hurtful and mis-

taken preferences. Restless, inconstant, deceived easily with fictitious good,

and with real good soon disgusted or soon wearied, it requires some central

object on which to fix its ever vagrant choice, and in which the spirit may

find repose. But when Christ has taken possession of the heart, there is no

further looking for this object. His love meets us everywhere. The heart,

like a besieged city, is walled round with claims upon its gratitude, constrain-

ing us to love him, and none else. We see here one mercy, and there another

;

here more grace given, and there a way of escape provided ; here a danger

averted, and there an affliction blessed; above, around, without, within, all is

mercy. There is a bow of promise on every cloud , light appearing in the

darkest eventide. The soul walks amid the monuments of the risen Saviour's

presence, surrounded and hedged in by love.

Another use of the original word, and which is retained in the Vulgate, is

that of goading or urging forward. Hence, in the first printed edition of our

English Bibles we have the passage rendered, "The love of Christ driveth

us." Here is a view of the word which we can all, perhaps, comprehend

more easily. It suggests the thought of what we commonly understand by a

man's ruling passion ; that which is first to live, hardest to restrain, last to die :

that which sleeps with him, rises with him, attends him with the constancy of

his own shadow ; and, only, for a few grudged and broken intervals, allows for

anything else a place in his thoughts. This is the property of strong passions,

which we must often have observed. They bind; they hold fast; they en-

gross; they absorb; and throw everything into their own vortex. They form

the character and shape the life. Hence, that declaration in the Scripture,

" No man can serve two masters ;" that is, no man can be a slave to two

dominant passions at the same time. One must wait on the other; and in the
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first conflict of interests the weaker will be obliged to give way. Now, says

the apostle, that which answers exactly to tins paramount affection in my case

is the love of Christ. It carries me away with it ; it makes all the other pas-

sions of my moral nature its helps and serving men; it makes of one com-

plexion and one aim all my purposes and plans in life. Liberty, I have none

;

I am sold unto love. A chain of surpassing potency ties up my hands from

all sin and selfishness, and restrains my excursive spirit from running after

indiscriminate attachments, keeping me near to him who is the sun and

centre of all my affections, even to him " who died for me and rose again."

" The love of Christ constraineth us."

Brethren, this thought should prompt to a trial of our affections. The love

of something constrains all of us. Be it wealth, ease, or pleasure, or worldly

advancement, or family aggrandisement, or the higher spiritual ambitions of

the children of God, whatever it be, it is the inspiring principle of our daily

life; it is the inner Divinity which presides over the world of motive, which

shapes our course here, and when we go hence will rule for us what we shall

think about, and what we shall do. How important the question, whether

this indwelling potentate, this self within a self, be the love of Christ? Love

for his service is happy; love for his word is precious; love for his approving

smile is heaven's life begun on earth ; love for his appearing and his kingdom

is our exceeding great reward. The apostle is not dealing in an idle figure

of speech when he thus personifies a reigning affection. There is an in-

habitation by holy powers as real as any possession by the powers of evil.

"I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me." Thus is the regenerated being

expanded, energised, developed into action ; the son of the bond-woman cast

out by the son of the free ; Christ having, not a place in the heart only, but

a throne—not a throne only, but all the throne; the soul occupied and filled

with a great passion—" The love of Christ constraineth us."

II. But I pass to our second topic, or the great end we are to contemplate

in all the parts of the Christian life. " Because we thus judge, that if one

died for all, then were all dead : and that he died for all, that they which live

should not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto him which died for them,

and rose again." " Then were all dead," or, as it appears in some versions,

" Then are all dead." We may gather instruction from either interpretation.

As the word stands, we add the passage to the many testimonies of the bound-

less nature of the Saviour's sacrifice. The "all" for whom Christ died, are

the "all" who, under a sentence of condemnation, were before dead. The

remedy is declared to be co-extensive with the disease. If there be any freed

from the taint of a transmitted depravity, discharged from the obligations of

a broken law, without a hand-writing against them, and without a curse, for

any such our text supposes Christ did not die. But for all otliers he did.
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Tlie two members of the sentence are correlative, each to each—" If one died

for all," then must "all" have been dead. But the other reading, "Then,

are all dead," is instructive also. It corresponds exactly with the order of

the apostle's thoughts in the 6th chapter to the Romans—" Likewise reckon

ye also yourselves to be dead indeed unto sin, but alive unto God through

Jesus Christ our Lord." So here, " We thus judge, that if one died for all,

then were all dead : and that he died for all, that they which live should not

henceforth live unto tl)emselves, but unto him which died for them, and rose

again."

Hence, brethren, we have another appropriate Easter thought ! To what

end has Christ died? Why, that we also may die with him. Christ is as

certainly the author of one death as he is the destroyer of another. " Know
ye not that so many of us as were baptised into Jesus Christ were baptised

into his death." It is no more true that Christ died for us, than that, in a

sense, we must die for Christ; that is, our corruptions must die; our love for

self must die; our worldly preferences must die; all that opposes the reign of

grace in our souls must die. As sin crucified the whole body of Jesus, so we

must crucify the whole body of sin ; and until we have mortified our members

wliich are upon earth, we can never be spiritually united to the head which is

in heaven. It is no straining of the text—the Saviour left us an example that

we should follow his steps— to say that we must follow Christ, even to those

mysterious scenes and solitudes whose deep transactions no eye but that of

Heaven saw. Those scenes were a type of our life. Wilderness groans, garden

tears, bleak mountain prayers, stripes laid on unjustly, and the finger of scorn

pointed, are experiences from which we shall never be altogether free. But,

then, we are also to have our part in belter experiences than these, for we look

with Christ to stand on the Mount Olivet. We would be climbing its heights,

even now, with wings of faith, and hope, and Easter gladness. Yet,

surely not, till we have passed through the trials both of the cross and the

grave, nor ask to be relieved from one drop of our Master's full and bitter

cup—to please not ourselves ; to have right hand lusts cut ofT; to see hopes,

dear as one's life, rent, torn, and nailed as it were to the cross of the crucified
;

to have the head bow down and droop under the world's cold indifference and

neglect. Nature may weep at this; flesh and blood will complain of this;

but we stand in our lot. " If one died for all, then were all dead." Aye,

more than dead; they must be buried, too. The grave is the gate both to the

life spiritual and the life eternal. " Therefore, we are buried witli him by

baptism unto death, that like as Christ was raised up from the dead

by the glory of the Father, so we also shall walk in the newness of

life."

Let us not overlook, tiieti, the connection between Clnist's death and the
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destruction of our old inner life. We think of Christ much as the Saviour.

But do we think enough of him as the Destroyer ? the Destroyer of sin and

selfishness, and all those unclean birds which settle on the soul's altar, and

drive the Spirit of God away ? And, in order to this, a new creation was ne-

cessary. We were too far gone from original righteousness for any partial re-

storation. There must be a dissolution process: "That which thou sowest is

not quickened, except it die;" and if we are not planted together in the likeness

of Christ's death, we would never be in the likeness of his resurrection.

Brethren, there is a custom you may have heard of in the monastic life of the

Romanists, which, for its spiritual poetry, may be worth remembering. Im-

mediately after the person who enters the order has pronounced his vows-

vowed that he will dedicate the remainder of his days to monkery and

misery—the brethren of the order spread a funeral pall over his entire person ;

a solemn dirge is chanted, such as would be used at an interment; relations

stand by, wailing and weeping ; while a procession marches jound the living

bier in token that the unrenewed part is dead, and that the new man is about

to be given up to God. Leaving to Rome the empty sign, let us be, prac-

tically, the thing signified. Without forsaking society, without fleeing from

providential duties, without giving Satan the advantage which would accrue to

him from our idleness and solitude, and unhealthy seclusion from the world,

we, too, may spread a pall over the old man ; we may chant anthems about

renouncing a forsaken world ; we may bid friends not weep with us, but re-

joice that "we thus judge, that if one died for all, then were all dead."

Then, if we lay down one life, our text teaches us that we take up another

—

" That they which live should not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto

him who died for them, and rose again." In this passage we have a charac-

teristic of the man of unrenewed mind. He is one who liveth to himself;

one who has no compassion for the moral wretchedness of his kind ; one who

dwells in distant, unsyrapathising loneliness; a cumberer of the earth

while he lives, and taking no blessing with him when he goes away. The

man may give his money, his influence, his patronage—as it is absurdly

called— to good works ; but the love which makes a man feel for a dying soul,

which is distressed at the reproaches resting on the gospel cause, which is

fired with sacred jealousy for the honour of him " who died for us and rose

again"—of these he knows nothing. Self, in some of its forms, is both the

centre and the circumference of all he does. The entire sweep and range of

all his charities, affections, his anxieties, are all narrowed to a single point

;

either, how he may advance his own interests, or gratify his own pleasures, or

attract to himself greater notice; or, in some way or other, minister to the

appetites of a vain and unappeasable self-love. But the first indication of a

man being in a stale of spiritual transition is, that he has begun to enlarge
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the range and sphere of his affections. " We know that we have passed from

deatii unto life, because we love the brethren." Instead of regarding himself

as an insulated being, he comes to feel that there is a place in God's world

which it is his to till, that his whole life is bound up with great moral pur-

poses. Indeed, it could not be otherwise. That a star should shine in this

part of the hemisphere, and not in that—that one plant should contain a hidden

poison, and another bear healing on its leaves, comes not of blind chance. A
sesecret to us it may be. Each has its use, and each its end. What man is he

who is born without either, with no place to fill, no work to do, no evil to

mitigate, no soul to benefit or bless? Nay, all analogies are against the ex-

istence of such beings; they would constitute the moral grotesque in creation.

And, hence, it becomes the first inquiry of an awakened and reflective intel-

ligence—by whom was I placed here, and what for? Am I not my brother's

keeper? Am I not steward of my Lord's vineyard? Am I not charged with

a lofty commission, to glorify, in all I do, " Him who died for me and rose

again?" And, if so, can I be, indeed, indifferent to the progress of his gospel

and his kingdom ? Have I no hand to help, no talent to instruct or to lay out,

no voice to pray ? Can I be guide to none, comfort to none, eyes to no de-

luded blind, feet to no erring and out of the way ? Such questions, brethren,

seem to give life an object, take us out of our contracted and narrow aims,

show how we should live to " Him who died for us and rose again."

And this suggests the last point I should insist upon ; viz., that all Christian

devotedness must stand in an experienced personal participation of what Christ

has done for our own souls. Gratitude is, perhaps, the purest and best thing

left to us in this fallen world. It is the most deep-seated of our religious affec-

tions, the most active principle of our moral nature. There are some things

which we do for one we fear; hut how many more and greater things ought

we to do for one whom we love, to whom we are bound by a gratitude which

only deepens as years roll on ! Now, this feeling is often set forth by the

apostle as the loving spring of all his devotedness and zeal in the service of

Christ. In the other Epistle to this church, he speaks of what he does for

Christ as a necessity laid upon him. He could not help it; he was a re-

deemed man ; he was not his own ; there was one to whom he owed liberty,

happiness, hope, and life itself. What a boast was his ! Misguided passion,

relentless bigotry, self-sufficient pride, in these he had lived ; but for the sove-

reign grace of Christ he had died. Oh, he asks, can I be a free agent after

this? Can I have had my eyes opened, my fetters broken, my heart changed,

my guilt pardoned, and yet live to myself? Can I think of him whom I per-

secuted, and not remember that through what he has done for me I can feel

now a sweet sense of forgiveness, read my name in the book, see my mansion

in heaven, behold the crown glittering in the hands of my righteous Judge,
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and say, that with such tokens of his love upon me, I must not live to '-Him

who died for me and rose again V And this kind of force acting upon the

religious activities of converted men, you will see always, brethren. It takes

their choice, and their prudences, and their self-calculations away ; it flings them

away on the tide of a holy, and generous, and beneficent impulse. "Whether

it be right in the sight of God," said Peter and John, " to hearken unto you

more than unto God, judge ye ;" we are not free ; our tongues are our Master's

;

we cannot but speak of the things which we have seen and heard ; were we to

be silent, the very earth beneath our feet would usurp our office, the stones

would cry out of the wall, and the beams out of the timber would answer

us; " If it be true that Christ died for you, how comes it to pass that you will

uot live for Christ ?"

See then, brethren, what is your calling. It is both a death and a life;

and the one is an ordained means to the other. There must be a death,

set forth as it is in your baptism when the prayer was put up for you,

that you might crucify the old man, and utterly abolish the whole body of

sin. Yes, the wliole body, for the death must be complete. You must die to

sin, and to all sin ; to the pride that elates ; to the covetousness tliat hardens

;

to the love of pleasure that beguiles ; to the evil tempers that inflame; to the

envy which poisons the heart ; to the censoriousness that fouls the tongue.

You must die to fretfulness, and discontent, and doubting care; to an ab-

sorbing eagerness about the things of this world ; and to weariness, and

neglect, and sloth about the things of God. You must spare sin only as

the crucifier spared Christ—member after member be pierced till a sated

revenge can hurt no more. And on this death supervenes a life also—

a

life of righteousness, a life of holiness, a life to the glory of God, and a

hallowing of his great name in the world. To raise Christ, and to

depress sloth, for this we live. May it please the Master to appoint us to

some honoured service—to teach, to warn, to wean, to bless ; may it seem

good, on the other hand, that in obscurity and silence he should leave us to

adorn his gospel, and to make the sick room to bound our visioned field
; yet,

so he be glorified we are content, and we are blessed. All we ask is, that we

may show gratitude. Have we found peace? Have we known the Lord?

Have we been taught to pray? Can we say, ''Abba, Father?" Are there

within us the earnest of the Spirit, and above us kind looks from heaven, and

before us bright openings of life, and bliss, and glory ? Then, leave to him to

procure us such things. "The love of Christ" must " constrain us;" all the

powers of our being are pledged to a holy consecration ; we can no longer

live to ourselves, but to " Him who died for us, and rose again."
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.. And Elijah came unto all the people, and said. How long halt yc between two opinions? if

the Lord be God, foUow him : but if Baal, then foUow him."-l Kings xviu. 31.

« How long halt ve?" like a lame man, whose legs are not equal
;
like a man

ignorant of his path, doubting within himself whether to go this way or that;

Uke a fri-htened man, running first on one side and then on the other, sure to

run into°the jaws of death at last. " How long halt ye ?" What brings you

thus to a stand? Are the balances into which ye have thrown the relative

claims of light and darkness, holiness and sin, the truth of God and a great

human lie, poised so evenly that ye cannot make a choice? " Why, even of

Your own selves, judge ye not what is right?" and having judged, act boldly

upon your convictions. "If the Lord be God, follow him; if Baal, then

follow him."
.

Such was the remonstrance of the great prophet of Israel to a nation whom

even one of God's four sore judgments had failed to bring to a right mind-

who continued unstable as water-who were always going on right for a little

while, and then starting aside like a deceitful bow.

I Let us devote a short time, first, to the circumstances of the history.

They occurred in the reign of Ahab, a king who had sold himself to do evil

in the si«ht of the Lord, and who had now arrived at such a daring height of

impiety, °hat he not only tolerated the worship of Baal, but publicly esta-

blished It; enforced its observance by penal laws; and, by the hands of his

wife Jezebel, had proceeded further to slay all he could find of the true pro-

phets of the Lord. The generality of the people soon began to fall in, as we
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know tliey commonly will, with the prevailing religious tendencies of ihe

times. They kept up the traditional worship of Jehovah, it is true; and the

long and severe famine with which they had been visited, had caused a revival

of some of their older and better thoughts ; but as yet court bribes and court

fears had proved too strong for their virtue. Fashion, their many-headed

master, held them as in a chain, and tliough they had not openly cast in their

lot with the followers of Baal, yet they worshipped not where their fathers

worshipped, and were ashamed of their fathers' God.

This, I say, seems to have been the condition of the great mass of the popula-

tion. A portion, doubtless, had gone over to idolatry absolutely; had "bowed

the knee to Baal ;" but seven thousand there were who, even in heart, had not

done this—faithful men whom God had reserved to himself—kept in better

custody than even in Obadiah's cave, to cheer a prophet's heart at a time,

when, as he thought, he stood alone—the one light in the midst of a dark

world, and that just going out. Brethren, how like is human nature to itself

in all ages! Wherein does this threefold division of all Israel differ from tliat

into which we might classify our population now ? We have our few open

Baal worshippers—the infidel, and the blasphemer, and the profane—men who

have a morbid delight in unsettling creeds, in loosening everything that binds

or keeps together the elements of social happiness— in falling headlong into a

pit themselves, and dragging otheis after them. Or, as no better than these,

we have men who " serve the tabernacle of Moloch, and the star of their god

Remphan"—worshippers of deities who will be propitiated only by unscru-

pulous gains and vicious pleasures, and things which, whether in their

more refined or grosser forms, alike blot out God's image from the soul, and

leave nothing of man but the name. Whilst in direct contrast with these we

have our reserved and faithful ones—our " seven thousand who have not bowed

the knee"—holy and humble men of heart, whom no prophet knows of, and yet

each in his narrower sphere of love and blessedness, emitting as pure and

divine a flame as any the most burning and shining light. But then, between

these upper and lower edges of our social system, there lies a great middle

population—worshippers neither of the false god nor of the true—men of halting

and uncertain walk, assembling one day with the congregations on the sacred

hill of Zion, and going on the next to be present at the idolatrous rites at

Carmel. And this strangely mixed and vacillating religion has become their

habit of life. They can scarcely be said to be halting, because they never

expect to come any nearer to a decision ; and though they would not, perhaps,

say as much, it is next to certain that they look for a condition of immortality

answering to their middle or neutral state upon earth—a great limbo of medi-

ocrity—a painless purgatory that shall last for ever—an eternal isthmus be-

tween the place where Dives was and the repose of Abraham's bosom.
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But to return. While the masses of Israel are in this hesitating and irresolute

temper of mind, Elijah is called forth from his obscurity. All the misery of

the three years' famine he knew had been laid at his door, and, therefore, with-

out express warrant from God, he must not quit the place of his seclusion,

only to expose himself to fresh persecution. Brethren, we may all do much of

God's work in retirement. We learn submission there. W^e can hear "still

small voices" there. Faith can take there a more extended outlook on Heaven's

silently evolving plans. It was so with Elijah. Whilst he lay close in the

sheltered obscurity of Sarepta—the prophets of Baal, four hundred and fifty,

eating bread at Jezebel's table, and himself living day by day upon the barrel

and the cruse—he was learning high lessons, training for single-handed en-

counter with the proud foe that had sought his life, acquiring that power of

effectual fervent prayer by which the heavens should become obedient to him,

whether to send down fire to consume his sacrifice, or to open the full charged

cloud to take the drought of the land away.

Of tlie prophet's meeting with the king, and of the mighty issue tried on

the heights of Carmel, we need Jiot speak particularly. It is one of those

scenes which is fresh always, which we never weary of, and never forget. But

that enraged monarch—he who for three years had been " breathing out threat-

enings and slaughter" against the Tishbite—how comes it that he dares not lift

up iiis finger against him, now that he is within his reach? how is it that all

his fury evaporates in that bated, whispering, feeble expostulation, " Art thou

he that troubleth Israel?" nay, that with all the submission with which wicked-

ness the greatest, and rank the highest, will sometimes succumb to a great

moral presence, he proceeds, at Elijah's bidding, to gather all Israel to the

mount. How, but that "the king's heart is in the hand of the Lord, who

tuineth it whithersoever he will ?" And now that the mighty company are col-

lected—the priests of Baal, and the prophets of the grove, together with all

Israel's wavering and undecided thousands—Elijah proceeds to suspend on a

manifested sign from heaven the entire credit of his mission, and the vindica-

tion of the truth of God. And for whose sake did he do this? Not for

Allah's, for he had sold himself; Satan had given him his price to work wicked-

ness. Nor yet for the conviction of the prophets of Baal; for God was about

to make a full end of them. They may slay their bullock, they may cry aloud,

they may leap upon their altar as if to fetch the fire of heaven down, they raay

make their own blood gush out, even as the victim's blood, and till the time of

the evening sacrifice assail the ears of their deaf and dumb divinity; but before

he wakes, or have left off from pursuit, or have returned from his journey, the

wrath of God shall have swallowed them up, "the river of Kishon swept

them away, that ancient river, the river Kishon." No; the great demonstra

tion we read of, was designed for those double-minded, fickle, and unstable
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Isratliles, who in another chapter are described with seeming paradox as

" fearing the Lord, and serving their graven images ;" and the prophet is adjuring

<hem , in the name of all that is rational and sacred, to come to a decision, to

make a choice either one way or the other. " How long hall ye between

two opioions? If the Lord be God, follow him; but if Baal, then follow

him."

II. Such are the circumstancf s of the history. Let me proceed to apply the

lessons of it to that which is always the great vice of a professing age—

a

feeble undecidedness, a Ileuben-like instability, an impracticable, if not a con-

sciously dishonest attempt to parcel out our affections between.God and the

world. " How long halt ye between two opinions ?"

Let me first point out some of the indications or signs of this halting state.

Of these, one is a tendency to procrastinate. See this in the case of Felix.

" Go thy way for this time ; when I have a convenient season, I will send for

thee." Now, why did he not dismiss the preacher altogether? Why did he

promise to see him again at some future time ? Why, his mind is not made

up, and by putting off the inquiry, he thinks it will be. At present, his con-

victions and his passions are drawing him in opposite ways, so that whilst the

one is luring him by the brightness of gold, the fascinations of pleasure, and

the charms of power, the other, calling conscience to its aid, takes up the

office of the apostle, and "reasons of righteousness, temperance, and judg-

ment to come." This makes Felix halt, contradict himself, play two parts in

one and the same sentence. Ilis first impulse is the dismissal of the mes-

senger. " Go thy way," he says first to the apostle; ' thy counsel is hard, thy

religion unlovely, thy recompense shadowy, intangible, afar off. But stay, do

not go utterly, I may be glad to hear thee again of this matter. Hard as thy

counsel is, it seems reasonable : heavy as the Christian's yoke may be, per-

haps, there are adequate supports: the reward may be substantial which is not

seen, and that which may be a long time before it begins, when it begins may

never have an end. Go, therefore, but come again ;
" at a convenient

season" I shall be able to decide between these two opinions.'

Ye are standing, therefore, brethren, by the altar of Baal, ye are paying dis-

honest court to the prophets of the grove, whenever you are putting off God
and conscience with purposed amendments for the morrow. You are halting

between two choices ; but what are they ? Why, they are two friendships

—

that of a God with whom you may live for ever, or that of a world you must

soon have done with ; they are two deaths—that of him who falls asleep in his

Saviour, or that of him who forcibly and without hope is driven out of the

world; they are two eternities—one of blissful companionship with the spirits

of the just, the other of unending fellowship with darkness and despair. And
the materials for a decision are as much before you now as they ever will be.

God will never make any abatement of his demands; the soul will never change

its undying nature; the human heart will never lose its fondness for the perish-

ing unrealities of time and sense ; and the grace of the Saviour will never be

forced further upon those who are at no pains to improve the grace they have.

Wherefore, then, is all this hesitation, and postponement, and religious delay ?

What proof can you have of the wisdom of a holy choice ten years hence, that
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you may not have now ? Are you waiting for fire from heaven ? " How
long halt ye between two opinions ?"

Again : we are open to the reproof of Elijah, when our religion is not a con-

sistent thing, is not of a piece throughout—when, though very strict in some

duties, we allow ourselves a license and neglect in others. The expression,

halt, I have said, is taken from a person walking; and means literally, "How
long put ye your feet to tlie ground tenderly, as if afraid whether it would bear

you?" The image, it is to be feared, represents but too truly the case of

many professors. They are Christians, but not all-Christian. They have re-

serves, limitations, exceptional cases in their obedience. They walk unevenly;

and though approving the straight and narrow way in the main, yet sometimes

are afraid of the path they have chosen, so that they turn to the right hand, or

they turn to the left. Now, all this, as far as we allow ourselves in it, is Baal-

worship. The soul of all true obedience is its integrity. We are not Chris-

tians until we can say, " With my whole heart have I sought thee." The

Christian is one man—his aim one, his rule one, his hope one. In the per-

plexities, and difficulties, and cross purposes of life he does not stand halting

between two expediencies, but he seeks to find out the right of a thing; that is

the ground to bear him, if any will; and, therefore, why should he debate any

further ? The question, after all, is one of masters. If policy, if example,

if human approval be the god I serve, then I must follow that; but if the

Lord be God, I will follow him.

But let me say a few words on the folly of this irresolution in religion.

"How long halt ye between two opinions?" or how, if we understood the

interests at stake, could we halt at all? Is the soul immortal? Will it live

as long as the eternal God shall live ?—live, a thing of consciousness and feel-

ing, and intelligence, and thought—its destinies unchangeable, be it for weal or

woe? If so, how strange in the sight of all the angels in heaven must appear

the indecision of professing Christians !—standing midway between Baal's

heights and Obadiah's cave, offering their incense by turns at either altar, not

knowing how soon the true God may answer by fire, and destroy all the wor-

shippers of the false ! How comes it, we do not follow out the consequences

of the alternative proposed by Elijah ? If the Lord be God, if the Bible be

true, if a great deciding day be at hand, which shall sift, and search, and lay

bare all human spirits, which shall " bring righteousness to the line, and lay

judgment to the plummet"—what must be the fruit of our perverse and mis-

taken choice ? We halt, we waver, we cannot resolve for God and heaven yet,

because of the disappointment of yesterday, or the imperilled interest of to-

morrow; but what do we think of the safety of the soul—that soul which has

no yesterday, no morrow, and which, if not " redeemed by the blood of

sprinkling," must live and linger on through endless cycles of retribution, its

sting that it cannot repent, its curse that it cannot die?

But there is a folly in this want of religious decision, even in relation to the

present life. " He that wavereth is like a wave of the sea," says St. James,

" driven with the wind and tossed." The image denotes the utter unsettled-

ness of the divided heart, the absence of all serenity and repose, an acute sen-

sitiveness to every disturbing influence, a " never continuing in one stay." And
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the truth of this description many among us can verify. We can remember
the time when tlie light witliin us was just breaking—when we were beginning
to discover tliat our whole previous religious life had been a mistake—that,

whoever niiglit have been our chosen types of godliness, our parents before

us, our friends around us, or the multitude everywhere, religion meant more,

included more, required more, than up to that time had satisfied us. And we
began some practical changes : we were less frequent at this place, and went
no more to that; a hurtful habit was abandoned, and a neglected duty taken

up. But there was nothing of the Caleb spirit in us all this time. We did not
" follow the Lord fully," entirely, as men who had marked out their line of

life with resolved purpose of heart. The secret was not mastered by us, that

religion consisted in a spiritual and internal influence upon character, levelling

and controlling our whole moral being, hopes, aims, principles, tempers, affec-

tions, thoughts; and the consequence was, that we brought nothing but a

worthless, piecemeal, two-faced godliness—" fearing the Lord, and serving

images;" saying, "O Baal, hear us," one day; and crying, "The Lord, he is

God," the next. Now, who of us that has passed through this transient state

will not testify to the misery of it—to the grievous troublesomeness of a little

religion—to the gloom, and melancholy, and discomfort, which overspread our
worldly habits and enjoyments, through the inshining of newly-acquired, yet
dim, religious light ? Why, better the darkness far—better be Baalites alto-

gether. Indeed, we were happier when we belonged to the world quite. We
threw ourselves into it then—took our range of all it had to give. But this

slight admixture of the religious element thrown in, like a dead fly in the oint-

ment, spoiled all our joys. It took from us our comfort in everything else,

and yet there was not enough of it to yield any comfort of its own. Yes,
brethren, it is the worst of all policies—this indecision in religion—this being
tossed like a wave before the wind. It is like working for two masterS; both
liating you for your half-hearted service; and therefore neither from the one,
nor from the other, do you get your full reward. Do not, then, be such bad
economists as to lose both worlds; either have more religion, or have none at

all. If you will be hearty in the service of Baal, you may eat dainties at

.lezebel's table; but if not, though having no part with the Israel of God,
you may be left to starve upon bread and water in the cave. " How long halt

ye between two opinions?"

And then, once more, besides the folly and mischief, let me observe upon
the peculiar odiousness of this halting religion in the sight of God.

It seems almost an instinct with us to love an earnest man. We may have
no sympathy with the immediate object of his pursuit; yet we like to see him
throw his heart into it, drawing all his thoughts that way, merging everytiiing

in the unity of a great motive. The feeling, like all our original feelings, is of

God. He loves earnestness, and hates its contrary—hates it to very loatliing.

Hear the words of " the faithful and true witness, the beginning of the creation

of God," spoken to the church of the Laodiceans: "I know tliy works, that

thou art neither cold nor hot; I would thou wert cold or hot; so tlien, be-

cause thou ait lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue tliee out of my
mouth." " Neither cold nor hot"— tliat is, thou wilt not cast oft' the profes-
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sion of religion altop;ether, and yet thou wilt not make it thy chief concern
;

there is in thee neither the boldness of an enemy, nor the zeal of a friend.

Thy whole life is a piece of wretched temporising—a sickly and insipid com-
pound of ice and fire—a thing at which nature nauseates, and turns away.

Brethren, the sin must be a great sin which leads Scripture to speak thus.

The words teach, that undecidedness in sacred things is the abominable thing

that God hateth—that even infidelity, apostacy, open scorn, task not heaven's

patience so much as does this " form of godliness without its power," this shell

of piety without its life, this languid, feeble, chamelion-coloured religion,

which is willing to be anything or nothing, on the Lord's side or on Baal's,

making us adapt our principles to the company we are in, and, not from the

love of the truth, but from indifference, to be "made all things to all men."
And what is it which makes this irresoluteness in the matter of salvation so

offensive in the sight of God? Why, because it supposes some attainments

already gained in spiritual knowledge—supposes that grace has been given us

already to deliberate and inquire—supposes that we are not siding with the

world and its service from ignorance of the advantages and blessedness of any

other; but that we have had the claims of both brought fairly before us, have

calmly compared the relative attractiveness of the world's yoke and Christ's

cross, and are, at this moment, practically halting between the two. Now, we
cannot fail to see an added enormity in this rejection of God— for such it is

practically—after consideration. We know that God winks at involuntary ig-

norance; we know that all merciful allowance will be made for those who are

constitutionally unimpressible and dull ; but the case we deal with is wholly

different from these. It is that of a man who has knowledge—who can think

seriously, and through the grace of God has been made to think. lie has

had his fears when he has been sick, and his convictions when he has been

well. He has had reproofs under the preaching of the Word, and serious

thoughts often coming to him, he knew not whence or how. Well, all this was

God bringing the great question of life or death before him—compelling him

to give it entertainment ; so that if he should still hesitate, still halt, still

waver in his choice, he must thenceforth take up before God a position of

avowed infidelity and distrust. He must, in effect, say, * By the power of the

Spirit of God I have been driven to pause—to enter upon the examination of

great issues; and the result is, that, at this moment I am in doubt whether

God can make me as happy as the world can, whether his promise to supply

all my needs will stand, whether the love and sufferings of a Saviour have

imposed any claim upon my gratitude, whether the blessedness of heaven be

a prize worth striving for, or a despairing and dark eternity be a doom I

should be at any pains to avoid—of all these things, I say, I stand in doubt.

One day I incline to believe, and another to hesitate; I "halt between two

opinions." ' Brethren, " if there be any consolation in Christ, if any comfort of

love, if any fellowship of the Spirit, if any bowels of mercies," this hesitation,

when God by his Spirit has challenged us to a controversy, (and does he not

challenge us in any sermon to whicli we listen?) must leave us without excuse.

There is a peculiar guilt attaching to disregarded warnings. They provoke the

anger of God even to a mocking and bitter derision. Yes ; we wonder to see
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tlie grave and austere Elijah throwing off that playful but withering sarcasm

—

" O, cry aloud : for he is a god ; either he is talking, or he is pursuing, or he

is on a journey;" and, oh! if the invitations of nnercy, and the pleadings of

the Spirit, and the calls and entreaties of the Son of God move us not to a

right choice, we shall hear the language of irony proceeding even from the

eternal throne—" Because I have called, and ye refused ; I have stretched out

my hand, and no man regarded : therefore I also will laugh at your calamity,

and will mock when your fear cometh."

Halt ye, then, brethren, no longer between two opinions. Beside the folly

of indecision in the matter of religion, beside its odiousness, and great sin, it

is a state fraught with special danger. There is hope of an infidel, that he may

be convinced ; there is hope of a profligate, tha the may be reclaimed ; there is

hope of the mere man of the world, that sickness, or adversity, or sorrow may

one day make him think. But you have thought; you have passed through

and lived out your time of warning and conviction. Gospel appeals have lost

their freshness with you, and the fine edge of spiritual sensibility is gradually

wearing off under the constant repetition of an oft told tale. Suffer ye, there-

fore, the word of exhortation this day. Decide, and decide boldly. "Come

out from the world, and be separate." Resolve upon a close walk with God.

Join yourselves statedly to his holy table. Confine your intimate friendships

to his faithful people. Frame your plans of life upon the directions of his

word. Account "his favour belter than life," and every loss a gain by which

you may " win Christ." Be much in prayer; look for the signs and workings

of the Spirit in your heart ; keep a watchful eye upon your master sin, or that

which would become a master sin, if day by day you did not strive to subdue

its power. So shall your sacrifice come up with acceptance before the throne.

The Lord shall answer both by the fire and by the rain ; and while by the one

he tries you " like as silver is tried," and by the other pours down upon you

showers of blessing, your songs of gratitude shall go up to the God of all

grace, saying, "The Lord, he is God ; the Lord, he is God !"
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" Again, tlie kingdom of heaven is like unto treasnre hid in a field ; the which when a man
hath found, he hideth, and for joy thereof goeth and selleth all that ho hath, and buyeth that

field."—Matthew xiii. 41.

There are no less than seven parables put forth in this chapter, and all in-

tended to illustrate some aspect of the same general subject, namely, the

nature of the gospel kingdom, the method of God's dealings underthe economy
of grace, the signs that shall betoken, the instrumentalities that shall aid, the

retarding influence that shall obstruct, and the beneficent effects that shall

follow from the setting up of Christ's kingdom on the earth. The first is the

parable of the sower and the seed—a mournful picture, and one which might

well have put the first preachers of the gospel altogether out of heart. Hard
enough to get hearers at all; the many refuse, and are deaf, and turn away;

but to be told that when you have prevailed with some to attend, so that they

may be said to have received the word, yet of these one will be saved and

three will be lost—one will hold on by the plough, and many will look back

—

one from the soil of a good heart will send up vigorous and healthy shoots,

while three, through thoughtlessness, through worldliness, through impatience

of the cross, will bring forth no fruit unto perfection.—truly this was a hard

saying.

But another parable follows, scarcely more encouraging ; for it gives the

reason of these disproporlioned successes, namely, that there is a sleepless

and malignant enemy, who no sooner finds that good seed has been cast into

a field than he sows tares among the wiieat, and goes his way; thus inti-

mating that the spiritual life will be a struggle, and that for ever, until tlie
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usurper shall he cast down, and the strong man armed be bound eternally by

the might of one stronger than the strong.

Following in order come the two next parables, the grain of mustard seed

and the leaven hid in three measures of meal. They point to the expanding,

progressive, impregnating character of vital Christianity. It is a light,

and must shine, and shine on, till it culminate in the meridian of uni-

versal truth ; it is a river, which shall meet with no interruption in its flow,

until " the whole earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory of

Cod as the waters cover the sea." At the close of the last of these illus-

trations the sacred writer adds—" All these things spake Jesus unto the

multitude in parables ; and without a parable spake he not unto them."

"Then he sent the multitude away, and went into the house." And now
in the house, and with none but disciples present, it is observable that the

parables take a different form. From being general statements, descriptive

of gospel success or failure, they become rules or marks for an indwelling

application of its benefits. We try in vain to escape under cover of verbal

generalities ; we are pressed with a sharply defined portraiture of spiritual

character. The question is not how far the expanded mustard grain may have

shot out its branches; but does my soul repose under its shadow ? Not how
much of the mighty aggregate of corruption has become leavened by the sanc-

tifying influences of the gospel ; but whether I have become a participant of

those influences by a distinct act of my own will. To this point both the

parable of the text and the one which immediately follows seem specially ad-

dressed. Spoken not to the multitude, but to the professed followers of the

Saviour, the supposition is made that by them the hidden treasure has been

discovered— that within their reach has been placed already "the pearl of

great price;" and they are urged, by a consideration of its high and surpass-

ing worth, to omit no securities and to spare no cost, that the prize may be

made entirely and irrevocably their own. "Again, the kingdom of heaven is

like unto a treasure iiid in a field ; the which when a man hath found, he

liideth, and for joy thereof goeth and selleth all that he hath, and buyeth that

field."

The passage will suggest some reflections on the treasure hidden, and the

treasure found.

I. And, first, with regard to the treasure hidden. "The kingdom of heaven
is like unto treasure liid in a field." The often noticed exactness of our

Lord's illustrations from local usages does not forsake him on the present

occasion. Throughout the East, especially in an insecure state of society,

nothing is more common than for persons to conceal treasures of different

kinds in the earth for the purposes of safety. A writer on Oriental literature

and customs mentions, that in the East, on account of the frequent changes of

dynasties, and the revolutions which accompany them, many rich men divide

their goods into three parts; one they employ in commerce, or for their

necessary support, one tliey turn into jewels, wliich, should it prove needful

to fly, could be easily carried witli them, and a third part, he says, tliey bury
in the earth. In the truthfulness of this latter suggestion other authorities

concur. In the Book of Jeremiah, you may remember, after Ishmael had
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slain Gedaliali, and was proceeding to slay some others, the lives of ten men
were spared on the plea, that they had treasure in the field. Modern travellers,

it is known, often experience great difficulty, in their search after buried

antiquities, owing to the jealousy of the inhabitants of the country, lest they

should be coming to carry from among them some concealed hordes of wealth.

This was especially the case with those enterprising travellers, who both from

this country and from France, were engaged in exhuming the marvellous

remains of Nineveh. The idea was inconceivable by the natives, that men
could be at so much pains merely to throw light on the scenes and facts of

history; and, therefore, they came to the conclusion, that under the pretence

of digging out winged bulls and alabaster slabs these travellers had found a

clue to some precious deposit, with which they might enrich European coffers,

and be rewarded abundantly for all their toil. Our own expression, too, it is

observable, of not leaving a stone unturned, has been referred by proverb

collectors to the assiduity with which, in obedience to an oracle, a certain

Theban turned up every part of a field he had purchased, in which

certain treasures were reported to be concealed. Well, here the promised

blessings of the gospel are compared to a treasure; and we allow at once the

fitness of the name. For is a treasure that which makes a man rich ? Who
so rich as he who has the Lord for his portion, Christ for his friend, heaven

for his home, eternal life for his reward ? If Christ be ours, all things are

ours; the Father's love, the Spirit's guidance, angel's guardianship, saints'

prayers. We may be, by nature we are, " wretched, and miserable, and poor,

and blind, and naked ;" and yet Christ counsels us, that if we buy of him we
shall have gold, that we may he rich, and white raiment, that we may be

clothed, and anointed eyes, that we should see a full redemption to deliver

our souls from death, and sufficient grace to keep our feet from falling. " In

him are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge"—of life and peace,

of help and hope, of grace and glory. " Length of days is in his right hand,

and in his left hand riches and honour." Christ communicates to his people

out of his own fulness—that is, out of a treasury which can never be ex-

liausted. None shall ever find the bottom of that sea ; not the angels shall

ever see the end of his pardons, or the limit of his grace, or the uttermost of

his salvation. According as his people have need for him, he brings the whole
divinity of his nature to bear on the required relief. When they are walking

in darkness he becomes wisdom to them ; when arraigned before the great

accuser he stands up as their righteousness ; he is their sanctification, when
struggling with the remainders of indwelling sin, and their redemption to lead

captivity captive, and say, " Let my people go." He who can say, " The
Lord is my portion," can always add, " Therefore I shall not want." The
promise stands sure, " My God shall supply all your need, according to his

riches in glory by Christ Jesus." The believer is to see Christ in all things,

and to have all things in Christ ; he is not to be enriched out of any measur-
able or finite stores ; he is to be " filled with all the fulness of God,"

Moreover, Christ and his gospel are a treasure to the believer, because out

of it he may minister to the needs of others. God does not give spiritual

bread as he gave natural bread in the wilderness, just enough for every man,
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SO ihat wliile "he that gathered least had no lack, he that gathered most luul

iiolhing over." No, he gives us bread enough and to spare. The lips of the

righteous arc to feed many, and the prayers of the righteous are to help many,
and the example and counsel of the righteous are to strengthen many. Let

us not, in our estimate of gospel blessings, part with the precious notion of a

treasure—something which we may take from, and yet not decrease the store

—

a barrel of meal that never wastes—living waters which cannot spend—a holy

and eternal light which shall never lose its brightness, when a thousand dark

souls around it have come to kindle at its flame.

But observe, in the next place, this treasure is said to be "hid'*—"hid in

a field." The expression commends itself on many accounts. Thus it points

to that order of the Almiglity's procedure by which he saw fit gradually and in

parts to make known the mystery of his saving purposes. According to that

language of the apostle—"To make all men see what is the fellowship of the

mystery, which from the beginning of the world hath been hid in God." And
again—" Even the mystery which hath been hid from ages and from genera-

tions, but now is made manifest to his saints." Or, further, the gospel may be

called a hidden treasure, because its leading scope and purpose were so

largely concealed in the language and ritual of the Old Testament, in the types

and sacraments and other acted parables of the Mosaic Law, in the bright

obscurities of prophecy, and in the gorgeous poetry of cherished, though par-

tially apprehended song. From the eyes of the Jewish mind for ages the veil

has remained untaken away; the Sun of llighteousness is still far back in deep

shadow, judicial shadow. "He holdeth back the face of his throne, and

spreadeth his cloud upon it."

But we are to note, further, that this treasure is said to be " hid in a field."

Were we to be told of some great wealth which was to be found, it would be

something to have a certain circumscribed space, within which to look for it.

With the whole world before us, we should be glad to know of a huge ex-

cepted territory, where it was certain the great prize would not be found.

Without pressing the accidents of a simile with needless closeness, but simply

looking for a depository to contain the treasure, a casket to hold " the pearl

of great price," we are led to look upon the field here as the outward or

visible church, with all its divinely appointed appliances for the administration

of the word and sacraments. The Apostle Paul would bear us harmless for such

an application of the parable, saying as he does, when speaking of the blessings

of the gospel—" But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the excellency

of the power may be of God, and not of us." We touch upon no vexed

questions, when we assume that the promised grace and glory of the gospel

are offered only to a certain spiritual corporation, a visible earthly society,

gathered out of the rest of the world. No assumption is made that all who

are in this society shall inherit the blessing, any more than it is assumed by

vhe parable that all who were in the field would be sure to find the treasure
;

but it is assumed that out of communion with the baptized Christian body,

there is no more promise of salvation than in the parable before us there is

any promise of the treasure to a man who had never gone into the field.

The church is no human institute^ and cannot be subject to the accidents, or
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failures, or decays of luiman instilutcs; it is as miicli an ordained mediiiiu

for dispensing truth and blessedness through the world, as the sun is an
ordained medium for transmitting and diffusing light. The very passage I

just now quoted to show how long the gospel treasure had been hidden goes

on to announce, that to the church is delegated the mighty mission of making
that treasure known. "To the intent that now unto the principalities and
powers in heavenly places, might be known by the church the manifold wis-
dom of God." Thus he who looks to partake of the golden oil of the upper
sanctuary must look to receive it only through the golden pipes. When God
has told us where we ought to expect a blessing, it must be at our own peril

and our own loss, if we go in quest of it elsewhere. The gospel treasure is

"in a field." Still, although this treasure is in the field, it is hid there. It is

not so broadly and patently open as that it may not be overlooked by the

careless, and remain unseen by those whose eyes the love of this world has

turned another way. Many have remained utterly ignorant of the treasure, who
yet have spent their whole life time in the field.

Brethren, the thought should stir us up to great searchingsof heart. As sure

as there are objects in the spiritual world, so sure is there a corresponding

faculty of spiritual discernment. The natural man can no more understand

the things of the Spirit of God than the eyes of the blind can try colours.

When Christ sees fit to make his gospel a closed book, the strongest human
intellect avails not to loosen the seals thereof. Minds of the highest order

have lost themselves in trying to Aithom the deep things of God ; whilst to the

lowly and the learner they have come as easy as the first lessons of childhood.

" I thank thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because thou hast hid

these things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes

;

even so. Father, for so it seemed good in thy sight." "So it seemed good."

Further explanation is not to be demanded. "To you it is given to know
the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven ; but to them it is not given." " If our

gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost"— lost through some form of

criminal and wilful blindness— lost, at that mysterious and untraced junction

point which connects the volitions of responsible agents with the ordinations

and will of heaven. Such a point there is. The initiative of all gracious

communications, we know, must be of God ; but equally true is it, that what-

ever comes afterwards must be connected with the definite and concise acts of

the recipient mind, in the improvement of what is given at first. " Whosoever

hath, to him shall be given, and he shall have more abundance; but whoso-

ever hath not, from him shall be taken away even that he hath." It is a

standing law of the spiritual kingdom—" Yet for this will I be inquired of;"

that is, for all the good things promised in the field, for the treasure, for the

will to seek, and for the eyes to find. David's prayer must be our prayer

—

" Open thou mine eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of thy law."

Here the wondrous things are seen not: they are in our hands, but they are

writ in an undeciphered character. It is " the wisdom of God in a mystery ;"

it is the love of Christ under a seal ; it is the fine gold of Ophir lying at our

feet, but as yet " a treasure hid in a field."

.11. But let us dwell for a short time on the other division of our subject;
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ancestry, my learning, my spreading fame, my lofty morality, and my burn-

ing zeal,
—"and do count them but dung, tliat I may win Ciirist and be

found in him, not having mine own righteousness, which is of the law, but

that which is through the faith of Chiist, the righteousness \vl)ich is of God by

faith."

And now, my brethren, let me exhort you, in conclusion, not to overlook

the everlasting connection which God has ordained to subsist between the

treasure sought, and the treasure found. Do not be hampered by the difficul-

ties, assumed or real, which beset our speculative theology, but take God's

words in their palpable and surface meaning, the only meaning they will bear,

and which it would stultify the human intelligence and be a reproach to the

truth of God, to suppose that they were capable of any other. " Seek, and ye

shall find," it is said in one place; and in another, as if in prospective refe-

rence to this very parable—" If thou seekest her as silver, and searches! for

her as for hid treasure, then shall thou understand the fear of the Lord,

and find the knowledge of God." " If thou seekest her as silver;" that is,

as men seek for silver, as meyi search for hid treasure. The zeal of mam-
mon's votaries reproaches the lukewarmness of those who serve the living God.

See ye how the one seek and search? For years past, as we know, there

has been a literal search for hid treasures, and both to the Western shores of

America and to the great Australian Continent have flocked a vast population

of European adventurers, breaking the thick silence of many an ancient forest

by the sound of spade and pickaxe, or sifting the precious ore from deposits

on the river's bank ; and to secure possession of this hidden treasure no toils

have been too arduous, no sacrifices too costly, no dangers too discouraging.

The scorching sun by day, and the chilling dews by night, the rudest con-

trivances, for beds and tents for shelter, exposed and bleak as a Crimean

hut—perils from the native tribes around them, and perils from the more

savage natures with which they had cast in their lot ; these and a thousand

other ills, were scorned, braved, endured cheefully, so only that out of the

bowels of the earth they could exhume the hoarded gold. Or if this illus-

tration suit not, are we not shamed by the zeal of our gold diggers at home

—

a zeal which rises superior to all the restraints of principle, which turns a

deaf ear to the antiquated scruples of honourable commerce, which without

the toil of digging makes its own fictitious mines, threatening to make the

mercantile character of our nation a byeword, and her traffickers the reckless

and unscrupulous of the earth? Well, all we quote these examples for is to

quicken those who have a real treasure within reach to more diligent and energetic

search. We would have them seek the right riches, in the right spirits in the

right way. There is no promise in the gospel to indolence—no promise to

half-heartedness—no promise to a vacillating and wavering choice. You must

seek the things of the kingdom of God, and seek them " first." This is the law

of the heavenly subordinations. Tiie right things are to be sought in the right

order. You are to seek the " treasure hid in the field" first, and leave every-

thing beside the treasure to seek you. Your heart, your home, your treasure,

are all to be in one place—a place unapproachable by death, or decay, or

change, even among the holy societies of the blessed, and in the immediate

presence of God.
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" Another parable put he forth unto them, saying, The kiugdom of beaverr is likened aoto a
man which sowed grood seed in his field : but while men slept, his eueiiiy tame and Bowed
tares among the wheat."—Matthew xiii. 24, 25.

This parable forms one of the series which supplied us with matter for medi-

tation last Tuesday,* and, as then intimated, was given by our Lord to set

forth the true principles of the Divine government—to show us how God has

dealt, is dealing and will deal with our world unto the end. It seemed a dark
saying to his disciples, as they heard it delivered in public, and so as soon as they

were alone, they said to our Lord, " Declare unto us the parable of the tares

of the field." He complied, and by the time he had finished his first sentence

all was clear. A rich mass of light was projected upon the whole picture.

" He that soweth the good seed is the Son of Man ; the field is the world ; the

good seed are the children of the kingdom ; but the tares are the children of

the wicked one ; the enemy that sowed tiiem is the devil ; the harvest is the

end of the world ; and the reapers are the angels." In these few words we
have the complete scheme of moral providence— the permitted frustrations of a

Divine purpose, the struggles going on between good and evil, the errin"

judgment and mistaken zeal of good men, and the final separations of character

which shall mark the proceedings of the great day.

Let us look again at the circumstances of liie parable. "The kingdom
of heaven," or the dispensation of things under the gospel, "is likened unto a

man which sowed good seed in his field." In the interval between its spring-

ing up, "and while men slept," an enemy comes and casts into the ground a

closely resembling but far inferior seed. This act of malice remains undis-

covered, until the blade springs up, when the servants of the sower, pained

and astonished at the appearance of so much bad wheat intermixed with the

* Soo Gol.lpn Lectures, Sft-ond ii-rii-s. No. 19, Tenny Pu!i,it, No. 3,701.

No. 2,761, 4 s
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good, repair to the Master for an explanation. *' Sir, didst not thou sow good

seed in thy field ? from whence then hath it tares ?" The Master resolves the

difficulty at once. He knows of one who much envies him the prosperity of

his fields, who would mar the success he cannot rival, and injure what he is

unable to destroy. ** An enemy hath done this." Hereupon the servants, in

the true spirit of the world's revenges, ask permission to root out utterly this

spurious and corrupting grain, saying unto the Master, " Wilt thou then that

we gather them up V * Nay,' saith the Master, ' the intermixture is too close,

the difference between good wheat and bad too nice and delicate for your rude

discriminations ; so that whilst intending to gather up tares, it is to be feared

you would gather up wheat also.' " Let both grow together until the harvest

:

and in the time of harvest I will say to the reapers, Gather ye together first

the tares, and bind them in bundles to burn them : but gather the wheat

into my barn."

The true rendering of this parable being given by its Divine Author, relieves

us, in so far as its main purport is concerned, from the necessity of any con-

jectural solutions. It plainly tells us, that with all the care we can use there

must be in every society a mixture of good men and bad ; that any attempt to

mend this state of things by a retributive economy would only add to the

existing evil, and that it must be left to the righteous siftings of the future

world to separate the precious from the vile, and to vindicate the ways of God

to man. To the parable, therefore, as illustrative of these points, we may now

proceed to address ourselves.

And first, let us consider that part of the discourse which tells us, that we

live in a world of good and evil, that even religious society has its unavoidable

admixtures, that men who by outward profession have one Lord to serve, one

faith to subscribe, one baptism to acknowledge, may yet be growing up toge-

ther like wheat and tares in a corn field, only at the time of harvest to be

separated eternally. Let us see how the parable sets forth this fact.

Thus it imports, that all God's original provisions for this our world were

beneficent and wise, and tending to moral happiness. The sower " sowed

good seed in his field." "God made man upright." Eden was the abode of

moral purity ; there were no tares in that field ; and if man had been obedient

to the one command given unto him, a holy posterity might have grown toge-

ther until the harvest. And now that man has fallen, all the provisions of the

gospel tend to the same point—the establishment of a restored spiritual reign.

"The good seed are the children of the kingdom ;" and these children are the

" lights of the world, the salt of the earth," the purifying leaven of a corrupt

mass. " I planted thee a noble vine," said the Lord unto Israel, " wholly

a right seed ;" and the ground is blessed, and enriched, and sanctified wherever

this good seed falls. Consider what an ennobling thing Christianity is, when its

influence can be brought to bear upon the nations. How does it tend to elevate

character, to refine manners, to enlarge the boundaries of thought, to subdue

natural jealousies, and to bind man to man ! How, if, good seed met with no

hindrance, no discouragement, no tares, would it turn " swords into plough-

shares, and spears into pruning-hooks," and barracks into hospitals, and prisons

into schools, till the nations had ceased to learn war any more, and conquerors
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vrere hunted out of the world ! Yea, so precious is this good seed, that a

single grain of it may be made a blessing to mankind. Our Adelaides in the

court, our Hales on the judgment-seat, our Clarksons and Wilberforces in the

senate, our Gardiners in the camp, our Boyles in the walk of philosophy,

and our Cowpers in the department of sweet song—who can tell how great the

world's debt to such good examples ? And many a grain of good seed that grew

not up so high as these may yet be equally a blessing to those around by

the silent influences for good. "The Lord blessed the Egyptian's house," we
are told, ** for Joseph's sake;" and many among us may be similarly indebted.

Masters, mistresses, employers of all kinds, indifferent as they may be about

being served by such qualities, little know how much they are blessed, and

prospered, and kept from evil, through having about them faithful and pious

dependents. How little thought the proud Naamau that he was being remem-

bered in the little captive's prayers

!

"The good seed," then, "are the children of the kingdom"—those who
have been made alive by the word of God, those righteous in a nation that save

it from ruin, those godly in a legislature who would deliver us from statute

infidelity, those Christians in commercial life who regulate all their dealings by
the Bible, those spiritually minded men in a neighbourhood who keep its

religious light from going out, those parents, masters, children, servants in a

family, who feel that they live not to themselves, that good seed must not be
unfruitful, but that each blade must labour to bring forth its fruit unto hoU»
ness, and even to try improve the tares that are growing up at its side-

But having taught us that the seed which God sowed was good seed, the

parable next sets forth how it came to pass that the field yielded any other.

" While men slept, his enemy came and sowed tares anjong the wheat, and

went his way." " His enemy came." Mark the expression, brethren ; for it

takes us up to the great source of all our moral perplexities and problems j and
if it do not tell us how evil came into the world, at least tells us this, that it

did not come in with the consenting purpose aud will of God. In what sense

anything can be said to exist without that consenting will would involve a

discussion I have not time to pursue now; but the truth can never be brought

out too plainly or too often, that the will of God is essentially antagonistic to

all evil—that come when it may, or come how it may, all the attributes of th«

Divine nature must have been opposed to it, and that in whatever form it now
shows itself upon the earth, there is but one solution to be offered for its

existence—"An enemy hath done this;" God's enemy, truth's enemy, the

enemy of all purity, and love, and light, and righteousness. From this posi-

tion no speculative difficulties should ever move us. The awful mystery of

evil will never be entirely cleared up, take what view we may : and therefore let

us at least take that which shall leave without reproach or stain the equities of

the Divine character. It may be, as some have affirmed, that the infinite

creative mind must have an irrepressible tendency to diffuse and communicate

and multiply reflections of itself ; and certainly from this, as a postulate, we
might deduce conclusions which would relieve the subject at all events of a

portion of its darkness ; for if God must create, if to diffuse himself by

means of creative forms be a necessity of his nature, then must these crea-
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lions be intelligent and moral creations ; then must there exist in them the power
of moral refusal and moral choice ; then must there be permissions for things
between which such choice is to be made. And thus, without willing, God
might permit the entrance of that which is wrong; but wrong, as wrong, he
hates, and must hate eternally. He sowed good seed in his field ; from his
enemy and ours alone hath it tares.

Observe, next, the act spoken of is attributed to a personal enemy. The
personality and distinct existence of Satan, as a fallen angelic intelligence, as
the chief of a mighty principality, as a being unfettered by our conditions of
motion and visibility, as having a limited, but still intimate access to human
thoughts and purposes, as waging incessant war with God and holiness, and
.IS being principally bent on the destruction of man's immortality—these are
things which, with the Bible in our hands, we must believe. No philosophy
could disprove it; because on the revealed hypothesis Satan assumes cer-
tain conditions of being which no human philosophy is competent to in-
vestigate. Man's status in the gradation of intelligence fixes the upper limit
of his inquiries. An angel could not comprehend a nature one grain higher
than his own. You will observe, too, that in the parable our Lord speaks of
Satan as his enemy. For "he that sows the good seed is the Son Man,'' says
the explanation ; and it was the personal enemy of the Saviour that threw in
the tares. It is observable that Scripture sets forth the conflict with Satan as
carried on by Christ, rather than the Father. It was Christ who was to bruise
the serpent's head; and it was Christ who was to cast out the prince of this

world ; it was Christ who was to " destroy him that had the power of death."
The reason given for this by the ancient fathers is acute and just; namely,
that the victory over evil was to be achieved not by the putting forth of
power, but by the use of moral means, and the force of moral right. The utter

crushing of Satan after the fall, the ejection of him and his angels from this our
world altogether, and the pursuing them thenceforth to their own dark realms,
would have been a display of Omnipotence only ; the spectacle given to other

intelligences and other worlds was to be one of moral majesty—Satan over-
come by one of the nature of her whom he had beguiled. For the prince
of darkness to have been routed by the armies of heaven, for him to have
quailed before Gabriel, the Strength of God, had been neither a wonder nor a
dishonour; his shame was, that he, once among the host of the throned poten-
tates of heaven, and intellectually their equal still, should now be overmastered
in his policy by flesh and blood, and by the seed of the woman have his

empire and his hopes destroyed.

But note also the action here attributed to Satan. He " sowed tares among
the wheat," or, as some would read it, " between the wheat ;" indicating the

systematic malignity of the act. The exquisite naturalness of ourLord's parables,

their perfect harmony with oriental usage, was adverted to in our last lecture.

We have another instance here. The spoiling of a crop by throwing handfuls
of vetch among it is the practice to this day. The following passage from
Roberts, the great oriental traveller, is very striking. " See," he says, " that lurk-

ing villain, watching for the time when his neighbour shall plant his field. He
carefully marks the period when the work shall be finished, and goes in the night

following, and casts in a seed of rapid growth, which springs up between the

good seed, and scatters itself before the other can be reaped ; so that the poor
owner of the field will be toiling for years before he can get rid of this trouble-

some weed," There is another point of severe local truthfulness which is very

striking. I made a moral application just now of the fact, that those repre-

sented by the wheat should try to improve the adjacent tares. If the parable

mean tares, as we understand it--that is, a seed originally and essentially dif-

ferent in nature, such an application would be out of place j but testimonies
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botli ancient and modern go to prove, that the word here rendered tares,

describes only a degenerate and inferior description of wheat, which in its

sprout, and blade, and all its earlier appearances, would resemble the good
seed so closely that the most practised eye could not discern the diflFerence.

The difference, in fact, is declared by eastern naturalists to consist in the quan-
tity of fruit yielded, that which is here called " tares" usually containing a
few grains only in the largest ear, and these easily shaken out by the wind.

Brethren, what learn we from this, but that Satan's deepest and most ma-
lignant plots are laid in the very heart of the church of God, in the encourage-
ment of a hollow and fictitious Christianity, in keeping up a form of godliness,

even where there is no experience of its power? The grand artifice of false-

hood is to appear like truth. Satan is ever trying to make the church and the

world assimilate; and to this end he will use the church's weapons, inveigh

against pharisaic separations, suggest the good we may do by associating with
persons of less fixed principles than our own, the great danger to our
spirits, when, without any wish to uproot the degenerate grain, we take upon
ourselves to say which are tares and which are wheat ; and the danger is to be
admitted. The good seed and the spurious, the almost Christian and the

quite, the Demas that forsakes the truth, and the Luke that is faithful to it,

have all, up to a certain point, something in common. It was not until the

blade had brought forth fruit that the servants discovered the tares. A test of
sincerity you must apply, not for the judging of your neighbour's conduct, but
for the guidance of your own. " We command you, brethren," says the

apostle, " in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye withdraw yourselves

from every brother that walketh disorderly." In a man's profession you may
be deceived

;
you cannot in his walk. The world followed after, pleasure

loved, riches coveted and amassed, pride displayed, the purse closed against

the claims of God and the poor, no recognition of great spiritual realities at

home or abroad, or in business, or among friends : men must be known by
their fruits. They may come as the Lord's people come, and sit as his people
sit; but they are only Satan's imitations of godliness—the tares he has cast

in among the wheat.

Again : importance is attached by some to the circumstances under which
Satan is said to have accomplished all this mischief in the gospel field, " while
men slept." Assuming the men spoken of to be the under sowers in the

field. Bishop Latimer used to refer to this text, when he complained of sleep-

ing prelates letting the devil run up and down in their diocese. As a rule, it

is not well to press the accidental circumstances of a parable too far; and it is

just possible that by the expression, " while men slept," nothing more is

meant than in the dead of night, when the servants of the Great Sower were
lawfully and unavoidably off their guard ; but it is possible something more is

meant, even reproof to sleepy and unwatchful servants; and then the thought
should press upon us all, How many and great issues are suspended upon the

vigilance of those who are set as watchmen in Israel—upon their wise discern-

ing of the signs of the times, upon their zeal not only to blow the trumpet in

Zion, but in seeing that it gives no uncertain sound. Neither, if the resem-
blance between the wheat and the tares be so close, will the requisitions for

your safety be met by their mere laboriousness. There may be such a thing

as a sleeping diligence among the spiritual watchmen; that is, there may be
zeal, and watchfulness, and boldness for the truth, and faithful enurrciation of
great principle?, and unwearied effort to bring out of the treasury of truth

things new and old, and yet no bringing the people on, no leading them step by
step to further advances in piety and holiness, no care to see them so skilled in

the word of righteousness as to have need not of milk, but of strong meat. At
all events, whether in ministers or in people, it is sloth, supineness, ihe goiug
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on from year to year in the same round of unimproved and unadvancing
piety, that leaves us exposed to the designs of the wicked one. During the
long slumber of the foolish virgins their lamps were gone out. "While men
slept, his enemy came and sowed tares among the wheat, and went his way."

But I pass on to another division of our parable, which, taking it for

granted that good and evil, degenerate wheat and pure, must be in our world,
proceeds to assign reasons why they should be allowed to grow up together.

And, first, we have to observe upon the misguided zeal of the servants, who
would that they should not be allowed to grow up together. On being told

that those tares had been sowed by an enemy, the servants said, " Wilt
thou, then, that we go and gather them up ?" How strong is the desire in man
to hurl God's thunders ! Even John, the gentle, the placid, the loveable,
has no pity for the recusant Samaritan villagers—"Lord, wilt thou that we
command fire to come down from heaven to consume them ?" And so
it has been in every age. Persecution, that brute test of truth, as Words-
worth calls it, is a weapon that the church has always felt a temptation to
employ, as if men's thoughts could fashion themselves to the decrees of righte-
ousness, or as if the wrath of men were to work out the righteousness of God.
Men have been too apt to forget that the permission of a certain amount of
falsehood in the church is part of the appointed discipline for our spirits, and
it is permitted not to make us get angry, and use bitter words, and mount the
chariot of Jehu that we may display our zeal for the Lord, but to set us upon
the diligent use of moral means of securing the triumphs of truth, to make
us more active in feeding the springs of the gospel life among us, to show us
that we are not to keep down error by the power of the sword, but to live it

down by a pure spiritual Christianity, and to preach it down by the doctrines
of grace, and to pray it down by that holy violence which God is willing that
the kingdom of heaven should suffer. The use of defensive weapons is in no
way superseded here; for though it would be persecution for the wheat to
invoke an external power to aid them in rooting up the tares

; yet it would be
base treason to the cause of our common Christianity, if that power were not
called in when the tares were making an encroachment upon the wheat, and
falsehood devising new aggressions on the domain of the truth of God.

But let us go on to notice the grounds on which this short-sighted proposal
of the servants is refused. The first is the moral certainty, that, if this up-
rooting power were committed to any human hand, there would be much in-
justice done. " Nay," answers the Master, " lest while in gathering up the
tares, ye root up also the wheat with them." " Root up ;" for the roots of the
two kinds of plants are as much intertwined with each other under the earth,
as the plants themselves are upon the surface. We see the application by the
relationship of state, by the interchanges of commerce, by the united interests of
families; the fortunes of men are so interlinked together, that you could not
go down deep enough into these associations to find a point at which
we could punish the bad without doing some injury to the good. The
cunning enemy has sown his tares between the wheat; he would not fling the
grain broadcast, but cast it in furrows, so regular, and close, and deep, as that
the relations of human society should be penetrated with his mischief to its

roots. All weeding out, therefore, must be done with a careful and slow
hand. How near together may grow up respectability and villany ; how the
fraudulent speculator and his victim must cast their fortunes into a common
store, how manoeuvre, and finesse, and craft get intermixed with simplicity,

and openness, and unsuspecting truth; root of root, and branch of branch,
we need not at this day point out. It is this which makes all extirpatory
legislation, as applied to some of the vices of our social system, so hopelessly
difficult. Anything but restraints on gross success in oppression would not
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punish the ojipressor so much as injure tlie oppressed. The maxim is as

needful for human government as for Divine—" Lest while ye gather up the

tares, ye root up also the wheat with them."
But note another reason against our proceeding with these summary se-

parations between the tares and wheat in society, namely, our utter incom-
petency for the task—" For who ait thou that judgest another roan's ser-

vant?" Who gave us an infallible power of discrimination ? If the destroying
angel were to put his sword into our hands, with authority to slay all the

enemies of God. is there one of us who would dare to use it? dare to usurp
the functions of the Great Searcher of hearts, and say, "These are tares, and
this is wheat?" Had suck a commission been given to us in the first ages of

Christianity, and we had presumed to enter upon its fulfilment, we should
probably have singled out as our first victim one whom all evidence would
justify us in regarding as the enemy of God, without plea of office or call of
necessity, or hope of reward. We see a man breathing out threatenings and
slaughter against the disciples of the Lord ; he has gone at his own charges
on a mission of extirpation ; we see him dragging Christians, even the feeble

and delicate women, in chains, to Jerusalem ! May we not let our pious in-

dignation fall upon such a one ; and ignorant of his designation to be the

great apostle of the Gentiles say, as his own countrymen said : " Away with
such a fellow from the earth!" The extreme case alarms us ; and we see now
what kind of tares our erring judgment would be the first to pluck up. But
there are weapons of persecution beside the sword ; and there are many
who may never become apostles, who yet, in the last day, shall be reckoned
among the finest of the wheat. You have heard of the likeness between the

pure grain and the spurious, in its early stages. Do we not often, by our
harsh judgments, and inward censures, and perhaps unkind discouragements,
tear up much young wheat? Are we always hopeful of the day of small
things? Do we take heed that we injure not one of Christ's little ones.' Do
we not hastily conclude that such a one is to be reckoned with the tares, that

he must be left, must be uncared for, that he is beyond our pains to reach,

and past a place in our prayers ? And yet all this time he is the subject of
an unseen and unknown struggle. His pride will not let him speak ; yet he
would give worlds for a kind word from you, for an intimation that you were
hopeful about him, still felt an interest in him, had not jour hearts pronounced
judgment against him, that he was not one of the children of the kingdom.
Oh ! as new wine is found in the cluster, and one saith, "destroy it not, for

there is a blessing in it," have a care of judging of the religious state of your
neighbour. You are acting inwardly the part of the persecutor, you are assum-
ing the forbidden right of gathering up the tares, alike forgetful of the benefit

to the world from their permitted growth, and the danger to yourself, " lest,

while intending to gather up the tares, you root up also the wheat with them."
And this brings me to the last point I can notice, namely, that this mixture

of good and evil amongst us is an intended part of our moral and spiritual

discipline. " Let both grow together until the harvest." Many advan-
tages from this mixture are apparent. It supplies a test of character ; for

without laying ourselves open to the charge of Pharisaism, we must all ac-

knowledge that there must be a Lord's side, and that, as opposed to a halting

and undecided walk, these mingled and alternate rows of good seed and bad
will often compel from us an answer to the question : " Choose ye^ this day,
whom ye will serve." Again : such a mixture aff"ords scope and play for all

the Christian activities. Go through the chief parts of the human character,

and you will find that some form of moral evil supplies a principle for their ex-
ercise. What would be the effect of a geographical separation—all the wicked
gathered into one place by themselves, and all the good galliered into one
place by themselves—it might not he easy to conjecture furtlier than this,
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that wickedness revelling in the licence of unbridled, unbroken pow^r, would
certainly become more wicked, wliilst righteousness, undisciplined by con-

flict, and kept at a distance from temptation, would never attain to that manli-

ness and strength of growth, which it often has attained, when evil has

been growing at its side. Indeed, the highest privilege of our being, that of

saving a soul, is connected with the appointment—" let both grow together."

The unbelieving husband is saved by the believing wife ; the slave that has

departed from his master is received again by him for ever. The spendthrift

child comes back to the parental roof, to find his father twice a father—a father

both in the flesh and in the Lord. But, then, take the worst case, that our

efforts for good fail, that the tares remain tares, and that the wheat remains

wheat; it is still for the good of the righteous and for the glory of God's great

name, that both should " grow together until the harvest." For the good man
loses none of his labour ; his efforts advance his own sanctification, his prayers

return into his own bosom. He has shown a mercy which must be once
blessed at least, " for it blesseth him that gives," when it is no blessing to

" him that takes." Whilst, lastly, God is still glorified, for we must give

full force to the expression—" let both grow together until the harvest."

The expression plainly implies, advancement, increase, progress, each in his

own way, to a definite and appointed end. The Christian is growing in grace,

and in the knowledge of his Lord and Saviour; the sinner is waxing worse
and worse, deceiving and being deceived , and side by side they grow up.

There is the same sun to shine upon them, they learn their lesson from the same
Bible, and in the same sanctuary they offer up their prayers. But not long

will they thus grow together; the day of days draws near, years as they roll

on are preparing for each their separate eternity—an eternity commencing
from that hour, when the Almighty Husbandman shall say to the reapers,
" Gather ye together first the tares, and bind them in bundles to burn them

;

but gather the wheat into my barn."

And now, brethren, it only remains that I should remind you of the collec-

tion to be made at the close of this service on behalf of the Schools belonging

to the Ward in which this Church is situated. I believe I follow in the

steps of my respected predecessor, when I make an announcement of the col-

lection, and do not take up any considerable part of the discourse in en-

forcing the claims of religious education. Indeed, in this day, and before

such an auditory, I should deem it to be a work of perfect supererogation, to

point out what would be the social and moral evils of a population growing up
"without God, without Christ, without hope in the world," to show how all the

dearest interests of society would become endangered, if we were to let the tide

of popular ignorance sweep through our land. This, I say, would be a most su-

perfluous task. I will, therefore, only stir you up to liberal things, by remind-

ing you of the one ground on which your contribution should be large on the

present occasion ; I mean, that this is the only opportunity afforded you in the

course of the year, for showing your sense of the great kindness manifested

by the Rector and Churchwardens in permitting us to assemble in this place

for worship, and for all liieir kind, and judicious, and considerate arrange-

ments, that from week to week we may be permitted to assemble here. On
this ground, I do hope, that all who are in the habit of attending this Lecture,

will take tlie present opportunity of testifying thankfulness for it. If they

can look back upon any time, when within these sacred walls they have

received a blessing from above, if tiiey can remember svhen their hearts have

been comforted, their spirits have been refreshed, their consciences stirred up
to awakening thoughts, their wills encouraged to new and persevering resolves,

now is the opportunity for testifying their sense of sucii benefit. And these

children will thank you—not indeed as they would desire. Although they

cannot recompense you, yel you " shall bo recompensed at the resurrection of

the just."
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"And he said unto him, Thou hast answered right: this do, and thou shalt live."

—

Luke X. 28.

In reading the account of the conversion of the Philippian jailor, we cannot
but be struck with the wisdom of Paul and Silas in leading the afirighted

man up at once to the central doctrine of our Christianity. The occasion

was evidently to become the great crisis in his soul's life. Under a trembling
and almost maddening sense of deserved condemnation, he had asked,

"Sirs, what must I do to be saved ?" And we feel that any ill-judged or

misleading counsel then, any repulsive or disheartening expression then, any
unsound or defective canon on the method of a sinner's justification tlien,

would, in the human probabilities of things, have made him take to his

sword again, and seek a refuge from despair in the cowardly magnanimity of

a Roman death. He was saved from this by hearing from the lips of the

apostle a powerfully condensed summary of all moral requirement, by being

told that all saving religion might be compressed into a creed of one article.

The whole revelation of God was exhibited to him in a sentence—" Believe

in the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved." The incident from
which our text is taken supplies an example of another inquirer ; in a some-
what diflFerent temper of mind, it is true, but putting a question substan-

tially the same with that proposed by the Pliilippian jailor. A certain

lawyer, or scribe, had come to Christ, saying, "Master, what shall I do to

inherit eternal life?" And to him we find that, instead of faith in a Mediator
being set forth as the grand foundation of a sinner's acceptance before God,
he is assured of the high rewards of immortality on the one condition of

moral obedience ; for having, at the bidding of Christ, recited accurately all

the duties which man owes to God and to his neighbour, he receives as an
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answer to the momentous query he had submitted, " Thou hast answered
right ; this do, and thou shalt live."

Brethren, a question may not unnaturally arise here. Do the respective

answers of the Saviour and the apostle conflict ? Are there two ways to

heaven ? "Would faith without obedience have saved the jailor, or would
obedience without faith have secured eternal life to the scribe ? The ques-

tion is important, because, although error may be diverse, may contradict

and cross itself at a thousand points, truth can give forth but one voice. We
cannot have one doctrine in the gospels and another in the epistles. If the

article of justification by faith is to be found in the writings of St. Paul, I

should expect to read in the discourses of our Lord, such words as, " He that

believeth on me, even though he were dead, yet shall he live ;"—"Whoso-
ever liveth and believeth in me shall never die ;" while, if I find awful

parables in the evangelists, making the awards of the great day turn upon
certain proofs of love to God and our neighbour, I should not be satisfied,

unless I found in the epistles some such answering echo to the sentiment as,

" Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is this, to visit the

fatherless and widows in their affliction, and to keep himself unspotted from
the world."

The two points, therefore, to which our text suggests that I should chiefly

call your attention, are ; first, the inculcation of moral obedience as a scrip-

tural requisite to salvation ; and, secondly, the perfect compatibility of such

a supposition with our received views of the doctrine of justification by
faith.

I. Our attention is to be first directed to the necessity of moral obedience

as the uniform requirement of scripture in order to salvation. " This do, and
thou shalt live," was the answer given to the scribe. And the same senti-

ment is put forth everywhere ; in the law, in the prophets, by apostles, and
by evangelists ; by the voice which spake in thunder from the clouds of Sinai,

and by the lips which breathed gentlest benedictions on the multitude as-

sembled on the mount. Not only was it delivered to them of old time

—

" It shall be our righteousness if we observe to do all these commandments
before the Lord our God, as he hath commanded us ;" this, we might have
thought was one of the stern precepts of the schoolmaster, reminding us of

our own moral impotence to obey, and leading us to him who should obey in

our stead. But we have the same solemn injunction laid upon us under a

dispensation of tenderness and love—" If thou wilt enter into life, keep the

commandments." " Not every one that saith unto me. Lord, Lord, shall

enter into the kingdom of heaven, but he that doeth the will of my Father

which is in heaven." " Be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only, de-

ceiving your own selves." " Follow peace with all men, and holiness, with-

out which no man shall see the Lord." An unquestioned importance is here

assigned to something that man shall be and do, which no mere mental act,

if it terminate there, could adequately represent and satisfy. Let us strike

out into some larger views of gospel philosophy and gospel purpose, and see

if they bring us back to a like conclusion.

Now, first, why have we this gospel given ? What did Christ come into

the world for ? Well, doubtless, it was to relieve wretchedness, to dissipate

error, to revive hope, to take away condemnation, to make death and the

grave unfeared, to light up with all bright things the whole face of the world

about. But was this all ? Was it not also to destroy sin—to promote holi-
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ness—to cast out Satan from his domiaion—to repair the broken and effaced

image of Paradise—to magnify the victories of the cross—to illustrate the

agency of a new principle in man's heart—to form a character which angels

might consort with, and God might look upon—to vindicate the integrity of

the Divine procedure, by showing how the same precious blood fell, as well

for the acquittal of the guilty, as for the recovery and sanctification of the
vile ? A few passages of Scripture will abundantly justify this view of the

great design of the gospel : " For this purpose the Son of God was manifested

that he might destroy the works of the devil." " Who gave himself for us,

that he might redeem us from all iniquity, and purify unto himself a pecu-

liar people, zealous of good works." "Christ loved the church, and gave
himself for it, that he might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of
water by the Word, that he might present it to himself a glorious church,
not having spot or wrinkle, or any such thing, but that it should be holy, and
without blemish." " Created in Christ Jesus unto good works which God
had before ordained, that we should walk in them." Again : look at the

agency of the Holy Spirit in the economy of salvation, and see how in all his

Divine offices regard is had to the production of a practical result, to a visible

change of life and character, to the recovery of the rebellious will, that it

may be brought into unison with the will of God, and feel that its only hap-

piness is to obey. Every name that this blessed Spirit bears, and every rela-

tion he sustains towards us, will be found to have, as the terminating object,

to renew us unto holiness, to make our worship become the worship of obe-

dience, to teach us that we must not rest satisfied with any inward or sub-

jective tests of conversion, if we cannot point to those more palpable and
discerning realities of our Christianity, the walking by faith and the conver-

sation which is according to godliness. Thus, his first great office is to con-

vince of sin. And what is the method of the Divine Spirit here ? While
he uncovers the concealed iniquities of the sinner's heart, he quickens to

new life the turbid energies of conscience, and reveals in its vast extent and
compass the reach of the Divine commandments ; he exhibits the spotless

rectitude of a righteous and all-observing God ; he displays the exceeding
sinfulness of sin, in the only obedience that could cover it, in the onlv life

that could be laid down for it, in the only intercession which could plead for
it, in the only influence poured out from on high, which could efface its de-
filing stain, or destroy its power in the heart. And who sees not that all

this is, to excite in us the utmost abhorrence of sin, to make us resolve that
we will henceforth show no compassion to it, to make us shrink from the
smallest act of disobedience as tending to open anew the breach between
God and man ? Or, take the blessed Spirit, again, in his office of Comforter •

as giving us joy, and hope, and peace in believing ; as restoring to us the
feelings, and privileges, and hopes of children ; as replacing our bondage
fears by that mingled feeling which tempers confidence with submission, and
adoring reverence with filial love ; as helping our infirmities in prayer • as
elevating our thoughts in worship j as sustaining our souls in conflict • as
witnessing for us, and witnessing with us, that we are the accepted and owned
of God. Yet, in all these things, how plainly do we see a tendency to purify
and raise character, to call into activity a class of affections with which in-

dulged sin cannot consist, to keep vividly before the mind those two sides of
the Christian seal—the one, " the Lord kuoweth them that are his" the
other, " Let every one that nameth the name of Christ depart from iniquity."
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-And like thoughts will be forced iipou ns if we contemplate other offices

of this Divine Agent. If the Spirit be our guide, whither will he lead us

but into the laud of uprightness? If the Spirit be our intercessor, what

prayers will he set us upon asking, but such as are in accordance with the

will of God I If through the power of the Holy Ghost we abound in hope,

a hope that " when Christ shall appear we shall be like him, and see hioi as

he is," by what an inevitable moral law does it seem to follow, that every

man who hath this hope in him will purify himself even as he is pure I

And, instead of their being in us hard to keep, God's commandments

always would appear fresh if we should go on to consider the gospel as a

revealed system of training for immortality. When Paul received his com-

mission to go forth, "turning men from darkness to light, and from the

power of Satan unto God," it was to the intent that they might receive two

tilings ; first, the forgiveness of their sins ; and, secondly, an inheritance

among them that are sanctified. Now, can a man partake of such an in-

heritance who lives and dies in disobedience ! Is the grave a place in which

the soul is transformed, as to all the essentials of its moral being ? Can a

man die in the posture of rebellion, and rise with the bended knee of loyalty ?

Can he to the close of this life have fellowship with the works of darkness,

and begin the next with a consistent meetness for the "inheritance of the

saints in light !" Will Christ say to him, " because on earth ye called me.

Lord, Lord, it will suffice that in heaven you begin your new employment,

and for the first time do what I say ?" From all these considerations, there-

fore, I think it must appear that, with whatever limitations we may under-

stand the doctrine, or by whatever qualifications modified, stand ©r fall what-

ever system may, we must insist upon such moral obedience as man has the

power to render, as being vital to his salvation ; must close the doors of the

kingdom of heaven against everything that defiles ; must propound, as an eter-

nal axiom of the heavenly moralities, that " in every nation he that feareth"

God, and he only, "is accepted with him." " This do, and thou shalt live."

II. I come now, therefore, to the second point, which was to inquire how

far the enforcement of personal obedience, as necessary, as indispensable, as

in a sense conditional, to salvation, would be found to harmonize with our re-

ceived views of the great doctrine of a sinner's justification "by faith ? In

other words, to inquire how far it would be superfluous to enforce works

where the nature of justifying faith is rightly understood, and dangerous to

enforce them where it is not I For that it is thought to be one or the other

^f tlicse must, I think, be inferred from the fact, that in OHr teaching, gene-

ratty, "we are Wont to give much greater prominence to the Eleventh Article

of our Church than we do to the Twelfth—to the necessity of faith in order

to our justification, than to the necessity of good works in order to prove

the reality of our faith. Our Articles, keeping as they always do close to

Scripture, make both necessary. A necessity it. is, not a thing of grace.

That which must be is a condition, whether it respects a principle or a re-
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•suit to which that principle should lead; and, therefore, if I am asked to

show a man the way of salvation, I am as little at liberty to omit saying to

him, "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ," as I am, in reference to the un-

changing demands of the moral law, to omit saying, " This do, and thou

shalt live." And yet in practice, I think, we do omit saying this last ; at

least, we do not s^y it so plainly as the other. Whenever passages of Scrip-

ture have to be illustrated ; enforcing the immutable obligation of personal

holiness ; suspending, on works done and charities practised, our place at the

right hand of the Saviour ; and even speaking of our poor and defective ser-

vice as having an everlasting recompense in the life to come ; we notice, I

think, that there is not that outspoken boldness in our statements which

marks our enunciation of other truths. We speak, as it were, under re-

straint, like Protestants with a doctrine in reserve ; as if we had some

esoteric truth manifested to us which we feared that we should get hold of

and turn to some bad account.

The first beginning and occasion of this undertone manner of speaking on

points which in the sacred records stand out in broad sunlight, we well know.

Long before Luther's time, Eome had been constructing a divinity by which

man was to establish a claim upon his Maker, by which the things that he

did or suffered should have a co-efl5cient influence, with the things which

Christ did and suffered, in obtaining his justification^making forgiveness no

more than a just debt, and eternal life a righteously earned, reward. All

this was, of course, calculated to stir up the indignation of those holyAnd
humble men of heart who bewailed in secret their stained and defective

duties ; but who, so far from resting in them as grounds of pardon, only

thought of them as things which needed to be pardoned, too. They wanted a

priest to bear for them even the iniquity of their holy things. But ^eal, even

a righteous zeal, makes man an indifferent searcher after truth. It stirs the

turbid water before ever it comes to the bottom of the well ; so, if the pearl

be found, on being brought tolight it bears marks of defacement, of soiled and

rude bands. It is not truth pure, but truth exaggerated and run wild. Hence

the great reformer, and champion of our doctrine of justification, possessed

with a belief that it was his mission to defend that—as, indeed, it was—could

not wait to consider the relation in which this doctruie stood to our entire

revealed system, but was for annihilating at one fell swoop every seemijigly

conflicting statement. Nearly we were asked to receive a mutilated Bible

as the price of his championship, and to blot out an entire epistle from the

inspired truth of God. To keep truth, Luther tliought we must give np

St. James ; while another reformer, a contemporary of his, in his affrighted

eargerness to escape the presumption of human merit in the sight of God,

went so far as to afSrm that good works were not only defective in their na-

ture, and unnecessary to salvation, but were positively detrimental to the be-

liever's hopes of heaven.

These are, of course, only the extravagance aud waywardness of over-
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zealous minds. Still they raay Bhow how it has come to pass, in reference

to the vital necessity of personal godliness, that there is very often in our

reformed divinity so much that is timid and vague, inconsequential and

shallow. Through sensitiveness to the danger with which a great doctrine

was threatened, there is in the theology of that day—I am not sure it does not

reach to ours—a fastidious dislike, an almost morbid repugnance, to the use

of expressions which, nevertheless, fell from our Saviour's lips without the

slightest limitation or reserve. The very mention of the word, " reward," as

a motive to perseverance almost frightens us ; while, if we should say, that

doing the will of God was an indispensable condition to our entering the

kingdom of heaven—although our Lord has said, none should enter therein

without it—a pious dread would arise in the minds of many, that we were

attributing far too much to the agency of man in the matter of his own
salvation, and were derogating from the finished work, the perfect righte-

ousness, the all-sufficient justification achieved for us by the sacrifice of the

Son of God.

Now, before saying anything on the involved impiety and danger of these

practical suppressions of truth, let us just inquire if there be any necessity

for keeping back a part of the counsel of God for fear it should do damage

to the rest—any necessity for shading over a portion of the light which God

lias given us lest by exposure it should either become darkness, or turn him

that looks thereat blind 2 " This do, and thou shalt live." " Well done

thou good and faithful servant ; thou hast been faithful over a few things,

I will make thee ruler over many things. Enter thou into the joy of thy

Lord." " And thou shalt be blessed, for they cannot recompense thee, for

thou shalt be recompensed at the resurrection of the just." Here, un-

questionably, we have a notion of reward. But, then, what reward ? Is it

the reward of debt in which the creature, by the intrinsic worth of the

services rendered, claims eternal life from his Maker as only a rightfully

earned equivalent ? Or is it the reward of grace, in which the recompence

bears no proportion to the service, but is promised to us of God's mere free-

will, and which by that promise, and by that promise only, is he in any sense

obliged to pay ? If the reward be of this latter kind, as it manifestly is, the

supposition affects not our received doctrine in the least. The idea of merit,

of consideration, of price, is excluded ; excluded by the fact, that the grounds

on which we are accounted just before God, is not only antecedent to all

human service in the order of time, but could only by the free, unprompted

love of God have ever become the grounds of justification at all. The truth

meets us at every turn, that our salvation is of grace ; that eternal life is

Heaven's unsought donation to a world as helpless as it was lost ; and that,

just "as by the offence of one, judgment came upon all men to condemnation,

even so by the righteousness of one, the free gift came upon all men unto

justification of life."

I3ut it will be said, if you thua insist upon moral obcdieuce, or works of
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godliness, as vital to salvation, do you not in effect make these works an

element of justification ? I answer, we do ; but not a meritorious element?

any more than we make faith itself a meritorious element. We make it an

element in the same sense as St. James does, namely, as a concurring or evi-

dential proof of that state of mind by which Christ, the true source of justi-

fication, is apprehended. " "Was not Abraham our father justified by works,

when he had offered Isaac his son upon the altar ? Seest thou how faith

wrought with his works, and by works was faith made perfect ?" Brethren, in

their zeal for a phrase, I believe people often forget that we are not justified

by our faith, or by our works either ; that it is the righteousness of Christ

which justifies, and therefore, any efficacy to that end, which may be attri-

buted either by St. Paul to faith, or by St. James to works, can only be a

derived or instrumental efficacy, leaving the one sole meritorious cause of

all acceptance before God to stand in the obedience, the alone work of

Christ. Indeed, the very expression, justification by faith, is neither more
nor less than a theological abbreviation for describing that instrumental

medium through which the righteousness of Christ is appropriated by us.

Moreover, it must be obvious that if we attribute a man's justification to his

faith, we do in effect as much refer it to himself as if we were to refer it to

his works ; for if works are acceptable only as they express the state of

mind of the agent, so faith is acceptable only as it expresses the state of

mind of the believer. In fact, faith is itself a work ; is put down in Scrip-

ture among our commanded endeavours after obedience. " Then said they

unto him. What shall we do that we may work the works of God ? Jesus

answered and said unto them, This is the work of God, that ye believe on him
whom he hath sent."

Time allows not that I should deal with an argument sometimes used, that

there is the less necessity for enforcing on men the duties of practical god-

liness, because if there be in them the principle of a living faith, moral

obedience is sure to follow ; that gratitude for a found peace, a found hope,

a found salvation, will and must issue in love to God and therewith a keeping

of his commandments. It is sufficient to answer, that, whatever gratitude be

capable of accomplishing in our own day, it was able to accomplish in the

time of our Lord ; and, therefore, if exhortations to holiness of life were
deemed needful to stir up the minds of men then, they cannot be the less,

but the more needful to arouse their attention now. We must have observed

the emotions of our own hearts but very superficially, if we have not dis-

covered before this what a tendency there is in all of us to rest in a mere
emotional religion, in transient impulses of love to the Saviour for all he has

done for us, without any endured sacrifice for his sake, or any strenuous

resolution to take up his cross. We love to think of the faith that justifies the

person, but not enough of the faith that purifies the heart. We love to

dwell on Christ as our sacrifice for sin ; we think less of him in his mission

as au example of godly life. We love to take up his own beautiful sermon
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and read the words, " Blessed—blessed—blessed ;" but wait not to see how

all these promises belong to moral character, to the lowly, to the meek, to

the merciful, to the peace-maker, to the pure in heart. But the one lesson

which stands out from our subject is, that of all justifying faith, moral obe-

dience is a true and necessary constituent. Our theology would lose all its

consistency, all its unity, all its strength, if it were otherwise. I touched last

week upon that mystery of all mysteries, the initiative of an evil influence

in God's world. But how did this evil make its appearance ? In the simple

form of disobedience. Out of the abyss of created things arose some evil

power, some rebellious will, placing itself in immediate antagonism to the

great Parent of the universe, and thus letting in all the powers of death upon

the future home of man. The work of Christ is heaven's stupendous con-

trivance for destroying this power, for enthroning the one Supreme will, for

effecting such an absolute subjugation of all intelligent spirits, that there

should be but one law, one rule, one throne, throughout the universe of God.

If disobedience could be tolerated in them that are justified, the work of the

cross would be frustrated, the dominion of evil must still continue; God
would no longer be the Sovereign in his own world, and Christ would be put

to an open shame. Let us not then put asunder what God hath joined toge-

ther ; let us not weaken the everlasting bond which unites the faith of

justification with the sanctities of life ; but prieserving in all its integrity, and

and without one missing link, that golden chain of the Divine predestina-

tions, which comes, which justifies, which sanctifies, which makes meet for

heaven, let us walk in the paths of all holy obedience, " having our fruit

unto holiness, and the end everiasting life.
"^
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" For if, when we were enemies, we were reconciled to God by the death of his Sou, much
more, being reconciled, we shall be saved by his life."—Romans v. 10.

The Apostle Paul was a great master in the art of reasoning. He often carries

us, chapter after chapter, through a most carefully constructed system of in-

ductive proofs, evidently persuaded that such forms of appeal would find

something answerable to them in the common intelligence of mankind, as well

as be very helpful in the vindication and furtherance of the truth. In the

passage from which I am going to discourse to you, he is having recourse to

that particular kind of reasoning which logicians call tlie argument a fortiori—
an argument in which we first establish the conclusion we desire to arrive at

by supposing one set of circumstances, and then, by showing that in reality

the circumstances are far more favourable, deduce a corresponding accession

to the strength of our conclusion. The premises granted, there is no form of

reasoning which proceeds so forcibly. IIow convincingly does our Lord make
use of it, in assuring us of an answer to prayer! "If ye, then, being evil,"

have the parental instinct so strong in you that you cannot but give good tilings

unto your children, how do you think it would be possible for your Father

which is in heaven to refuse good things to them that ask him ? And such,

you will perceive, is the kind of argument the apostle is constructing in our

text. His one great object is to prove that a believer in Christ has a sufficient

warrant for his hope of everlasting salvation ; and in order to this lie strings

together a succession of contrasted circumstances, all bearing upon this con-

clusion, and all connected by one principle which he takes it for granted

nobody will be found to deny—namely, that reconciliation to an enemy must
be a more difficult exercise of goodness than showing kindness to a friend

—

that he who could forbear his holy resentments against us, while we were yet

in a posture towards him of stout and open rebellion, would not be likely to
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visit the effects of his indignation upon us, now that the quarrel is made up.

" Now," says the apostle, in the passage before us, " the first, the great, the

aboriginal difficulty of our moral position, that of reconciling the offended

Father of our spirits to his disloyal, disaffected offspring, has been overcome,

overcome by the death of Christ. Is the life of Christ—that is, his after life

in heaven—sufficient for overcoming the other and obviously lesser difficulty,

that of maintaining this state of reconciled feeling, and of assuring to the

human objects of it such a continued place in the Divine regards as that they

should not fail of salvation ?" And his answer is, that upon the most obvious

view we can take of the past and present condition of believers it is sufficient.

"For if, when we were enemies, we were reconciled to God by the death of

his Son, much more, being reconciled, we shall be saved by his life."

Desiring as far as may be in these lectures to keep in harmony with the

course of our Christian year, I take up a subject which brings before us some

of the results of the Saviour's ascension into heaven. We have seen what we

owe to his death—what we owe to his resurrection. Wherein does faith or

hope find anything more to build upon, by contemplating him as living for

ever in heaven ? Much every way, argues the apostle ; and he supports his

argument by three contrasted propositions, which we shall now proceed to

consider. First, that if the love of God towards us was so great, whilst we

were in a condition of enmity, much more may we calculate upon that love

now that we are brought into a stale of reconciliation. Secondly, that if the

death of Christ, even with all the mysterious accompaniments of his humilia-

tion, availed to procure such benefits for us, how much more will he be able

to accomplish for us by all the powers of his lisen and ascended life ? And
thirdly, if there were such a putting forth of infinite resources, to secure the

initial step of our reconciliation, how much more likely is it that such re-

sources should be employed to make this friendship with God complete by

our full and final salvation ?

Our first contrast, you will observe, has respect to two moral conditions, in

one of which we have stood, and in the other of which we are assumed to

stand, towards the righteous Governor of the universe. And the question to

which the apostle takes it for granted one answer alone can be given is—In

which slate might we most reasonably calculate upon ihe Divine forbearance

—

in the slate when we were enemies, or in ihe slate when we are friends? Here,

as you obseive, the whole stress of the argument is laid upon the fact of there

having been an originating act of kindness on the part of God, whilst there

was nothing on our part but deep and unalleviated provocation. The apostle's

previous reasoning had been gradually working up to this point. One person

dying to save another, he had been arguing—why, it is one of those feats of

moral chivalry one does not often hear of; still, for a friend, for one of rare

excellence of character, such a thing might be. " Peradventure for a good

man some would even dare to die." Does the case, then, apply to us? No;

for herein most strikingly hath " God commended his love toward us, in that,

while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us." "While we were yet sin-

ners." This it is which gives to the compassions of Deity their untold and

mysterious glory. Tliiiik how strong musi have been the moving principle of
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tlie Divine mind, how inextinguishable the love for our race, to select as the

moment for doing us good the time when our hatred was at its bitterest, and

our alienation was at its deepest—when there was not a single heart among us

desiring to return to its cast-off allegiance, but when the whole human creation

was exalting itself against the reign of God. Had the world thrown down
its weapons of disobedience, had there been found among its multitudinous

population any sign of a contrite and relenting spirit—had there gone up to

heaven any consentaneous look, or sigh, or prayer for forgiveness—we had not

wondered to see the ever-anticipative mercy of our God hastening eagerly to

meet us, glad of a reason for staying the execution of vengeance, and rejoicing

at the occasion for which he had from all eternity been waiting—waiting to be

gracious. But here it seems as if the restless compassions of the Most High

could wait no longer. Instead of saying, " I will open a way of reconciliation

for men as soon as they become righteous," his language was, " I will com-

mend ray love towards them while they are yet sinners—while they are yet

without strength to be anything but sinners, under a moral impossibility to

desist from the aggravations of their unholy warfare, and in all the unsub-

dued enmities of their fallen nature, yet taking up arms against heaven.

Oh!" argues the apostle, "if God has tlius forced himself, as it were, to

forgive, if against such insuperable moral obstacles as man's rooted antipathies

seem to present, a highway of reconciliation has been thrown up—how honour-

ing, how acceptable, how pleasing must it be to him to see us enter the door

which himself had opened ; and how much more will he do for us now, as

friends, than he could have done for us in the day when he was obliged to

regard us as foes!"

But this view presents the argument of the apostle only in its federal or

collective aspect, and therefore identifies the completed act of reconciliation

with the completed sacrifice of the cross. God declared himself to be well

pleased with that propitiation, and promised to regard as friends and loyal

subjects all who should thenceforth make use of it as their plea of acceptance

at his throne. Hence that which answers to the time of our personal recon-

ciliation, is when by the power of faith we have appropriated an interest in

Christ's sacrifice, when the grace of God has broken the neck of our ancient

enmity, when imaginations have been cast down, and self-exalting thoughts

have been brought low, and there has been a bringing into captivity to the

obedience of Christ of all the desires of the flesh and of the mind. And yet

here too does the argument of the apostle apply, just as much as when taken

in its collective sense; for all the original suppositions made in that argu-

ment, namely, the fact of a confirmed moral enmity on the part of the subject,

and of overtures to reconciliation beginning absolutely and entirely with the

Sovereign, are the same in both cases—in the case of the world at large,

before the method of propitiation had been laid open, and in the case of the

individual sinner, before an interest in this propitiation has been secured. If,

brethren, there have ever been a time in your past life when the doctrines of

the cross were an offence to yuu, when the preaching of them was foolishness,

and the listening to them was wearisome—when from their spirituality and
heart searching closeness you were glad to put them away—if there have ever
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been a time when the world was your all, its custom your law, its approval

your ambition, success in its pursuits and objects your highest recompence of

reward—a time when your heart was unvisited with any serious impressions,

when of devotion you knew nothing but the form, and of eternity nothing but

the name—is not the supposition rightly made of you, that at that time ye

were enemies? And if so, is not the further supposition rightly made, that

if you are now reconciled to God, and if you have laid believingly hold on

the death of his Son, and if from being afar off, you are now brought nigh by

the blood of Christ, all the originating steps towards bringing you into this

new state were taken by God himself—that in so far as any effectual effort

towards your own salvation, you were, as the apostle calls it, "without

strength." Perhaps it was a sickness that first woke up your spiritual alarm
;

but who made an angel of the sickness ? Or perhaps it was a bereavement

vviiich first reminded you of a future meeting with God; but what gave to

your dead a voice? Hundreds at your side have been sick, and hundreds

have gone to weep at a brother's grave, and they remain enemies still, nothing

weaned by their affliction from their worldly dependencies, nothing moved by

providential terrors to sepk the face of God, but continuing in that condition

described by the prophet—" Thou hast stricken them, but they have not

grieved ; thou hast consumed them, but they have refused to receive correc-

tion ; they have made their faces harder than a rock; they have refused to

return." Hence it is plain that with God, and with God alone, originated all

the advances towards a reconciliation. He had a favour to you, whilst you

were yet at enmity with him ; keeping close by you through all your years of

thankless indifference, and working out for you behind a cloud all his designs

of grace and peace.

Now, in this showing, on the supposition that God did so much for you in

your days of forgetfulness, in your days of blind unconcern, ay, perhaps in your

days of open provocation and resistance of his Spirit, how unlikely it is that

he should leave you to yourself now? With what assurance may you calcu-

late upon the succours of heaven being extended in aid of the consumma-

tion of its own work ? God saw you, when it was with you as it was once

with the apostle himself—when your face was set against the truth, when you

were taking a bold stand on your own moral merits, when you were kicking

madly against the pricks of a struggling and an accusing conscience, and his

heart was kind towards you even then. How, think you, he will regard you

now, when through the effectual power of his own grace he sees you trembling,

and weeping, and humbled in soul, and emptied of all your own righteousness

—

when he has to witness concerning you to the rejoicing assemblies of heaven

—

•' Behold he prayelh !"—when he hears you crying out to him whom your

ims have pierced, " Lord, what wilt thou have me to do ?" Oh, brethren, if
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we have truly become reconciled to God by the death of his Son, how should

there be found now room for our timid and weak misgivings? Shall he show

pity to the stranger, and pass by the child ? Shall he draw the avowed traitor

to his heart, and yet spurn the submissive subject from his throne ? Shall he

follow the prodigal into a far country, weeping, making him unhappy that he

may wish to return, inclining his will that he may resolve to return, inspiring

him with confidence that he may begin to return ; and yet when he has

returned meet him with an angered and forbiding frown ? Nay, verily, he who

mourned for the lost will rejoice over the found ; he who watched over the

dead will keep him that is alive again. Enemies we were when he reconciled

us to himself by the death of his Son ; how much more, therefore, being

reconciled, shall we be saved by his life ?

II. But we pass on to the second form of contrasted proposition contained

in the text, and which, as I have said, is based upon the assumption that,

however strong be the warrant for our confidence, as standing in the death of

Christ, our assurance should advance immeasurably higher, when we are con-

templating the results of his risen and ascended life. This argument is one

which evidently presented itself to the apostle's mind as having peculiar

force. We have him working it out at greater length in a passage recently

brought under your notice.* " Who is he that condemneth 1" he asks ; and

then, replying to his own question, he continues, " It is Christ that died, yea

rather, that is risen again, who is even at the right hand of God, who also

maketh intercession for us." Here it is first assumed that our justification

is rendered more sure and permanent by Christ's risen life. From whence

can the sentence of condemnation proceed ? Why, only from that throne to

which he who died for us is exalted. He appears there with the cancelled

bond in his hand; he exhibits it against anything that could be advanced by

the great accuser of the brethren, before the angels and those who watch

jealously over the righteous equities of heaven, proclaiming the illimitable

virtues of his sacrifice, and making a show of them openly.

Then next it is assumed that our sanctification is promoted by this risen life-

Christ is " even now at the right hand of God," it is said. For what end is

he there, if it be not that he may " appear in the presence of God for us"

—

that he may be the " head over all things to his church"—that he may put

forth in our behalf all the attributes of his re-assumed Divinity, and that he

may pour out the gifts of his Spirit, to sanctify those whom his blood has

been shed to save? We lose sight of the more glorious part of Christ's

work, when we limit it to the procuring of a bestowment of pardon. His aim

was, that there should be no guilt attaching to the person of the sinner,

See Uoldea Lectures, Second Series, No. 15, Peuuy Fulpit, No. -',737.
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whereby to provoke the justice of God, and then that there should be no

defilement on the soul of the sinner which should offend his holiness. "This

is the will of God, even our sanctification." Christ gave himself for his

church, " that he might sanctify and cleanse it, that he might present it to

himself a glorious church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing, but

that it should be holy and without blemish,"

And then, once more, there is assumed to be an added security in the restored

life of Christ from the fact of bis permanent intercession for us, as a merciful

and faithful High Priest, touched with the feeling of our infirmities, and yet

having all power and might to secure the eternal redemption of his people.

Christ left the weaknesses of his nature here on earth ; but his pitying nature

lie has carried with him to the throne. Now, as ever, he deals gently with the

broken reed, and fans with all kind encouragement the decays of the expiring

flax. The difference between his earthly and his heavenly mediation is only

in the exertion of that which, while he was upon earth, was a laid down or

suspended power, in the removal of those hindrances which it was a part of

the covenant he should not interfere with until the hour of Satan and the

power of darkness were past, and Jesus, in the strength of his risen might,

should tread down both his own and his people's foes.

Here, then, is the second point in the apostle's argument. If Clirtst by his

death were able to accomplish for you so great benefits, if when there lay upon

him all the limitations of our nature, with its infirmities, and pains, and sor-

rows—if when there was darkness upon his spirit, and a horrible dread before

his imagination, and a sense of abandonment entering like the very iron into

his soul—if at the very moment when he had to task the energies of a lofty

resolution, to do battle with his fainlings and a begun despair— if then, I say,

he could meditate for you, and satisfy for you, and overcome death for you,

and set you free from the dominion of an ancient curse, think what he can do

for you now that God hath very highly exalted him—now that all power is

given unto him in heaven and earth—now that he hath ** a name which is

above every name," and a throne which is above every throne, and a right

wliich is above every right, to deliver, and protect, and save. Surely as the

humiliation to the glory, as the manger to the mansion, as the crown of thorns to

the mediatorial diadem, as the pallid form which lay in Joseph's grave to that

sacred and bright effulgence in the presence of which angels bow, so are the

benefits procured for us by the death of Christ, when compared with those

which are derived to us from his restored and risen life.

And then, brethren, observe the argument the apostle seems to raise, in the

next place, springing out of his other contrasts: on the certainty that he who

at such a mighty cost had set on foot the means to reconcile God would

never spare anything further that niiglit be necessary, in order that whom he
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fcad reconcile*] them lie slioul J also save. " For if, when we were enertiies, we

were reconciled to God by the death of his Son, much more, being reconciled,

we shall be saved by his life." The argument is strong, because, as you per-

ceive, it brings to the suppwrt of our gospel confidence l^»e guarantee of the

Divine unchangeabloness. The apostle assumes that to be reconciled is not

the same thing as to be saved. Reconciliation takes off the condemnation

from the person, but it imparts no element of sanctity to the character; it

arrests God in his further pursuit of us as an enemy, but it cortfers bo right on

us to be received back by him as a friend. It allows an Absalom to be

fetched from his exile; but there must be further intercession yet, before he

can behold a father's fttce. But then herein comes the strength of the

apostle's aigament. It was in obtaining for us this initial step towards our

salvation that the eternal Son of God incurred all his untold and unimaginable

suffering: and the question is, whether, novv that the agony, and the toil, and

the conflict, are over—now that he has nothing to do but to give effect to

the results of his own work—now that he can save by a look and convert by a

word and sanctify by a breath, he will abandon his own mighty under-

taking, and close eternally the entrance which he had laid down his life to

open. "No," argues the apostle ; " this were impossible." Dearly as Christ

had set his heart on man to deliver him, there might have been a going back,

a repented purpose once, as when the cup was bitter, and the rtevilings were

loud, and the wrath lay heavy, and the face of God was not seen. But that

there should be any failure in the subsequent stages—that the blood and

tears of the Infinite should be permitted to run to waste, that the heart

which on earth never tired of prayer for us should now in heaven grow weary

of pardoning us—this may not be ; for while to complete the work of re-

demption is far more easy than to begin, and to reconcile the enemy much

harder than to save the friend, we have seen the more difficult part wrought

out by the crucified humanity of Jesus, whilst we have the pledged faithfulness

of his eternal power and Godhead to work out that which is easy. Thus

proof arises on proof; the confidence of believers ascends to something higher

than demonstration. The argument from what a Saviour on the cross has

done to what a Saviour on the throne can and will do is a thing not to be

reasoned upon, but to be felt. God showed his love by justifying us, while

we were yet sinners: "much more, being justified, we shall be saved from

wrath through him.''

The whole subject may be taken as exhibiting the beautiful symmetry of the

gospel system, the perfect harmony and completeness which run through all

the facts of our redemption. The mediation of Christ contemplated a twofold

object, namely, to reconcile God to us and to reconcile us to God. The

enmity must be destroyed on both sides : man must be made as willing to
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desire the gift as God was willing to bestow the gift. If a satisfied law he

needful, to meet tlie moral demands of righteousness, a changed nature is

needful, to abolish the whole body of sin. And this twofold benefit is

alluded to in the 16th verse. " For when we were yet without strength Christ

died for the ungodly." Here we have not only the nature of Christ's pro-

pitiation declared, as covering all claims, cancelling all debts, atoning for all

transgressions, fulfilling all righteousness, but we have also set forth the help-

less condition of those who were to be partakers of those benefits. They are

described as " without strength," without power to lay hold upon the pro-

vided remedy. Had Christ on earth set forth the propitiation, and not in

heaven set on foot the agencies for making it effectual, our moral condition

had been as helpless as before. It would have been like proclaiming heaven's

pardons to the deaf, or like putting a sick and helpless soul by the side of a

life-giving and troubled pool, when there was no hand to guide him to the

waters; but Christ in heaven both stirs the water and helps the helpless^

provides the plea and gives the power of utterance—speaks to the ear and the

heart, and inclines the heart to obey. Thus every view of Christ's work goes

to confirm his own Divine saying in reference to the next fact of redemp-

tion we shall have to consider, when he said, " It is expedient for you that

I go away ;" for even the reconciled would become enemies again, were it

not for the Holy Ghost the Comforter. Old sins would live again, vanquished

foes would rise up again
;
grace would languish and hope would die, if we

could not think of, and have confidence in Christ's abiding and continuous

work, saying—" For if, when we were enemies, we were reconciled to God

by the death of his Son, much more, being reconciled, we shall be saved by

his life."
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" And renewing of the Holy Ghost."—Titus iii, 5,

Among the truths which all churches entitled to the name of Christian agree

to recognize are, first, that man has received from his Creator a spiritual

nature j secondly, that this nature has become greatly disordered and de-

praved ; and, thirdly, that it must be by the direct operation of the Holy

Spirit, if that nature be ever recovered to its original rectitude, or the pos-

sessor of it made fit to appear in the presence of God. Man, we say, has a

spiritual nature ; by which we mean, that he is the possessor of all those

attributes and powers by which one spirit holds communication with another

spirit, and even with the Father of Spirits himself. Our intercourse by

means of language, our reciprocation of trains of thought, our sympathy

with each other's moral views and feelings, our memory, our imagination, our

conscience, our hope, all assume that there is another world beside the one

we see, and touch, and live in ; and that to this other world we have faculties

just as expressly adapted as the sense of touch is to compare substances, or

as the organ of sight is to distinguish forms. But then comes the question

—

Do our spiritual faculties discern objects in the spiritual world as truly, aa

exactly, as perfectly like what they really are, as our natural senses do the

objects set before them in the material world ? Does the judgment decide aa

peremptorily between moral good and evil as the taste could decide at a fouu-

tain between bitter water and sweet ? Would the will of man choose as cer-

tainly the path that leads to his truest happiness, even the way of holiness, aud
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truth, and life, as his feet -would choose the shortest path to any desired

object which lay before him ? These questions, we know, can be answered

but in one way, and one proving incontrovertibly what an entire derange-

ment has passed over man's spiritual nature—how utterly disabled he is

from forming anything like correct moral perceptions, and how, with all

the perverseness of a blinded and distorted intellect, he can bring himself to

call evil good, and good evil, to put darkness for light, and light for dark-

ness, his whole spiritual life being a tissue of contradictions, and all his

faculties turned the wrong way. On this supposition, as a great fact, reve-

lation proceeds. Man is not what his Creator made him. He inherits no

longer the pure nature which God breathed into him •when he became a

living soul, but another nature, which is the very contrary of that, hating

God as much as that loved him, as estranged from the reign of righteousness

as that Avas happy under and enjoyed its sway. Ilence arose the obvious

necessity that man's nature should be changed. Could he change it himself?

Has a clean thing ever come out of an unclean I Since the world began

was it ever heard that a man opened his own eyes to understand truth,

disposed his own will to embrace truth, turned all the affections of his moral

nature into a new current, that he should love truth ? No, is the con-

sentaneous reply of a thousand Scriptures. The recovery of man to his lost

sanctity and lost righteousness is by an agency wholly from without. He

was powerless even to take the first step towards it. God our Saviour

wrought it all. "Not by works of righteousness which we have done, but

according to his mercy he saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and the

renewing of the Holy Ghost."

We meet, brethren, as you are aware, in that week of the Christian year

which is dedicated to the person, work, and office of God the Holy Ghost.

The subject admits of almost endless variety of treatment ; but as in the

short clause I have chosen for our text the word "renewing" takes in the

whole work of the Spirit in man—the enlightening of his understanding, the

subjugation of his will, the purifying of his affections, and the final sanctifi-

cation of his whole moral being—we may proceed to a practical improvement

of our festival by considering the Scripture testimonies, first, of the agency

of the Divine Spirit ; and, secondly, to the manner in which it is to be

accomplished ; for it is clear that the agency itself respects the creation

within man of a new principle of moral life : not the mere reparation of some-

thing that was injured, nor the completion of something that was imperfect

in the spiritual system, but the making of him an entire new man, in judg-

ment, and will, and desire, and aim ; all these being subjected to a transform-

ing process by the renewing of the Holy Ghost.

I. And, first, let us bring together some of our more striking Scripture

testimonies to the necessity of this agency, whether as embodied in the de-

votional sentiments of holy men, or expected as a fulfilment of ancient pro-
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iiiise, or set forth among things required to be surely believed among us, or

as practically attested by the great facts of gospel history. Thus it is an
important testimony to the truth of a doctrine, when good men are found to

embody it in their prayers—when it is made the subject of inspired hope and
benediction—when it seems to respect a good which is man's highest to

receive and God's best to bestow. And of this kind is the blessing of a
Divine influence upon the human soul. Hear David. " Create in me a clean

heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me." " Cast me not away from
thy presence, and take not thy Holy Spirit from me." '' Teach me to do

thy will ; for thou art my God." " Thy Spirit is good ; lead me into the land

of uprightness." And so Paul. " Now the God of peace fill you with all joy
and peace in believing, that ye may abound in hope through the power of the

Holy Ghost."

View the doctrine, next, as it stands in the foreground of ancient promise-
as it fills up the great whole of Jewish anticipation in relation to the coming
of Messiah—the peace, the blessings, the moral light and glory which should

descend like a flood upon the waste earth, when his work among men was
done. " I will pour water on him that is thirsty, and floods upon the dry

ground." " I will pour my Spirit upon thy seed, and my blessing upon thine

offspring." " A new heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will I put

within you," " And I will put my Spirit within you, and cause you to walk

in my statues." If from these examples we pass to the New Testament, to

consider how far the supposition of this great spiritual change enters into the

pleas and arguments by which the sacred writers exhort their converts to

the duties of pi-actical godliness, we find the great promise of Whitsuntide

sharing equally with our Lord's proper oblation a claim to be received as

among the very necessities of our salvation. " If any man have not the

Spirit of Christ he is none of his." "Now we have received not the spirit

of the world, but the Spirit which is of God." " Know ye not that ye are

the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you ?" " Hereby
we know that we dwell in him, and he in us, because he hath given us of his

Spirit." These passages, with numberless others which might be quoted,

show to us how completely the work of Christ for man and the work of the

Spirit in man are looked upon by the inspired penman as joint and co-equal

parts of a common salvation, the constituent elements of one great truth,

successive and inseparable links in that chain of mercy by which sinners are

to be lifted up from earth's lowest pit, and set down with Christ on heaven's

highest throne. The further confirmation of our position by the facts of the

gospel narrative would be superfluous. The great miracle of this holy season

is one standing witness, that without the agency of the Divine Spirit there

never was and never can be such a thing as true conversion. It was not

Peter's preaching that turned the hearts of those three thousand. He might

have exhibited truth to the understanding of that great audience ; he might
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him, and which must, therefore, be referred to some wrought effect from

without and from above, even " to the renewing of the Holy Ghost."

Once more, the renewing power of the Holy Ghost is to be looked for in

the daily sanctification of our souls, and the preparing them for a condition of

endless life. " He that soweth to the flesh, shall of the flesh reap corruption ;

but he that soweth to the Spirit, shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting."

The Scriptures frequently represent the work of the Spirit by analogies

taken from vegetation. Grace is assumed to be a seminal principle, which

remains in a man until it has developed itself into a higher condition

of existence. Born of the Spirit, a man's seed remaineth in him ; and

while it remains it is advancing, whether by seen or unseen processes,

in that progressive course of spiritual intelligence, and purity, and strength,

to which we have given the name of sanctification. Hence grace is but

glory begun, just as glory is but grace perfected, sublimated, purged of

all that earthly element which in the present state both limits our at-

tainments in holiness and casts a cloud over the perfectness of its joys.

Still, there is a likeness between the seed and the ripening fruit. The dis-

cipline which makes us holy is even in this life the discipline which makes us

happy. The apostle speaks of "joy in the Holy Ghost," and in another place

of the great peace of the Christian—"Because the love of God is shed abroad

in his heart by the Holy Ghost which is given unto us ;" all which is to

show, that it is of the very nature of the Spirit's work in a man's heart to

give him peace in his religion—to increase his humble reliance on the work

of Christ, as the only basis of his safety, and the only warrant for his hope.

The more truly he experiences the renewing influences of the Holy Ghost

—

that is, the more holy he becomes—the more simply and earnestly does he

renounce all dependence upon himself, either for righteousness or for strength.

The field of Christian perfectness becomes more boundless the further he ex-

plores it ; the more his knowledge of spiritual things, the more he finds he

has to learn ; the greater his delight in holy service, the more clearly he

discerns all its attendant worthlessness and imperfections. The same spiritual

anointing which showed heavenly things more clearly gave a more darkened

and defined outline to every spot of sin, and his former distance from God is

made the more immeasurable as by the blood of Christ and the grace of his

Spirit he finds himself brought nigh. Thus the discipline, and the purifying,

the renovating and the making happy of the human spirit are all one.

"Whether the Spirit of God be convincing or converting, enlightening or sanc-

tifying, detaching the soul from its false confidences, or conducting it by pro-

gressive steps to where Christ is seated on his throne, his name is ever one ;

he is still "the Holy Ghost, the Comforter," ever showing to us "that the

kingdom of heaven consists not in "meat and drink," not in will worship and

toil, not in sadness and unfilial fears, but that it is " righteousness and joy

and peace in the Holy Ghost."
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Let me conclude by one or two applications of our subject of a practical

character.

And first, as to that question proposed to us all on Sunday : " Have you re-

ceived the Holy Ghost since ye believed?" Observe, in repeating this question

we are not supposed to inquire in what way the influence spoken of may liave

come upon you, because the methods of this Divine Agent in visiting the

souls of men are different. He may have come upon you like the gentle dew

from heaven, as when the word found effectual entrance into the heart of

Lydia ; or he may have spoken to you in the harsher tones of the earthquake,

as when he alarmed the conscience of the Philippian jailor; but the great, the

momentous question turns upon the fact—Have you the Saviour's subdued

and willing mind ? or have you Lydia's love for the things of God ? In

inquiring into your religious state we can dispense with times, dispense with

modes, dispense with the evidence of lively or joyous emotions ; but we can-

not dispense with convictions. There the Spirit's work begins. " And when

he is come he will convince the world of sin." This is the first piercing of

the sword ; this is the first falling of scales from the eyes ; this is the first

blow of the hammer, which is to break the hard rock in pieces. The whole

business of the Spirit lies with conscience ; the Holy Ghost coming down as

fire from heaven, and resting upon each one of us, to " try every man's

work of what sort it is." It is an appeal to us all, whether we have felt in-

wardly, practically, experimentally, the infinite evil of sin, the mighty claims

of eternity, a deep persuasion of our moral helplessness and the sufficiency

of Christ for all. Have you, then, brethren—and let me entreat you to make

the question personal—have you felt your needs, and sought a supply for

them—a supply of light to remove ignorance, a supply of grace to subdue

sin, a supply of righteousness to take away condemnation, a supply of holi-

ness to capacitate and fit for heaven ? Upon these, as practical abiding prin-

ciples, must all vital religion turn. So long as a man is the subject of such

feelings he cannot neglect his soul, cannot slight a Saviour, cannot resist the

Spirit, cannot forget God. Urgent desires and strong sense of need are

always impatient things. The lost will consult the guide; the friendless

will seek a protector ; the hungry will cry for food ; the weary will desire

rest ; and the Spirit will lead us to all these—to Christ, the way of the lost

to Christ, the friend of the friendless—to Christ, the bread of life—to Christ,

the rest of the soul. Thus we see the order of the Divine economy is per-

fect and unbroken. As Christ is the way to heaven, so the Spirit is the way

to Christ. The Reprover merges his ofiice in the Comforter. He convinces
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of sin, to show how sin may be taken away ; ho convinces of righteousness,

to show what a righteousness we have in Christ; he convinces of judgment,

to show that when the Prince of this world is judged, we, the believers in

Christ, shall stand wholly absolved, and appear without fault before the

throne of God.

Then, lastly, if you have received the Spirit, see to it that nothing be

wanting that you may retain the Spirit. Have constantly before your eyes

those words of the apostle—" Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, whereby

ye are sealed unto the day of redemption." Grieve him not by the indul-

gence of tempers in whose perturbed presence he cannot stay ;
grieve him

not by that allowed unholiness of thought, when even to your fellow man

you dare not tell your heart's secret
;
grieve him not by fainting when he

rebukes, by despairing when he smites, by resisting when he strives, by cast-

ing oflF prayer when for a season he withdraws his holy presence, by doubting

former tokens, when perhaps it is only your own unwatchfulness that has

obscured and defaced the seal ; but remember always, that our Whitsuntide

festival is the great festival of a complete redemption. It sets the crown on

the head of our Great King ; it puts the headstone on His finished work

;

it leaves nothing for us to do but to wonder and adore, to supplicate, to

claim, to plead the promise with faith, while with shoutings we hail the gift,

saying, " Grace, grace unto it
!"
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"Elect according to the foreknowledge of God the Father, through sanctification of the

Spirit, unto obedience and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ."— 1 Peter i. 2.

"Without controversy great is tlie mystery of godliness." But then what

a comfort it is that it is a "mystery of godliness," and not a mystery of

something else ! Revelation might have been a mystery of despair—every

door of hope closed ; might have been a mystery of confusion—the clouds

which overspread the face of God made darker than before; might have been

a mystery of condemnation—angels wondering at the alienation of God's moral

image, and the disappearing of the bow of mercy from round about the throne.

But instead of this, whatever mysteries are contained in the revealed word are

*' mysteries of godliness"—spring from godliness as their source, relate to

godliness as their subject, tend to godliness as their fruit and final end. Some
of the hardest things to be understood are the most profitable things to be

believed. As a mere dogma, and separated from all practical connection with

my soul's advancement or my soul's peace, I could never take kindly to that

hard terminology of the school-men about the plurality of substances entering

into the one living and true God; but how differently am I affected, when I

perceive that with the hearty reception of this great verity my soul's life is

bound up ; that prerogatives are exercised by these several personalities, and

blessings conferred by them, to which confessedly none but a Divine Being-

would be equal 3 that I am " elect according to the foreknowledge of God the

Father, through sanctification of the Spirit," and fitted for that I am elected

to; thus subduing my reluctant nature to obedience, and purging my con-

science of its guilt, through the sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ.

These words of the Apostle Peter are among the passages we ordinarily

adduce as most strongly testimonial to the great mystery we commemorate in
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the present week. I say most strongly ; because, tliougli we have not in them

the unmistakeable plainness or the dogmatical precision of the much discussed

passage in St. John's Epistle—"There are three that bear record in heaven,

the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost, and these three are one"—yet

have we that which as evidence may fairly be considered as more important,

namely, a practical allusion to the functions of the ever-blessed Three in the

work of our salvation ; and that is an understood and universally received

feature of the theology of the times. The same easy and natural form of

allusion to the doctrine, and one too well known in the church to be required to

be prefaced by any formal announcement, we have in other Scriptures—such,

for instance, as that of the Apostle in the Epistle to the Ephesians, "Through

him we have access by one Spirit to the Father," or the closing benediction in

the Epistle to the Corinthians, "The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the

love of God, and the communion of the Holy Ghost, be with you all," or

the beautiful exhortation at the close of the General Epistle of Jude, " But

ye, beloved, building up yourselves on your most holy faith, praying in the

Holy Ghost, keep yourselves in the love of God, looking for the mercy of our

Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life;" all passages which, without being

pressed to greater definiteness of meaning, must compel this general inference,

that there is a threefold form of supernatural agency, concurring to the pro-

duction of that result by which souls are saved alive.

And it is important to observe, that this is the order in which the great

mystery seems designed to be brought home to our rational convictions. It

is to be felt as a comforting fact in our soul's life, before its several parts are

composed and put together into a theology. God explains the mysteries of his

being to us in the same way as we explain the little we know of those mysteries

to children. No teacher of children, if wise, would begin by talking about the

sacred doctrine of the Trinity, would mention the existence of Three Persons

in the Divine Nature at all, but would keep enlarging continually upon the

vyork of the Father, as calling— upon the woik of the Son, as redeeming

—

upon the work of the Spirit, as sanctifying the lost sons of men, until from

this aggregation of proofs of what God does the youthful intelligence comes

to draw on the succeeding inquiry of what God is, and even comes to

frame, by steps imperceptible to itself, the true notion of what God must be.

And so, in the order of our revealed teaching. Scripture does not give us creeds,

but the materials for making creeds ; not the proposition or announcement of

Three Persons in one God, but the facts of which Three Persons in one God
is the resulting scientific expression. The dogmatic rendering of our thoughts

comes last, as in the case of children; and yet it is not the less Scripture on

that account. People speak not wisely or well, when they allow to church

creeds only so much of reverence as would be due to any well sustained

scriptural inference. A creed is not a collection of inferences at all. Articles

may be, and catechisms may be ; but a creed is supposed to be a mere trans-

lation into scientific language of revealed statements, a consolidated expression

for certain received Scripture facts, the accretions of our Bible knowledge put

together in arranged and consecutive form. Thus I find in Scripture the

name "God" applied to the Father, "God" applied to the Son, and '-God"
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applied to the Holy Ghost, Who will say it is a mere deduction from this,

and is to be received with only the authority which of right belongs to a de-

duction, that we recite in our Athanasian Creed—"The Father is God, the

Son is God, and the Holy Ghost is God ?" And indeed upon the principle here

contended for we use what are called the damnatory clauses in our creed. To
doom souls to perdition for not subscribing to a scheme of inferential theology

would be the height of impiety; but as impious would it be to promise a

man salvation, while rejecting what, if a proper creed, is but a bringing to-

gether into a condensed form of different parts of the Bible. Brethren, I

believe experience of godliness is the best expounder of the mystery of god-

liness. " If any man will do his will he shall know of the doctrine whether

it be of God." I doubt if the man ever lived, who, denying our orthodox

views of the great mysteries we now commemorate, would yet lay claim to an

experimental interest in that description of our text, that he was "elect ac-

cording to the foreknowledge of God the Father, through sanctification of the

Spirit, unto obedience and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ."

Let me proceed to illustrate the doctrine of the Holy Trinity further, as

it fends to clear up, first, some speculative difficulties in relation to the Divine

Being; and, secondly, some practical difficulties in the way of man's salvation.

I. We claim for our revealed doctrine, first, that it has cleared up much

obscurity, which had before hung about the human mind, in regard to the

nature, attributes, and moral government of God ; that if it contain a good

deal of mystery in itself, there is a good deal more, and that most pernicious

mystery too, which it has helped to take away. The speculations of the un-

taught intelligence of man with respect to the Divine Being form a painfully

instructive commentary on the text—"The world by wisdom knew not God."

For what are the mind's first thoughts of God? Does it by intuition grasp

the conception of any governing agent in the world at all ? It may be

doubted. St. Paul's affirmation about the heathen seems rather to describe a

gradually, however easily deduced inference—" The eternal power and god-

head, being understood by the things that are made." The impression

which first lays hold of the untutored mind is probably that all nature is a

God to herself; in other words, that creation is but the consequence of some

self-producing energy, inherent in the very constitution of matter. I do not

think a savage at first believes in any agent which he does not see. The sun,

the wind, the ocean, are each to him the authors of their own power; and the

very regularity with which these second causes appear to work would super-

sede in his judgment the necessity for looking out for a first cause. Admit,

however, that the mind gets beyond this hard thought of deified nature, the

common theology of the savage and the older French revolutionists—yet what

are all those first strivings after the conception of an intelligent Ruler in the

universe beyond that of a being to be propitiated for his caprice and dreaded

for his power? Such has been the god of the heathen in all ages. They

have pictured to themselves a being rude, ignorant, cruel as themselves, but

armed with ten-fold means of destruction, and therefore one whose forbear-

ance and good-will were to be secured only by such acts of cruelty and blood-

shed as fear might prompt, or a grovelling superstition should suggest. But
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Itl US suppose an aJvance upon tliis stage of human intelligence. The mate-

rial universe is discovered to be lined with evidences of wisdom and goodness
;

order, and law, and harmony are seen to pervade tiie various departments of

the animal and vegetable kingdom ; and yet, concurrently with these bene-

ficent arrangements, the lightning scathes, the earthquake rends, and the whirl-

wind scatters and destroys ; the same strange admixtures of good and evil, of

passions that purify and ennoble, and propensities that dishonour and degrade,

are found in the great human organization; and to refer all these results, so

self-destructive and conflicting, lo the agency of one great and good intelli-

gence, has always presented a stumbling-block to the untaught apprehensions

of man. At this stage, therefore, commences the age of Polytheism. Good
and evil divinities were assumed to exercise lordship over different depart-

ments of the universe ; and to the influence of these divinities were referred all

the phenomena of natural and providential government, according as they

tended to the moral happiness of mankind, or to reduce them to lower depths

of woe. The last, however, and the most perfect stage in the progress of

natural religion is that when these inconsistencies appear to be in some

measure reconciled—when the cautious and matured philosophy of ages,

assisted, we will not say how much, by the revelation it affects to despise, has

.attained to the sublime conception of one absolute and all-controlling mind, (has

constructed a scheme of moral administration, which through all the conflicts

of the elements, through all the collisions of human interests and passions,

through all the disorders and troubles of political society, can detect one

grand and uniform contrivance springing from benevolence as its motive, and

tending to the greatest happiness of the greatest number as its final end. As
an advance upon all the theologies that had gone before, it is to be allowed

that this creed of the philosophical deist, this belief in what Voltaire calls " a

supreme eternal incomprehensible intelligence," is entitled to the highest com-

mendation ; but still can even tliis system be said to have cleared away the

difficulties which drove mankind to the invention of more gods than one?

Does deism—meaning by that term a simple belief in the unity of the Divine

nature—explain those phenomena which gave rise to the absurd inventions

which led the Persian to ascribe all evil to the ill-starred influence of a certain

deity, or the Manichean to a strife between two opposite and eternally con-

flicting powers ? I think not; for as a theological system it would be found to

leave all the perplexing facts of man's moral history exactly where it found

them, unexplained and without any assigned reason,—why man still finds

that he is a child of sorrow, an heir of sin, a prey to the suggestions of a

corrupt nature, a perpetual striver against the claims of authority and con-

science, an inhabitant of what is to all seemingly an unequally administered

world—the expectant of an awful change which he constantly dreads, born to

an immortality which he hardly knows whether most to desire or to shun.

And yet all this has to be reconciled with deism's fir§t and fundamental fact,

that both we and the world we live in are the product of a creative power,

who is all-perfect and all-wise. The problem of mixed good and evil remains
;

an<i beyond the disheartening answer, that God so wills it now, and that

yio-^sibly everything may be made riglit hereafter, there is no explanation given
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by pliilosophical systems of the cause of all this moral disorder, and no

provision made for its heing satisfactorily taken away.

See, then, the difficulties by which Unitarian theology is hampered, and the

violent assumptions it must make in order to get rid of them. There is to be

a future state of existence, and man, with a sense of alienation upon his spirit,

with a verdict of guilt in his conscience, with a trembling dread of death,

as the most ineradicable instinct of his nature, is to stand hereafter in the

presence of his God, and all this without a righteousness, without a merit,

without a price, without a plea. What hope is held out to him by the

despiser of our Scripture doctrine? Why, that an all-perfect being will

abandon every principle of his moral administration— that an all-righteous

being will remit absolutely and gratuitously the declared penalties of sin—that

an all-holy being will soil and stain the sacred majesty of law, and that in

order to make room for the gracious exercise of one perfection of his nature

he will suffer a cloud which should make angels wonder to darken all the

rest.

Another and a kindred difficulty respects the providing of the required

sanctity for an immortal spirit, even supposing an adequate ransom found for

his deliverance from the penalties of law. Can man take all his dark pas-

sions, and depraved inclinations, and unsubdued and unchanged antipathies

to heaven with him ? Will he he translated, with all his filthy garments, as he

is, into the assemblies of the world of spirits? If not, where, when or how is

he to shake these things off? As usual, philosophical deism cuts this knot, by

suggesting a peradvenlure, by having recourse to what may lie within the com-

pass of the Divine probabilities—a safe weapon to employ where we have a

revealed warrant for its using, but a two-edged sword, which may cut either

way, where we have no such warrant. The difficulty itself is common,

whether to natural or Pagan theology; and the method of solving it is to a

rational mind not more satisfactory in one system than it is in the other. I

could as soon believe in the purgatorial fires of the Platonist, or in the suc-

cessive transmigrations of the human soul set forth by Pythagoras, as I could

believe with a Socinian, that without any source of transforming influence

exerted upon my nature this sin-bound and sin-stained spirit of mine could

ever be " made meet for the inheritance of the saints in light."

Here, then, we may leave our first point for consideration,—that if we dis-

allow ihe doctrine of a Trinity in unity in the Godhead there are difficulties in

relation to the Divine Being whicli no human philosophy and no unassisted

reason lias ever been able to clear up; and further, that these difficulties respect

chiefly the two great topics on which it is the pre-eminent glory of our or-

thodox doctrine to shed a flood of light, namely, how man's pardon and sal-

vation may be secured, without any compromise of the Divine perfections, and

how a spirit utterly falling from its high state may have a new life, a

new energy, a new dignity imparted to it, so as hereafter to take rank with the

angels and the sons of God.

II. This will be made to appear more clearly in considering the second

view suggested to be taken of our text, namely, as showing how the doctrine

of the ever-blessed Trinity is calculated to remove the practical impediments in
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the way of man's salvation. " Being elect," says the apostle, "according to

the foreknowledge of God the Father, through sanctification of the Spirit,

unto obedience and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ." In this passage

we have a distinct function or office assigned to each one of the Sacred Three,

in the recovering of lost souls to a condition of life and happiness.

In the first place, there is the electing love of God the Father exerted, ac-

cording to a law of Divine foreknowledge, and therefore staying as upon a

rock all our hopes and confidences, when above us, and before us, and on

every side of vis are at work all the elements of change. The thought meets

some of the first difficulties of natural religion. " Known unto God are all

his works, from the beginning of the world." There are no uncontemplated

exigencies to provide for, no fresh interpositions of Divinity needed. The

temptation which crushed my soul yesterday, the thick darkness which over-

clouds my spirit to-day, all entered into the scheme of the Divine election

—

were spots mapped out beforehand in the chart of my spiritual journey. The

darkness and the light, the crooked and the straight, the sorrow and the joy,

each of these can only come and go according to the foreknowledge of God

the Father. And this, too, is in furtherance of an electing covenant, an ever-

lasting purpose, made in view of a provided ransom to deliver and a provided

sanctity to restore. My choice of God, even if I could have made one,

might not have been ratified, and even if ratified, yet because it was mine

might not have stood for a day. But here is God's choice of me; the potter,

in the exercise of his sovereign power over the clay, making me a vessel unto

honour. The motive is in himself, and from himself: my salvation stands in

the same power that upholds the universe, the supreme will of God.

But what am I elected to? "Unto obedience," says the text. Divine

predestination respects not ends only, but means. " Whom he did foreknow

them he also did predestinate, to be conformed to the image of his Son;"

and the conformity is the evidence of the predestination, as the obedience is

the only sure token of the election; for gospel obedience is a fruit of love to

God, and he who can truly say that he loves God may be quite sure that God

loved him first, does love him now, will love him unto the end.

But not to obedience only am I elected, but " unto sprinkling of the

blood of Jesus Christ." " Sprinkling," to intimate that my soul has to be

cleansed from guilt ; " sprinkling of blood," to intimate that the guilt with

which I stood charged was of a nature to be remitted by nothing but death

;

" sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ," to show that the sacrifice required

for my justification must be of infinite worth. It was an infinite law which

had been broken, an infinite truth which had been pledged, an infinite holi-

ness which had been dishonoured, an infinite creation of the Divine intellect

on which abided the curse and the shame. Ah ! what but blood, and the best

blood too, could satisfy tor this assemblage of infinities? How could God

have a church, unless he should purcliase it with his own blood ? Surely,

" with God all tilings are possible," the Unitarian will say. We reply. No

;

in one sense all things with God are not possible. It is not possible for God

to deny himself; it is not possible for God to introduce confusion into the

principles of his own moral government; it is not possible for God to magnify
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the law by a gratuitous and universal amnesty to transgressors, or to make it

honourable by leaving upon it an unatoned for and an everlasting stain.

Brethren, this is a noticeable characteristic in the theology of all those who

deny a Divine atonement. They think they may make as free as they will with

God's Omnipotence. With infinite resources, they allege, he can do anything

;

but pressed closely, you will find that all Unitarian possibilities are moral

contradictions. They boast loudly enough of their holding fast by the unity

of the Divine nature, but they think nothing of overthrowing the unity of tlie

Divine character, and would prefer believing in a God in whose administra-

tion a rigid righteousness should prevail one day and a lawless mercy should

have sway another, than they would accept in its simplicity that statement of

the apostle, that we are " elect according to the foreknowledge of God the

Father, and justified through the sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ."

"Through sanctification of the Spirit." On this, as the great necessity of

our moral nature, I insisted in my discourse last Tuesday.* The conflict be-

tween the fleshly and the spiritual parts of a man's nature is no doctrinal

peculiarity of the gospel ; it is a fact of universal consciousness and world-

wide experience in all ages. " No man ever became good without a Di-

vine inspiration," says Cicero; and Zenophon makes a young Persian say,

" I am convinced I have two souls, a good one and an evil, and that

in proportion as the one or the other predominates, I incline to virtue or

vice, hating and loathing at one moment what at another I pursue with the

utmost avidity." Brethren, what is this but St. Paul's experience, as set

forth in the 7th chapter to the Romans? And if this be the disordered and

shattered condition of our entire moral faculties, who but the Eternal Spirit,

which firstquickened this broken image ofGod, can breathe new life into its parts

again, and make it the pure thing it was before ? No; to give man one holy

thought^ to turn the degenerate heart from the love of sin, to arouse conscience

to an adequate sense of guilt and danger, to make a man love Christ, love

holiness, love thoughts of heaven,— for this every agency has been tried in

vain. Eloquence has tried, reasoning has tried, friendship and affection have

tried; but the work has baffled them all, and is one to be accomplished "not

by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, sailh the Lord of hosts."

Such, then, is the doctrine of faith in the holy and undivided Trinity. It

clears up all the difficulties that attach to every system of natural religion; it

destroys none of the legitimate deductions of sound but unassisted reason ; it

presents no mysteries for our acceptance which could either war with our first

laws of thought, or oppose any practical barrier to our moral happiness ; and

it aflTords at every step the most exalted motives to duty, and the most efficient

aids to its right performance. If, then, my brethren, God has given you

grace "by the confession of a true faith to acknowledge the glory of the

eternal Trinity, and in the power of the Divine Majesty to worship the unity,"

beseech him that he would evermore keep you in this belief—in its in-

tegrity, as tlie truth of the gospel—in its simplicity, as the bulwark of the

faith—in its comfort, as the life of the soul. Do not allow it to be classed

* See Golden T.eetures, Second Series, No. 23, Penny Pulpit, No. 2,773.
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among trulhs with regard to wliicli vagueness may he lawful, and obscurity of

perception can do no harm. So far otherwise, it is your life. Obscurity in

your views of this doctrine bespeaks obscurity about your hopes of heaven

;

for it so enters into every act of faith, it so blends itself with our entire moral

obedience, it so mingles with every hope which cheers, and so pervades every

prayer we put up, that we are obliged to stand in doubt of him who has not

felt the truth of the doctrine in his convictions, as well as the comfort of the

doctrine in his heart. " What!" it was once observed to me by a highly in-

tellectual Unitarian, one in whom the prospect of death had awakened some

anxious thoughts—" what ! do you mean to say I can have no interest in the

Divine promises, except in connection with a peculiar theological system

—

with a believing reception of all the contrarieties of your Athanasian Creed ?"

" Without laying stress on the particular words of that creed," was the sub-

stance of my reply, " I dare not hold out to you any hope of salvation, until

you have felt your need of a Divine Redeemer, to satisfy for your guilt, and a

Divine Sanctifier, to make your soul meet for heaven." Brethren, we must

not in our false charities fritter away the essentials of God's truth. There are

some things which you may believe, but there are other things which you

must believe; and among the necessities of the Christian faith, among the

truths which only the blinded mind can reject, and only the enslaved heart refuse

to learn, is a persuasion that all the three persons of the ever-blessed Trinity

are engaged in conducting our souls to heaven. The doctrine of the Holy

Trinity makes God to be brought down to us, just that we may be taken up to

God. Trace the course of the Christian year, and you will find the involved

underlying thought of all these commemorations, assumed in its creeds,

shadowed forth in its sacraments, proclaimed aloud in its selected Scriptures,

to be the communion between man's soul and the powers of eternity, the fel-

lowship through the Spirit with the Father and the Son, the incorporation of the

members of Christ's mystical body, with the reconciled and redeeming God.

There is an eternity of wisdom, and love, and power, always at work for us,

and at work for this end, to make the alienated friends, and the enslaved free,

and the guilty pure, and the far off nigh. Such a threefold cord cannot be

broken ; it is the Triune Jehovah's everlasting strength—infinite mercy, in-

finite truth, infinite grace, abiding in the souls of God's elect, to keep them

and sanctify them to the end.
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" Yea, a man may say, Thou hast faith, and I have works : shew rae thy faith without thy

works, and I will shew thee my faith by ray works."—James ii. 18,

There can be uo doubt, I think, that in theology, as in every other science,

great principles may be overdone, disproportionately magnified, pressed very
much too far, and that when this is the case other principles not less im-
portant and not less true get thrust a good deal into the back ground, even
if they are fortunate enough to have a place among recognized truths at all.

It is not of much importance to inquire how people fall into this habit.

There may be, it is likely, something of indolence in it. A man has got

hold of one right principle, and he does not care to trouble himself about the

rectitude or falsehood of any other. Or there may be something of inca-

pacity in it—an inability to take in more than one truth at a time, or at all

events to weave a multitude of truths into a related and dependent system.

Or perhaps a more frequent cause than either of these may be assigned.

Certain adventitious circumstances have made our one truth inestimably pre-

cious to'.us : it^is entwined with the dearest associations of our moral being.

It was the first bright flash of heaven's light, which broke in upon our

chamber of darkness ; it was the first anchor by which the drifted soul hung

on, when around, above, beneath, could be read nothing but despair. " Be-

lieve, believe, believe," would the Philippian jailor say to the end of his

days, as the Alpha and Omega of his hopes of heaven. Still, the history of

the Christian church, as well as all the aspects of religious controversy, would

teach us that there is great danger in exalting any one truth of God to aa

undue pre-eminence—a danger in disturbing that well-poised balance which

God has ordained should subsist between one part of his revealed statements

and another—a danger in assuming that there is any one article of dogmatic

teaching so all comprehending and pervasive, that if we arc but right upon
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that one tlierc is no possibility of our going wrong in our interpretations of

any of the rest. It was in reference to this danger that I took occasion in a

recent lecture to advert to some exhibitions of that capital doctrine of our

Protestantism, the doctrine of justification by faith. There is a fear, as it

seems to me, lest some popular methods of speaking upon this subject should

tend to disparage the necessity of personal holiness—lest people should

think, because the sacrifice of Christ had absolved us from the moral law,

as a ground of justification, it was ever meant to absolve, or ever could ab-

solve us from that law as a rule of life ; in a word, lest we should be con-

tent to look upon good works only as a result which is sure to follow upon a

justified state, and not as a means or instrument, concurrently with faith

itself, by which this justified state is to bo realised and confirmed. This co-

operative view of faith and works is a joint element or condition of justifi-

cation, is expressed by St. James in a form which, as we have seen, can only

bo evaded by a denial of his inspired authority altogether. For not content

with telling us that the faith of Abraham wrought with his works, he de-

clares that it was owing to his works that his faith was made perfect. And
hence, I think, we were brought to the conclusion, that as a ground of justi-

fication faith was nothing, and works were nothing—that any acceptable-

ness belonging to either could be only as they were ordained and appointed

instrumentalities, which were to help us to something else ; as they either

evidenced or strengthened that condition of the moral affections which

places a man within reach of Christ's righteousness to justify, or within the

terms of his covenant to save, ' Unseemly,' therefore, argues the apostle in

our text, * is this contest for pre-eminence between two commanded agencies

in our salvation, as if Aaron and Ur should debate who did most hold up

the arms of Moses, seeing they are servants both, and if the hands of either

are loft to fall, before life's sun goes down, the conditions of success are

broken, and all hold on Christ's righteousness is gone.' Wherefore, " though

a man say thou hast faith, and I have works, I," says the apostle, * will never

put asunder that which God has joined together.' " Show me thy faith

without tliy works, and I will show thee my faith hy my works,"

In oft'ering some further remarks upon this subject, there are two positions,

wliich it seems important to establish. First, that the doctrine of St. James
upon the subject of justification is in perfect agreement with that of St.

Paul ; secondly, that the doctrine of our chiirch is framed upon this har-

monised view of the doctrine of St. James and St, Paul together.

I. Our attention will be directed, first, to any apparent discrepancies in the

doctrine of justification, as we have it enunciated in the several writings of

St. .Tames and St, Paul,

Let us just put the statements of the two apostles side by side. Thus St.

Paul, writing to the Romans, says, " Wherefore we conclude, that a man is

justified by faith, without the works of the law," Again : "Therefore, being

justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ."

Again : to the Galatians he says, "Knowing a man is justified, not by the works

of the law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ," And once more : "But that

no man is justified by the law in the sight of God, is evident, for the just shall

live by faith." Now, compare with tliis the language of St. James: "But
wilt thou know, O vain man, that faith without works is dead ? Was not

Abraham, our father, justified by works, when he had off^ered up Isaac his

son upon the altar ? You see, tlien, liow that h}' works a man is justified,
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and not by faith only." And again : " As the body witliout the si)irit is

dead, so faith without works is dead also."

Here we must first try to dispose of anything which looks like a direct

verbal clash between these respective statements. Thus, comparing St. Paul's

language, " Knowing that a man is not justified by the works of the law, but
by the faith of Jesus Christ," with that of St. James, " You see then how that

by works a man is justified, and not by faith only," we must, if the justi-

fication spoken of be the same, and if the works spoken of be the same,
allow that the two statements are at variance ; but the works spoken of are

not the same, as is manifest from the practical example, which James gives

of what he means by works, and that particular description of works to

which we are expressly limited by the argument of St. Paul. For the works
which James makes a condition of justification are evangelical works, or

works having respect to a Mediator ; they are neither more or less than
faith in action ; trust in the Divine promises, evidencing itself in acts of

moral obedience—Abraham doing .violence to the most tender instincts of

our nature, not strictly as a fruit of his belief in God, but as a constituent

element of that belief itself. But the works spoken of by St. Paul, are ex-

pressly declared to be works of the law, and stand in connection with

an argument, which so far from supposing these works to have respect to a

Mediator, like those instanced by St. James, are actually ignored by the

apostle, for the very reason that they set aside the mediation of Christ, and
assert their own sufficiency instead. "Behold, I Paul, say unto you, that if

ye be circumcised, Christ shall profit you nothing." And again :
" Christ

has become of no effect unto you, whosoever of you are justified by the law."

If the expression in St. James had stood, ' Ye see how that by legal works

a man is justified ;' or, if St. Paul had written, * knowing that no man is

justified by works springing from faith in a Mediator'—a reconciliation be-

tween the two statements would have been impossible. But, instead of

this, we have only an affirmative proposition from St. James, telling us that

by a certain kind of works a man is justified ; and a negative proposition

from St. Paul, telling us that by a certain other kind of works a man is not

justified : different forms of stating the doctrine, of course, but not con-

flicting with each other ; and, therefore, so far leaving us nothing to recon-

cile.

But, then, is not the pervading assumption of what St. Paul has writen

this, that " we are justified by faith," without anything else. And does not

our own Article, after him, say, " therefore, that we are justified by faith only

is a most wholesome doctrine V And how are we to reconcile this with the

statement of St. James, " Ye see then how that by works a man is justified,

and not by faith only." Now, upon the exact meaning of our Article in

that place, I shall have something to say presently. But with regard to St.

Paul, the alleged inference from his writings that we are justified by faith,

without anything else, cannot be proved. The expression, " we are justified

by faith only," we must bear in mind, is not St. Paul's at all, is not Scripture

at all ; and if it mean that we can be justified by faith, without the acts and

works of faith, is contradicted by St. Paul, and the rest of Scripture too. For

to say nothing of " the line upon line, and the precept upon precept" everj--

where inculcating the obligation to moi-al obedience, you will find, that in

this very argument which the apostle is carrying on with the Galatians about

justification, he expressly stipulates for the faith which is to justify being a
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working faith, winding up his whole argument with tlie words, "for in Christ

Jesus neither circumcision availeth anything, nor uncijcumcision, but faith,

wJiich worketh by love." A faith that does not work, a body that has no spirit,

a life that performs none of the fiinciions of life, has as little to do with the

justification which Paul taught, as that which we have set forth by St. James.
The real junction point, where the apostolic illustrations meet, is the

making faith and works jointly necessary and jointly instrumental to a sin-

ner's justification ; that is, jointly evidential of that moral state which quali-

fies us for justification; and the only difi^erence I can see in the method of the

two apostles is, that James specifies the two qualifications, in order that he
may deny the alone sufiiciency of the one ; whilst Paul, though only specify-

ing one, yet so constructs his argument as that it must comprehend the two.

Before dismissing this question of an alleged discordance between the lan-

guage of St. Paul and St. James, however, it is important that we observe
one particular, and that vital to the whole question, in which the statement
of the two apostles most perfectly agree—I mean, that whatever our faith

may be, or whatever our works may be, all merit is excluded, all boasting is

excluded j that our justification must stand in the free gift of God alone, and
that the only desert or worthiness recognised by the equities of heaven is

that which is found in the full, free, all-covering, all-sufficient oblation of the

cross. It was through overlooking this that Luther was for blotting out this

Epistle of St. James from the canon ; and it is through overlooking this, that

others, since Luther, often read or quote from the 2nd chapter of this Epistle,

with all the subdued and softened breath of one who ia afraid he should be
suspected of speaking treason. But a purer spirit of loyalty to God's truth, even
to that great central life and death truth of our justification, though the merits

and obedience of Christ, is not breathed anywhere more than in this very

chapter. Look at that 23rd verse—"And the Scripture was fulfilled which

saith, Abraham believed God, and it was imputed unto him for righteousness."

The very same language, you will observe, and illus trated by tlie same prac-

tical example which the Apostle Paul had made use of before, when he

would cover with confusion the pretensions of all human righteousness, and
leave the ashamed and self-convicted spirit to submit itself to the righteous-

ness of God. And so long as this trutli of all truths is kept clearly in view,

it is manifestly indifferent whether the instrumental mean of our justification

be referred to faith or to the works which that faith actuates ; for neither

faith nor works have any justifying efficacy of their own, any efficacy that

they may have must be derived to them, or conferred upon them, in virtue

of Christ's mediation. Take the instance which botii apostles have chosen as

the best exponent of their views. " Abraham believed God," says St. James,

and this belief became his righteousness, that is, justified him. But, two
verses before, he had declared, it was the offering up of Isaac which justified

Abraham. The same thing which is in substance said by St. Paul in his

Ilth chapter to the Hebrews. How, then, are we to reconcile either James
with himself, or James with Paul ? Why, by looking to the import of that

one word which both the apostles are most careful to use, and in which, as it

seems to me, lie the pith and point of the whole dispute ; I mean, the word
"counted." For this word plainly implies that there was no righteousness

in Abraham's faith, neither was there any righteousness in Abraham's obedi-

ence, if you will separate the sun and his beams, but that in, and for the

sake of Christ, God is pleased to conaidcr these acts of ours as righteous, to
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allow them to be called by that name, and even to have them put down to
our account as a full and free discharge from all the penalties of his insulted
and broken law. And so long as this view is kept clearly before us, all
liearts drawn up to the cross of Christ, and all hope finding its rest and home
and centre there, it would appear to be a matter hardly worth the words we
Bpend upon it, to decide whether the mode of access to this provided righte-
ousness be through our worthless faith, or through any equally worthless
works to which that faith may lead. But let the one sole meritorious cause
of justification for a moment be lost sight of, the thought once allowed that
a man can be justified by anything in himself, be it faith or be it works, and
the door is opened to the most dangerous forms of spiritual pride. It is just
as easy for a man to make a merit of the strength with which he believes as
of the zeal or activity with which he obeys, until at length we should have
people attain to a faith of supererogation, and out-Rome Rome herself in the
impiety of our presumed claims upon God. No, we must relegate both our
faith and our works to their proper place, as subordinated and appointed
agencies in our justification ; so that if one should say to us, " Thou hast
faith and I have works," we might dismiss the weak and irrational com-
parison by the reply, " Show me tliy faith without thy works, and I will
show thee my faith by my works."

II. Having thus, I hope, satisfactorily made out an agreement between
the statements of St. James and St. Paul, by showing that both apostles re-

gard faith and works not as the separate, but as the joint conditions of our ac-

quittal before God, insomuch that when Paul speaks of faith he always means
a faith that works by obedience, and when James speaks of works he always
means an obedience which springs from faith, I proceed, in the next place,

to inquire how far this harmonized view of our great doctrine, gathered
from the writings of both apostles, is correctly embodied in the formularies
of our church. The doctrine is so important that it will be found to leaven
and pervade every part of our service ; but as an assumed exponent of the
church's mind, expressed with a studied exactitude and care, it may be well
to limit our attention to the Articles. Of these the 11th runs thus : " Of the
justification of Man—We are accounted righteous before God, only for the
merit of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, by faith, and not for our own
•works or deservings : wherefore, that we are justified by faith only is a
most wholesome doctrine, and very full of comfort, as more largely is ex-
pressed in the Homily of Justification ." Here you will observe how our
church meets us on the threshold, after the example and almost in the
words of Paul and James, with an absolute and entire repudiation of
all possible worthiness in the justification. Our Article will not with the
Jew say we are righteous, will not with the Romanist say we are made
righteous, but only that in some technical and forensic sense we are

looked upon and accounted as righteous. The original, the efficient, the me-
ritorious source of justification is left to stand by itself—unlike anything
else, unshared by anything else. We are accounted righteous only for the
merit of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ ; for our Article also explains

to us what we are counted righteous by

—

hj faith, and not for our own works
and deservings. You will observe, it is not said for our faith, as if it were
on account of his faith, or for the sake of his faith, that God counted a man
just ; for that would be to make faith a righteousness, a something that gave
mau a claim ; but it is said 6y faith, intimating that faith, Avhatever he iu-
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eluded in it, must not aspire to more than to being an instrumental or

connecting medium between the procuring cause of justification and the

persons of the justified. But then the latter part of the Article, "Where-

fore, that we are justified by faith only," how is this made to agree either

with our foregone statement, that faith and works are jointly necessary to

salvation, or even with the assertion of St. James, which it seems to contradict

almost in his own words, his declaration being, that " by works a man is

justified, and not by faith only ?" To explain this, regard must of course be

had to the context in both cases ; and from this we shall see, that in the

Article and in St. James the terra faith is used in two diflFerent and easily

distinguishable senses. " Faith," in this passage of the apostle, is expressly

said to be a dead faith, as dead as a body without spirit. James in that pas-

sage supposes what we all know to be true, that there may be a belief of the

gospel founded on an accurate perception of its truths, and an intelligent

acquaintance with its evidence, which, however, may win no consent from

the convictions, and work no subjection in the will ; which may be bold and

zealous and active, talk much for Christ, and even do much for him, but

Avithal a stranger to the cross, and barren of all holy fruit. By such a faith

" shall no flesh living be justified." Our Article, on the contrary, is speaking

of a faith of which a course of holy action is not only the discernible sign,

but a contained and implicit element, growing with its growth and strength-

ening with its strength, insomuch that, to use the church's own simile, faith

without works would be no more a perfect faith than a stem without fruits

would be a perfect tree.

But then it will be said, ' Why is this word put in, that we are justified

by faith 07il>j ? This must be meant to exclude something from having a part

in the justification, which we should be otherwise in danger of associating

and joining with it ; and therefore if your definition of faith takes evan-

gelical works in, what is it that this word " only" is meant to shut out V I

answer, it is meant to shut out works which are not evangelical works,

which were either assumed to have a joint efficacy with Christ's work in

procuring our justification, or else to have a preparatory virtue towards

bringing us into that state by giving us what is called the grace of congruity.

That such, and such only, were the works which our Article intended to

exclude is manifest from the form in which the expressions are contrasted

with each other—" faith only," as against " works or deservings ;" where by

making the works synonymous with deservings, is shown clearly that evan-

gelical works, which are not deservings, could not have been those which it

was not the design of our Article to disparage. Indeed, it is manifest that

our church formularies must always be read in connection with what we

know to have been the prevailing errors and delusions of the time. Our

church had to make a bold stand as well against the impious and revolting

doctrine of merit, then and still advocated by the Romanists, as against that

subtle Pelagian heresy which taught that there were certain preparatory
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dispositions originally and naturally belonging to tlio mind, which, if car-

ried out into action, would make a man meet or worthy to receive the grace

of God. The latter of these delusions she overturns in her 13th Article, by
showing that all works done before the grace of Christ and the inspiration

of his Spirit, so far from being instrumental to justification, have themselves

the nature of sin. The former delusion, that of merit, she puts away from

her, as it were, with a peremptory and indignant denial, ignoring to very

scorn the notion of legal works or deservings, and affirming that on the

Scripture hypothesis of what the true faith includes, " to be justified by
faith only is a most wholesome doctrine, and very full of comfort."

The subject I have brought before you, brethren, is one which I think

you will feel demands a thoughtful attention. The tendency of our age to

theological extremes makes a constant recurrence to first principles needful,

and to no first principles more than those which respect Christian life and

practice. St. Peter, you will remember, after enunciating the eight con-

stituents of vital godliness, beginning: with faith and ending with charity,

and after saying, " If ye do these things ye shall never fall, for so an en-

trance shall be ministered unto you abundantly into the everlasting kingdom
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ," immediately adds, " "Wherefore I

will not be negligent to put you always in remembrance of these things,

though ye know them and be established in this present truth." Better

warrant than this we cannot need for insisting upon that axiom of one of

our reformers, that " though justified by faith alone, yet not by a faith which
is alone, seeing that if it be alone it is not faith, but a miserable counter-

feit." With regard to what has been advanced this morning, the chief

thought I am anxious you should carry away with you is this : that while

our justification stands solely in the perfect righteousness of the Son of God, a
changed heart, a condition of the moral atFectiocs diflPerent from that in

which we were born is necessary to make this justification ours. Keep this

broad and palpable distinction in view ; and then all the split-straw termi-

nology of the schoolmen may be left,—all that concerns what faith is, or

what works can do ; for it will then be clear that all the promises of God
in Christ belong to a certain moral state, and therefore that faith is of no
use, and that works are of no use, except as they are indications of your
being in this state before God—except as they are true and indubitable evi-

dences of the work of the Divine Spirit upon your own hearts—except as

they evidence you to have been regenerated by the Holy Ghost, and to be

transfoi-med by the renewing of your mind. Realise, then, brethren, the

thing signified, and leave others to contend about the sign. One may say,

" I have faith," and another may say, " I have works ;" be it ours to say, " I

will show thee my faith by my works, leaving faith and works to prove that

I am in that moral condition in which for Christ's sake I may hope to be

accepted of God,"
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It only remains, brethren, that 1 yield to a request with which 1 believe

it was the custom of my predecessors to comply—and I yield to it most

cordially,—to commend to your support and sympathy the claims of the

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. This great

Society is to hold its Annual Meeting on Thursday next, at the Mansion

House, to be presided over by the chief magistrate, and to be addressed by

Prelates and others interested in the objects of the mission. I say, most

heartily do I commend the claims of this Institution. In the midst of this

great commercial city, it seems well that our merchant princes should have

brought before them the solemn responsibilities which rest upon us as a

commercial nation. Wherefore has God confided to British rule one-seventh

of the earth's surface, more than one-seventh of the earth's population?

Surely not to minister to our pride ; surely not to increase our luxuries

;

surely not to make us carry our heads more loftily among the nations of the

earth ; but rather that we might be employed in doing his work, that we
might rise to the dignity and greatness of our national mission, that we
might feel that England is called of God to be the apostle to the nations, the

missionary, the enlightener, the benefactor of mankind.
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"And be foaud in him, not having- mine own rig-hteousness, which is of the law, but that

which is thro\igh the faith of Christ, the righteousness which is of God by faith."

—

Pliilippians iii. 9.

The intimatious are neither few nor slisjht which tell us that God views with

a holy and indignant jealousy all tampering with the integrities of his written

word. " Ye shall not add unto the word which I command you, neither

shall ye diminish aught from it." "And if any man shall takeaway from
the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of

the book of life." "Wherefore," says the apostle, " I take you to record this

day, that I am pure from the blood of all men, for I have not shunned
to declare unto you all the counsel of God." But the evil next to a

mutilated Bible is a discordant Bible—a Bible so interpreted as that its

truths do not hang well together, but seeming to require that some of its

statements shall be recited with bated breath, in a corner, and others with

an unshrinking confidence proclaimed upon the house-top. Now, it is certain

that to any such practice Scripture itself gives no countenance. It never

supposes that any of its writers have to be apologized for, or even hints that

we should feel the ground under us to be more sure, when we take one in-

spired writer for our companion, than we should when we are walking with

another. A Divine influence makes every page alike. " All Scripture is

given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for

correction, for instruction in righteousness."

I am desirous to say a few words more on the subject of last Tuesday.*

The chief point to which my limits did not allow of my giving the requisite

attention—a point not less necessary to the reconciliation of St. James's

statement with that of St. Paul on the matter of justification, than to the

* Sec Golden I,ectnres, Second Series, No. .J5, Penny Pulpit, No. 2,784.
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proved harmony of our Church Articles with the statements of both—had
respect to what justifying faith must of necessity include. If by a fair con-

struction of the Scripture language it can be shown that saving faith always
includes as part and parcel of itself a certain corresponding course of ac-

tion, it is then abundantly clear, that Paul's expression, " We are justified

by faith," James's expression, "We are justified by works," and the ex-

pression of our church, "that we are justified by faith only," all amount to

one and the same thing—the harmonizing point of their several statements

being found in an antecedent supposition, namely, that the instrumental

mean of our justification is to be referred to a certain condition of the mental
and moral affections, of which faith, jointly with works, is the appropriate

evidence and expression. The proof that in Scripture faith does mean
as much as this, does include a course of practical obedience, might
almost be left to rest ou the emphatic description given of it by St. Paul as a
faith which worketh by love, or ou such passages as "made known to all na-

tions for the obedience of faith," or, " This is the victory which overcoraeth

the world, even our faith," or, " Walk in the steps of that faith of our

father Abraham ;" or again, " The life which I now live in the flesh I live

by the faith of the Son of God ;" all passages which plainly inculcate a cer-

tain practical course of action, springing from faith as its root. More espe-

cially, however, do we see this inclusive use of the word, when we come
to have it applied to known practical instances. " Thy faith hath saved

thee," it was said to the Samaritan leper, when that which had saved him,

as we know, was the act of coming back to Christ, to give him the praise

and glory of his cure. " These all, having obtained a good report through

faith," says the apostle ; whereas that which had obtained them a good re-

port was a series of trustful and magnanimous acts, evincing all the powers

of patient endurance, as well as high and heroic daring in the service of God.

Indeed, the entire question of justifying faith, as being not alone, not limited

to an internal or mental act, not terminating with that one bold venture of

the soul by which we close with the offers of God in Christ, but as being in

its own nature obediential, leading to good works, and by those works made
perfect—this proposition, I say, might be left to stand on the authority of

that 11th chapter to the Hebrews alone. The entire chapter, you know, is

one vast record of the triumphs of faith. It is a hymn of justification. It

tells us what that was in patriarchs, and saints, and holy men, which wrought

in them as a mighty and effective principle of endurance and activity. It

tells us not what faith indolently believed or passively hoped for, but what

faith did, and wrought, and underwent, and sacrificed—how it "subdued
kingdoms, wrought righteousness, obtained promises, stopped the mouths of

lions, quenched the violence of fire,"—all intimating to us that a working

faith is the only faith which avails to our justification, and that the light

which does not show itself forth in good works is not light which comes from

heaven. Indeed, it might be well for those who are so bent on disjoining

works from faith in the matter of justification, urging that faith is the hand

which lays hold on the righteousness of Christ, and that the works do but

follow after, to go at once to the chief exemplar in type of justifying faith,

and inquire what Abraham's faith would have been worth, if he had refused

to offer Isaac. The reference must at once bring us back to the admission,

that relatively to Abraham's justification the mental act and the obediential

act were one—that in whatever sense his believing was a condition of his
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beinw justified, in the same sense his offering was a condition of his being

justified, neither the one nor the other having any efficacy, except as they

sprung from a renewed heart as their source, and had respect to the media-

tion of Christ as their final end. There can be no saving faith without the

work of the Spirit, and there can be no work of the Spirit where there are

not the fruits of the Spirit.

But in relation to the great doctrine we have been considering, some

further remarks appear to be called for, in regard to the Church of Rome

—

a church which on no doctrine is so angry with Protestants as on this of a

sinner's justification ; and therefore, in vindication of this article of a

standing or a falling church, it may be as well to show how fearfully and

how far this schismatic church is at issue with Scripture, with ourselves,

and with every recognized exponent of pure truth. And the point of Rome's

errors, we shall see, however mystified and obscured it may be by verbal

subtleties, is just that at which the apostle is aiming in the words chosen

for our text, in which, between the righteousness which is within us and

the righteousness which is without us, he places a great gulf, in order to

show, that the one is all stained and worthless, and the other all sufficient

to justify, and acquit, and save ; his prayer being, " That I may be found in

Christ, not having mine own righteousness, which is of the law, but that

which is through the faith of Christ, the righteousness which is of God by

faith." Well, this great gulf I have referred to, you will find it to be the

object of all Romish divinity to bridge over. To apply to their doctrine the

strong image of the apostle, there is a confounding of the dung with the

pearl—that which we hold cheap and cast away with that which is the great

object of life to win. "Whether they speak of the first or second justi-

fication," says Hooker, "they make the exercise of it a divine quality, inhe-

rent ; they make it righteousness which is in us ; and if it be in us," he

argues, " then is it ours, as much as our souls are ours." The very thing

which the apostle prays he may not have, but rather that he may have some-

thing out of himself and distinct from himself, even " the righteousness

which is of God by faith."

Still, it would hardly be in keeping with that cunning craftiness by which
Rome has so long Iain in wait to deceive, if, while holding the mischievous

tenet we have adverted to, she were not careful to obscure and qualify it

by her subtle and ingeniously constructed forms—forms in which our purest

theological and Scripture phrases are retained, though vitiated by qualifica-

tions which take all their significance and force away. Thus the Romanist
will teach, as we do, that none can attain unto righteousness, except through

the merits of Jesus Christ ; he will teach, as we do, that justification is the

act of God alone, to the utter exclusion of any originating, co-efficient cause

of righteousness ; he will teach, as we do, that something is required of us,

in order that we may be the recipients of the benefit, and that that some-

thing can only be derived to us through the grace of God. And while so

teaching, he may confidently refer us to expressions in the Trent decrees or

catechism, bearing out this close assimilation to the language of our Pro-

testant theology. How comes it to pass, then, that after walking together

so harmoniously and so far, we at length entirely part company with the
Romanist, so as to make it impossible, while each is true to his own prin-

ciples, that we should ever unite again ? How, after an apparent agreement
with us upon all essential points, does Rome come to contradict us after-
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wards ? I answer, slie coiitrudicts us by contradicting herself—by the intro-

duction of qualifications in one part of her formularies, which cannot stand with
admissions already made in another. And since it is hard to suppose that

these conflicting statements escaped the notice of the council assembled at

Trent, we are driven to the conclusion, that all this Delphian ambiguity was
on purpose— that in order to conciliate opposing parties Rome made for

herself a two-faced theology, by means of which, according to the known
bias of her desired convert she might now flatter the pride of a merely human
righteousness, and now ofi^er heartless tribute to the free grace of God. A
better instance of this disingenuous mixing up of irreconcilable positions I

could hardly cite than is to be found in the papal article on this very doctrine

of justification. The language is
—" If any shall say that the good works of

a justified man are in such sense the gift of God that they are not also bis

worthy merits, or that the being justified by his good works, which are

wrought by him, through the grace of God and the merits of Jesus Christ,

does not really deserve eternal life, let him be accursed." Now, the Apostle

Paul evidently considered that he was naming two things essentially antago-

nistic to each other, when he contrasted grace and debt. "To him that

worketh is the reward not reckoned of grace, but of debt." And again

—

" If by grace, then it is no more of works, otherwise grace is no more grace ; but

if it be of works, then it is no more grace, otherwise work is no more work."

His reasoning plainly implies, that we cannot be said to acquire a right to a

thing and to have it freely given to us at the same time. Our justification

may be of favour, or it may be of desert ; but it is a palpable contradiction

to say, that it is of favour and of desert as well. Rome, however, does not

allow this impossibility. She aflirms that for our works we do deserve

eternal life ; but it is through the grace of God, she tells us, that we are able

to perform our works ; and then, that on the subject of an intrinsic deserving-

ness in the works there may be no misunderstanding, she repeats, that " if

any man should say that these works were in such sense the gift of God as

they should not be a man's worthy merits also, let him be accursed." Now,
the facts of the Romish controversy would not, even if our charity would,

allow us to refer these contradictory expressions to accident, or oversight, or

mere verbal awkwardnesses in an assembly of astute divines. Both parts of

the statement have been abundantly made use of

—

were abundantly made
use of during the conversions to Romanism which took place a few years

ago ; but in difi^erent ways. That which recognises the free grace of God in

tracts written for disputation with the learned—that which afiirms the meri-

toriousness of human works in the devotion books compiled for the ignorant.

The doctrine of merit, stated nakedly and as a dogma of faith, was felt to be

too great an insult to God and his truth ; an escapement was needed for the

pressed controversialist—a port of refuge to which the driven and dis-

tressed polemic might betake himself, and say, as some of the opponents of

Ilooker in his day said, " See how we also magnify the grace of God." But

in the church, before a shrine, at the confessional, with its scheme of money
atonements, on the bed of death, with its tariff" for delivering souls, you will

find that grace is nothing, and that works are everything. The efficacy of

human desert is, then, brethren, to come forth in all its broad impiety, as

that which, eked out and perfected by the deserts of Christ, will propitiate

the wrath of God, and confer a title to the crowns of heaven.

On other points of disagreement with Rome in relation to this doctrine 1
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do not think it needful that I should further enlarge. We disagree with her
in her very definition of justification, as a state in wliich we are made
righteous, knowing as we do that " there is none righteous," either born or

made, and that it is only for Christ's sake that we can even be so accounted.

We disagree with her view of the nature of justification, as an imparted

moral purity, an infused grace of soul, of itself meriting the favour of God ;

knowing how pointedly the apostle disparages any righteousness personal to

himself, because he knew that the only righteousness which could save him
was that which was " through the faith of Christ, the righteousness which
is of God by faith." We disagree with her as to the means of justification,

which she assumes can be applied to the soul's comfort only through ordi-

nances and by priestly authority, or other conditions imposed by the law of

the church ; believing as we do, that in all these there is an offence against

the truth of God, and the fond novelty of an aspiring but erring sect ; and
in contradistinction thereto, we affirm, that the sole initiative in the matter

of justification is to be found in the free grace of God ; that there was
nothing antecedent in it, nothing to excite us to it, but that God, out of the

freedom and largeness of his everlasting love, first pitied our fallen race, and
then ordained the requisite agencies for our deliverance. And we affirm,

further, that the application of this free grace to our individual justification

comes not of our own works or deservings, whether before or after, but from

the fact that God has been pleased, solely for the sake of Christ's righteous-

ness, and through a faith working by love, as the recipient of the benefit, to

regard us as righteous, who in ourselves are not righteous, and declare us to

be justified who were before in a state of condemnation.

And hence we affirm, lastly, as against Rome, that nothing in us, and nothing

from us, can have any concurrent efficacy with the work of Christ in procuring

our justification; that that work must stand alone—that all the supplements and
additions of human obedience obscure the moral glory of the cross, disparage

the worth of the great propitiation, suppose defect, or flaw, or blemish in

the obedience of the Holy One, and assume that man can make amend-
ment upon a work of which the Infinite God himself declared, «' It is

finished." And truly, as our article sets forth, this doctrine of ours is " very
full of comfort." lu moments of despondency and mental sorrow, when
doubting thoughts come in upon us like a flood, when a sickness unto death
tells us Ave are getting nearer and nearer to the awful presence, and when
a light, as if streaming afresh upon us from the unseen world, discovers
defects in our obedience we had long forgotten, blemishes in our worship
we had never seen, revealing sin when we worked, and only greater sin
when we worked not: at such times, I say, comforting, unspeakably com-
forting, is the doctrine which lifts us out of the region of self and selfish

doings altogether, which bids the soul cleave to a source of acceptance that
is wholly external to itself, which carries the hope of the dying sinner up-
ward to the centre of infinite worthiness, bidding him rejoice, as he tramples
his own worthless doings in the dust, that he shall be found in the great day,
"not having his own righteousness, which is of the law, but that which is

through the faith of Christ, the righteousness which is of God through faith."
The great practical lesson to which I Jiave hoped the consideration of our

subject will lead us is, that we keep close not only to the Bible, but to the
whole Bible ; that we first take care in our interpretations to make Scrip.
ture agree with itself, and leave schools and sects to settle their differences
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as they can. Between one system and another it has fared hard with good

works to obtain a place among moral essentials at all. Melancthon affirmed

that they were necessary to salvation, and forthwith he was rejected by the

Lutherans, as contradicting their champion's doctrine of justification. Some

Reformers in our own country spoke of them as a joint condition of justifi-

cation ] and from that time it was ruled by the Puritans that in connection

with justification the word condition must not be used at all. "Whilst, lastly,

some temperate Calvinistic writers, both in Scotland and in our own country,

having used the expression that good works are essential to salvation, and

that it is consistent with the soundest Calvinism to say so, others, more

rigid adherents of that school, have taken the alarm, and have urged that

from its liability to misinterpretation the phrase is one which it is better to

avoid. Now, really if the doctrine be found in Scripture, this suppression

of it, for whatever prudential reasons, does seem very like handling the

Word of God deceitfully. Komish perversions, in relation to the subject of

works, may well make us sensitive ; but they should not make us blind. If

the performance of them be inculcated in Scripture, inculcated as an obliga-

tion, inculcated as a necessity, inculcated as that which, if springing from a

proper moral state, will be followed by the highest rewards of the eternal

world, there must be reasons based upon the Divine knowledge of our moral

aptitudes, why this prominence to human works should be assigned. Could

inspiration itself devise a stronger form of expression, to show the necessity

of a practical fruit- bearing work-evidenced faith, than that solemn counsel

of the apostle to Titus : " This is a faithful saying, and these things I will

that thou affirm constantly, that they which have believed in God might be

careful to maintain good works V Whether the reasons for such prominence

were, that we might be stirred up to a holy resolution in doing good, that

we might provoke one another unto love and good works, that we might

strive after those higher objects of spiritual ambition—the rule over ten

cities, the glory of a star that excelleth, a seat on the Saviour's right hand

or on his left in his kingdom ; or whether we are to look for the reason in

the fact that he knew what was in man, knew what a tendency there is in

us all to rest in a religion of emotion, of talk, of uncostly but loud profes-

sion, in a knowledge which could comprehend all mysteries, or in a faith

strong enough to remove mountains ; certain it is that both by our Lord

and his apostles the awards of immortality are promised only to a woi-kiug

faith ; and the duties of personal godliness are enforced by the most stirring

appeals to the hopes and fears of mankind. The objection to speak of works

springing from faith in Christ as essential to justification, or as the condition

of justification, on the ground that some would be sure to understand by

these expressions some equivalent human consideration, seems utterly frivo-

lous. The words imply no such thing in their natural sense ; and if they

did, the perversions that would wrest one word to such a meaning, would

wrest any other word wc might put in its place. It is clear that we must
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have some word to denote that works of faith are a necessity. We must be

furnished with a phrase to express that without which something else cannot

be. There are two propositions which, I take it, must command ajl theo-

logical consents : the first, that without a change of character, wrought by

the Spirit of God, no man can be saved ; and the second, that without fruit

unto holiness there can be no such change of character. Even the case of

the thief on the cross will be found no exception to this rule. The faith by

which he was translated into a justified state was itself a work, a mixed act,

consisting of a public profession of his own guilt before God, a tribute of

homage to the Divine character of Christ, a practical rebuke to the multi-

tude who stood around the cross, and an active endeavour to save the soul

of his companion, dying with the words of reviling on his lips. So that of

the penitent thief it may be said, not less than of the father of the faithful

himself—" Seest thou how faith wrought with his works, and by works was

made perfect ?"

Brethren, let nothing I have said be thought to disparage or leave out of

sight the efficacy of that principle of gratitude to which in Scripture appeal

is made constantly, as that which ought to quicken us in all the duties of

moral obedience. Those words we read just now, addressed by our Divine

Lord to the penitent woman in Simon's house, must find a response in every

heart which has ever felt the burden of sin or the comfort ot knowing there

is one to take his sin away. " Wherefore I say unto thee, her sins, which

are many, are forgiven, for she loved much ; but to whom little is forgiven

the same loveth little." The man who has little to be forgiven, or rather,

who thinks that he has, in his heart cares very little for Christ. A far

better man feels that he has much to be forgiven, and knowing his need of a

Saviour loves with thetenderest affection a Saviour that is suited to his need.

Yes, to have the love of Christ constraining us, to be foremost in showing

much love to the Saviour, because we owe him an infinite debt—to feel that

we are bought with a price, and therefore that we ought to glorify God with

our bodies and with our spirits, which are his—this, as the first and greatest

of our obligations, we all acknowledge. But is there not a possibility that

this feeling may evaporate in a lip profession, in a frequent repetition of the

words, " Lord, Lord ?" Is there not a proneness in many of us to be ever call-

ing ourselves, both in our prayers and our conversation, wicked, hell-deserving

sinners, without any practical endeavours to make that wickedness less ? Do
we not often take that language of the apostle, " The good that I would I

do not, but the evil which I would not that I do," as an excuse for our

moral indolence, and a discharge from the hard service of the cross ! May
we not suffer loud panegyrics of Christ's service to stand in lieu of a lowly

and reverent imitation of his example, and be earnest in our protestations of

the all-sufficiency of the grace of God, because we feel that we are trusting

to that grace to do our work, and its own as well ? These, brethren, and such

as these, I think, are always the dangers of a professing age, and they appear
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to call upon us loudly to look well to our foundation, to try and examine our-

selves by all the practical standards of the gospel, to see what there is in our

dispositions, in our tempers, in our life, to indicate the fact of a renewed and

converted mind. To oppose doctrines to each other has ever been as much
an artifice with Satan as to oppose duties ; but as surely as you will find it a

possible thing to comply with the double precept of being " not slothful in

business," and yet " fervent in spirit, serving the Lord," so surely will you

find it a possible thing to hold the double truth, that " without faith it is im-

possible to please God," and that " without holiness no man shall see the

Lord"
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"The hand of the Lord was upon me, and carried me out in the spirit of the Lord, and set

me down in the midst of the ralley which was full of bones, and caused me to pass by tlieai

roundabout: and, behold, there were very many in the opeu valley ; and, lo, they were \cry

dry."—Ezekiel xxxvii. 1, 2.

These words belong to one of those striking passages found frequently in

the prophetical writings, which, without any overstraining or impropriety

will admit of two or three distinct interpretations. The, vision as described

at the head of the chapter, is called a resurrection of dry bones, and there

can be no doubt that its primary meaning, probably the only meaning, wliich

the Jews themselves gave of it, was that the resuscitation of these bones was

a figure representing the general restoration of all the tribes from their se-

veral dispersions. This had been the clear promise of the preceding chapter,

but the weak faith of the people saw all but insuperable barriers to the

accomplishment of their hope. First, the scattered condition of their na-

tion ; and, secondly, the old tribal feuds of Judah and Ephraim. To calm

these groundless fears, two visions are vouchsafed to the prophet, one a

vision of two sticks uniting, to show how divided things may become one ;

and the other, a vision of dry bones quickening, to show how dispersed and

dead things may be restored to their original strength, and unity, and life.

Be it then, reasons the prophet with the Jewish nation, that your present

condition is no better than one of political death, that ye are now scattered

over the face of the earth just as strewed and dishonoured bones in an open

valley
;
yet, bethink ye of him, who of all life and alljdeath retains the un-

controlled and determinate issues, whose it is graves to open, corruption to

restore, bones to impregnate with a principle of new life, joining them

together, each to each, in the order of their primal union and compactness.

And this consideration will take you off from your dark and despairing
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thoughts. The eye of faith will apprehend the meaning of this vision, you
will see the boues move, and the limbs come to^jelhcr, and the valley become
peopled with living things. For thus saith the Lord God, " Behold, O my
people, I will open your graves, and cause you to come up out of your graves,

and bring you into the land of Israel." Such is the explanation of this

vision. It presents us with an image of political desolation—a bold image,

no doubt, and yet all things considered, the state of the Jews at that time,

as well as the imaginative tendencies of the oriental mind, an image neither

overstrained nor extravagant. Still less should we be oflTended with the se-

cond interpretation, as commonly gh'en by the early fathers, namely, that

the vision was a type of the general resurrection at the last day, and was

designed to show to us how, when church-yards, and seas, and battle plains

shall give up their trust of buried dead, each bone shall find its partner

bone, and the bleached and crumbling atoms of our humanity shall again

coalesce into forms of life. This interpretation derives strength from the

fact, that the very words which we find employed by St. John, in his descrip-

tion of the dead bodies lying in the streets of the holy city, exactly corres-

pond with those of Ezekiel—" And after three days and a half the spirit of

life from God entered into them, and they stood upon their feet." But the

vision is generally allowed to bear an interpretation of a more comprehen-

sive and spiritual kind. It is thought to be an emblem of the resurrection

to life of the church of Christ, whether taken in a collective sense, and so

applying to the moral glories of the latter day, or in an individual sense, and

therefore describing the recovery of a lost soul from darkness to light, and

from the death of sin into a life of righteousness. Presumptuous indeed

would be such a use of Scripture imagery without an inspired warrant, but

such a warrant we have abundantly. The sacred writers shrink from no

conceivable change as too strong to denote the renewal of the human soul.

They describe it as an emerging from a buried state—" buried with him in

baptism"—a participation in the Saviour's resurrection : "If ye, then, be risen

with Christ"—the inbreathing of a new life into a dead soul—" And you hath

he quickened, who were dead in trespasses and sins." The world, on New
Testament principles, is nothing more than a great place of tombs ; kings

differing from mean men only by having costlier, more garnished sepulchres.

And so, while we continue in an unrenewed state, Scripture speaks to us as

dead things, insensible things, mere busy blind sleepwalkers. To the toiling

merchant, to the diligent student, to the cumbered housewife, to the busy,

persevering philanthropist, while not transformed by the renewing of their

minds, it attributes the same condition of dead and diseased activity, calls

upon them as men in their graves to hear the voice of the Son of God and

live, and though they be locked up as surely as Lazarus was, and of anything

like life are as destitute as dry bones may be, a voice from heaven speaks

to them, saying, "Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and

Christ shall give thee light." My remaining remarks, therefore, will be de-

dicated to the spiritual interpretation of this significant and instructive

vision, and we may consider the entire scene, first, as illustrating the moral

condition of our world ; secondly, as pointing out the^proper methods for its

amelioration ; and, thirdly, as assuring us of success if we comply with the

Divine direction.

I. Let me invite your attention, first, to the representation given us in this

vision of the moral condition of our world—" The hand of the Lord was upon
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me, and carried me out in the Spirit of the Lord, and set me down in the

midst of the valley which was full of bones, and caused me to pass by them

round about : and, behold, there were very many in the open valley ; and, lo,

they were very dry." Bones—dry bones—uuburied bones—very many of

them—what a crowd of monitory and suggestive thoughts seem to be called

up by this picture ! A bone—who likes to look on this dishonoured relic of

life ? What a recoil do youth and beauty feel at being told that " to this

complexion they must come at last !" But the bones the prophet saw were,

on our spiritual interpretation, yet more painful to contemplate ; they repre-

sented the bones, not of a dead body, but so to speak, of a dead soul, scattered

members of the immortal part—God's image defaced, corrupted, broken into

dust and fragmeuts. Furthermore, to complete the picture of death and

desolateness, the prophet adds, " and they were very dry." They had not

only remained a long time in this state, they were bleached and crumbled in

the sun, and all vestige of the human thing was gone. The application of

this lies upon the surface. In the same way as corruption, and time, and the

worm obliterate all trace of the human resemblance ; so has sin swept away
from the face of the human soul every feature which once it bore. We are

no more like what we were when our Creator made us than that sightless

thing, which is sometimes cast up from an open grave, to the face of a man
beaming with intelligence and lined with thought. God made us men, but

sin has changed us into skeletons. Observe, further, the vision seems to

point to the utter shamelessness of the unconverted state. The bones were

in an open valley, or champaign, as you read it in the margin. When
Abraham stood up before the sons of Heth he asked for a buryingplace that

he might bury his dead out of his sight ; and of this early transmitted feeling,

be its religious origin what it may, you will find traces constantly in the

writings of classic authors. An unburied corpse was a stigma, as well on

the piety of the living, as on the honour of the dead. And such were the

bones which the prophet saw ; no charuel house hid them from human sight,

no mounds of parent earth had covered them, but they lay sti'ewed and ex-

posed in the valley—an offence and an open shame. Brethren, again are we
compelled to acknowledge the likeness between the vision and the reality.

There may be those who sin in secret, those Avho defraud and plunder by
means of locked up and secret ledgers, who concoct their mendacious

schemes in chambers dark as the unsunned and unfrequented sepulchre ; but

the many hardly care to hide their iniquity, they leave the pestiferous breath

of corruption to go up from the valley, and seem to glory in their shame.

And how unblushingly does vice walk our streets, and lying enter

into our commerce, and sinful and foolish jesting dishonour our entertain-

ments, and the offer of cheap excursions affront the sanctities of God's holy-

day ! And they justify themselves who do such things. Even concealment

—

that homage which bad men pay to the divinity of virtue— is deemed uncalled

for. " They are dead in trespasses and sins," and desire that none should

bury them out of our sight. Of course it will not be inferred from this, that

concealment of sinful practices would ever make them better ; all that is

meant is, that the utter absence of shame-facedness with which social mal-

practices are committed—the air of deliberateness with which you will hear

a man vindicate either over-reaching in his business or excess in his pleasure,

or admitted deficiencies in his religious life and practice, are just so many
evidences of ripened, confirmed, unblushing ungodliness. He is destitute of
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tiiat first element of creature acceptableness—a sense of religious shame.

He is a bone—a very dry bone, and withal, uncovered and unburied ; in

the face of men and of day, he lies in the open valley.

Another mournful spectacle which the vision exhibits of spiritual death

rcjgninf>; around us is its univeisality. The prophet was first set down iu the

midst of the valley—they were all bones there ; afterwards he was made to

pass round about, but tlie same sight met him every where, and " Lo !" he

says, " they were very many." And here again we feel that the vision has a

good deal of sorrowful truth in it. The dead in sin are innumerable. It is

not in tlie midst of the valley only, in the crowd of cities, and in the feverish

stir of courts, the haunts of dissipation, or amidst the thickly nestling fami-

lies of the outcasts that we meet with these relics of spiritual corruption.

Wherever we pass, with the prophet, round about, in the retirement of the

village, in the seclusion of the cloister, in the calm privacies of family and

domestic intercourse—sweet Auburn, mighty London—it is all one—there is

not a house in which there is not one dead. " Lord are there few that be

saved ?" sai^d one to the Master. And without having his question directly

answered, he is left to draw his own inference about the fewness of the saved

from the fact that it is certain there will be a great many lost. " Strive to

enter in at the strait gate, for many, I say unto you, shall seek to enter in and

shall not be able." They are the many who are called, and through unfaith-

fulness are not chosen. The many who in tliaf day will say unto me, " Lord,

Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name ?" The many who run, and throng,

and sleep, and die in the broad road that leadeth to destruction. The world

is strewed with these memorials of living death, the vision teaches. And to

look for a man of God, for one devoted to his faith and power, for one

in the world and yet not of the world, is like seeking the living among the

dead.

II. But I proceed to the second branch of our subject, or a view of the

vision as it illustrates the means to be employed for the recovery of the

world from its spiritually dead condition. The prophet admits that the task

was one of apparently hopeless difficulty. "Son of man," said the voice by

which he had been conducted to the valley, " can these dry bones live ? Is

there any possibility that tliese offensive fragments should unite, and move,

and stand [up before your congregation of living things ?" Whereupon the

prophet answers, with profound and wondering reverence, "O Lord God,

thou knowest." And, brethren, see you not how fitting this question and

answer appear on our spiritual interpretation? Have you never heard of a

man of God whose ministerial lot seemed to be cast among bones ? He is

abundant in labours, faithful in doctrine, earnest in prayer, diligent in his

oversif^ht of the flock of God ; and yet for years, perhaps, he sees not of the

fruit of his labours—to all human seeming there are no jewels gathering for

liis crown, no sheaves ripening for his harvest, no brands rescued from the

flame. " During ten years," said a lioly man of the last century, " 1 heard
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of but one instance of conversion by my ministry." Well, to snch a one

meditatin}^ on the scene of barrenness around him, we will suppose the Spirit

of God to say, ' Can these dry bones live ? Is it possible that these dull

remnants of immortal being you have around you, without breath, without

hope, without God, without Christ, should be moved and quickened into a

condition of spiritual life ? Can your faith grasp the great fact of these bones

becoming men V And the answer which the downcast man of God would

return, would be in substance Ezekiel's answer—" O Lord God, thou know-

est." 'Judging by past results, judging by present evidences, judging by any

standards of human likelihood, I should say, these bones will continue bones.

I see not hope or sign of life among them. Every form of moral induce-

ment fails ; they are neither moved by entreaties, nor alarmed by threaten-

ings, nor softened by afflictions ; they seem to have neither sense of sin, nor

desire of pardon, nor fear of punishment ; their Sabbaths are a weekly

mockery, their prayers an unmeaning form ; whilst every thought and desire

and feeling seems to be bounded by the one absorbing question, " What
shall I eat, and what shall I drink, and wherewithal shall I be clothed !"

Still it is not for God's ministering servants to speak of results. True, it

seems as if our net were often cast into an empty sea. We may say with

Peter, " All the night long have I toiled and taken nothing." Still who
shall say how many souls we shall enclose at the next draught ? " O Lord

God, thou knowest."

And now the prophet is in a frame of mind for receiving further instruc-

tions from heaven, and perhaps he expects that some new agencies may be

summoned into being for effecting its mystical resurrection. But instead of

these, he finds himself commanded only to use the means which he had again

and again employed without success before. " And the voice said unto me,

Prophesy upon these bones, and say unto them, O ye dry bones, hear the

word of the Lord." Mark here, brethren, the ministry of the word is God's

great agency for the world's conversion. The days we live in are fertile of

expedient and project and bold thought. Every sun that rises finds a thou-

sand busy minds planning and devising something for the good of mankind.

The philanthropist's calling is absolutely overdone ; and by education, by

cultivation of a taste for the arts, by shortened labours for the sons of toil

and open doors for the repentant criminal, by reformatories, dormatories,

penitentiaries, and industrial schools, everybody has his scheme for mending

the world's present condition. Amidst this multitudinous assemblage

of human remedies, all good in their way however, it is a great repose to the

mind just to see ^hat is God's remedy. He interferes not with our social

machinery, our commerce, our science, our philanthropy, or our laws—these

may all go on as before ; but he has his own cure for the moral disorders of

mankind ; and where that cure is left out of sight, God will bless no other.

And that is, to prophecy upon these bones and say unto them, " O ye dry

bones, hear ye the word of the Lord !"
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And at tliis part of the vision the minister of God finds his lesson. He
has a pardonable preference for the great promising fields of labour. True,

he must go where he is sent, but he would not choose a valley of bones if he

could get an auditory of living things. But the tenor of his commission

runs—" Preach to the most ignorant, and dark, and hopeless ; speak to

the dead ; even in the place of tombs and at the very mouth of graves
;
pro-

phecy upon these bones." Neither are we to be tellers of smooth things

when we prophecy, to shrink from calling people by their right names and

addressing many among them as spiritually dead ; for you see there God's

own instructions to the preacher—"Say unto them, O ye dry bones, hear ye

the word of the Lord." And this is our confidence when we speak—that it

is the word of the Lord. What power could there be in our words to awake

the dead, or pierce the grave, or quicken into life and motion the souls

which lie scattered up and down the valley of sin ? Oh, we know and feel

that we are mere channels for conveying heavenly sounds. If the word ever

come to the heart in power, and in the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance ;

if the sword pierce, if the hammer break, if the conscience tremble ; if the

heart resist, struggle, repent, and finally yield, there is no mistaking the

voice which speaks. Plainly as to Adam when he thought the trees would

screen him from heaven's glance ; sternly as to Cain, when the murderous

thought loomed upon his frowning brow ; audibly as to Elijah, when the

words, " What dost thou here 2" rang through the untrodden cave, do you

hear the Lord's voice on such occasions. The lips are men's lips, but the

words—there is a felt divinity in them ; the dividing of the soul and spirit, the

severing of joints and marrow, the discerning of the intents and thoughts

—

all this reveals a message from heaven from the living to the dead—" O ye

dry bones, hear ye the word of the Lord."

III. And now I come to the last view of this vision, or, a consideration of

it as it illustrates the success which shall attend the use of all heavenly-

appointed means for the conversion of souls. The prophet, as we have seen,

had his command to preach, and the people had theirs to hear. But for the

encouragement of both, the command is accompanied with a gracious promise,

for the very next words are, " Thus saith the Lord God unto these bones
;

Behold, I will cause breath to enter into you, and ye shall live : and I will

lay sinews upon you, and will bring up flesh upon you, and cover you with

skin, and put breath in you, and ye shall live ; and ye shall know that I am

the Lord." We may notomit to observe here, how, under every dispensation

the dead, and the lost, and the hopeless are the objects of the Almighty's

care. They are the tempted among disciples, the heavy laden among sinners,

the weeping among the prodigals ; it is among the reeds the sorest bruised, and

among bones the " very dry," that mercy finds occasion for its most tender

and bright displays. Let us see this principle acted out in the vision. " So I

prophesied," says Ezekicl, "as I was commanded: and as I prophesied, there

was a noise, and behold a shaking, and the bones came together, bone to his
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bone." There was a noise and a shaking:. To two out of the three proposed

interpretations of the vision sugfjested at the outset these effects seem ap-

plicable enough. Thus we can have no difficulty in imagining that a great

political commotion should be stirred up on the first proclamation of Cyrus

for the return of the Jews to their own land ; whilst for the other interpre-

tation, or that which applies the vision to the resurrection of the body, we
have the later New Testament confirmation, that the heavens shall pass away
with a great noise, and the powers of heaven shall be shaken. But what

fitness have these terms for our spiritual rendering 1 Much every way. There

is no resurrection to spiritual life, whether in a nation, in a family, or in an

individual soul, without both a noise and a shaking. " These that have

turned the world upside down," said the Jews of Thessalonica, " have come

hither also." Yes, brethren, the chariots of the Redeemer never have been

noiseless chariots. There was a noise in Judea when John preached the

baptism of repentance ; there was a noise at Athens when Paul preached

the doctrines of the resurrection ; there was a noise at Ephesus when the

craftsmen saw the danger which threatened their silver shrines ; there is a

noise now in India, in China, in Africa, in the isles of the Pacific, because

their people are exhorted to forsake their dumb idols and turn to the living

God. And is there not often a noise in families when the prophecying is

just beginning to take effect, when some solitary member of a household

comes out from the rest, and with a lofty disregard of the results, resolves to

cast in his lot with the people of God ? How often have parents been known
to deride the overseriousness of the child, and brothers to scoff at the pious

scruples of a sister, or more frequently still, how often in this great city are

young men found to be casting the godless jest on those who, associated with

them in the same mercantile or professional emploj'ments, have the courage to

keep a conscience and declare their reverence for the things of God. Yes,

brethren, these are the results which we must grasp. When a man sees

another aiming at an excellence which he cannot reach, practising a self-

denial which he is loth to imitate, preserving in bright and virgin flame that

light of purity and undefiled religion which in himself is well-nigh gone out,

he is disturbed, and envious, and angry ; and, lo ! there is a noise. Nor shall

we be at a loss to see the suitableness to our spiritual rendering of the other

result described, " And behold there was a shaking." Shaking, we know, is

the indication of great fear ; so that as the noise describes the position of the

world without, the shaking may fitly express the disturbance of the world

within ; the trembling of the gladly awakened soul, lest there should be no

mountain to fly to, no sanctuary to reach, no fountain open to remove the

deep dye of sin ; no daysman to stand between the sinner and his offended

God. There was a shaking in the heart of the Philippian jailor when under

the agony of strange sights and sounds, he exclaimed, " Sirs, what must I do

to be saved ?" There was a shaking in the Roman centurion when the

sight of the heaven's darkening and the earth rolling, and the streets of Jeru-

salem paced by the risen dead, drew from him the involuntary confession,

" Truly this wa^he Sou of God." There was a shaking among those that

kept watch by the Redeemer's grave, when they saw how at the mere touch

of heaven's radiant messenger, tiie huge stone rolled away, and for fear of

him, the keepers did shake and become as dead men. See, here then,

brethren, an early symptom of your spiritual resurrection, and apply it to

your own experience. Ask yourselves, have you ever been sliaken from
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these sanJy and unstable foundations on which so many are bnilding their

immortal house ? Have you ever been shaken from those unscriptnral and
hollow creeds which are the only answer many have to make to the fears of

death, the terrors of the grave, and tlie heavy indictment to be preferred

against them at the last day ? Ur, lastly, have you ever felt a shakin^j in

yourselves ? Have you ever known what it is to have the lieart to sink, and
the knees to smite, and the tongue to falter through an oppressive sense of

your soul's danger and urgent need ? Have you trembled as you prayed ?

Did the hand seem to shake as you approached to lay hold of the Saviour ?

And did the lips stammer as they gave expression to that language of hope-

ful contradiction—" Lord, I believe, help thou mine unbelief ?" If so, be of

good cheer ; at this time there was a shaking in you, the bones were be-

ginning to move, and flesh was beginning to come up, and over the face of

your regenerate soul the Spirit of God was moving and imparting to you the

first breathings of spiritual life.

On the last scene of this imposing spectacle, I can say but one word, and
•with it must conclude. After the bones iiad come together, each to its place,

each with its proper clothing of flesh, and skin, and sinew, the prophet

found there was no breath in them. I will not stay here, strongly as the

analogy invites us, to see in this feature of the prophet's vision, a type of

that halting stage in the Christian life, in which all external forms of godli-

ness are kept up without any growing experience of its power ; living, in-

deed, in shape, but having no breath in them. But I will now entx-eat your
devout attention to God's method for supplying this mournful deficiency.

Seeing there was no breath in these risen forms, the voice said unto Ezekiel,

" Prophesy unto the wind, prophesy, son of man, and say to the wind, Thus
saith the Lord God ; Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe upon
these slain, that they may live. So I prophesied as he commanded me, and
the breath came into them, and they lived, and stood up upon their feet, an
exceeding great army." Brethren, you have here the secret of all success,

the strength of all gospel ministrations, the spring of all church revivals. We
want more breath in our body, more of tliat which distinguishes the skeleton

from the man and the religious automaton from the thing of life—and this is

to be obtained only by our prophesying to the wind ; by one and all in the

church and in their closet off'ering that fervent petition, " Come from the

four winds, O breath, and breathe upon these slain, that tbey may live."

Yes, our valley is full of slain ! Go where we will, we walk among those

dry emblems of death, in our churches, in our cities, in our homes ; and yet

the breath of the Spirit is omnipotent which sweeps the valley from end to

end ; and though itself the most resistless of all the winds of heaven, it

may be put in motion by the gentlest of all sighs, the prayer of the least and

of the lowest of the children of God. Go home to-day then, brethren, and

and offer up a prayer for tlie slain, whether the slaiu in the world or the

slain at home ; call aloud to the four winds to revive the face of the desolate

earth, pray that the breath of life may enter into the drv bones, until the

thoughtless, aroused from his slumbers, and the formalisWihaken from his

confidence, and the man of the world awakened to a view of his respon-

sibility, his folly, and his sin—the valleys may be clothed anew with all the

verdure of spiritual \ife, and the dead now risen in Christ, may stand upon

their feet an exceeding great army.
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"When his disciples heard it, they were exceedingly amazed, saying. Who rhon can be
saved ?"—Matthew six. 25.

There is a peculiar interest attacliing to the language of the ruler, whose
interview with our Lord gave rise to this question ; and it comes in part, I

think, from our not knowing what became of him afterwards. We are natu-

rally struck with the circumstance, especially in early gospel times, of a
man of mark, and affluence, and position, wishing to become a Christian

—

anxioTisly concerned for his soul—condescending to be a learner in the school
of the despised Nazarene. But then just as we are getting interested in him,
just as Christ himself seems to have been getting interested in him, (for we
are told he loved him), we read the young man went away. Now, did he
ever come back again ? I am afraid not. Remember what we are so often
told about the tendency of resisted convictions, about the slowly induced,
but certain consequences of an impaired religious sensitiveness. There is no
mystery in the matter. It is a plain fact of moral experience, as easy to

account for as that an elastic body being continually pressed to the utmost
should at length lose its elasticity. Conscience can hardly be taken by
surprise twice. Thunder in its ears as loudly as you will, the voice will not
sound like thunder after the first time. A Felix has one convenient season

;

and to have been " almost persuaded" to be a Christian is, i.i the order of
moral probabilities, the very way to prevent your ever becoming quite per-
suaded. The case of the young man in the passage before us goes to prove the
same point. In revolving to go away from Christ he did damage to the sensibi-
lities of the religious conscience, from which we may believe it never after,

wards recovered. The strong resolution which a moment before was pre-
pared to do anything to obtain eternal life, sickened at the sight of the first

difficulty, and so ended his Christianity. It died and made no sign. The
siglit moved onr Divine Lord to some sorrowful thoughts. What a heaven
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obstructing thing are these great possessions ! What an infatuated tendency

is there in man to throw diflBculties in the way of his own salvation ! " Verily

I say unto you, It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle,

than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God. When his disciples

heard it, they were exceedingly amazed." And considering the words as

implying that even this young man with all his excellencies of character

would fall short of the kingdom of heaven, they exclaimed, " Who then can

be saved ?" The entire passage, taken in connection with the incident upon

which it is founded, may assist us to the elucidation of some important prac-

tical truths, as well as perhaps to the correction of some dangerous practical

mistakes. Thus we seem to be taught that salvation is not so easy a matter

as the many are inclined to think it ; then that a life of outward compliance

with the precepts of the moral law may be very far from supposing a state of

spiritual acceptance before God ; then that great possessions are not always

to him who has them a great blessing ; and, lastly, that tilings which are im-

possible with man are quite possible with God.

I. Let us consider the text, first, as it seems to imply that men commonly

err as to the real difficulties of salvation, that they are prone to under esti- -

mate its cost and effort, and self-sacrifice, and demanded pains. "When
the disciples heard this, they were exceedingly amazed, saying, who then can

be saved ?" ' Who, if every rich man is to be lost who will not for Christ's

sake make himself poor ? Who, if every humble man is to be lost who will

not for Christ's sake cast the idol of the soul away ? Who, if one who has

kept the commandments, who is seeking to enter into life, who, in the face

of the world's rude scorn, is willing to become Christ's disciple—if such a one

is to be lost, " who then can be saved ?" We see at once why this should be

a source of perplexity to the disciples. True, every man may not have great

possessions to part with ; but every man has something to part with, some-

thing which he loves as much as the rich man loves his riches ; and yet the

principle here laid down was, that this cherished thing, whatever it be, would,

for Christ's sake, have to be given up. This young man's great possessions

were only a type of all those objects of spiritual idolatry which usurp in

our affections, the place of God. " Sell what thou hast," it was said to this

young man. That is, whatsoever it is essential to the reign of grace in your

heart, that you should sell ; whatever a self-pleasing and self-sparing Chris-

tian would be least willing to sell ; whatsoever you love so much as to feel

you must turn your back on Christ, on the cross, or the hope of heaven,

before you could sell. It may be wealth, it may be love of distinction, it may

be fondness for society ; it may be the pampered appetite or the low taste,

the hankering for pleasures that are sinful, or a delight in those that are

frivolous, and empty, and vain
;
yet any of these may get a strange power

over us. We get to make gods of them after a time ; and though professing

to follow Christ, should go away sorrowful, if required by him to give these
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idols up. But we must give them up, and at the very instant the voice of

the Spirit within us says, " The Lord hath need of them." Christ never

deceived anybody as to the real cost of discipleship. He told this young

man, as he tells us, that Christianity is a religion of self-denial ; a service of

surrendered choices, rewarded with the consolation, that we ourselves are

the choice of God ; and therefore they are costly things which go to make

up the Christian's sacrifice. The eye is a tender organ, but he may have to

pluck it out ; the hand is a useful member, but he may have to cut it off

;

riches, honours, comforts are pleasant things, but you may have to sell them

all. But then the poorer the man the richer the disciple. Heaven rejects

neither maimed saints nor impoverished saints ; nay, rather many have

found their way thither with one hand or one eye, who would have been

wandering iu everlasting darkness if they had kept the two ; and many have

laid up in store for themselves a good foundation for the time to come by

taking heed of the injunction, " Sell whatsoever thou hast."

Here then was an important lesson for these new disciples to learn : salva-

tion under the gospel is not an easy thing. The statements in Scripture on

which men commonly base the idea of its easiness are in fact statements

mercifully designed of God to keep us from being discouraged and driven

back by the difficulty. Thus I read of the boundless compassions of the

Divine Nature yearning over the lost souls, devising an infinite scheme for

their recovery—attribute as it were struggling with attribute, rather than see

a sinner die, heaven almost in perplexity and at a stand whether Ephraim

shall be given up or no. I read of Christ beseeching sinners to accept the

reconciliation he has provided for them, condescending to say that his honour

will be increased by it, and the societies of heaven be made up by it, and the

travail of his own righteous soul be recompensed by it. I read of his allur-

ing, winning, drawing sinners to his heart by cords of coercing gentleness

;

standing at the door and knocking till his head be filled with dew, and his

locks with the drops of the night. I read of the light terms upon which all

this promised good is to be had—that a look will save, and a smitten heart

will justify, and a " behold he prayeth" attract the pitying regards of heaven ;

and that the fervent outgoings of an affectionate heart, even as life ebbs

away, will open the gates of the paradise of God. And meditating on these

things, and seeing what succours, and inducements, and encouragements, and

supports are offered to every one of us, what promises of guidance when we
seek, and of strength when we run, and of refreshment when we are weary,

and of grace when we stumble, and are ready to fall, I almost reverse the

exclamation of the disciples in the text, and instead of saying, " Who then

can be saved V ask, " How is it possible that we can be lost ? Who so

blind, so stolid, or wilful, or obstinately bent upon destruction as ever to miss

of heaven ?" But the truth lies between the two views. There are dark

parts as well as light in the picture, and we must set the one over against
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the other. Fo} the geneial lone ot it, we do best to go to such illustration

as that furnished by our Lord himself. " My yoke is easy, and my burden

is light." Easy, but still a yoke ; light, but still a burden
;
pressing gently

upon the shoulders that take kindly to it, but still a real cross, and not a

mere ornamental badge. This too likely perversion of his words Christ con-

stantly guarded against ; and he said, '^Strive to enter in at the straight gate,

for many, I say unto you, shall seek to enter and shall not be able." Here

it is plainly intimated that striving will prevail over the difficulties of our

salvation, but that indolent, half-hearted peeking, the do-little, care-little,

cost-little Christianity of the many, never did, and never will. On which side

our danger lies we all know. There are always plenty about us, friends as

ws they call themselves, ready to say, "Spare thyself. If there is to be all

this ado before we can enter into heaven, tempers watched, thoughts guarded,

desires curbed, permitted attachments kept under sanctified restraint, a

sentinel at the door of the lips, an ear of conscience open all day long, who

can hope to reach the goal, " who then can be saved ?"

II. But a second practical lesson the disciples were left to derive from this

incident was that moral uprightness was a very different thing from gospel

piety, that the balances of the sanctuary did not weigh the virtues of men
like as do other balances ; in a word, that the external righteousness of the

life by no means supposes the internal sanctity and surrender of the heart.

The difficulties of salvation, it is probable, would not have appeared to the

disciples so formidable, if the instance of failure, which gave rise to the con-

versation had been that of a base, sordid, unscrupulous money-hunter, one

whose entire ethical code might be summed up in the words, "get—honestly

if you can, but get." With the young man who had just gone away, they

knew the case was far otherwise ; money was not an exclusive idol with him.

For a time, at all events, he had left the care of it to come and inquire about

his soul ; was prepared to do something in order to the safety of that, and

though in the ardour of youth, with all the temptations of affluence and

rank to draw him aside, was able to challenge scrutiny into his outward

life, as being without reproach and blameless. And taking St. Mark's nar-

rative with us, we find other circumstances tending to give this young man's

religious seekings a character of deep and hopeful earnestness. He came

running to our Lord. Religion, whatever his other views of it, was not a

thing to be slept over, not a thing to be postponed to his worldly conve-

nience, not that mechanical self-acting thing some people take it to be, and

which because it is thought to be set a going right at first, it is presumed will

go right of itself for ever afterwards. Heaven was, at all events, in his estima-

tion something worth going out of the way for. In like manner his reverence

—kneeling down on the high road, his acknowledgment of Christ as "good

master," his apparent humility and teachableness in asking, "What good

thing shall I do '." are all features in his character which take him f^uite out
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of the class of those grovelling burrowing earthworms whose very soul is in

th eir bags, and prove abundantly that though he had laid up treasure for

himself he was not without some strong desire to be rich towards God ; and

therefore it was that Jesus beholding him loved him, loved him, that is, not

with that spiritual and divine electing love, which on whomsoever it fastens

loveth unto the end, but loved him as man loves man : the blessed Saviour,

yielding to the kind promptings of his assumed human nature, making as if

he knew not what was in that young man's heart, in order that he might look

at the indications of present amiableness and present good. And sympa-

thizing with these indications, and unlike their Divine Master, not able to

look beyond them, the disciples would see in the example before them

another form of the difficulty of salvation—" Who then can be saved ?" Of
what account, in the estimates of heaven, is all this graceful attractiveness of

character, this ingenuousness, this reverence, this docility, this anxious solici-

tude about the soul, this care to keep the commandments, this professed

desire to take up the cross, and indeed almost taking it up ? How much is put

down for these things, or wherein does he who can lay claim to them—if he

can lay claim to nothing more—differ from the Godless, and the Christless,

and the prayerless, and the lost ? Brethren, we know the only answer to be

returned to these questions, and whatever the involved difficulties of that

answer, the law of the kingdom altereth not. There are to be two divisions

in the world of risen spirits, and we cannot make a third. In Christ or out

of Christ a man must be, one or the other. Where are we to find this

heaven for the moral and the amiable ? When our Lord was rejecting some

in his day, and showing them that they could not have life, he gave no other

reason for their exclusion than this, " I know that ye have not the love of

God in you." He does not accuse them of having wrought nothing, suffered

nothing, sacrificed nothing for religion's sake. They might have done a good

deal in this way, but -whatever they had done, it was not love-service, it was

not heart-service, it was not gratitude-service, it was a mere duty-tax, a

calculated minimum of requirement from them as subjects of the kingdom.

They would give God less, if they thought less would do ; and like as with

the young man before us, would soon show which master had the rule of

their affections if they were peremptorily required to give more. And thus

as you see, we have to go beyond the condition insisted upon, under our first

head, of cost, and labour, and encountered difficulty, and say that, before a
person can be saved, there must mingle with all his endeavours after obedi-

ence a principle of love to God. " Sell all that thou hast, and give to the

poor," it was said to this young man. Well, suppose he had sold all, and had
given the proceeds to the poor, would this of itseif have insured that he
should have treasure in heaven ? Clearly not. He might have parted with

his goods just as he had kept the commandments, according to the letter,

but not in the spirit, for the praise of men, and not from love to God. There
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would be nothing in the act itself to prove that the enmity of the carnal

mind was overcome, that the pride of the self-righteous spirit was broken,

that the hatred of God and holiness was destroyed, that things seen and

temporal were driven out from their usurped dominion, and that Christ and

the things of Christ were reigning in their stead. Yet all this must be, or

we cannot be saved. Outwardly to have kept the commandments is nothing
;

to profess to be seeking Christ is nothing ; to seem in earnest, and to be re-

verent, and to say, " Good Master, what shall I do ?" is nothing. Christ

will not be in the heart, except he have absolute dominion there ; one

reigning preference in our souls will be to us the loss of heaven. The ex-

periment of an equal friendship with both worlds has been tried again and

again, but it always fails. Neither camel nor cable rope will go through that

needle's eye. We must make our election, leaving friends, and the world,

and our own unbelieving hearts to object as they will object, " Who then can

be saved 1"

III. But we must not omit to notice the one particular impediment to salvation

which chiefly though, as I have argued, not exclusively, caused the disciples

to be exceedingly amazed, I mean the possession of great riches. On seeing

the young man turn away, our Lord said to his disciples—" Verily, I say

unto you. That a rich man shall hardly," that is, only with the utmost

difficulty, " enter into the kingdom of heaven." The saying startled the

disciples, and we do not wonder. Why should a rich man coming by his

riches honestly have a worse chance of attaining to eternal life than a poor

man ? A class of wealthy men in every community is a social necessity. If

the poor are never to cease out of the land, there must, of course, be some

rich. One man's loss is another man's gain, and the extravagance of one

nourishes another's thrift. Is then a man's soul to be exposed to imminent,

nay, almost hopeless hazard by the accident of his providential lot ? So very

bald a statement of gospel philosophy, we know, our Lord in another answer

was careful to correct, mending, as it were, upon his first statement, by saying,

" How hard it is for them that trust in riches to enter into the kingdom of

God." Still, in either version, he evidently desires to leave it as a solemn

warning to them that are rich in this world, that great possessions are a

spiritual snare, that they have a tendency to nourish the selfish element in

our nature, and therefore, that unless the love of them be carefully repressed

and prayed against, they will lead to that ascendancy of worldly influences

in the heart which it is the first object of spiritual Christianity to extirpate

and destroy. Hence, when we read in Scripture of denunciations against

riches, we are to understand that they are directed against riches as minis-

tering to the notion that we have something of our own ; against riches as

something to be used solely for our own comfort or aggrandisement ; against

riches, as shutting the door of a man's heart against life's gentler charities,

and making it in the dialect of nature as well as of grace, a heart of stone
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and not a heart of flesli. Of nature as well as grace, I iiaye said ; for it must

be borne in mind, that if Scripture does not identify a healthy and active

condition of the benevolent affections with a state of acceptance before God,

it does assume a man's rejection of God, and therefore God's rejection of

him, if those affections have waxed cold through the power of the niggard,

and narrow, and selfish heart. " Whoso hath this world's good, and seeth his

brother hath need, and shutteth up his bowels of compassion from him, how
dwelleth the love of God in him ?" My brethren, no selfish man can be a

godly man ; the two things cannot mix in the same character. He that

loveth not, knoweth not God. This, with the apostle, is one of the stubborn

gospel facts. He does not say that every humane or compassionate man does

know God, but only that the man who is not humane, who has no feeling of

desire to relieve surrounding distress so as to make a sacrifice for it does

not know God, seeing that the process by which he hardens himself against

an appeal to his pities would alone strengthen the iron tyranny of self, and

banish the reign of God from the heart. Let no man, therefore, deceive you

with vain words ; no covetous man hath any inheritance in the kingdom of

Christ and of God. Great possessions distributed may be a blessing to you.

You may make to yourselves friends of that mammon ; but great possessions

kept hoarded up, laid up whether for the spending of them that are to come

after, or for a day of necessity, which you never expect to see—these turn

the difiiculties of salvation into a thing impossible. Heaven's door is shut

against you, and the door of your heart is shut against all the kind appeals

of heaven. Nothing can pass through this needle's eye. " Who then can be

saved ?"

IV. The important practical inference from the whole subject is, that how-

ever difficult salvation be, whether to rich men or any other, it is never im-

possible—at least the impossibility is only relative. Our Lord did not reply to

this question of his disciples—" Who can be saved ?"—by saying that they

had overrated the greatness of the work. He only replied, " with men this

is impossible, but with God all things are possible." And this thought must

be our consolation always, brethren. When we read that there is one way

of salvation, and only one ; when we know that in order to it a change must

pass over the whole moral man that his understanding must be opened,

that his mind must be renewed, that his will must be brought under sub-

jection, that his conscience must bow to a new law, and his affections turn to

a new hope ; when we are told that he must be the subject of a faith so puri-

fying as that it shall cleanse the springs of a corrupt nature, rectify the

perceptions of a carnal mind, efface from the soul both the blemish and the

love of sin—in a word, when we find it to be an irreversible condition of the

Divine arrangements, that without an imputed righteousness the Lord will

never see us, and that without an imputed holiness we will never see the

Lord, we may well inquire, " Who then can be saved ?" And the answer is
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«* Witli man this is impossible." The requirements are such as to be unob-

tainable by anything that man can do, even as they exceed immeasurably all

that man can deserve or claim. And yet with God, they are not only pos-

sible, but promised, vouchsafed freely in compassion to man's helplessness,

and bestowed abundantly in answer to man's prayers. The method of salva-

tion revealed in the gospel is all-sufficient. It meets man on the terms of

his being condemned, and needing a Surety to deliver ; as fallen, and needing

a sanctity to restore. And neither of these are possible with men : the one

must be Avrought for us by a Divine Person, and the other must be wrought in

us by a Divine influence. And thus in all things " salvation is of the Lord ;"

it is of the Lord that we desire, it is of the Lord that we will, it is of the

Lord that we do, and it is of the Lord that we obtain ; and yet if we fail it

is our own fault, and that alone—our pride refusing to bow, our worldliuess

refusing to give up, our unbelief refusing to put its hand to the plough, and

then impiously casting its impossibilities upon God, and saying—" Who then

can be saved ?"
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"And cast ve the unpiotitable servant into outer darkness: tlieie sliall be weepiuy and
jiiashinj of teeth."—Matthew xxv. 30.

AxoTHER instance this of the mistakes into which people fall in regard to

the requirements for salvation. Some fix their standards too low, and fancy
that if they profess Christ, and make a show of discipleship, and say, " Grood
Master, what shall I do ?"—and can refer to their life, that it is respectable,
and to their character that it is without flaw, and that, as the world goes,
they might even be thought pious, they are safe, and nothing more is re-

quired of them. Our subject of last Tuesday* went to show that such
people are not safe ; and that although there be strength for every man's
day, and grace for every man's infirmities, want and supply in spiritual

things always adapted to each other, and the supply abounding, yet
that Christ is not a master of bending and compliant temper, neither can
any servants of his be left to do as they like. But another mistake, mora
offending, more impious, more inexcusable in them that fall into it, and to

their own souls everlastingly ruinous, is that which assumes Christ to be a

hard master ; which calls his service a drudgery, and his expectations un-

reasonable, which regards him as one who would require the tale of bricks at

the very time that he refused the^straw ; and therefore suggests that we may
as well not try to please him at all, but bury our talent in the earth, and
sullenly wait the issues of the general reckoning. This is the case of the
unprofitable servant in our text. Without attempting to traverse the whole
ground spread over by the parable, it may suffice to observe that the
kingdom of heaven, or the method of our probation under the gospel,

• See Golden Lectures, Seoond Series, No. 28, Penny Pulpit, No. 2,798.
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is here compared to a man travelling into a far country, that is, about to do

60, and therefore calling his servants togetlier, tliat each one might receive

from liim a portion of his goods in trust. The portions thus dealt out were
not equal, though it was not from any difference of personal merit in the

servants that they were made unequal. The disparity had reference to theii-

several capacities to put out the goods to the best advantage ; each had as

much as he could possibly make use of. " Unto one he gave five talents,

to another two, and to another one ; to every man according to his several

ability." This reason for a different distribution must be kept steadily in

view throughout the parable. Vessels may be of very different size, but

no vessel can be more than full ; and whether its content be measured by

five, or two, or one, it is equally a vessel unto honour, and equally meet for

the master's use.

The portion of the parable we are about to deal with respects the case of

a servant, the vessel of whose entrusted gifts was of the smaller size, and it

may be that on that account the man thought himself justified in taking no

further trouble about it. What, with his little of gift, or grace, or outward

opportunity, could he do either for God or man ! His account, however,

must be rendered, for all that ; and here it is—he has done nothing with his

one talent. Not that he has squandered it upon himself, like the prodigal who
spent all he had in riotous living ; not that he has been utterly negligent

about it, like the unjust steward, who allowed his master's property to run

to ruin and waste. No ; he has been careful that his Lord should not suffer

any damage by him, at all events ; he can return to him as much as he gave,

not increased certainly, not improved in any way, but still the same talent

honestly given back to its owner. " Then he which had received the one

talent came and said. Lord, I knew thee that thou art an hard man, reaping

where thou hast not sown, and gathering where thou hast not strawed : and

I was afraid, and went and hid thy talent in the earth ; lo, there thou hast

that is thine." The fool is sometimes to be answered according to his

folly. It comports not with the dignity of heaven to be put upon its de-

fences, at least when, as in this case, the charges are not made honestly.

Excuse makers may generally be replied to in these words of the Temanite

—

"Thine own mouth coudemneth thee, and not I
;
yea, thine own lips testify

against thee." "Be it, therefore," runs the answer given to this servant,

" that I am the master you represent ; hard, unreasonable, exacting a larger

return for the goods I have entrusted you with than by a fair amount of

diligence they were calculated to yield. Is that a reason why I should have

no return at all ? To have put my money at the exchangers was a course

equally open to you, be your talents many or few ; and had you done that,

I should at my coming have received mine own with usury. Take there-

fore the talent from him, and give unto him which hath ten talents. For

unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall have abundance : but

from him that hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath. And
cast ye the unprofitable servant into outer darkness : there shall be weeping

and gnashing of teeth."

The two features in this part of the parable to which I propose to limit

your attention are, first, the baseness of the servant's excuse ; and, secondly,

the justice of the master's sentence.

I. Let us consider first, the excuse set up by the unprofitable servant, for

having neglected or misused his trust. "He that had received one talent
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went and digged in the earth, and hid his lord's money." " His lord's

money," not his own. Lot that be marked in passing, for herein men's mistakes

commonly begin. "May I not do what I will with mine own ?" they ask.

They forget one thing : it is not their own. Influence, position, talents,

wealth—you may turn thorn to little account, if you will ; only recollect that

you are dealing witii lent, committed, entrusted property—you are hiding

your lord's money.
But the servant's excuse for his misconduct,—what is that ? Well, the first

part of it, you observe, is general—" I know that thou art a hard man, a

rigorous master, bowing down the shoulders of thy servants with unsupport-

able burdens, and qurbing in their desires with the iron bit of law."

Brethren, is this the language of the disobedient heart, with reference to the

merciful parent of the universe ? I fear it is. The lips may never utter it,

but there is a secret persuasion that God's claimed authority over tiie creature

is that of a ruler only—that he cares chiefly for an enforced subjection, that

he delights to put under an interdict the very desires which he himself hath

given ; and that we can only hope to do his will by an incessant and painful

thwarting of our own. We pity the heathen, we mourn over their grievous

misconceptions of the divine character ; we wonder how they can think of

pleasing God by giving their " fiist-born for their transgression, the fruit of

their body for the sin of their soul." But many among us judge God quite as

harshly, with this difference onlj', that we do not perform the austere things

supposed to be demanded of us—the heathen do. But is God a hard

master J Most true it is that he gives laws, that he requires service, that

he puts restraint upon our natural inclinations, that he exercises awful pre-

rogative over all we are or have, over the mind to think, the will to deter-

mine, the hands to act, the heart to love. Most true it is, that obedience

in all these things is enforced by the most stern and awakening denuncia-

tions—ay, by more than denunciations, by chastisements, by lessons of adver-

sity, by family sorrows, by humbled pride, by the crushed idol and the gourd
perishing in a night. But, then, what is the design of all this ? If it be to

assert a right only, to vindicate his sovei-eignty over the spirits of all flesh,

then is the Master whom we serve a hard blaster. But if the service re-

quired of lis be one expressly framed to meet the conditions of our moral
happiness ; if, in virtue of the spiritual constitution we possess, emotions of

pleasure connect themselves with every act of obedience to the law of God,
whilst every departure from that law entails upon us misery and pain ; if

" the statutes of the Lord are right, rejoicing the heart"—so that, not for keep-

ing, but "in keeping them there is great reward," then it becomes manifest

that the more multiplied the considerations to induce us to embrace this ser-

vice, the greater kindness to ourselves. The one truth we have to start from
in our estimates upon this matter is, that holiness and happiness are indis-

solubly connected ; it is an eternal law, having its foundation in the nature

of God himself; he is infinitely happy and infinitely holy; in him we must
suppose that the two things are associated together by a moral necessity.

But, as all perfection consists in likeness to himself, the constitution of the

whole intelligent universe is arranged upon the supposition that all respon-

sible agents should be partakers of the Divine happiness in exact proportion

as they are made partakers of the Divine nature. Hence the bliss of angels,

hence the bliss of paradise, hence the bliss of the redeemed in heaven, hence
the blisa as far as they have it, ol &dint3 yet in the fle&h, testifying that
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the longer they walk, and the further they go, they find that " the ways of

wisdom are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace."

Here, then, is the ground taken from under this unprofitable servant, with

regard to the first part of his excuse. He calls God a hard Master, because

of his laws, his restraints, his corrections, his threatenings ; that is, he finds

fault with laws because the}' defiue too exactly the way which leads to happi-

ness ; with restraints, because they interpose difiSculties in the way of his

doing himself harm ; with corrections designed of God for his profit, to make

him partaker of his own holiness ; with threatenings, because, like an angel

in the path of the vineyards, they are meant to save man from the conse-

quences of his own disobedience, while there is time to retrace his steps.

" O thou wicked servant, out of thine own mouth will I judge thee."

But the excuse rises in its impious, audacious tone. Not only is God a

hard master, extreme to mark what is done amiss, unused to make allow-

ances, not considering of what we are made, nor remembering that we are

but dust ; he is withal unreasonable, expects things impossible, looks for forms

of moral good in his dependent creatures which there have been no ante-

cedent facilities for producing. " I knew thee that thou art a hard man,

reaping where thou hast not sown, and gathering where thou hast not

strawed.'' The last word would be more strictly rendered scattered ; the

allusion being not to the strewing of the seed, for this would be only saying

the same thing over again, but to the scattering the chaff upon the barn floor

before gathering the pure grain into store. In either case the intention of

the speaker is plain, and as put into our mouths would go to shift the blame

of our moi-al deficiencies upon God—whether for requiring certain spiritual

fruits from us, which he had left us without the proper means to bring forth,

or for permitting certain clogs and hindrances to remain, so that we could

bring forth no fruit unto perfection. As in the former case, it may be sup-

posed that it is the heart only which thus dares to accuse God. Men would

shrink from putting such a charge in words ; but there it is, the real, though

not outspoken justification of thousands. God requires of them, they allege,

more than they are able to perform ; requires obedience of them which

they cannot render, dispositions in them which they cannot feel, a faith

which it is beyond their power to command, and a love towards himself, which,

unless his Spirit first plant it in the heart, is no more to be looked for than

standing coin where there has been no seed sown. Now, this, though a

mere excuse, a consciously dishonest excuse, the impious apology of thou-

sands who, burying their one talent in the earth, are living in the world

without prayer, without a Saviour, without a hope, without God, is yet, like

most excuses, made to rest on a foundation of real truth. You cannot pray,

you cannot repent, you cannot believe
;
you cannot of yourselves, that is,

entertain towards God one loving feeling, one filial disposition, one generous

or even friendly thought. You cannot. Here we acknowledge inability
;
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but inability of what kind f Is it natural inability—such as when I command
a, man to run to a place, and he tells me he is lame ? Or is it moral inability,

such as when a man, though possessing the physical power to run, has some
overmastering inducement for sitting still ? According as it is one or the

other of these, it is manifest a man is worthy of blame or is free from'blame.
The unprofitable servant, you perceive, takes up (his very ground. Assuming
him to have spoken the truth, his premises are right—namely, that a thing

had been expected of him, which in the order of natural possibilities could

not take place. The ear of corn can no more come up without seed, than a man
lame from his birth would be able to run. But now suppose, in regard to one
of our illustration^, the seed to have been sown, but the labour of cultivation

wanting ; or in regard to the other, the man to be not without limbs, but the

will to walk wanting : then is the inability spoken of, not natural, but moral,

voluntary—a proper subject of blame, and entering most righteously into the

items of human accountableness. And no hereditary tendencies towards evil

however rooted, no rebellion of the will, however obstinate, no alienation from
God, however confirmed, can ever take us out of the rank of reasonable agents,

can ever change our moral inability to a natural one—in a word, can ever
make the want of will identical with a want of power. For all these deep
seated, inborn, Adam-inherited pronenesses to evil, will yield, if you can only
present motives strong enough to make them yield. A drunkard for

example, will tell you that he cannot refrain from drinking of the cup which
stands before him ; let him see you put poison into it, and try his refraining

power then. Hence, in regard of renounced hindrances, cultivated means
initiative endeavours after obedience, practical steps towards heaven it is

plain the excuse of the unprofitable servant was utterly false. He was not as

powerless to do anything for his salvation as the unsown ground is to yield

a harvest ; for he could have turned away his eyes from beholding vanity
;

he could have refrained his feet from the evil way ; he coidd have put a
restraint upon those dispositions, and tempers, and habits which he knew to

be obstructive of every gracious influence that might otherwise have reached
his soul ; and he could have had recourse to those commanded means, through
which, as a rule, he knew those gracious influences came. And that which
he could do he is plainly responsible to God for not doing. Power and
responsibility are correlatives; they measure each other. A man may plead

the badness of his heart, the strength of his passions, the unfavourableness of

his education, his little grace, and his little light ; but until he can honestly

say, " I have done what I could, I have used my one talent well, I have
watched, I have prayed, I have consulted conscience, I have kept the heart

I have been faithful in that which was little, in the hope that God would
give me more"—it is clear he is without excuse. He is obnoxious to

the Divine law, not for failing to gain five talents, but for neglecting to im-

prove his one ; for hiding it, as not worth improving, for allowing tares to
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clioke up the young seed of his salvation, and then throwing upon God the

blame of his faithless and neglectful husbandry, by saying—" I know thee,

that thou art a hard man, reaping where thou hast not sown."

"And gatherest where thou hast not" scattered, nor purged the floor.

The same accusation, you observe, but in another form. God is charged with

not taking the hindrances to our spiritual perfectness away, with permitting

us to be clogged and harassed with many and sore temptations, with not put-

ting forth those effectual and constraining agencies, which would bear down

our original reluctance, and take the enmity of the carnal mind away. But

is there anything in this which can even touch the question of our proper

accountableness ! For, first, as to temptations, have they any compulsive

efficacy ? have they any power at all, but such as we choose to give them ?

and is there not with every temptation a way of escape, which remains open

until obstinacy in sinning has closed the door ? And even as to influences of the

better kind, they obey the same law ; they have nothing compulsory in them ;

they appeal to our consents, but the consents may be withheld. The same

word which tells us we should resist the devil, tells us also that we may

resist the Holy Ghost. "No man can come unto me except the Father draw

him," said our Lord on one occasion ; and yet that this servility meant no

more than a moral refusal, is evident from his own words, only a little before

—" Ye will not come unto me, that ye might have life." Tlius all the excuses

of the sinner are as dishonest as they are impious, and impious as they are

false ; and in the world to come we shall all acknowledge this. None call

God a hard master there ; for it will enhance the joy of the redeemed to

give him all the glory, and it will aggravate the penal misery of the lost, to

know that the fault was all their own,

II. But I must proceed to offer a few words on the sentence which we find

pronounced on the unprofitable servant. On the supposition that in the

accusation he had dared to make there had been any truth, in the making

of it any honesty, why did he not adopt the course which should be less dis-

honouring to the Master, as well as less injurious ? " Knowing this, thou

oughtest therefore to have put my money to the exchangers, and then at my
coming I should have received mine own with usury." " At the exchangers"

—a form of investment open to all, and amon^ the Jews allowing interest

even on very small sums. The remark seems directed against an excuse, too

ready on the lips of many of us, that our means, and influence, and oppor-

tunities are too limited to do any good with—that a man with five talents may

glorify God, may promote good works, may be a blessing to those around

him, but that the one talent must be a hidden thing, a thankless and barren

trust, to be locked up in idleness, while we live, and returned without fruit to

God when we die. The parable teaches that there are no such trusts given

—

that the man has not lived, and never shall live, whose services are too

humble for Christ to accept, or wiiose means of doing good are too scanty for
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Christ to bless. A mite cast iuto tlie treasury has its memorial ; a cup of

water its own reward. The word of our serving woman may lead us to a

saving knowledge of God ; and blessings we know not of may come of a

poor man's prayer. Oh, then, if we have not capital to trade as others trade,

let us remember, there is always good investment at the exchangers. A
life of quiet goodness, speaking for Christ when we can do it with safety,

and exhibiting the power of his grace when we cannot speak, opens a wider

mission-field than you think of. It may be many days before you see the

bread thus cast upon the waters ; but it is seed sown for God, and he must

have fruit of it ; at his coming, he will receive his own with usury.

" Take therefore the talent from him." This is but the consummation of

a sentence which begins to take effect in this world. The talent represents

all forms of moral opportunity ; and it is of the nature of these to thrive by
attention and culture, and by neglect to decrease and become impoverished

and dull. Our afflictions follow this law, our mercies follow this law, our

spiritual warnings and convictions follow this law ; it is, in fact, that which

makes the sinner's case so utterly without excuse. For as the sentence runs

on—" Unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall have more

abundance." If you had obeyed the heaven-sent influence, if you had heark-

ened to that voice of the rod, if you had suffered those misgivings, and fears,

and convictions to have their perfect work, other blessed influences would

have supervened, and you should have had more abundance. But God takes

account of the little, is jealous of the first wasted instalment of salvation

gifts ; and, therefore, when you had buried these, and had become prac-

tically as one who had them not, the law followed—"From him shall betaken

away even that which he hath."

" And cast ye the unprofitable servant into outer darkness : there shall be

weeping and gnashing of teeth." " Unprofitable," for this is the sting of the

parable, and this its standing warning. It is not said that the man was un-

just, or unmerciful, or given to immoral practices, that the world thought ill

of him, or that any great sin lay at his door. He was cast into outer dark-

ness for having been a useless person, for having lived to no purpose, for

having taken up room in the world which might have been occupied so much
better, for being a waster of light, and privileges, and mercy, and a gospel

with all its mysteries of grace and love ; for having caused the warnings of

God to be sent for nothing, and the blood of Christ to be shed for nothing,

and the grace of the Spirit to strive for nothing ; for having been a cumberer

upon God's earth year after year, bringing forth no fruit, and therefore

obliged to be cut down at last.

Let the words sink deeply into your hearts, brethren. Many think they

are not bad enough to have their portion with lost spirits ; but are they bad

enough to break a trust 1 bad enough to abuse a stewardship ? bad enough to

betray a cause which they were sworn to defend ? bad enough to sell a
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in which his earnestness appears the more conspicuous, whether when plead-

ing with the people for God, or when pleadiug with God for the people.

I3ut now even this last is forbidden. God will be no more entreated.

"Then said the Lord unto me. Pray not for this people for their good."

And the present chapter opens with a like prohibition, only by implication so

much stronger. Not only must you, Jeremiah, not pray for this people, but

intercessors to whom I was never wont to deny anything, should not alter

the irrevocableness of my purpose now. " Though Moses and Samuel stood

before me, yet my mind could not be toward this people : cast them out of

my sight, and let them go forth." " Such as are for death, to death ; and

such as are for the sword, to the sword ; and such as are for the famine, to

the famine ; and such as are for the captivity, to the captivity." Till now,

I have had hope ; every recalled judgment I had thought would bring them

to a better mind ; but I see kindness only deepens their dislike and widens

their separation from me. They have forsaken me, they have gone back ;

therefore will I stretch out my hand against them, and destroy them. " I

am weary with repenting."

This last clause may suggest to us two profitable aspects under which to

contemplate the Divine character and dealings, namely, God repenting, and

God provoked until he can repent no more.

I. We are first to dwell upon the act of which God is here said to be

weary—repenting ; that is, as we have seen from the context, revoking an

apparently settled purpose, and altering a thing which had once gone out of

bis mouth. A like use of the word will occur to you in other parts of Scrip-

ture. Thus, of Nineveh it is said : " And God saw their works, that they

turned from their evil way ; and God repented of the evil that he said he

would do unto them ; and he did it not." Again, in the book of Amos :

" O Lord God, forgive I beseech thee ; by whom shall Jacob arise ? for he is

small. The Lord repented for this : It shall not be, saith the Lord." And,

once more, of the children of Israel in the wilderness it is written, "Neverthe-

less he remembered for them his covenant, and repented according to the

multitude of his mercies." Now, in any explanation we can offer of lan-

guage like this, as expressive of acts or states in the Divine Being, it does

not seem possible, I am sure it is not safe, to go much beyond declaring what

the language does not mean. A negative on such subjects is often the ter-

minus of our theological science. And if in the present state we be able

to find out all that God is not, we shall have left employment enough for

eternity to find out what God is.

Begin, then, by excluding from your interpretation of such passages as I

have read to you, excluding as not even possible, all the usual accessories

and occasions of a repented purpose in man ; for these, as you perceive,

presuppose in the subject of any changed resolve, however right that change

may be, something of ignorance, or weakness, or inconsideration in having
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made the resolve at all. When those scourges of humanity called conquerors

project au invasion which they afterwards repent of, or see good reason to

abandon, we lay it at once to the account of their feebleness, or irresolution,

or deficient foresight, or inadequate provision for possibilities and contingen-

cies. No matter what may have driven them from their purpose, we say afc

once, they have made a mistake ; there must be weakness somewhere, if

they repent them of the evil they say they would do unto a nation, and do

it not. Yet here we have God said to be repenting. He who is too wise to

err, too powerful to faint, too unchangeable to draw back from any fixed

final end. What can we make of this other than saying, that though the lan-

guage be like man's language, and. the act like man's act, both must be dis-

entangled from the conditions which such acts or language would involve

when applied to ourselves. The case stands thus. An operation or mani-

festation of the Godhead is to be described, by which there is brought about

what appears to be externally a change of moral plan or purpose. The line

marked out for the ordering of this world's economy is departed from ; as

man looks at the thing, the Great Maker of the universe is taken at unawares,

and fixed and announced as his purpose was, yet he does it not. This, I say^

is what had to be described ; and the nearest analogous operation to it in the

acts or feelings of men would be called repenting. And so God condescends

to designate his conduct by that name. The expression may be inadequate

and defective, and fail in bringing up the great mystery to the surface ; but

still language had nothing betterto describe the idea, nor human experience to

represent the fact. Besides, the defectiveness of the illustration only strikes

us when viewed in relation to other parts of the Divine character and con-

duct. Consent to hold some of these in abeyance, such for example, as the

immutability of his counsels, and the unresisted accomplishment of his

wish, and the practical views the text opens up, are just those which God

designs us to have regarding him, just those which best harmonize with what

is elsewhere taught us of his infinite forbearance, and love, and tenderness.

When God is pleased to speak of himself as pitying, repenting, grieving for

man's sake, what is evidently intended is, that so intense and deep is his

love for man, that were his infinite nature capable of these creature passions,

his love would show itself in these very forms. God cannot grieve ; but if

he could, it would go to his very heart to see mankind take his offers of re-

conciliation so unkindly. He cannot rejoice ; but if he could, it would be to

see a world of heart-broken sinners looking to the Lamb of God to take

their sins away. He cannot repent ; but if he could, repenting would ex-

press that yieldingness, that glad-to-be-overcome severity which the Fatherly

heart always feels on witnessing the workings of penitential sorrow in the

child. Really, we know, God's love to us surpasses infinitely and beyond

thought all that is implied in the emotion here spoken of. But these are the

forms our love takes : we know of none hijjher or purer, none that, cx-
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Libited iii those that are set over us, would sooner wiu our gratitude, or bow

our spirits iu obedient subjection ; and therefore, humanly as the illustra-

tion is,feeble as it is, short as it comes of representing to us the slow, lagging,

reluctant paces at which his anger moves, God will speak of his recalled

judgment as a repenting, as a heart utterly overcome, an inabililty to let

the blow fall, though the hand is lifted up. Heaven's throne is shaken by a

prayer, and the fire of its wrath quenched by the first contrite tear. Men
cannot understand my feelings towards them, the Almighty Avould seem to

say ; and although, if I describe them in their language, and borrow their

thoughts, there may be a danger that some will take my words literally,

and read them with a human gloss, foolishly lose themselves in profitless

and vain conjectures ; yet, better that, than that I should not seize the ten-

derest image the human mind can think of, to show how hard it must go

with me before I let a sinner die. They shall see me, as a poor humau

judge might be, halting in my course ; in a strait betwixt two ; hesitating

whether to give up the offender or to spare ; and, at last, fairly overmastered

by my own tenderness, and repenting of the doom I have pronounced.

*' How shall I give thee up, Ephraim ? how shall I deliver thee, Israel ? how

shall I make thee as Admah 1 how shall I set thee as Zeboim ? mine heart is

turned within me, my repentings are kindled together. I will not destroy
;

for I am God, and not man.

And here, in these last words, I think it is, brethren, that we have the clue

to the whole mystery of God's repenting. " I am God, and not man." Wo
could not have seen a human judge in the circumstances just described by the

prophet Hosea, without a painful sense of his unfitness for the ofSce—without

feeling that he was wanting in that lofty decision of purpose which makes

every administrator of the law a servant of the law, and forbids that he should

allow his own private feelings even to speak in the matter. But God is a

law unto himself, and his repentings, not less than his inflicted judgments,

are all in pre-ordained harmony with that law. That which makes us asso-

ciate weakness with any repentings in man is, that the changed outward

conduct infers a changed original purpose. With God the change of outward

conduct was a foreseen and intended part of that purpose ; his acts, as well

as the things in us which are said to move him to those acts, are all gatiiered

into the bundle of his arranged and settled providences. Nineveh doomed,

and Nineveh spared, Hezekiah's tears, and Hezekiah's lengthened days,

suppose no eccentricity in the traversed orbit of moral government : that

remained, as God himself remained, " without variableness or shadow of

turning." The alteration was only in the subjects of his extended clemency;

an actual change in their conduct led to an apparent change in the Divine

;

they did repent, and therefore God seemed to repent. Relatively to us, all

the Divine declarations must be interpreted conditionally, be tliey good or

be tJiey evil. " At what instant 1 sjhall speak concerning a uuliou and con-
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cerning a kingdom, to pluck up, and to pull down, and to destroy it, if that

nation against whom I pronounced turn from their evil, I will repent of the

evil that I thought to do unto them." And the blessings in the same pas-

sage are made to obey a like law ; for it follows—" And at what instant I

shall speak concerning a nation and concerning a kingdom, to build and to

plant it, if it do evil in my sight and obey not my voice, then I will repent

of the good wherewith I said I would benefit them." Tiiere may be mystery

iu attributing to God these human feelings ; but do Ave ever consider what

our condition had been, if his revealed character had been set forth with-

out ? Despair liad been our portion utterly ; for I could not pray, if I be-

lieved that God could not repent ; if I did not believe it true, in some prac-

tical and availing sense, that though sentence from heaven should have gone

forth against me, and though the pestilence should be on the wing which

was to take from me life and hope, there might still be a reversal of God's

declared purposes, and a voice be heard proceeding from the excellent glory,

saying, " I re;pent ; I will do it not."

But to this view of God's repenting, the text suggests that we should

add another j or, God provoked to a degree that he can repent no more.

And here " the high and lofty one that inhabiteth eternity" uses a phrase

which we feel to be intensely humanly. He is " weary with repenting :"

worn and tired out with having to cancel threatened sentences so often

—

fretted and chafed, as a potentate of earth might be, at finding that every

fresh display of patience in his subjects masked but deeper hatred to his

rule, aud every amnesty he declared was but a signal for raising the

standard of rebellion anew. We appear to be putting strange feelings into

the Divine bosom in speaking thus j but other Scriptures bear out the inter-

pretation. Thus, in the 6th chapter of this book, we read—"I am full of

the fury of the Lord : I am Aveary Avith holding in." And in the 32nd chapter

of Exodus God seems almost angry Avith INIoses for venturing to ask for one

more repenting for ungrateful Israel. " Now, therefore, let me alone, that

my Avrath may Avax hot against them, and that I may consume them.'' To
think of God as having feelings like these towards his creatures is a very

startling reflection. What can man do, to move the Author of his being to

regard him in this Avay ? We must not speculate; we must let the Great

God speak for himself; we must try to gather out of other Scriptures what

those things are Avhich are said to Aveary God, wear out his patience, make
him tired of his forgivenesses, aud reprieves, and revoked sentences.

Thus among these provocations Ave may note hypocrisy and allowed

formality in religious duty. For proof of this I refer you to the 1st chapter

of Isaiah, Avhere it is said—" Bring no more vain oblations ; incense is an

abomination unto me ; the new moons and sabbaths, the calling of assemblies,

I cannot away Avitli ; it is iniquity, even the solemn meeting. Your new
uioous aud your appointed feasts my soul hatcth : they are a trouble unto
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me ; I am weary to bear them." Uere, as you observe, the ordinances

referred to were appointed ordinances : that which made God weary was the

spirit in which they were kept. They were oblations full of blemishes, and

Sabbaths without holiness, and fasts without humiliation, and sacrifices

served with strange fire. God is dishonoured, no doubt, by neglect, by in-

difference, by a haughty and contemptuous casting off of commanded duties
;

but if we mock him openly in iiis temple, if our offerings be unaccompanied

by one holy desire or feeling, if we come to the sanctuary only from custom,

or to preserve appearances, or to propitiate conscience, or to hear a lovely

song, this is a trouble to God ; he can bear much, can bear long, but this he

is weary to bear. Give this thought entertainment, brethren. The man of

mere outward spiritual respectabilities is the pastor's burden ever ; the man
seems to have poisoned himself with other people's food ; he has deadened

his religious feelings at the stream which to others proved the waters of life
;

and if that man come to a bed of sickness, and be near his latter end, we

have nothing to tax him with. Old truths he has slept over and slept

through, and we cannot offer him new. We cannot tell of a new Saviour

for him, a new heaven or a new hell j he is evidently suffering from that

law of our moral nature which orders that solemnities trifled with harden

the heart. God has left him, tired of appealing to his drowsy conscience.

He is "weary with repenting."

II. But, secondly, it would seem that we may make God weary by pre-

sumptuous and unwarranted calculations upon his mercy. In the 2nd chapter

of Malachi we read—" Ye have wearied the Lord with your words. Yet

ye say. Wherein have we wearied him ? When ye say. Every one that

doeth evil is good in the sight of the Lord, or. Where is the God of judg-

ment !" The sin here complained of dates back from the morning of the

fall and onward to yesterday. It is the reproduction in varied form of that

first and fatally successful falsehood, urged by the tempter :
" Ye shall not

s^irehj die." ' God deceives, alarms without cause—would terrify you into

obedience by threatening penalties which he never means to inflict.' And

they are many, very many, who are building on this treacherous foundation

now. Talk to them of the marks by which God knows them that are his, or

by which they that are his know themselves—the outward walk and the inner

life, the seen fruit and the unseen grace, the great sacrifice pled by faith

and the great example imitated in conduct, and all these scriptural evi-

dences are ignored. ' They may be very good,' such people will say j
' they

may be desirable, they may be acceptable in God's sight ; but there is no

reason why we should not be saved without them. We have "not the Spirit

of Christ," but it does not therefore follow that we are " none of his." We
have neither the desires, nor the thoughts, nor the conflicts, nor the feelings

of the new creature : but we may be in Christ for all that. We must leave

God a large latitude, a wide margiu; on the interpretation of his words. It
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comports not with the mercies of the Divine character to adopt this harsh

and inflexible theology.' " We shall not siirchj die." Thus they weary God

with their words. Further reasoning^ with such meu would answer no pur-

pose ; another repenting would only strengthen the delusion, and make thera

take up the taunt anew, "Where is the God of judgment?" ' No, let the

sentence proceed ; I will stretch out my hand against thee and destroy thee.'

"I am weary with repenting."

And then another thing Scripture teaches us wearies, vexes, puts God out

of patience ; which is, unbelief, a resorting to creature trust and dependencies,

a want of simplicity and unreservedness in accepting his promises, as if we

thought he would not pay them in full, or did not mean them to be taken by us,

in all their length, and breadth, and depth, and worth. The promise of the

Messiah was given in some sort when God was angry, when he was weary

with the rejection by the people of the prophet's report. And therefore he

directed the prophet to say—'" Hear ye now, O house of David ; Is it a

small thing for you to weary men, but will ye weary my God also ? There-

fore the Lord himself shall give you a sign ; Behold, a virgin shall conceive,

and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel." Oh ! brethren, this

unbelief of ours much wearies God. He likes not our telling him, as by our

indulged and cherished doubtiugs we do tell him, that the provisions of his

grace are not large enough, or that the offers of his mercy are not hearty

enough—that we have been redeemed by an inadequate ransom, and that we

stand within an inner circle of despair, which no light from the cross can

illumine, and no virtue from the cross can reach. And I fear we are apt to

make light of this doubting, as if it were an infirmity only. Yet why did not

some enter into Canaan ? " Because of unbelief." They would not believe

the Lord speaking to them day and night. "Forty years long was I grieved

with this generation," threatening and repenting, threatening and repenting

again. At last he grew weary with repenting, and he " sware in his wrath

that they should not enter into his"^est."

And then, lastly, I would say, the awful limit prescribed in the text may

be reached, and the Divine forbearance tasked one step too far, by provoca-

tions after mercies. It was after all the miracles of the cloud, and the fire,

and the parted sea, and the water from the rock, and the meat from the skies,

that Israel's God, weary with repenting, said to Moses, " Now, therefore, let

me alone ;" and it was after God had thrown himself upon the sentence of

the nation, to say whether anything could have been done to his vineyard

that he had not done to it, that weary of repenting ho declared it should be

eaten up, and trodden down, and laid waste, a nursery for the briar, and a

spot to be shunned by all the rains of heaven. Whilst, as an instance from

the New Testament, we may take the unfruitful fig-tree. * With all the

care bestowed upon it,' says the great husbandman, " these three years I

come seeking fruit on this fig-tree, and finding none." At the end of the
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first year it should liave been destroyed, but I repented ; at tlie end of the

second it sliould have been destroyed, but I repented again ; but now, at tlie

end of the third year, I am weary with repenting—" Cut it down ; why

cumbereth it the ground ?"

'

Brethren, let us examine ourselves in secret of this matter, each for him-

self. Have we of late received mercies, escaped dangers, had warnings sent

to us—warnings impressive, solemn, coming very near home ? Do we seem

to have felt the tokens of heaven's favour towards us, punishing us, but yet

much less than our iniquities deserved ? Have we begun to feel our eyes

opening, our ancient blindness passing away, and men appearing to us " as

trees walking ?" Has a message been blessed to us, and conscience become

restless, and anxieties strange, intrusive, and that will not be put off, telling

the presence and power of divinity within us ? And yet are these things

passing away without note, or record, or grateful cherishing, or perceived

amendment—one year, two years, three years of God's patience wasted and

thrown away ? Oh ! let us beware ! We are drawing near to God's weary-

ing time. All this time we have been living upon reprieves ; heaven has

been experfnienting upon us, to see whether the goodness of God would lead

us to repentance. But he has tried his utmost. " What can I do more unto

my vineyard ?" Neither blessings, nor afflictions, nor a smarting conscience,

nor bands of love drawing gently, have any effect upon that sinner. How can

my Spirit strive always ? How can I go on revoking, and sparing, and allow-

ing it to live another and another year continually ? No ; my last mercy has

been abused, and with that comes my last recall. " I am weary with re-

penting." Oh ! hasten we, brethren, before it be too late, to try to weary

God in another way— a way in which he loves to be .wearied—by our prayers,

by our tears, by our earnest and persevering wrestling at his throne. We
know what the unjust judge said—" I will avenge this widow, lest by her

continual coming she weary me. And shall not God avenge his own elect,

which cry day and night unto him, though he bear long with them ? I tell

you that he will avenge them speedily." He may be silent for a time, disre-

gard for a time, make as if he did not hear you for a time ; but, as it was

with the Canaanitish woman, his heart cannot long hold out : if we go on

crying he will turn back and say, "I am weary with refusing; be it unto

thee, even as thou wilt !"
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" And when they found tliem not, they drew Jason and certain brethren unto the rulers of

the city, crying', Tliese that liave turned the world up.-idc down are come hither also."

—

Acts xvii. 6,

These words, as j'ou remember, set forth what the Jews of Thessalonica

thought of the religion of Jesus Christ, then recently introduced into Europe.

There was more truth in the description than they themselves were aware of.

Christianity did turn the world upside down, and that not before it needed
turning. Everywhere around were seen the tokens of spiritual disorder.

Men were judged of by false standards ; actions were weighed in deceitful

balances ; laws Were framed on erroneous principles, and everything denoted

that the moral world had flown off from its centre, or under the action of

some strange disturbance had travelled far out of its appointed orbit. The
time was come, therefore, when it was needful that a change should pass over

the spirits pi men. Not only their principles and modes of thought, but

their very language required to be recast. Moral qualities were losing all

their distinctness by being wrapped up in some form of colloquial disguise.

Men delighted to call evil good, and good evil ; to put darkness for

light, and light for darkness ; to put bitter for sweet, and sweet idt

bitter. So that one of the first forms of turning the world upside down
Christianity brought with it was by giving mankind a new vocabulary,

calling things by their right names. No purpose either in politics or in

morals seems to be answered by such conventions as that a great general

should ordinarily mean a great curse ; that the most terrific scourge which

could afllict humanity should be described as the glory of a nation's arms ;

that one man should be called high-spirited, when all that was meant to be

said was that he was resentful ; or that another should be considered destitute

of manly pride, because he had learned how to passby an injury. And as the

language of men with respect to others wanted revolutionizing, so did their

thoughts with respect to themselves and their own moral position before God.
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Why did these Jews drag Jason and the rest of the brethren before the rulers

of the city, but because the religion of the gospel went to the heart and core

of their self-deceptions, showed them how utterly worthless in the sight of God

would be all their formalities, all their zeal for ordinances, all their imagined

righteousnesses in their own eyes, or their reputed pieties in the eyes of their

fellow men, without that renewal in the spirit of their mind indicated in the

gospel by a changed or repenting heart. " The times of this ignorance God

winked at ; but now commandeth all men everywhere to repent." Delusions,

self-justifications, this man's pretext for disbelieving the gospel or that man's

excuses for modifying or altering its terms, shall all be swept away together,

and weakness shall overcome strength, and foolishness shall confound wisdom,

and base things of the world, and things which are despised, and things which

are not, shall bring to nought things that are. The world shall be turned up-

side down.

Let us take, then, brethren, as the subject of discourse, the revolutionary

character of Christianity, its tendency to disturb, and unsettle, and shake out

of their heart- entwined, time-rooted convictions, men who before were quite

at ease, " settled on their lees," like Moab, and having " their goods in peace."

Many such there are, who, if they ever come to receive the gospel, as Paul and

Silas brought it to Thessalonica, feel that all their religious knowledge has to

be begun afresh. There is a beginning where they thought their ending was ;

their theology is turned iipside down. Thus, for example, there are men who

are, or seem, very comfortable in themselves while living, it may be, in dan-

gerous forms of religious error, or even in unbelief, ignoring the mysteries of

Christianity, setting lightly by its distinguishing doctrines, their minds not

quite made up as to whether the Bible has any revealed authority at all ; and

they are very comfortable in this creedless creed, because the sanctions of the

religious conscience can be quoted in support of it, and revelation itself, it is

imagined, cannot go beyond that. But revelation does go beyond that ; it

assumes that you have constrained, and forced, and tampered with your reli-

gious conscience, or you had not come to think as you did. If these Thessa-

lonian Jews had made such an excuse, Paul would have answered, ' No, it is

not your conscience that rejects the light ; it is you who are afraid of the

light, and will not come to it, lest it should reprove your evil deeds,' It seems

a very plausible thing to say, * I cannot help what I believe, cannot see with

other eyes than I do, cannot make the evidence of a doctrine greater or less

than it is.' But Scripture does not reason with this fallacy, does not take its

parts to pieces ; turns it upside down, by the broad, unqualified, universal

announcement, " He that believeth not, is condemned already."

Brethren, it may appear an uncharitable thing to assume that men must

have offered some culpable violence to their moral and thinking faculties, if,

in all essential points at least, they do not receive the gospel of the grace of

God in the same way as wc do. But the assumption is forced upon us by the
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fact, that every invention of false religion, as well as every corrupt modifica-

tion of the true, has always been found lax or deficient in those doctrines

whereat the pride or sinfulness of man is most ready to take offence, namely,

those which affirm the utter worthlessness for salvation of a man's own en-

deavours, or which require the sanctified subjection of all his faculties and

powers to the commandments and will of God. The pure truth of the gospel

is opposed by sceptic, by Romanist, bj' Socinian, by Pharisee, and by each

avowedly on some ground of his own ; but the true ground in all I believe to be

one, namely, the direct tendency of gospel doctrines to lay low the pride and

naughtiness of man's heart, to grapple with the strength of our natural cor-

ruptions, to set forth the exceeding sinfulness of sin, and to compel us to

subject all our motives and desires and aims to the approval of a holy and all-

seeing God.

To the merely speculative doctrines of the gospel, therefore, if they are to be

called so, we must always expect there will be great opposition on the part of

unconverted men ; for, speculative or not, they are at least practical enough for

this—they cast down heart-pride, and they war with heart-sin, and they will be

content with nothing short of heart-holiness. True, we insist on the duty of

" working out our own salvation," and yet acknowledge the absolute free-

ness of Divine grace, from the first moment of its communication to the last.

We insist on faith in the merits of the Crucified, as necessary to our justifica-

tion, and yet we say this faith is the gift of God. We insist on the indis-

pensableness of the great gospel change— the new heart formed in us and the

new spirit given us, and yet we confess, that if such experiences be ours, it is

" according to his mercy he saved us, by the washing of regeneration and re-

newing of the Holy Ghost." Statements like these are not acceptable to the

natural man ; he gets angry with them, not because they do not agree with

each other, but because they do not agree with some antecedent theology of his

own ; with imaginations he cannot bear to cast down ; with grounds of trust

which he is unwilling to have shaken ; with views of the Divine character

which left him an easy entrance into life, untroubled with a cross, and without

parting from a single sin. This opposition it is which answers to the noise and

the shaking we were speaking of the other day, as observed by the prophet,

after he had begun to preach to the dry bones,* and both abroad and at

home we expect it, and are even glad of it. It tells of the hailstorm beating

down upon the refuge of lies, and the sense of insecurity felt by those who

have fled to it. Whatever their house be built upon, they feel it is not

rock—not anything that will bear deep probing ; and therefore when gospel

judgment is laid to the line, and gospel righteousness to the plummet, when a

system is pressed home upon the conscience which confounds and reverses all

a man's previous views of religious acceptableness, putting the first last, and

the last first, what wonder that whether in Thessalonica or in India, in the

Sec (Joldon Lecturer, Second iieii'.'s, No. C7, reniiy riilpit, No. 'J,7W.
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»iiostlc's d;iyb or in our own, the ambassadors of Christ should be hailed

—

"These that have turned the world upside down are come hither also J"

II. But, secondly, we notice this overturning element of Christian theology

in the place it assigns to any outward form of morality or excellence not spring-

ing from motives of religion, in its rule of shutting up the pure, and the

amiable, and the blameless, and the upright in human action, at least, where

the Spirit of God does not promote it, in the stern hard category of splendid

sins. Men liad thought there was a positive moral quality in action,

something as properly belongijjg to them, as colour to a flower, or hardness

to a stone ; and so, relatively to our human perceptions, there is—but God

Eceth not as man seeth ; with him an action has a proper moral quality

also ; but then that quality is determined by the state of the agent's affec-

tions towards himself, when such action was being performed. "Amaziah

did that which was right in the sight of the Lord"—right so far as the

immediate scope and tendency of what he did Mere concerned, " but

not with a perfect heart ;" that is, not with love to God as the spring

of his obedience, or with a view to the glory of God as its end. This, or

the want of this, makes any course of conduct good or bad. You may be

just, and generous, and benevolent, and without reproach ; but if you are not

all this from gratitude to Christ and his salvation, from love to God and his

law, a heathen's morality is as acceptable as yours. Especially is it felt to be

a disagreeable upsetting of the world's ethical systems, whether atTJiessalonica,

or here at home, to be told that there is no acceptable morality \Aithout a

cross, and that the worth of service is measured by the cost of effort to please

God. There is no virtue where there is no sacrifice ; it is not Christian

obedience to abstain from oflences which we have no temptation to commit

;

it is no proof uf love to God that we do not yield to indulgences which never

come in our way, or that we discharge* punctually those obligations, by the

iieglect of which our reputation would be endangered, or our worldly interests

would suffer loss. In these negative moralities, we not only may be said to

give to God that which costs us nothing, but what it would cost us a

great deal if we were not to give. And yet, obvious as is tlic bearing of an

outward rectitude of deportment on our present interests, how many are

there with -whom this integrity of life is their only hope ! " I thank God, I am
not as other men are," is the inward thought of their heart, whereas, if they did

but know themselves, they would have far more cause to be thankful if they

were as other men—extortioners, unjust, adulterers, no matter what, so only

that, pricked with a sense of their moral danger and deficiencies, they Mere

brought to exclaim afterwards— " God be merciful to me a sinner !"

Thus Christianity has ever been a great reversing of human expectations, a

putting behind before ; it puts down the mighty from their seats, it exalts tlio

humble and meek, it fills the hungry with good things, and the rich it sends

empty aM-ay. It says to the f in ))rui:>e(l publican, "Go down to tliy hou*^c

justified rather than the other ;"
it says to the silf-rif;litcout=, in their pride,
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" Verily, I say unto you, the publicans and the harlots go into the kingdom of

God before you." Every way we are taken by surprise. " The least in the

kingdom of heaven is greater than the greatest of the sons of men, and that

which is highly esteemed among men is abomination in the sight of God."

The world is turned upside down. And the principle involved in these revolu-

tionary ethics, of casting out of the pale of our Christian moralities all actions

or courses of conduct not referable to any principle of the renewed nature, and

thus affirming that language of our Article, that " works done before the grace

of Christ and the inspiration of his Spirit are not pleasant to God ; foras-

much as they spring not of faith in Christ," manifestly extends beyond the

case of your merely moral man, and may go to unparadise the gentlest, the

amiablest, the most naturally perfect of the human kind. "Then Jesus beholding

him, loved him," it is said of the young ruler, Why ? Because apart from

his spiritual state, his manner Avas so pleasing, and his reverence was so deep,

and his tendencies were so hopeful, and everything looked so very promising,

when a young man of affluence and position, was bent on learning something

about the will of God ; but, spiritually considered, there was no promise in

this conduct, as the blessed Jesus knew at the very time he was indulging

towards this young man this gentle emotion of his humanity, and so he pro-

ceeded to prove him. Would the ruler, from being a rich man, consent to be

a poor one ? Would he exchange a life of competence and ease for a life of

strictness and self-denial, " And the young man was sad at the saying." He
was not prepared for this turning of things upside down. He had an idol in

his heart ; and though wishing to follow Chiist, he could not do so, unless that

idol were permitted to stand.

Now, without saying of all merely amiable persons, that it is on account of

some hidden idolatry of the heart, their having some secret thing with them,

that they are not amiable and something more, the point to be insisted upon is

this, that Christianity puts a very different estimate on these attractive tenden-

cies of character to that which the world does—weighs them in balances which

lift up what the world depresses, and depresses what the world exalts. Thus

it disparages utterly as a criterion of our spiritual state all those graceful affec-

tions, and refined tendencies, and self-denying charities, which throw so bright

a charm over social and domestic life. The gospel starts out with the broad prin-

ciple, that any outward course of life or conduct is evidence of our being in a

condition accepted of God, only so far as it springs from a certain state of

the moral affections, from the constant experience of a work of grace in the

heart. But how obvious is it, that these conditions may be altogether want-

ing in one, whom for his manner of discharging outward duties every

tongue would praise and every heart would love? What proof is it that a man

either has made, or has ever tried to malcc, any conquest of his corrupt affec-

tions r that he has made any surrender of his heart to God? that he has

made any provision fur that final urdeal which sliaD sift his motives at the
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great day, merely because he walks uprightly, acts kindly, loves tenderly,

and seems to have no one to upbraid him ? Such conduct, it is manifest,

may proceed altogether from temporal association, peculiarities of mental and

moral constitution, the heart following its native bias, and which it would do

if eternity were a fiction. "We must, then, as in the case of the young man

just adverted to, try our Christianity by this its tendency to invert, and revo-

lutionize, and turn things up&ide down ; we must see to it that we have

experienced some inward change which has inverted the order of our moral

preferences, casting down the things which are seen and temporal, and lifting

up those which are unseen and eternal. " If any man be in Christ he is a new

creature;"—once the world was everything in his ej'es, now it is nothing;

once he sought its honours and prizes with unsleeping diligence, now he can

wait till they come to him ; once, like the Apostle Paul, he was proud of his

church, and his orthodoxy, and his repute among brethren, and his blameless

life, but now he looks upon these things as of no value, he counts them but

dung that he may win Christ. A revolution has come over all his moral

estimates—the world is turned upside down.

Again, then, brethren, let me press upon you, in conclusion, that wherever

the glorious gospel of the blessed God is received in the love of it, and in the

power of it, there will be confusion, disturbance, reversed choices ; the tearing

up by the roots all old affections and old thoughts. " Think not," said the

Saviour, " I am come to send peace on the earth ; I came not to send peace

but a sword ;" to induce such anarchy, andre-actiofi, and commotions in men's

thoughts, that " nation shall rise against nation," and class be at issue with

class, and parent be set against child. Satan will not, Avithout resistance,

see the armour taken from him wherein he trusted, and any city may be set in

an uproar by the allegation, an allegation almost stronger than an argument

—

" Sirs, ye know that by this craft we have our wealth." And these dissensions

and feuds of cross interest in the great world are but types of what takes place

in the lesser world, in each man's own heart. Christ has come to send a sword

there also, and " the flesh lusteth against the spirit, and the spirit against the

flesh," and the light tries to make its way through the darkness, and the

darkness is always endeavouring to put out the light. A man no sooner sets

his face heavenward than his heart becomes an arena of conflict. He feels

to have going on within him a strife for mastery, for upscting dominations, for

putting down one rule and setting up another. Perhaps he is a young

man, sold of a long time to the unsubstantial pleasures of sin. lie has had

much to do to put away from him the convictions of earlier and better
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days— to overturn entirely the throne and moral authority of conscience—

to efface by a forced forgetfulness all impressions of a father's counsels, and

all gratitude for a mother's prayers. And he is not happy in himself. It

is not peace with him. The world he had been making for himself and

living in was a thing of delusions, and disappointments, and dreams of the

day ; it had nothing to stand upon ; it shook when tried by the prudence

and sobrieties of the life that now is, but when tried in the balances of the

spiritual and the eternal, it turned upside down. Or perhaps he is one who has

attained to middle age—one so laden with the world's pursuits, and so dis-

tracted by the world's burdens, that he has reversed utterly the law of the

Divine subordinations, made eternity to wait on time, faith on sight, a world

immortal and invisible on that whose fashion is ever passing away ; and he

hears a sermon, or falls in with a religious friend, or he comes into a new

neighbourhood, where the ministrations of the gospel are characterized by

more of earnest power and life than he has been used to ; and the thought

comes across him, "Why have I spent my money for that which is not bread,

and my labour for that which satisfieth not?" "What if I should gain the

whole world, and lose my own soul ? What would it profit me r" And the

thought is blessed to him ; from thinking he is led to praying, and from

praying to resolving, and from resolving to doing, say rather to undoing. The

world to him is turned upside down. Or, once more, it may happen—I fear

it is a rare thing, at least among people who have always had the gospel to

listen to—that this overturning of all the opinions of a lifetime may take

place in old age, and one whose grey hairs are unwatered with the dews of

heaven, whose blunted and decayed faculties seem as if they would never be

able to comprehend the oft rejected things of God, and whose spirit is

hovering with insensate dulness or sullen recklessness over the place of tombs,

not knowing what shall be hereafter, is all at once born when he is old. He

wakes up as from a trance ; he seems to enter on a new condition of existence.

If you ask him whether he sees aught, all he can tell you is, he sees " men

as trees walking ;" nothing appears to him as it once was; the world is turned

upside down.

Wherefore, brethren, " despise not prophesyings." " Suffer always the

word of exhortation." "See that ye refuse not him that speaketh," because,
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like tliciu that caino to Tlicssalonica, lie is socking to put the moral world on

n new I'ouudution. Expect, in tlic application ol' gospel principles to your

own state and churaelor, to have your pride hurt, your Bclf-sufRciency

wounded, uU your cherished idols thrown headlong—nothing left as it was,

nothing as you wished it to be. Things will come right in the end. Though

you are not the same, and all around you is not the same, though the world

is turned upside down to you, and you unto the world, yet remember that in

all this you have only, according to the Scripture, the removing of those

things that are shaken, in order that those things which cannot be shaken may

reniiiin.
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" Notwithstaiidiug in this rejoice not, that the spirits are subject unto you; but rather re-

joice, because your names are written ia heaven."—Luke x. 30.

These words form part of an address delivered by our Divine Lord to the seventy

disciples, a band of faithful missionaries whom he had sent forth into the va-

rious cities of Judea, whilst he himself remained in Samaria. His followers

have now increased to a great multitude. The twelve apostles were not suffi-

cient to meet the missionary exigencies of the time. The fields were "white
unto harvest ;" the expectant nations were lifting up their heads, and though
there might be no lack of diligence on the part of Peter, and the rest of the
apostles, yet what were they among so many? Accordingly, as we read in the

1st verse of this chapter, " After these things the Lord appointed other

seventy also, and sent them two and two before his face into every city and
place, whither he himself would come." The time these disciples were absent

is computed to be about a month ; and thus towards the middle of the chapter

we have an account of their return. Their mission liad been attended with
astonishing success, insomuch that the result was to them one of overjoyed and
perilous triumph. The Searcher of hearts knew this. True, they had recog-

nized his power in what they had done. They seemed both liumble and thankful,

but success is an intoxicating thing. Even in spiritual tilings it is so. And it

is possible to be rejoicing at the good we are doing in enlightening ignorance,

arresting sin, spreading truth, promoting holiness, whilst the only true ground
of rejoicing has but little place in our hearts. " Notwithstanding in this

rejoice not, that the spirits are subject unto you ; but rather rijoice, because

your names are written in heaven." Let us consider from the incident before

us, First, the joy of the disciples at their success ; secondly, that success

ratified and sealed by further promises from the Saviour ; and, Lastly, the

caution given to them lest they should rest on success as an evidence of per-

sonal salvation.

No. 2,815. 2 c
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I. We may direct our attention first to the joy of the ' seventy disciples

at the success they had met with. " And the seventy returned again with joy,

saying, Lord, even the devils are subject unto us through thy name." Even the

devils ! implying that not only had their mission prospered in regard to external

success—the interest they had excited, the opposition they had overcome,

the numbers they had gained access to, and the converts they had made, but

they had even obtained a mastery over higher natures, had subjected to their

own purposes the emissaries of the prince of darkness, had wrestled with the

evil one and prevailed. All this was to them just matter of surprise and joy.

Our Lord had prepared his missionaries for many things, but he had not, as a

rule, taught them to look for groat success. They might look for hatred, and

persecution, and scorn, for false friends, or friends only for a day, for luke-

M-armness and indifference, and cold assent ; they might look for profession

without reality, for impulse without conviction, for noisy zeal without corres-

ponding fruit, for men commencing a tower without counting the cost, or

putting their hand to the plough and afterwards turning back : for these

things he had prepared them, but only here and there for any visible fruits of

their labours. Especially also would these disciples be gratified by their

triumph ovei? invisible spirits. It is only in the chapter before us that we read

of the apostles themselves having sustained a miserable defeat in an attempt

of this kind. The father of a possessed child had come to Jesus, intreating

his personal interference, "for," said the aSicted parent, "I besought thy

disciples to cast him out, and they could not." The seventy however had

suffered no such mortifying discomfiture ; they encountered fallen angels

in the strength of the Holy One of God. Nothing could resist them—" Lord,

even the devils are subject unto us through thy name." " Through thy name."

Their joy, we see, great as it was, was tempered with humility, with reverence,

with a grateful recognition of the authorship of all victories and all cures.

" Why look ye so earnestly on us," eaid Peter and John, after healing the

lame man at the gate of the temple, " as though by our own power or holiness

Ave had made this man to walk ? God hath glorified his Son Jesus, and his

name through faith in his name hath made this man strong, whom ye see and

know." The seventy had healed sicknesses, wrought signs, bowed the wills

of the disobedient, made the great adversary lick the dust; and to what should

they ascribe such results but to the virtue gone out of Jesus, to a derived

divinity acting through flesh and blood, Christ in them, and Christ by them,

making manifest the savour of his power? "The devils are subject unto us

through thy name."

Such was the joy of these disciples, and we feel it to have been no

more than natural. Missionaries of higher mark and name than they had

been obliged to return to him who sent them, saying, "I have laboured in vain,

I have spent my strength for nought." AVith a message noble enough to have

been borne by an angel, holy men of old had been constrained to say, " Who
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hath believed our report, and to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed?" And
it is so now. The most faithful labourer and preacher among us, the man who
should give to his preparation the most time, the most thought, the most prayer,

who should most entirely divest himself of all self-seeking aims, who should

have as the Alpha and Omega of his every thought how to exalt Christ, how
to humble himself, who should bring, to bear on his ministrations the serpent's

wisdom and the dove's harmlessnese, and an apostle's fervour, and a saint's

life, even such an one, I say, must think liis labours well rewarded if of those

who listen and profess to receive the word, one only should hear to profit, and

three should fall away. Yes, my brethren, of those who come to us, as of those

who came to Ezekiel, it may be said, " They come unto thee as the people cometh,

and they sit before thee as my people, and they hear thy words." But instead

of assuming that all this company hear alike, or profit alike, we have the

authority of a parable, for dividing the great majority of our congregations into

three unblessed and unfruitful sections. As for instance, the wayside hearers,

that is, the careless and superficial, the trifling people who take no heed of

the truth, and find that the truth takes no hold on them, who are led to

church by fashion, or custom, or curiosity, who come expecting no blessing,

and therefore cannot wonder that they bear no blessing away, with whom an

hour at a sermon is a parethensis, breaking the sluggish flow of other occupa-

tions and other time, on whom the truth of God falls as grains of seed on a

beaten track, left loose upon the surface for the winds of the world to scatter,

or the fowls of Satan to devour. Or again, we have in the midst of us the

stony ground hearers, the impulsive, the emotional, those of quick religious

susceptibilities, people who receive the word with joy, who love to hear of

Christ, love to talk of Christ, love to work for Christ, at least until the cross

comes, until they have to part with something, renounce something, give some

proof of attachment to religion, fropa which self-pleasing nature shrinks,

then they show that they have no root in tliemselves, that they have no settled

principle of choice or will. It is a morning cloud goodness enduring for a

while, and in the time of temptation passing away. Or once more, instead

of such success as these seventy met with, we have amongst us the finally

unprofited of our hearers, those who receive the good seed among thorns, the

cumbered, and the worldly, and the distracted, and the fretful, the laden

hearts, whether with riches or with cares, those who would run well if they

could but be prevailed upon to lay their weights aside, but retaining these

they choke the good seed with thorns, they never advance, never gain, never

ripen in the elements of a Christian character. Over carefulness about the

things of this life, whether it respects how we shall get enough for subsistence,

or where we shall bestow our superfluity, is alike a barrier to all spiritual pro-

ficiency. It eats away the soul's life, it makes resolution feeble, and aff'ection

lukewarm, and devotion languid, and service a thing of compulsion and slavish

fear. Stones and thorns are alike obstructive of fruitfulness, though at dif-
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ferent stages. The heart that is charged with either will bring forth no fruit

"unto perfection. As far however as they were permitted to see, the seed

sown by the seventy had fallen upon good ground. Their word was with

power; the miracles with which the preaching was accompanied had procured

for their message an unusual acceptance, and at sight of such successes the

vanquished powers of darkness fled before them. The seventy returned with

joy, saying, "Lord, even the devils are subject unto us through thy name."

II. But let us consider, in the second place, the success of the disciples

sealed and ratified by our Lord himself. •' And he said unto them, I beheld

Satan ag lightning fall from heaven. Behold, I give unto you power to tread

on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy : and nothing

shall by any means hurt you." Here our Lord declares a truth— a truth

which is every day receiving fresh fulfilment—that Satan and his kingdom

must fall before the preaching of the gospel. "I beheld Satan as lightning fall

from heaven." • When I sent you forth armed with my commission, and fur-

nished with all the appliances of miraculous power, I saw a swift destruction

overtaking the destroyer ; I saw the beginning of a series of conquests which

shall advance, and multiply, and spread, until Satan shall be bruised under

your feet ; until the dominion of the God of this world shall expire, until the

prince of the power of the air shall have laid down his arms and have yielded

himself to the bondage of everlasting chains. I saw Satan fall as lightning,

with a sudden flash, with an awful brightness ; but yet going out into a thick

darkness from which he shall recover and return no more.' All the ele-

mental disturbances that marked our Lord's closing scenes upon earth, the

mysterious thunderings heard on the first day of Passion Week, the noontide

darkness which settled over the entire country at the Crucifixion, the earth

trembling and quaking as she set her imprisoned Creator free ; these were all

intimations of the casting out of the prince of this world, the dethronement

of Lucifer son of the morning, Satan seen as lightning fall from heaven.

And it is the same form of instrumentality—the sending forth two and two

into every place before which Satan shall continue falling to the end of

time ; before which idolatry shall bow, and superstition flee, and the mists of

heresy and false doctrine be scattered. The gospel is the great instrument of

Divine retributions, " And I saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven,

having the everlasting gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the earth, and

to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people, saying, Fear God, and

give glory to him ; for the hour of his judgment is come." In countries, in

churches, in families, in the hearts of individuals there is nothing which

shakes the empire of Satan so soon as the entrance of the gospel. The face

of entire communities has been changed by it, as we heard last Tuesday,

' These that have turned the world upside down are come hither also."^*

• See Golden Lectures, Second Series, Nu. 21, Teuny rulfil, No. 2,803.
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An apostate church shall quail before the preaching of the gospel " whom the

Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth," and shall destroy with the

brightness of his coming. Valleys of dry bones, without life, or sense, or

motion shall, on being prophesied to, become a spiritual army of living men,

whilst, as^e heard just now, three thousand hearts become melted and sub-

dued to penitence on hearing of the depths of a Saviour's compassions and

the power of a Saviour's name. And the far-seeing eye of Jesus beheld all

this. As the seventy were sent forth on their honoured and triumphant mis-

sion, their work was to be the great type of ministerial success, of the changed

aspect of the moral world under the preaching of the faith. The mind of

the Omniscient was at that moment delighting itself with visions of the

future ; and as he saw how sinners turned, and eyes were opened, and peni-

tents wept, and lost ones looked up to the cross ; as the life of a nation's piety

gathered strength, and household godliness seemed to flourish and abound

;

as the bands of brotherly union were drawn more closely together, and the

only emulation among Christians was, who should most love Christ ; as there

was more of submission in our sorrows, and more of moderation in our joys,

and more of God and conscience in all we plan, and think, and do ; as our

young became more sober-minded, our middle-aged more grave and tem-

perate, and as our elders in Israel reflected more and more of the ever-ad-

vancing and shining light ; as the light of the gospel spread, as the empire of

superstition tottered, as the latter-day glory neared with all its train of

sanctity, and peace, and millennial blessedness ; the countenance of the holy

Saviour beamed with a secret joy ; he saw even then of the travail of his

soul, and was satisfied. "Not in vain have I laboured," he exclaims, "not
in vain have I spent my strength ; I see my judgment is with the Lord, and
ray work with my God." "I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven."

But the success of the disciples shall be ratified yet further. They shall "o

forth again, and traverse a wider field, and be furnished with more extensive

powers. "Behold, I give unto you power to tread on serpents, and scorpions,

and over all the power of the enemy." To him that hath, and useth well

what he hath, shall more be given. These disciples had fulfilled their trust

promptly, vigorously, faithfully. Henceforth they may look for higher vic-

tories. Satan had succumbed to them already ; now they shall trample upon
him. There shall be a fulfilment in their experience of those words of the

Psalmist, "Thou shalt tread upon the lion and the adder, the young lion and
the dragon shalt thou trample under feet." This promise you must often have

seen represented among our most ancient ecclesiastic emblems ; on the

floorings of churches, for instance, reminding us, as we tread, on the rude

encaustic device, that Satan shall be bruised under our feet, that man shall

set his heel upon the great dragon, that dust shall for ever be the serpent's

meat, and that in the might of the woman's seed we shall break down all the

power of the enemy. Our fathers thought to set forth hereby the poetry of
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faith, the life of trust in the great promise, that Messiah should go on con-

quering and to conquer, until the sword of the Spirit had driven the powers of

darkness from the wilderness, and every child that could quote a text of

Scripture should trample on the serpent's head. "And nothing shall by

any means hurt you." 'You shall dwell in the secret place; you shall be

covered by the feathers of the Almighty, you shall play on the hole of the

asp, and put your hand on the cockatrice den ; you shall take up serpents, and

if you drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt you.' These promises,

whether by the seventy or by ourselves, are to be taken only with the under-

stood Scriptural limit. The viper that leaped out of the burning sticks did

not hurt Paul, neither could the most famished lion in the den have opened

his jaws against Daniel, but these were not the forms of deliverance the

seventy were to look to. The only lion whose mouth they would expect td

have shut against them would be the great roaring lion ; the only venomous

creatures they would look to shake off harmlessly would be those which,

leaping upon us suddenly, out of the fire of temptation, would fasten upon

the immortal part, and leave us not until we had died the death. And we must

ever read our precious 91st Psalm in the same way. We all love it ; we turn

to it almost instinctively, as we are about to proceed on a great enterprise, or

to enter on scenes of danger, or to com.mit ourselves to the perils of the deep,

or to suffer ourselves to be whirled with lightning speed along two metal

threads. But let us not stretch unlawfully the extent of the Divine promise.

God's people are a protected people, but their only absolutely, specially, in-

fallibly protected part is the soul. Everything else—our health, our happi-

ness, our safety, our life, has to be gathered up and inwoven into the texture of

a general providence ; but the undying part, this is among God's precious

things, laid up among his jewels, kept as the apple of his eye. Ten thousand

times ten thousand angels make their camp around it ; for this you need not

fear ; nothing shall by any means hurt you,

III. But we proceed to our last point for consideration, or, the solemn

caution our Lord gives to the seventy lest they should be resting in success as

an evidence of their personal salvation—"Notwithstanding in this rejoice not,

that the spirits are subject unto you ; but rather rejoice because your names

are written in heaven." It is plain, I think, our Lord intended this as a

caution ; he could not mean to forbid them rejoicing at their success, so far as

this was the setting the seal of their mission, the putting honour on their

office, the selection of them as chosen vessels to make read)' and prepare his

way. The truth he wished to impress upon them was, that all these were but

ministerial acts, that they argued nothing, and proved nothing of the moral

condition of the person by whom they were performed, and that if these dis-

ciples had no higher ground of rejoicing than what they had done for Christ

in his name, their lot would be with the outcast exiles of darkness at the

judgment of the great day. " Many will say unto me in that day, Lord, Lord,
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have wc not prophesied in thy name, and in thy name have cast out devils,

and in thy name done many wonderful works ; and then I will profess unto

them, Tnever knew you ; depart from me ye that work iniquity."

Brethren, let me make an application of this truth which may be of use to

us all. To us as ministers the application is one of touchinjj solemnity, for

it teaches that no acceptance our ministry may meet with, no appearin{f

fruits of it, no praise, no love, no pi'ospering plans prove anything of where

our place will be on the great day of decision. We may have seals to our

ministry, and be ourselves imsealed ; multiplied crowns of rejoicing, and our-

selves wear no crown. And what makes this danger to us the greater is

that, so bliudiug is the influence of success, that the more diligent we are in

showing others the way to heaven, the more danger is there that we should

lose our own way, that we should mistake the sight of the spirits falling like

lightning before our ministerial efforts for a sight of our names written iu

the Lamb's book of life.

But, once more, our Lord's words have an application to us all. They

point out tlie only solid ground of rejoicing. We cahnot but be glad when

any of our permitted plans succeed, when honour has been put upon our

religious endeavours, when perseverance has met with its reward, when we
have lived to see the crown put upon our most sanguine hopes, when some

obstruction to our spiritual happiness has been taken away, when God has

made us useful to others or cast out the adversary by which we had been

long oppressed ourselves ; it is as if the lets, and difficulties, and hindrances

which like evil spirits had long stood in our path had now become subject

to us, and we conclude too hastily that our victory is a token of the good

hand of our God upon us. It may be so, yet in this rejoice not, brethren.

Othei-s have subjected the spirits of opposition and evil whose own spirits

have not been subjected to the grace of God. " Wherefore in this rejoice

rather, that your names are written in heaven j" that you have a remem-
brance in the Book of Life of the Lamb, and that as men of old time had to

be enrolled each one in the register of his own city, so your record is on

high, in the archives of the holy city, the new Jerusalem, the city of the

living God. " But how shall I know this ?
' you will ask. What mortal

fashioning shall prevail to open that mysterious book or loosen the seals

thereof? None, brethren; but as far as relates to our personal satisfaction

there is one copy of that book which we may consult here upon earth, for it

is the Lamb's book, and he declares of every faithful follower, " I will write

upon him my new name." That name is love—love to God, and love to the

souls for whom Christ died. " We know that we have passed from death

unto life, because we love the brethren," because we feel keenly the spiritual

dangers of those around us, because, it may be, we often mourn in secret

over some friend or brother of whose religious state we stand in doubt ; be-

cause Avhile hoping; that Ave have our names written in heaven we have but too
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much cause to fear that their name is not written there also. . But whereso-

ever this love is found, this zeal, deep anxiety for the spiritual state and

condition of others, there is the new name, there are the gospel characters of

love, traced upon the tablet of the heart ; there we have an evidence of

spiritual character better for us than the faith which could remove moun-

taius, or the wisdom that could unfold prophecies, or the self-sacrifices which

would give up all for the poor, or even the miraculous power which could

make Satan as lightning fall down from heaven. Wherefore, look ye,

brethren, for this mark of a saint's spiritual state ; look ye for this hand-

Aviiting of Christ, this finger of the living God upon the soul ; look for it in

your hearts, lives, tempers, feelings, thoughts ; and if through grace you can

but discover this unquestioned token of a gospel love and charity, it shall

be your high privilege to say, * I do now rejoice that the spirits are subject

uuto me, but I rejoice far more to feel that my name is written in heaven.'
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" Ye are our epistle written in our hearts, known and rea<l o.'' all men : forasmuch as ye are

manifestly declared to be the epistle of Christ ministered by iis, written not with ink, but with

the Spirit of the living- God ; not in tables of stone, but in fleshy tabl<!s of the heart."-

-

2 Cor. iii. 2, 3.

Ye are the epistle of Christ. It is not said, ye ought so to be, or, ye profess

so lobe; but it is manifestly declared and apparent that ye are. This sliows

that the apostle was writing to a church within a church ; for it is certain that

they only could be the epistles of Christ who in their hearts held the truth of

Christ, and in their lives adorned the doctrines of Christ, and in their tempers

showed the mind of Christ. A letter from a person is supposed to be his

substitute, his representative, the exponent of what, if present, he would ap-

prove and he would do. Of many in the visible church at Corinth we are

sure this could not be a true description, for some in that church were

schismatics, and some were despisers of the Lord's Supper, and some were

men of scandalous lives. Such might choose to call themselves epistles ot

Christ; but they were feigned epistles, unauthorised epistles, mere forgeries.

There was nothing of the good writing, or salt of tite spirit, discerned in

them, and whatever law of Christianity was written upon them was written

only on the stony tablet of an outward profession, and not in their

fleshy tables of the heart. The words are, then, for believers, and for them

only. Couched in figure, they yet present a very expressive figure, and one

interesting us the more, as growing out of an allusion of the most casual and

ordinary kind. A fine intellect, like that of the apostle, has not to coin illus-

trations or to fetch them from afar; it finds them in the objects nearest at

hand, it makes them out of common things. In the instance before us, Paul

had been forced into a vindication of his apostolic claims, driven lo make un-
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seemly comparisons between his own credentials and those of some false

teachers; and in the beginning of this chapter he is indignantly asking,

uhether, because these pretenders had brought letters, testimonials from cer-

tain religious communities, it was expedient that he should produce the like.

" Do we begin again to commend ourselves ?" he asks, " or need we, as some
others, epistles of commendation to you, or letters of commendation from you ?"

If this is to be expected of us, be it known that the only testimonial we have

or care to furnish, is the effect of our teaching upon our converts hearts and

lives—the tree known by its fruits, the gospel evidenced by its power, the

letter discovered from its style, from its spirit, from those broad, beaten, legible

characters which mark it at once as the penmanship and inspiration of the

living God : "Ye are our epistle written in our hearts known and read of all

men : forasmuch as ye are manifestly declared to be the epistle of Christ

ministered by us, written not witli ink, but with tlie Spirit of the living God;
not in tables of stone, but in fleshy tables of the heart."

Let us pursue this suggestive thought by an inquiry into the scope and im-

port of the image here employed by the apostle ;—whose epistle it is, how
written, and what are its more characteristic signs.

I. Our first inquiry has respect to the author of the epistle, to the person

actually sending it, whose mind, therefore, it is supposed to express, and whose

mission it has to fulfil. "Ye are our epistle," the text begins; from which

we might at first have been led to speak of Paul as the author; but this im-

pression he is careful to correct in the next sentence. "Ye are our epistle,"

he says, only as ye are the epistle of the Master whom we serve, and who

merely makes use of our ministry to trace out the characters of a living gospel

on your hearts; "Forasmuch as ye are manifestly declared to be the epistle

of Christ ministered by us." And this furnishes the key to the selection by

the apostle of the image before us. He wished to give a picture of the life

of a Christian, that is, one who proved the reality of the inner life by the

fruits of the outer life. Ye, my Corinthians, he would say, are to exhibit in

your walk, and temper, and conversation, a reflected grace ; Christ speaking

in you, manifesting himself by you, as plainly revealing his mind and spirit

to the world, as a letter reveals the mind and spirit of the writer to an absent

friend. A Christian, then, is an epistle of Christ. Let us try to see a little

more of the enfolded mystery and beauty of this expression. A man's letters

are as himself; his mind is in them, his heart is in them. They are not pic-

tures of him only, for they breathe, they speak; by means of them we con-

verse with the absent living, and make companions of all the mighty and

noble among the dead. What a treasure is a letter at this moment to one

who has a son in the thick of those dreadful scenes where mutiny and rebel-

tion are now keeping their mad holiday, where fiends in human shape are

pursuing their work of indiscriminate butchery, where even on a delicate woman

and the infant of days, cruelties are being practised which for their diabolical

foulness our journals are afraid to describe. Perhaps, it tells of this son's

hair-breadth escape, of the merciful Providence which seems to have hedged

him round with u charmed life, and, greatly more than all, of the over-ruling
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of these terrible calamifies in liis case to the awakening of holier and more
spiritual thoughts than ever he had before. How fondly in such a case do we
see the identity between the letter and the man ; we see the one when we see

the other. It is not the awful scenes he describes—these we could hear of

from other sources; it is that the man's soul is in that epistle, that it both re-

flects himself and is a part of himself. And so with the spirits of the mighty
dead. There is nothing which seems to bring the men so vividly before us as

their letters. They may have written history, indited poems, left monuments
of research and wisdom behind them which will have immortality; but we do
not feel in these to be conversing with the men themselves. No. It is when
Cicero, and Seneca, and the younger Pliny are pouring out their hearts' best

thoughts to their friends, it is when Paul is pleading with all the refinement

of Christian delicacy for Onesimus, it is when the beloved John is writing his

graceful tribute to the hospitality of Gaius, and making touching allusion to

the children of the elect matron, that we have the men called up, as if by

wizard spell, into our presence, and we see into their very hearts ; and, as we
lay down their epistles again, we say "ye being dead yet speak."

Here, then, is the supposition of the text; that just as letters are assumed

to be the inspiration of the writer's soul, a perfect type of the inner man, so,

too, the true believer in his walk and conversation is an inspiration of Christ,

breathes with his breath, lives by his life, reflects the heart of a Saviour absent,

and is a living emanation of a Saviour dead, but risen again. And such a

supposition will be found both to receive and to reflect light when placed by

the side of some other Scriptures. No image is thought to be too strong to

set forth the incorporations of the Spirit—the fellowship of Christ with all

true believers, the nature of that mysterious inhabitation by which Christ

dwells in the hearts of his people—" For we are members of his body, and of

his flesh, and of his bones," as the apostle says in one place, and in another,

"My little children of whom I travail in birth again until Christ be formed

in you." Nay, it is often made to have its type in the awful but uncon-

founded blending of the Divine personalities: "As thou Father art in me,

that they also may be one in us." Aye, then, the epistle of Christ is the

spirit of Christ as much in your daily conversation, as the spirit of Paul was

in his epistle to the Galatians, when he said, " ye see how large a letter I have

written unto you with mine own hand." Your life is an inspiration, just as

much as Paul's letters are an inspiration of some actuating and directing mind.

The apostle distinctly affirms this with regard to his own life : " I live," says

he, " yet not I, but Christ liveth in me ; and the life which I now live in the

flesh, I live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me and gave him-

self for me." Christ in you must always be the life of Christ, even as

Christ in you is always your hope of glory. "For ye know of your own
selves how that Jesus Christ is in you except ye be reprobates." And if

God be in you, he speaks in your words, and shines in your own good works,

and in and through you sends messages to all men. The book of his written

revelation is closed, and after the flesh we shall know him no more. Yet,

from time to time, will he communicate with us by letters, living letters—men
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wlio sliull iiliow the work of the Spirit written in their hearts, and testify to

tlie power of his grace in our midst. " Forasmucli as ye are manifestly de-

clared to be the epistle of Christ ministered by us."

II. But let us proceed to observe some of the more noticeable character-

istics of this letter. The apostle pursuing his image with a sort of loving

earnestness, as one admirably adapted to the purpose of spiritual illustration,

goes on to tell us what are the materials employed in this epistle—on what

tablets the characters are traced out, and whose is .the supreme and all-

directing hand. Thus, observe, he calls attention to the mere instrument by

means of which this epistle had been written, that which answers to the pen

in the writer's hand :
—"Ye are declared to be the epistle of Christ ministered

by us :" ihat is, through honour put upon our ministrations as preachers of

the gospel you have come to be witnesses for Christ, reflecting mirrors of his

mind and doctrine, signs of an indwelling Saviour, which "he that runs may

read." It is one of the most delicate and difficult of practical discriminatioivs

required of a minister so to magnify his office as not to seem to exalt the

man. But Paul was a great master in this way. With a humility which

cared not how far back he threw self into the shade, he never suffers us to lose

sight of the fact, that preaching is the instrumentality ordained of God to

reform, to raise, to regenerate the world. " It pleased God by liie foolishness

of preaching to save them that believe." We may be nothing more than earthen

vessels, he argues, yet in us is the treasury of all wisdom. We may be no more

than planters and waterers in the Lord's vineyard, yet without us you have ny

promise that he will give the increase. We may be vile as the vilest and

weak as the weakest, yet all this hinders not our being to them that hear us

either "a savour of death unto death, or of life unto life." And so here, it

may be, continues the apostle, that the most honoured designation which

could apply to any human spirit is this, viz., that je are epistles of Christ.

You wear upon the forefront in your daily life the letters of that name which

is above every name. Yet, remember, and forget not, that in the hands of the

Eternal Spirit we were the pen that traced out that name. They were our

warnings which alarmed, our exhortations which encouraged, our words which

built you up in your most holy faith, and taught you to adorn it by a blameless

and consistent life, " Forasmuch as ye are manifestly declared to be the

epistle of Christ ministered by us."

Important, however, as is the place which preaching holds among the

instrumentalities of salvation, it is an instrumentality and nothing more.

Preaching could no more save a man of itself than a pen could write of

Itself. "Ye are our epistle;" but ours only as we were made the instrumeut

for tracing out certain spiritual characters upon the mental tablet. If the

writing had been ours, it had been like any perishable human composition

written with ink and pen. But the characters are such as never can pass

awav ; there is a Divine fashioning in every one of them. " Ye are the epistle

of Christ, and ye are ministered by us, and written not with ink, but with the

Spirit of the living God." Here, brclhien, you have brougiit out with all the

exactness of a caieful philosophy the peculiar fi'ucliun of the Holy Spirit in
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the economy of grace; viz., as the Agent for Christ, as the representative of

Christ, as proceeding from the Father and liie Son, in order that, by means

of subordinate ministrations, he might accomplish Christ's work in the world.

Follow out the image before us with the severest literalness, and then compare

It with the declared office of the Spirit as set forth in the I6ih chapter of St.

John. In our text it is manifest that believers are the epistle, that the

preached word is the pen, and that the writer is the Holy Ghost. But the

epistle is the epistle of Christ, and, therefore, the writer, according to our

figure, must be a servant, or one who writes under the dictation of another.

How does our Lord deliver himself on this point in the gospel? " Howbeit,

when He, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you into all truth: for he

shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak :

and he will show you things to come. He shall glorify me : for he shall

receive of mine, and shall shew it unto you." These symmetries and proofs

of unity in our revealed system are always worthy of your attention, brethren,

when they bear upon the several relations and official subordinations in the

persons of the Godhead, They make us, and we cannot be too thankful for

the comfort of such a doctrine as that of the Trinity, to be very careful about

its mystery. It is manifest that our Divine Lord, having brought his personal

and visible ministrations to a close, handed over the efficient and effective

administration of his kingdom to another, " even the Comforter," He whom
he would send unto us was to take the charge of all souls. The opening

of all eyes, the turning of all hearts? the convincing of all consciences, the

subduing of all wills and enmities to a higher rule and a happier yoke, was
thenceforth to be the Spirit's especial work. He was to be the author and

inspirer of all vital religion that should be found in the world. He would not

put slight upon lower ministrations—the written word, the solemn ordinance,

the living voice, the living man. But the conduct of eacli man's religious

life, the forming and making him meet for an heir of glory, by blessing the

word to him, by sanctifying his afflictions to him, by leading him as the

inspired cloud in the path of duty, and by helping his infirmities in prayer, all

this is to be done, not by man's might, nor even by an apostle's power, but "by
my Spirit saiih the Lord of Hosts," " If any man be in Christ he is a new
creature;" and if any man be an epistle of Christ he is a new creature. The
inspirations which by moving upon the soul make a living Christian, are the

same as those which by moving upon the face of the waters made a living

world. All epistles of Christ have the breath of divinity in them. That
which is done by man had been vain ; but " letter is made a quickened spirit;"

for believers are " written not with ink, but with the Spirit of the living God."
And, tiierefore, the apostle adds, " not in tables of stone, but in fleshy

tables of the heart." And this gives completeness to the illustration. The
work Sijiritual and the agents spiritual, we look naturally for a spiritual

recipient. And this, like the other part of the figure we are dealing with

contains a good deal of underlying truth. As, first, that until applied by the

power of the Spirit of God, gospel truth does not go to the seat of emotion
at iiil. A ruuiistf r may convey nuicii scriptural kauwledge to his people, uuw
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define a word rightly, discuss doctrines ably, enforce truth persuastrely ; but

after all, what has he done? Ou what kind of substance have these dis-

coveries of Divine wisdom to be transcribed ? Why, on the cold polished

surface of an unsanctified intellect, on the outside covering, on the unim-

pressed and unawakened heart—in a word, " on a table of stone." But let

the Spirit of God take the pen into his own hand, and it is a pen no longer;

it becomes quick and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword. A
stony heart becomes changed into a heart of flesh ; truths as inoperative once as

words written with ink, become graved in deep lines on the susceptible and

quickened conscience; spirit now comes in contact with spirit; and the great

principles of gospel action are traced out, not on tables of stone, but in fleshy

tables of the heart. See another truth under the veil ; viz., that no outward

moralities or outward pieties, or outward conformities to the law of the gospel,

will make a man an epistle of Christ, unless he have the love of the Lord in

his heart. A letter is a patent thing, something which can be seen and read

;

and it might appear that, in order to become one, we have only to let the light

of our good works shine before men. But good works alone will not prove a

man to be an epistle of Christ; they blaze and glitter on the outside life of

many a miserable counterfeit. The text, therefore, is to show that the true

seat of gospel obedience is within. It is but a part of the epistle which is

known and read of all men; even those characters which are so broadly and

deeply written that they must show through—such as love to God, personal

concern for the Redeemer's kingdom, reverence of all that is sacred, a following

after all that is lovely, just, or true. The rest the world does not see; and,

yet it is that which makes them epistles of Christ, and gives all its vitality and

all its worth to that which the world does see. And the wisdom of this Divine

ordering is apparent at once. Make the tree good and the fruit will be

good. God's covenant with us is not so much for obedience directly as for

that which must lead to obedience. "After those days, saith the Lord, I will

put ray law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts, and will be

their God, and they shall be my people." A slave, or a hypocrite, may
copy into his life laws written on tables of stone ; but he who would be an

epistle of Christ loves his service, and has his precepts written on the fleshy

tables of the heart.

in. And thus, brethren, assuming the desire of each one of you to be

epistles of Christ, let us briefly consider in conclusion what kind of letter

you should aim to be. And, first, I say, such a letter should be very plain,

very distinct, very unambiguous in its phrase and very decisive in its tone.

Mark the apostle's expression, " manifestly declared to be the epistle of

Christ." Everywhere and in all things our Christianity is to be an open

thing. There should be no mistake about it. If our trumpet give a stifled

or uncertain sound, it is a clear truth we are not preparing ourselves for the

battle. Are we episiles of Christ, or are we not? If we are, let us make

use of a cypher, and that neither hard to read, nor likely from its obscurity

to be read wrong. The world will always take the benefit of such doubts.

We niubt speak out and act out ; in our business', in our pleasures', among our
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friends, or at our homes ; exhibiting the image and superscription of Christ

and the broad seal of a living gospel. Oh, who shall say from how much
misery we had been spared, and how much national dishonour, too, if we had
always been mindful of this in the administration of our foreign possessions.

Instead of our being " manifestly declared to be the epistle of Christ" durin"-

the whole one hundred years we have had territory in India, no one thing have

we ever done to show to the poeple that their conquerors were a Christian

nation ; there has been nothing in the tenour of our administration to prove

that we had any Christianity, or that we had any care about Christianity. I

would not forget the difficulties which have to be encountered both by the East

India Company and our own government. I feel that as rulers they cannot

and must not undertake missionary work ; that they could not do so without

arousing the jealousies of the native mind and endangering our Indian empire.

But that is no reason why they should have countenanced, and that openly,

some of the grossest abominations of idolatry ; no reason why, until one

noble spirit—the dauntless and sainted Maitland—refused compliance with

the order, that British troops should be required to take part in idola-

trous processions ; no reason why a missionary of the Lord Jesus Christ

should be forbidden to hold communication with a sepoy—those vipers whom
we have been nursing and cherishing with new life only to see them abuse our

ill-judged confidence, and destroy our children before our eyes. Brethren, I

do believe that we are suffering now the Nemesis of a righteous providence for

our past hatefulness and anger. And i only pray that we may learn a lesson

from it, viz., that if we are to have an Indian empire at all, there must be no
winking at the native crimes and vices ; no succumbing to the demoralizing

and pernicious influence of caste ; no soft spoken apologies for all the licen-

tiousness, and blood-shedding, and devilry of Asiatic worship ; but a bold de-

claration that we hold the kingdom in trust for a God of righteousness, a

God of purity, a God who enjoins upon all who profess and call themselves

Christians, whether as rulers or subjects, whether at home or abroad, that they

be living epistles of Christ, " known and read of all men."

Again, the epistle should be very full and comprehensive, so rich in varied

topic that there should be something in it to interest and profit all. It

should be a general epistle. The Christian is an undirected letter, the com-
mon benefit and property of his kind. " I am made all things to all men,"

says the apostle, " that I might by all means save some." And so here ;

—

" Ye are our episile, known and read of all men." Go where we will the

Christiau is never without his influence. He feels that he cannot do an indif-

ferent action. There are eyes upon him. The letter is being read, scrutinized;

everybody is looking out for the blurs and blots. Still, by the constant mindful-

ness of this, he is able to fulfil his mission as an epistle of Christ. He is

being scanned and read often when he is not thinking about it—one noting his

meekness of temper, another his tenderness of conscience, a third his large-

hearted charitableness, a fourth the marks of a spiritual mind. None dare

all the letter, but all may read some, enough to declare him to be an epistle

of Christ.
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L;istly. ill ^» epistle nf Christ tlicie sliouhl be much of the iniad of Christ.

Every page, ami line, and word should remind men of him, revive upon them

the impressions of his doctrine, and bring the thoughts of his blessed example

back. And so, brethren, it must be with us. Wc arc to set the Lord always

before us. AVe have nothing to do but to write after that copy. Let men
take note of us that we have been with Jesus. Let them see that our con-

versation partakes of his Spirit ; that our steps arc ordered by his word ; that

all our desires and aims are to promote his glory ; and that a regard for his

approval influences all we say and do. Especially do we hope we shall all

let 1 the need of exhibiting the Christian temper under that grievous form of

national calanaity which God has permitted to come upon us. We cannot but

fear that as European forces are brought up in i-trength enough to turn the

tide, these rebellious provinces will become the scene of the most terrible

reprisals. But ferocities have been perpetrated which have stirred up the

burning depths of a nation's resentments, atrocities which will be branded

with the anathema of the civilised woild to the end of time ; and we fear the

price of blood which will have to be paid for this— that in the words of the

Psalnr we read just now—"The righteous will wash their footsteps in the

blood of the ungodly." But let us pray as Christians for the allaying of all

vengeful and bitter passions ; pray that retribution may not overpass the

bounds of a righteous necessity ; pray that the wrath of man may never

be employed to work the righteousness of God. No ; as epistles of Christ

let us all endeavour to show the mind of Christ ; and that mind will teach us,

while not deluding the guilty, not yielding to a pusillanimous mercy, not re-

fusing the necessary securities for the unoffending and innocent, yet humbly to

plead with God for the souls of those savage murderers, saying, " Father,

forgive them, for they know not what they do."

And anticipating a separation from you for a few weeks, brethren, I know
not that we could part with a better thought than this, the duty of our being

much in secret prayer for our country under its present chastisement. Like

Abraham standing yet before the Lord, like Hezekiah spreading out the

tyrant's message in his chamber, like Phinehas standing between the living

and the dead, let us beseech God to be gracious unto our land, and urge him
by our unfeigned humiliation that the time to fear, yea, the set time is come.
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" If I regard iniqxiity in my heart, the Lord will not hear me."—Psalm Ixvi, 18.

In all labour there is profit, says the wise man. But, then, it must be honest

labour, earnest labour, the labour of one who has made up his mind to suc-

ceed in what he is about, and who is, therefore, careful not to leave any

difficulties, still less to throw any difficulties in the way of his own success.

It is mere idiot's pastime to do work with one hand and to undo it with the

other; to roll a stone half way up the hill, and then leave it to roll down
again. And yet it is to be feared that this idiot's play is the type of many a

Christian's work. They are always doing and undomg ; working and spoiling

their work ; seeking and praying for good things, yet all the while doing that

which they know will keep good things away. Our text is intended to remind

us of the utter folly of all this. " If I regard iniquity in my heart, the Lord

will not hear me." I may pray, I may read the Scriptures, I may observe ordi-

nances, I may render unto God watchings, fastings, and alms continually; but

anything consciously displeasing or wrong in my own heart, any secret thing

or forbidden pleasure there will turn all my services into a vain oblation.

The Lord will not hear me, then, will not receive an offering at my hands,

then. There is a fly in the ointment which makes it unsavoury. The heart

and the lips will not agree in asking the same thing ; and where there is va-

riance between these the heart hath audience with God first. The Lord will

answer him that cometh unto him according to the multitude of his idols.

With my lips I may desire good things; but God does not take note of the

lips—" If I regard iniquity in my heart, the Lord will not hear me."

Let us consider from these words, first, the blessing designed; secondly,

the declared hindrance to its attainment; and, thirdly, the reason why, wliile
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the hindiance remains, there can no blessing come. And may the Spirit so

bless our meditations that while instructed by the words of the text, we may
have tlie comfort of the words which follow—"But verily God hath heard

me ; he hath attended to the voice of my prayer. Blessed be God which hath

not turned away my prayer, nor his mercy from me."

I. Proceeding to our first point, the blessing designed in the text, it is that

the Lord will hear us, that our prayer may go before him with acceptance,

that, answer them as he may, or answer them when he may, our cause may
be set down for a favourable hearing. Two chief things are supposed in

order to any suit of ours being entertained thus kindly. The first is that it

be rightly endorsed and presented. Neither we nor our prayers can go into

the presence of God alone. " I am the way ; no man cometh unto the Father

but by me." The cloud which sin has caused to gather round the throne of

God is so impenetrable that not even our prayers can pass through. They are

as foul as the heart they come from, and require equally as much the blood

of atonement for their cleansing. The prayers of saints must be cast into a

golden censor, and must be offered unto God under the auspices of a bor-

rowed name. " Verily, verily, I say unto you, whatsoever ye shall ask the

Father in my name, he will give it you." And this is a part of the Saviour's

intercession work now—to take his people's prayers, to subscribe them, to

pass them on for acceptance and fulfilment. Reconciled by the death of

Christ, we are saved by his blood. If the one be needful to justify our per-

sons, the other is needful to sanctify our duties. His work is perfect. With-

out his death God could not hear; without his life we could not pray. But

another condition must enter into all acceptable prayer, and that is that it be

for permitted things, for things contained in the covenant ; not crossing or

clashing with any clear indications of a Divine purpose, but bounded and

circumscribed on all sides by the known will of God. " And this is the confi-

dence we have in him, that if we ask anything according to his will he

heareth us." We bind ourselves to this as often as we make use of our Divine

Lord's permission to pray at all. "Thy will be done"—not altered to suit

our own will, nor yet postponed till we have done our own;—but "as it is in

heaven"—promptly, as it is done tliere, submissively, as it is done there, abso-

lutely and without reserve, as it is done there.

There is a sense in which if we regard iniquity in our heart God will hear

us ; and that is, when we put the stumbling block of our iniquity before our

face, and show a determination like Balaam to have our own way. Then,

oftentimes the Lord will let us have it. The angel " in the path of the

vineyards" may appear just to show us our sin, but, still, since we are bent

on sinfulness, his instructions are to let us pass on. If men will persist in

dictating to God how he should act towards them he will so act. And, then,

often a retribution comes while the flesh of unsanctified desire is yet betw^een

their teeth. He gave them their request, " but sent leanness withal into their

souls."

The blessing sought for in the text, however, we are to suppose was for

a right answer to a right prayer. The light enjoyed by the Old Testament
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saints is not always to be measured by the amount of light appropriated to the

dispensation under which they lived. Good men in all ages are a Bible to

themselves, have teachers that the world knows not of. " The secret of the

Lord is with them that fear him, and he will show them his covenant." So,

as Abel had faith in the blood of sprinkling, as Abraham rejoiced in the

day of Christ, so there is no doubt in all David's prayers he had respect unto

a Mediator. In one place, he says, " Let the words of mouth and the medi-

tations of my heart be acceptable unto thee, O Lord, my strength and my
Redeemer." And again, " Let my prayer be set before thee as incense, and

the lifting up of my hands as the evening sacrifice." David felt his natural

distance from God, his unworthiness to pour out his heart before him; his

sins had taken sucii hold upon him that he was not able to look up. Bless-

ing, therefore, he felt there could be none greater than to know that the Lord

would hear him, that he had a free pass to the ear and heart of God, that he

could lay his sins there, his sorrows there, his temptations and his conflicts

there, that through faith in a propitiation, go when he would to the audience

chamber of the Great King, he would find an open door and an open throne.

David, like Paul, went to his heavenly Father with everything; he hid nothing

from him small or great. The lap of God was large enough to receive all

cares, and, therefore, having made his requests known unto God in that lap he

would leave them. In his askings of God, the Psalmist rarely stipulates for

more than an inclined ear or a kind look. "Oh, Lord, consider my ad-

versity ; look upon my afHiction and my pain." He always felt it was enough

that he had prevailed with God to say, " I have seen, I have seen the afflic-

tions of my people," for, then, the succeeding relief was sure. But was there

anything, then, which could keep God from seeing, keep him from pitying,

making him so that instead of regarding the necessities of his people he should

turn eyes and ears another way? Yes, there was one. " If I regard iniquity

in my heart, the Lord will not hear me."

II. And this leads to our s«cond topic, the declared hindrance to anything

of acceptableness in prayer, the condition which vitiates and voids all our

title to call upon God as a Father, shortening the Lord's hand that it cannot

save, and making his ear heavy that it cannot hear. And that which does

all this is a cherished preference for something sinful. " If I regard iniquity

in my heart, the Lord will not hear me." Note, first, it is not sin in the life

only that the Psalmist is speaking of as sure to lead to a rejection of our

prayers. He did not think it needful to say that a holy God would refuse to

have converse with a man while his hands were not clean, while there were the

fresh, livid stains upon them of habitual and unforsaken^ sin. The blind man
felt he was appealing to a universal theology, to the first principles of reason's

own Bible, when he said to the Pharisees, " Now, we know that God iiearelh

not sinners, but if any man be a worshipper of God, and doeih his will, him
he hearelh."

Brethren, I know not a more awful illustration of the deceitfulness of sin

of its blinding, stupifying, de-raticnalising power, than is supplied in the

fact of a bad man's prayers, in the fact that lie will still keep up some form
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of closet exercise while purposing every day to add sin to sin. We feel tliat

It argues a depth and debasement of hardening when a person living in any
known evil practice can come and join in the public prayers of the church

;

can hear his own sin denounced by name, and pray on ; can meet the eye of

some companion in guilt, perhaps, and pray on ; An have rebukes, like

Nathan's rebukes, addressed to him every Sabbath-day, and yet sin, and pray,

and pray, and sin again. And the depth of the degradation we feel also to

be very low when a man addicted to forbidden ways has prayers in the family,

giving occasion to those that worship with him to remark on the strangeness

of seeing him close the Bible to go forth to oppress, to over-reach, to speak

lalsely, sanctioning the bad usages of a bad world ; angry in his tempers,

gross m his indulgences, worldly in his pleasures, selfish in his ways, as if his

family service were but to prepare for sinning—a sop received, and Satan

entering in. Still for this kept up compliance we see a reason. If it had

been the wont of a man to attend church or to have family worship, whatever

sinful ways he may have fallen into, it were to attract attention to the change

in him to leave a pious usage off. But why does a really bad man pray in

the closet—or does he pray ? And what can he possibly expect his prayers

will do for him ? The dictate of our common reason would be that the very

form should be abandoned. If he asks anything of God, it must be for grace

to serve and obey him ; whereas the very wish of his heart is to commit sin

almost as soon as he has risen from his knees. Now, a man must know that

if he go to God with a lie in his right hand, he can only expect to bring away
a curse in his left. Therefore, instead of keeping up a practice, to him-

self irksome, to God an insult, to all the purposes of his own happiness either

m this life or in that which is to come utterly and absurdly useless, we
should have thought that he would have ceased to pray at all. But expe-

rience and testimony are against this inference. Thieves pray, adulterers

pray, murderers pray. The instinct, especially if it have been fostered by edu-

cational influences is irrepressible. It is hard to say what the inward thought

of the heart is in such a mocking exercise, but that the very form of prayer

should outlive such a hardening and extirpating process is of itself a signifi-

cant and instructive fact. It is the silent homage of reason to the Divinity

of revelation, a token of the unextinguished and undissolved affinity of being

between man in his uprightness and man in his fall, the heart's involuntary

confession of a denied and forsaken God. Man can sooner cast off God than

he can cast off prayer. The thought may be worthy tiie consideration of

those, brethren, who always have a stone to fling at pure religion when

one who has made a profession of it is overtaken in some great sin. In the

case of a recent tilled swiiidltr, the reuiaik was ready on a thousand lipi,
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"Here is another proof of religion being; a mere cloak for dishonesty;"

whereas, in point of fact, he would have been in all probability more dis-

honest and sooner dishonest if he had not been held back by the restraint of

an educational religion, had not been committed by early pledges to a life

which should be externally at least according to godliness. And these influ-

ences grow, cling, become a part of his moral being. He was no more a

hypocrite for presiding at a religious meeting on the day he had mortgaged

some poor orphan's pittance than he was a hypocrite for praying to God in his

closet on that day—and the latter he would do, just as we may suppose David

did on the morning when he wrote that wicked letter to Joab. Benefit, he

looks for none: blessing, he looks for none. The form must be gone tiirougli,

although, as meditating iniquity in his heart, he knows the Lord will not hear

liim.

But iniquity need not be meditated in the heart, at least in the sense of some

defined and settled purpose of transgression, in order to prevent a man's

prayers from being heard. " If I regard iniquity in my heart" is the Psalmist's

word ; an expression implying that whether the amount of sin in the life be

little or much, the desires of the mind are chiefly turned that way. Forbidden

things are looked upon with an eye of complacency and inward satisfaction,

that when the thoughts of them arise in the heart we are quite willing that

they should lodge and settle there, ready to play into the hands of occasion

as soon as it shall invite to actual sin. We may regard sin kindly and with

delight, or we may regard it with detestation and shame. We may regard it

as a thing to be encouraged, and fed, and ministered to, and obeyed, or we

may regard it as a thing to be shunned, and resisted, and mortified, and

destroyed. We may regard it as Achan did when he saw among the spoils a

goodly Babylonish garment, or we may regard it as Joseph did when he fled

from the presence of temptation, saying, " How can I do this great wickedness

and sin against God ?" " Foolishness is bound in the heart, even of a child,"

says Solomon. But what a blessed thing that it is bound, and that there

must be consents, and yieldings, and breakings down of barriers and restraints,

before, in all its wildness, the evil propensity can be let loose. Sinful

thoughts, not regarded, not welcomed, not hospitably entertained, will die

away—a passing breath upon the mirror of a pure soul leaving neither blemish

nor stain behind. But look at any motion in the heart towards evil as if you

favoured it, as if your likings were towards it, and the growtli of the viper is

both rapid and certain. In the Epistle of St. James you have the whole

philosophy given of sinful developments. First, he says, every man when he

is tempted is drawn away of his own lusts. Being drawn away, that is being

induced lo give a favourable hearkening to the golden promises held out to
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liim, he next becomes enticed or pleased. The longer he looks at ihe fruit the

more pleasant it becomes to the eyes, and the more to be desired. His heart

now lusts after it. Conscience has no power now, and reason has none ; the

genesis of sin must follow its law. Then, when lust hath conceived, it

bringeth forth sin, and sin when it is finished bringeth forth death. Make
severe conscience of your thoughts, then, brethren. The beginning of all sin

is as when one letteth out water, and the regard of iniquity in the heart is the

sure beginning of sin. As the apostle counsels, we must learn to mortify the

deeds of the body, that is, weary, and wear out, and drive, and starve, as it

were, all the corrupt propensities of our fallen nature. Inclinations to evil

can no more thrive without encouragement than animal life can continue with-

out sustenance. The longer you withhold the aliment the weaker they will

both get, and if you keep it from them altogether, eventually they will botli

die. And if ye through the Spirit do mortify the deeds of the body ye

shall live, live happily, live holily, live in the calm sense of reconciliation

and acceptance with God. Mortified deeds are a sign of subdued and

restrained desires. There is no regarding of iniquity in the heart, and so your

prayers shall have free course. The Lord will hear you, and the Lord will

bless.

IIL And now, brethren, let me say a few words on our concluding point,

or the reason of this declared connection between regarded sin and disregarded

prayer. "If I regard iniquity in my heart, the Lord will not hear me;" nay,

more, cannot hear me. It were easy to cite reasons for this, based on the per-

fections of the Divine character and the uniformities of moral government

;

but we may be content with an obvious proof drawn from ourselves. The

reason why God cannot hear us while our regards are taken up with any evvl

thing is, that in such a state of the heart we cannot pray. We may recite

words ; we may cry aloud ; we may fall low on our knees ; but we cannot

pray. For what is prayer but the tongue of the spirit urging the merits of

Christ, and causing devout utterances to come forth from a believing and pure

heart? How, then, can this be while the heart is already taken up with some-

thing else foreign to the holy nature of that spirit, and in fellowsI)ip with

which it cannot dwell ? Brethren, have this elementary truth of our theology

fixed upon the mind very plainly—we cannot pray but in the Holy Ghost. As

God owns the prayer which Christ presents and no other, so also does he own

the prayer which the Spirit prompts and no other; and the Spirit cannot

prompt to any prayer without dwelling in us, and cannot dwell in us without

ruling in us, without being the master-influence in us which the soul bows to

and obeys. Other influences in the heart must be in subjection. We cannot

serve two masters. We cannot walk after the flesh and after the spirit too;
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and that vvliich we do walk after determines our state and character. " For

as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God." Tiie

question, (hen, of when God is hearing us, or why there are times at which he

hears us not, seems to be one of easy determination ; so far we may lay it down as

a rule that God is always hearing when we are truly praying. We know there

are times when we are not truly praying, when with all our kept up form we

do not pray, cannot piay, and, save to keep peace with our religious conscience,

should not even try to pray. There is some anger resting upon our spirit,

or some feeling of mortified pride in our hearts ; we are meditating a doubtful

course of action, or allowing ourselves in habits which we know of ourownselves

must grieve the Spirit and estrange from God. We cannot fail to discover a

difference in our devotions at such times. Tiie whole exercise degenerates

into mere words. The aid of the Spirit is not sought; the mediation of Christ

is not realized ; the tone of an approving Father is not even expected. We
desist from the task as we entered upon it, with no part of the load taken off

our spirits; not having the impiety to complain that God does not hear, for

there was nothing for him to hear. The heart had not spoken at all ; the

interceding Spirit had not spoken at all; what sounds, then, could enter into

the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth ?

The whole subject, brethren, as you perceive, goes to enforce the necessity

of dealing very honetsly with God in our prayers, of asking as if we desired

to have, and of using all means to make our askings heard. I trust we may

soon see a national recognition of this great principle. Our rulers, yielding to

a deeply felt and loudly expressed sentiment of the nation at large, have

resolved most wisely to set apart a day for solemn humiliation and prayer in

reference to the disastrous condition of our Indian Empire. And as we are

to meet on the day before the one appointed, I may take another occasion of

drawing your attention to the religious aspects of India. At present I will

only express a hope that with supplications to Almighty God to remove the

stroke of his heavy hand, will be united on the part of our rulers a steady

and determined purpose to forsake the miserable policy which has drawn the

Divine anger down. Our entire administration of India has been one of

abused trust, forgotten responsibility, weak temporising, utter faithlessness in

the power of Christianity, an utter disregard of the providential designs of

God. We have allowed ourselves to think that he gave us this country to

aggrandise ourselves withal, to enable us to carry our heads more loftilv

among the nations, to be a choice seed-plot for making great fortunes, a place

of genteel emigration for sons who might not like the rough hard work of

home; and so long as these selfish ends were being answered we never cared

•whether the people were Christianized or not. Let the God of heaven be out-
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raged by rites of the most abominable cruelty, and the purities of heaven be

insulted by the foulest and filthiest observances, yet we must say nothing, must

do nothing, because in the sordid spirit of Demetrius and his fellows we were

obliged to admit that by the toleration and countenance of this craft we had

our gain. Do we mean to go on in this way ? Do we, on the wretched plea

of conciliation, intend to gag the mouths of Christian teachers as before, to

enforce penalties against Christian converts as before, to recognize and uphold

the wicked distinctions of caste as before, to employ the public funds in pay-

ing for immorality, and wickedness, and cruelty, and abominable idolatry as

before ? If so, will not a voice from heaven reach us on the day of proposed

humiliation, and say—" Bring no more vain oblations. Your incense is an

abomination to me. Such calling of assemblies I cannot away with. It is

iniquity, even the solemn meeting." Oh, brethren, with all respect and

earnestness let us press this point upon our rulers on the occasion of our ap-

proaching humiliation, that if we meditate a continuance of this unrighteous

policy our offerings will be disregarded. " If we regard iniquity in our heart,

the Lord will not hear us."
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"And ye shall be comforted concerning the evil that I have brought upon Jerusalem, btbh

concerning all that I have biought upon it. And they shall comfort you, when ye gee their

wayg and their doings: and ye shall know that I have not done vpithout cause all that I have
done ia it, saith the Lord God."—Ezekiel x.iv. 22, 23.

The chapter from which these words are taken was the first lesson for last

Sunday morning ; and we can hardly have listened to it, I think, without

feeling that it was in a peculiar seuse a lesson for the times. We seem to

have in it a description of England's sins, England's warnings, England's
chastisements, and yet remaining mercies—all set forth in parable. What
land is that whose people set up idols in their hearts, and put the stumbling-

block of their iniquity before their face, whilst outwardly keeping up a show
of homage to the one living and true God ? What land is that which
within a few short years hath seen the sword sent forth on its mission, and
the breath of pestilence sweeping over its cities, and in which at this mo-
ment tlie joy of the multitude, the joy for a bountiful harvest, is lost in the

wailings of a nation for its slaughtered innocents or its fallen brave ! Or,

once more, what land is that which, for the sake of its righteous, for the

sake of its men of prayer, and faith, and love, and trust, shall be comforted

concerning the evil that God has brought upon it—is being comforted now

—

is feeling, in view of the solemn services appointed for to-morrow, that what-

ever our chastisements be, they have not been inflicted without cause, without

a purpose, without a wise and righteous needs-be in the orderiugs of an unseen
providence ? Yes, brethren, to ourselves, not less than to the sorrowing

inhabitants of Jerusalem in their captivity, may we conceive the prophet

Ezekiel addressing these words of our text—" And ye shall be comforted

concerning the evil that I have brought upon Jerusalem, even concerning

all that 1 have brought upon it. And they shall comfort you, when ye see
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their ways and their doings : and ye shall know that I have not done with-
out cause all that I have done in it, saith the Lord God."

Let us proceed to consider the passage, first, in its connection with the
history and experience of the Jewish nation, and then see what lessons may
be gathered from it in relation to the calamities which have come upon us
in a distant part of our empire.

I. The original reference of the passage to the circumstances of the Jewish
nation will become apparent, if you remember that not only did Ezekiel write
his prophecy during the captivity, but also that he exercised his ministry in

a foreign dependency of the Babylonish empire, where a large number of the
captives had been compelled to take up their abode. Here they were in great
sorrow, not only on account of the captivity itself, but on account of their

revived misgivings as to whether they had done right in yielding themselves
into the hands of Nebuchadnezzar, and following the counsel of Jeremiah, For
on this point, as you read in the 27th chapter of the prophet, there had been
great divisions among the nation. False prophets had arisen among them,
not only gainsaying the inspired predictions of Jeremiah, but throwing con-

tempt and scorn on the advice he had given, to allow themselves to be carried

captive into Babylon ; so that even after God had sent his faithful servant
to them again, warning them yet more plainly of the desolation which was
comilig upon Jerusalem, declaring that all who impugned the counsel of
Jeremiah did but prophecy a lie, and therefore saying unto the people,
" Hearken not unto these false prophets, but serve the king of Babylon and
live ;" even after this, I say, a remnant of the nation, resolved to remain
behind, to share in the disasters of the city, and to brave even to the death
the fury of the threatened storm. Now, concerning the fate of this remnant
the people of the captivity were naturally anxious. If Jeremiah's pre-

dictions had come true, and the people who in disobedience to his word had
remained in Jerusalem were in very deed swept away with a swift destruction,

what had become of the covenant which God had made with Abraham, and
the oath which he sware unto David, promising, " His seed also will I make
to endure for ever, and his throne as the days of heaven ?" Whilst if, on
the other hand, these desolations had not come to pass, and if their rescued

brethren were quietly dwelling at Jerusalem, worshipping in their temple as

before, and sitting under their own vine and their own fig-tree as before,

whilst they, the submissive, and the obedient, and the advised of the true

prophet of God, were hanging their harps upon the willows in a strange

land, had not Jeremiah deceived them, and was not the resolve a premature
one to quit the home of their fathers, until they had seen the waste begin ?

To these perplexing apprehensions the closing verses of the chapter before

us supply the answer. ' God has not been unmindful of the covenant which
he has made, neither shall one jot or tittle of the predicted calamities fail

to come to pass ; but there shall be a fulfilment of both, in that while judg-

ment shall overtake the disobedient, even as Jeremiah had said, yet from
the younger branches of these families a remnant shall be saved. Sons and
daughters, too young to partake in the guilt of their parents' obstinacy, who
in vain determined to tarry behind in Jerusalem, shall be spared of the

destroyer ; and behold they shall come forth to you—shall tell you things

at once proving the wisdom of your choice in following the directions of

Jeremiah, and at the same time vindicating the righteous procedure of

heaven, in permitting these chastisements to come.' " And they shall com-
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fort you, when ye see their ways and their doings : and ye shall know that I

have not done without cause all that I have done in it, saith the Lord God."

II. Thus much may suffice to illustrate the conueclion of the passage under

consideration with the history and circumstances of the Jewish nation. Let

us see what great lessons may be gathered from the words, profitable to the

nations of all time, but especially suitable to our own at this day.

And doubtless our first lesson should be, that the hand of God be dis-

tinctly recognized in all our visitations—that we do not confound instrumen-

talities with the great power which sets them at work, but that while leaving

to all subordinate agents to bear the responsibility of their own folly, or

their own neglect, or their own sin, we are careful to allow that God's work

is prospering just as surely as if this folly had been wisdom, or this neglect

had been prudence, or this sin had been faultless obedience to all the Divine

commands. " Ye shall be comforted concerning the evil that / have brought

upon Jerusalem, even concerning all that I have brought upon you." As if he

had said to them—' Ascribe not the desolation and dishonour of your country

to your enemies, that they were mighty, or to your rulers, that they were
weak, or to your prophets, that they were unfaithful, or even to some of your

nation, that they were obstinate, and would not be warned ; the thing accom-

plished, you must, in order to understand its purpose aright, take your stand

upon much higher ground. You must lose sight of the rough hewing and coarse

workmanship of man, and regard only the divinity which shapes the final

end. " Shall there be evil in a city, and the Lord hath not done it V Doth
not the Lord reign, be the people never so unquiet 3 And though Herod,

and Pontius Pilate, with the Gentiles and the people of Israel, gather them-

selves together, is not this the ordained limit of their doings—" To do what-

soever thy hand and thy counsel determine before to be done V Oh ! surely

we might as well be worshippers of Baal, of a sleeping, or a journeying, or

an unwatching, and uncaring God, as disbelievers in that everlasting truth

—

" I form the light and create darkness ; I make peace and create evil ; I the

Lord do all these things."

Now, it is confessed that we do not learn this lesson easily, whether as

applied to individuals or to communities. A man who would be subdued and
meek under the sickness of his child would say, " 1 do well to be angry," if

he heard of the perfidy or misdoing of a friend. In the one case God was
sending him a deserved, and no doubt needed chastisement ; in the other he
was—ay, he was what ? Think of the involved atheism of saying what God
was doing, if he were not making use of your friend's wickedness to

further some purpose of his own. And a like proneness to err is there with

us in regard to national judgments. In reference to that awful scourge

which is now lying upon us how many of us are ready to exclaim—' If those

quiet Christian families, who in a moment of unsuspecting confidence opened
their doors to a band of savage murderers, had died the common death of all

men, or if those who on the faith of pledges quitted the fortress of Cawupore,
only to fail victims to the ti-eachery of a bloodthirsty human fiend, had been

swept away by one of the pestilential maladies of the climate, why, then

we could have borne it ; " it is the Lord, let him do what seemeth him
good," we should have said ; but that all this misery should come to be
perpetrated through the perfidy of our own mercenary and ungrateful troops

—that men in our own nature, if such a ferocious compound of the demon
and the wild beast can be of our nature, should have license to break more
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hearts, to ruin more homes, to make more fatherless, to fill more graves,

than even " the pestilence that walketh in darkness, and the destruction that

wasteth at noon-day"—at this our faith well nigh staggers. Are there any
excepted fields of providential government ! we ask. Does the Great King
ever trust the sceptre out of his own hands ? Can the letting things take

their course consist with the harmony of the eternal law ? Or is that Scrip-

ture true—" Verily there is a reward for the righteous ; verily he is a God
that judgeth in the earth ?"

But our text, like as do other Scriptures, bids us to *• be comforted con-

cerning this evil." " / have done it, saith the Lord God." Deem not that the

sovereignty of heaven is ever abdicated—that slumber is ever given to the

eyelids of the Shepherd of Israel, or that " variableness or shadow of turn-

ing" can pass over the purposes of an eternal mind. This world is God's

world, and there is not an aspect we can take of it which does not bear marks
of his presiding and beneficent control. "Eternal power and Godhead" are

not more discernible in the outspread glories of creation than eternal truth

and righteousness are legible in the far-extending annals of a moral provi-

dence. They are departments of the same administration, rays from the

same orb of light, types of the one changeless and everlasting mind. In

creation we seem to be looking upon God at rest ; the sun in his strength,

the moon in her brightness, the fields in their calm happiness, and the

seasons in their circling joy, all appearing as so many lined and graven tablets

for God to set his name there ; but in providence we seem rather to see God
in action, lengthening by one link after another the great chain of universal

destiny—links not always visible to mortal eye nor best fitted in human
judgment to bear their dependant weight, but in truth links strong as the

mountains, with a foundation deeper than the perpetual hills, and sure as

the oath of God to lead to the expected end. Wherefore " ye shall be com-

forted concerning the evil that I have brought upon Jerusalem, even con-

cerning all that I have brought upon it. And ye shall know that I have

not done without cause all that I have done in it, saith the Lord God."

But a second important lesson to be deduced from the passage before us

is, that all the judgments which God permits to fall upon a land are dic-

tated by some necessity of moral government. " Ye shall know that I have

not done without cause all that I have done in it, saith the Lord God."

Necessary as it is to acknowledge the absolute supremacy of the Divine will

in everything that happens, it must always be with the tacit supposition that

that will itself is law. It is a bald theology and dangerous which stops and

stifles all inquiry into the reason of things by saying, " The Lord reigneth"

—

which is ever speaking of the " clouds and darkness" which are " round

about him," without going on to say, " righteousness and judgment are tJie

habitation of his throne." There may be nothing wrong in the expression,

• This judgment has come because God willed it ;' but it would be more con-

sonant with gospel philosophy to say, ' The Lord willed it because it was

right, because it was needed, because it would tend ultimately to the ad-

vancement of human happiness, because it was just the correction which our

iniquities have called for and deserved.' Brethren, the power of God exists

not apart from his wisdom and goodness ; they all work together. The holy

undivided Trinity have moral perfectness, " their glory equal and their ma-
jesty co-eternal." * I have not, then,' the Almighty here declares to the

Jewish people, 'done without cause what I have done to you.' "My judgments
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are a great deep ;'' no sudden fury sets them at work, uo repented purpose
•will ever call them back ; they have a mission, " for warning, for reproof,

for correction, for instruction in righteousness ;" they are bound up in the
nation's life. Thus I have not done it without cause, as regards you,

—

your slights, your provocations, your ingratitude, your disloyal forsakinga

and infidelity. " In the time to come every one that passeth by your city

and temple shall be astonished and shall hiss, and they shall say. Why hath
the Lord done this unto this land and unto this house ? And they shall

answer. Because they forsook the Lord their God, and have taken hold upon
other gods, and have worshipped them and served them, therefore hath the
Lord brought upon them this evil." ' Neither have I done it without cause,

as regards myself,' runs the argument of the Most High,—• the glory of my
name, the clearing of my righteousness, the vindicated honour of my servants
who have spoken to you the word of the Lord. Not without cause
have I allowed my four sore judgments to go forth on their bidden errand ;

for it has enabled me to read a lesson, not to you only, but to the nations
of all time, that the warnings of heaven must not be trifled with. Admoni<
tory providences are a great trust, and made to men, according as they use
them, either the finger of God, pointing silently to the door of refuge, or
the bare arm of God, getting ready to smite with more destructive blow.
And not without cause have I suffered a remnant to escape these judgments,
to maintain the integrity of my covenant, to be witnesses to you of the wis-

dom of obedience, and to show to all the generations that shall come after

what a mingling of mercy there is in the sorest judgments—how the wind is

stayed before the bruised reed, how angels are ever listening for the com-
mand, " Stay now thine hand," how often while the wasting wrath is sweep-
ing vehemently over the heads of the nations all is calm at those words, ** I
will not contend for ever, neither will I be always wrath, for the spirit should
fail before me, and the souls which I have made." No ; be ye comforted
concerning all this evil ; for not without cause have I done in Jerusalem that
which is done in it, saith the Lord God.

And, brethren, under either of these aspects of the great ends of national
chastening in relation to the Jewish people, may we not take up the parable
and apply it to our own land ? Is it without cause, in the sense of righteous
provocations, that we were slowly and with difficulty only recovering from
the effects of one war, when we found ourselves unexpectedly plunged into
another?—that our pride, sufficiently humbled already, we had thought, by
ill-managed campaigns, magnificent failures, disastrous victories, should be
humbled yet further by seeing the proud fabric of our colonial greatness
shaken to its base, and the armies turned against us which we had trained to
defend our rights ? Is it without cause that politicians with impatient eager-
ness, and private families in agonising suspense, await each fresh arrival from
our eastern empire, the one comforted to hear that we can just hold our ground,
the other thankful if the friend they had lost died a tortureless and unlinger-
ing death ? No ; enough of provocation has there been, and more than enough.
We may well take up the language of Ezra, and say, " After all that is come
upon us, for our evil deeds and for our great trespasses, thou, God, hast
punished us far less than our iniquities deserve." Less than they deserve !

Why, what do our iniquities deserve ? What do our cruelties, and crimes,
and immoralities, and wicked blasphemies deserve ? What do our impieties,
and neglects, and dishonours, and slightings ef God deserve ? What do
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we deserve, for the licentiousness of our pleasures, the covetousness of

our gains, the stint measure of our liberalities, and the worldliness of our

homes ? What do our rich men deserve for their pride, or our poor men for

their profane neglects—our good men for their lukewarm and laggard zeal,

or our intellectual men, those men of terrible responsibility, men who, if

they had grace as they have power, might have moulded and fashioned the

nation's heart almost as they would, but who, instead of this, are, many of

them, doing all they can to unsettle the nation's Christianity, to make every

man a Bible to himself, and to shake his ancient reverence for the truth of

God ! What does that nation deserve, where Gebal, and Aramon, and

Amalek, the infidel, the low voluptuary, and the holder of shares in monster

places of amusement, are all banded together in unholy confederacy

to deprive us of our cherished sanctities, to tempt people to follow their

pleasures on God's holy day, and neglect the place where his honour dwell-

eth, that they may worship at some godless shrine, where art is deified and

intellect adored ? Oh ! brethren, who among us that thinks of the sins of the

nation, the factions of the church, the strife and uncharitableness among

families, and, more than all, the corruptions which, unsubdued and unstruggled

against, overturn the dominion of God and conscience in his own heart,

must not receive with sealed lips that declaration of a chastening God

—

" Not without cause have I done that which I have done unto you, saith the

Lord 1"

Neither in that other view of national chastisements, as serving to mag-

nify and illustrate the great name of God, his fidelity to engagements, his

abiding by fixed laws, his design to sanctify by the teaching of the rod,

•while alleviating mercies show that it is a rod of love, can we of this land

say that all this evil has come upon us without cause. Is it without cause that

we have had this mutiny to remind us that if we are so ashamed of our Chris«

tiauity, or so distrustful of it as that, rather than permit it to be mentioned

to our native subjects in India, we will encourage, and patronise, and nurse

up all their sore abominations, that then God will leave us to perish by the

viper we had nourished, and from being the fosterers of a system of lust and

cruelty to see the wives and children of our countrymen numbered amongst

its victims ? And yet is it without cause, that with all this evil that has

come upon us, our fightings abroad and our fears at home, there has been

sent to us also so much of commingling good that our garners have been

filled with store, that peace with European powers has been restored, that

effective succours are on the way to put down this infatuated rebellion, and

that deeds of noble daring have been wrought by our insulted. countrymen,

worthy of the highest honours of a government to recompense, and the

noblest page of history to record ? Let us think of these things ;
and in the

midst of our humiliation we shall feel that ours is a land which the Lord our

God careth for, and shall be comforted concerning all the evil that is brought

upon our country, and shall acknowledge that our God has not done with-

out cause what he has done iu it.

And not without cause as regards our future administration of that country.

It is now agreed on all hands, that in regard of the native superstitions

of India we have adopted nothing but a timid, wavering, faithless, God-dis-

trusting policy. If we had possessed half the confidence in our truth which

the Mahommedan had in his wretched falsehood, we should have acted dif-

ferently, and the natives would have respected us more for it. They would
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have given us credit for sincerity—for believing that we had a revelation sent

from God, and which therefore, whether men would hear or whether they

would forbear, it was our bounden duty to propagate. But instead of that

we have appeared before our Indian subjects, as a people whose religion was

no more than some unauthorised human theology—something which we dare

not claim a Divine authority for, but which must stand aside, and look on,

and never utter a protest, even when rites were being performed before it

which tore up by the roots the first instincts of our humanity, and by their

shameless indecency offended against all the laws of God and man. And
then we have justified this conduct to ourselves as being part of a policy

of conciliation—as a necessary deference to native ignorance and prejudice

—

a precaution without which the stability of this distant empire would be in

danger, and our sovereign be despoiled of the brightest jewel of her crown.

Well, then, all I can say is, if this is the price to be paid for it, perish that

jewel ! Let its lustre be clean put out ; let it be clouded, stained, suffused

with an everlasting dimness, rather than England's Queen should bear such

a reproach on her diadem as a country which not only she dare not attempt

to Christianize, but whose people she must encourage, countenance, and sup-

port in every diabolical practice which would corrupt still further the springs

of our common nature, or draw down the avenging wrath of God.

Brethren, I ask not to be misunderstood ; I ask not to be thought unmind-

ful of the difficulties which beset the religious aspects of our Indian policy j

and above all, I claim to be understood as having no wish to merge into the

functions of the great corporations of Indian commerce the functions of

other societies, formed for the encouragement and propagation of the gospel.

Missionary work must not be done by edicts from the Governor General—should

not even be attempted by the proselyting efforts of persons invested with

high military or civil power, but should be done by the tolerated ministra-

tions of discreet and faithful men, permitted to make known to all the

glorious gospel of the blessed God, and to meet that thirst for new truth

which is so characteristic of the native mind, and which springs no doubt

from the fact that faith in the native superstitions is fast dying away. That
there has not been this toleration, that as far as these miserable sepoys are

concerned, the mouth of the Christian teacher has been gagged, nay, that if

the native troops did embrace Christianity, pains and penalties were allowed

to be enforced against them, I showed you in a former discourse ; and the

policy, however made to rest on the danger of arousing the antipathy of the

natives, is, on the most obvious showing, most unrighteous and unworthy.

To compel us to change it, it may be, has all this evil come upon us. True,

beyond the prohibition of public indecencies and unnatural cruelties we shall

still wish that there may be no compulsory interference with native usages,

and by nothing that we do must any have it in their power to say that we
use constraint or force either to put down false religion or to set up the

true ; but we must proclaim, and that openly, that we have a religion, and
that we care for it—that we believe in it—that whilst allowing to every

creature under heaven the most unfettered freedom of religious opinion and
practice, we dare not withhold from any under British rule the knowledge
of that truth which we know to be the mighty power of God, and a cure for

all the miseries of mankind.
But it is time to draw in from the wider range of thought suggested by our

subject, and give a tone to our reflections such as we shall find it profitable

to follow out, when engaging in the solemn services to-morrow. It is Avell,
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as occasion may require, to seek to vindicate tlie appointments of an all-

controlling Providence, to view from some commanding point that curious
network of moral contrivances which, seen too near, seems like a tissue of

intersecting and tangled threads ; but we must not stay too long on these

contemplative heights ; we must come down to the practical work and busi-

ness of life, our daily duties, our daily trials, our daily responsibilities to God
and man. What direction, then, should God's dealings with us, and the in-

terpretation given of them, give to our individual thoughts and feelings on

the morrow !

Well, the first effect should be to give a deeper intensity to our gratitude.

We all dwell in peaceable habitations, removed from the scenes of these

awful strifes ; we fear no sudden fear ; we dread neither famine in the re-

sisting fortress, nor murder by the assassin's hand. Yet how many better

hearts, holier disciples, worthier followers of God and of the Lamb, have

perished in this unnatural and foul rebellion ! For what are we spared 2

For a few more years of waste life, of wretched self-seeking, of absorbing

devotedness to the concerns of this present world, only to leave them all,

and to die at last ? Or are we spared, that mercy may yet triumpli in us,

that grace may obtain the victory over our worldly hearts, that the Spirit of

God may reveal to us the things that belong to our peace, before they are

hidden from our eyes ?

Again : it should be an effect of the solemn services we are to engage in

to give a renewed impulse and earnestness to our intercessions. At the re-

citals with which our journals teem the heart sickens ; we hide them from

our children ; where two or three are gathered together we cannot even

mention them ; we yield to a momentary thrill of horror, and then try to

forget them. Now, let the question be put seriously to ourselves—Will

prayer, personal and closet prayer, like that of Abraham, standing yet be-

fore the Lord, or that of Daniel, bewailing his own and the nation's sins in

his secret chamber, or that of Phineas, standing between the living and the

dead, make these calamities of shorter life ! If there be a God in heaven

it will. Oh, brethren, plead mightily with God, at the awful crisis which

has now come upon our countrymen, their wives, and their little ones. I feel

we were all too slow to do this, till the first heart-tearing details of murder

reached us, and now we tell of our loss by thousands—three thousand Europeans

having been computed by the Bishop of Calcutta to have perished before

the departure of the last mail. Oh ! pray for the living, pray for the dying,

pray for the widow, the desolate, and the childless ; above all, pray that

none may die on that blood-stained soil, but those who through faith in the

blood of the Crucified had hope that they should live again.

And, lastly, it should be a fruit of these public humiliations to give a cha-

racter of earnestness and reality to our individual preparation for another

world to chasten our spirits, to solemnize our thoughts, to wean us from a

world of change, and make us anticipate with more longing earnestness the

final triumphs of God and the Lamb. The powers of darkness are let loose

upon us now ; but it may be, their reign is drawing near to a close. " Woe to

the inhabitants of the earth and the sea ; for the devil is come down to you,

having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time"—

knoweth that what he hath to do he must do quickly—-knoweth that the day

is fixed, irrevocable and very nigh, which shall see him bound in everlasting

chains, and the kingdoms of this world become the kingdoms of our Lord

and of bis Christ.
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" But God said unto him, Thou fool, this ni^ht thy soul shall be required of thee ; then

whose shall those things be, which thou hast provided'!"—Luke ixi. 20.

The danger of possessing great wealth, still more the sin of desiring to possess

it, is perhaps one of the most distinguishing features of Christian ethics.

Covetousness was a fault before gospel times, but it was a social fault only,

an offence against all the kindlier feelings of our nature, and hurtful to the

best interests of the body politic. But as a sin, as a deadly poison, infecting

our entire moral being, as an open robbing of God of his own, as can-

celling every qualification for, as well as every hope of immortality—this no

human philosophy had ever taught or thought of. The sin first appeared sift

in the gospel of Christ, and the way in which the love of money is made to

appear sin there, is by pointing out its exclusive tyrannizing expulsive

character. It will reign ; it will be Caesar or nothing ; every other feeling

must be driven from the heart; it has not room either for the love of God or

man. It required some very solemn and very unmistakeable declarations of

Scripture to make man believe this. The reasoning was not obvious which as-

sumed that the mere lover of money, or worldly ease, must by that mark alone

take rank with the foremost of heaven's outcasts—with the unbelieving, with

the cruel, with the impure, with whatsoever loveth and maketh a lie. Yet Scrip-

ture does assume this constantly. It takes for granted, that where covetousness

is, it is sure to drag other and greater sins after it, just as the small loosened

crag, when it falls, drags after it the pine which had found root in its

fissures. They that will be rich fall into temptation and many a snare and

hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and perdition. The love of

money is not a fruit, but a root ; and a root, not of one evil, but of all evil.

For no tree will grow near it ; it casts a withering and blighting shade which
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destroys all the fruits of the Spirit, and where every pure and heaven-bora

affection dies. Of this malignant tendency, of this selfish passsion, many of

our Lord's parables are made to supply a striking illustration. For example,

regarded only in the light of social offences, of mere transgressions against our

human charities, the sin of the rich man, clothed in purple and fine linen, or

of those who in the terrible pageant of judgment are set on the left hand of the

Saviour, scarcely rises to the moral majesty of the occasion. We naturally

look for some more heinous form of offending, to wake up the wrath of the

Almighty, than just closing the ear against the cry of the poor destitute, and

are inclined to wonder that the penalties of a despairing and dark eternity

should be visited upon a man in another world, only because in this he would

fain make himself as comfortable as he could. But the solution is at hand.

The devotee of wealth, and ease, and carnal comforts has gone after another god,

covetousness, which is idolatry. A man cannot shut himself up within the narrow

circle of selfish or family objects, determining that he will amass as much

money as he can, or live as luxuriously as he can, or make as great a figure in

the world as he can, without a progressing, and vapidly progressing deteriora-

tion of his whole moral character. The selfish element lies at the heart's core,

leavening and incrusting all around it, till it has turned the whole into an

iceberg; thus, against all spiritual or purifying influences, the door is shut,

day by day the empire of the unseen and the eternal is less felt, and the pre-

sence of God less thought of. The man has made a world for himself, and

he thinks he has nothing to do but to live in it. " Soul, thou hast much

goods laid up for many years ; take thine ease, eat, drink, and be merry."

You will remember the parable in which our text appears. The ground of

a certain rich man brought forth plentifully ; and he thought within himself,

saying, "What shall I do, because I have no room where to bestow my
fruits?" He has decided what he will do—how he will pull down his barns

and build greater, and thenceforth take his ease ; when he receives a message

from heaven—" But God said unto him. Thou fool, this night thy soul shall

be required of thee ; then whose shall those things be, which thou hast pro-

vided ?" Let me proceed to investigate the parable as it bears upon the

illustration of the three following particulars : prosperity and its cares ; sel-

fishness and its projects; presumption and its responsibilities.

I. The parable first invites to some remarks upon worldly prosperity, and

some of the anxieties by which it is not unfrequently attended. "The ground

of a certain rich man brought forth plentifully," the parable begins. " The

ground;" the man did not owe his wealth to any success in commercial ad-

ventures, to a judicious plying of his business in the great waters, or to any of

those forms of rising in the world, which too often lead men to give their own

skill all the praise. Not that in regard of our obligation to the giver of all

good, it makes any difference, whether our wealth come to us in one way

or in another—by the blessing of God upon our industry, or in the gift of

God in the sunshine and in the shower—for every way it is true that " the

Lord thy God, he it is that giveth thee power to get wealth." Still, I think,

it does lay an added weight upon our gratitude and sliould make the sense of
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debt and dependance to be fell more keenly, when God prospers almost without

making use of our own exertions at all. As when we come into possession

of a fruitful land, or succeed to a business already made to our hands ; in such

cases we feel the blessing comes to us so straight and direct from heaven, that

the temptation to say, " my power and the might of mine hand hath gotten

me this wealth,'' is utterly taken away. Even the world allows us nothing to

be proud of in such instances; we thrive upon the labours of those who have

gone before, or perhaps upon a mere accident of the soil. "The ground of a

certain rich man brought forth plentifully." But " a man's life consisteth not

in the abundance of things which he possesses ;" the ground that brings forth

plentifully is seldom free from some roots of bitterness. In the parable of the

sower and the seed, our Lord makes cares and riches go together. And they

do very often ; for with more wealth, we take more servants, and that is a care.

The more treasure we have, the more fear of losing it; and that is a

care. The larger the produce of our fields, the more room we want to put it

away; and that is a care. All these cares, it is likely the rich man before us

experienced ; though mention is not made of any but the last. Of this, how-

ever, he seems to make a real trouble ; for, says the parable, " He thought

within himself, saying. What shall I do, because I have no room where to

bestow my fruits ?" " What shall I do ?" It is the common language of one

in a strait; fairly beaten by conflicting choices; brought to a dead stand;

just as the Jews on the day of Pentecost, at a loss whether to yield to their

convictions or to resist them, said to Peter and the rest of the apostles, " Men
and brethren, What shall we do ?" Such of us as were never in our lives

troubled with this trouble, that of having more wealth than we know what to

do with, may be inclined to doubt whether this could have been a real trouble

to the man at all; but there is no just cause for this doubt. I take it to be a

law—perhaps one of God's purposed set offs against the inequalities observable

in man's temporal lot, but certainly a law—that in exact propoition as man be-

comes exempt from the real and substantial evils of life, is his susceptibility to

evils that are only imaginary intensified and increased. There is no man
who will not find something to be careful about, who has not, by the grace of

God, been taught to be careful for nothing. The distinction between real and
imaginary evils may be said to be itself imaginary. Every man's troubles are

real to himself. Naboth's vineyard was a necessity to Ahab ; the homage of

Mordecai was to Raman as much as daily bread; and many a rich man frets

himself as much to know where and how he shall bestow his goods, as a

poorer man does to know where and how he shall get any goods to bestow.

No; the adjusting of our providential inequalities is not left altogether for the

future life ; the crook in the lot gets somewhat straightened here. We are prone
to be envious at the foolish, and to groan at the prosperity of the wicked; but
we see not the dead fly in the ointment—the little trouble which we would
laugh at, but which takes his sleep away, as he lies thinking—" VVhat shall I

do, what shall I do ? I have no room to bestow my fruits." "No room!"
Beautiful is the commentary of one of the Latin fathers on the expression •

" thou hast room ; the bosoms of the needy, ilie houses of the widow, the
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mouths of the infant artd the fatherless, these were all barns in which thou
shouldest betow thy fruits." Brethren, let this thought commend itself. It

suggests a wise and sanctified outlay for your superfluities, for any unexpected
accession to your gains, for any excess in your harvest above what your barns
were constructed to contain. There is no necessity either for puUinir down or

building up; God hath provided barns which will hold all your fruits, and
withal yield you the best return—his little ones untaught, his sick poor un-
tended, his people perishing for lack of knowledge, hungry to be fed, out-
casts to be housed ; and, at this moment, a remnant escaped from the fangs of
a horde of human tigers, throwing themselves upon their country's sympathies
for the wherewithal to begin life anew—where will you find better treasuries

than these? Perhaps, like as with the man in the text, it has been a good
year with you; your ground has brought forth plentifully; and not complain-
ingly, but with a sense of your stewardship full upon you, you are inquiring.

What shall I do, because I have no room, no pressing need for this in-

crease ? ' The answer is at hand. Make heaven your treasury, and every

place open for good works, a barn where you may bestow your fruits.

"Charge them that are rich in this world, that they be not highminded, nor
trust in uncertain riches, but in the living God, who giveth us richly all things

to enjoy
; that they do good, that they be rich in good works, ready to distri-

bute, willing to communicate; laying up in store for themselves a good foun-

dation against the time to come, that they may lay hold on eternal life."

II. Let us proceed to the second view of this parable, or that which sets

before us selfishness and its projects. The man's debatings were soon over,

for he called to his counsels neither God nor man, seeing that for the glory of

the one he had no concern, and with the wants of the other had no sympathy.
He was a law unto himself, he had none to think of, and none to obey; his

goods were his own, his length of days was his own, his very soul was his

own ; so at least he reasons, for this is the plan of life to which he tells us his

mind is made up—"And he said. This will I do : I will pull down my barns,

and build greater; and there will I bestow all my fruits and my goods.

And I will say unto my soul, Soul, thou hast much goods laid up for many
years ; take thine ease, eat, drink, and be merry." Many things press for no-

tiee here. First, his language, " my barns, my fruit, my goods," although

agreeable to the common usage of men, yet taken in connection with what
follows, is a plain ignoring of God's hand in his prosperity, or God's right

in regard of its proper use. One would think he had been beholden to God
for nothing; neither for seed nor soil, nor clouds, nor genial suns; so com-
pletely is the idea of stewardship lost sight of, and the Creator's loan viewed

as the creature's right. Then, there is a strange and presumptuous covenant

with the future—future harvests, that they shall not fail ; future years, that he

shall live to enjoy their fruits. They are the most obvious truths which

men are most slow to learn—how feeble is our hold on prosperity—a blight, a

shipwreck, a credulous trust in some new and fraudulent speculation, a dis-

honest servant, or a perfidious friend, let any of these befal us, and what be-

comes of our many goods ? And many years—he has made sure of this also;
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he has entered into a covenant with sickness, and accident, and the marching

pestilence, with the waters that they shall not overflow him, and with the

flames that they shall not kindle upon him ; he had only not made a covenant

with him who hath said—" Go, to, now, ye that say. To-day or to-morrow we

will go into such a city, and continue there a-year, and buy and sell, and get

gain ; whereas ye know not what shall be on the morrow."

But, besides all this sinful bargaining for a long series of morrows, we should

not fail to observe with what resolute intenseness and determination of purpose

his heart is set upon the enjoyment of the world. 'Soul, take thine ease.

While my wealth was accumulating, and my diligence was needed, and there

was a possibility that the tide of success might turn against me, I had my un-

avoidable anxieties; but I am past all this now, I am beyond the reach of re-

verses, henceforth I will fling myself upon the soft lap of prosperity, and

without an apprehension or a care sleep the rest of life's hours away.' 'Soul,

take thine ease;' eat, drink, and be merry too, steep the senses in a blithe for-

getfulness, forbid the entrance of every intruding monitor who comes to tell

you that you have an eternity to live for, or an offended God to meet.

And, then observe that awful stroke of irony with which the Saviour makes

the man address language like this to his soul—"Soul, thou hast much goods"

—thou, the eternal, the changeless, thou who art sprung from a nobler an-

cestry than the angels, and fashioned in the mould of God, see here the por-

tion I have provided for thee, meats that debase, drinks that stupify, luxuries

that sensualize—"eat, drink, and be merry." As read thus, the case we are

dealing with seems to be extreme; the ordinary worldling would not have his

thoughts translated into such words. But the rendering is faithful. The world

abounds with these epicurean Christians ; who, instead of nourishing their souls

with proper sustenance, with holy thoughts, with sacred joys, with hopes that

cenlre in God and ambitions which point to heaven, turn God's image into

dust again, and try to satisfy the cravings of an immortal mind with ashes,

with wind, with meats, and drinks, and mirth. " Soul, thou hast much goods,

take thine ease."

III. But the parable we have been considering takes its most solemnizing

and striking form when we view it as setting forth God's arrest on worldly

presumption and the recompence that shall follow. The man's plans are

formed ; he is at agreement with death ; he has pledged the seed-time and the

harvest, and the couch is laid smooth on which his soul is to have many years

of ease, vvhen in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, he finds all this base-

less fabric crumbled to the dust. " But God said unto him. Thou fool, this

night thy soul shall be required of thee : then whose shall those things be,

which thou hast provided ?" Every word in this awful sentence is full of

meaning.

Note the expression—"Thou fool !" Doubtless, the man had been inwardly

congratulating himself upon his own prudence, and sagacity, and forethought

upon the wise scheme he had just laid for lifting himself above life's dangers

and vicissitudes, upon his cleverness iti getting a deed of gift of all the boun-

ties of providence without ever taking the God of Providence into his reckon-
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ing. Wherefore, the first arrow God shoots is aimed at his demented in-

fatuation and folly, "Thou fool ;" to think that the Almighty will thus be put

out of his own world, to think that he will throw up the reins of providential

government, to be seized by any chance hand, to think that he has not the

power or the will to put a veto on man's purposes, but will intrust any man

above all, will intrust thee with a prerogative over tlie clouds of heaven, and

the control over the issues of life. "Thou fool."

Take the next word, "this night." You have just signed a lease of ex-

istence for many years—years of plenty, and comfort, and increasing ease,

harvest multiplying upon harvest, and to-morrow, as this day, and yet more

abundant. But know you that the very first of these morrows will fail !

There is an unconsulted party to your bond, who has business with you this

night. Yes, this night, before another sun has gone down, before you can

recall your unadvised plans, before you can give commandment who shall in-

herit your fruits and your goods; ay, worse than all, before your amazed

spirit can have sufficiently recovered from its fright, to repent, to turn, to

pray, to plead one dying and despairing look in arrest of a deserved con-

demnation, "this night thy soul shall be required of thee."

Where observe again, the thing required is the man's soul. Not his life,

though he must leave it; not his comforts, though they are useless; not his

body, though it must perish ; not his great name, though it is taken from him

to point the moral of a parable or to warn the worldling of his doom. All

this we know men will give up when the door of the eternal world is in sight,

give it as uncaringly as the passengers in that shipwrecked vessel the other day

strewed the dollars upon the deck or cast their bullion into the sea, so only

that they might save their souls. It is just here where wisdom is seen to be

justified of her children ; the double truth comes out, that as godliness hath

the promise of both worlds, so worldliness hath the loss of both. There is'no-

thing the dying man will not give in exchange for his soul; but God rejects his

terms, seeing that all he has must now lapse to God as the original donor. He

that loseth his life, or for conscience sake parts with that which many hold as

dear as life, shall save it; but he that, to save his life, or the world which he

loves as his life, shall set lightly by the concerns of his soul, shall find that

while he has lost his soul he has not secured the world. Barns, fruits, com-

forts, ease, all go together when God says, "thy soul is required of thee."

"Is required," follows next in this awful sentence. Or, as you have it

more carefully rendered in the margin—" Do they require thy soul ?" Who
are "they," in this passage? Not the angels, surely, who required the soul

of Lazarus, that they might bear it on the wings of light to Abraham's bosom

;

not the elders, surely, who would fain swell the general assembly and church

of the firstborn, by an ingathering of souls which lie under the altar; no, hut

the ministers of vengeance, the agents of an angry God, those who stand about

the throne with sword and sickle, and wrath and fire, these require thy soul;

and so require it that it cannot be withheld. It is not as when God required

of thee to do justice, or the poor required of thee to show mercy, or minis-

ters required of thee to walk humbly with thy God ; these requirements men
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-can and do refuse, but now justice requires thee as its due, death requires thee

as its spoil, hell requires thee as its purchased slave, devils require thee as their

fellow and their friend ! It is no request now, it is a dragging out of the world,

it is a driving away of the wicked in his wickedness, it is the stern fiat of

abused mercy put into the hands of willing wrath to execute—" This night thy

soul is required of thee."

"Then whose shall those things be, which thou hast provided?" Whose

indeed? Enough for the worldling that they shall not be his; the stranger

may eat, the heir may scatter, or children may hoard up as their fathers have

done before them, but as for him, that which he brought into the world, that

must he take out, and nothing more. He has had the use of his riches, and

now, all eternity is allowed him to pay the accumulations of interest—a lost

name, a lost world, a lost heaven, a lost soul

!

Let me conclude with two applications of our subject. The first, bearing

on the duty of securing the true riches; and the other, on the turning of

perishable riches to a wise and sanctified account.

The first of these duties is set forth in one weighty and emphatic sentence

by the Great Teacher himself; may we all remember it, if we remember no-

thing else. " So is he that layeth up treasure for himself, but is not rich to-

ward God." "So is he;" that is, as this man, with the fiat of heaven against

him made out, the messengers of wrath half on their way, with just one short

night between his soul and a wretched immortality. " So is he ;" that is, so

is every one who layeth up treasure for himself, comforts for himself, ease,

mirth, worldly happiness for himself, while as to the true riches he is a mere

beggar, for he is not rich towards God ; has not provided himself with bags

that wax not old, has no treasure laid up there, where no rust nor moth
can corrupt, and where thieves do not break through and steal.

TBut the parable also suggests a caution as to the right use of perishable

riches; the duty of making them subservient to the highest ends, and the cer-

tainty that sooner or later they will be taken from us, if we spend upon self or

upon self's fancied wants that which God designed either for advancing his

own glory or for mitigating the sufferings of mankind. The caution belongs

both to individuals and communities ; as applied to individuals it wages no
war with rich men, inhibits no use of any available openings for increasing

their wealth, so only that in the mode of increasing it the life of the soul be

not left to famish, and in the mode of spending it, regard be had to the obli-

gations of stewardship, and to the glory of God. But these conditions vio-

lated, deprivation must follow ; and none can say how soon. " This night thy

soul shall be required of thee," and thy abused possessions shall be given to

another. And who sees not, brethren, what room there is to give to this prin-

ciple a national application at the present time ? What people is that whose
projects, and speculations, and enterprises have brought forth plentifully, and
whose colonial rule has grown so rapidly, that from a handful of traders

settling down upon the coasts of Malabar and Coromandel, a mighty dynasty

has sprung up, only too unwieldy for management, and embarassing us at each
fresh annexation, with the problem, how to dispose of our fruit and our goods?
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In solving this problem, like the man in the parable, the only lliouglit with us

has been of self, how we might lay the foundations of our empire broad, and
make our prize sure, and get more out of it for ourselves and for our chil-

dren ! Six months ago we were quite satisfied with what we had done in this

matter; we believed that in that Eastern empire, we had much goods laid up
for many years, many fresh openings for traffic, many unexplored mines of

wealth, many lucrative positions and appointments for our children. What
God meant us to do with all these possessions we never thought of, and never

cared about, and were just complacently saying within ourselves—'Let us eat,

drink, and be merry,' when with all the stern epigrammatic terseness of the

electric message, the words broke upon us as a nation—'Thou fool, India is

in arms, your troops are in revolt, your rule is challenged, your resources are at

a distance, your people are being murdered in contempt and contumely—the

blood of your slaughtered wives and children crieth unto heaven from the

ground; now "whose shall those things be, which thou hast provided?'"

Brethren, I wish not to anticipate the worst—God be praised, from our recent

intelligence there is no cause for it—but still the dark shadow of the Divine

warnings is upon us; there has appeared a handwriting upon the walls of our

merchant princes' palaces, in the midst of our feasts, while our halls were

adorned with the gold, and silver, and the costly produce of eastern magnifi-

cence, the mystic characters have challenged our startled attention, and the

nation's countenance has changed, and thoughts have troubled us, and in hu-

miliation and reverential fear we have humbled ourselves before our God? True

no prophet as yet has risen to decipher the portentous words, at least, only one

of them. We trust there maybe no " niene, 7nene," "God hath numbered

thy kingdom and finished it; we trust there may be no "peres" or " upharsin'

to intimate that " our kingdom is divided, and God has given it to anothey"

but one word there is in that mystic announcement, written as plainly as that

which Daniel saw on the walls of the Chaldean palace, and it says to

England—England the proud, England the selfish, England the luxurious,

England the now crest-fallen, humbled under a sense of abused and neglected

responsibilities

—

"tekel, thou are weighed in the balances and found wanting."
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" Or those eighteen, upon whom the tower of Siloam fell, and slew them, think ye that they

were sinners above all men that dwelt in Jerusalem ? I tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent,

ye shall all likewise perish."—Luke xiii. 4, 5.

It will be easily seen why the discourse of which these words form a part was
selected by authority for our reading on the recent Fast-day. It contains a

twice repeated rebuke against rash judgments, against the eagerness which

some people show to find out retributive reasons for any evil that may befall

their neighbours. The world is full of these miserable comforters—people

anxious to put others very low down in the scale, in order that they may get

a little pedestal of superiority to stand upon themselves. Some of our con-

tinental neighbours seem to be indulging a spirit of this sort, in reference to

our Indian disasters, professing to condole deeply with us on our calamities

which, nevertheless, they regard as a righteous retribution for our perfidy and
oppression. We need not say that, simulated or real, we should not need their

pity, were their prophecies of Britain's fall in any danger of fulfilment; whilst,

as to their moralizing on our national sins, a passage in our morning lesson

will be the most suitable reply—"Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam that

is in thine own eye, and then shall thou see clearly to cast out the mote that is

in thy brother's eye." Another and more universal lesson, however, was

couched under these words, giving them a fitness for our recent Day of Humi-
liation—namely, that, grievous and unparalleled as had been the sufferings of

our brethren in India, if a righteous measure had been dealt out to us we might

have had to hear the same, and worse.

Let us see how this lesson comes out in the narrative. " There were pre-

sent, at that season," the chapter opens, " some that told him of the Galileans,

whose blood Pilate had mingled with their sacrifices." Of the event here
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referred to noiliing certain is known. Wholesale slaughters were too common
a tiling in the annals of Pilate's government for any historian to note them all,

even though when accompanied, as in this case, with the added enormity, that

the moment chosen for calling upon the victims was when they were engaged

in offering sacrifice; thus causing human blood to be mingled with that which

should be carried into the most holy place. The fact, however, was fresh in

people's minds, that God had ])ermitted this hideous spectacle to take place,

and that the Elihu's of that day were ready with their reasons why :—These

Galileans were sinners above all men, and their perishing in such a place, and

in the performance of such an act, shows that God would seta brand and mark

upon them in their dying. Our Lord saw the working of all these perverse

reasonings in the men who had just brought him this information; and he, there-

fore, proceeds to put the philosophy of Divine judgments upon its right founda-

tion. All suffering does come because of sin; but individual suffering may not,

by us, at least, be referred to any particular sin. Sinful and unworthy worship-

pers, no doubt, were those whom Pilate slew in the very precincts of the

temple; but there were many more sinful and more unworthy whom he left

uninjured and safe at home. Nay, more, our Lord adds, the same absence of

any righteous discrimination will be found in judgments where human caprice

and tyranny are not employed at all ; as when accident, that unseen augel

and executioner of the Divine purpose, caused the tower of Siloam to fall, and

bury eighteen souls beneath its ruins. ' For what think ye, were these eighteen

the picked crime, the choice wickedness, the fell and foul refuse of the holy

city, drawn and gathered by the providence of God to this particular spot only

that he might bury them out of his sight by this shower of loosened stones? I

tell you, nay ; they did not suffer because they were the most wicked ; neither

was it because you were righteous that you were permitted to escape.' Had the

principles of a strict equity guided the visitation, the battlements of Siloam's

tower must have been commensurate with the wide canopy of heaven, over-

spreading the earth with desolation, and crushing every child of Adam in their

fall. The virtues which, in human estimation, make one man so much belter

than another, a hero than a pirate, a Trajan than a Cataline, have no appreci-

able weight in determining man's moral position before God. With him there

is one requirement, and it comes alike to all—" Except ye repent, ye shall all

likewise perish."

The chief point, therefore, to which my remaining remarks will be directed,

will be, the Chustian's only safety under God's judgments, or, the nature and

necessity of evangelical repentance.

Our thoughts will be first directed to the nature of gospel repentance.

What is it? And here our chief care must be to note, that it is not an act,

nor a series of acts; not a practical reform merely, nor a succession of prac-

tical reforms; not an alarmed apprehension of the coming judgments of God,

nor the frequent recurrence of such spiritual panics; but a calm and an abid-

ing grace of the soul, a reduced and subjugated condition of the moral

affections, a continuous and growing development of the powers of the re-

newed mind, tending to inspire with the love of holiness, and to induce a
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shrinking and recoil from sin. The very etymology of the evangelist's words^

whether used by sacred writers or profane, would indicate that supervening

condition of the mind which should follow on any painful retrospect, the con-

dition of uneasiness on account of its particular evil, attended willi a new-
born thirst and liking for the good. But the gospel of Christ sets forth what
the extent of this superinduced change must be, as well as the reason for its

being so absolute and entire. The carnal mind, or the heart of man by nature,

is declared to be enmity against God. Every faculty of our moral being is, in

relation to the Divine will, in a state of opposition and estrangement ; so that,

in order to restore amity between us and the offended Father of spirits—our

will becoming as his will, our hatreds as his hatreds, our hopes for ourselves

the same as his hopes for us—a change must pass over our whole state and cha-

racter, a new graft must be inserted into the stock of our spiritual nature, making
repentance all one with the new man, the soul's second baptism, a developed

and matured regeneration. And this recasting and remodelling of the whole
inner man, as a constituent of evangelical repentance, you find strikingly set

forth in that exhortation to the Jewish people by Ezekiel—" Repent and turn

yourselves from all your transgressions. Cast away from you all your trans-

gressions, whereby ye have transgressed ; make you a new heart and a new
spirit." Here repentance and the new heart are set forth ; if not as equiva-

lent expressions, yet as integral parts of that train of moral experiences by

which the condemned were to be justified and the alienated made friends.

For we say that a man's heart has become new, when, compared with some
antecedent phases of his spiritual life, the view he takes of his own state

before God is new, or the ruling temper and habit of his mind are new, or

the predominant bias of desire and hope are new ; or the governing principle

by which he lives and walks is new. These are the things which make up
the heart, as they are, in fact, the things which make up the man. So that,

when in prophetical language we say, it is indispensable that there be formed

in us the new heart, or, in the words of the Apostle, that in order to salvation

we must " put on the new man,'' we are, in effect, announcing no more than

the Great Teacher's universal condition of the soul's deliverance—** Except ye

repent, ye shall all likewise perish."

And this view of repentance, as a continuing moral state, is the more neces-

sary to keep in mind, in order to distinguish it from other forms of penitential

experience to which we commonly apply the same name. Such as the repent-

ance of the natural conscience, piercing with its thousand stings ; or the

repentance of sudden dread, when the ministries of human retribution seem

to be gaining rapidly upon us, and we see no altar or place of refuge—none

;

or the repentance of sickness, and the fear of death's stroke at the eleventh

hour, the mere offspring of danger, and whicli with the danger would pass

away; with many others of like type, from the transient humiliation of

Ahab under his chastisements, to the frenzied remorse of Judas in his despair.

It is manifest that all sorrow is not the same sorrow, neither is every repent-

ance a repentance unto life. There is a godly sorrow which " worke'.h repent-

ance unto salvation," and tiiis, as being an abiding habit of llie soul, is said
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*' not to be repented of." But there is another sorrow which hath no root

;

it is a perishing sorrow—"The sorrow of the world worketh death."

But let me offer a few words on the universal necessity of the change here

spoken of. We have many recommendations to do things, in Scripture, which

we would hardly say our souls would be lost if we did not do. Many objects

of high spiritual mark are proposed to us which we might fail to attain to,

and yet not miss one of heaven's lower thrones. Can we class repentance

among these permitted options ? Can we allow that anywiiere in heaven, as

door-keepers, servitors, engaged in the least and lowest of its blessed ministries,

are to be found any whose Adam nature, while on earth, was never changed at

all ? We may answer, in the emphatic words of the Master, " I tell you,

nay, but except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish." All.' To whom were

the words addressed ? There were present some who told him of the recent

slaughter of the Galileans : and that, too, it seems likely, in no very humble

and becoming spirit. For them, it might be that a warning text was very suit-

able. But there were others present with them ; it was a public discourse.

We must suppose there would be found in that congregation many faithful and

inquiring disciples. Not one exception is made for them, or for any. The re-

pentant state, whatever be included in if, is our fallen nature's necessity. We
feel this, as we read that twice uttered form of solemn asseveration, " I tell you"

—we may be sure some great truth is coming after such a prefix, and, lo ! heaven

points its finger down to that line in our Bible, "Except ye repent, ye shall all

likewise perish." Other scriptural testimonies might be cited, equally peremp-

tory and unqualified with this. They were an elect company—disciples, and

disciples only, to whom it was said, " Except ye be converted, and become as

little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven ;" whilst the apostle

enforces the universality of the obligation, almost to redundance, saying, " But

DOW God commandeth all men everywhere to repent." But the position con-

tended for, may well enough be left to stand on its own obvious reasonable-

ness. If, as the apostle says, " we are all by nature the children of wrath,"

we must somehow or somewhere, in order to salvation, be made children of

grace. There are two propositions which we need never trouble ourselves to

set about proving; the first, "that no clean thing can come out of an un-

clean;" the second, that in the heavenly slate the unclean can never dwell

with the clean. The ruler in Israel, he that came to Jesus by night, saw this

at once. Tiie Lord had to teach him his theology, line upon line. "That

which is born of the flesh is flesh ;" he could not deny that. That which con-

tinues flesh, having no new nature engrafted upon it could never have fellow-

ship wiih a spiritual world ; a proposition as manifest as the other. The con-

clusion was compulsory—there was but one—" Ye must be born again
;"

born from above, born of the Spirit of God. And when a man is so born, his

seed remainelh in him, bringing forth fruit after its kind ; and among these are,

conviction of the infinite evil of sin, sorrow for our having yielded so often to its

power, a holy sensitiveness to its continuing presence in his soul, a just sense

of the death which is its everlasting due, a longing for a final bringing out from

its captivity into the "glorious liberty of the children of God." Feelings
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these are which, though never overpassing the stage of unattained desires,

baffled efforts, bewailed short comings, reachings forward—a step onward and

a step back—mark the character, show an altered moral state. The heart is

recovered from its inborn disaffection and disloyalty towards God, and though

the tower of Siloam, or even the pillared firmament of heaven should fall upon
us, we could never perish. But let that heart remain as it was, earthly as it

was, sensual as it was, spotted, stained, averse from God and holiness as it

was, and it must be our ruin. Heaven has no room for us. " There shall

enter in nothing that defileth." It shuts its door equally against the bad man's

flagrant vices and the merely moral man's splendid sins. As the kingdom of

God is within you, so within you are tendencies which disqualify for its holy

presence; and this must be rooted out—"Except ye repent, ye shall all like-

wise perish."

I pass to another point, or, the means by which this grace of repentance

is rooted in the heart. And these we describe generally, by saying, that re-

pentance is the work of the Spirit of God, employing different agents, and

vising divers forms of operation, to convince of the exceeding" sinfulness of sin,

and to incline the heart to keep the holy law of God. It is to be observed,

that in such a definition, a wide margin is left for a various experience among
Christians in this matter of their repentance. We know nothing of any uniform

process of conversion. There may be a calm result of early parental teach-

ing, as with Timothy ; or it may come with a flashing light from heaven, as

with Paul. It may be, as with the Philippian jailor, by an earthquake, start-

ling the dead soul with a new sense of guilt; or, as with the devout Lydia,

by an influence gentle as the dew from heaven, inclining her to attend to the

" things which were spoken of Paul." Remembering always, therefore, that the

Spirit of God is the efficient author of repentance, and that, in his modes of

operation, that Spirit is not bound, we may yet proceed, in our illustrations,

upon a type of experience which, among those who have truly repented, seems

all but universal. With more or less of distinctness, we can recall the period

when spiritual influences began to take their first firm hold of us ; when we
became more deeply affected with the realities of an eternal state; when we
were brought out of the cold region of our educational pieties, and began to

enjoy the warm light and tranquil blessedness of the children of God. And
of this marked epoch in our religious history, the more common spiritual

characteristic is a new conviction of sin, its guilt, its shame, its awaiting re-

compense. We seem to be disturbed out of our complacencies and satisfac-

tions, and that dreamy unconcerned ness with regard to our religious state, so

commonly induced by a life of pious regularity. Sin then appears sin, and

law appears law. And in the impressive effects of redemption, God shines

forth in awful oneness, his principles eternal, his requirements unbending, his

purposes unchangeable. VVe feel the necesity of some inward change; all is

not well in us ; the word of Scripture has a message for us—" Except ye re-

pent, ye shall all likewise perish." That word of Scripture, I say, for by it

here chiefly does the Spirit of God work, in bringing us to repentance. He ex-

hibits it to the enlightened understanding as the gospel of the blessed God, with
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all its array of motives, and appeals, and hopes; he takes of the things of

Christ, shows them, explains them, urges them upon the listening and awaken-

ing conscience; and the tears, and the cries, and the pains, and the blood,

and the intercessions are all appealed to, to convince us of sin, and of the

greatness of our offending against the holy law of God. It was thus he

dealt with the great apostle. Neither natural conscience, nor a gifted intel-

lect, nor an accurate acquaintance with the letter of the divine law, had availed

to convince him of sin. He had read the Scriptures, but there was a veil

before his face, and a mist resting upon the page; and the removal of these

was as the stroke of death to him ; his condemnation was in that book, and he

knew it not. ** I was alive without the law once ; but when the command-

ment came, sin revived, and I died." And in like manner does the Divine

Spirit deal with us to this day. After years of familiarity with Scripture, we

may go and find llie Bible a new book. Many there are who, through pious

training and diligent study, seem to be well instructed in the Sacred Volume,

its facts, its precepts, its literature, its high and holy verities
;
yet in after years

they discover that all their learning has to be begun again. They had read

the Bible, too much as they would read any other book, interested in its his-

tory, pleased with its graces of style, attracted by its pure and elevated mo-

rality; but rarely thinking of it as God's message to their own souls, as the

Spirit's ordained instrumentality for convincing the world of sin, as the means

for leading to that gospel repentance, without which, we are all sinners alike,

and must all alike perish.

But let me say a few words on some of the signs or fruits by which the

truth of this gospel repentance will be evidenced. These, as you know, are

most succinctly set forth by the Apostle Paul in his Epistle to the Corinthians

—" For, behold the self-same thing, that ye sorrowed after a godly sort, what

carefulness it wrought in you, yea, what clearing of yourselves"—in a separa-

tion from all unholy fellowships—" yea, what indignation," and inward disgust

towards all known iniquity—"yea, what fear" and awful reverence of the

divine displeasure; "yea, what vehement desire" to approve yourselves as the

faithful servants of Christ; " yea, what zeal" and forwardness in promoting the

cause of God and of his gospel ; " yea, what revenge," what burning resentment

against your own souls, as if, though God had forgiven you, you hardly knew

how to forgive yourselves. These are the accompaning fruits of godly sor-

row; but it will suffice to offer a word of exhortation on the use of those first

spiritual convictions with the improvement of which all saving repentance

begins, and in the neglect of which our everlasting ruin stands. Thus I would

say, do not trifle with these convictions ; there is nothing for which you are

more plainly responsible. They bear marks of having come from God. They

follow no law; they are confined to no instruments; they regard no seasons;

they challenge your obstinacy and disregard, and yet defy your philosophy to

explain them. You just know you are to act. Conscience refuses to be at

ease. Like Balaam, in the path of disobedience, there is an invisible some-

thino which stops your vvay^, and to get rid of these feelings you have recourse

to expedient?, as senseless as his were when he beat the poor beast that bare
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him. You tax business to find you more employment; you charge pleasure

to afford you more diversion ;
you construct refuges more and more unstable

than those by which you have been deceived already. And those servants,

being Satan's servants also, will cheerfully obey your bidding. You may suc-

ceed in drawing the soul away from serious thouglits, but remember the price

of success—a wasted talent, a grieved spirit, an offended God, a hardened

heart, a put-off repentance—a state surely not less hopeless than that of the

worst of those upon whom the tower of Siloam fell. I would add further, not

only do not make light of, but do all in your power to deepen, religious con-

victions. Fix your mental eye on sin's infinite evil—not as set forth at Sinai,

in blackness, and darkness, and tempest, and the sound of the trumpet, and
the voice of whirlwinds, but as it was illustrated on another Mount, amidst

the tumult of the elements, and the silent wonder of angels, nature astonished

and her God weeping—yes, to the cross of Christ let the Spirit lead you, to

convince you of sin. Nowhere else can we see holiness in such awful purity,

truth so severely true, mercy with so bright a crown, or justice with so sure a

throne. There, all false hopes and unscriptural dependencies seem to fail us.

To look on the cross and be careless, to look on the cross and presume, to

look on the cross and imagine sin can be a light thing—this is impossible.

God is one, and his mode of proceed are one. He spared not the angels that

sinned, he spared not his beloved Son that sinned not ; how, if from the

heart ye put not your sins away, is it possible that he should spare you ? No,
the very stones of Siloam's tower would rise up in the judgment. If he

would, he cannot alter the words which have gone forth from his lips—"Ex-
cept ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish."

But let us not wholly overlook the bearing of our Lord's words on a topic

of great national concernment. Monstrous as was that enormity of Pilate in

mingling the blood of his murdered victims with their sacrifices, it has had

more than its parallel in the butcheries of the Pilate of Cawnpore, and the

rest of that tiger brood, who on hundreds of helpless women and innocent

babes have wreaked their unnatural vengeance. This last fact alone would, of

course, show the utter folly of reading God's judgments in a retributive light,

so far as respects the correction of individuals. But not so as regards com-
munities, kingdoms, or even the world at large ; with regard to them the prin-

ciple will hold good to the end of time. " When thy judgments are abroad

in the earth, the inhabitants of the world will learn righteousness." Yes, the

inhabitants of the world are to learn it. The spectators of a judgment in ad-

joining nations are to learn it. Those who are taunting us, those who are

pitying us, those whose prophecies of England's ruin travel faster than the

telegraph, and their wishes for it faster than either, are to learn that it is only

as a nation honours God that it prospers, that it is only the Christian element

in a kingdom that saves it from destruction. Therefore, if a people whose sin

is their religious shortcoming, their slowness to do God's work, their neglect

to spread his truth abroad, even while upholding it in all its purity and
strength athome, suffer such things, what may theif look for who have made the

work and the religion of Christ of none effect by their superstitious traditions
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or with whom religious shows and ceremonies are but the cloak for a con-

cealed infidelity. "Surely if these things are done in a green tree, what shall

be done in a dry?" No, our nation is not a sinner above all nations, upon

whom this heavy blow has fiiUen. Except other nations repent, they shall all

likewise suffer. Yet would we not wish that the lesson should be lost upon

ourselves; upon our rulers, that they have not witnessed before the natives of

India a good confession; upon our merchants, that they have not given back

to the soil which has enriched them the true riches; upon our church, that her

missionary efforts have been so inadequate, so little expressive of her own con-

fidence in the power of Christianity—that Christianity before which, if faith-

fully applied, Mahometanism and Hindooism would have fallen like Dagon

before the ark of God, Perhaps all this evil is come upon us, that we may

revise the whole principle of our colonial rule ; to teach us, that this is but

the beginning of sorrows ; that, if we are not more faithful in great national

trusts, the pedestal of our national pride will receive another blow, and

another, and another,—that the Canadas will cast off their allegiance, that

Southern Africa will rise up in arms, that the West India Islands will pass

into other hands. One hardly likes to say that our sins in India have been

above our sins in other parts of our great empire ; but, except we repent, we may

be sure that other parts will all likewise suffer. Nor can I pass over one other

application of our Lord's words, as worthy the solemn consideration of our

resident countrymen in that distant empire, especially those of influence and

position, whether holding military or civil appointments. "Sir," said a

faithful man of God, to me, in this very church, but a few weeks ago—one

who had laboured many years in an official capacity in India—"you have

done well to touch upon the mischiefs of our Indian policy; but you should

say something about the flagrant immorality of our Indian life." Yes,

the fact must be told, and restrictions upon the continuance of the evil be

rigorously enforced, if we are to profit by this visitation. Not only have we
hidden our Christianity, but by the life and conversation of our people there

we have dishonoured and disgraced it. The profligate and vicious conduct of

the English residents has not only disgusted the natives, but, it is to be

feared, has caused to be mingled with the present rebellion a large element of

private revenge for personal wrongs and family dishonour. Oh, let us he very

faithful in this matter. Let us have none in high places but those of high-

minded religious probity, men who will at'once restrain vice by needful cor-

rection, and frown it down by their own virtuous lives. For if not, we may
say to our people now out there, amazed, infuriated, exasperated, and sick at

heart at the thought of such atrocities as have been perpetrated by Nana Sahib

and his murderous crew—" Ere long, such visitations may fall upon you—
* Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish."'
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"Now it came to pass in the thirtieth year, in the fourth month, in the fi.th day of the

mon'th, as I was amon? the captives by the river of Chebar. that the heavens were opened, and

I saw visions of God."—Ezekiel i. 1.

The Jews looked upon ihe writing of Ezekiel with sentiments of peculiar

veneration and awe. There were portions of it which no person under the age of

thirty years was permitted to see at all. The question was at one time gravely

mooted in the Sanhedrim whether the book should not be altogether excluded

from the camp. With the feeling of its profound mysteriousness, no doubl,

the compilers of our own Prayer Books sympathized-the few chapters we read

about this season of the year being almost our only selections from one of the

lar-est prophecies of the Bible. Mysterious, however, as the book is, and

abounding with allusions which reduce all our prophetical conjectures to the

merest guess work, it yet exhibits, especially in this opening chapter, those

great principles in God's government of the world, which we can no more

expect to see change, than we could expect gravitation to reverse its law, or

the sun to forget his time of going down. To unfold these principles to

Ezekiel, and to explain to him the methods and agencies by which God go-

verns in the earth, it was that these magnificent visions were vouchsafed to

him on formally entering upon his office. A whirlwind came out of the

North bearing on its wings a cloud of infolded fire. From the midst of the

brightness emerged four living creatures, testifying by their symbolic forms

that they belonged to the cherubim host. Afterwards, careering along upon

wheels of vast complicated movement, appeared a mystic chariot; and, last

of all a throne, and one seated upon it wiiose appearance was as the likeness

of a man, at the same time that it was " the likeness of the glory of the Lord."
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We may not be able to get at the full meaning of all this poetry, but theie

is an uppermost and surface trutli to be learned from it; very important at

all times, but especially consolatory to us as a nation now; namely, that above

any whirlwind which may sweep along the political horizon, above any clouds

reddening with the glare of some hidden and portentous fire, above those

ministering spirits who guide in their circling courses the wheels of a moral

providence— is a throne, an eye, a mind, a ruling and presiding God. It may
be, as with us now, that the heathen rage, and the people are gathered

together; that the foundations of an established empire are shaken to its base;

that the powers of darkness and evil seem to be let loose upon the world,

sweeping away everything which should oppose their destructive march—law,

order, justice, truth, oaths which the veriest savage would respect, and hu-

manities which the fiends of hell would hardly be brought to abide. It may
be that there is an upheaving of the elements of Asiatic Society, which shall

hurl headlong the stronghold of British supremacy and pride, as the volcano

11 tosses the uprooted rock. But, happen what may, it is the design of such

visions as that vouchsafed to Ezekiel to lead us from seen to unseen agency;

from the storm, to him who rides upon it; from the wlieels, to him who puts

breath into the wheels ; from the cloud, the fire, the cherubim, to the awful

glory of him who maketh the wrath of man to praise him, and the wickedness

of man to work for him—pride and cruelty, men and demons, a nation's rise,

or a nation's fall, alike subservient to his resistless will.

Let us sit down with Ezekiel, then, by the river of Chebar, when the heavens

were opened and he saw visions of God. These, according to the divi-

sions of the heading of the chapter, are three in number; and, as constituting

a part of the same inauguration service, should be viewed in connection. The

visions were, the four living creatures, the chariot with its complicated wheels,

the appearance in some human similitude of an administering and ruling

God. The leading feature of the first vision was that of the four living crea-

tures, or cherubim. These are represented as emerging from that striking as-

sembly of heavenly appearances, by which, as in a parable to the eye, God
would illustrate his regency over this lower world ; the whirlwind, type of

resistless but invisible power; the cloud, emblem of the dark, and occult, and

inscrutable in the ways of God ; the brightness, commingling with the cloud

and shining through it, betokening by its amber and softened radiance the light

that shall be thrown upon these things hereafter. "As for the likeness of the

living creatures," we are told, " their appearance was like burning coals of

fire, and like the appearance of lamps; it went up and down among the

living creatures; and the fire was bright, and out of the fire went forth

lightning." Here, the first point for our notice is, that God carries on his

administrative providence by means of angels ; that he constitutes them his

delegates in this lower world, to minister to the heirs of salvation, to encamp

round the dwellings of the righteous, to frustrate the designs of the ungodly,

to quell the tumultuous risings among nations. The vision supposes that they

can press the elements into their service—the lightning, the whirlwind, the

tempest; the famine to waste, or the pestilence to destroy. Neither is it easy
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to conceive tlieir power being short of tins. Satan, a fallen angel, is called

" the god of this world, and the prince of the power of the air"—expressions

which must mean that, within certain ordained limits, he can make use of the

elements as an engine of mischief against Christ, and his church. But what-

ever power Satan may possess, it is manifest he must have had before

his fall. We cannot suppose him to have acquired anything by his rebellion,

to be able to do more against us, than he could have done for us if he had

continued to stand in his lot among the unfallen sons of light. It is in this

sense we understand the power of the angels ; to save or to destroy, they can

employ the agency of the elements. Of course, all their acts are mysterious;

and whether they rain brimstone on the devoted city, or smite with death the

slumbering camp—whether they cut off the firstborn of the Egyptians, or

decimate the armies of Israel to rebuke a monarch's pride, they are as much
the servants of God as any destructive powers which they employ. The
elements are but the angels under another name— fire, hail, snow, vapour,

and stormy wind fulfilling his word. This absolute subserviency of the angelic

ministries to the design of God is beautifully intimated by their waiting for

the voice which was above the firmament; for though they had wings, wings

which would bear them with lightning speed through fields of space, yet no

sooner was the voice of the Almighty heard, from the firmament that was over

their heads, than they stood reverently waiting to know what was heaven's

next bidding. " When they stood," says the sacred writer, " they let down
their wings." Furthermore, it is noted of these living creatures, that they ran

and relumed as the appearance of a flash of lightning; they ran and returned,

to intimate the holy alacrity with which they entered upon the service of God,
the resoluteness with which they persevered till their mission was accom-
plished; and, then, the obedient speed with which they returned to him who
sent them, each giving, even as we must give, account of himself to God.
And, then, not to insist upon other particulars, how largely are we interested

in that picture of the vision which tells us, that whithersoever the Spirit was

to go, the living creatures went—" thither was their spirit to go." For he tells

us, that whatever angels do, it is the Holy Spirit of God which sets them at

work ; that, endued with the loftiest intellects, as they are, they do nothing of

their own wisdom ; that, equipped with the loftiest powers, as they are, they

do nothing of their own strength; and that it is at the command and impulse

of the Divine Spirit that they set out, they proceed, they finish, they return.

We read of great things being done by angels; and if they suggest good

thoughts, if they strengthen the slayer in his anger, if they shut the lion's

mouth, if they reveal to holy men things that shall be liereafter, if they open

prison doors to set free the faithful servants of God, if tiiey conduct entranced

apostles through the realms of the invisible world, yet the power to do all

these things worketh in them that self-same Spirit, dividing to every one seve-

rally as he will. And tlius we are taught that angels submit, even as we our-

selves must submit, to Divine guidance. " As many as are led by the Spirit of

God, they are the sons of God," be they angels or be they men. No creature

wisdom can guide itself, and no creature excellency can uphold itself. The
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influences of the Eternal Spirit are as needful to keep an archangel in the way,
as they are to maintain in his steadfastness the weakest of the saints of

God.

The general thought of the vision, however, that of the subordinate ministry

of angels in the government of the world, should be comforting to us, were
it only for this, that it helps the mind to grasp more easily the great mystery

of an individual promise—brings a little nearer to the level of our finite

conceptions the nature of that diffused, and unslumbering energy, whicli holds

up the goings of each one of us in the path of life. " The chariots of God are

twenty thousand, even thousands of angels." When we sleep, when we wake,

when we journey, when we rest, tliey are about us in all their myriad and

unseen strength. Not an arrow flies, but an angel wings it; not a sickness

wastes, but there is an angel to set its bounds. If it had been theirs for some

months past to sit on the ramparts of a beleagured fortress, if it had been

theirs to repel the arrival of advancing forces, if it had been theirs to swell

the river and to submerge the plain, equally so is it theirs, as we have just

heard, to put honour on a nation's prayers, to give victory to a nation's arms,

by giving into our hands the stronghold of Mahommedan pride; and, with it,

we may hope, the petty miscreant who has helped to fan the flame of the fires of

this fanatical rebellion. Yes, it is a voice from the firmament over their heads

that orders .nil this ; each one of all the reigning host has had bis separate

mission to fulfil. Our very little ones, whom fiends have helped to lay in

their Saviour's bosom before their time, had their angel standing by them,

waiting the bidding of him in whose hands our times are, whether to ac-

company the whirlwind in its wasting march, or to pause and lay down their

wings.

But the machinery of an overiuling Providence is laid open more perfectly

in the second part of the vision, or that which describes the appearance of the

wheels—wheels moving in necessary consentaneousness with the angels, be-

cause one inspiring energy actuates tliem both. " Tor," says the prophet,

" the spirit of the living creature was in the wheels." Of course, the idea of

the subserviency of all things to a divine end is as plainly implied here as in

the case of the angels, represented as lifting or letting down their wings as the

voice above the firmament should give the word. But the wheels seem in-

tended to bring the chain of moral providence another link nearer to earth, to

connect heaven's direct and first liand ministries with those secondary agencies

which are brought out by the instrumentality of man ; in a word, to show us

that just as God works by the employed service of angels, so angels work by

means of that complicated variety of human interests, which in tlie iiands of

Infinite Wisdom become shaped and subordinated to the highest ends.

Tiiese wheels, then, having the breath of the Spirit in them, and their forces

guided by the burning cherubim, bear onward the chariot of moral govern-

ment. I,et us note two or three things with respect to them— their appear-

ance, their motion, their peculiar structure.

As to their appearance, it was beautiful ; they were of the colour of a beryl,

the briglif azure of the heavens when the last cloud has melted awtiy— uniform,
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unbroken, calm. Such one day will God's government seem. It was

majestic; their rings "were so higli lliat they were dreadful." A feeling of awe
inspired as you looked up at their stupendous vastness and silent worshipful-

ness, just as when sitting at the base of some Alpine rock you gaze upward at

its unapproached and untrodden ridge. Such are God's ways ; they are far above,

out of our sight. Tiiose wheels, the prophet saw, were higher than heaven,

deeper than eartii ,and girt round with their circling bands the earth and all that

dwell therein. "Oh Lord, how unsearchable are thy judgments, and thy ways

past finding out !" Past finding out by us, that is; not, therefore, without an

end, without a rule, without an infinite intelligence to direct and guide; for

it is added, these wheels were full of eyes round about. They knew where

they were going—that is, the Spirit which was within them knew. It might

be, that every turn, every revolution of this gigantic wheel should tinge

with an altered hue the destinies of thousands ; setting up one and casting

down another, humbling nations in their pride, or lighting up homes with

gladness, delivering a good man from his fears, or prospering schemes of

perfidy and wrong. Yet were there eyes in the wheels, eyes of wisdom, good-

ness, mercy, and love. The dispensation hath respect to an end, whether it

befal a nation or a man only. That end might be to teach, or to warn, or to

correct, or to take ofT from creature confidence, or to arouse to a sense of

neglected trust, to remind a nation of what God expects from it, or to humble

the sinner for his forgotten vows; an end there always is, and to them that

look for it, an end not hard to see.

Tliere may be mystery in these Indian troubles which have come upon us;

but there is no blind ruling of chance in them; no careless, random, disordered

movement of the wheels. They have a mission, a tongue, a purposed result

;

if they should show us what heathenism is
—"implacable, cruel, truce-

breaking, without natural aflfection," delighting in human butchery with a keen-

ness which we had supposed was confined to demons, and carrying all the

barbarities of its Moloch theology into the revenges and quarrels of daily life

—

if they show us what conciliating the prince of darkness is, what a timid neu-

trality in God's battles will always be, they show us, too, what a withering male-

diction heaven addresses against men or nations, if they faithlessly or cowardly

put off their harness when he bids them gird it on. " Curse ye Meroz, said the

angel of the Lord, curse ye bitterly the inhabitants thereof; because they came

not to the help of the Lord, to the help of the Lord against the mighty." If I

say, our recent disasters teach us this, we shall see that there was in them a

jar-reaching providential end. One thing is certain, tliat Mahommedanism is

doomed, and that Hindooism must fall. We may have been faulty, we have

been faulty, not only in the neglect of direct missionary work, but in thai which

might have been more effectual than missionary work, namely, in not bring-

ing to bear upon the native mind the influences of Christian literature, Chris-

tian intelligence, Christian morality, and above all. Christian lives. But,

for all this, and notwithstanding our manifold short-comings, our religion has

made itself felt there; and it is the fear of the triumpli of the cross over the

cresceut, and not anything to be complained of in British rule that has drasvn
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down upon us this Mahommedan hate. But as usual Satan has oversliot his

mark. He has been furthering the Lord's work unwittingly ; he has made so

manifest and palpable the folly of our let-alone principle that the whole

civilized world is crying shame upon our sinful indifference. And, now, such

a change seems to have come over the national mind, that the press is as loud

as the pulpit, the politician is as vehement as the philanthropist, in urging by

all the sacred interests of civilization and humanity to give India no rest till

every Mahommedan temple is, razed to the ground, and the waters of the

Ganges roll turbidly with tlie dust of idols and the fragments of demolished

shrines. To this result prophecy has long been telling us to look forward.

All the wlieels of God's providence for a long time have seemed to be rolling

that way. And though to us they may seem to be at a stand now, perhaps to be

going back, to the Spirit that guides their movements they are not so. Heaven

and earth are silently and invisibly working together ; the wheels know their

courses, they are full " of eyes round about."

Let us observe what is said with regard to the motion and structure of

those wheels. Thus, you will perceive, it is emphatically noted of them, and

of the living creatures, that their motion was always onward—"And they

went every one straightforward : whither the Spirit was to go they went; and

they turned not when they went." Progression is the law of all worlds, the

unchanging characteristic of the Divine administration. Not only must the

end come—that fixed result in the Divine purpose " when the kingdoms of

this world shall become the kingdoms of our Lord and his Christ," but all the

revolutions of human society, all the changes and improvements in the arts of

life, all the new worlds of thought and enterprize opened up by the discoveries

of science, are to help on God's work ; and if rightly moved will readily obey

to so hasten on his chariot with more beneficent speed. Their appearance

and their work, says the prophet, was as it were a wheel within a wheel ; intimat-

ing that commerce, civilization, laws, cultivated refinement, diffused know-

ledge, interchange of brotherhood between distant nations, dynasties changing

hands, surplus populations settling down among strange people -er on new

soils, are all to be developed, as they are manifestly capable of being developed,

into great religious agencies to hasten the world's regeneration, and urge for-

ward the chariots of God. But this " wheel in the middle of a wheel' seems

to intimate something more than multiplicity in the agency employed; it bids

us expect, in the working out of great providential purposes, intricacy, com-

plication, perplexity, embarassed action, reasonable anticipations failing, pro-

mising openings closed, things turning out adverse and contrary as if provi-

dence were shutting the door against himself, and wheel moving contrary to

wheel making the whole work stand still. Many a complex piece of material

mechanism, would, when seen for the first time, convey an idea of crossing

and conflicting motion; how much more should we expect to find involved

and intricate working in that moral mechanism by which God rules the world !

"The wheels were so high that they were dreadful;" and so complicated that

within one wheel was anotiier wheel, and the movement of one was in this

direction, and the movemtnt of the other appeared in that; but yet tiie
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machine never turned, never became disordered, but always kept straight-

forward. What is this, but to show to us that we see but parts of our Maker's

ways ; that our field of vision is contracted, and to things which are passing,

now, utterly powerless to connect them with an indefinitely extended plan, or

even with the working of some concurrent influence, some small but invisible

wheel silently and secretly working out for us a future good.

It is often, thus in individual experience. ' All these things are against me,'

we exclaim ; 'the door of usefulness is closed; plans of good are frustrated
;

which ever way I turn it seems as if there were some fixed providence to

hedge me in. The gourd withers; I do well to be angry; lam not able to

bear this trouble ; Lord kill me I pray tiiee out of hand ; I am rejected and

hated as a prophet ; let me lie down under thy shade and die.' Oh, how little

thought the holy man who used those words of the wheel within the wheel, of

tlie silent substream of mercy which was flowing for ever beneath the rolling

billows of adversity, of the higher degrees of heavenly-mindedness and de-

votion, of faith and trust, to which, by the ladder of sanctified suffering, it

was the will of God he should ascend. Thus, ever true is that Scripture—"I
will bring the blind by a way they know not; I will lead them in paths that

they have not known." Vast, awful, intricate, capped with mist and cloud,

may the rolling wheels of God's chariot seem, but whether to communities or to

individuals it shall be found in the end, " they went every one straight-

forward, and they turned not as they went."

Let us, however, conclude with a word on the third and last part of this in-

structive vision. Above the wheels, above the living creatures, above the firma-

ment that was over their heads " was the likeness of a throne," and " upon the

likeness of the throne was the likeness as the appearance of a man above upon
it." Moreover, " as the appearance of the bow that is in the cloud in the

day of rain, so was the appearance of the brightness round about." To this

great consummation the whole vision had been working up. We have been

looking upon the finite, and the instrumental, and the subordinate, and the

visible. Types and emblems have been brought before us, witii the minis-

tering spirits, providential agencies, order evolved out of confusion, brightness

breaking out of the clouds, the wheels of the divine chariots moving with

majestic and onward calmness; all the adverse, crossing, conflicting interests

of man, not only opposing no hindrance, but even made to assist and speed

the march. But now we ascend to a higher region. W^e are carried beyond
the cross currents of this lower world ; there is nothing turbid, agitated, per-

plexing, now; we have no careering clouds, no sweeping whirlwinds, no anger-

flashing fires. But an enthroned presence; light ruling in a world of light;

and yet, withal, a glorious similitude which mortal eyes might look upon; a

God-man administrator of a subject universe. He that sat upon the throne

"was the likeness as the appearance of a man." Brethren, be this our rock,

this our refuge, this our rest for ever. The Lord reigneth, the Lord Jesus

reigneth, the tender, sympathising, God-man Mediator reigneth. The eternal

power of the Godhead is a truth I could learn from nature's Bible. She has
written it upon her chained lightnings, upon lier bounded seas, upon the
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Stars, obedient in tlieir courses, in the stability of her everlasting hills. But

it is from visions to a captive prophet by the river of Chebar, from inspira-

tions vouchsafed to an apostle in bonds, or to an evangelist in exile, that I

learn the blessed truth, that I am a subject of the Mediator's world ; that all

things were made for, and put under, the dominion of the crucified ; that he

who dwells in light unapproachable, holding in his hands the destinies of all

being, has " the likeness of the appearance of a man." Brethren, is not this the

reason why judgment is never unmingled with mercy—why the north wind

bloweth not in the day of the east wind—why often unto mortal eyes clouds

and darkness are about his throne, while to those who have faith there is always

an " appearance of the bow that is in the cloud in the day of rain"—that this

world, with all its varieties of dark and chequered lot, its calamities, its

cruelties, its crimes, its wars amongst states, its strifes among brethren, its

divisions in the hearts of the churches, its feuds, its bitterness, its sorrows

in domestic life, is still Christ's world, the mighty platform of achieved re-

demption, the seed plot of that immortal kingdom which he has founded for

the souls of God's elect? And this kingdom must stand. That rainbow which

Ezekiel saw was a sure pledge of it; and as soon should the throne itself

give way, over which its arching brightness spans, as that God should permit

his covenant to depart from us, or suffer his faithfulness to fail.

Wherefore, brethren, in view of any fears which may disquiet you, whether

of evil tidings from abroad, or of some threatening sorrow at home, get your-

selves under the shadow of the Mediator's wings. You cannot alter the in-

volved and contradictory revolutions of the wheels; you cannot tell why the

angels of God's providence alight upon this dwelling, and pass over that.

Wherefore you must look higher; who fills that throne, which is above the

firmament of providential rule to him. It is the angel who hath redeemed us from

all adversities, the God who hath loved us with an everlasting love, the Sa-

viour who hath bought us, and washed away our sins in his own blood.

" Wherefore, kiss the Son, and bow;" sit at his feet and learn; come boldly to

his throne and pray; lay hold on his covenant; and the rest you must leave

with him. Let the whirlwind sweep, let the living creatures scatter, let the

wheels of a mysterious providence pass over and crush every earthly throne,

still the bow is pledged, the throne is pledged, the word of the God-man

Mediator is pledged to the truth of that unfailing promise—<'All things work

together for good to them that love God."
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" He will rest in his love."—Zeplianiah iii. 17.

Our subject of last Tuesday brought before us the true grounds of a Christian's

confidence. He rested in a God-man Mediator, in one who, seated upon his

rainbow throne, directed all the agencies of providential rule. Mj'riads of

spiritual creatures there might be, careering on the wings of the wind, or

teaching lessons of obedience to the storm ; multitudes of wheels there mi<^ht

be, with apparently complex and conflicting movement, urging forward the

chariots of a moral providence ; but in all and through all the Christian was
always made to acknowledge the presence of an all-controlling and presiding

mind. If he could plant his foot upon that rock, he knew there could be no
wisdom or counsel against the Lord. He rested in the Infinite, the Ur?hange-
able, the Divine. And now what does God himself rest in ? He rules in an
unquiet world, amidst agitations, and contentions, and disorders, and confused

noise, surrounded by raging elements, and hearing everywhere the strife of

tongues. Yet is he ever at rest. He dwells in an eternal calm. His people

may stand in need of help to defend, and bless, and deliver, and save ; but to

do all this for them requires no putting forth of Almightiness, no special

display of authority, or power, or glory. One perfection of his nature is

sufficient to bring all good things to pass. " He will rest in his love."

These words form part of a passage of almost mysterious tenderness, in

which the prophet is instructed to set before the daughter of Zion the spiritual

glory and happiness which await her in the latter days. The chapter begins

with a woe, a burden, a succession of judgments against the favoured city for

her sins ; for so is often the custom of our heavenly Father, when his bowels

are yearning with love more than common towards us, to begin by speaking

roughly ; and the people are chided for their disobedience, for their refusal to
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be taught by the rod, for seeking, too, treacherous and second-hand reliefs,

and for not bringing their troubles at once and confidingly to God. " Woe to

the oppressing city ; for she obeyed not the voice ; she received not correc-

tion, she trusted not in the Lord ; she drew not near to her God." For a few

verses the picture becomes darker and darker ; Jerusalem has added sin to

sin ; when all at once the love of God breaks out, like the sun, " like a clear

heat upon herbs, and like a cloud of dew in the heat of harvest ;" and Zion's

sin is forgotten, and her judgments are taken away, and her people are repre-

sented as becoming a praying people again, and her God rejoices. " Sing,

O daughter of Zion ; shout, O Israel ; be glad and rejoice with all the heart,

O daughter of Jerusalem." "Thou shalt not see evil any more." "The
Lord thy God in tho midst of thee is mighty ; he will save, he will rejoice

over thee with joy ; he will rest in his love."

To the last clause in this passage, brethren, I invite your devout attention.

The idea contained in it, as it seems to me, is very full and suggestive. It is that

of Deity in repose—" silent," as you read it in tlic margin—looking calmly

and unmoved on all the disorders in the church and the world, as knowing

that there is one attribute in his nature which will suffice to rectify all things

for the deliverance of his people. For the magnifying of his name, for putting

honour on the work of his dear Son, for filling heaven's courts with the shoutings

of the redeemed, there is one thing on which his mind can stay itself with

infinite complacency : God will " rest in his love."

TVe inquii-e into the nature of this rest. And, first, I would describe it as

the rest of a moral satisfaction with all the arrangements he had made for man's
spiritual and everlasting happiness. In the account of the creation we are

told, that on the sixth day " God saw everything that he had made, and be-

hold, it was very good," and that he then rested from his work. Everything

was "good." He had done all for man he could do. He had given him a

beautiful world for his home, a congenial spirit for his companion, the govern-

ment of the inferior creation for his care, and the privilege of daily communion
with God for his happiness and reward. How long man was to have con-

tinued in this state, if he had not forfeited his immortality, wc know not, but

even looking at him as he wav, as he came from his Maker's hands, his pure,

holy, unblemished creation, with the image of God, with the intellect of an
angel, with a being that should outlive all time,—he was, I say, an object for

the Divine complacency to rest in. To leave one avenue at which sin and
sorrow could gain an entrance was an involved and inevitable condition of

man's accountableness ; but until he should rush into the embrace of death

willingly, and with open eyes, a being of such purity, such endowments, such
loftj* capabilities of thought and purpose, was a sight for the Infinite God to

rejoice over. Love had achieved its utmost, and he would rest in it. He
"saw everything that he had made, and behold, it was very good."

But this contentment of God with the results of his own doings was to

receive a yet higher illustration. That temple in which the Holy One had
dwelt was to be thrown down ; that image of himself should be broken to

pieces ; the gates should be closed on man's happiness, and his immortality

should depart from him. What if this temple should be built up, and this

shattered image should be repaired, and gates opening to a fairer Eden should

be unclosed, and man, the outcast, the degraded, and the fallen, should rise to

a higher life eternal in the heavens r Oh ! in such a result the Author of all
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blessedness must have infinite complacency and delight. It was great to make
a soul like ours : how much greater to redeem !

Now, that the Almighty has this delight in the provisions made for the

spiritual recovery of our race is apparent from many Scriptures. "Behold
my servant, whom I uphold, mine elect, in whom my soul delighteth." "The
Lord is well pleased for his righteousness' sake ; he will magnify the law and

make it honourable." "And he saw that there was no man, and wondered

that there was no intercessor ; therefore his arm brought salvation unto him,

and his righteousness, it sustained him." Whilst again and agaiu we have

the words, " This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased."

Behold, then, brethren, the Great Father of our spirits reposing with de-

lighted tranquillity on the appointments and provisions of Messiah's kingdom.

As once, amidst the rejoicings of the morning stars, he pronounced everything

" very good" for the happiness of man upright, so now, in the ears of bending

elders before the throne, he declares everything " very good" for the salvation

of man redeemed. He sees man in his low estate, " wretched, and miserable,

and poor, and blind, and naked ;" he knows him to be feeble of purpose,

backward in will, unsteady in action, slow of understanding to discern, and

slow of heart to believe ; he perceives him to be " sore let and hindered in

running the race that is set before him ;" besetting sins hang about him like a

heavy weight, worldly cares embarrass him like a loose flowing garment, the

contradictions of sinners too easily turn him from the right way, and he is

tempted and assaulted by Satan until he almost wearies and faints in his

mind. "Oh ! who shall deliver us from the body of this death?" We are op-

pressed : will not God undertake for us ? He will ; but it will be by resting, by

keeping silence, by letting patience have its perfect work, by causing his grace

to triumph in our deliverance, by showing that the gospel of Jesus Christ is

sufficient for its end ; and in the knowledge of this sufficiency he rests. Eden
provided not more abundantly for the material needs of Adam than does the

gospel for the spiritual necessities of his children. " My God shall supply

all your need, according to his riches in glory by Christ Jesus." "All your

need." God ceases from working further for you, because his work in the

gospel is perfect. He could not at creation have made nature fairer, or man
more happy. And so in redemption ; having provided blood for all sin, and

grace for all need, peace for all that pray, and victory for all that strive, he

interferes not visibly with the course of things, either in the church or in the

world. " He rests in his love."

And this leads me to describe this rest, further, as the rest of a Divine fore-

knowledge and purpose—the quietness of an Omniscient mind which, seeing

the end from the beginning, will not allow itself to be moved from the fixed

order of its determinations. The mysterious things which disquiet us in our

present state we know are not confined to anomalies of providential govern-

ment : wickedness in its triumphs, virtue in its wrongs, piety in its neglects,

the world deprived of its righteous, and the sinner living out all his days,—we
could endure all this, if interwoven with the destinies of mankind one bright

thread were always visible, connecting everything that happens with the good

of souls and the cause of God. But visible this thread is not. A lifetime

often cannot take in enough of God's far reaching plans to see proofs of a be-

neficent tendency in the things which befall the church ; a generation may
pass away before the cloud passes, and the little moment during wiiich God
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hides his face may see the oldest among us gathered to his fathers. Yet God
" will rest in his love." "For a small moment have I forsaken thee; but with

great mercies will I gather thee." The gloom may thicken ; difficulties may

increase ; at last, hope may fail you, and your last visible outlet close ; yet I

" rest," says the Great Ruler of all things ; • I will not make haste ; all issues

are under the power of my covenant love ;' " I know the thoughts that I

think towards you, thoughts of peace, and not of evil, to give you an expected

end."

And the same abstaining from interference is observable in ordering the lot

of individual believers. To all human seeming, things are left to take their

course ; we may be troubled on every side, from without, from within, from

Satan, from the world—in our duties when we labour, and in our closets when

wo pray ; with Job we may be ready to say, " My soul is weary of my life''

—

with Jeremiah, " Wherefore came I forth out of the womb, to see labour and

sorrow?"—with David, "O my God, I cry in the day time, but thou hearest

not, and in the night season also I take no rest ;" and yet the Most High

moves not from his deep tranquillity ; he has left all things to the ordering of

his love, to the little wheel in the middle of the wheel, which knows its course

as surely as any planet in the heavens knows the course of its orbit.

The sore cross, the secret bitterness, the daily stumbling block, the be-

wailed infirmity, the constant temptation, from our age, our calling, our

family, our circumstances, all continue as they were ; our God is silent ; every

agency in his kingdom slumbers ; ministering spirits appear to be sent every-

where to the heirs of salvation, but none to take our heart's burden away. No,

and for this reason, that God knov\s it is better for us that it should not be

taken away. We may think we have nothing but the highest and the holiest

motives for desiring its removal, but we desire it only because its continuance

is hurtful to our soul's happiness. But a man is as incompetent to choose for his

spiritual as he is for his temporal lot. His limited knowledge compels him to

think only of that which will minister to present happiness—useful and

honoured service, near and spiritual fellowship with God, third heaven rap-

tures, without any thorn in the flesh. How far the canker of spiritual pride

might supervene upon such experiences—how soon the earth without a con-

flict, and life without a stumble or a fall, might take him ofi" from the sim-

plicity of his dependance upon Christ, he knows not ; but God knoweth ; and

so the burden remains a burden, and the thorn remains a thorn ; and yet God

is working for us all this time, slowly and silently carrying out the counsels of

his own mercy towards us. The things concerning us have an end, and a kind

end too. He resteth in his love.

And this resting of God in his own moral determinations, in the certainty

of pre-ordained issues, is often remarkably illustrated in Scripture. See it in

the history of Lazarus. Jesus is walking with his disciples . a rnessejiger

conicth to inform him that one whom he luvcth is sick. How look wc, that lie
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should bend his course instantly to that house of sorrow, to bind up the hearts

that were broken, and to snatch from death his prey ! But no ;
instead of

this, when he heard that his friend was sick, he abode two days still in the

place where hs was. Oh ! why this delay ? Why, when a word would have

sufficed, must the lamp of life go-out, and sisters mourn, and a grave be opened,

and condoling friends gather round to share in the loved one's sorrow ? This

was Jesus resting. With him the task was one, whether to withhold from

death his victim, or to compel him to give it back. But faith was to be tried

;

the mercy was to be enhanced. Our Lord knew that blessings waited fox-

were blessings doubled. It was not from weariness, it was not from uncon-

cernedness that he abode there still two days. He rested in his love. So

likewise with the Canaanitish woman. Humbled, earnest, outcast, in distress,

with everything to move the Lord of all pity, yet she cannot get a look from

him ; he passes on, answering her not a word. Oh ! what if she should be

discouraged—if, in sight of such scornful disregard, her bruised spirit should

fail her, chilled into despair by his cold questionings, and resolved to sue for help

no more ? Ah ! Jesus knew that this could not be. He had provided bands

invisible to draw the suppliant after him ; and they were strong bands ; they

could be severed neither by repulse, nor reproach, nor neglect, nor harsh

words. He knew she would follow, and follow on, till both his heart and his

face were towards her. He rested in the power of his love.

But there is a third view of this text which may be taken, equally com-

forting. You will observe, the marginal rendering suggested in your Bibles

is, " He will be silent in his love." And hence, the meaning put upon the

•words by some commentators is, he will not utter any more of those awful

woes and denunciations referred to in the former parts of this prophecy—will

not rebuke and reprove as sharply as he had done aforetime, but will try to

win sinners to himself by the power of a merciful and forbearing silence. They

will expect him to speak, will feel that in justice he ought to speak, and that

angrily; but he will hold his peace, refrain his just indignation; he will

" rest," waiting, forbearing, silent, " in his love." Deep interest have we

all in this view of our heavenly Father's dealings with us. It suggests that he

often suspends, or mitigates, or keeps back a deserved correction, in the hope

that love may do the work instead. "Yet forty days, and Nineveh shall be

overthrown," The forty days expire, and Nineveh lives on; the vials of

wrath are suspended in mid-air ; mercy rejoices against judgment, and God

" rests in his love." So in the threatened destruction of the inhabitants of

Jerusalem, after David's numbering of the people ; the angel stretches out his

hand over the city, to destroy it, but iu an instant the work of ruin is ar-

rested ; "it is enough," cries a voice from heaven to the angel, "stay now

thine hand." This was God resting in his love.

. And does it not seem as if God were doing the same with us of this nation

now—that he is forbturing, drawing back his hand, silent from the utterance
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of further woes against us, in the hope that gratitude for deliverance may

Avork more powerfully upon us than fear under the descending stroke? We
cannot be blind to the fact, that terrible as our calamities in India have been,

they might have been inconceivably more desolating and disastrous. The

masses might have risen ; by the insurgents there is no doubt it was expected

they would have risen ; and then what would have become of our handful of

residents before this locust swarm of a hundred and sixty millions ? W hy,

every house had been reduced to ashes, and every bungalow had become a

scene of slaughter, and every well, like that at Cawnpore, had been choked up

with our dishonoured and unburied dead ; whilst the rest, unable to stand be-

fore such a prodigiously outnumbering force, would have been obliged to fly

before the face of these sweeping millions, like leaves before the autumn blast.

But this aggravation of our disasters we have been spared. God has sent his

angel to shut these lions' mouths, that they should not hurt us. He will let

his anger now rest for awhile ; and it rests in love.

And a like surceasing from threatened ruin is also permitted in individual

life. "We often know how God holds back from a purposed destruction—pur-

posed relatively to us—to see if love cannot discharge the office of the rod.

" Behold these three years I come seeking fruit on this fig-tree, and find

none." Nor light, nor love, nor grace, nor privilege, has cured this ungrateful

professor of his barrenness. "Cut it down; why cumbereth it the ground?"

*No,' answers he that "ever liveth to make intercession for us;" there is

another way besides destruction ; suppose wo try more light, more love, re-

newed grace, extended privilege, and see what fruit comes then. " Let it

alone this year also, till I shall dig about it and dung it." And let alone it is.

The unfruitful one receives tidings of a reprieve
; perhaps like Hezekiah he

is raised up from a dangerous sickness, and in the recalled command to set

his house in order, he sees God resting in his love.

There is a sense, then, brethren— (heed not the metaphysics of the supposi-

tion)—in which it is true that God rests from a purpose, hesitates, halts, and

finally departs from the course he had laid down for himself. " How shall I give

thee up, Ephraim ? How shall I deliver thee, Israel ? How shall I make thee

as Admah ? How shall I set thee as Zeboim r" There is a condes-cension to

human faculties in this language which we are almost afraid to express in our

common forms of thought. Here is the High and Mighty One represented as

fairly at a stand ; he is holding lofty debate with himself, how, saving his

own infinite purity, he can deliver man from a deserved condemnation. At

length the strife is brought to a close ; judgment shall proceed no further.

" I will not execute the fierceness of my anger ; I will not return to destroy

Ephraim ; for I am God, and not man." "I will rest in my love."

And thus, lastly, regarding the passage we have been considering in its

personal and individual aspects, we may say it is descriptive of the God and

Father of our Lurd Jesus (Jlnist resting in his lovo as the great means
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for the salvation of mankind. God " willeth not the death of a sinner;"

he would not that one of those immortal sparks should go out ;
he would

have the marriage supper of the Lamb furnished and tilled with guests.

But then how shall this be? What is meant by that glorious gospel word,

•' Compel them to come in ?" Must force be used, as when we put bits into

the horses' mouths ; or terror be had recourse to, as when one saith, " there

is a lion in the way ?" No ; God has forms of compulsion which agree better

with the accountableness of man's nature, and are more suitable to the dignity

of his own. " I drew them with the cords of a man, with bands of love ;

and I was to them as they that take off the yoke on their jaws ;
and I laid

meat unto them." Taking off yokes, and laying meat before us, these are

God's compulsions. He compels, but it is by making duties easy and re-

freshment sweet-by helping us to bear our burdens, and feeding us with

angel's food—by giving us the yoke of Christ to carry and the bread of

heaven to eat. Oh ! our God could bring us to himself in many ways
:
he

could awe us into submission, or coerce us into obedience, or crush and bow

us down by chastisements, till we had not spirit to oppose him left. But he will

not employ these means ;
" he will rest in his love ;" he will trust everything

to the influence of that wonder-working power. God knows that, whether to

break the heart of stone or to bow the iron neck, to cast down the imaginations

of the proud, or to loose the fetters of the world-bound slave, love, and love only,

will avail. It must be a sight of the goodness of God, if anything, that will

lead a man to repentance. He may use other arguments with us-the honour

of his law, the sanctities of his justice, the inflexible demands of a holy and

unblemished government; but that in which God rests for effectually turning

men's hearts is a display of " the exceeding riches of his grace, in his kind-

ness towards us through Jesus Christ." At a sight of these applied to the con-

science and the heart by the power of the enlightening and converting Spirit,

and a sinner, even the most hardened and most worldly, weeps, wonders, bows

down, adores. His soul was melted ; not by the thought of hell from beneath

being moved for him, nor of the dead stirred up to meet him at his coming,

but by the amazing fact, that God should so love the world, and especially

that God should so love him. And now the mighty spell may be left to

work; the grateful soul begins to see from what it has escaped; and the

spared life, and the lengthened opportunity, and the revived hope, and the

sight of heaven's door opened, and the Saviour inviting us to come in, draw us

Godward so effectually that the High and Holy One has nothing more to do.

He has only by the power of his own blessed Spirit to keep alive the same

grateful feelings ; and then for the flnal salvation of that soul he may rest in

his love.

Application, my brethren, our subject can hardly need ;
yet one thought

occurs which may be worth remembering. It is this. If God so rest in

his love how should we rest in it? If he who has the sovereignty to rule,
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and power to enforce, and judgments to awe, and lightnings to scatter, will

have no wall of fire for the protection of his saints but his own covenant love,

how lightly should we set by all other defences ! How assured and tranquil

should we fuel in this :
' All the securities of heaven are gathered up in my

being able to say, God loves me.' This is my rest for ever, amidst tempta-

tions, tumults, disquietudes, fears rising, and corruptions vexing. I have

always a firm footing here. That must be strong enough to bear me which is

strong enough to bear heaven's throne ; and I find not from Scripture that this

throne has any better support ; for though to vindicate his sovereignty over

universal being God wil display his might, and consult his glory, and magnify

and exalt his righteousness, yet for saving and redeeming a lost world he will

do one thing only—"He will rest in his love."
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" This beginning of miracles dill Jesus in Cana of Galilee, and manifested forth liis glory;
and his disciples believed on him."—John ii. II.

"This beginning of miracles." With what a quiet simplicity of statement
does Scripture overthrow a huge mass of church fraud ! There was a natural

curiosity in the first ages to know something of the early life and childhood of

the Saviour ; it is a curiosity, I think, we must often have felt ourselves,
' Why,' at one bound we ask, 'does the sacred history carry us from the babe
at Bethlehem to the child of twelve years old in the temple ? or, why, after

another and still greater gap in the narrative, are we introduced to the grown
up man solemnly designated to his ministerial work on the banks of the

Jordan ? Was the life of these intervening periods spent as a common life,

without note, without sign, without wonder ? Did the plant of renown attract

no homage, the rose of Sharon emit no fragrance ? Were the Magi the first

and the last to worship the root and ofispring of David, and did none, for

thirty long years, behold the light of the bright and morning star ?' The an-

tecedent unlikelihood of this supposition set to work the busy invention of

our pious fraud makers. They had actually begun in the lifetime of the

Apostle John. Apocryphal gospels were put forth containing accounts of

wonderful things done by the infant Saviour ; and these have since been fol-

lowed up by the Church of Rome, who in her oflice of keeper of unwritten

traditions was not likely to overlook the early life of Christ as a taking sub-

ject for her legendary fictions. But all this mass of myth and fable melts

away like a snowheap under a warm sun, the instant it becomes confronted

with that one plain statement of inspiration, "This beginning of miracles did

Jesus in Cana of Galilee." " This beginning of miracles." The expression is

worth notice on another account ; it was the beginning of an age of miracles.

The world had not witnessed such things for several hundred years. The de-
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liverance of Daniel from the den of lions is fairly considered to have been the

last ; for even John the Baptist, whoni all acknowledged to be a grand pro-

phet, wrought no miracle. The cessation was obviously designed to exalt and
render more illustrious the mission of Messiah. A miracle would be no
miracle if it came often enough to make it lose its strangeness. Its design is

to startle men from their dull unthinkingness, to prevent them making a

divinity of what they call natural laws, and to show us that these laws wlien

he who ordained them wills a change, have no more power of resistance than

ourselves. And with regard to the coming of Christ, proijhecy had declared

that miracle should be one of the attendant marks, "Behold," said Isaiah,

•' your God will come, and he will save. Then the eyes of the blind shall be

opened, and the ears of the deaf shall be unstopped ; then shall the lame man
leap as a hart, and the tongue of the dumb shall sing." Aecordingly, to this

one evidence, our Lord referred the messengers of the Baptist when inquiring

after the truth of his Messiahship. " Say not," he answers, " what I am, or

whence I came, what claims I advance, or in what outward form I appear

;

the faith of him that sent you will be better satisfied by the knowledge of cer-

tain patent, visible facts, of which ye all are witnesses. Go and show John

again those things which ye do hear and see— the blind receive their sight,

the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear ; the dead are raised

up ; the poor have the gospel preached unto them." Miracle, then, nature

suflfering herself to be put out of course, a deviation from the observed suc-

cession of physical causes, was the chief evidence by which the mission of

Messiah was to be sustained ; and, unused as the eyes of men had long been

to these strange sights, they shall now see them daily, and everywhere ; on

the mount, on the sea, in the wilderness, in the crowded street, in the presence

of multitudes, or with a chosen few ; in the solemnities of worship at a festive

gathering, or by a new made grave. Mind, matter ; disease, death ; the ele-

ments in their resistless wildness, or the more untamed wildness of human
wills ; all shall bear testimony that a great prophet has arisen up among us

;

that God has visited his people. In what honoured spot shall this gorgeous

scene of miracle open out ? AVhat element in nature shall first yield to some
beneficent disturbance? What was the chosen occasion on which Messiah

deemed it most agreeable to the benignant character of his mission that he

should first put forth his power ? A knowledge that we should feel interested

in such inquiries led the Evangelist to note down that sentence : "This be-

ginning of miracles did Jesus in Cana of Galilee, and manifested forth his

glory ; and his disciples believed on him."

Let us seek our profit in the narrative by dwelling, first, on some of the

more noticeable features of the miracle ; and, secondly, on some of its moral

and spiritual uses.

I. Let us first observe upon some points in the evangelical narrative as they

were brought out in our lesson for the day. "And the third day there was a

marriage in Cana of Galilee. And the mother of Jesus was there; and both

Jesus was called, and his disciples, to the marriage." The third day here

spoken of is fairly concluded to be the third from that of which John had

spoken in his first chapter, as signalized by the calling of the first disciples-

Andrew, Peter, Philip, Nathaniel, and probably John himself ; accompanied

by these, our Lord made his way for Cana, probably as being the birthplace

of Nathaniel. The distance is reckoned at two days. Here a marriage festival
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was to bo celebrated, one of the parties being, as it is supposed, related to the

Virgin Mary. Indeed, Lightfoot gives reasons for believing the house to have
been that of her brother-in-law Cleophas ; for, not only is the Virgin repre-

sented as being at the house beforehand, but her interest in all that goes on,

as well as her issuing the orders to the servants, give to such a supposition

the highest degree of probability. Of Joseph we hear nothing ; he vvas most
likely dead, for with the return of the child Jesus from the temple, at the age

of twelve years, the husband of Mary disappears from the sacred narrative

altogether. Jesus, however, was an invited guest only, probably at short

notice, and because he happened to be near the village at the time, of the

feast. One part of his mission to this our world was to hallow the relations

and scenes of common life, to show the possibility of mingling, without hurt

to our purity of character, with all the multiform phases of joy and sorrow,

and grave and gay ; to let us see that nothing which properly belongs to life

is foreign to the Christian life— not toils, not business, not enterprise, not in-

tellectual exertion, not rational delights, not the sight and knowledge of evil,

not the vexing of the soul from day to day by having to live near ungodliness.

Trials these may be to our spiritual character, but they are not inconsistent

either with its safety or its advancement. Besides which, all attempts to

escape from such things by any forced isolation of ourselves from mankind
must prove futile ; the most we can do is to change the object of temptation,

for we have to wrestle with evil that is outward while we continue at our post,

and to wrestle with the evil of our own hearts when we run away. Nor can we
suppose that it was without some special purpose, that our Lord, in choosing

to honour by his presence some festive scene, chose the joyous occasion of a

marriage ; for, in addition to this being a type of the mystical union subsisting

between him and his church, he knew that many would arise to disparage

this blessed ordinance ; some forbidding to marry, some degrading the insti-

tution to the level of a civil rite, some turning it into a miserable stepping-

stone for temporal advancement, and for wealth, and for position, or for some
more gainful or selfish end, trampling on a preserved wreck of the innocence

of Paradise, and desecrating the holiest covenant under heaven.
•' And when they wanted wine, the mother of Jesus saith unto him. They

have no wine." The parties giving the feast were evidently in humble life

;

and the unlocked for accession of five to their number of guests had not

unlikely caused a failure of the provided cheer. Mary, as a relation, would

naturally feel for the host's embarrassment under such circumstances ; and

the more so, as it was her Divine Son, with his friends, who had not im-

probably caused the inconvenience to occur. In the midst of her strait, she

applied to Christ. What she expected him to do, we cannot tell, but Jesus

could ; and from his reply, it is plain that she was either expecting more than

she ought, or she was expecting it in the wrong way. Perhaps, as prophecy

had taught her that the Christ would perform many miracles, her offence con-

sisted in presuming to intimate that the present was a fitting occasion to begin.

Offence, however, there was ; and it suggests a rule of conduct which Ave should

all find it profitable to observe, namely, that we may always carry our

difficulties to Christ, and even expect relief under them ; but we shall incur

his displeasure if we presume to point out the way.
" Woman, what have I to do with thee ?" The attempts of the Romanists

to take all sting out of these words, as if they contained no reproof at all, fail
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signally. The use of the word "Woman," is not the point upon which the

proof of displeasure turns. We admit its current use, not by classical writers

only, but even by our Lord himself on the cross, in addresses where nothing

is intended but affection and respect. The rebuke will be found in the words

which follow, being the very same which David indignantly cast in the teeth

of men who had suggested to him an act of assassination, " What have I to do

with you, ye sons of Zeruiah ?" and, therefore, proving abundantly that the

Holy Virgin had forgotten her place, which, as Chrysostom said, was not to

command or direct her Son, but to worship and obey.

" Mine hour is not yet come." Commonly, this expression is used of the

time of our Lord's passion ; but it is not so always ; and here it seems to refer

to some closely approaching time, even before they left the house. Mary her-

self, appears so to have interpreted the words. Her conduct after the re-

proof we must admit was very beautiful ; for, I hope, we shall never allow

Papal wickedness and^ folly to rob the blessed Virgin of her just estimation

as a woman of surpassing sanctity of character. Luther quotes her behaviour

on this occasion aa an example of reverent and heroic faith. And so it is.

For, observe, she is thwarted, she is frowned back, she is almost crushed, the

occasion is unworthy, the complaint improper, the request an unreasonable

impertinence. Hardly could the Canaanitish woman have been more dis-

couraged when told that " dogs must not eat the children's bread." Yet,

like that woman, the mother of Jesus believed on. "He may refuse, but he

will relieve them for all that ; his heart is kinder than his tongue. The an-

swer to my prayer is on its way, I have only to abide my time."

Then " saith she unto the servants, Whatsoever he saith unto you, do it."

How much time elapsed after this, before the actual working of the miracle

does not appear. At the time of Mary's making the complaint, it is implied

that the wine was only beginning to fall short, and it is probable our Lord con-

sidered his hour for working a miracle would be when the supply was com-

pletely exhausted—a delay by which the value of the miracle would be enhanced

as well as the evidence of it, to those who knew the circumstances, be

made more sensibly manifest. However, in the working, everything conspired

to make the assurance of the miracle doubly sure. First, the vessels used for

the occasion were water jars ; not vessels which had contained wine before,

and which might, on that account have imparted a winey flavour to any liquid

which should be poured into them. Secondly, the vessels were not only of

enormous size, but, as if to prevent collusion by the pouring in of anything

else, each one was filled to the brim. Whilst, lastly, all instrumental agents

employed in the miracle were not connected with our Lord at all, but strangers

to him ; being, in fact, the servants who were in attendance at the feast. The

miracle wrought however without an act, without a word, without a sign, as

if the very water, sympathising with that joyous and holy presence, turned

of itself into that which was to gladden man's heart. This done, I say, the
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the servants have it in command to draw and bear out unto the governor

of the feast. By this title is meant, not the bridegroom on the occasion, nor

yet a person like the symposiarch of classical festivals, but one of the invited

gnests who, from his possession of estimable qualities, was according to Jewish

usage, chosen to preside over the proceedings of the day. In virtue of this

ofRce, he had first to bless the cup, then to taste of it, and afterwards to pass

t round to the company. On tasting the water which had been made wine,

he was instantly struck with its superior qualities, and called out in language

of pleased commendation to the bridegroom, " Every man at the beginning

doth set forth good wine ; and when men have well drunk, then that which is

worse : but thou hast kept the good wine until now." The miracle was

complete. The God-Man stood forth ; nature breaking loose from her laws,

set seal to Messiah's commencing ministry. Jesus "manifested forth his glory,

and his disciples believed on him."

11. We now come to consider some of the practical lessons and uses of this

miracle. Thus, it was strikingly confirmatory of the authority of our Lord's

mission. The process of reasoning by which the evidence of miracle com-

mends itself to the mind is short and rapid. It may be put thus succintly

:

nature could not change any of her fixed laws but with the consent of him

who ordained them ; he who ordained them would never permit a change to

sanction anything which was not true ; hence, on the occasion of these mira-

culous displays we find the conclusion of the bystanders was drawn instan-

taneously. At the close of the miracle of feeding five thousand, we read,

"then those men who had seen the miracle which Jesus did, said. This is of*a

truth, that prophet which should come into the world." And in our text

—

" This beginning of miracles did Jesus in Cana of Galilee, and manifested

forth his glory ; and his disciples believed on him."

"His glory." Observe, the expression is emphatic. For, not only does it

denote something preternatural, a Divine effulgence, the Godhead shining

through, but it further intimates that such glory was not another's, but his own.

He "manifested forth his glory," and thereupon followed the raised faith of

his disciples. Their faith before was partial, limited, wanting in absoluteness

of trust. It may be doubted, whether up to this time they regarded their

Master in any other light than a prophet sent from God. They now perceived

that the prophet was God, Nature acknowledged him, placed her elementary

laws at his service, bidding the water to turn into wine to reprove the infi-

delity and sin of man. They saw and believed. They saw and believed;

but can they believe who have not seen? Human philosophy, contradicting

plainly those words of the Lord Jesus, " Blessed are they who have not seen,

and yet have believed," has attempted to rule that miracles are in their

nature incredible. "When miracles are pleaded," says Hume, "testimony

is balanced against experience. Now," he adds, " I know by experience

that the laws uf nature remain unaltered ; and I have more reason to
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tlxink that man may give false testimony than that nature should be

changed." But surely there is a great deal of fallacy in the attempt to

resolve the whole question of the credibility of miracles into one of the re-

lative weight due to experience or testimony. For in its degree testimony

enters into our belief of a miracle It is not true, as Hume says, that we know
by experience that the laws of nature remain unaltered. We were obliged to

call in the aid of testimony before we could even be sure that they were laws

at all. A philosopher would never enunciate a general law upon which such

an induction of particulars as had fallen under his individual observation ; he

piles upon this foundation the confirmatory testimony of those who have seen

like things, and hearing of nothing contrary to his deduction in any place, in

the observation or knowledge of any person, he registers it as a great natural

law ; but still he could not say but that he was largely indebted to the testi-

monj' of others. Nay, more, so necessarily does this testimony enter into our

gVounds of belief for any law of nature, that, if in opposition to any order of

sequences to which we have given that name, a reasonable, well- sustained

amount of contrary testimony could be adduced, we must accept this testi-

mony, and the so-called law must be given up. Hume himself tells us of

an Eastern Prince who could not be brought to believe in the existence of

such a thing as ice. According to his own experience, according to the ex-

perience of all his friends, according to all that he had ever heard or read in

oriental travel, water was never found in any other than a fluid state ; that it

should become hard, that people should be able to walk on it, that it should

admit of being cut up into large solid blocks, was a thing which upon the prin-

ciples of a sceptical philosophy he ought never to have believed at all. The

perpetual fluidity of water was a law of nature ; and it was more likely that

the testimony of man should be false than that the laws of nature should un-

dergo a change. Brethren, one is grieved to have occasion to refer to these

exploded fallacies ; but it is known that they have come up again re-

cently with the German and American philosophy, and we are obliged

therefore to go back to first principles, and reverting to them, I think

it will be found we have no more ground for belief in alleged uniform

experience, as far as it can be ascertained with regard to a law of nature

than we have in alleged uniform testimony, as far as it can be ascertained

with regard to miracles. Of course, we as Christians, believe that in miracles

the order of nature is departed from ; but this is not our argument with the

sceptics, but only that testimony, if it be good and sufiicient, is a probable

ground for rational faith to rest upon, and that in reference to what they call

the laws of nature is rested upon by infidels themselves. "Thomas, because

thou hast seen thou hast believed ; blessed are they that have not seen and yet

have believed." Indeed the whole world lives, thinks, reasons, acts upon

moral evidence. Take from an informant all motive to mislead, and all pos-

sibility of being misled, and the human intelligence is just as adapted to re-
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ceive his testimony as that of the witness himself could be to receive impres-

sions from the things he saw. In such a case we are in fact left to a choice of

miracles—to admit either a miracle of matter, in that nature did allow her

established order to be broken through, or else a miracle of mind, that such

an amount of strength and agreeing testimonies should be capable of leading

astray. But, in fact, there is no leading astray in the matter, it is the moral

affections which are blinded ; in one sense faith"and unbelief are alike, they are

both in the heart, and it is a cheat of Satan to make the understanding bear all

the blame. If the Bible, sustained by such weight as it is will not convince a

man of his sin, and satisfy him that without an interest in Christ, and the

converting power of his Spirit he must die eternally, believe me he would

never accept such truths on the authority of a miracle. A man devoted to

the love of this world would not be moved by a messenger from the world of

spirits. *' If they believe not Moses and the prophets, neither will they be

persuaded though one rose from the dead."

Again, I think, we should look at this miracle of our Lord as a characteristic

of the beneficent spirit of the gospel. It was his first miracle to us
;
previous

speculations as to what this was likely to be, would have fastened upon some-

thing grand, and dignified, and majestic—the sun standing still upon Gibeon,

or the angered sea rebuked into silence, the temple purged of its profane

traffickers, or the grave rendering back its dead ; but instead of this we have

the mighty power of God put forth merely to au^gment the supply of one of

life's superfluous comforts, to make the festivity of a marriage -day go off

happily, to spare that poor family the mortification of having to tell their

friends that the little stock of provisions was gone. Brethren, what an idea

does this seem to give us of the grace, and tenderness, and refined sympathy

of the gospel spirit! What a happy making thing ought our religion to be !

What a holy jealousy should be stirred up in us, not only to avoid giving pain

to anybody, but also to spare them anything and everything which would

humiliate, or mortify, or make them uncomfortable. Scripture beautifully

connects thpse two things together—"Be pitiful, be courteous."

Nor is this all we learn from our Lord's choice of his occasion ; it tells

us of his own precious sympathy with our life's little griefs. So little are

these sometimes that we would be ashamed to mention them to an earthly

friend
;
yet they distress, they haunt, they fret, they break rest, they mar

beauties, spoil devotion, and there seems to be no getting rid of them ; nor is

there until you do as Mary did, though you may not do it altogether in Mary's

way. Her comfort in the feast, it is likely had been gone sometime before, as

she saw the scant supplies wasting, and the awkward discovery of the family's

straitened means inevitable, and at last in her despair she went to Christ in

her difficulty, saying, "They have no wine." But do not wait till the coming

of the despair time, take your difficulty to Christ at once ; never mind it

seeming little if it be great to you ; Jesus will work a miracle to save a disciple
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needless pain. He has inserted no exception in your charter of lawful

petitions—" Be careful for nothing, but in everything by prayer and supplica-

tion with thanksgiving let your requests be made known unto God."

And, then, once more, may we not consider the miracle as in some sense

emblematical of the happiness of the Redeemer's service. Two miracles per-

formed by our Lord seem more than any other to have convinced the people

of his Messiahship. By the one he manifested himself to be the bread of life,

by the other he showed himself to be the wine of heaven : by the one he

would exhibit himself as the source of sustaining influence to fit us for all

duties ; by the other he appears as the spring of spiritual refreshment to

enable us to bear all trials. And hence, as some of the fathers think, he meant

to join the two things together in the institution of the Holy Supper of which

the declared effects to every faithful recipient are the strengthening and

refreshing of our souls. We must be upon our guard against fanciful analo-

gies ; but still when we know that the nuptials of Christ and his church form

a permanent emblem of the heavenly state—that there will be a great gathering

at the Marriage Supper in heaven, and that every true disciple, who in peni-

tence and faith drinks of the wine of Jesus at his table, shall hereafter drink

of the fruit of the vine with him in the kingdom of his Father, we can hardly

forbear looking at this humble marriage gathering at Cana as fore-shadowing

in distant type the holier and happier meetings in heaven. And, in one point,

at least, will our analogy hold ; namely, in the difference between the wine

which the world gives and the wine which the Saviour makes. To adopt in

substance the beautiful illustration of Bishop Jeremy Taylor, we may say, the

world at the beginning doth set forth its good wine, its fair prospects, dazzling

honours, exciting joys, and when men have well drunk, the appetite palled,

the pledge taken, the soul enslaved, then the deceived votaries are made to

take that which is worse—the emptiness, the wormwood, the gall, the rod.

The wine of Christ, on the contrary, is at the beginning only water, the water

of adversity often, our couch watered with tears, and our drink mingled with

weeping ; but by degrees this water begins to change into wine, the wine of

hope, the wine of rejoicing, the wine of heavenly consolation ; and this is a

wine which spends not, and will never grow worse, but ratlier will it gladden

the heart more and more unto the end ; and when the end is come, and we are

called to the marriage supper of the Lamb, when with patriarchs and prophets

and holy men we come to taste of the water that was made wine, even the

refreshment of our earthly state will be as nothing to us, and we shall only

pour out our grateful acknowledgments to the heavenly bridegroom, saying,

" Even at the beginning thou didst set before us good wine, we partook re-

joicingly of it all the days of our life ; but joys like these it had not en-

tered into the heart of man to conceive—thou hast kept the best wine until

now."
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" Eighteousness keepeth him that is upright in the way: but wickedness overthroweth the
sinner."—Proverbs xiii. 6.

Tub frequency with wliich the wise man advances this position would lead us

to infer that there must be contained in it some important principle of ethical

science. Three times in the course of our first lesson of last Sunday, and

twice in the present chapter, is the same sentiment put forth with only the

difference of a few verbal substitutions. Thus we read—" The integrity of the

upright shall guide them : but the perverseness of transgressors shall destroy

them." And again—"The righteousness of the perfect shall direct his way :

but the wicked shall fall by his own wickedness." And then once more

—

"The righteousness of the upright shall deliver them : hut transgressors shall

be taken in their own naughtiness." That which seems to be affirmed in all

these passages is, that there is a certain law of continuousness governing all

our moral habits— that be they good or be they evil, they have all a tendency

to repeat and reproduce themselves ; insomuch that if no agencies were ap-

plied to cause deflection in its course, the soul, like any moving material

body would continue for ever in the same direction—that which was holy

would be holy still, and that which was filthy would be filthy still. Of
course we must understand the wise man to be speaking only of the general

tendencies of things. Influences for evil will turn the upright out of the way,

and influences for good may prevent the final overthrow of the sinner; but

this in no way affects the broad principle set forth in the before-cited passages,

that there is something in moral character by which it tends to strengthen and

perpetuate itself, that all our predominant desires and feelings have a pro-

perty of germination in them, causing them to re-appear continually in more
confirmed and vigorous form, and that this law, while it acts as a conservative
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principle in the case of the man who through the grace of God has chosen

the right path, serves only to accelerate with more destructive speed the ruin

of the man who has chosen the wrong. " Righteousness keepeth him that is

upright in the way : but wickedness overthrowelh the sinner."

Let us proceed, therefore, to investigate the two positions which seem to be

laid down in our text; first, that there is a strengthening and conserving

power in righteousness tending to bring about its own consummation ; and,

secondly, that there is a corrupting and destroying property in wickedness

which is almost sure to lead to its own overthrow. And first, as equally con-

firmatory of both propositions, we may advert to the acknowledged and even

proverbial force of habit regarded as one of our principles of moral action.

Whether habit be an ultimate principle of our mental constitution or not, is

nothing to our purpose. We all know the fact, that that which we liave

been accustomed to do, or have done often, we not only acquire a facility

in doing, but have an almost instinctive proneness to do again on the recur-

rence of like occasions. Our proverb, that " habit is second nature," is as

true as anything in our mental philosophy; for no sooner do the outward cir-

cumstances arise which suggest the repeated act than we do repeat it without

any reason to ourselves, and without a thought, insomuch that there must be

some special consideration presented to the mind, and some definite effort of

the will put forth, before we should refrain from doing that which in similar

circumstances we had always done before. Now it is easy to see that a law

like this must exercise a large influence in the formation of religious character,

whether we consider it as rendering more easy day by day the exercises of

practical godliness, or as giving a corresponding facility the other way in

yielding to acts of worldliness and sin. Thus, in virtue of this law, it must

needs happen that the cross which our Master sees fit to lay upon us will

become lighter the longer it is carried ; that the self-denying duties of the

spiritual life will become the more easy the more they are persevered in; that

temptations will come to have a perceptibly diminished force the oftener they

have been resisted. Whilst, on the other hand, it will follow by the same law,

that when irreligious habits of life have been once contracted, the whole curjent

and bias of the mind will be set that way; a previous and confirmed bent of

the affections will deprive moral considerations of their proper force; each act

will claim the right to name its successor until it appear that while righteous-

ness keepeth him that is upright in his way, his own wickedness is sufficient

to overthrow the sinner. But let us consider the two propositions of our

text in their more immediate connection with those things by which the

character, whether for good or evil, is chiefly influenced.

I. Thus in relation to the conservative power of a life of righteousness, we

may consider it as consisting in part of greater clearness and enlargement of

our moral perceptions. It is probable that our first speculations upon the

nature of moral habits would suggest to us the notion that the respective pro-

vinces of knowledge and practice were entirely distinct, that the highest

attainments in the one might consist with the greatest possible deficiency in

the other. And this is true so far as that religious light may not necessarily

infer religious practice; but it does not equally hold when we are considering
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the effect which religious practice should have upon the growth of religious

light. Truly Scripture has given us the most explicit assurances that the eyes

of our understanding shall be more opened in proportion as the ways of godli-

ness are more persevered in. " I know more than the ancients," says David,
" because I keep thy statutes." " The secret of the Lord is with them that

fear him, and he will show them his covenant." " If any man will do his

will he shall know of the doctrine whether it be of God." And again

—

" To him that orderelh his conversation aright will I show the salvation of

God." All these, you observe, are distinct promises over and above that

clearness of intellectual perception which, if it be not the tendency of a right

practice to give, it is the acknowledged tendency of a sinful practice to vitiate

and impair. Now what is the obvious effect of this fulfilled promise on a

man's moral conduct ? Why, that considerations of ever deepening moment are

being constantly thrown into the scale of a riglit choice; new and increasing

demonstrations are furnished to him of the truth and excellency of religion, of

the wisdom of its precepts, of the mercifulness of its laws, and of the sweet-

ness of its consolations; he is led more and more to behold the wisdom and

care of God in all his providential arrangements, as always directed, notwith-

standing their relation to a more general and indefinitely extended plan, to

some end in which he is personally interested. It is a great thought, that all

the magnificent orderings of the universe are framed with express reference to

the believer's benefit; but to see the proof of this, to have the comfort of

this, to be able to track the steps of an all-controlling providence as it inter-

poses here and there on our behalf—this is a blessing which God has reserved

for them that fear him. Speaking as a minister of the gospel, I may say of a

truth, that I have often had views of Scripture passages suggested by our godly

poor which I should never have learned from all the commentaries in the

world; there was a breadth, and richness, and comprehensiveness in their

appreciation of a promise which could not have come of human teaching ; we
could only take note of them that they had been witii Jesus; by a close walk

with him, they had partaken deeply of his Spirit, their life had been their

schoolmaster, and they learned they knew not how. Yes, brethren, with the

lowly and the God-fearing, heaven lodges its choicest secrets. " Shall I hide

from Abraham the thing which I do ?" ' Shall I not lure him on in the path

he has chosen by a constantly enlarging insight into my covenant purposes,

making his way clearer the longer he walks in it, leaving obedience to be liie

light to its own path that so far may preserve him against that which he

fears, and that the righteousness of the upright may direct his way?'

Again, among the self-perpetuating causes of a godly life we should not

overlook the growing moral satisfaction connected with the pursuit of it. It

is a law of the kingdom that " the ways of wisdom are ways of pleasantness

and all her paths are peace." The God of hope is to fill us not with peace

only in believing but with all joy; it is in the night season when all earth's

bright things are hidden from us that God our Maker will give us songs, and

when we are surrounded by desolation, and waste, and barrenness, by the

failing olive yard and the blighted vine, yet we are to rejoice in the Lord, and

to joy in the God of our salvation. But even this is not all : there is a law
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appertaining to all other pleasures, from which the pleasures of sacredness

are entirely exempt; I mean the law of satiety, that infirmity of our physical

and mental being which makes sense, and thought, and imagination grow
weary after a time of things which once delighted them, and leads them to

inquire eagerly for something new. But in the delights of piety, there is a

reproducing and increasing freshness, the more unintermittingly and diligently

they are pursued. "The path of the just is as the shining light which shineth

more and more unto the perfect day." There is an increasing assurance of

the Divine favour; there is a deepened repose of conscience ou the founda-

tions of its peace; faith makes larger discoveries of the love of God, and of

the fitness, and the fulness of the provided atonement; we get nearer to

Christ and see more of the king in his beauty in his fulness, in his adaptation

to everything which man either fears or feels; filial intercourse with God be-

comes substituted for the drudgery of bondage worship; the ordinances of

religion are invested with new significance and power ; the veil is taken away

in the reading of the Scriptures, because one hath been found to open the

book and to loosen the seals thereof. Now, the emotions arising out of these

experiences, deriving, as they do their life from a Divine influence, must from

that very cause have a tendency to increase. It is not their nature to die out

and spend themselves as many other of our sources of pleasurable emotion are

found to do. Our Lord carefully marked this difference in his discourse with

the woman of Samaria, saying, " Whosoever drinketh of this water shall thirst

again : but whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him shall never

thirst; but the water that I shall give him shall be in him a well of water

springing up into everlasting life." And in another passage where the in-

fluences of the Spirit are represented by the analogies of physical birth, it is

said that the regenerate man doth not commit sin because his seed remaineth

in him : all expressions tending to show that the perpetuating property of true

godliness is to be found in a certain vital principle, which, being Divine in its

origin, and independent of external accidents for its continued supplies,

maintains all the spiritual faculties in healthy exercise, and causes righteous-

ness to keep him in the way, and him that hath clean hands to wax stronger

and stronger.

And hence it seems almost superfluous to note, as conducing to the per-

petuation of religious habits, the greater power which our faculties of memory
and hope exert over a thoughtful spiritual mind ; for not only does religion

give to these faculties greater purity and vigour, but it manifestly opens up for

the exercise of them a new and more extended field. Beside the outer world,

tlie world of chance and change, the good man has an inner world of his own;
he lives among its unseen creations, walks amid tokens of love, and blessing,

remembers as places to be shunned and feared, the Massahs and Meribahs,

where he had tempted God, and again and again goes to place his votive

offering on the Ebenezer where the Lord had helped him. In this manner it

will be seen that a life of godliness brings out and strengthens the power of

hope; another of the rectifying or conservative elements of character. "We
are saved by hope," says the apostle, in one place ; and again, in explanation

of that great paradox of practical Ciiristianity, that believers can glory in
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tribulations, he tells us, " knowing that tribulation worketh patience, and pa-

tience experience, and experience hope." Here we see whither all our losses,

crosses, disappointments, trials, are continually tending ; they are parts of a

purifying and corrective discipline; they are to quicken the progress of the

affections towards man's heavenly home; they are to deaden our solicitude

about all things of this present world, and fix all the aspirations of hope on
the developments of a higher life. But then it is obvious, that wilh intenser

desires will come more rapid progress; nearer and brighter views of the

unseen world beget more earnest carefulness that we may be found in a state of

meetness for its enjoyment. " Whoso hath this hope in him purifieth him-

self even as he is pure.'' And thus, having an eye constantly to the joy that

is set before him, and ever looking to Jesus, will keep him that is purified in

the way.

Here, then, we may leave the first proposition in our text ; and a truly en-

couraging one it is : it affirms that not only does each holy habit of our lives

taken separately and independently draw us towards God, and heaven, but

also that each contains within itself a property of spiritual productiveness

tending to induce other holy habits also: it affirms that all the higher ten-

dencies of our moral being expand, and fructify, and consolidate by the very

process of calling them into exercise; that we come to love holiness by prac-

ticing it; to discover the way to heaven by walking in it; that godliness is

constituted to be the oil to its own lamp, and that the godly walk of a Christian

man, halting and imperfect as at best it is, yet through a merciful moral law

gives him the more strength and steadfastness to stand ; the mere righteousness

of the perfect shall be enough to direct his way.

II. But our text, you will observe, announces another principle kindred in

its nature indeed to the former, but in its consequences peculiarly monitory

and awful, namely, that while the uprightness of the upright shall be its own
safeguard, wickedness shall be made the occasion of its own fall

—"Righte-

ousness," says the wise man, "keepeth him that is upright in the way, but

wickedness overthrovveth the sinner." There is a moral symmetry in the

method of Divine government, which, like its Great Author, does not admit

of variableness. We know there is a uniformity in the end and final issues

of things ; the law which has decreed that the crown of the righteous shall

never fade, has decreed also that the worm of the wicked shall never die; and

here a like law of uniformity is affirmed, in regard to the ways which lead to that

end, and the law would seem to be, that every man should be helped on in

the following out of his own deliberate choice. If through grace we have

been able to choose heaven for our portion, then cords of love will be thrown

around us to help us on in that way ; but if, on the other hand, the broad road

that leadeth to destruction be our choice, our sin is made to acquire such a

self-propelling force, that the further we go, the less will be our power to

stop. " His own iniquities shall take the wicked himself, and he shall be

holden with the cords of his sins." Let us proceed to notice some of the

principles in our moral constitution, by means of which it is that, in the words

of the wise man, wickedness is thus made to secure its own perpetuity.

Of these, the first is the tendency of all sinful practices to impair our facul-
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ties of moral discrimination. When the apostle would speak of them that

were lost, he describes them as " those whom the God of this world had

blinded ;" and in another passage, when describing the conversation of the

Gentiles, " working all uncleanness with greediness," he said of them,

" having the understanding darkened." Now, the method of this blinding

process will the more easily appear, if we consider of what our moral judg-

ments are made up, considered partly as an exercise of intellect, and

partly as a determination of the natural conscience. In the case of a

darkened understanding, both these are assumed to have become corrupted.

As St. Paul says of the Corinthians, that even their mind and con-

science were defiled
; yet probably not defiled simultaneously : conscience

as the more potential authority must be conciliated or corrupted first; which

it is manifest that nothing will accomplish more easily than a frequent

opposition to its first dictates, a frequent recourse to excuses and justi-

fications, a frequent straining or distortion of its rules, so as to make them

aflford countenance to known sin. The great resisting power to evil thus ap-

peased, there is not much difficulty in obtaining the consent and suff'rages of

the lips; if the consent of conscience can be extorted to the lawfulness of

a thing, that of reason will soon be obtained on the ground of expediency.

Indeed, the understanding professes to have as little to do in adjudicating in

matters of moral right and fitness, as Galleo thought he had to do in settling the

disputes between Jews and Christians. It is a question of words and names,

and consistently with such a supposition the darkened mind will give

its toleration to sin on the easy condition of calling it something else,

"Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for

light, and light for darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter,

drawing iniquity with cords of vanity and sin, as it were with a cart

rope." It is this moral obliquity of perception generated at first by moral

obliquity of practice that accounts for the continuance among us of so much

chicane, and fraud, and petty dishonesty in the transactions of daily life.

That cannot be so very wrong which everybody thinks it lawful to practice.

We do, if not as we would be done by, at least as we expect to be done by
;

if we overreach, if we take advantage of another's misinformation or inexpe-

rience, if we say, " it is naught, it is naught," and then go away to boast of our

self-disparaged purchase, it is merely what others do to us; it is sharp prac-

tice against sharp practice, not to be tried by any abstract standards of mo-

rality; but to be viewed as an arrangement of our social economics, which

hurt nobody, being things which everybody understands. Many have in this

way blotted out from their minds the eternal distinctions of right and wrong;

by the constant use of deception they have incapacitated themselves from

understanding what upright dealing is. They practice evil without knowing

it. Here, then, brethren, you have one of the accelerating causes of a sin-

ner's overthrow, and it arises, you perceive, immediately, according to the

principle of our text, out of his own sin. He precludes himself from ever

getting into the right way by diminishing his own power of perceiving that he

is going wrong; his eyes are blinded by constant familiarity with evil; its

native deformity has worn off; he has taught conscience to call anything right
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which he wislies, or which he finds it his interest to be right, until liis will

becomes his Bible, and desire is ihe parent of his creed. It is to this blinded

condition of the human faculties that reference is made in the passage, " God
shall send them strong delusion that they should believe a lie." "Believe" it,

observe. It is not said that they should pretend to believe, or that they should

almost believe, but in consequence of their having abused their powers of

moral perception, their minds should come at length to that state in which

they could in very sincerity adopt and believe a lie. Indeed, it is only on the

supposition of this judicial blindness, although in its earlier stages perhaps,

that we can account for the facile habit of escape which people have from

the more pointed and personal applications of the word of God, from its

broad and palpable discriminations of a spiritual or worldly mind, from its

sharply defined characteristics of those who serve God and those who serve

him not. They have heard these things before; conscience has replied to

them before ; wherefore revise or reconsider these shelved and long settled

conclusions ? Thus error perpetuates itself, becomes stronger for every new
assault that is made upon it. The delusion deepens with time, and the soul

embraces and believes a lie.

Suffer not yourselves, then, brethren, to be misled by this deceptive plea of

moral sincerity, by the pretence that a practice must be right, or that a spiritual

state must be right, because you honestly think it right. The soundness of

your religious opinions must be tried, in a great measure by their antecedents,

and the means by which you arrive at them; the number of opposing con-

victions you had to destroy and march over before you settled down so calmly

on the throne of your religious security. " Take heed," says our Lord, when
speaking of the conservative power of conscience, " that the light which is in

thee be not darkness''—that a deceived heart do not turn you aside, that the

practice of evil do not blunt your perceptions of the good, until at length you
come to sin upon a plan, to become irreligious by a rule, to construct a theo-

logy out of your own hearts, and in that cherished delusion die.

Such is one method only by which a life which is not according to godli-

ness becomes the cause of its own increase and its own continuance. The
rectifying principle is turned to the account of our own misleading, and the

fences which were to keep us upright in the way became the very snares by
which we fall.

On this ensue other accelerators to ruin, but they all grow and spring out of

the practice of evil itself. Thus there is the slavery of a sinful course. That

strange fascination which compels people to continue in habits which they

have once commenced, to regard as a necessity what at the beginning was only

an expedient for an emergency—in a word, to have such frequent recourse to

the method of turning stones into bread as to have lost all idea of procuring

bread in any other way. Such is the history of the spendthrift, the pro-

fligate, the drunkard, the polite swindler. Nay, such, in degree, we may not

doubt, has been the history of many of those fraudulent failures and gigantic

bankruptcies which commencing on the other side of the Atlantic, have dragged

one after another of our own traders after them, until the whole commerce
of the country is made to vibrate with the shock. Who doubts that at the
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bottom of all this is that practical dishonesty of commercial life of trading

beyond capital, which is of course, in other words, trading with other people's

capital, engaging in large speculations at other people's risk, expecting to

gather where there had been nothing strewed, and to reap where there had been
nothing sown? And, of course, to bolster up such a system and to stave off

the evil day recourse must be had to all forms of fictitious credit, the market
flooded with negotiable securities which represent no actual transactions, until

all the confidences of commercial life become rudely shaken, and an almost

fabulous rate of interest is demanded before you can turn into money the se-

curities of an honest man. We may well hope that the commercial world
will get wiser for these panics, and more strict in its ethics too. The dis-

closures of bankruptcy courts, we may believe, present us with no normal
type of British commerce, but they do exhibit, though in dark and exaggerated

form perhaps, one of its wide spread epidemics, namely, that tendency to

overturn the fixed relation between capital and incurred liabilities which,

after it has gone beyond a certain point, turns the trader into a mere gambler,

and his prosperity, if he prospers, into the fruits of a lucky and well-schemed
dishonesty. And wiih this prosperous dishonesty, a man alters his mode of

life, gets committed to more expensive and luxurious habits, and this compels
him to go on as he has begun; there is no going back; it would not do to

review, and revise, and get over nice about our priciples of mercantile morality

now; as long as they will stand by us we must be prepared to stand by them.
In this way, as the apostle says, "evil men and seducers wax worse and
worse ;" there is no urging or compelling influence from without; it is merely
what the wise man here describes—habit following its own law, character

ripening and putting on its final form—in a word, the principle of the text

exemplified in practice, that just as righteousness keepeth him that is upright in

the way, so wickedness overthroweth the sinner.

Our profit in the subject we have been considering, brethren, will be found

in the remembrance of the solemn fact, that the little acts and little habits of

our daily life are exercising either for good or for evil a permanent and grow-
ing influence upon character. In this view let us think of our last little sin,

our last little compromise with truth, and God, and conscience. To what a

magnitude has this venial trangression grown. On that sin hangs another, and
another, and another; where shall the progression stop? or where shall a

check be found to the law which makes the destruction hasten as the tide of

irreligion and disobedience rolls on? Clearly there is no check save that

which is opposed by the grace of God, and which, if resisted once too often,

will leave both sinner and sin alone to be their own punishment, and their

own fall. But again, for our comfort, let us look at this moral law as it

operates on the other side, as it unfolds that beneficent provision of the gospel

which declares that " to him that halh shall more be given," as it explains to

us how God "draws us with the cords of love, and with the bands of a man;"
as it teaches us that we must by a self-acting principle of our moral being, so

be led from grace to grace, and from strength to strength, until we come to

appear perfect before God in Zion. This thought, brethren, will be found

to give to the great work of gospel conversion a practical and operative

character; it is not a creed, it is an energy, a vital principle, an inner life;

Christ dwells in our hearts by faith, and in virtue of this nidwelling, duties

strengthen duties, holiness leads to holiness. The sword that is marked with

the blood of conflict becomes brighter after every stain, and the cross which
the believer first took up reluctantly shall become that by which the world is

crucified unto him, and he unto the world. Be not deceived then, brethren,

whatsoever a man sovvelh that shall he also reap ;" if he soweth to righteous-

ness, that righteousness itself shall keep him in the way; if he soweth to

wickedness, by the mere fruit thereof sliall he be left to fall.
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" And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of
his roots."—Isaiah xi. 1,

We are now approaching the beginning of our ecclesiastical year, and are

directed by the order of our selected Scriptures to the more striking and emble-
matical prophecies of the Messiah—to such as foretold the circumstances of

his advent, the nature of his kingdom, and the many obstructions and delays

which would hinder his final triumphs. These predictions were veiled for

the most part under images—images mysteriously significant, obscurely sug-

gestive, exactly beautiful; and thus while they are admirably suited to the

imaginative temper of the Oriental mind, they yet serve to keep rash specula-

tion in check, and to forbid all irreverent curiosity in regard to things to

come. Hence all the poetry of the prophets. After the return from the cap-

tivity the hopes of the Jewish nation centred more directly in the advent of

the Messiah. His coming was the next great event they were to look for,

and it was connected in their minds with a certain sublime and mysterious

glory. They knew not how to describe it, save by taking from nature all her

images of bright, and good, and pure, and beautiful. The external world was

dear to them chiefly as it became a system of spiritual types—according as

they could realise it as Christ's world—according as they saw something in it to

reflect the happiness of Messiah's people and the moral glory of his reign

;

and image after image do they single out for this purpose. One likens him

to the sun speeding his course through the heavens, and cheering with bright

gladness every part of the wide world in turn; another compares him to the

dew, shedding on souls the soft distilments of his grace, that they may bring

forth fruit unto righteousness. Now he is set forth as a spring of water,

welling up in the parched wilderness, and now as a covert of safety to fly to,

whether in the tumult of the elements or amidst the strife of tongues. In the
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text he appears under another emblem—a rod, or twig, shooting out of a

withered stem— a suddenly sprouting branch, which, coming of a decayed and

unlikely root, sliall spread and gather strength, and widen till all nations shall

gather under its shadow, and there shall be a reign of universal peace. This

latter, perhaps the most full and emphatic image which the prophet has sup-

plied, is always introduced into, the Scriptures wiiicli prepares us for the season

of Advent. " Behold," we heard on Sunday, " the day is come, sailh the '

Lord, that I will raise unto David a righteous branch, and a king shall reign

and prosper, and execute judgment and justice in the earth," In the kindred

passage, however, from Isaiah, the beginning of which I have read as our text,

the nature and characteristics of Messiah's kingdom are brought out in more

ample and varied forms of illustration, setting forth, as we shall find they do

in the succeeding verses, the spiritual nature of that kingdom itself, the certain

success which shall attend it, and the peace which shall follow on its final

establishment, in that day, when " the wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and

the leopard shall lie down with the kid ; and the calf and the young lion and

the fatling together ; and a little child shall lead them."

I. Let us inquire, first, into the prophetic import of the words " rod" or

"branch," as applied to the kingdom of Messiah, and pointing as the image

seems to do to the external history and progress of that kingdom. The text

is not the only instance of the comparison occurring. Thus besides the portion

just read from Jeremiah, we have in the 33rd chapter of that prophet—"At
that time, will I cause the Branch of righteousness to grow up unto David."

And again in Zechariah—" Behold, I will bring forth my servant the Branch,

and he shall grow up out of his place, and shall build the temple of the Lord."

These passages plainly indicate that tlie image is eminently descriptive, and

contains meanings of sacred and deep significance; and in the term " branch,"

especially, there is something suggestive in the original word. It comes from a

word signifying " to sprout," and is commonly applied to the case of a tree

which, after exhibiting all the symptoms of decay, will send forth shoots more
strong, and healthy, and productive than those which had sprung from the

original stock. Tiie same may be said of the word " stem," which, says an

eminent commentator, strictly signifies the stump left in the earth when the

body of the tree is cut away even with the ground, and therefore intimating

that the coming of Christ was a mercy which would take, the world by

surprise.

Following out this thought, the first thing our image would suggest is, the

unlikelihood, the unpromisingness, the obscurity and insignificance which

would be likely to attach to the first beginnings of the gospel kingdom. And
this we see fulfilled in various ways with regard to its origin. We see it in

the family descent of our Lord himself. He sprung from " a root out of a dry

ground." Nothing was more unlikely than that a rod should come forth out

of the stem of Jesse, or a branch proceed from such a decayed and withered

root. His descendants had lost all trace of royalty or greatness; the house and

lineage of David were reduced to low estate, whilst Joseph and Mary, the chief

living representatives of the family name, were living in privacy, and poverty,

and obscure retirement. From this withered stem, therefore, nobody would
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expect that there sliould arise any vigorous branch. We should look rather

to see the issue which came fiom it grow up before the world as a tender

plant, " without form or comeliness, or any beauty that we should desire him."

And so in the world's eyes this " rod and stem of Jesse" was. They saw not

its hidden strength. The plant seemed worthy of the root, the offspring of

decayed fortunes, forgotten greatness, and an almost extinguished name. They
saw not wliereunto it would grow, nor how it was ever to lift itself from its

condition of hereditary decay. " Is not this the carpenter, the son of Mary?"
was the faithless question of the whole world. " Good" from Nazareth, great-

ness from poverty, a sceptre from a fallen family, a shoot from a dead tree

—

this was that new tiling in the earth which people were so slow to believe in.

Families there vvere from which one might have expected royalty to arise; but

what hope for Israel could come out of a house of Jesse, or how should the

kingdom of the branch grow out of his roots?

But not only was decay written on the fortunes and family of Jesse— it

was stamped with the social and political destinies of the whole Jewish

nation ; and thus the image of the branch growing out of a withered trunk was

no inapt representation of the kingdom of Christ.rising out of and grafting upon

the decayed religious polity of the Jews. Both as a church and nation

the chosen people were now in a state of miserable decline. Judea, who once

carried her head proudly among the nations, was now an enslaved and de-

graded province, whilst her sons were wandering over the earth, a byeword

and proverb, a study for all who were watching the devlopments of pro-

phetic truth. Yet a rod was to come forth of this stem; a kingdom was to

rise out of these ruins, and from a people despised and hated were to be sent

forth those who should be the religious instructors of mankind. Yes, in the

new kingdom Jews were to teach the world. Foolish as they were, God
chose them to confound the wise; weak as they were, he chose them to

confound the mighty; and as we know, no sooner did they preach Christ than

their word was with power. Kings were "almost persuaded" to desert the

religion of their falheis; magistrates trembled at their heart-searching dis-

course ; the grove and the porch were forsaken, that students might learn wisdom

at the lips of the men of Galilee ; and the philosophy of Mars' Hill was con-

founded at hearing of the resurrection of the dead. Thus Christianity, like

its Founder, was a great disappointing of human expectations. Instead of

coming with observation, as men thought it would, the kingdom of God came

silently and without show. Human appliances it had none, it rose out of ruins;

from the elements of dispersion and weakness it burst forth, a thing of order,

and majesty, and strength. It was a branch growing on a dead tree, an off-

shoot from decay, and yet withal so vigorous and healthy that without human

care or culture, without any of the genial influences of rank, or wealth, or

wisdom to develope its powers, it grew and spread, a hardy nursling of the

storm, a branch of righteousness whose leaves should be for the healing of the

nations, and its shadow a rest for all that are desolate and oppressed. And
men flocked to this branch gladly. The religion of Christ was the only

one which made provision for their moral necessities, which brought them the

light, and knowledge, and hope, and promise they had hitherto sought in
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vain. All oihev sources of knowledge had failed them : reason had perplexed

them with difficulties, philosophy had amused them with fancies, idolatry and

superstition had left them miserable; but here was a religion they felt to be

true, because of its exact suitableness to their wants. It met all the needs

and aspirations of their moral nature; it satisfied reason, it provided for hope,

it respected the authority of conscience, it created no jar in the moral govern-

ment of God. Other systems had failed to convince, through leaving a

blemish on the Divine equities ; but in the gospel of Christ these are lionoured,

and magnified, and confirmed. It renders to all the perfections of God their

due—to mercy what mercy asks for, to justice what justice claims. " Behold,

I will raise unto David a righteous Branch," says Jeremiah; and again, in the

5th verse, " Righteousness shall be the girdle of his loins, and faithfulness the

girdle of his reins."

II. But let us proceed, in the second place, to note some of the charac-

teristics of Messiah's kingdom, as seen in the immediately succeeding verses.

As, first, it is intimated that it shall be a spiritual kingdom. "There shall

come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a branch shall grow out of his

roots; and the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom

and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge

and of the fear of the Lord." One of the designed ends of Christ's coming

was, that we should *' be called trees of righteousness, the planting of the

Lord, that he might be glorified." But such trees we are not by nature. We
are mere cumberers of the ground, without leaf, or fruit, or promise, year by

year disappointing the just expectations of the husbandman, and living on the

merciful reprieves of him who has to pray for delaying souls continually,

''Father, let it alone this year also, till I shall dig about it and dung it, and

there shoot from its withered trunk a living branch," Yet if we look at the

heart of man in its unconverted state, nothing is more unlikely than that it

should thus shoot forth. It is the very image of death, and barrenness, and

spiritual decay. This quickening and vital change in man's soul, therefore,

can only be brought about by the mighty power of God, by the breath of his

Spirit, by the preaching of his word, and by the imparted grace which is de-

rived to us through a mystical union with his dear Son. True, these agencies

are all of God—we cannot command them and we cannot buy them ; but we

may ask for them, and if we ask we shall have. The branch was not raised up

for itself; Christ did not ascend up on high for himself; no boon to him

was it that gifts were purchased for the rebellious, nor that the life which he

had laid down should be for tlie life of the world. His design was to lay up

in heaven certain blessings which might be sought for and claimed and won,

even life for the dead, fruitfulness for the barren, a living branch imparting a

new existence to the withered and decayed trees. Only we are to remember

that even though graffed in the branch of grace will not bear fruit of itself,

except it abide in the branch of righteousness. In hiin is our life. The grace

of God is a resistible influence; the Spirit may be quenched ; the Holy Ghost

may be grieved ; a slip, as it seemed, from the righteous branch may wither

and fade; and trees which we thought to be of the Lord's planting may be

bound up with those rejected thorns and briars whose end is to be burned.
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Abide, then, in Christ. Union and communion with him is your soul's

life. " As thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee," were the words of his own
Divine prayer, "that they also maybe one in us." God gave not his Spirit by

measure unto Messiah ; it was to rest upon him in all its untold abundance,

in till its infinite fulness, in all its boundless variety of wisdom and under-

standing, and counsel, and might, and knowledge, that so as members of

Christ joined to the vine, living branches of his servant the Branch, we might

" grow up in all things unto him, and be filled with all the fulness of God."

And the predicated progress of this kingdom in the world evidences that it

is spiritual also. In the third verse it goes on—" He shall not judge after

the sight of his eyes, neither reprove after the hearing of his ears." "The
kingdom of God cometh not with observation," and the cause of its success

and growth are all unknown and untraceable by us. They might indeed have

been inferred from the simile of a tree we are dealing with. The most ordi-

nary processes of vegetation are mysterious to us—the springing up of a blade

of grass, not less than that of the tallest cedar of Lebanon ; and equally mys-

terious is everything connected with the rising up of the branch to the king-

dom, whether in regard to its success in the world or to its triumphs in the

heart of man. The outward success of the gospel as a religion, against all

the combined oppositions of interest, and pride, and passion, constitutes a

distinct department of Christian evidence to this day. The infidel Gibbon

never failed so signally as when he tried to account by the intervention of

human agencies alone for the rapid spread of Christianity ; for by intention

and design these agencies were all against its dissemination; and therefore if

persecution helped forward the religion it was intended to destroy, or if by

driving the teachers of the gospel from one place tyrants caused the light of

the gospel to appear in another, all this was evidence of a secret and over-

ruling power, the Almighty making the wrath of man to praise him, and by

restraining the remainders of it causing the " rod to come forth out of the

stem of Jesse, and a branch to grow out of his roots."

A like mystery is observable in regard to the processes of grace in the in-

dividual mind. For, says the Great Teacher, " so is the kingdom of God as

if a man should cast seed into the ground, and should sleep, and rise night

and day, and the seed should spring and grow up, he knoweth not how."

We try in vain to detect the efficient causes of spiritual growth. The plant

thrives often by the most unlikely means, througb influences which man in his

utter blindness often besought heaven to remove. And such mistakes we fall

into constantly. We forget that grace has its occult influences, as well as na-

ture, and therefore, that just as the fruitfulness of the vegetable kingdom is

fostered by storms as well as sunshine, by the rude blasts of winter as by the

more kindly influences of spring, so are trials, and distresses, and spiritual

conflicts, not less than heaven's kindest tokens, necessary to Christ being

formed within us, and the setting up of his kingdom in our rebellious hearts.

But observe another strongly marked characteristic of this kingdom of the

branch, in that it shall of a surety be a victorious kingdom. In the fourth

verse it goes on—" And he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth,

and with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked." And again, in the
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passage of Jeremiah—*' A king shall reign and prosper, and he shall execute

judgment and justice in the earth." In these passages we have Messiah the

Branch represented to us in the attitude of a mighty conqueror, subjecting

all inferior potentates to his rule, and on all beings and all worlds executing a

strict and rigliteous equity. We have a like rapid transition of imagery, from

the meek to the majestic, from the gentle to the glorious, in the 145th Psalm,

where he of whom the second verse affirms, "Thou art fairer than the children

of men, full of grace are thy lips," is addressed in the third verse, "Gird thy

sword upon thy thigh, O most mighty, with thy glory and thy majesty, and in

thy majesty ride prosperously, because of truth, and meekness, and righteous-

ness ; and thy right hand shall teach thee terrible things." The expressions

evidently point to a series of spiritual triumphs which Messiah was to achieve

over the enemies of God, of man, or of his own Mediatorial reign. Christ

must go on conquering and to conquer, subduing all the powers of darkness

to his dominion, and bringing all iniquity and idolatry under captivity to the

power of the gospel. And in this sense we shall find that the entire earthly

career of Christ was thai of a triumphant victor. Even the infant at Bethlehem

was a great conqueror : he had a sword upon his thigh, and when Satan heard tl)e

angels chaunting the hymn of the nativity, it fell upon his ears as the knell of

departed power ; " for what the law could not do, in that it was weak through

tlie flesh," lie knew that Babe could. Till then Satan's triumphs had appeared

complete; he had tixed on the noblest of the Almighty's works a polluting and

enduring stain; he had delivered to death and shame and a curse genera-

tions yet unborn; he had left such a deep hereditary taint on the human soul

that in its then unsanctified and fallen state, neither peace nor purity could

ever dwell there again. But at the birth of that infant he saw that his triumphs

were at an end. The tabernacle of God might be again set up among men.

" The Word was made flesh"—" in the likeness of sinful flesh"—and from

that moment a provision was made for its being no longer sinful. Where

God had dwelt by liis Son, God by his Spirit could dwell again. Thus was hu-

manity, that stained and dishonoured thing, ennobled and raised up. One

born of a woman, but not so born as to bring the defilement of a corrupt na-

ture with him, has "fulfilled all righteousness," exemplified all virtues, felt

all infirmities—has cast out Satan from his usurped dominion, and out of the

ruins of our fallen tabernacle has made a temple for the living God.

Again : Christ appears as a conqueror in his death. " Through death he

destroyed him that had the power of death." He was a king, reigning, pros-

pering, triumphing, even when he stood before Pilate ; and the cross was the

stepping stone to that judicial throne whence he was to " smite the earth with

the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips to slay the wicked." It

was by his giving his soul an off'ering for sin that Christ illustrated in awful se-

verity the unchanging righteousness of God. He magnified the law, not by

denying its claims, or repealing its authority, or remitting without considera-

tion or without ransom its righteous penalties, but by making it honour-

able, by holding it up to angels and to men intact and unstained, its every re-

quirement satisfied and its every penal infliction borne. It is here that all

human expedients for man's recovery fail; for the law is either the eternal
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moral statute, for the observance of responsible beings, or it is an abrogated

nullity, an idle menace to affiight us into obedience. There can be no me-

dium, and as we dare not entertain the latter alternative, the law of God must

be accepted on its own naked terms, requiring a sin-offering from one who
" knew no &in ;" righteousness from one who even in the estimation of a hair had

not transgressed ; and a sacrifice from one who, without constiaint and without

desert, would be willing to have "laid upon him the iniquities of us all."

Such was man's great need, the price and only price of his ransom. Where

was it to be found? " The depth said, It is not in me; and the sea said. It

is not with me.'' Heaven, therefore, must provide the wherewithal for its own

necessities and for ours. There must come forth " a rod out of the stem of

Jesse," and a branch must " grow out of his roots." " And he saw that there

was no man, and wondered that there was no intercessor; therefore his arm

brought salvation unto him, and his righteousness it sustained him."

And if in his life and death the sovereignty of the Branch were thus con-

spicuous, much more is it to be manifested in his returning back to the right

hand of power. In the prophet Jeremiah we read, " Behold the man whose

name is the Branch, he shall bear the glory ; he shall sit and rule upon the

throne." Here is the God-man Mediator set as a king upon the holy hill of

Zion ; he sitteth between the cherubim ; he marks out his living subjects ; he

diverts from their well chosen aim the fiery darts of the wicked, and suffers no

weapon formed against us to prosper. He reigns : he reduces superstition to

its tomb ; he makes his grace to chain savage natures ; he calls souls from the

confines of darkness to fall prostrate before his own marvellous light. He
makes his people willing in the day of his power. There is no resisting this

king's commandmeut: at his word the deaf hear, the blind see, dead souls

awake, and hardened sinners pray. Especially does he put forth this power

for the benefit of his people. They may be wronged, or oppressed, or slan-

dered, or forsaken, afflicted beyond measure, or tempted beyond strength; he

must command deliverances for Jacob, he must be justified of his children, he

must give them strength for their day and grace for their conflicts, and make

them a way of escape from temptations, that so their faith may rise erect on

the ruin of every earthly hope, saying, "The Lord careth for the righteous;

verily, there is a God that judgeth in the earth."

And as for his people, so for his own honour, must Christ judge and reign.

All enemies must be put under his feet ; and by enemies are meant all who

are not his friends. There is no neutral ground in the spiritual kingdom.

Hearts estranged from his love, wills opposed to his dominion, minds careless

about his salvation, souls that will neither be warned, nor won, nor exhorted,

nor taught—these must all go to tlieir own place; they cannot be received

under the shadow of the Branch. To his own people Christ is a king, and

in their victories, and graces, and advancing sanctities will he ever rejoice;

but equally true shall be found that other part of the prophecy—" He shall

smite the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips shall

he slay the wicked."

But let me notice the last prophetic mark of this advent kingdom contained

in the passage before us—one comiug closely home to us at this time, and in-
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tiodiicod into almost every description of the spiritual dominion of the

Branch; I mean, the universal peacefulness of its triumphs, its subduing

and softening power over harsh and rugged natures, its tendency to subject

men of the most wild and implacable revenges to the gentleness and rule of

love. In the sixth verse it goes on—"The wolf also shall dwell with the

lamb, and the leopard shall lie down wilh the kid ; and the calf and the

young lion and the fatling together; and a little child shall lead them."

Brethren, if we had ever doubted whether to any of the human race prophecy

could have meant to apply language like this, comparing men to the most

ravenous of the beasts of prey, it is obvious we sliould cease to doubt it now.

But why should we ever have doubted it ? Men left to themselves, without

any corrective influences brought to bear upon their bad passions, are no better

than a community of wolves and tigers. Our indignant surprise at the cruelty

of those Sepoys almost amounts to aflectation. We knew they were cruel

before in their private revenges, in their tribal feuds, in their demoniacal rites

more cruel and blood thirsty than the evening wolves. We did nothing to

make them better, and then wondered that the leopards would not lie down

wilh the kid, nor allow a little child to lead them. Nor ever will they dwell

with us, or be at peace wilh us, or submit to be led by us, till upon the native

character we have brought to bear the humanizing influences of Christianity

—

till to the mighty power of the gospel these baneful and malignant passions

have been subjected— till having brought them to sit under the bhadow of the

Branch, we shall have led them to- " beat their swords into ploughshares, and

their spears into pruninghooks," and that they must not learn war any more.

And our prophecy is only one of many which tells us that Christianity

is equal to all this. Not, to be sure, if we hide it; not if we are ashamed of

it ; not if we play fast and loose with it, firing salutes in honour of an idola-

trous procession on one part of the Lord's-day, and ringing the bells for wor-

ship at a Christian temple at another. But it is equal to its prophetic mis-

sion, if we use its appliances faithfully, honestly, openly, as in the sight of

God. It is still "mighty through God to the pulling down of strongholds,"

still adequate to the overthrow of all organized superstitions of the earth, still

possessed of those exclusive adaptations to the wants and necessities of the

human spirit as to make men feel there can be no other gospel—that it is "the

power of God to salvation to every one that believeth."

Yes, brethren, if our prayers should be heard, that at the approaching Par-

liament our rulers should have grace given to them to execute justice and to

maintain truth ; and if a traditional policy should make way for the introduction

of a system of manly, upright Christian legislation, I have the fullest per-

suasion that just as the New Zealander has sheathed his war-knife, and the

Kaffir has ceased from his bloody rites, and the Malays no longer tell out the

heads of their victims as if they had been exterminating some obnoxious

pests from the earth, so will our Indian subjects be brought to acknowledge

the beneficence of Christian rule, and united with us in the fellowship of the

gosnel will lay down their vengeful and exterminating hatred as an offering to

the Prince of Peace. "The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the

leopard shall lie down with the kid ; and the calf and the young lion and

the falling together; and a little child siiall lead them."
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" For the love of mouey ia the root of all evil."—1 Timothy vi, 10.

But why should it be? Money in itself is a mere convenience 'of our social

economics, a mutually agreed representative or measure of value; it may be

metal, it may be paper, it may be produce, anything so it enable me to inter-

change commodities with my neighbour to our reciprocal advantage. Our
very word " pecuniary" means in strict speech something connected with

cattle, because anciently flocks and herds were the recognised medium of

barter. How strange to say of anything so local, so shifting, so liable to be dis-

placed and changed from age to age, that the love of it " is the root of all evil."

Or take another view; admit that by money the Apostle means anything

which passes current from hand to hand as a standard of value, to enable me
to get the conveniences and comforts of life. Why, I cannot do without these

things, and the desire to possess them is as natural as the desire to live.

Moreover, this money is the most powerful agent we know of for effecting

anything great or good in the world. Money is influence, wisdom, power,

virtue, goodness; it can reward, encourage, elevate, bless; it can fence oflf

want and misery; it can promote the arts of civilization and peace; it can

build temples to the honour of God; in a word, it may be so employed and

so connected with the acts of a living faith as to enable its possessors to lay up
in store for themselves a good foundation for the time to come, that they may
" lay hold on eternal life." How strange that the love of such a potent instru-

mentality for great purposes should be the root of all evil ! Yet Scripture

does say this, not in one place, but in many. It never speaks of a man given

up to this love but as an object of the Divine loathing—"The covetous whom
God abhorreth." It never alludes to the vice without classifying it with the

worst company, with the blasphemer, with the liar, with the unclean, with the
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apostate. It assumes, with regard to the unhappy victim of the propensity

that he has shut God from his heart, and happiness from his bosom, and

heaven from his hope. We have only one picture in the Bible of a spirit in

hell torment, and it begins—"There was a certain rich many Moreover,

other sins are often the immediate consequence of this, thincts that follow after,

and add themselves to the train of a foregone evil, like Geliazi's lie attaching

itself to Gehazi's theft; but covetousness takes its place with the parents or

begetters of sins; it is the great ancestorial stem, from which has been derived

to the world the whole brood or progeny of mischief. There is no bitterness

which may not come from that fountain; no deadly fruit that does not grow

upon that tree. " The love of money is the root of all evil."

Brethren, you will not wonder that the topic I have chosen for your con-

sideration this morning should be one in some way connected with money.

For some weeks past has your mind been upon the full stretch on the em-

barrassments which beset our monetary system. Except where near family

sympathies intrude, even the breathless suspense for the arrival of the next

Eastern mail was not felt; the telegraph was not looked for so eauerly vvliich

told of deliverance to the besieged and victory to the brave, as was the trade

article in your daily journal, which told how another and another merchant

prince had fallen, till charters were obliged to be turned into waste paper, lest

the credit system of British commerce should become like a bowed wall and

a tottering fence. We trust the storm is now passing away, but still I know
you will ask of God that, while suggesting for you a cognate subject of medi-

tation to that which perhaps even in the sanctuary you find it hard to shake

ofT, I may be able to lead your thoughts to some of the more religious aspects

of commercial life, to take you to some higher stand-point whence we may
view something of the British merchant's snaies and dangers, to show you how
to circumscribe with a line of sanctified moderntion all your gettings and all

your keepings, and so to illustrate the truth of that aphorism of inspiration

—

" the love of money is the root of all evil."

Let us proceed to consider the sin of covetousness, then, by adverting first,

to some of its social varieties; and, secondly, to its demoralising and debasing

tendencies.

I. Let us first glance at some of the forms in which we more frequently

encounter this sin of covetousness. They are not all alike; some, indeed, are

very unlike to each other, but there is one centre in which they all meet and

that is selfishness; a supreme regard to the compassing of one's own ends at

whosesoever cost, a robbing of God, a robbing of our neighbour, a robbing of

our own souls and bodies, tliat a little more money may flow into our coffers,

whether it stay there or not. And so we may resolve the sin we are dealing

with into three kinds, namely, cupidity, or the getting of money; avarice, or

llie hoarding of money; prodigality, or the spending of money.

First, there is that love of money which I have called cupidity, or the eager

desire to scrape riches together; the making haste to be rich, as the Apostle

calls it, the determination not to throw away an opportunity, treading as closely

as possible on the confines of commercial morality, and subjecting health,

recreation, mental improvement, and domestic comfort to the dictates of a
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close handed and parsimonious tlirift. No plea of necessity is pretended,

as if the man was afraid of some overtaking disaster; no love of dis

play appears, as if he thought by his riches to make some figure in the

world, but still from day to day, and for the best hours of every day his one

work is grasp, grasp, grasp ; made miserable if a gainful contract has slipped

through his hands, and thinking himself half wronged when the example of

some liberal neighbour compels him to contribute more than he would other-

wise have done to the support of good works. Hence, the man I have sup-

posed may keep up a good many social respectabilities, and have a very fair

name in the world. If he does not give away so much as his income would

justify, he yet gives more than some others ; if he be mean and penurious in

his domestic arrangements, he is occasionally large in his hospitalities. Still

tlie mammon spirit will out. Go to him in his business, and you will find him

hard and unrelenting as a creditor, vilipending and exacting as a dealer,

jealous and suspicious as a master, lest this servant should be getting too

much influence for his position, or that should not be giving the proper ser-

vice for his bond. And, then, if you go to ask a favour of him, you may
almost see him putting his hand upon the yellow heap, while he is preparing

his answer. You want to interest him in a case of distress; but he has "beea

so often imposed upon." You have a new scheme of philanthropy to put

before him, but "there are so many of the same sort already." And thus

tiie emissary of mercy, instead of being thanked for the sympathy which he

evinces with the distress of others, is sent rudely and unkindly away, as if he

had come to ask something for himself. But sometimes the sin we are speak-

ing of takes a stronger and more hideous form ; I shall but touch upon it,

since in its full and developed stage it is so rarely met with in the world.

Ay, misers there are, men whose whole life is spent in saving, and hoarding, and

piling heap upon heap for no imaginable purpose but just seeing it grow.

They are never enjoying, but always acquiring the means to enjoy, going in

rags just to retain the means of buying purple and fine linen j and starving

their bodies for the poor satisfaction of knowing that they might "fare sump-

tuously every day," if they liked. The existence of such a propensity in a

rational being has always been a great puzzle to psychologists. It cannot be

referred to a desire of posthumous fame, (or the men have not souls enough

to care about fame. It is a mere disease, a gnawing worm feeding daily upon

the vitals of its victim, and compelling him to have as keen an appetite for

the grovelling, and the gross, and the sordid and the filthy, as if they were his

air, and breath, and bread. And therefore some may think that none can

charge them with the love of money, because their life is the very contrary of

this ; that, instead of saving all, they are saving nothing ; that they always

live up to their income; that, in fact, they are but a channel through which

all the money that goes through them passes to be of benefit to others as it

flows. And something there might be in this plea, if the desire of being a

benefit to others ever had much to do in the matter; but it has not. On the

contrary, if I were desirous to raise the means for prosecuting any good work,

the man who, next to the flint-hearted miser, I should have the least hope of

would be the man uf extravagant expenditure, the lover of ostentation and
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display. A man who, on the plea of being obliged to live up to the con-
ventional habits of his station, is always ahead of his calculable means, must
deny the poor in order to escape debt. The fault, I fear, is seen much among
our younger households, who must begin life where their fathers were content
to leave it off. Still, it is not confined to the young; living beyond one's

station is a vice of the age, and it is a part of this root of all evil. True, we
sometimes hear these profuse habits of expenditure passed off as mere reck-

lessness, an inconsiderate estimation of the value of money, an incontinency of

keeping it; as if, in the words of the prophet, all they earned was put into a

bag with holes. Yet, how is it that this lavish prodigality does not show
itself when you bring a case of distress before persons of this class? How is

It that the gold remains in such safe keeping at a charity sermon, and that, re-

latively to the means of the giver, the smallest collections made anywhere in

this metropolis are those which are made in what has been called a parish of

palaces, and in the vicinity of our most aristocratic squares ? No, brethren,

believe me, prodigality and rapaciousness are much more closely allied to each
other than is commonly supposed. Out of the line of expenditure which is

to minister to his own selfish gratification, there is no man parts with his

money more begrudgingly than your extravagant free living man ; nobody is

more alive to all the artifices of delay in order to avoid payment than the man
who spends upon himself every shilling that comes to him, and, perhaps, a
little more. By a self-imposed necessity he has become a practised adept in
all the arts of a beggarly and grasping thrift ; being obliged to stoop to every

conceivable meanness to save a little at one part of the day, in order that he
may have more to squander on a wasteful dissipation at the other. Thus his

profuseness will always be found to be in one direction; cheap bargains,

cheap service, cheap charities, nobody loves better. Dives was no miser, hut,

living up to the utmost of that which he possessed, he could spare nothing
for the poor beggar at his gate; and what was this but to be in bondage to

that " love of money which is the root of all evil ?"

IT. But I pass on, in the second place, to consider some of the injurious

and demoralising tendencies of this sin. I say tendencies, because it is

manifest that we are dealing with a very subtle sin ; one which, with such

indefinite and indeterminate degrees that, catalogue its varieties as we may,

few will find any suitable type of their own ; whilst, if it only keep clear

of certain notorious and disreputable excesses, the indulgence of it may
consist with all the demands of a high-toned religious profession. " With

regard to the forms of the sin you have specified," 1 can imagine some

to say, " in such exaggerated and excessive measure, we should condemn

them as much as you ; but surely there is a moderate improvement of pro-

vidential opportunities which is not cupidity; there is a reasonable fore-

casting for a day of necessity which is not hoarding, and there is a generous

use of life's material comforts which it is very hard to call the love of filthy

lucre in disguise." And all this is admitted ; and if any are resolved to make

their escape through such a loophoole, I cannot help it. Any honest and can-

didly judging mind will be satisfied with the argument from tendencies.

Mammon worshippers are not made all at once, and, therefore, if I can place

such considerations before you as that, on noticing a strong hoarding pro-
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pensity in one of your younger children, or a petty and mean acquisitiveness

in the generous season of youth, or a disposition in yourselves, as years

advance, to make gold your hope, and to say unto the fine gold, thou art my
confidence, you may be led to see vvhereunto all these things may grow; I shall

have your suffrages in favour of this truth of the apostle, that "the love of

money is the root of all evil."

To advert then to some of the evils which are likely to be generated by a

money-loving and rapacious spirit. Let me evidence first a lowered and im-
paired standard of devotional practice, a growing distaste for the exercises of

godliness, a gradual absorption and taking up, by the concerns of this world,

of all that energy, and solicitude, and spiritual power which should have

ministered to the soul's life. No covetous man can be a man of prayer ; he

has not time for it ; he has not heart for it; he has not patience for it; he is

engaged in a race; every moment he is giving to God in his closet in the

morning he is thinking how much he is losing, how many competitors with

fewer scruples may be passing him by; how if he take too long at his medita-

tions, or at his Bible, or at family prayer, he may have to bewail a lost

opportunity. In the evening it is still worse with him; he is fresh from the

scene of disquietude, and vexation, and strife; his mind is on the rack.

Diminished gains or apprehended losses; this man's folly, and that man's

wickedness ; here a servant's indiscretion, there a mistake of his own—all these

fret and torment his spirit like as it were a moth fretting a garment; he feels

that in such a stale, prayer would be a mockery, and Satan tells him it would

too; and it is much if the soul does not capitulate upon such a plea, consent-

ing to close in broken and unblessed slumbers eyes which may never look

upon the light again. This then is the first evil which comes of a love of

money : it encroaches upon the domain of God, it wastes energy, it occu-

pies time, it usurps solicitudes which belongs to him alone. Setting at nought

the promise that our heavenly Father will provide us all needful things, it

puts a man upon providing for himself, and depending upon himself; and

so when anything shakes his dependancy he his helpless ; the reliefs of

devotion are gone from him ; if he keeps up the form of it, there is in it

neither life, nor peace, nor freshness; the spell of covetousness is upon every

attempt at worship; it is a task; there is a feverish restlessness to get it

over : " When will the new moon be gone, that we may sell corn, and the

Sabbath, that we may send forth wheat?"

But I note another evil fruit that comes of this root of covetousness, namely,

that it fosters the gratifying of hateful and malignant passions, tends to induce

a spirit of hurtful and uncharitable rivalry, and therewith, of course, all those

discontents, and jealousies, and evil surmises, and rejoicings at one another's

misfortunes which are so emphatically characteristic of the carnal mind.

" This know also," says the Apostle, " that in the last days perilous times shall

come, for men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boastful; proud,

heady, highminded," and so on. Now, we all acknowledge the necessity of

competition; there could be no healthy action in commerce without it, but,

when that competition is suffered to take, as it is to be feared it too often does

take, the form of a personal struggle—when in the race for riches we seem to
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look upon every man as an enemy who seems to be getting a little before us—

•

when recourse is had to depreciation and irregular modes of trading, less with

the hope of advantaging ourselves than of keeping a rival back, we see some-

thing of what that root of bitterness the love of money sends forth. It seems to be

with our traders sometimes as it was with Abraham and Lot : they have grown

so rich that the land is not able to bear them, that they should dwell together,

and one disparages another, and hints unkind suspicions of him, and if he

hears of some great loss he has sustained he is full of secret rejoicing, and

should the once formidable competitor fail altogether, delight is visible through

the self-satisfied boast, "he always thought it would be so." Brethren, sus-

pect yourselves of having the root of all evil within you, believe that the

worm of covetousness is feeding sweetly on you, whenever these fundamental

charities of life are violated, when you cannot endure to hear of another's

success, when petty rivalries have begun to engender towards a competitor

sentiments of personal unkindness and dislike, when some failure you may
have heard of has called up feelings you would not like to own, showing how
truly by the depression of another to a lower, you were looking to be raised

to a higher ledge in the social scale yourselves.

Again, " the love of money is the root of all evil," because of the fraudulent

and unscrupulous means resorted to for its gratification. I adverted, a week

or two ago, to some of the painful disclosures of our bankruptcy courts, and the

evidence they aflforded of one of the prevalent vices of our commerce, namely,

that of overtrading ; men incurring liabilities which it must be upon the

chance of a die they should ever be able to meet, turning the commerce of the

country into a game of hazard, while honest men are left to bear all the risk.

And similar to this, and of course one of its necessary underprops is that

system of mendacious fraud by which fictitious bills of exchange have been

passed from hand to hand as representative of value received, when their

responsible indorsements were those of the child, of the penniless, of the

imaginary, or even the dead.

But the love of money is the root of other evils beside these. To what but

to this haste to be rich, this insatiable craving for money, this resolute determi-

nation to get wealth, honestly if we can, but at all events to get it, are we to

attribute that large class of petty artifices and frauds which, as I know from

their own lips, have so shocked the moral sense of our pious youth on their

first going out into business, such as falsifying invoices, defrauding the public

customs, putting ofT on the ignorant or inexperienced defective or blemished

wares, and getting out of some unremunerative contract by means of the

ready lie ? How comes it that we hear of large firms suspected of base com-

plicity with the frauds of the smuggler, of others conniving at the delin-

quencies of an insolvent by obtaining undue preference for themselves, of

others consenting to negociate that make believe paper I have spoken of,

when they know it is representative of nothing but the accommodation of some

unscrupulous trader? Such things are painful not only as exhil)iting a lower

tone of commercial morality, which so long as the fraud thrives, allows those

who practice it to be considered respectable, but that they evidence something

utterly unsound and wronu in our commercial Ie<j;islation, in that when the
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system does not thrive and the exposure of iniquity involves hundreds of

families in ruin, instead of dealing with the offender as we should a brother

swindler of lower degree, we quietly pass over his immorality and let him loose

upon the world to do the same things again.

Nor does the mischief stop here. I have alluded to one way in which the

knowledge of these things has sometimes reached me—the troubled conscience
of those who were confidentially asked to connive at some act of misdoing.
But all young men do not keep a conscience; at least, not one so upright and
unswerving as to shrink from dishonest collusion to serve an employer. And
what is the consequence? Why, that they soon get to practice dishonesty

to serve themselves; and then a little more: and in this way the seed of the

evil doer is propagated; a base succession of sharpers, of future robbers of

banks and public companies, are equipped and trained for their work, all

arising out of these confidential immoralities into which they were first initi-

ated by some disreputable employer.

Brethren, I do feel that some apology is due to a class, of whom I know I

have so many before me—I mean ihe upright Chrisiian merchant—for even
alluding to those excrescences of our mercantile system, exceptional as the in-

stances may be, and limited to an unprincipled and worthless few. But, be-

sides the fact, that you are every way the greatest sufflerers by these immo-
ralities, and have the most direct interest in fixing upon them the largest

measure of public indignation, you will not forget that I am dealing with the

tendency of commercial life, associated in Scripture with the malediction of

heaven, with the wrath of God, with the destruction and perdition of the

soul. And it is manifest that the evils I have spoketi of have grown out of that

tendency. At all events the mention of them may be useful warnings to the

younger amongst us, as supplying evidence of the snares and dangers which
beset a love of gain, the base expedients they may have to stoop to, in order

to success, warning them how, step by step, they may be led on till they have
surrendered all the moralities and scruples of the gospel, and laid them as an
offering at mammon's feet. Satan's terms are unchanging—"All these things

will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and worship me."

Again—"the love of money is the root of all evil;" because it leads to the

hardening of the heart, the debasement of the character, the extinction and
expulsion of those feelings which, as rudiments of a once noble nature, are

employed and appealed to by the Holy Spirit of God in the work of our
conversion. In describing the different phases under which t'ne money-
loving spirit was to be met with, I observed that their common meeting

point was selfishness, an unwillingness to part with anything for the cause of

God and the poor. Now this propensity is always put down in Scripture as

essentially antagonistic to holiness, as utterly incompatible with spiritual con-

version, as destructive of all love to God, as raising an insuperable barrier in

the way of man's salvation. " He that loveih not knovveth not God." This is

one of our stubborn gospel facts ; into the philosophy of it, I may not stay to

enter now ; but the investigation would go directly to prove this, that it was
of the very nature of selfishness to shut out the influences of the Ploly Spirit

from the heart. Humanly speaking there is no hope of a close, covetous,

avaricious man ever becoming a true Christian. The argumentative process

he is obliged to use with himself, in order to refuse a warm appeal to his

compassion, and enable him to lock himself up in the narrow enclosure of

personal and family claims, and to shut eyes, ears, and heart against the story

and sight of wretchedness, is one favourable to the tyranny of the carnal mind,

which it is the very design of the heavenly influence to break up and destroy.

God is love ; and resistance to the benevolent aflections is so opposed to his

holy nature, that he leaves a man who indulges it, as he did Pharaoh, till his
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heart is hardened, and ihe Spirit will strive no more. Hence the truth of that

fine passage of John Bunyan illustrating the almost certain irrecoverableness

of the money-worshipper. Wishing to show how true that Scripture is, that

" they that will be rich fall into temptation and a snare, and many foolish and
hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and perdition," he says, *' There
were four professed pilgrims, named, Hold-the-world, Money-love, Save-all,

and Buy-all, and these would leave the road to go and look at a silver mine
in a little hill called Lucre. Now," he adds, "whether they fell into the pit

by looking over the brink thereof, or whether they went down to dig, or whether

they were smothered in the bottom by the damps that commonly arise, of these

things I am not certain ; but this I observed—these four men were never seen in

the way again." No, their hearts went after their covetousness, and God
would not follow them " Ephraim is joined to idols, let him alone."

"Joined to idols.." The allusion will suggest another evil connected with

the love of money, much insisted upon in Scripture; namely, that which de-

thrones the God of heaven, sets up a new divinity in the world, and calls upon its

fatuous votaries to fall down and worship the golden image which they have

setup. -'Covetousness, which is idolatry," says the apostle in one place;

and, again, "no covetous man which is an idolater, hath any inheritance in

the kingdom of Christ." There is no evading the force of these expressions

as evidence of the intenseness of abhorrence with which God looks upon this

roaster sin, it is to be feared, of our age and country. The God we serve is a

jealous God ; he will not see his honour given to another, will not vacate his

throne in favour of his own gifts, will not endure that those affections which
ought to have found their home and centre in himself, should be basely trans-

ferred to a material divinity, to which, as large libations of homage, and trust,

and service shall be poured out as the heathen ever offered to the star of their

god Remphan, or the blinded Israelites to the queen of heaven. The money
lover will deny all this; but follow him to his closet, inquire what throne does
he see, what presence does he feel, what thought does he indulge, what desires

does he breathe; and if a stone could cry out of the wall, and the beam out
of the timber could answer it, the voice would say, 'This closet is mammon's
shrine, and there is the worshipper at his feet.' Now, men may try to
divide their worship by offering bodily prostration to the true God while
their heart is an idol temple; but the thing is not more audacious in purpose
than it is impossible in fact—" Ye cannot serve God and mammon."

Brethren, I have been led to the consideration of a delicate as well as pain-
ful subject; but the feverish condition of the times, when the grounds of
mercantile confidence are shaken, when governments are obliged to set up an
authority above their own laws, when men's hearts are failing them for fear,

when a wide spread panic has, for the time, brought enterprise to a stand,
seemed to present an occasion for going to the heart of the evil, and seeing
whether this, like all the disorders of the universe, was not referable to the
fact that we do not put ourselves in harmony with the laws of God ; and the
eager, restless, predominant love of money, I think, what I have shown, both is

contrary to those laws, and is the fruitful source of all evil that could affect a
nation, corrupt commerce, ruin families, or destroy the soul. Look at its

miserable victim as I have endeavoured to trace his course. He has starved
out the life of God within him, he must stoop to turn stones into bread in
any unscrupulous way that Satan bids him; he has day by day approached the
condition of final hardness of heart, and, as a soulless, heartless, mindless
idolater to the creature, is locking irresistibly against himself the doors of the
kingdom of God. My brethren, in thus speaking, do I set forth the words of
truth and soberness? If so, you have the moral of them in our Saviour's
words, " So is he (that is, as this wretched being) that layeth up treasure for

himself and is not rich towards God."
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"Nevertheless we, according to his promise, look for new heavens and u new earth, wherein
dwilleth righteousness."—3 Peter iii. 13.

" It doth not yet appear what we shall be," says the beloved Apostle, and yet
the curiosity to know something about the future world seems irrepressible,

that is, if we believe there is to be any future world at all. That question

of the Sadducees, " In the resurrection, whose wife shall she be of the

seven," foolish as it was, from men having their light and their advantages,

was in substance the expression of a universal difficulty ; the propounding of

the great problem of the human spirit, how it was to be, and not to be, and
then to be again. And hence it has arisen, that just as the restless mind of

man has made for itself gods many, and lords many, so has it shown a cor-

responding eagerness to invent immortalities many and heavens many. On
both subjects men were taught quite enough by their own religious instincts

to make them impatiently anxious to be taught more. To put the ques-

tion on one side as a difficulty that one has no help for, and in which igno-

rance must be submitted to, is not possible. We can do this in the case

of any occult principle in nature or science, because ignorance upon these

subjects does not interfere with our practical happiness. I should not have

thrown myself from a pinnacle of the temple, though the law of gravitation

had continued unknown to this day ; but it is far otherwise with regard to

the matter of a future world. If there be one, reason suggests that there

must be preparation for it, an acquired meetness for it, and withal that there

would be divers lots and portions in it meted out to each immortal spirit

according to his earthly state and character. The wildest of our fabulous

theologies could get as far as this, and, whether men were looking to the un-

fading verdure of the Pagan Elysium, or to the higher cycles of Hindoo trans-

migration, or to the sensual delights of a Mahometan paradise, the promise
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of admission always had respect to something that they were, or something

which they did, while passing through the probation of this lower life. This

is one of the world's alphabet truths, a part of nature's own teaching, and

therefore the Bible teaches the same ; only the Bible teaches more than this,

and shows that there is a connection—a connection consisting in certain ma-

terial and moral resemblances—between the life that now is and the life

which is to come. The chief characteristic of the fabulous future state is

destruction ; the chief characteristic of the Bible future state is renovation.

The one sweeps the whole materialism of God's work away ; the body does

not rise ; the earth's ruins are never collected again, and the human spirit in

all the oblivion of a destroyed identity knows nothing of its former self. The
Bible instructs us that everything which God has made shall stand ; sub-

stances may change, may take new forms, may subsist in other and totally

different conditions, but perish they never shall. This body has a high des-

tiny, because Christ hath dwelt in it ; and this earth has a high destiny, be-

cause Christ hath walked upon it ; the one after passing through the purging

ordeal of the grave shall quicken into a sanctified and immortal creation,

whilst the other will submit to the melting of the last dissolving fire only to

see rising from its ashes a gorgeous universe of order, and light, and love.

" Nevertheless we, according to his promise, look for new heavens and a new
earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness."

I have assumed the reference of the text to be to the developments of the

eternal state ; for without denying a primary allusion to the destruction of

the Jewish polity, the words cannot, any more than those of our Gospel

last Sunday, be limited to that event, whilst as against the interpretation

which makes it refer to the blessedness of the millennial condition, it seems
sufficient to say that, be that state what it may, it is always understood to

precede the destruction of the world by fire; whereas these new heavens and
this new earth are here said to come after that event. In harmony, therefore,

with the general spirit of our Advent Services, I shall proceed to argue upon
the words as descriptive of the future world of the saints of God. It is but
little Scripture tells us of the heavenly state, and therefore it behoves us to

study that little well. To be wise to the extent of what is written, seems as

much a duty as not to strive to be wise beyond it. A cloud overshadowed
the disciples on the Mount of Transfiguration, but yet it was a bright cloud

;

and dim and ambiguous as are the lights which Scripture throws on the
eternal state, yet a reverent mind, while seeing nothing but wisdom in the
ambiguity, will always see glory in the dimness. With all humility, then,

let us accompany the venerable Apostle as far as he is willing to take us
within the veil, and consider his words, both as they seem to relate to cer-

tain physical or material adjuncts of the future world, and as they set forth

the universal sanctity by which that world will be filled and pervaded.

I. And, first, let us consider the words of the text, as they seem to inti-

mate that there will be a materialism of some sort in the world to come

;

that it will not be a spiritual world and nothing else ; that there, as here,

there may still be found employment for a corporeal nature ; and that a new
creation adapted to this its finer mechanisms may minister to our unending
delight. Not only do we look for new heavens, says the Apostle, but we look

for a new earth, a new locality, a new material habitation, where the e^'e can
expatiate over beauties, and the ear can drink in sounds ; and other senses

higher than either of these, may be employed—senses which as yet we Icnow
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not of, but which may find fitting exercise in tlie regeneration, in the day
" when old things have passed away, and all things have become new."

This, I think, is the surface interpretation of the text ; for, to say nothing,

that if an exclusively spiritual economy were to be designated, the new
heavens only need have been mentioned, a spiritual earth, if interpreted

strictly, does not convey a very intelligible idea. The word earth in Scrip-

ture has an almost restricted application to the present material economy.
" The first man is of the earth earthy," says the Apostle ; and again, our

Lord says, " He that is of the earth is earthly, and speaketh of the earth ;"

and, therefore, if the text is to be understood as referring to the state of

the future world, we can only read it as saying, " Nevertheless we, according

to the promise, look not only for new heavens, but for a new, and not

wholly immaterial earth ;" that is, an earth which, without being divested of

its physical and material adjuncts, shall yet, by some sublime process of re-

novation, become adapted to the conditions of a higher economy, and be a fit

residence for the heirs of endless life. This reading of the words, however,

if natural, is one we are rather slow to adopt. We have all of us a kind of

notion—it is not difHcult, perhaps, to say how we came by it—that wherever
there is a material economy there must be sin, or there must be imperfec-

tion, or there must be liability to decay ; something or other which is not

compatible with the moral perfectness of the glorified state. A renovation

of this visible, sensible world, so entire and perfect as that it might be
walked upon again, and dwelt in again, and in the vast outspread of its re-

generated magnificence furnish worthy employments for the contemplation of

immortal natures again,—this we almost deem impossible ; anything of the

earth must be earthy, we seem to think ; tainted with its breath, blurred

with its soils, enfeebled by its weakness, hampered by its clogging burdens.

The spirit, to be pure or free, must be disengaged from every material alloy

whatever. And so we construct our theories of the future state on the type
of the new heavens only, leaving the new earth out of the question, and
the future world becomes stripped of its local attributes entirely. We are

not to think of it as a region, but as a state, a condition of being in which
there is neither space to bound, nor time to note, nor matter to touch ; in

which every vestige of the corporeal nature shall vanish, and its inhabitants,

without likeness to us, and without sympathy, seem placed at an awful re-

move from us. For a world of pure spiritualism is a thing too high for our
conceptions. The labouring soul shrinks from a contemplation of the mighty
task, and on the glorious field of its future home lets the veil of thick dark-

ness fall. Whether we increase the attractiveness of the heavenly state by
this view—a view so foreign to the habitudes of our creaturely nature—is no
question for us. If God meant that in our anticipations of the future world

we should keep out the material element, we must keep it out, and must
conclude that anything which is not spiritual is either inconsistent with the

glory of that world, or would derogate from the purity of its joys. But has
God in his word excluded this material element from our saintly anticipa-

tions, or has he evidenced in his works that matter is so necessarily impure
in its essence as to be incapable of subsisting in intimate and enduring fel-

lowship with spirituality, in its most perfect forms ? I think not. Thus, as

evidence of the possibility of such fellowship, just consider, for a moment,
whether that earth which Adam sprung from, which the Angel of the Cove-
nant walked on, which awoke the anthems of the morning stars and drew
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shoutings from the sous of God; yea, which the Mighty Architect himself

surveyed with all the complacency of an infinite nature, and pronounced to

be very good ; whether that earth, I say, was in any sense a stained thing,

a defiled thing
;
yea, whether if Adam had stood in his innocence, he might

not have dwelt upon it to this very hour, pure as the light, and happy as any

of the angels that stand around the throne. And if the first earth could

consist with the bliss of Adam, not yet fallen, what should hinder there

being a new earth for the children of Adam, redeemed and raised? Why
are we obliged to strip off from that beautiful world of the Apocalypse every

shred and vestige of material form, as if to allow our imagination to regale

itself by the rivers of crystal, or in the streets of gold, or on the molten sea

amidst the army of saints with their waving palm branches, or joined to an

innumerable company of angels having the harps of God, were to commit
Bome trespass against the spiritual purity of heaven ? Is the Lord's arm
shortened ? Has the whole materialism of nature become so impregnated

with man's sin as that it will never more be possible to separate the precious

from the vile ? And wlien this visible world becomes, as we know it one day
will, a magnificent ruin, a second chaos of confusion, and dust, and wreck

;

is there no voice that can say, " Let there, be light, let there be order, let

nature put on more beautiful garments, let the leaves of the trees be as

the sacraments of immortality, let the light of the moon be as the light of the

sun, and the light of the sun be sevenfold, let man—redeemed man—look out

on the equipments of a renovated and eternal paradise ; let there be new
heavens and a new earth wherein dwelleth righteousness 1"

Or, as against the notion of materiality being incompatible with the puri-

ties of the eternal state, consider further the case of our bodies at the resur-

rection. The Apostle, delivering himself upon this subject, says, " It ia

sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body"—where, by " spiritual body,"

the only thing we can understand is a body so refined and sublimated and
changed as that it shall be suited to the conditions of a spiritual and im-
mortal state. Still, body it is, and without doing violence to inspiration

you can make of it nothing else ; it will be very different from our flesh and
blood body, we are sure ; very different perhaps from any substance with whose
properties or conditions we are at all acquainted ; but yet it will be the con-

scious, undestroyed self of our own body, the renovated but still indentical

materialism with which we ate, and drank, and slept while here upon earth.

Here, then, we have a clear case of analogy between the new body and the
new earth. St, Paul giving an account of the one ; tells us the body dies ;

it is laid in the grave, and by means of certain refining processes

through which it passes there, it is raised a new body, bearing incorruptness.

St. Peter, speaking of the other, says, "The earth shall be burned up," it

shall pass into a condition of mouldering and decay ; but Avhen the melting
elements have done their work upon it, it shall rise again ; a new earth,
" wherein dwelleth righteousness." In the light of a dishonour put upon the
sanctities of the eternal state, it is not apparent that we offend more when
saying, that it would tolerate the presence of a new earth which had once
been the abode of sorrow, than when allowing it would endure the presence
of a new body which had once been the abode of sin. If heaven can bear
material substances in one form it can bear them in another : and tiius we
are brought to the same conclusion; tliat as regards tlie moral essences of

the future life, matter is notiiing, and spirit is nothing, but a discharge from
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all taint of sin, a " new heaven and a new earth wherein dwelleth righte-

ousness."

But, perhaps, the consideration which most of all shows there is some-
thing faulty in the notion, that material existences must have the nature of

sin, and that, therefore, in the future world we shall be nothing but spirit*

and encounter nothing but spirit, is the fact that not only was the risen body
of our Divine Lord a material body, a thing which could be seen, and
touched, and handled ; but also that in a condition of visible, sensible, sub-

stantial, embodied humanity, he is represented as appearing in heaven now.
This is a consideration which, I think, must at once, and for ever, settle the

question that we may have materialism in the glorified state, and yet not have
sin

J
that perfect spirit is not essential to perfect holiness j and that if we

were even to take the descriptive heaven of the Revelation in all its literal-

uess, with its trees of undying verdure, its fountains of exhaustless spring*

its gates of undazzling radiance, and its eternity of uusetting suns, yet

nothing in these earthly adjuncts would affect its title to be considered as

the " new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness."

Nor is this all the argument we get from this glorified materialism of
Christ. We are to see him in this state, see him as Thomas saw him, with
the marks of sorrow on his sacred body ; and in order to this something
answering to bodily senses must be given us, and to use bodily senses there

must be something of a material and external world. lu other words, we
shall be transplanted to the new earth, the glorious paradise of the Second
Adam ; this old world of ours, clothed and furnished with its resurrection

body, and now opening its everlasting gates " that the righteous nation which
keepeth the truth may enter in."

It may seem that the point we have been contending for, even if proved,

does not help us much in the way of positive knowledge—that, at best, we can

only claim to have cleared up some mistakes as to what heaven is not, with-

out attaining to any very definite conception of what heaven is. But all truth

about the future world is valuable truth ; anything is gain which makes
heaven attractive to us, which allures ns to think about it, which brings it

within the scope and limits of a chastened imagination, when in the solitude

of holy thought the soul would converse with the unseen world, and lose

itself in pious musings on the developments of the life to come. And
although we must not travel out of the record in order to do this, and must
not permit ourselves to look for anything which is not according to the pro-

mise ;
yet, the sanctions of Scripture favouring, it does seem that a view of the

future world which should place it utterly beyond the reach of onr present

sympathies ; which should make its chief characteristic one of entire antago-

nism to all our earthly experiences ; which should lift it to some tran-

scendental eminence whither the mind cannot follow it, cannot imagine its

faculties, cannot conjecture its sensations, cannot even clothe it with material

or outward form, would be less likely to attract our hearts, than a view

which does not destroy anything, but which makes all things new, which

allows the possibility that all that is pure in our earthly delights, all that is

noble in our earthly faculties, all that is great and glorious in earthly form,

may be found in enlarged and ever enlarging measure in the new world of

tiie paradise of God. Even this earth is too divine a tiling to perish utterly
;

in a mould formed ; of its sacred atoms was cast a child of immortality—and

shall Satan now triumph in its annihilation ? No ; let him take the shell and
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crust of its corruption, the impurity and dross which shall ooze out of it as it

passes through the liquid advent fire ; but the earth itself—that earth which

ofttimes had been a pillow to the eternal Son of God, that earth which had
drunk in his tears, had become vocal with his blood, had enshrined for three

days the tabernacle of his incarnation, this can no more die than man him-

self shall die ; it shall have a resurrection with him. " We, according; to

his promise, look for new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righte-

ousness."

II. " Wherein dwelleth righteousness." This was to be our second point.

We must entertain it briefly. It takes our thoughts from the accidents of

the heavenly world to its essential nature, its distinguishing glory, its all-

including and pervading life. " Tlie kingdom of God is not meat and drink>

but righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost." It is not the

spirituality of heaven which makes its bliss ; another world, and far different,

has that characteristic— a world of immortal anguish. No, it is its sanctity,

its stern exclusion of everything that defileth, the utter oblivion, by every

spirit that enters it, of all the evil of his lower life, as if he had never

known what sin was, as if that repaired moral image of his had never been
broken, as if God had so cancelled the functions of memory as that it should

traverse back over no scene that was not happy, and call up no imagination

which was not pure ; and the soul, like a polished mirror has no breath upon
it, not of passion, not of care, not of impetuous and uncurbed desire ; all its

faculties and powers work in harmony with each other, subordinated as the

stars in their courses, commingling as the hues of the rainbow, consentaneous

as the harps of God. The tumults of earth rage not there, nor are the strifes

of time heard, but the Spirit of God moving upon the face of the waters

makes the life of immortality an unruflied and eternal sea.

"Wherein dwelleth righteousness"— for Christ is there, "The Lord our

Righteousness," and we shall look upon him, and be made like unto him, and
lay our crowns at his feet, and see him as he is. He will appear to us there

as the visible and embodied type of consummate holiness, infinite rectitude,

eternal truth. The marks of the spear and the nails not effaced even then from
the form of his glorified humanity, will be to us as an everlasting monu-
ment of what sin is, and what the love of God is, and how Jesus must
have loved righteousness and hated iniquity before he could thus have put
forth his hand to deliver, or lay his honour in the dust to save.

"Wherein dwelleth righteousness"—for the Spirit, the holy and sanctify-

ing Spirit of God, will be there. Like the other persons of the ever blessed

Trinity, this Divine Agent is from everlasting to everlasting ; he is the Lord
and Giver of life ; he quickened the first earth from chaos that it might be
the abode of innocence, he will quicken the new earth at its dissolution, that

it may be the abode of righteousness. And of all spiritual life ho is the

Author also ; angels and archangels stand not in their own purity, they are

maintained in their immortality by the power of the Spirit of God—and
whether now or hereafter, our upholding comes of the same Spirit. We drew
from him our first spiritual breath, when we were quickened from the death

of sin, when we first began to pray, when we first felt our need of a Saviour,

and first found there was a Saviour for our need. " The Spirit is life, be-

cause of righteousness," and will be our life still when we get into the world

wherein dwelleth righteousness. The one task of eternity will be that which
has to be begun here, the making us look unto Christ, and throughout the
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never-ending years it will be the office of the blessed Spirit to make the por-
traiture more complete, to keep us so near to Jesus that by contiuual look-
ing and continual loving we shall become transformed into his likeness.
"But we all," says the Apostle, "with open face beholding as in a glass

the glory of the Lord are changed into the same image from glory to glory,
even as by the Spirit of the Lord," Thus, faculties, new, vigorous, and im-
mortal will be given to us, and by the aid of these we shall serve God day
and night ; serve him with a constancy which knows no change, with a joy
that fears no interruption, with an intensity that shall feel no weariness when
ages have rolled away. There, for the first time, shall we offer up to God
spiritual sacrifices with a holy worship. Here, our approaches to him are
often pain and grief to us ; clouds of unbelief hide his face from view,
fetters of worldliness bind the soul to earth ; doubts unresolved, cares un-
lightened, idols undethroued, enmities unslain, disturb our best endeavours
after spiritual communion, and attach iniquity to our holy things. But the
inhabitants of the new heavens ; and the new earth never see a cloud, a path
of light, whereon never shadow rested, conducts them to the immediate pre-

sence of God, " where they behold the fair beauty of the Lord and inquire
in his temple."

" Wherein dwelleth righteousness"—for the angels will be there ; those pure
and unfallen natures with whom service is delight, and obedience is repose,

and holiness is an instinct, and righteousness is the element in which they
"live, and move, and have their being." The characteristic of superior na-

tures is, that they have one will with God, one heart with goodness, one mind
with righteousness ; they take to the sanctified, and to the lofty, and to the
pure, as to a very law of their being—as the serpent to grovel in the dust,

or the eagle to cleave the air j and it will be so with us in the new heavens
and the new earth ; the very tendencies of our nature will have become re-

versed ; the propensity to righteousness will be stronger with us than even
was the bias of the heart towards sin here. We shall be made like unto the
angels ; serve as they serve ; love as they love ; do the will of God in the
new earth, as by them, from their first creation, it_has ever been done in

heaven.
" Wherein dwelleth righteousness." For there live in bliss the spirits of the

righteous, " the spirits of just men made perfect," the men of faith, and love,

and trust, and prayer. The religious patriots of all ages ; confessors valiant

for the truth, martyrs lying under the altar ; intercessors standing between
the living and the dead till the plague is stayed ; all these are standing in

their lot, walking in their uprightness, waiting for us who are to come after,

that they, without us, should not be " made perfect." And the signal for His
coming will be when time shall be no longer ; when the old heavens and the
old earth shall be done away ; when a thick gloom shall mantle over the
sun's faded disc, and he shall set to rise no more. Yes, calmly and without
dismay shall the waiting righteous witness these things ; the crumbling of
the rocks and the bowing of the everlasting hills, the heavens folded up as a
garment, and the earth stooping under her years as a shock of corn in his

season ; for all this, they well know, is to initiate the reign of immortal
sanctity ; the final obliteration from the souls of God's elect of all defect, or
spot, or blemish, or any such thing ; the setting up of the Messiah's throne
in "the new heavens and the new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness."

Do we then, brethren, look for such things ? Then let us use all dili-
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gence to p»*eparo for them. " Whoso hath this hope in him purifieth himself,

even as he is pure." Unless righteousness dwell with us in the old earth

we can never dwell with righteousness in the new, Meetness for the higher

state is not acquired in the transit between two worlds. What the grave

does is for the body, detaching from it its vileness and its burden, its clog and

its weakness. The rest is life's work, and never is life too long for its ac-

complishment. For in what does this work consist ? Why, it is to bruise

the serpent's head witliin us ; it is to break down the tyranny of the carnal

mind ; it is to enable us to separate ourselves from the defiling fellowships

of this present world ; it is to cultivate the dispositions proper to the re-

newed and converted mind—in a word, it is to be, year by year, and day by

day, trying to make all things new, putting on the new man, trying to learn

the new song, endeavouring to trace in our hearts the new name written, and

looking with confidence, with hope, with joj', to our entrance into " the new

heavens and new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness."
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" And from the days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven suffereth violence,

anJ the violent take it by force."—Matthew xi, 12.

These words form a part of that honourable testimony which the Lord Jesus

was pleased to bear to the multitudes concerning John. The Baptist was

born at a remarkable juncture in the religious history of mankind. He was

connected with both dispensations, and yet can hardly be said to belong to

either. Of course, as the last of a long line of ancient prophets, and having

seen the Day Star of promise rise, he was among them the greatest; and

yet as having been cut off before the Sun of Righteousness had shed his

healing brightness upon the nations, it might be truly said, "He that is least

in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he." And this seems to have been

the double design of the Holy Saviour in bearing this testimony ; namely, to

magnify the mission of the Baptist, and yet to exalt still more the privileges of

those to whom this forerunner was sent—to show that while in office, in

dignity, in prerogative, in the abundance of revelations, John was greater than

any that had been born of women, yet the very least who lived to see the

things of the gospel kingdom accomplished, and having a spiritual part

therein, had more of privilege to boast of, and in that sense was mightier than

John. The ministry, then, as opening a new chapter in the world's history,

has always a prominent place in our Advent services. A new impetus from

that time was giveti to the religious efforts and aspirations of mankind. Not

only was the way to heaven more clearly opened, but the access thereto was

brought more palpably within the compass of human seeking and human at-

tainments. One thing was quite certain, there was no barrier which would

not yield to perseverance. God purposely held his spiritual blessings, as it

were, with such a loose hand that any man might become possessed of them
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if lie would. "From ihe days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom of

heaven sufferetli violence, and the violent take it by force." Our meditations

on this passage, may fitly turn on three points. First, the fact here declared

that the kingdom of heaven does suffer violence; secondly, the nature of the

violence referred to ; and, thirdly, the assurance that whosoever has recourse

to such violence shall never fail of success. May the Holy Spirit guide our

thoughts, and bless the conclusions to which he guides

!

I. We are, first, to elucidate the fact here set forth, that the kingdom of

heaven suffers violence. By the phrase, " kingdom of heaven," we under-

stand the gospel church, with all its provisions of grace and all its hopes of

glory. The combined tliought we have well expressed in another chapter of

this Evangelist, where he says, "And this gospel of the kingdom shall be

preached in all the world, for a witness unto all nations." The scheme for

human redemption is uniformly set forth as a manifestation of sovereignty and

spiritual rule; it is a fruit of conquest, one stronger than the strong man recover-

ing the spoils of a basely acquired and usurped dominion—"the seed of the

woman bruising the serpent's head." The Jews were right in expecting a

ruling Messiah ; they erred only as to the nature of that rule, investing it

with all the accidents of material triumphs, instead of looking for it in the

victory over men's hearts in the silent and resistless march of great principles,

in the subjugation to the moral authority of the gospel of the intellect, the

faith and the conscience of mankind. The gospel church then, while it is a

city, a glorious city, whose walls are salvation and whose gates are praise, yet

is a kingdom ; all who enter it, whether by holy violence, or by the gentler

leading of the Spirit of God, are subjects, sworn to obey the truth, bowing

allegiance to the enthroned mind of God, submitting the understanding to a

meek reception of its statements, and giving up the heart in reverent subjec-

tion to its law. " Messiah, the Prince," will not give his honour to another.

They who would be children of God, must be children of the kingdom. But
from the days of John the Baptist this kingdom began to be entered with

more vehemence and force than it had been hitherto. Observe, there had

been a kingdom before then, and faithful men under the old dispensation had

entered it; but still the way to it was not an open way. It was a hidden

mystery, a salvation veiled in types—a kingdom, the promised immunities of

which were tied up to a particular line, and where very few of the subjects

had confidence to approach the throne. But John was the herald of an open

gospel, a free salvation, a kingdom which, gathering into its enlarged embrace

every sinner that repenteth, would multiply its subjects from the ranks of the

outcast, and from the very stones raise up children unto Abraham. Hence,

as St. Luke expresses it, "The law and the prophets were until John ; since

that lime the kingdom of God is preached, and every man piesseth into it."

Little as John was able to tell the multitudes of the glories of the new dis-

pensation, he knew it was not fettered by any of those family limitations and

ceremonial conditions which belonged to the system then passing away; he

could tell them that the day of hea vyand oppressive yokes was gone, that their

captivity to the law was at an end, that the baptism he baptized them with
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was but the type of a far mightier effusion, and that the end and scope of all

his ministrations was to direct the eyes of a lost world to the infinite propi-

tiation of the Lamb of God. All this was new truth. The fame of this

wilderness preacher spread far and wide; the multitude pressed, thronged,

trod one upon another to hear the word of God, as if, like the pool of Bethesda,

heaven had no blessing but for those who could get to the appointed place

first, and the kingdom were to be taken by storm. Oh, had we seen some of

those thronging and sin-smitten multitudes hanging with eager intentness on

the lips of John—publicans convinced of the iniquities of their daily call-

ing, soldiers pricked to the heart at the allusions to their oppressions and

violence, "strangers from tlie commonwealth of Israel" finding themselves on

the same spiritual level with the seed of Abraham, and the poor for the first time

in human memory having the gospel preached unto them—had we seen them

as they trembled at the preacher's awful images of the axe, the tree, the fan,

and the floor, the wheat in the garner, and the chaff in unquenchable fire, yet

before despair could take hold of them, knowing that one look at the great

atonement would save their souls, we should have acknowledged that in the

strong image of the text there was nothing extravagant. A choice was before

them and it must be made there and then. There was a hope, would they flee

to it? An object of faith ; would they look up to it? Eternal life; would

they lay hold on it? All might run, all might win the prize; but the dangers

were many, the difficulties great, and the time was short—success could only

be the reward of vehement and intense effort. "The kingdom of heaven

suffereth violence, and the violent take it by force."

II. But it is " from the days of John the Baptist until now," that is, until

the end of the present economy, that heaven suffers this violence in the method

of appropriating its blessings. Let us proceed to consider how this is true in

the violence which all Christians must practice in order to their salvation.

Thus, there is the violence of conflict. With constant force we have to

oppose to all evil influences the strivings and strugglings inseparable from our

daily work and daily warfare. It is observable that every representation of the

christian life given us in Scripture implies plainly the necessity of a contest of

some kind. We are soldiers, and roust endure hardness; we are racers, and

must stoop to a course of patient discipline; we are wrestlers, and thatnot vviiii

flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers

of the darkness of this world, again&t spiritual wickedness in high places.

And of these labours, one marked feature is, that they are never ended.

" Until now." Neither protracted conflict, nor faithful service, nor victories

multiplied, complete and signal, will ever procure for any one of us a " dis-

charge from that war." Tlie man who, before the conflict of life is spent, be-

comes weary and faints in his mind, both loses his former labour and proves

unfaithful to him who hath called him to be a soldier. It seems to be the

purpose of God that tliese struggles with the powers of evil should go on and

continue to the utmost of our strength. It is probable we should be little

gainers by cheap deliverances, easy victories, the gates of the kingdom of

heaven opening without danger and without resistance, as it were at human
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bidding. God is to get himself honour upon our violence. To be faithful in

conflict is better than to be spared encountering it. " I pray not that thou

shouldst take them out of the world," said our Lord, " but that shouldst

keep tliem from the evil."

Furlhermore, it is to be gathered from the text, that in this our contest with

evil, force, resistance, the energies of an inflexible and strong will are the only .

weapons we have the power to employ. It does not appear that the faculties

of the judgment or of the understanding could help us much in such a struggle.

In argument, in any reasonings we may enter into about the right or wrong of

a thing, Sa^n will always have us at an advantage. Wlien conscience and

Scripture have once given their sentence, the consent on our part to review or

reconsider the verdict is always equivalent to a surrender; the actual fall is a

mere question of time after that. The adversary will not talk us into com-

pliance faster than we shall talk ourselves. Stern, bard force, therefore, a

resolute tearing of ourselves away from the vicinity and sight of evil, a

violent rushing through a liost of enticing friends or scoffing foes, is our only

hope of victory in these spiritual encounters. " Resist the devil, and he will

flee from you ;" argue with him, and in an instant he will have a legion at his

side. He who, with all the impetuous violence of a pure mind exclaimed,

" How can I do this gieat wickedness and sin against God?"—would, after a

little faltering, have doubted whether Satan was proposing to him any wicked-

ness at all. In all temptations the issue to be tried is resolution against

subtlety; and as we are not likely to dissuade the enemy from assailing our

integrity, we must maintain it and keep it by force. And the same experi-

ence of an enforced struggle, will more or less characterize the whole of our

religious life; especially in all the instances of marked conversion, or where

the power of Divine grace is not felt until some time after the season of youth.

Then will the kingdom of heaven not be taken without much violence; Satan

will not let us go without an effort ; he will detain us in his miserable bon-

dage if he can, will urge a thousand reasons to make us hesitate about taking

any decided step ; and the offence to friends, the quitting of old associations,

the hardships of our adopted service, the danger that after we have made a

profession we should go back, the loss of tlie smile of the world, the damage to

^ome cherished plan of family advancement, the necessity for a reconstruction

of our whole personal and domestic habits, are all magnified into reasons for

not yielding to our new born convictions at once. And these are reasons

which, after being entertained for a little while, will be sure to take the form

of insuperable obstacles ; and therefore the barrier must be overleaped at once;

the plunge must be made while the dew of pious resolution is fresh upon us.

If like Agrippa we are content with being -'almost persuaded," or like Felix,

intent, only for this one time, to send the troubler of conscience away, Satan's

purpose is answered ; he has left us with a halting, feeble, sickly irresolution

of purpose which would hardly enter the door if it stood open; what can

he have to apprehend when the entrance can be effected only by a concen-

trated effort, and where even the violent must gain admission by force?

Again, the kingdom of heaven suffers by the violence of self-denial, by
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forcible and uncompromising restraints upon our likes and dislikes, by bring-

ing under the iron rule of subjection and subordination all the desires of the

flesh and of the mind. Every good work we do is, as it were, got out of the

fire, an extorted consent wrung from a self-pleasing and self-sparing nature.

If we give larger alms than usual, we have to take it by force from our family

prudence; if we resolve on giving a little more time to religious exercises than

usual, it must be by doing violence to the alleged claims of a creaturely

nature. We cannot give ourselves to the christian work of visiting and re-

lieving the poor, to encounter dirty lanes, and squalid huts, and offensive sick

rooms, without first battering down by the strong arm of religious duty and

determination the excuses that home claims absorb all our time, and an annual

subscription to societies which undertake such works will be quite as well.

No, it is the standing lesson of Scripture that none of the higher forms of

spiritual attainment can be reached without violence. St. Paul in speaking of

what he is to do in order to secure an incorruptible crown, declares, " I keep

my body under." Literally, " I have to beat it as one of the ancient

athletes, until it become black and blue"—an expression to be understood,

not only in reference to the severer religious fastings, but to the violence

obliged to be offered to some of the strongest instincts of our nature when duty

crosses the desires of flesh and blood. " What mean ye to weep and break

my heart," exclaimed he to the brethren at Caesarea, who were anxious to dis-

suade him from the dangers which awaited him at Jerusalem ;
'* I am ready,

not to be bound only, but also to die for the name of the Lord Jesus." And his

intense vehemence of purpose saved him, as we should generally find a boldly

expressed determination would save us, from any further importunity front

dissuading friends. " And when he would not be persuaded, we ceased,

saying, the will of the Lord be done."

A still more striking testimony to this form of violence is found in the

highest example of all, for " even Christ"— it is said in a passage of awful

mystery—" pleased not himself." Pure as that holy nature was, incapable of

thought or wrong doing, it had desires which he was obliged to repress,

suggestions of the tempting human will which he must forcibly bear down,
shrinkings fiom the task he had undertaken only to be overcome by the sudden
strength of a heavenly determination and a violent remonstrance with his

human spirit for having for a moment lost sight of the very end of his

mission. " Now is my soul troubled : what shall I say ? Father save me from
this hour. But for this cause came I unto this hour." Thus he overcame as

he would teach us to overcome, by force. The severest struggles of religious

duty are those which arise out of apparent conflict with other duties with

the lawful, with the permitted, with that which would have been quite proper

to be done if some paramount and over-riding authority had not made
another thing more proper. "Lord," said one who had received a command
to follow Christ, " Suffer me first to go and bury my father." But when
domestic duties stand in the way of a Divine command the affections must be

pulled up by the roots. " Take now thy son, thine only son Isaac, whom thou

lovesl." " Wlioso loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of me."
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^^'ho is nay mother, and who are my brethren ?" " Let the dead bury their

dead." Commands maybe imposed upon you which, for the moment, require

you to do violence to nature's purest and noblest instincts; but " the kingdom

of heaven suffereth violence, and the violent take it by force."

And then, once more, the violence spoken of is the violence of persevering

prayer, of unresisting effort, of faith unfaltering, and hope undismayed. The

remarkable word, I referred to just now, was used by St. Paul to denote the

incessant bruisings he was obliged to inflict on a fleshly nature, and is used in

one other passage of Scripture only, namely, in the parable of the importunate

widow, where the unjust judge is made to say, he must avenge the woman's

cause, lest by her continual coming, he should be as it were, bruised and beaten

into a compliance with her request. The design of this parable the Great

Teacher set forth before he delivered it ; namely, to instruct us that men ought

always to pray, and not to faint. And then comes his argument from the less

to the greater. . A judge unjust, a judge unmerciful, a judge held by no

restraining influences from God or man will grant to importunity that which

he would have denied to right. Righteousness, mercy, tiuth—none of these

would rouse him from his selfish love of ease : but he cannot bear this un-

wearied knocking at his door, this violence of strong faith, this persevering

deafness to all his refusals, as if he were sure to give way at last. And then

comes the majestic application of all this, "Shall not God avenge liis own

elect, which cry day and night unto him, though he bear long with them? I

tell you that he will avenge them speedily." Not only therefore, brethren,

are we exhorted. to pray always with all prayer and supplication in Spirit, but

we are to watch thereunto with all perseverance. We are to ask until we do

receive, to seek until we do find, and to knock until the door is opened. No

great stretch of faith does it seem, to suppose that God would be as willing

to attend to an importunate suit as this unjust judge was; and yet, too ofien

when he seems to hide his face from us, or to make as if he heard not, or to let

our prayer go on from year to year without any outward indication or sign of the

blessing being in a course of preparation, we become weary and. faint in our

mind, become dull and languid in our work, leaving oflf knocking at the

heavenly gates just perhaps as the everlasting doors were about to give way.

But all this is through faintness. In the very form in which we put up

our prayers it is quite possible that they may be even actually and progres-

sively speeding. "The kingdom of heaven cometh not with observation;"

and in the method of their accomplishment, the promises of heaven often

observe a like secrecy. At no lirae are we competent to distinguish between

delays and denials ; between silence and rejection ; between a suit which God

seei fit to refuse utterly, and one which he only waits a more intense and
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vehement earnestness on our part to enable him to grant. At all events, why

should we not take a covenant keeping God on his own word, in faith that by

our continual going we shall weary him, that our incessant knocking will give

him no rest, that though he bear long with us, even until break of day, yet we

shall have a blessing then, because " The kingdom of heaven suffereth vio-

lence, and the violent take it by force."

III. " Do take it ;" and therefore sliall take it ; for, as we were to show in

the last place, there was manifestly a promise in the words; it is not that vio-

lence is suffered merely, it is that the blessing is tied up with violence

;

violence against sin, violence against self, violence agaidR spiritual sloth and

weariness, and even against the delayed or withheld help of heaven. When

we are baptised into Christ, and undertake manfully to fight under his banner,

it is with the distinct forewarning that the mdre nearly we live to God, the more

we grow in grace, the more hopeless it appears to the enemy that he shall be

able to pluck us from the Father's hand, the more we shall be opposed and

beaten back. Satan feels that his time is short, then it is his " hour and the

power of darkness;" a few more struggles and the tempted spirit shall be

everlastingly beyond his reach. Hence, on both sides, the violence increases

as the crisis draws nigh. "Jesus, being in an agony, prayed yet more earnestly."

Job, seeing something which a morbid imagination viewed as the uplifted

hand of God, interposed before the phantom that shield of divine faith,

" Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him." Jacob, seeing the dawn ap-

proaching, when he feared his angelic visitant would return to the spiritual

world, wrestled more mightily than he had done all the midnight hours; the

craved good should be his by force, now, " I will not let thee go, except thou

bless me." And thus, brethren, you see that all your difficulties and con-

flicts and opposition to your spiritual advancement, both fiom within and from

without, are among the means employed or permitted by God to provoke

you to violence. He would force you to use force. Why is the entrance

into life by the strait gate, but that there should be a violent striving to gain

admission into it? Why is the Apostle constantly fetching in his images from

the keen strifes of the arena and the circus, but to show unto us that there

must be an agony in our striving for the mastery, and pressing, as he calls it,

" for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus ?" Why are we en-

couraged to flee for refuge to lay hold on the hope that is set before us, if not

to show us that as the manslayer for his life, so the sinner for his soul, must

allow nothing to stop him in his course; must make everything give place to

his holy impetuosity ; by one violent and breathless bound seizing on the

horns of the altar, and by that very act wresting the powers of heaven out

of its own hand. And the encouragement to this—one encouragement—we
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may always have, even if we have no other ; that we must be gainers by all

forms of religious effort. Prayer persevered in must tend to improve the cha-

racter. If we do not move God we are certain to move ourselves. We
stimulate the soul to its highest exercises, we keep alive the fervour of religious

desire; we gird the loins of the mind to diligence; we keep vividly before us

the humbling sense of our enemy, and danger, and dependence ; we maintain

the whole spiritual man in a posture of activity and watchfulness ; and if we

die, we die in harness. Hence there is not a good thing which God has pro-

mised that is not suspended on earnest effort. Striving does not bring the

victory ; it is itself the victory ; wrestling has not promise of the blessing, it

is blessing in hand. By the very habit of giving diligence we " make our

calling and election sure ;" and heaven not only suffers our violence, bears

with it, loves it, but announces it as one of its own acceptable conditions,

that they are the violent which shall take it by force.
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"But when he saw many of the Pharisees and Sadducees come to his baptism, he said unto

them, O generation of vipers, who hath warned you to flee from the wrath to come."

—

Matthew iii. 7.

We keep closely to the spirit of our Advent services in asking you to view

from another point the life and ministry of John the Baptist. He was a solid,

fearless, outspoken preacher, and well he might be, for he doubtless felt he

should not preach long ; he must not be too nice about choosing words, re-

proving the faults of this man in set holiday phrase, and with " whispering

humbleness" giving advice to that. Thirty years had he been preparing

for tlie ministry; in one short year his course was to run out. What need

was there for pointed sermons ! for making the most of his opportunities, for

seeing that no arrow he sent forth missed its mark, either going over the

heads of his hearers on account of the ambitious style of his discourse, or

allowed to fall at their feet by a too easy and offending familiarity, or made to

glance beside the mark altogether, through a want of directness and aim in

pressing home his sacred message upon the heart! Accordingly, all his re-

corded discourses are solid, weighty, full of grappling, sharp-holding power-

The right words are addressed to the right men. To the publicans who came

to him—men of lawless rapacity in the collection of official dues, it is said,

*•' Exact no more than that which is appointed you." To the soldiers, pro-

bably trained mercenaries in the pay of Herod, it is said, " Do violence to no

man." Men who were depending for acceptance at the last on their lineal

descent from the chosen family, are reminded that God of the very stones

could raise up children unto Abraham ; whilst, on seeing the Pharisees and

Sadducees coming to his baptism, the wilderness preacher gave utterance to
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tliat withering rebuke, " O generation of vipers, wlio hath warned you to flee

from the wrath to come ?"

A word, first, on the persons to whom this startling language was addressed.

The Pharisees and Sadducees were two of the principal sects among the

Jews, and in New Testament history are always found in opposition to

Christ and his doctrine. They differed from each other on several important

points, and they hated each other also ; but on one point they could agree

together, and even be friends together, and that was, implacable hostility to

the principles of the gospel. When innocence is to be sacrificed, Herod and

Pontius Pilate can forget their former enmities ; and to this day, I fear, it will

be found true, that it is easier to get up a coalition of bad men for evil pur-

poses, than it is to make Christians lay aside their differences for purposes of

good. The Pharisees, or separatists, as the word means, appropriated this

name on account of their assumed sanctity of life and character, entitling

them, as they conceived, to be separated from the body of the Jewish nation.

They were strict formalists, revered the law of Moses, were scrupulous in

their conformity to all outward ceremonies
;
punctual in their fastings, alms,

and prayers. But notwithstanding all tiiis show of devotion, the practical in-

fluence of religion was wholly wanting in them. Their manners were haughty,

their temper was morose, their habits were isolated and exclusive, their good

works towards men were marred by ostentation and love of applause, whilst a

spirit of hypocrisy and self-righteousness showed itself in all they did for

God. The Sadducees, on the other hand, were a set of free-thinkers among
the Jews. Their distinguishing error was a denial of the resurrection—

a

doctrine which, as not being levelled to their intellectual apprehension, they

considered themselves at liberty to reject. Hence, the junction point of hos-

tility between the two sects to the doctrines of Christianity, would seem to be

their common self-sufficiency and pride—pride of intellect in the Sadducee, in

refusing to be beholden to God for his knowledge ; and pride of heart in the

Pharisee, in thinking he need not be indebted to God for a righteousness.

And yet a serpent like subtlety was a large element iu the character of both

these sects. Their constant aim, as we know, was to entangle the Holy

Saviour in his talk, and arrange among themselves questions of such plausible

and obvious interest to be put to a public teacher, as that be could hardly re-

fuse to answer them, and yet if he did answer them, in whatever way, it must,

they thought, involve him in some difficulty, and so operate to the disparage-

ment of his claims. With some form of unworthy motive, therefore, (it may
be presumed,) was the Baptist taught of the Spirit of God to regard these com-

mon enemies of the truth as coming to his baptism. It might be by a pre-

tence of piety to deceive him, or it might be by a show of godliness to deceive

themselves; but the Baptist does not wait to be questioned. His time is

short; he must warn, rebuke, condemn at once. "O generation of vipers,

who hath warned you to flee from the wrath to come ?"

Our profit, in this passage, will be found, if we consider it as setting forth

the method of God's dealings with sinners, and the solemn considerations by

which he would lead them to repentance. And there are three principal topics
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which may engage our attention ; first, that there is a wrath to come for all

who die in an impenitent state; secondly, that all men are made to feel an

impulse upon their spirit, warning them to seek deliverance from this wratii

;

thirdly, that God never warns any of what they shall flee from without also

providing means for their instruction as to whom they should flee.

I. Let us first address ourselves to the solemn fact, that there is in the re-

vealed purposes of an all-merciful Being a wrath laid up for those who die in

an impenitent or unreconciled state. Interpret the language as we may, it is

obvious from Scripture that there does exist in the mind of an infinite being

that which can be represented to us only by the passion of anger, displeasure,

indignation against some voluntary and purposed wrong. We know that in

the Divine bosom there must reign everlastingly a hushed and unbroken

calm ; but, as was observed on a former occasion, in explanation of the

language which attributes to God a repenting purpose, we can only say that

inspiration holds its philosophy in abeyance, in order to secure the higher ob-

ject of having its statements understood. And so as to the thoughts of God
with regard to sin and sinners. The sacred writers are careful only that we
get as clear an understanding as our finite faculties can attain to, of what the

Divine feelings towards men are. Never mind the philosophical sense; only

remember that in a true sense " God is angry with the wicked every day,"

"When his wrath is kindled, yea, but a little." "Blessed are all they that

put their trust in him." Moreover, that man may be impressed with an awful

dread of this wrath, and see in its exercise all the realness and strong purpose

of Godhead, the mention of it in Scripture is constantly associated with the

most terrific images, with ideas of waste, and devastation, and utter ruin, with

the devouring fire, with the overwhelming flood, with the sweeping whirlwind,

with the crushing thunderbolt. In the Psalms we read, " Then the earth

shook and trembled ; the foundations also of the hills moved and were

shaken, because he was wroth. There went up a smoke out of his nostrils,

and fire out of his mouth devoured ; coals were kindled by it." And again,

in that sublime description of the prophet Habakkuk, " Thou didst march

through the land in indignation ; thou didst thresh the heathen in anger."

"The mountains saw thee, and they trembled; the overflowing of the water

passed by; the sun and moon stood still in their habitation: at the light of thine

arrows they went, and at the shining of thy glittering spear." We have seen

that this is not mere poetry ; the facts of history speak as plain a language.

The fall of the rebellious angels, the expulsion of our first parents from Paradise,

the general deluge, the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrha, the plagues of

Egypt, the cutting off" of the Israelites by thousands in the wilderness, their

subsequent captivities and final overthrow, were all judicial acts proving that

God is of too pure eyes to look upon iniquity, and will by no means clear the

guilty. But these demonstrations of Divine wrath were all more or less partial

and limited. God did not suffer his whole displeasure to arise, and for the

most part left room for a remnant to escape. Not so, however, will it be

in the wrath to come: earth, the scene of our probation, will be burnt up;

time, the limit of our moral opportunity, will have its record sealed; minis-
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ters who might have warned us of the coming wrath, will have gone to de-

clare whether they have found a shelter for themselves ; and the Bible, which

had been a lamp to many a wayfarer's path will have lost its brightness in the

higher revelations of the book of life. No, every door will be closed then

;

every account will be wound up and settled then; the tree will be fixed to

the place of its fall ; the characteristics of an eternal destiny fastening upon
us as instantaneously as when Lot's wife turned into a pillar of salt. Then
many will seek for death, and shall not find death ; will pray for mountains to

fall upon them, but they shall not fall; for the great day of the Lamb's wrath

is come, and who shall be able to stand ?

Furthermore, it is a feature of this wrath to come, that it shall be everlast-

ing. " The smoke of their torment shall ascend upward for ever and ever."

"Who shall be punished with everlasting destruction from the presence of the

Lord, and from the glory of his power." " Where their worm dielh not, and

the fire is not quenched." On this point, too large for incidental notice, I

must take some other occasion of speaking to you, to-day therefore I

shall only observe that, overwhelming as is the direct evidence of Scripture to

prove the doctrine, and feeble and irrelevant as are all the arguments of rea-

son to shake the doctrine, there is, if possible, a yet higher ground to be taken

in support of the eternity of future punishment, in the fact, that by the truth

or falsehood of this tenet must the entire structure of our revealed theology

stand or fall ; for, I ask, wherefore did Christ die? Wherein lay the necessity

for that stupendous plan, a plan which God only could conceive, and God
only could execute, by which man should be lifted up from his degradation,

and a way of return opened to the paradise of God ? Surely it was that an

infinite offence had been committed, that an infinite law had been broken,

that the liability to infinite punislimeiit had been incurred, and therefore, that

only an infinite atonement could take that liability away. Now, the supposi-

tion made in the case of every lost spirit is, that he has allowed his personal

interest in that infinite atonement to lapse ; that he has failed in those moral

conditions of faith and penitence by which a part in Christ's sacrifice was to

have been realised and secured. What, then, is the consequence? Why, that

he must go defenceless and unclothed into the presence of God, his conscience

unpurged by the blood of sprinkling, his debts uncancelled by the provided

ransom, and therefore with all the liabilities to an infinite punishment resting

upon him just as much as if Christ had never died. Now, I ask, in going to

the world of spirits, will he find another Christ there? Will he find another

effectual and costly ransom there? Will he find a way of propitiation and

acceptance there which, while he was on earth, neither love, nor warning, nor

entreaty would ever prevail with him to seek? Hence, I think it must be

obvious that the supposition of the possible recovery of a lost human spirit,

the time of his probation once past, and the life-long offers of a Saviour's

mercy once brought to a close, would involve the recasting of our whole

destiny. We should have to look out for a new Bible, a Bible which would

allow God to contradict himself, which would permit punishments to be re-

mitted without satisfaction, whicii would make the work of our Divine lle-

dcemcr a work of supererogation, and would lead God to erect a throne of
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unconditional mercy on the ruins of every other attribute of his nature. No,

brethren, "let God be true, and every man a liar;" let God be true, and

every human conjecture false ; let God be true, and all the oppositions of

metaphysical science a cunningly devised fable. We tell these subtle per-

verters of plain gospel truth, that there^is a time to come; that the elaborate-

ness of their own attempts to explain it away is but the expedient of a con-

victed conscience to escape from it. The words of our Sunday lesson are yet

in our ears, " Tophet is ordained of old ; it is made deep and large ; the pile

thereof is fire and much wood ; the breath of the Lord, like a stream of brim-

stone, doth kindle it." " O generation of vipers, who hath warned you to flee

from the wrath to come ?"

II. But I proceed to observe, secondly, that all men are more or less made
to feel an impulse upon their spirits warning them to seek deliverance from the

threatened judgments of God. " O generation of vipers, who halh warned

you to flee from the wrath to come ?" ' You—of whom a part, in the pride

of your self-righteousness, think you have no wrath to dread ; and a part, in

the boldness of infidelity, deny that in the world to come there will be any

wrath at all. Who, and what, hath warned you to take all these precautions

against a disbelieved and fictitious danger? W^hat have you come out into

the wilderness for to see?" Brethren, the question points to that sense of

restlessness and disquietude which all men feel when resisting the entrance of

light; struggling against the power of conviction, forcing the growth of their

own infidelity, and kicking against the pricks of a divine remonstrance.

There is a wrath to come. God hath bent his bow and made it ready; but

to give men an opportunity to turn, the vengeance of heaven stays its hand,

and the arrow lingers upon the string; still it is pointed towards the sinner,

and he sees it, sees it so as to make some indolent and half-hearted effort to get

out of the way. Like Herod, he will do many things; like the young ruler,

he will show great reverence to Christ; like the Pharisees and Sadducees, he

•will come and listen to faithful preaching, even though the first sound that

shall meet his ear should be a bold irebuke for his sins. And all this is be-

cause he has been warned by a startling word from some man of God, it may
be, or by thoughts from visions of the night, when deep sleep falleth upon
man, or by pining sickness speaking to him as with a voice from lieaven, "set
thine house in order, for tiiou shalt die and not live;" or by the sight of a
neighbour carried to his long home, when all likelihood indicated that himself

should be taken first. By these and a thousand ways does God give us warn-

ing, and cause our reins to instruct us in the night season. Till the time of

final departure the Spirit of God maintains in the hearts of unconverted men
an incessant and unslumbering work

; gives them no rest, speaks to them by
judgments, by sorrows, by vicissitudes, by strange thoughts and fears, by
visions without sleep, by sermons without preachers, by tremblings of heart

without the presence of danger or a foe. Ay, and the sinner himself feels

and knows them to be warnings, handwritings upon the wall, whisperings to his

inner man, that his wrath is near and his shelter is not ready ; and, therefore for

the most part he tries to make himself a shelter in the merciful character of
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the Divine Being, perhaps, in the possibility that commentators and divines

may have exaggerated the greatness of the soul's danger, or in the chance that

his fears may be the result of some morbid affection, the creation of an over-

taxed and diseased brain, or, at all events, in the fact that whatever the danger

be, he has life before him, and there is time enough to seek refuge yet: and

with possibilities such as these, he folds his hands to sleep again, and bids

farewell to the warnings. It is to no purpose that the preacher urges upon
him the immenseness of the encountered liazard, the aggravated character of

his condemnation, if this warning which has disturbed him should prove to be

of God. After resisting the Holy Ghost for a long season, a man becomes a

desperate gambler in spiritual things. There is not a possibility however

slight, a perad venture however extravagant and wild, a way of escape how-

ever irrational and unlikely, on which he is not ready to stake his chance of

final acceptance with God, and risk his hope of heaven. He must do so to

escape the torture of his own thoughts, to reconcile conscience to sophistries

of the deceived heart, to leave himself without excuse in that day, when to

him, as to all other despisers it shall be said, " O generation of vipers, who
hath warned you to flee from the wrath to come ?"

III. But I must give the little time that remains to the consideration of that

last and more comforting part of our subject, namely, that whenever God by

his Spirit has warned any of what they have to flee from, he never fails to

show them by the same Spirit whom they have to flee to. The law which

warns us to flee from the wrath to come, is a schoolmaster to lead us to him

who will take all wrath away. Doubtless, among the crowds which flocked

to John's baptism, there were some—perhaps among those now before me
there may be some—newly roused to feelings of religious anxiety, and per-

plexed with fears of the coming judgments of God. This state is hard to

bear. A man can bear pain, bear adversity, bear affliction, but it is not as

easy to oppose a bold front to a troubled conscience, to feel that there is a

great stone lying at our door of uncancelled and unpardoned sin; to know

that there is an account which may be called for at any moment, and which

we have not the wherewithal to meet. " The spirit of a man will sustain his

infirmity; but a wounded spirit who can bear?" Would you, tlien, know

how to flee from the wrath to come ? One word—you must flee to Christ.

And I will tell you how you must flee to him.

First, you must flee to him as one possessed of infinite power to save, as

one invested with all the prerogatives and gifts of the eternal world, as having

in himself and by himself pardons of boundless reach, power that can know

no decay, a propitiation which would avail for the sins of the world ; ay, and

if they stand in need of it, for the sins of other worlds as well. He is "able

to save to the uttermost all them that come unto God by him." To the utter-

most, that is, not of sins actual, but of sins possible. Some comfort it might

be to think of those who have found pardon through his blood already, to feel

that you can hardly have transgressed more fearfully than Manasseh, hardly

have sinned against more light than David, hardly have fallen from a greater

height than Peter, hardly have less time for your work llian was permitted to
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the dying thief; but even these do not represent the measure of Christ's " ut-

termost," You may have sinned beyond them all, and yet find him mighty to

save. It is this which makes us hold on so firmly by the doctrine of his es-

sential divinity, and to eschew every system that denies that doctrine as mere

infidelity under another name. We feel that as is the nature of Christ, such

is the atonement of Christ. If the one is a finite thing, the other is a finite

thing. And then the blood of Christ may cleanse from much, but not from

all sin, may deliver many from the wrath to come, but not deliver me. The

tide of the Divine compassions may flow a great way, but it may ebb back be-

fore it comes to the spot on which I am standing. Oh ! be assured there is no

ebb in that tide at all. It will purge from all guilt ; it will bury in its depths

all fears ; it will hide from the sight of God all which makes us tremble at the

thought of the wrath to come.

Again, flee to Christ as ever living to intercede for you ; as devoting to the

service of sinners all the powers of an endless life; as feeling for them,

watching over them, sympathising with them; as pouring out all the succours

of his grace, according as fresh strength is needed for our temptation, and

causing the voice of his blood to cry afresh, as fresh pardons are needed for

our sins. The permanency of the Saviour's office as intercessor, taken in con-

nection with the commanding prevalency of his suit in whatever he intercedes

for, is made by the apostle to be the climax of all gospel assurance. We love

to think of Christ as doing something for us now, always, every day : daily

help, daily encouragement, daily comfort—of these we stand in need as much
as of daily bread. Hence, as Paul teaches, Christ, who did so much for us

by his death, does even yet more for us by his life; one did indeed deliver us

from the wrath of God, but the other is to deliver us even from the fear of

that wrath, to assure us that there is not, and cannot be, any condemnation to

them that are in Christ Jesus ; in a word, to show us that as with the sin so

with the penalty ; as with the iniquity, so with the wrath—both shall disap-

pear from the sight of God or man. " In those days the iniquity of Israel

shall be sought for and shall not be known; and the sins of Judah, and they

shall not be found."

Again, flee to Christ in the posture and with the feelings of one self-con-

victed and self-condemned. " Who hath warned you to flee from the wrath

to come?" Why, conscience hath warned you, reason hath warned you, the

judicial processes constantly going on in your own breast have warned you,

and you find it useless to kick against these pricks. Now, like him of whom
we have been reading this morning, there is nothing left for you to say, but
" Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?" Here the Baptist is telling you what
you are to do. You are to go to Christ, and to go to him as you are, in your
distress, in your shame, in all the anguish of a guilty and sin-burdened spirit.

It is a blessed thing to feel sin lie upon the soul—to feel it, I say, because

many have had the same weights and, it may be, greater weiglits too, yet do
not feel pressed down at all. Besides which, it is well to remember that an
awakened conscience must pass through these painful stages; in fact, that

only by such experiences can we have assurance that it is awakened at all.
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" I will bear the indignation of the Lord, because I have sinned against

him;" sinned against the light of his promise, against the persuasions of

his love, against the warnings of his providences, against the strivings of his

spirit. "Against thee, thee only have I sinned, and done this evil in thy sight,"

* and therefore, from thee do I look for correction. I ask for nothing

but for measure, for limit, for room that grace may get honour to itself in my
deliverance, that Christ may be glorified in my pardoned sin.' "O Lord

correct me, but with judgment, not in thine anger, lest thou bring me to

nothing." Brethren, there is nothing so soon disarms God as a sinner armed

against himself, baring his breast to receive the descending stroke of heaven,

and yet sttong in the grace which is in Christ Jesus' blood, saying, " Strike,

but save."

With such bright and cheering hopes then, brethren, I bid you welcome

the approaching festival of your Lord's nativity. Why did that wilderness

preacher pierce through as with a two-edged sword, the souls of those

listeners? Why did he press into the service of a sermon all that awful poetry

of retribution, the axe, the fan, the wrath, the unwasting flame ? Why, but

to direct all eyes and hearts to the advent of the sin-atoning Lamb, to show

how in the pardon of the chief of sinners there should be " glory to God in

the highest ;" how in the bowing of every human spirit to the grace and go-

vernment of Jesus there should be " peace on earth ;" bow in the rescue of

brands from the burning, and souls from the spoiler, and sinners from the

devouring wrath, and captives from everlasting chains, the Great Father of

our spirits would show to the on-looking and adoring universe that his heart

was full of "good will towards men." Wherefore, behold the Lamb of God

with shepherds that keep watch over their flocks by night, do homage to the

monarch babe. Flee to him who, whether surrounded by the humilities of

his low estate, or receiving worship from all the principalities and powers of

heaven, is the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever—even Jesus, which hath

delivered us from the wrath to come.
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" Thou hast set our iniquities before thee, our secret sins in the light of thy countenance.

For all our days are passed away in thy wrath ; we spend our years as a tale that is told."

—

Psalm xc. 8, 9.

The title of this Psalm is, " A Prayer of Moses the man of God." The oc-

casion of it is by general agreement referred to that part of the Israelites'

journey through the wilderness, when the people, angry at the report which

had been brought of the promised land, gave themselves up to the most re-

bellious and ungrateful murmurings. This wicked conduct not only provoked

the angry declaration, that all from twenty years old and upward should

perish in the wilderness, but seems also to have been the occasion of a new

epoch in the divine arrangements with regard to the average duration of

human life. We never read of long-lived patriarchs after this period ; a«d

although, as if to make a differenee between the faithful and the murmurers,

we find Moses, and Caleb, and Joshua were spared to a hundred and twenty

years, yet from this time we appear to commence that new and permanent

condition of our humanity, that the days of our years should be *' threescore

years and ten ; and if by reason of strength they be fourscore years, yet is

their strength labour and sorrow, so soon they pass away, and we are gone."

Hence, both in this and in a kindred Psalm, the 39th, the representations

2iven to us of man's life are most humbling. Even in its best estate, in its

pride, and glory, and full years, and strength, it is altogether vanity. It is

not life, but a mimic representation of life—the history of threescore years and

ten divided and parcelled out into chapters ; nay, not even a history, but a

tissue of dreams and waking fictions. " For all our days are passed away in

thy wrath ; we spend our years as a tale that is told."

The approaching close of another year should give a solemn interest to such

reflections. Call the divisions of time a convention, if you will, or a mys-
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trry if you will ; yet with beings who have nothing else to count by, years

are an eloquent reality ; we sound the depths of our moral being by that line.

They tell us whereabout \ve are in life's journey. It may be that with some

among us, even though far advanced, the eye, not having waxed dim, may
deceive us ; and the limbs, still able to hold on in unfaltering strength, may
make us think we are young again ; but a new date to our year, an altered

heading to our calendar, compels an answer to the question, ' How old art

tliou ?' And approaching, as we are, to the division line of these parted years,

we should take measure both of the past and of the future. We should think

of the past, with all its lost opportunities and sad waste. That portion of

our life is a finished thing now, an irrevocable thing. No more fruit can grow

on that tree ; to stand or to fall it is now with God. " Thou hast set our

iniquities before thee." But the future, what of that? It may be long, and

full of promise, and rich in occasions for good ; we may, it is possible, have

no check in our course, and no sickness, no laying aside till we come to our

full age, like as a shock of corn cometh in his season. Be it so; but this

future will soon become a past ; and when it has, however long it may have

been in itself, or however full of incident, the same sentence will be passed

upon it that there would be if we were to die now. "We bring our years to

an end as a tale that is told."

Let us proceed to consider the passage we have read, in this double

aspect, namely, in regard of the past, as gone before us into the presence of

God ; and in regard of the future, as making up even with this past, a fleeting

and unsubstantial tale.

I. The close of another year, I say, first, is a fitting time for solemn

reflections upon the past. In two or three days more we shall have

to say of that year, ' It is gone.' With all its record of misdoing, and

neglect, and disobedience, and despised admonition; of afflictions not sanc-

tified, and of mercies not acknowledged, and of privileges not improved, and

of holy resolutions not kept, it is gone. But whither is it gone? Into an-

nihilation, to be destroyed? into oblivion, to be forgotten? into the depths of

the sea, to be heard of no more ? No, but to appear before God, to abide the

scrutinies of a heart-searching Judge, to belaid open as a scroll before him
that sitteth in heaven. " Thou hast set our iniquities before thee, our se-

cret sins in the light of thy countenance." We have a like expression in

the 50th Psalm—"Tl.ese things hast thou done, and I kept silence; thou

thoughtest that I was altogether such an one as thyself; but I will reprove

thee, and set them in order before thine eyes." Do you ask then, brethren,

what has become of your sins for the year that is passing from you? I

answer in the words of the text, God is setting them before him, arraying

them, classifying them, bringing them all into one group. First, he is telling

them up in their prodigious number, collecting them all together into one

mighty aggregate, the ten sins of one day, the twenty sins of another, adding

these to the product of their preceding montlas, and the sum of these months

again to the sins of years over the whole life before. Oh, " who can tell how
oft he offendeth ?" And he is setting them before him further, tays the

Psalmist, "in the light of his countenance"—that is, as they appear to him in

the midst of the unclouded purities of heaven. We see everything through

a glass darkly, and never is that glass so dark as when we are looking at our

sins. Indeed, it is to be feared that we like to see darkly then, in order that
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sin may appear less s'mful than it is. But God is light, and can see nothing

but through the medium of light. He reads our sins in the light of the law,

in the light of our gospel responsibilities, in the light of Christ's holy ex-

example, in the light of those gracious influences which we were obliged to

turn into darkness before we could commit sin. And then, once more, ob-

serve, the text says, God is setting our secret sins in this lij;ht ; that is, sins

which had no human witness, sins of heart, and thought, and feeling, and de-

sire ; the restless opposition of the carnal mind to the authority of God, the

envy, and the discontent, and the secret murmuring at our providential lot.

He is setting before him our pride, with all its train of meanness, and pre-

tence, and trick, and vanity i our covetousness, with all its natural products

of selfishness, and unmercifulness, and little care for the cause of God and the

poor ; our sensuality, with its excess of riot, its low enjoyments, its debased

intelligence, and its sluggish zeal ; our worldlymindedness, with its slovenly

devotions, and despised ordinances, and dishonoured Sabbaths, and masking

formalities. Of these, for the most part, the world may know nothing; we
may be guilty of them all, and yet through life maintain a reputable name.

The world can only stay to take note of onr open iniquities, but " thou hast

set our secret sins in the light of thy countenance."

Brethren, how little do we realise this thought of the heavenly journalising,

this constantly kept record perpetuating, in all their vividness and breadth, the

characters of once committed sin ! Offences which we write on sand are

transcribed by angels to a tablet of everlasting marble. The conscience of

sinners may note in faint outline the morning transgressions, as knowing that

the record will be washed away by a darker tide of evening sin ; but there are

no such obliterating tides in heaven. All that we think, say, intend, or do, is

there " graven with an iron pen, and with lead in. the rock for ever." In

God's book, not only are all our members written, but the sins of those mem-
bers too ; the sins of the eye, in its wantonness ; of the tongue, in its deceit

;

of the hand, in its grasping avarice ; of the ear, turned deaf to mercy's call

;

and of the feet, running knowingly into the way of sin. Yea, as we have seen,

even the blank leaves of this book may contribute to our everlasting undoing.

Duties not done, lessons not learned, opportunities not cultivated, and holy

convictions not followed up improved, and deepened, will appear as witnesses

against us, and, unless repented of, drive us from the presence of God at the

last. " Thou hast set our iniquities before thee, our secret sins in the light of

thy countenance."

II. But let us pass to the other impressive topic of our text, which reminds '

us of what our whole life will appear when the future and the past are put

together ; which, in view of the final account we shall have to render, and in

order to detach us from the engrossing and unspiritualising influences of this

present world, tells us that all our life here is but a vain show ; that, owing to

its brevity, its artificialness, its fleeting and unreal pleasures, it is, when we
come to the end of it, like the laying down of an exciting but fictitious book.
" We spend our years as a tale that is told." By this image, first, no doubt,

it is meant to indicate to us how short our life appears when we draw near to

its close. This is eminently the characteristic of a work of fiction; hurried on
by stirring incident, we think not of the years the story is made to sweep
over. The early life of the chief characters we get through in a few con-

densed pages, whilst, as to promotions, downfalls, chance, and change, wo
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have perused whole chapters of them -without lifting the eye from the page
;

and then, as we get near the end, the whole narrative becomes subjected to a

process of involuntary compression. We just gather up a few salient points

—

an affecting scene here, and a beautiful trait of character there ; and these

are the whole history, and all that memory retains of the book. And such,

brethren, is our life when it has passed ; we can live over all its years again at

one sad silting. Childhood's happy thoughts, youth's painted futures, man-
hood's early struggles ; the clutched prize which proved a shadow, the dreaded
ill which never came ; what are they, in review, but the early chapters of a

M-ell wrought tale, only too natural in their telling, and their like but too well

known ? Hence that mournful review of Jacob in answer to Pharaoh—" The
days of the years of my pilgrimage are a hundred and thirty years ; few and
evil have the years of the days of my life been." " Few and evil ;" for what
were the living things of that history—the life of that long life ? Oh, they
were just the marked passages, the mere headings of chapters ; his vision at

Bethel, his service for llachel, his wrestling with the angel, his kind meeting

with Esau, his tidings of a long lost son, saving his grey hairs from being brought

with sorrow to the grave. All the rest of that hundred and thirty years was
one great undottcd blank, the unremembered parts of a now concluded tale.

And will not some of my elder brethren take up similar language ? You have

arrived, it may be, at the age of threescore years and ten ; but reduce them
bj' all the years you are not able to remember, and by all the j'ears you would
be but too glad to forget ; cut out the useless, and the comfortless, and the ill-

spent, and those in which you were spiritually dead. How little do you re-

member now of sorrows which once pierced you as a sword, and of hopes

which once fired your soul with a high enthusiasm, and of schemes and plans

for which for months together you rose up early, and late took rest, and ate

the bread of carefulness ? And if you do remember these things, yet if through

grace your hoary head be rmw found in the way of righteousness, what care

you for them ? What care you for anything that you did, or suffered, or suc-

ceeded in, or lost at that time, save in so far as it brought you nearer to God
;

save as it was overruled for awakening in you feelings of spiritual anxiety

;

save as it was the means of introducing you to that new life, the only life

worthy of the name—a life of faith in the Son of God? Yes, brethren, the

chapters of our life are few which are woith remembering; the aggregate of

our enduring recollections will lie in a small compass. We shall think of our

days of awakened fear, our days of anxious conflict, our days of sanctified

affliction, our days of returning and recovered peace ; but of the bulk of our

years we neither have nor care to have a chronicle. Being spent, they seem
but " as a tale that is told."

Again, by this comparison of life to a tale, we may suppose the writer to be

hinting at another characteristic of our present state, namely, its utter un-
realness, and vanity, and false show. The comparison, you see, is not to a

sober history, but to a fictitious narrative, the allusion being, in the opinion

of some commentators, to those romantic fictions among the Orientals which
were repeated from house to house by a class of itinerant story-tellers or poets,

willing to recite their extravagant and high-wrought fictions wherever they

could find an auditory. Even Homer's mighty epic is thought by some to

have iiad no more honoured introduction into the world than this ; whilst in

the early bards and wandering minstrels of our own country we have a relic
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of the same ancient practice. On this view the Psahnist seems to imply, that

as we draw near to our Litter end, we shall feel pretty much as a man feels

who has come to the end of a work of fiction. He feels that he has been sur-

rendering himself to a false and artificial excitement, wasting emotion in idle

and foolish sympathies ; that he has been living among the creations of a

fabulous world, only to feel the more sensibly afterwards the flatness and in-

sipidity of real life. Brethren, think you there is any truth in this reprenta-

tion ? Believe you that a time will ever come when you shall look upon life,

with all its crowd of incident and object, as a great fable ? Can you look at it

now, with its great world, thronged with busy occupants and scenes ; its

wars, its wealth, its wickedness, its ploughs, its looms, its ships, its honours,

its dignities, its rewards ; nations in arms, commerce embarrassed, wise men
perplexed, good men sad ; an incensed nation washing their footsteps in the

blood of the ungodly, and "Rachel weeping for her children because they are

not:" can you witness such things, and say, after all, 'There is no reality in

this ; it is a dream, a pageant, a mere minstrel's tale ?' No, brethren, you
cannot do this, nor do I think it is the design of this and other like representa-

tions which Scripture gives ns of life's unsubstaatialnesss that you should.

Paul has a striking image in which, comparing mankind and their various

pursuits to a stage play ? he says, " The fashion of this world passeih away ;"

and Solomon represents himself as having constructed a magnificent pile of

every good thing under the sun, only to find it vanity in the end ; but still,

the design of Scripture hereby, is not to disparage the common and permitted

ambitions of men, but only to point out their worthlessness when pursued as

final ends, when they are made the object of life and not the means to live.

Solomon would have had no disappointment in his houses, if he had used
them as houses ; nor in his wealth, if he had used it as wealth ; but instead of

this, he made them things to worship, and love, and put his confidence in, and
in that view all his successes were a vanity, a poor thing of fictitious and de-
ceiving hopes. Our life is cnly a deceit, according as we use it deceitfully.

Be it that all the pictures given of it in Scripture are strictly true— a disturbed

dream, a wave gone by, a dissolving vapour, a watch in the night, the passing

of a weaver's shuttle, the recital of a traveller's tale ; say of it, if you will,

that there is an artificialness in all its pursuits ; a false glitter in all its pride;

that its honours are a scenic vanity, and its wealth only a bag with holes
;

be it that we have seen it in all its trick and hoUowness ; its applause a breath,

its friendships an April sun, its frowns an unreasoning dislike, and its beau-
ties a concealed decay ; yet let us not forget that all this deception is not in

life, but in ourselves. Life, for all its avowed objects, is real enough to honour
God, to succour man, to do good in our day and generation, to get a victory

over our lower nature, to discipline our faculties for a more exalted condition

of being ; in any such view of its design, life is a great truth, and is no parable.

But let these higher ends of our being be overlooked, or be made to give place

to less worthy objects ; let the present world be made the home of our affec-

tions, the city of our rest, the Alpha and Omega of all aim and thought ; and
life does indeed become a thing of shows and shadows, an exciting fiction to

amuse for a little time, and then to pall with the dead flatness of a tale that is

told.

What, then, is our practical lesson from this view of life ? Why, that we
" use this world without abusing it," that we look upon it as a stage scene,
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shifting, on the move, and with all its cares, crosses, disappointments, hopes,

soon to pass away. We should live for the morrow, for the end, for the time

when the reality shall be separated from the show, when the truth shall be

disentangled from the fable, when we shall distinguish between those material

elements which make up mere existence, and those higher moral objects which

constitute life. In a world of changing things there is one thing stable, in a

world full of illusions there is one reality ; it is God's truth—this changeth

not. Its demands upon the cnnecience, its rules for life, its requirements for

our final acceptance, its marks and signs of a converted state, its stipulation

for our hope being Christ, and all Christ ; Christ our wisdom to enlighten,

Christ our righteousness to justify, Christ our sanctification to fit for heaven,

Christ our redemption to make us the sons of God here, is no idle tale.

Nothing is evanescent here. " The grass withereth, the flower fadeth, but the

word of our God shall stand for ever."

And then, again, to note one other thought suggested by this comparison of

life to a finished tale. Is not the image expressive of that palling and dull

satiety which usually accompanies the retrospect of a long life ? It is not

often that on coming to the close of a story we have any wish to begin it

again ; we do not usually desire to turn back and go through the same train

of false excitement, morbid feeling, and exaggerated sentiment a second time.

And it is so with our life ; if it must be the same life, spent no better, enjoyed

no more, improved as little to the best and highest ends—are there many even

of my aged brethren who would wish to begin their j'ears again ? Are there

many who would re-enter upon the pleasures of youth, or engage anew in the

strifes of manhood, or live again those last few weary years when the grass-

hopper's weight is a burden, and desire fails of object? No, most of us, as old

age advances, will rather say with Job, "I would not live always"—'I would

not sleep through life's dream again. The tale is finished, and finished let it

be. To begin it again, to tread the same round of busy vanities, elaborate

follies, costly shows, toilsome emptiness ; no, I would gladly be spared all

this. I would not indeed desert my post, or refuse to wait all the days of my
appointed time ; but if that time be come, if my peace be made, if the work of

the day has, through grace, been done in the day, what more should I ask of

my God and Saviour than a gentle dismissal to my rest? " Lord, now lettest

thou thy servant depart in peace, for mine eyes have seen thy salvation." I

desire no longer a continuance among men ; earth has done for me both its

best and its worst ; its best, as a school where my spirit might be trained for

heaven ; its worst, as a scene of shiftings, mockings, disappointments, bringing

my years to an end, as it wore, a " tale that is told."

I conclude, brethren, with three words of caution, the moral at once of our

subject, of our life, of the closing year :—be sober, be diligent, be watchful.

Be sober in all the aims, and plans, and pleasures, and permitted gratifica-

tions, and lawful attachments of life. S^-ek them as if you sought them not,
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and enjoy them as if you enjoyed them not. To how many in our land must

the utterance of that good old fasliioned English wish which a change in the

mere meaning of one word makes us less willing to use now, though really

expressing no more than the A.postle James expresses, when he says, " Is

any merry ? Let him sing Psalms"—yet to how many, I say, must the utterance

of this time-hoHOured sentiment of the season be " as vinegar upon nitre,"

or " as he that singeth songs to a heavy heart !" "With them sad tidings

come, or sad tidings feared, have thrown a dark shadow over their Christmas

hearth, and tlie blessed home festival of our country, sacred to home affec-

tions, home unions, and home joys, was spent in sighs for ruined prospects and

in wailings of their murdered dead. "Well, one lesson of all these disasters,

whether at home or abroad, is, *' be sober :" use holy restraints. In all the

ambitions of life, even its highest and its best, maintain a wise and sacred mo-

deration. That which commonly makes life's tale so sad is, that we suffer

ourselves to be carried away from our sobriety. "We have had a fondness for

the exaggerated, and the false, and the unreal ; we have been hero worship-

pers, and so, just as we are going to die, our mocking enemy shows us our

idols ; our gold all cankered, our chaplets all withered, our comforts all re-

duced to this, a softer pillow to die upon. But, brethren, set ye lightly by

these things, and sit loosely to them, and then it will cost you little to lay

them aside at last. It is always well to anticipate life's closing chapter, to

measure our interest in passing things, not by the excitement kept up as the

story marches, but by the profit they will yield when the tale is told.

Secondly, " be diligent." Life maybe a tale; but brief as it may seem in

the telling of it, during this interval you have to prepare for an everlasting

existence. Look at the work before you. I know not how much there is

done of it, but the season reminds you that your years are running on, and

that before they are run out—at least if you hope to be saved—your sins must

lose their scarlet, and your soul have found refuge, and your heart have ex-

perienced the grace of a Divine and transforming power. And, I ask you,

are you likely to have years too many for these things ? "NA'hen they are spent,

will you find that you have had any for waste, any for delays, any in which

there need be nothing done towards securing life's great end ? Oh, then, be

diligent, and be wise. *' "Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy

might." The fictions of life may impose upon us for a season, but the truth

will out at last. "Men may live fools, but fools they cannot die."

Lastly, " be watchful." Life's story may close you know not how abruptly.

"Unlike other stories, it is often just as we are on the threshold of something

great and stirring, all hopes raised, and all thoughts full, that the thread of

the narrative breaks off, and there comes an end. "Who of us must not have

seen the proof of this during the year which is about to close ? Who recalls

not, while I speak, the removal of one, two, three, who at the opening of this

year no more looked for such an event than did any of you ? Think, then, of
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gOme friend you have lost, and remember that, " he being dead yet speaketh"

—speaketh, if he be one that died in the Lord, of the wisdom of a holy

preparedness, of the blessedness of a daily watching, of the unspeakable com-

fort of having nothing to do when our time comes but to lie down in the

arms of Christ and die. He speaketh of the victories of faith, of the power of

grace, of the mercies of Jesus, of the covenant love of God. He speaketh of

the wisdom of forsaking the world, the happiness of having the Lord for our

portion, the peaceful way and the peaceful end of those who, before the evil

days come, the days of darkness, and old age, and impaired sensibilities, have

found Christ, or rather have been found of Christ. And he speaketh, once more,

of the duty of being more earnest for the time to oome. If you are spared to

see another year, he would say to you, ' Get ready, be equipped, whether for

life or for death ; let your lamps be always burning, and your loins ever

girded.' Life is the time for work, and the only time. "There is no work, nor

device, nor wisdom, nor knowledge in the grave, whither thou goest." And

be as honest as you are earnest. Try the foundation of your hope, what it is.

Look to your evidences ; stop not short of a realised work of the Divine Spirit

upon your hearts. The approval of friends may deceive you, your own hearts

may deceive you ; a life of integrity, and usefulness, and large charities, and

outward religiousness may deceive you ; you must therefore go deeper ; you

must carry the light of the Word into all the secrecies of the inner man, and

even when you have compared mark with mark, and feeling with feeling, and

desire with desire, as you see them represented there, you must still be afraid

of your own loo partial self-scrutinies, and cry in that language which •we

heard this morning—" Search me, O God, and know my heart ; try me, and

know my thoughts ; and lead me in the way everlasting."
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34-PREACH THE GOSPEL. 2,412

' 35-GOD'S PEOPLE IN THE FURNACE. 2,417

I 36—WHAT ARE THE CLOUDS. 2,419

.37—LAW AND GRACE. 2,424

) 38—STORMING THE BATTLEMENTS. 2,431

I 39-40-HEAVEN AND HELL. 2,432-33

I
41-42—ELECTION. 2,439-40

43—THE DEATH OF THE CHRISTIAN.
'44-REPENTANCE UNTO LIFE. 2,449

.

45-CONVERSION. 2.452
' 46-THE GLORIOUS HABITATION. 2,460

I
47-CHRlST'S PRAYER FOR HIS PEOPLE. 2,465

,48-CHASTISEMENT. 2,468

49-THE GOD OF PEACE. 2,471

60—THE HOLY GHOST-THE GREAT TEACHER. 2,475

61—COMFORT FOR THE DESPONDING. 2,478

62—FREE-WILL-A SLAVE. 2483

No. 2,454, CHRIST S PRAYER FOR HIS PEOPLE.
THE NEW PARK STREET PULPIT, Vol. I. Cloth 6s. 6cl. Half Calf,

^'^a'^V^EW of ^heBmTH-PLACE of REV. C. H. SPURGEON, beautifully

Printed in Colours, with handsome Border, for Framina:. Size 13 in. hy 10. Is.

THE PULPIT LIBRARY. Vol. I. containing 12 Sermons, by Rev. C. H.

Spurgeon, printed in large type, bound, 2s 6d

S

London: JAMES PAUL, I, CHAPrERHOUSE COURT, PATERNOSTER ROW;
AND ALABASTER AND PASSHOIIE



Works published hy James Paul, Chapter-house Court, St. PauVs.

THE GOLDEN LECTURES, delivered at St. Margaret's Church, Lothbury,
by Kev. H. Melvill, B.D., during the Years 1860 to 1855, 6 vols. 6s. each year.

THE PREACHER IN PRINT. Vol, I. Twelve Sermons by the Rev. H.
Melvill, B.D. ISmo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

THE PREACHER IN PRINT. Vol. II. Eleven Sermons by the Rev. T.
Binney. With a short account of the Weigh-House Chapel. 18mo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

THE PREACHER IN PRINT. Vol. III. Fifteen Sermons by the late

Rev. J. H. Evans, A.M., and the Hon. and Rev. W. B. Noel, A.M. Bound, 2s. 6d.

THE PREACHER IN PRINT. Vol. IV. Six Sermons by Mr. J. C.
Philpot, delivered in Eden-street, Hampstead-road. 18mo. cloth. Is. 6d.

FOURTEEN LECTURES ON THE BOOK OF PROVERBS, by the Rev.
T. Binney. Cloth Is. 6d.

MAIDENS AND MOTHERS, or the Christian Spinster and the Hebrew
Wife. A Book for Young Women. Cloth, 8d.

FORMATION OF CHARACTER. A Book for Young Men, selected from
some Sermons, by the Rev. T. Binney. Cloth Is. 6d.

THE SHEPHERD- KING, An Exposition of the Twenty-Third Psalm. A
Book for the Aged. By the Rev. T. Binney. Cloth 6d.

CONGREGATIONAL CHANTING. A Lecture at the Weigh-House Chapel,
introductory to a Course of Lessons on Chanting, by the Rev. T. Binney. 2d.

OBJECTIONS TO THEATRICAL AMUSEMENTS. A Lecture delivered
at Well-street Chapel, 1838. By the Rev. T. Binney. 2d.

NINETEEN LECTURES at the Early Service, St. Swithen's Church, in
1838-39, by the S. Robins ; to which is added, 3, by the Rev. G. Weight, cloth, 4s.

BUNHILL MEMORIALS. Sacred Reminiscences of Three Hundred Minis-
ters, and other persons of note, who are buried in Bunhill Fields. With the
Inscriptions on their Tombs and Gravestones, and other Historical Information
respecting them, from authentic sources. Edited by J. A. Jones. Cloth. 5s.

Bunhill Memorials was followed by a series of important Tracts, of very scarce
BiographicalAccountsof other eminent Ministers, Ordination Charges, Sermons,
Orations, &c., long out of print. 3d. each, or bound in 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

1. THE FUNERAL ORATION at the Grave of Dr. Gifford, in Bunhill
Fields. By John Ryland, A.M.

2. A CHARGE at the Ordination of Mr. Moreton, of Kettering, by Robert
Hall, of Arnsby.

3. MEMOIRS of the Rev. R. Hall, with a History of the Church at Arnsby.

4. AFUNERAL SERMON on the Death of Mr. S. Wilson, 1 750. J. Gill, D.D.
6. Dr. GILL'S SERMON, " Watchman, what ofthe night?" 1750.

6. THE PRACTICAL IMPROVEMENT of the " Watchman's Answer."

By Dr. Gill, in 1751.

7. THE GLORY OF THE CHURCH IN THE LATTER DAY. A
Sermon by Dr. Gill, in 1752.

8. THE GLORIOUS STATE OF THE SAINTS IN HEAVEN. A Sermon
by Dr. Gill, in 1755.

9. THE VICTORIOUS CHRISTIAN, RECEIVING HIS CROWN. A
Funeral Sermon, by Dr. Stennett for Dr. Gill.

THE SERVICES AND SERMONS occasioned by the Death of the Rev.
J. H. Evans, A.M., by the Rev. O. Winslow, Hon. and Rev. B. W. Noel, and
Rev. C. A. M. Shepherd, with a short Memoir. 6d.

THE USE OF FAITH, IF POPERY SHOULD RETURN UPON US.
A Sermon by J. Owen, D.D. With a Preface, by J. A. Jones. Id.

THE DREAM OF HEAVEN ; or, the Sister's Tale. A Fact, and not a
Fiction, by the Rev. T. Sharpe. 6d.

MARRIAGE, by the Rev. W. B. Collyer, D.D. 2d.

UNCONSCIOUS INFLUENCE. By the Rev. H. Bushnell, D.D. 32mo. 3d.

WORK AND PLAY, an Oration delivered before the Phi-Beta-Kappa
Society, by the Rev. H. Bushnell, D.D. 3d.

MY MOTHER'S GOLD RING. An American Tale. 2d.

THE MOTHER'S MAGAZINE, issued Monthly, 16 pages 8vo. 2d. Vols.

1 to 20 bound in cloth, 3s. each ; containing many interesting articles by some
of the most talented writers in America, respecting Maternal Associations, and
suitable for general circulation among families. " We feel no hesitation in

saying that every family should possess a copy of this work,"
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THE

PENNY PULPIT:
CONTAININO

-ACCURATELY REPORTED SERMONS BY SOME OF THE MOST

TALENTED MINISTERS OF VARIOUS DENOMINATIONS.

Nos. CONTENTS

:

2,6U Rev. H. MelviU, B.D.—Repentance and faith.—Mark i. U, 15

2.515 M. Daniell—Faith or safety—John xvi. 31

2.516 C. H. Spurgeon-Canaan on earth—Deut. xi. 10—12 [iv. 12
.J

2.517 H. MelviU, B.D.—Affliction to be expected by the Christian— 1
Peter

2',518 19 Hon. & Rev. B. W. Noel, M.A—Unwillingness of men to come to Christ

2,530 Rev. M. Daniell—Hope and sunshine—Romans viii. 24

2,521-22 A. Fletcher, D.D.-The Holy War-2 Timothy iv. 7

C. H. Spurgeon—Watch-Night Service—Lamentations ii. 19

H. MelviU, B.D.—Christ come for judgment—John x. 39

M. Daniell—Charity or strength—John xii. 84, 35

C. H. Spurgeon—Sovereignty and salvation— Isaiah xlr. 22

J. Spence, M.A.-The Christian's hope-Romans viii. 24

H. MelviU, B.D.—The teaching of angels by the church-Eph. iii. 10

2,523

2,524

2,525

2,526

2,527

2,528

a 529-30 C. H. Spurgeon—The beatific vision—1 John iii. 2

Just Published, bound in cloth, price 6d.

THE SHEFHERO-KING.
AN EXPOSITION OF THE TWENTY-THIRD PSALM.

A Book for the Aged.

BY THE REV. T. BINNEY.

THE PENNY PULPIT,

Vol. 53, from May 1854, to March 1855, containiog 112 Sermons.

Cloth, 10s. 6d.

THE CHRISTIAN'S PENNY ALMANACK FOR 1856.

Which (besides the usual Almanack information) contains Meditations upon

SplPct Passages of Scripture for Every Day in the Year, chiefly by the Rev. J.

A James and the Re?. O. Winslow, D^D. Together M^ith a Metropolitan

ChaoeT Directory, comprising an Account of the various Places of Worship in

iSon and Suburban Districts ; Names and Residences of the Mmisters ;

and Times of Services on Week Evenings, and on Lord s Day, &c.

The Golden Lectures, delivered at St. Margaret's Church. Lothbury, by Eev. H. MelviU, B.D.
The Ooiaen ^^"^""^"'"^^^.^^^

jj^g jeats 1850 to 1854. 5 vols. 6s. each year.

LONDON: JAMES PAUL, 1, CHAPTER HOUSE COURT,
I^^orth Side St. PauVs Church-yard ; and Sold by all Booksellers.



THE PENNY PULPIT,
A collection of accurately reported Sermons, by mini-ters of various denominations,

issued in Weekly Numbers, Monthly Parts, and in Volumes bound in cloth.

Vols, 1 to 47 may be had at 3s. 6d. per vol., forming a complete body of divinity.

Vols! 48 to 55, consisting of about 112 Sermons in each Volume, of some of the most

popular preachers and Lecturers of the day. Bound in clolh, 10s. 6d. each.

Each Sermon may be had separate ; and if by post about 10 /or a single postage.

Ministers and other friends desirous of circulating any particular Sermon, supplied

on liberal terms. Complete Catalogues may be had on application.

120 Sermons by Clergymen of the Church FORTY SERMONS on Important Sub-

of England. 123. jects, preached during the Years 1843 and

96 Ditto" Congregational Ministers. lOs. 6d 1844, at Camden Chapel, by the Rev. H
A Vol. of Sermons by Rev. H. Allen, 7s.

A ditto, by Rev. J. Gumming, D.D., 63.

A ditto, by Rev. T. Binney, 4s.

A ditto, by Mr. J. C. Philpot, 43.

A ditto, by Rev. J. Burnet, 4s.

A ditto, by C. G. Finney, 5s.

A ditto, by Weslevan Mini«-ters, 73.

A ditto, bv Rev. T. Dale, M.A., 4s.

31 by Rev. J. J. West, MA., 38. 6d.

14 by Rev. J. Parsons, Is. 6d.

3 by Rev. R. Newton, D.D., 8d.

2 by Dr. Chalmers, 4d.

PARIS EXHIBITION SERMONS

Melvill, B.D. cloth, 8s.

FORTY-SIX SERMONS, by the ReV.
H. Melvill, B.D., during the Years 1844

to 1850, cloth, 8s.

FORTY-EIGHT SERMONS delivered

in Exeter Hall, during the Opening of

the Great Exhibition, from May to Sep-
tember, 1851 ; together with the Thanks-
giving Service, by the Metropolitan Minis-

ters, cloth, 6s.

H. Hin ton's 3 on Church Establishments 6d

l_Rev. J. Sinclair, MA.—On the beau-

tiful in Crea'ion.
2— Ditto—Value of Christian Ordinances

3—Rev. R. G. Gleig, M.A.—The true

God, and life eternal.

4—Rev.R. Bickersteth, M.A.—Redemp-
tion, the ground for anticipating every

blessing.
5—Ditto—-The difficulty of salvation.

6_Rev. J. S. M. Anderson, M.A.—The
ministry of John the Baptist

7—Ditto—The connection between sin

and suffering.

8—Rev. J. Murray,M.A.—The happiness

apart from the hope of the resurrection.

9—Hon. & Rev. H. M. Villiers, M.A.—
Benefits derived from drawing near to God.

10—Ditto—Watchfulne-s against sin,

11—Rev. W, Whewell, D.D,—Heavenly
Mansions.

PARIS EXHIBITION SERMONS.-
1 Bev. J. Shedlock.—Jesus Christ, and 15—Rev.
Him Crucified.

2—Rev. Dr. Willis—Rest for the weary.

3—Rev. W. Brock—The blessing at-

tached to love and obedience.

4—Ditto—Sufferings of Christ.

5-Rev. J. Shedlock—Growing in grace,

6—Rev. R, Lovett—The doctrine of jus-

tification.

7—Ditto—The Christian's seal.

8—Rev. H. Palmer—The Way to the

Father.
9_R,ev.R.M-Brair— Living and dying

to the Lord.
10—Rev. H. Palmer—The inner world.

11—Rev. F. Greeves—The perfect man-
hood of Christ.

12— Rev. R. Lovett—An apostle's prayer

for the church.
13—Rev. J. Hocart.—Waiting upon the

Lord.
14—Rev. J. Shedlock.—An apostle's

method of silencmg objectors.

12—Rev. W. Whewell, D.D.—The Te
Deum. and the Apostles' Creed
13—Rev. R. Burgess, B.D—The groan-

ing of Creation, and its future deliverance

.

14—Ditto— Object of Christ's ministry.

15—Rev. C. Mackenzie, M. A.—Oppor-
tunities for union, and the danger of neg-

lecting them.
16—Rev. R. W. Jelf, D.D.—The com-
mon origin of man.
17—Ditto—Following the multitude to

do evil,

18—Rev. R. Harvey, M.A.—The fall of

Satan,
19-Rev. J. D. Glennie, M. A.—Re-

pentance,
20—Rev. H. Alford—Lessons taught by

the capture of Sebastopol.

21—Rev. J, D. Glennie, M.A.—Learn-
ing of Christ,

Second Series.

Dr, Gordon.—The
saying.

16—Rev.
Oneself.

17—Rev, J. W. Massie, D,D,, LL.D.—
Christ a learner.

18—Rev. F. Greeves.—The perfect man-
hood of Christ.

19—Rev, F. W, Cox,—The heavenly
Visitor.

20— Rev. J. Sherman.—The Almighty
Saviour.
21—Hon. and Rev. B. Noel.—The dying

thief.

22— Rev. F. Greeves—Consolations un-
der bereavement.
23—Rev. W, Tyler.—The love of God.
24—Rev. J . Sherman,—The pre-eminent
One.
25—Rev. F. Greeves.—The individuality

of great gatherings.
26—Rev. Dr. Cook.—Paul's prayer for

the Ephesians.

faithful

J. Stoughton,—Coming to

LONDON: JAMES PAUL, 1, CIUPTER-HOUSE COUR ST. PAUL'S.
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9<M^6)^ ^y vn
THE

MOTHER'S MAGAZINE,
AND FAMILY PREACHER.

CONTENTS:
Sketches and Essays :

—

What will your Child be to you ? 49

Are you happy ? 62
Kind words 55
The one great idea of the Bible 67
The Child's reproof 67
Popular Infidelity 68
The uninteresting Scholar 69

Sleep in Jesus. By Rev. T. Dale 60

Poetry—
What's the News? 64

The Family Preacher :

—

The teaching of angels by the church. By Rev. H. Melvill, B.D 65

\VJ"H

MAIDENS AND MOTHERS:
OR, THE CHRISTIAN SPINSTER, AND THE HEBREW WIFE.
A Book for Young Women. By Rev. T. Binney. Price 8d. cloth.

rOURTEEN LECTURES ON THE BOOK OF PROVERBS.
BY THE REV. T. BINNEY.

In one volume, 18mo. cloth, price Is. 6d. or each may be had separate.

OBJECTIONS TO THEATRICAL AMUSEMENTS. A Lecture, ile-

livered at Wells Street, 1838. By the Rev. Thomas Binney. Price 2d.

THE PREACHER IN PRINT, Vol. l. Twelve Sermons by the
Rev. H. Melvill, B.D. Bound, 2s. 6d.

Also, 2 Vols., containing Eighty-six Sermons by the Rev. H. Melvill, B.D.,
on Important Subjects, bound in cloth, 8s. each

LONDON: JAMES PAUL, I, CHAPTER HOUSE COUET
North Side Si. PauVs CJmrch-yard, and Paternoster Row
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The Penny Fulpit, published by James Paul, Chapterhouse -court, ratcr^noster-rcto

2,402-3 Rev. C. H. Spurgeon.—The time of trouble The night is far spent, &c.

2.404 W. Whewtll, D.D.—The Te Deum, and Apostles' Creed—Ps. clxix. 1

2.405 J. J. West, M.A.—The ascended conqueror—Psalm Ixviii. 18

2.406 C. H. Spurgeon.—The necessity of increased faith—Luke xvii. 5

2.407 J. P. Waldo, A.B.—The sinner found out by his sin—Num. xxxii. 23

2.408 R. Burgess, B.D.—The groaning of creation & its future deliverance

2.409 C. H. Spurgeon.—A wise desire—Psalm xlvii. 4 [Rom. viii, 19—22

2.410 R. Burgess, B.D.—The object of Christ's ministry—Mat. ix. 13

2.411 C. Mackenzie, M.A—Opportunities for union, and the danger of

2.412 C. H. Spurgeon.—Preach the gospel— 1 Cor. ix. 16 ]neglecting them

i'H.

Palmer. \ The inner world—Luke xii. 2

F. Greeves. / The perfect manhood of Christ—Heb. ii. 11—13

R. Lovett. I An apostle's prayer for the church— 2 Thes. iii. 5

J. Hocart. / Waiting upon the Lord—Isaiah xl. 31

2.417 C. H. Spurgeon.—God's people in the furnace—Isaiah x. 48 '

2.418 R. AV. Jelf, D.D.—The common origin of man—Acts xvii. 25—27
2.419 C. H. Spurgeon.—What are the clouds ?—Nahum i. 3

2.420 R. W. Jelf, D.D.—Following a multitude to do evil—Ex. xxiiL 2

2.421 H. Melvill, B.D.—Pride-Proverbs xvi. 18

2,422-23 W. Landels.—Harvest Lessons—Matthew xiii. 39

2.424 C. H. Spurgeon.—Law and grace—Romans v. 20

2.425 R. Harvey. M.A.—The fall of Satan—Luke x. 18 [xvii. 37

2.426 H. Melvill, B.D.—The example of David in the useof means— 1 Sam.
2.427 Rev. J. T. Brown, A.M.^The posthumous testimony of true faith

o Aoo OQ ^ ^- Shedlock—An apostle's method of silencing objectors
£,iiii-zy

j jjj._ Gordon—The faithful saying— I Timothy i. 15

2.430 J. Stoughton—Coming to Oneself—Luke xv. 17

2.431 C. H. Spurgeon—Storming the Battlements—Jeremiah v. 10

2,432-33 Heaven and Hell—Matthew viii. 11, 12

2,434-35 The Christian's service and honour— John xii. 26

2.436 Rev. J. D. Glennie, M.A.—Repentance—Acts xvii. 30, 31

2.437 H. Melvill, B.D.—Man's dread of annihilation—Philip, i. 23

2.438 J. A. Spurgeon—Christ's conquest, Satan's defeat, the Saint's triumph
2,439-40 C. H. Spurgeon—Election— 2 Thess. ii. 13, 14

2.441 H. Alford—Lessons taught by the capture of Sebastopol—Luke xiv. 11

2.442 H. Melvill, B.D.—The power of habit—Isaiah i. 5

2.443 J. W. Massie, D.D., LL.D.—Christ a learner—Heb. v. 8, 9

2.444 C. H. Spurgeon—The death of the Christian—Job v. 26

2,446 H. Melvill, B.D.—The history of Lot's wife—Genesis xix. 26

2.446 J. D. Glennie, M.A.—Learning of Christ—Ephesians iv. 20, 21

2.447 Mr. J. Bird—The value of the soul—Matthew xvi. 26

2.448 Rev. F, Greeves—The perfect manhood of Christ—Heb. ii. 11— 13

2.449 C. H. Spurgeon—Repentance unto life—Acts xi. 18

2.450 H. Melvill, B.D.—God, the object of love—Matthew xxii. 36, 37

2.451 Rev. F. W. Cox.—The Heavenly Visitor—Rev. iii. 20

2.452 C. H. Spurgeon.— Conversion—James v. 19, 20.

2.453 J. Sherman.—The Almighty Saviour—Hebrews vii. 25

2.454 C. H. Spurgeon.— Christ's prayer for his people— Jn. xvii. 20 No. 1.

( Hon. & Rev. B. Noel. ) The dying thief—Luke xxiii. 39—43
2,455-58 \ Rev. F. Greeves. > Consolations under bereavement— 2 Sam.

I
_ W. Tyler. ) The love of God—Rom. viii. 38, 39 [xii. 23

2.459 H. Melvill, B.D.— Christ on the Mount of Transfiguration—Mat.

2.460 C. H Spurgeon.—The glorious habitation—Psalm xc. 1 [xvii. 6

2.461 H. Melvill, B.D.-The Sabbath—Exodus xxxi. 12, 13

2.462 H. Bonar, D.D.—The peace of God—John xiv. 27

- . ( J. Sherman ) The pre-eminent One— Colossians i. 18
'

f F. Greeves. j The individuality of great gatherings—Is. xxvii .7

2.465 C. H. Spurgeon.—Christ's prayer for his people—Jn, xvii. 15 No 2.

2.466 H. Melvill, B.D.—The kingdom of heaven not a mystery—Is. Ixiv. 4

2.467 W. Landels.—The fading leaf an emblem of man's decay—Isaiah

2.468 C. H. Spurgeon.— Chastisement—Heb. xii. 5 '
[Ixiv. 6

2.469 H. Melvill, B.D.—The certain reward of good works—Ps. cxxvi. 6

2.470 W. Landels.—Neglected opportunities—Jeremiah viii. 20

2.471 C. H. Spurgeon—The God of peace—Romans xv. 3 [Eccles. x. 2

2.472 M. Daniell. Spiritual anatomy ; the Heart, or welNbeing.—
2.473 Dr. Cook.—Paul's prayer for the Ephesians— Eph. i. 15—20
2.474 H. Melvill, B.D.—The ministering angels— I Timothy iii. 16

2.475 C. H. Spurgeon.—The Holy Ghost—the Great Teacher

2.476 M. Daniell.—The head or well thinking—Matt, xviii. 12

2.477 H. Melvill, B.D.—Love of God— 1 John v. 3



Publishing Weekly, price One Penny each,

PARIS EXHIBITION SERMONS,
Delivered to the English Visitors, and others,

IN THE CHURCH OF THE ORATOIRE,
RUE ST. HONORE, PARIS,

Nos. 1, 2-BY THE VEN. JOHN SINCLAIR, M.A.
Subject—The Beautiful in Creation.

Subject—The Value of Christian Ordinances.

No. 3-BY THE REV. G. B. GIKTG, M.A.
Subject—The True God, and Life Eternal.

Nos. 4, 5-BY THE REV. R. BICKERSTETH, M.A.
Redemption, the Ground for Anticipating every Blessing.

Subject—The Difficidty of Salvation.

Nos. 6, 7-BY THE REV. J. S. M. ANDERSON, M.A.
Subject—The Ministry of John the Baptist.

Subject—The connection between sin and suffering.

No. 8-BY THE REV. J. MURRAY, M.A.
The happiness apart from the hope of the resurrection.

Nos. 9, lO.-BY THE HON. ^ REV. H. M. VIILIERS, M.A,
Subject—The benefits derived from drawing to God.

Subject—Watchfulness against Sin.

Nos. 11, 12.-BY THE REV. W. WHEWELL, D.D.
Subject—Heavenly Mansions.

Subject—The Te Deum, and the Apostles' Creed.

Nos. 13, 14.-BY THE REV. R BURGESS D.D.

The Groaning of Creation, and its Future Deliverance.

Subject—The Object of Christ's Ministry.

No. 15-BY THE REV. C. MACKENZIE, M.A.
Subject, Opportunities for union, and the danger of neglecting them.

Nos. 16, 17-BY THE REV. R. W. JELF, D.D.
Subject—The common origin of man.

Subject—Following the multitude to do evil.

No. 18-BY THE REV. R. HARVEY, M.A.
Subject—The fall of Satan.

Nos. 19 & 21-BY THE REV. J. D. BLENNIE, M.A.
Subjects—Repentance —Learning of Christ.

No. 20-BY THE REV. H. ALPORD,
JSubject—Lessons taught by the capture of Sebastopol.

LONDON: JAMES PAUL, 1, CHAPTER-HOUSE COURT, ST. PAUL'S.



THE CHRISTIAN'S PENNY ALMANACK FOR 1856,
Which (besides the usual Almanack information) contains Meditations upon
Select Passages of Scripture for Every Day in the Year, chiefly by the Rev. J.

A. James and the Rev. O. Winslow, D,D. Together with a Metropolitan
Chapel Directory, comprising an Account of the various Places of Worship in

London and the Suburban Districts ; Names and Residences of the Ministers ;

and Times of Services on Week Evenings, and on Lord's Day, &c.

Excellent Books for Presentation by the Rev. Dr. Cumming.
LOOK TO JESUS ; by the Rev. John Cumming, D.D., Minister of the

National Scotch Church, Crown Court, Covent Garden, London ; with a
wrapper, price 4d., or bound in cloth, gilt edges, 8d.

PERSUASIVES TO REPENTANCE; by the Rev. J. Cumming, D.D. 2d.

THE CHRISTIAN MINISTER'S OLD YEAR'S EXHORTATION,
AND NEW YEAR'S COMPLIMENT. By Rev. J. Cumming, D.D. 8d., Cloth.

The Rev. C. H. Sptirgeon, his Friends and Foes.

A JOURNEY TO THE NORTH, AND A SABBATH IN SCOTLAND ;

Comprising an Account of what the People of Scotland think of Mr. Spurgeon,
and what Mr. Spurgeon thinks of the Scotch ; with a full Report of Two Ser-
mons, preached at Glasgow, July 29, 1855, and an Address delivered in the
Large Room, Rosherville Gardens, August 7, 1855, by the Rev. C. H. Spurgeon,
Minister of New Park Street, Chapel, Southwaik; together with a Critique of
Mr. Spurgeon's Ministry and Printed Sermons. 2d.

PICTURES OF LIFE, AND BIRTHDAY REFLECTIONS. By the

Rev. C. H. Spurgeon. With a Life-like Portrait of the Author. 2d.

CHRIST IS ALL, THE TOUCHSTONE OF PIETY, The substance of

an Address delivered in Hackney Fields. By Rev. C. H. Spurgeon. 2d.

THE NEW PORTRAIT OF MR. SPURGEON, Universally acknow-
ledged to be a most Correct Likeness, has been re-engraved and greatly im-
proved since it appeared in the July Number of the Baptist Messenger. It

may now be obtained, in a handsome glazed frame, size 8 inches by 6. Is. 6d.

THE CONCLUDING SERVICES OF THE REV. C. H. SPURGEON
at Exeter Hall ; combining the Prayers, Exposition of the Scriptures, and
Sermons, for both Morning and Evening. 6d.

THE SERMONS DELIVERED IN THE GREAT ROOM, EXETER
HALL, with the above prayers and Expositions, during the enlargement of
Park Street Chapel, neatly bound in cloth, 2s. 6d.

PULPIT LIBRARY. (Vol. I.) Sermons by the Rev. C. H. Spurgeon,
beautifully printed in large type, forming a complete specimen of his mode of

Preaching, Exposition, and Prayer. Bound in cloth, 2s. 6d.

HEAVEN AND HELL. An Open-Air Sermon, preached in a Field, King
Edward's Road, Hackney, to a Congregation of about 12,000 Persons. By the

Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, on "Tuesday Evening, Sept. 4, 1855. Price 2d.

GOD'S MATCHLESS LOVE TO A SINFUL WORLD : Displayed in

several Sermons. By John Moore, of Northampton, preacher of the Gospel of

the Grace of God. First Printed in 1722 ; and preached at several places near
Bradford and Leeds, Yorkshire. A New Edition, revised ; with some Account
of the Author. By J. A. Jones, Editor of "Bunhill Memorials," &c. Is. 6d.

A TREATISE ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS. By John Brine Fourth
Edition, with a Life of the Author, and the choice Experience of Mr^. Anne
Brine. Revised, with an Analytical Index, by J. A. Jones. Cloth, 2s. 6d. -

THE SIN AND FOLLY OF PRIDE, painfully illustrated in the eventful

history of Mary Smith, supposed to have been one of the sufferers drowned on
board the Amphitrite off Boulogne. By the late Rev. T. Sharpe, A.M. 6d.

REV. J. ORTON'S THREE DISCOURSES ON ETERNITY. 3d.

FOUR SERMONS, by the Rev. G. T. Bedell. Is it weU with thee ? with
thy husband ? with thy child ? 6d.

LECTURES TO CHILDREN ON THE LAST HOURS OF OUR LORD
JESUS CHRIST. By the Rev. C. A. Goodrich. Cloth, Is.

THE HISTORY OF JOSEPH. Spiritually and Practically Improved. By
W. Mason. Cloth, Is.

INSTRUCTIVE STORIES ON THE PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE. Sim-
plifit'd and Adapted to Infant Minds. 4d.

HEAVEN UNVEILED ; or, Views of Immortal Life and Glory. By J.

Freeman. Is. 6d.

PEACE AMONG CHRISTIANS. By M. II. Seymour, and J. R, Page. Is.

LONDON: JAMES PAUL, 1, CHAPTER-HOUSE COURT, ST. PAULS.
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